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Denmark Iceland Norway United Kingdom
France Italy Portugal United States
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1. This publication has been prepared by the.US Joint Military
Terminology Group under the direction of the Chairman, Joint Chiefs
of Staff, in coordination with the Office of the Secretary of
Defense, the Military Services, and Defense agencies. The Secretary
of Defense, by DOD Directive 5025.12, 23 August 1989,
"Standardization of Military and Associated Terminology," has
directed its use throughout the Department of Defense to ensure
uniformity in the application and use of terms and definitions.

2. Recommendations for changes to this publication should be
submitted to the appropriate terminology point of contact (see list
on pages v-viii) in the format shown on page iv. After appropriate
coordination, the terminology points of contact will forward their
recommendations to the Chairman, US Joint Military Terminology Group
(address on page v).
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JCS PUB 1-02

PREFACE

1. PURPOSE. This publication suppkments standard English-language dictionaries with
a source of standard terminology for military use.

2. AUTHORITY. This dictionary is prepared by the US Joint Military Terminology Group
under the direction of the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff. in coordination with the Office of
the Secretary of Defense, the Military Services, and Defense agencies. The Secretary of

Defense, by Department of Defense Directive 5025.12, 23 August 1989, "Standardization
of Military and Associated Terminology," has directed its use throughout the DOD to ensure

uniformity in the application and use of terms and definitions.

3. APPLICABILITY. The DOD Dictionary ofMlary andAnociated Terus (short title:

JCSPubI-02) is promulgated for mandatory use by the Office of the Secretary of Defense,
the Military Departments, the Joint Staff, the unified and specified commands, and the

Defense agencies, hereafter referred to as "DOD components."

4. SCOPE. Terms and definitions identified with NATO represent terms standardized and
agreed for use within the NATO community. The symbol DOD marks the entry as official
for DOD components, which will use the terms and definitions so designated without

alteration unless a distinctly different context or application is intended. To provide a
common interpretation of terminology at home and abroad, US officials participating in
either NATO or other allied activities will use the terms and definitions designated for the
allied activity in question. When an allied standard for a term or definition does not exist,
the DOD term or definition (if my) will take precedence.

NOTE: The United States is a signatory to NATO Standardization Agreement (STANAG)

3680, which ratifies the NATO Glossary of Term andD#fmins (English and
French) (shast title: AAP-4). Under the provisions of STANAG 3680, AAP-6
is established as the primary glossary for NATO. The United States carries out
its obligation to implement STANAG 3680 by publishing the terminology of
AAP-4 (English only) in JCS Pub 1-02.

5. CRITERIA FOR TERMS:
Not adequately defined in a standard dictionary (for NATO, The Concise O.ford
Dkconry).

General militay or associated significance. A technical or specialized term may be
included if it can be defined in easily understood language and its inclusion is of general
military or associated significance.

Weapon terms limited to important modem weapons.

Unless there are special reasons to the contrary, terms and definitions are not to be
composed of, nor should they contain, abbreviations and acronyms.

UNCLASSIFED terms and definitions guy.

6. OTHER DOD DICTIONARIES Dictionaies or glossaries for joint usage will be issued
or published ONLY AFFER being approved by the Director for Operational Plans and

erability (J-7), Joint Suff.
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SAMPLE FORMAT FOR SUBMISSION
OF PROPOSED CHANGES

Subject: Recommendation for Changes to the DOD Dictionary of
Military and Associated Terms (JCS Pub 1-02)

To: (Designated Terminology Point of Contact-See list that

follows.)

1. The following changes are recommended for JCS Pub 1-02:

a. Change: grazing fire-Fire whisk is approximately parallel to the
ground and where the center of the cone of fire does not rise above the
beigt of e arne Mandui one meter from the ground. See also fire.

Reason: (State the reason for the recommended change, and include ap-
propriate reference to source material, if applicable.)

(NOTE: For proposed changes, added words are underlined, de-
leted words are lined through.)

b. Add: Klnes of communication-All the routes (land, water, and air)
that connect an operating military force with a base of operations and
along which supplies and military forces move.

Reason: (State the reason for the recommended addition, and include

appropriate reference to source material, if applicable.)

c. Delete: frustrated cargo.

Reason: (State the reason for deleting the term and definition and in-
clude appropriate reference to source material, if applicable.)

2. Point of Contact for this action is:
(name and rank)

Tel. XXX-XXXX.
Address
of submitting office)
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TERMINOLOGY POINTS OF CONTACT

L US JOINT MILITARY TERMINOLOGY GROUP (USJMTG)

A. OFFICE, US JOINT MILITARY TERMINOLOGY GROUP:

Chairman, US Joint Military Terminology
Group

Joint Doctrine and Allied Interoperability
Division

J-7, Joint Staff, Pentagon
Washington, DC 20318-7000

Tel: (202) 694-6663
(Autovon 224-6663)

B. SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES

ARMY: Commander, US Army
Information Systems

Software Center (STOP C-80)
Attn.: ASQBI-DMS (Terminology)
Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-5456

Tel: (703) 355-7792/7793
(Autovon 345-7792/7793)

NAVY: Chief of Naval Operations T)TIC
Navy Department
OP607E
Washington, DC 20350-2000 AoestoL lop

Tel: (202) 694-7614 NT 11 S 1

(Autovon 224-7614) 1A.II
ju ,-, If i ••eait ion-

AIR FORCE: HQ USAF/XOXWD
Rm. 4C1062, Pentagon . ý £ T-\AAA
Washington, DC 20330-5057 i t -, 11
Tel: ((202) 697-0498 -

(Autovon 227--0498) - iJor
'Dist Special

MARINE CORPS: MAGTF Warpighting Center (WF 12E)

Command

Quantico, VA 22134-5001

Tel: (703) 640-3608/3609
(Autovon 278-3608/3609)
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IL. DOD Terminology Points of Contact

A. OSD (Office of the Secretary of Defense)

WHS Directives Division
Rim. 2A286, The Pentagon
Washington, DC 20301-1155
Tel: (202) 6974111

(Autovon 227-4111)

B. Joint Staff (Washington, DC 20318-0200)

(1) Manpower and Personnel Directorate (J-1)
Military Secretariat
Washington, DC 20318-1000

Tel: (?02) 697-9644
(Autovon 227-9644)

(2) Operations Directorate (J-3)
Office of Miltary Secretary
Washington, DC 20318-3000

Tel: (202) 695-4705
(Autovon 225-4705)

(3) Logistics Directorate (J-4)
Logistic Planning Division
Washington, DC 20318-4000

Tel: (202) 697-5464
(Autovon 227-5464)

"(4) Strategic Plans and Policy Directorate (J-5)
Policy Division
Washington, DC 20318-5000

Tel: (202) 693-2745
(Autovon 223-2745)

(5) Command, Control and Communications Systems
Directorate (J-6)
Special Actions Office
Washington, DC 20318-6000

Tel: (202) 697-6224
(Autovon 227-6224)
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(6) Opeatfional Plans and Interoperability Directorate (J-7)
Joint Doctrine and Allied Intiroperability Division
Washington, DC 20318&-7000

Tel: (202) 694-6663
(Autovon 224-6663)

(7) Force Structure, Resource, and
Assessment Directorate (J-8)
Office of Military Secretary
Washington, DC 20318-8000

Tel: (202) 695-5630
(Autovon 225-5630)

(8) US Military Communications-Electronics Board (USMCEB)
Washington, DC 20318-6100

Tel: (202) 697-9284
(Autovon 227-9284)

C. Defense Agencies

(1) Defense Communications Agency (DCA)
HQ, Code R-130
1860 Wiehle Ave.
Reston, VA 22090-5500

Tel: (703)437-2803
(Autovon 364-2803)

(2) Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA)
Attn: CS-2
Rm. 1C760, Pentagon
Washington, DC 20340-5037

Tel: (202) 694-5271
(Autovon 224-5271)

(3) Defense Logistics Agency (DLA)
Atm: XAM
Rm. 5A117
Cameron Station
Alexandria, VA 22314-6100

Tel: (202) 274-6234
(Autovon 284-6234)
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(4) Defense Mapping Agency (DMA)
Attn: PRP
Bldg. 56, US Naval Observatory
Washington, DC 20305-3000

Tel: (202) 653-1465
(Autovon 294-1465)

(5) Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA)
Attn: NOEA
Washington, DC 20305-1000

Tel: (703) 325-7039
(Autovon 221-7039)

(6) National Security Agency (NSA)
Central Security Service
Attn: Q4
Rm. 2A256, Pentagon
Washington, DC 20301-1155

Tel: (301) 688-6342
(Autovon 235-6342)
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A
A-4-See Skyhawk. absorbed dose-(DOD, NATO) The amount of

energy imparted by nuclear (or ionizing) radi-
A---See Intruder. ation to unit mass of absorbing material. The

unit is the rad.
A-7-See Corsair U.

AC-130--See Hercules.
A-10--See Thunderbolt U.

ABAC scale-(ATO) A nomogram for obtain- acceleration error-(NATO) An error caused byABACscal-(N TO)A nmogrm fr obain the deflection of the vertical reference due to
ing the conversion angle to apply when plot- any chanec tion of the a ircraft.

ting great circle bearings on a mercator pro-

jection. acceptable product-(NATO) One which may be

abeam--(DOD, NATO) Bearing approximately used in place of another for extended periods
090" or 270" relative; at right angles to the without technical advice. See also emergency
longitudinal axis of a vehicle. substitute; standardized product.

abeam replenishment-(DOD, NATO) The acceptance trial-(NATO) A trial carried out by
transfer at sea of personnel and/or supplies nominated representatives of the eventual
by rigs between two or more ships proceeding military users of the weapon or equipment to
side by side. determine if the specified performance and

characteristics have been met.
abortM(DOD, NATO) 1. Failure to accomplish a

mission for any reason other than enemy access .procedures-(NA TO) See explosive ord-
action. It may occur at any point from initi- nance disposal procedures.
ation of operation to destination. 2. Discontin-
ue aircraft takeoff run or launch. access to classified informuation-.(DOD) The

ability and opportunity to obtain knowledge
abraslon-(DOD, NATO) In photography, a of classified information. Persons have access

scratch or mark produced mechanically on an to classifted information if they are permitted
emulsion surface or film base. to gain knowledge of the information or if

absolute altimeter-(DOD, NATO) Radio or they are in a place where they would be ex-
similar apparatus that is designed to indicate pected to gain such knowledge. Persons do not
the true vertical height of an aincraft above have access to classified information by being
the teruertic in a place where classified information is kept

if security measures prevent them from gain-

absolute altitude-(DOD, NATO) The height of ing knowledge of the information.

an aircraft directly above the surface or ter-
rain over which it is flying. See also altitude. accidental attack-(DOD) An unintended

attack which occurs without deliberate na-
absolute dud-(DOD) A nuclear weapon which, tional design as a direct result of a random

when launched at or emplaced on a target, event, such as a mechanical failure, a simple
fails to explode. human error, or an unauthorized action by a

subordinate.

absolute filter-(DOD, NATO) A filter capable
of cutting off 100% by weight of solid parti- accidental war-(DOD) Not to be used. See ac-
cles greater than a stated micron size. cidental attack.



accountabillty-(DOD) The obligation imposed acoustic minehunting-(DOD, NATO) The use
by law or lawful order or regulation on an of- of a sonar to detect mines or mine like objects
ficer or other person for keeping accurate which may be on or protruding from the
record of property, documents, or funds. The seabed, or buried.
person having this obligation may or may not
have actual possession of the vroperty, docu- acoustic warfare-(DOD, NATO) Action involv-
ments, or funds. Accountability is concerned ing the use of underwater acoustic energy to
primarily with records, while responsibility is determine, exploit, reduce or prevent hostile
concerned primarily with custody, care, and use of the underwater acoustic spectrum and
safekeeping. See also responsibility, actions which retain friendly use of the un-

hprecision derwater acoustic spectrum. There are three
accuracy of f--(DOD, NATO) The on divisions within acoustic warf -e:

of fire expressed by the closeness of a group- 1. acoustic warfare support measures. That
ing of shots at and around the center of the aspect of acoustic warfare involving actions
target. to search for, intercept, locate, record and

analyze radiated acoustic energy in water
accuracy of information-.See evaluation, for purpose of exploiting such radiations.

The use of acoustic warfare support meas-
acknowledgment-(DOD, NATO) A message ures involves no intentional underwater

from the addressee informing the originator acoustic emission and is generally not de-
that his communication has been received tectable by the enemy.
and is understood. 2. acoustic warfare countermeasures. That

aspect of acoustic warfare involving actions
aclinic line-See magnetic equator. taken to prevent or reduce an enemy's ef-

fective use of the underwater acoustic spec-
acoustical surveilance-(DOD) Employment of trum. Acoustic warfare countermeasures

electronic devices, including sound-record- involve international underwater acoustic
ing, -receiving, or -transmitting equipment, emissions for deception and jammin .
for the collection of information. 3. acoustic warfare counter-countermeas-

ures. That aspect of acoustic warfare in-
acoustic circuit-(DOD, NATO) A mine circuit volving actions taken to ensure friendly ef-

which responds to the acoustic field of a fective use of the underwater acoustic spec-
target. See also mine. trum despite the enemy's use of underwa-

ter acoustic warfare. Acoustic warfare
acoustic intelligence-(DOD, NATO) Intelli- counter-countermeasures involve anti-

gence derived from the collection and process- acoustic warfare support measures and
ing of acoustic phenomena. anti-acoustic warfare countermeasures,

and may not involve underwater acoustic
acoustic jamming-(DOD) The deliberate radi- emissions.

ation or reradiation of mechanical or electro-
acoustic signals with the objectives of obliter- acoustic warfare counter-countermeasures-
ating or obscuring signals which the enemy is See acoustic warfare Part 3.
attempting to receive and of deterring enemy
weapon systems. See also barrage jamming, acoustic warfare countermeasures-See acous-
electronic warfare; jamming, spot jamming. tic warfare Part 2.

acoustic mlne-(DOD, NATO) A mine with an acoustic warfare support measures-See acous-
acoustic circuit which responds to the acoustic tic warfare Part 1.
field of a ship or sweep. tic warfare Part 1.
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acquire-(DOD) 1. When applied to acquisition of the logistic processes of supply, mainte-
radars, the process of detecting the presence nance, and modification. See also aircraft.
and location of a target in sufficient detail to
permit identification. 2. When applied to active air defense-(DOD, NATO) Direct defen-
tracking radars, the process of positioning a sive action taken to nullify or reduce the ef-
radar beam so that a target is in that beam to fectiveness of hostile air action. It includes
permit the effective employment of weapons. such measures as the use 'of aircraft, air de-
See also target acquisition. fense weapons, weapons not used primarily in

an air defense role and electronic warfare.
acquire (radar)-See acquire. See also air defense.

acquisition--See collection (acquisition). active communications satellite-See communi-

cations satellite.

action agent-(DOD) In intelligence usage, one
who has access to, and performs actions active defense-(DOD)The employment of him-
against, the target. ited offensive action and counter-attacks to

deny a contested area or position to the

action deferred-(DOD) Tactical action on a enemy. See also passive defense.

specific track is being withheld for better tac-tical advantage. Weapons are available and active duty--(DOD) Full-time duty in a Military
ticalmadvantage Wapons aService of the United States. A general term
commitment is pending. applied to all active military service, includ-

action information center--See combat infor- ing full-time National Guard duty, without
mation center- regard to duration or purpose.

active duty for special work-(DOD) A tour of
activate--(DOD, NATO)1. To put into existence active duty for reserve personnel authorized

by official order a unit, post, camp, station, from military and reserve personnel appro-
base or shore activity which has previously priations for work on active or reserve compo-
been constituted and designated by name or nent programs. This includes annual screen-
number, or both, so that it can be organized ing, training camp operations, training ship
to function in its assigned capacity. (DOD) operations, and unit conversion to new
2. To prepare for active service a naval ship weapon systems when such duties are essen-
or craft which has been in an inactive or re- tial. Active duty for special work may also be
serve status. See also commission; constitute. authorized to support study groups, training

sites and exercises, short-term projects and
activation detector-(DOD, NATO) A material doing administrative or support functions. By

used to determine neutron flux or density by policy, active duty for special work tours are
virtue of the radioactivity induced in it as a normally limited to 139 days or less in one
result of neutron capture. fiscal year. Tours exceeding 180 days are ac-

countable against active duty end strength.
active-(NA TO) In surveillance, an adjective ap-

plied to actions or equipments which emit active duty for training-(DOD) A tour of
energy capable of being detected. active duty which is used for training mem-

bers of the Reserve Components to provide
active aircraft-, DOD) Aircraft currently and trained units and qualified persons to fill

actively engaged in supporting the flying mis- needs of the Armed Forces in time of war or
sions either through direct assignment to national emergency and such other times as
operational units or in the preparation for the national security requires. The member is
such assignment or reassignment through any under orders which provide for return to non-

3



active status when the period of active duty actuator-(DOD, NATO) A mechanism that fur-
for training is completed. It includes annual nishes the force required to displace a control
training, special'tours of active duty for train- surface or other control element.
ing, school tours, and the initial duty for
training performed by nonprior service enlist- acute radiation dose-(DOD, NA TO) Total ion-
ees. izing radiation dose received at one time and

over a period so short that biological recovery
active homing guidance-(DOD, NATO) A cannot occur.

system of homing guidance wherein both the
source for illuminating the target, and the re-
ceiver for detecting the energy reflected from
the target as the result of illuminating the add-(NATO) In artillery and naval gunfire
target, are carried within the missile. See also support, a correction used by an observer/

guidance, spotter to indicate that an increase in range
along a spotting line is desired.

active material-(DOD, NATO) Material, such additional training assemblies-(DOD) Inactive
as plutonium and certain isotopes of uranium, duty training periods authorized for selected
which is capable of supporting a fission chain individuals to participate in specialized train-
reaction. ing or in support of training. These are in ad-

dition to the training assemblies an individual
active mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine to be actu- attends as a part of unit training.

ated by the reflection from a target of a signal
emitted by the mine. adjust-(DOD) An order to the observer or spot-

ter to initiate an adjustment on a designated
active status-(DOD) Status of all Reserves target.

except those on an inactive status list or in
the Retired Reserve. Reservists in an active adjust fire-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and
status may train for points and/or pay and naval gunfire support: 1. An order or request
may be considered for promotion. to initiate an adjustment of fire. 2. A method

of control transmitted in the call for fire by

activity-(DOD) 1. A unit, organization, or in- the observer or spotter to indicate that he will

stallation performing a function or mission, control the adjustment.

e.g., reception center, redistribution center, adjustment-See adjustment of fire.
naval station, naval shipyard. 2. A function
or mission, e.g., recruiting, schooling. See also adjustment of fire-(DOD, NATO) Process used
establishment. in artillery and naval gunfire to obtain cor-

rect bearing, range, and height of burst (if
actual ground zero-(DOD, NATO) The point time fuzes are used) when engaging a target

on the surface of the earth at, or vertically by observed fire. See also spot.
below or above, the center of an actual nucle-
ar detonation. See also desired ground zero; administration-(DOD) 1. The management
ground zero. and execution of all military matters not in-

cluded in strategy and tactics. 2. Internal
actuate-(DOD, NA TO) To operate a mine-firing management of units.

mechanism by an influence or a series of in-
fluences in such a way that all the require- administration-(NATO) 1. The management
ments of the mechanism for firing, or for reg- and execution of all military matters not in-
istering a target count, are met. cluded in tactics and strategy; primarily in
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the fields of logistics and personnel manage- administrative map-(DOD) A map on which is
ment. 2. Internal management of units. graphically recorded information pertaining

to administrative matters, such as supply and
administrative airlift service-(DOD) The air- evacuation installations, personnel installa-

lift service normally provided by specifically tions, medical facilities, collecting points for
identifiable aircraft assigned to organizations stragglers and prisoners of war, train biv-
or commands for internal administration. ouacs, service and maintenance areas, main

supply roads, traffic circulation, boundaries,

administrative chain of command-(DOD, and other details necessary to show the ad-

NATO) The normal chain of command for ad- ministrative situation. See also map.

ministration. See also chain of command;
operational chain of command. administrative march--See administrative

movement.

administrative control-(DOD, NATO) Direc-
tion or exercise of authority over subordinate administrative movement-(DOD, NATO) A
or other organizations in respect to adminis- movement in which troops and vehicles are
trative matters such as personnel manage- arranged to expedite their movement and con-
ment, supply, services, and other matters not serve time and energy when no enemy inter-
included in the operational missions of the ference, except by air, is anticipated. (DOD)
subordinate or other organizations. See also Also called administrative march.
control; operational command; operational
control. administrative order-(DOD, NATO) An order

covering traffic, supply, maintenance, evacu-
administrative escort-(DOD, NATO) A warship ation, personnel and other administrative de-

or merchant ship under naval control, carry- tails.
ing a convoy commodore and his staff, serving
as a platform for simultaneous communica- administrative plan-(NATO) A plan, normally
tion with an operational control authority relating to and complementing the operation
and a coastal convoy, plan or order, which provides information and

instructions covering the logistic and adminis-

administrative landing-(DOD) An unopposed trative support of the operation.
landing involving debarkation from vehicles
which have been administratively loaded. See administrative shipping-(DOD) Support ship-
also administrative loading; administrative ping that is capable of transporting troops
movement; logistics over-the-shore oper- and cargo from origin to destination, but
ations. which cannot be loaded or unloaded without

non-organic personnel and/or equipment; e.g.,

administrative lead time-(DOD) The ti ae in- stevedores, piers, barges, boats. See also ad-
terval between initiation of procurement ministrative loading; administrative move-
action and letting of contract or placing of ment.
order. See also procurement lead time.

advance-(DOD) A request from a spotter to in-
administrative loading-(DOD, NATO) A load- dicate the desire that the illuminating projec-

ing system which gives primary consideration tile burst earlier in relation to the subsequent
to achieving maximum utilization of troop bursts of high explosive projectiles.
and cargo space without regard to tactical
considerations. Equipment and supplies must advanced base-(DOD, NA TO) A base located in
be unloaded and sorted before they can be or near a theater of operations whose primary
used. See also loading, mission is to support military operations.

5
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advanced fleet anchorage-(DOD) A secure an- the advance guard support. Small advance
chorage for a large number of naval ships, guards do not have reserves.
mobile support units and auxiliaries located
in or near a theater of operations. See emer- advance guard support-(DOD) First of the two
gency anchorage. main parts of an advance guard, the other

being the advance guard reserve. It is made
advanced fleet anchorage-(NATO) A secure up of three smaller elements, in order from

anchorage for a large number of naval, yes- front to rear, the advance guard point, the ad-
sels, mobile support units, and auxiliaries lo- vance party, and the support proper. The ad-
cated in or near a theater of operations. See vance guard support protects the advance
also emergency anchorage. guard reserve.

advanced guard-(NATO) The leading element advance to contact-(DOD, NATO) An offensive
of an advancing force. The primary mission is operation designed to gain or reestablish con-
to insure the uninterrupted advance of the tact with the enemy. See also approach
main body. It has the following functions: march.
a. To find and exploit gaps in the enemy's de-
fensive system; b. To prevent the main body adverse weather-(DOD) Weather in which
of the advancing force running blindly into military operations are generally restricted or
enemy opposition; c. To clear away minor op- impeded. See also marginal weather.
position or, if major opposition is met, to
cover the deployment of the main body. advisory area-(DOD, NATO) A designated area

within a flight information region where air
advanced landing field-(DOD, NATO) An air- traffic advisory service is available.

field, usually having minimum facilities, in or
near an objective area. See also airfield. advisory control-(NATO) A mode of control

under which the aircraft commander selects
advance force-(DOD, NATO) A temporary or- his own speed, altitude and heading, and has

ganization within the amphibious task force freedom of action to accomplish the assigned
which precedes the main body to the objective task. The aircraft control unit will inform the
area. Its function is to participate in prepar- aircraft of the current tactical picture and
ing the objective for the main assault by con- provide adequate warnings of hazards affect-
ducting such operations as reconnaissance, ing aircraft safety.
seizure of supporting positions, minesweeping,
preliminary bombardment, underwater demo- Aegis--(DOD) A totally integrated shipboard
litions, and air support. weapon system that combines computers,

radars, and missiles to provide a defense um-
advance guard-(DOD) Detachment sent ahead brella for surface shipping. The system is ca-

of the main force to insure its uninterrupted pable of automatically detecting, tracking,
advance; to protect the main body against sur- and destroying airborne, seaborne, and land-
prise; to facilitate the advance by removing launched weapons.
obstacles, and repairing roads and bridges;
and to cover the deployment of the main body aerial picket-See air picket.
if it's committed to action.

aerial port-(DOD) An airfield that has been
advance guard reserve-(DOD) Second of the designated for the sustained air movement of

two main parts of an advance guard, the personnel and materiel, and to serve as an au-
other being the advance guard support. It pro- thorized port for entrance into or departure
tects the main force and is itself protected by from the country in which located.
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aerial port squadron-(DOD) An Air Force or- aeromedical evacuation control center-(DOD,
ganization which operates and provides the NATO) The control facility established by the
functions assigned to aerial ports, including commander of an air transport division, air
processing personnel and cargo, rigging for force, or air command. It operates in conjunc-
airdrop, packing parachutes, loading equip- tion with the command movement control
ment, preparing air cargo and load plans, center and coordinates overall medical re-
loading and securing aircraft, ejecting cargo quirements with airlift capability. It also as-
for inflight delivery, and supervising units en- signs medical missions to the appropriate aer-
gaged in aircraft loading and unloading oper- omedical evacuation elements in the system
ations. and monitors patient movement activities.

aerial reconnaissance-See air reconnaissance. aeromedical evacuation control officer-(DOD)
An officer of the air transport force or air

aerodrome-(NATO) An area prepared for the command controlling the flow of patients by
accommodation (including any buildings, in- air.
stallations and equipment), landing and take-
off of aircraft. See also alternate aerodrome; aeromedical evacuation coordinating officer-
alternative aerodrome; departure aerodrome; (NATO) An officer of an originating, intran-
main aerodrome; redeployment aerodrome. sit, or destination medical facility/establish-

ment who coordinates aeromedical evacuation
DOD Note- In all entries involving airfield or activities of the facility/establishment.

aerodrome, the US uses airfield, and NATO
uses aerodrome. The terms are synonymous. aeromedical evacuation operations officer-

(NA TO) An officer of the airlift force or com-
aerodrome damage repair-(NA TO) The range mand who is responsible for activities relating

of activities required to restore the operation- to planning and directing aeromedical evacu-
al capability of an aerodrome after non-nucle- ation operations, maintaining liaison with
ar attack, including: a. Reconnaissance to medical airlift activities concerned, operating
assess the damage and essential recuperative an Aeromedical Evacuation Control Center,
work; b. Explosive ordnance disposal; c. Resto- and otherwise coordinating aircraft and pa-
ration of minimum operating surfaces, includ- tient movements.
ing aircraft maneuvering areas and access
tracks; d. Restoration of services and facilities aeromedical evacuation system-(DOD) A
essential for the conduct of air operations. system which provides: a. control of patient
Also called ADR. movement by air transport; b. specialized

medical attendants and equipment for inflight
aerodynamic missile-(DOD, NATO) A missile medical care; c. facilities on or in the vicinity

which uses aerodynamic forces to maintain its of air strips and air bases, for the limited
flight path, generally employing propulsion medical care of intransit patients entering, en
guidance. See also ballistic missile; guided route via, or leaving the system; and d. corn-
missile. munication with originating, destination, and

en route medical facilities concerning patient
aeromedical evacuation-(DOD) The movement transportation.

of patients under medical supervision to and
between medical treatment facilities by air aeromedical evacuation system-(NA TO) A
transportation. system which provides: a. Control of patient

movement by air transport; b. Specialized
aeromedical evacuation-(NATO) The move- medical attendants and equipment for inflight

ment of patients to and between medical medical care; c. Facilities on, or in the vicini-
treatment facilities by air transportation. ty of, air strips and air bases, for the limited
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medical care of intransit patients entering, en aeropause-(NA TO) Region in which functional
route via, or leaving the system; effects of the atmosphere on man and aircraft
d. Communication with destination and en cease to exist.
route medical facilities concerning patient air-
lift movements. aerospace-(DOD) Of, or pertaining to, earth's

envelope of atmosphere and the space above
aeromedical evacuation unit-(DOD) An oper- it; two separate entities considered as a single

ational medical organization concerned pri- realm for activity in launching, guidance, and
marily with the management and control of control of vehicles that will travel in both en-
patients being transported via an aeromedical tities.
evacuation system or system echelon. See also
forward aeromedical evacuation. aerospace control operations--(DOD) The em-

ployment of air forces, supported by ground
aeromedical stating unst-(NA TO) A medical and naval forces, as appropriate, to achieve

unit operating transient patient beds located military objectives in vital aerospace areas.

on or in the vicinity of an emplaning or de- Such operations include destruction of enemy
planing air base or air strip that provides re- Sc prtosicuedsrcino nm

planiong air bmorairtripthat provessidesground aerospace and surface-to-air forces, interdic-
cfption, administration, processing, ground tion of enemy aerospace operations, protection
transportation, feeding and limited medical of vital air lines of communication, and the
care for patients entering or leaving an aero- establishment of local military superiority in
medical evacuation systemi areas of air operations.

aeronautical ehart--(DOD) A specialized, repre-chat-OD A peiaize- epe- aerospace defense.--(OD) 1. All defensive
sentation of mapped features of the earth, or aero s defined 1. All defens
some part of it, produced to show selected ter- measures designed to destroy attackingrain, cultural and hydrographic features, and enemy aircraft, missiles, and space vehicles
supplemental information required for air after they leave the earth's surface, or to nul-navigation, piotage, or for planning air oper- lify or reduce the effectiveness of such at-ation., tacks. 2. An inclusive term encompassing airdefense and space defense.

aeronautical chart-(NATO) A representation
of a portion of the earth, its culture and aerospace projection operations-See land, sea,
relief, specifically designed to meet the re- or aerospace projection operations.
quirements of air navigation.

affiliation with the Department of Defense-
aeronautical information overprint-(DOD, (DOD) Persons, groups of persons, or organi-

NATO) Additional information which is print- zations are considered to be affiliated with the
ed or stamped on a map or chart for the spe- Department of Defense if they are: a. em-
cific purpose of air navigation. ployed by, or contracting with, the Depart-

ment of Defense or any activity under the ju-
aeronautical plotting chart-(DOD, NATO) A risdiction of the Department of Defense,

chart designed for the graphical processes of whether on a full-time, part-time, or consulta-
navigation, tive basis; b. members of the Armed Forces

on active duty, National Guard members, or
aeronautical topographic chart-(NA TO) A rep- those in a reserve or retired status; c. resid-

resentation of features of the surface of the ing on, authorized access to, or conducting or
earth, designed primarily as an aid to visual operating any business or other function at
or radar navigation, which shows selected ter- any DOD installation or facility; d. authorized
rain, cultural or hydrographic features, and access to defense information; e. participating
supplementary aeronautical information, in other authorized DOD programs; or
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f. applying or being considered for any status ment which have the appearance of authen-
described above. ticity as to claimed origin and which support

and are consistent with the agent's cover
afloat support-(DOD, NATO) A form of logistic story.

support outside the confines of a harbor in
which fuel, ammunition and supplies are pro- agent net-(DOD) An organization for clandes-
vided for operating forces either underway or tine purposes which operates under the direc-
at anchor. See also floating base support. tion of a principal agent.

afterburning-(DOD, NATO) 1. The characteris- age of moon-(DOD, NATO) The elapsed time,
tic of some rocket motors to burn irregularly usually expressed in days, since the last new
for some time after the main burning and moon.
thrust has ceased. 2. The process of fuel injec-
tion and combustion in the exhaust jet of a aggressor forces-(DOD) Forces engaged in ag-
turbojet engine (aft or to the rear of the tur- gressive military action. In the context of
bine.) training exercises, the "enemy" created to

add realism in training maneuvers and exer-
after-flight lnspection--(NATO) General exami- cises. This method replaces the less realistic

nation after flight for obvious defects, correc- system of fictional "red" and "blue" armies.
tion of defects reported by aircraft crews, re-
plenishment of consumable or expendable AGM-28A-See Hound Dog.
stores, and securing aircraft. Also called post-
flight inspection. AGM-45-See Shrike.

afterwinds-(DOD) Wind currents set up in the AGM-5--See Condor.
vicinity of a nuclear explosion directed toward
the burst center, resulting from the updraft AGM-65-See Maverick.
accompanying the rise of the fireball.

agency-(DOD, NATO) In intelligence usage, an AGM-69-See short range attack missile.
organization or individual engaged in collect-
ing and/or processing information. See AGM-78-See Standard Arm.
agent; intelligence cycle; source. AGM-84A--See Harpoon.

agent-(DOD) In intelligence usage, one who is
authorized or instructed to obtain or to assist agonic line-(DOD, NA TO) A line drawn on a
in obtaining information for intelligence or map or chart joining points of zero magnetic
counterintelligence purposes. See also anti- declination for a specified year date. In nauti-
crop agent; antimateriel agent; biological cal and aeronautical navigation, the term
agent; chemical agent; defoliating agent; magnetic variation is used instead of magnet-
nerve agent; riot control agent. ic declination.

agent--(NATO) In intelligence usage, one who agreed point-(DOD, NATO) A predetermined
is recruited, trained, controlled and employed point on the ground, identifiable from the air,
to obtain and report information. See also and used when aircraft assist in fire adjust-
source. ment.

agent authentication-(DOD) The technical AH-IJ--See Sea Cobra.
support task of providing an agent with per-
sonal documents, accoutrements, and equip- AIM-7-See Sparrow.
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AIM-9--See Sidewinder. airborne alert-(DOD, NATO) A state of air-
craft readiness wherein combat-equipped air-

AIM-54A-See Phoenix. craft are airborne and ready for immediate
action. See also fighter cover. (DOD) It is de-
signed to reduce reaction time and to increaseair-.(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval gun the survivability factor. See also combat air

fire support a spotting, or an observation, by patrol; fighter cover.

a spotter or an observer to indicate that a

burst or group of bursts occurred before airborne assault-See assault phase.
impact.

conditions; airborne assault weapon-(DOD) An unar-
air alert--See air defense warning mored, mobile, full-tracked gun providing a

alert; ground alert, mobile antitank capability for airborne

troops. Can be airdropped.
air and naval gunfire liaison company-(DOD)

An organization composed of Marine and airborne battlefield command and control
Navy personnel specially qualified for shore center-(DOD) A United States Air Force air-
control of naval gunfire and close air support. craft equipped with communications, data
Also known as ANGLICO. link, and display equipment; it may be em-

ployed as an airborne command post or a
air attack-(DOD) 1. coordinated-A combina- communications and intelligence relay facili-

tion of two or more types of air attack (dive, ty.
glide, low-level) in one strike, using one or
more types of aircraft. 2. deferred-A proce- airborne command post-(DOD, NATO) A suit-
dure in which attack groups rendezvous as a ably equipped aircraft used by the command-
single unit. It is used when attack groups are er for the control of his forces.
launched from more than one station with
their departure on the mission being delayed airborne early warning-(DOD) The detection
pending further orders 3. divided-A method of enemy air or surface units by radar or
of delivering a coordinated air attack which other equipment carried in an airborne vehi-
consists of holding the units in close tactical cle and the transmitting of a warning to
concentration up to a point, then splitting friendly units.
them to attack an objective from different di-
rections. airborne early warning and control-(DOD,

NATO) Air surveillance and control provided
airborne-(DOD, NATO) 1. Applied to person- by airborne early warning vehicles which are

nel, equipment, etc., transported by air; e.g., equipped with search and height-finding
airborne infantry. 2. Applied to materials radar and communications equipment for con-
being or designed to be transported by air- trolling weapons. See also air picket.
craft, as distinguished from weapons and
equipment installed in and remaining a part airborne force-(DOD, NA TO) A force coin-
of the aircraft. 3. The state of an aircraft, posed primarily of ground and air units orga-
from the instant it becomes entirely sustained nized, equipped and trained for airborne oper-
by air until it ceases to be so sustained. A ations. See also force(s).
lighter-than-air aircraft is not considered to
be airborne when it is attached to the ground, airborne force liaison officer-(NA TO) An offi-
except that moored balloons are airborne cer who is the representative of the airborne
whenever sent aloft. See also air transport- units and who works with the air force on air-
able unit. fields being used for airborne operations.
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airborne interception equipment-(DOD, trolled capability for collecting, displaying,
NATO) A fire control system, including radar evaluating and disseminating tactical infor-
equipment, installed in interceptor aircraft mation via tactical digital information links.
used to effect air interception. It is part of the Naval Tactical Data System

(NTDS). Also called ATDS.
airborne llft-(DOD) The total capacities ex-

pressed in terms of personnel and cargo that airborne troops-(DOD) Those ground units
are, or can be, carried by available aircraft in whose primary mission is to make assault
one trip. landings from the air. See also troops.

airborne operation-(DOD) An operation in- air-breathing missile-(DOD) A missile with an
volving the air movement into an objective engine requiring the intake of air for combus-
area of combat forces and their logistic sup- tion of its fuel, as in a ramjet or turbojet. To
port for execution of a tactical or a strategic be contrasted with the rocket missile, which
mission. The means employed may be any carries its own oxidizer and can operate
combination of airborne units, air transport- beyond the atmosphere.
able units, and types of transport aircraft, de-
pending on the mission and the overall situa- airburst-(DOD, NATO) An explosion of a bomb
tion. or projectile above the surface as distin-

guished from an explosion on contact with the
airborne operation--(NATO) An operation in- surface or after penetration. See also types of

volving the movement of combat forces and burst.
their logistic support into an objective area by
air. air cargo-(DOD, NATO) Stores, equipment or

vehicles, which do not form part of the air-
airborne order-(DOD) A command and author- craft, and are either part or all of its payload.

ization for flight when a predetermined time See also cargo.
greater than five minutes is established for
aircraft to become airborne. air cartographic camera-(DOD, NATO) A

camera having the accuracy and other charac-
"airorne radio relay-(DOD) Airborne equip- teristics essential for air survey or carto-

ment used to relay radio transmission from graphic photography. Also called mapping
selected originating transmitters. camera.

airborne radio relay-(NATO) A technique em- air cartographic photography-(DOD, NATO)
ploying aircraft fitted with radio relay sta- The taking and processing of air photographs
tions for the purpose of increasing the range, for mapping and charting purposes.
flexibility or physical security of communica-
tions systems. air command-(DOD) A major subdivision of

the Air Force; for operational purposes, it nor-
airborne sensor operator-(DOD) An individual mally consists of two or more air forces. See

trained to operate sensor equipment aboard also command.
aircraft and to perform limited interpreta-
tions of collected information produced in air control-See also air controller, air traffic
flight, control center, airway; area control center,

combat zone(air); control and reporting
airborne tactical data system-(DOD) An air- center, control area; controlled airspace; con-

borne early warning system capable of inte- trol zone; tactical air control center, air traf-
gration into the tactical data system environ- fic controller, air weapons controller, termi.
ment. It provides an automated, operator-con- nal control area.
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air controller-(DOD, NATO) An individual es- aircraft arresting wire-See aircraft arresting
pecially trained for and assigned the duty of cable. See also aircraft arresting system.
the control (by use of radio, radar, or other
means) of such aircraft as may be allotted to aircraft arrestment-(DOD,
him for operation within his area. See also air NATO) Controlled

traffic controller, air weapons controller, stopping of an aircraft by external means.

tactical air controller.
aircraft block speed-(DOD) True airspeed in

air corridor-(DOD, NATO) A restricted air knots under zero wind conditions adjusted in
route of travel specified for use by friendly relation to length of sortie to compensate for
aircraft and established for the purpose of takeoff, climbout, letdown, instrument ap-
preventing friendly aircraft from being fired proach, and landing.

on by friendly forces.

aircraft captain-See aircraft commander.
aircraft-See active aircraft; inactive aircraft

inventory; nonprogram aircraft; program air.
craft; reserve aircraft; supporting aircraft; aircraft climb corridor-(NATO) Positive con-
unit aircraft. trolled airspace of defined vertical and hori-

zontal dimensions extending from an airfield.
aircraft arresting barrier-(DOD, NATO) A

device, not dependent on an aircraft hook, aircraft commander-(DOD, NATO) The air-
used to engage and absorb the forward mo- crew member designated by competent au-
mentum of an emergency landing or an abort- thority as being in command of an aircraft
ed take-off. See also aircraft arresting system. and responsible for its safe operation and ac-

aircraft arresting cable-(DOD, NA TO) That complishment of the assigned mission.

part of an aircraft arresting gear which spans
the runway surface or flight deck landing aircraft control and warning system-(DOD) A
area and is engaged by the aircraft arresting system established to control and report the
system. Also called aircraft arresting wire. movement of aircraft. It consists of observa-

tion facilities (radar, passive electronic, visual,
aircraft arresting gear-(DOD, NATO) A device or other means), control center, and necessary

used to engage hook-equipped aircraft to communications.
absorb the forward momentum of a routine or
emergency landing, or aborted take-off. See aircraft control unit--(NA TO) A unit with fa-
also aircraft arresting s . cilities and personnel, including controllers,

for conducting aircraft control and which ex-
eircraft arresting hook--(DOD, NATO) A ercises tactical control of aircraft or a unit(s).

device fitted to an aircraft to engage arresting

gear. See also aircraft arresting system.
aircraft cross-servicing-(DOD, NA TO) Services

aircraft arresting system-(DOD, NA TO) A performed on an aircraft by an organization
series of components used to engage an air- other than that to which the aircraft is as-
craft and absorb the forward momentum of a signed, according to an established operation-
routine or emergency landing (or an aborted al aircraft crows-servicing requirement, and
take-oft). See also aircraft arresting barrier, for which there may be a charge. Aircraft
aircraft arresting gear, aircraft arresting cross-servicing has been divided into two cate-
book. gories:
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a. Stage A cross-servicingv The servicing of of landing, parking or hovering points. Also
aircraft on airfields/ships which enables called aircraft guide.
flights to be made to another airfield/ship.
The servicing includes refueling, replenish- aircraft marshalling area-(NA TO) An area in
ment of fluids and gases, drag chutes (if which aircraft may form up before take-off or
applicable), starting facilities, and ground assemble after landing.
handling.

b. Stage B cross-servicing. The servicing of aircraft mission equipment-(DOD, NATO)
aircraft on airfields/ships which enables Equipment that must be fitted to an aircraft
the aircraft to be flown on an operational to enable it to fulfill a particular mission or
mission. The servicing includes all Stage A task.
services plus the loading of weapons and/
or film, including the processing and inter- aircraft modification-(DOD, NATO) A change
pretation of any exposed film from the pre- in the physical characteristics of aircraft, ac-
vious mission. See also aircraft transient complished either by a change in production
servicing. specifications or by alteration of items already

produced.

aircraft dispersal area-.(NATO) An area on a
military installation designed primarily for aircraft monitoring and control-(DOD) That
the dispersal of parked aircraft, whereby such equipment installed in aircraft to permit mon-
aircraft will be less vulnerable in the event of itoring and control of safing, arming, and
enemy air raid. fuzing functions of nuclear weapons or nucle-

ar weapon systems.
aircraft flat pallet-(NATO) A stressed pallet

capable of supporting and restraining a specif- aircraft picketing-(NATO) Securing aircraft
ically rated load. It is specifically designed for when parked in the open to restrain move-
tie-down in an aircraft. See also palletized ment due to weather or condition of the park-
unit load. ing area.

aircraft guide--See aircraft marshailer. aircraft repair-(DOD) The process of restoring
aircraft or aircraft material to a serviceable

aircraft handover-(NATO) The process of condition.

transferring control of aircraft from one con- aircraft replenishing-(NA TO) The refilling of
trolling authority to another. aircraft with consumables such as fuel, oil,

and compressed gases to predetermined levels,
aircraft inspection-M(NATO) The process of sys- pressures, quantities or weights. Rearming is

tematically examining, checking and testing excluded.
aircraft structural members, components and
systems, to detect actual or potential unserv- aircraft role equipment-See aircraft mission
iceable conditions. equipment.

aircraft loading table-(DOD, NATO) A data aircraft scrambling-(DOD, NATO) Directing
sheet used by the force unit commander con- the immediate take-off of aircraft from a
taining information as to the load that actual- ground alert condition of readiness.
ly goes into each aircraft.

aircraft servicing connector-(NA TO) A device
aircraft marshaller-(NATO) A person trained fitted to aircraft and/or ground equipment

to direct by visual or other means the move- which enables replenishment and/or servicing
ment of aircraft on the ground, into and out to be carried out.
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aircraft store-(DOD, NATO) Any device in- air data computer-See central air data corn-
tended for internal or external carriage and puter.
mounted on aircraft suspension and release
equipment, whether or not the item is intend- air defense-(DOD) All defensive measures de-
ed to be separated in flight from the aircraft. signed to destroy attacking enemy aircraft or
Aircraft stores are classified in two categories missiles in the earth's envelope of atmos-
as follows: phere, or to nullify or reduce the effectiveness
a. Expendable store-An aircraft store nor- of such attack. See also active air defense;

marly separated from the aircraft in flight passive air defense.
such as a missile, rocket, bomb, nuclear
weapon, mine, torpedo, pyrotechnic device, air defense-(NATO) All measures designed to
sonobuoy, signal underwater sound device, nullify or reduce the effectiveness of hostile
or other similar items. air action. See also active air defense; passive

b. Nonexpendable store-An aircraft store air defense.
which is not normally separated from the
aircraft in flight such as a tank (fuel and air defense action area-(DOD, NATO) An area
spray), line-source disseminator, poca (refu- and the airspace above it within which friend-
eling, thrust augmentation, gun, electronic- ly aircraft or surface-to-air weapons are nor-
counter measures, data link, etc.), multiple raly given precedence in operations except
rack, target, cargo drop container, drone or under specified conditions. See also air de-
other similar items. fense operations area.

aircraft tiedown--(DOD) Securing aircraft air defense area-(DOD) 1. overseas-A specifi-
cally defined airspace for which air defensewhen parked in the open to restrain move- must be planned and provided. 2. United

ment due to the weather or condition of the States-Airspace of defined dimensions desig-
parking area.�nated by the appropriate agency within which

the ready control of airborne vehicles is re-
aircraft transient servicing-(DOD, NATO) quired in the interest of national security

Services performed on an aircraft by an orga- during an air defense emergency.
nization other than that to which the aircraft
is assigned, and for which there may be a air defense area-M(NATO) A specifically defined
charge. See also aircraft cross-servicing, airspace for which air defense must be

planned and provided.
aircraft utilization-.(DOD) Average numbers of

hours during each 24-hour period that an air- air defense artillery-(DOD) Weapons and
craft is actually in flight, equipment for actively combatting air targets

from the ground.

aircraft vectoring-(DOD, NATO) The direction- air defense battle zone-(DOD) A volume of air-
al control of in-flight aircraft through trans- space surrounding an air defense fire unit or
mission of azimuth headings. defended area, extending to a specified alti-

tude and range, in which the fire unit comn-
air cushion vehicle-(DOD) A vehicle capable mander will engage and destroy targets not

of being operated so that its weight, including identified as friendly under criteria estab-
its payload, is wholly or significantly support- lished by higher headquarters.
ed on a continuously generated cushion or
"bubble" of air at higher than ambient pres- air defense command-(NA TO) The authority
sure. Also known as ACV. (Note: NATO uses and responsibility for the air defense of a des-
the term "ground effect machine".) ignated area.
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air defense commander-(NATO) A duly ap- ready identification, location, and control of
pointed commander responsible for the air de- aircraft is required. See also air defense oper-
fense of a designated area. ations area.

air defense control center-(DOD, NATO) The air defense operations area-(DOD) An area
principal information, communications and and the airspace above it within which proce-
operations center from which all aircraft, dures are established to minimize mutual in-
antiaircraft operations, air defense artillery, terference between air defense and other op-
guided missiles and air warning functions of a erations; it may include designation of one or
specific area of air defense responsibility are more of the following: air defense action area,
supervised and coordinated. See also combat air defense identification zone, and/or fire-
information center. power umbrella. See also air defense action

area; air defense identification zone; fire-
air defense direction center-(DOD) An instal- power umbrella; positive identification and

lation having the capability of performing air radar advisory zone.
surveillance, interception control, and direc-
tion of allocated air defense weapons within air defense operations area-(NATO) A geo-
an assigned sector of *responsibility. It may graphical area defining the boundaries within
also have an identification capability, which procedures are established to minimize

interference between air defense and other
air defense division-(DOD) A geographic sub- operations and which may include designation

division of an air defense region. See also air of one or more of the following: a. Air defense
defense sector. action area; b. Air defense area; c. Air de-

fense identification zone; d. Fire power um-
air defense early warning-See early warning. brella.

air defense emergency-(DOD) An emergency air defense operations team-(DOD) A team of
condition, declared by the Commander in United States Air Force ground environment
Chief, North American Air Defense Com- personnel assigned to certain allied air de-
mand, that exists when attack upon the Con- fense control and warning units/elements.
tinental United States, Alaska, Canada, or
United States installations in Greenland by air defense readiness-(DOD) An operational
hostile aircraft or missiles is considered prob- status requiring air defense forces to main-
able, is imminent, or is taking place. tain higher than ordinary preparedness for a

air defense ground environment-(DOD, short peribd of time.

NATO) The network of ground radar sites and
command and control centers within a specif- air defense region-(DOD, NATO) A geographi-
ic theater of operations which are used for the cal subdivision of an air defense area.

tactical control of air defense operations. air defense sector-(DOD, NATO) A geographi-

air defense identification zone-(DOD) Air- cal subdivision of an air defense region. See
space of defined dimensions within which the also air defense division.
ready identification, location, and control of
airborne vehicles are required. Commonly re- air defense ship-(NA TO) The ship detailed to
ferred to as ADIZ. See also air defense oper- assume responsibility for air defense.
ations area.

air defense suppression-(DOD) In air oper-
air defense identification zone-(NATO) Air- ations, actions taken to degrade fixed and

space of defined dimensions within which the mobile surface-based components of enemy air
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defense systems so that offensive air forces traditional Air Force two step strategic and
may effectively attack a target. theater airlift transshipment mission mix.

air defense warning conditions-(DOD) A air division-M(DOD) A unit or its headquarters,
degree of air raid probability according to the on a level of command abcwe wing level, corn-
following code. The term air defense division/ posed of two or more combat wings, but some-
sector referred to herein may include forces times adapted to other organizational struc-
and units afloat and/or deployed to forward tures.
areas, as applicable. Air defense warning
yellow-attack by hostile aircraft and/or mis- airdrop-(DOD) The unloading of personnel or
siles is probable. This means that hostile air- materiel from aircraft in flight. See also air
craft and/or missiles are en route toward an movement; free drop; free fall; high-velocity
air defense division/sector, or unknown air- drop; low-velocity drop.
craft and/or missiles suspected to be hostile
are en route toward or are within an air de- airdrop-(NATO) Delivery of personnel or cargo
fense division/sector. Air defense warning from aircraft in flight. See also air movement;
red-attack by hostile aircraft and/or missiles free drop; high-velocity drop; low-velocity
is imminent or is in progress. This means that drop.
hostile aircraft and/or missiles are within an
air defense division/sector or are in the imme- airdrop platform-(DOD, NATO) A base on
diate vicinity of an air defense division/sector which vehicles, cargo, or equipment are
with high probability of entering the division/ loaded for airdrop or low-altitude extraction.
sector. Air defense warning white-attack by See also airdrop.
hostile aircraft and/or missiles is improbable.
May be called either before or after air de- air employment/allocation plan-(DOD) The
fense wa g yellow or red. The initial decla- means by which subordinate commanders
ration of air defense emergency will automati- advise the joint force commander of planned
cally establish a condition of air defense employment/allocation of organic or assigned
warning other than white for purposes of se- assets of any expected excess sorties, or of any
curity control of air traffic. additional air support requirements.

air delivery-See airdrop; air landed; air move- air evacuation-(OD, NATO) Evacuation by
ment, air supply. aircraft of personnel and cargo.

air delivery container-(DOD) A sling, bag, or air
roll, usually of canvas or webbing, designed to air faciity--(DOD) An installation from which
hold supplies and equipment for air delivery, air operations may be or are being conducted.See also facility.

air delivery equipment-(DOD) Special items of
equipment, such as parachutes, air delivery airfield-(DOD) An area prepared for the ac-
containers, platforms, tie downs, and related commodation (including any buildings, instal-
items used in air delivery of personnel, sup- lations, and equipment), landing and take-off
plies and equipment. of aircraft. See also alternative airfield; de-

parture airfield; landing area; landing point;
air direct delivery-(DOD) The strategic air landing site; landing zone; main airfield; re-

movement of cargo or personnel from an air- deployment airfield; regroup airfield.
lift point of embarkation to a point as close as
practicable to the user's specified final desti- DOD Note: In all entries involving airfield or
nation, thereby minimizing transshipment re- aerodrome, the US uses airfield, and NATO
quirpments. Air direct delivery eliminates the uses aerodrome. The terms are synonymous.
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airfield traffic-(DOD, NA TO) All traffic on the area, which is used as a backup for other dis-
maneuvering area of an airfield and all air- crete tactical control frequencies.
craft flying in the vicinity of an airfield.

air interception-(DOD) To effect visual or elec-
air fire plan-(DOD) A plan for integrating and tronic contact by a friendly aircraft with an-

coordinating tactical air support of ground other aircraft. Normally, the air intercept is
forces with other fire support. conducted in the following five phases:

a. climb phase-Airborne to cruising alti-
Air Force Component Headquarters-(DOD) tude.

The field headquarters facility of the Air b. maneuver phase-Receipt of initial vector
Force commander charged with the overall to target until beginning transition to
conduct of Air Force operations. It is corn- attack speed and altitude.
posed of the command section and appropri- c. transition phase-Increase or decrease of
ate staff elements. speed and altitude required for the attack.

d. attack phase-Turn to attack heading, ac-
airframe-(DOD) 1. The structural components quire target, complete attack, and turn to

of an airplane, including the framework and breakaway heading.
skin of such parts as the fuselage, empennage, e. recovery phase-Breakaway to landing.
wings, landing gear (minus tires), and engine See also broadcast controlled air intercep-
mounts. 2. The framework, envelope, and tion; close controlled air interception.
cabin of an airship. 3. The assembled princi-
pal structural components, less propulsion air interception-M(NATO) An operation by
system, control, electronic equipment, and which aircraft effect visual or electronic con-
payload, of a missile. tact with other aircraft.

air freighting-(NATO) The nontactical move- air intercept zone-(DOD) A subdivided part of
ment of cargo by air. the destruction area in which it is planned to

destroy or defeat the enemy airborne threat
air ground operations system-(DOD, NATO) with interceptor aircraft. See also destruction

An Army/Air Force system providing the area.
ground commander with the means for receiv-
ing, processing and forwarding the requests of air interdiction-(DOD, NATO) Air operations
subordinate ground commanders for air sup- conducted to destroy, neutralize, or delay the
port missions and for the rapid dissemination enemy's military potential before it can be
of information and intelligence, brought to bear effectively against friendly

forces at such distance from friendly forces
airhead-(DOD, NATO) 1. A designated area in that detailed integration of each air mission

a hostile or threatened territory which, when with the fire and movement of friendly forces
seized and held, ensures the continuous air is not required. See also interdict.
landing of troops and materiel and provides
the maneuver space necessary for projected air landed-(DOD, NA TO) Moved by air and
operations. Normally it is the area seized in disembarked, or unloaded, after the aircraft
the assault phase of an airborne operation. has landed or while a helicopter is hovering.
2. A designated location in an area of oper- See also air movement.
ations used as a base for supply and evacu-
ation by air. See also beachhead; bridgehead. air-launched ballistic missile-(DOD) A ballis-

tic missile launched from an airborne vehicle.
air intercept control common-(DOD) A tacti-

cal air-to-ground radio frequency, monitored air liaison officer-(DOD) An officer (aviator/
by all air intercept control facilities within an pilot) attached to a ground unit who functions
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as the primary advisor to the ground corn- air mission-See mission.
mander on air operation matters.

air mission intelligence report-(DOD) A de-
air liaison officer-(NA TO) A tactical air force tailed report of the results of an air mission,

or naval aviation officer attached to a ground including a complete intelligence account of
or naval unit or formation as the advisor on the mission.
tactical air operation matters. See also
ground liaison officer. airmobile forces-(DOD, NATO) The ground

combat, supporting and air vehicle units re-
airlift capability-(DOD) The total capacity ex- quired to conduct an airmobile operation.

pressed in terms of number of passengers
and/or weight/cubic displacement of cargo airmobile operation-(NATO) An operation in
that can be carried at any one time to a given which combat forces and their equipment ma-
destination by the available air transport neuver about the battlefield in helicopters
service. See also airlift requirement; allow, under the control of a ground force command-
able load; payload. er to engage in ground combat.

airlift control center-(DOD) An operations airmobile operations-(DOD) Operations in
center where the detailed planning, coordinat. which ombat forces and their equipment
ing, and tasking for tactical airlift operations move about the battlefield in air vehicles
are accomplished. This is the focal point for under the control of a ground force command-
communications and the source of control and er to engage in ground combat..
direction for the tactical airlift forces. Also airmobility- OD, NATO) A capability of air-called ALC. aroiiy-DD AT)Acpblt far

mobile forces which permits them to move by

airlift requirement-(DOD, NATO) The total air vehicles while retaining the ability to

number of passengers and/or weight/cubic engage in ground combat.

displacement of cargo required to be carried air movement-(OD, NATO) Air transport of
by air for a specific task. See also airlift capa- units, personnel, supplies and equipment in-
bility. cluding airdrops and air landings. See also

airdrop; free drop; high velocity drop; low ye-
airlift service-(DOD) The performance or pro- iocity drop.

curement of air transportation and services

incident thereto required for the movement of air movement column-(DOD) In airborne op-
persons, cargo, mail, or other goods. erations, the lead formation and the serials

following, proceeding over the same flight
air logistic support-(DOD) Support by air path at the same altitude.

landing or airdrop, including air supply,
movement of personnel, evacuation of casual- air movement officer-(NA TO) An officer
ties and prisoners of war, and recovery of trained for duties in air movement/traffic sec-
equipment and vehicles. tions.

air logistic support operation-(DOD, NATO) air movement section--See air movement traf.
An air operation, excluding an airborne oper- fic section.
ation, conducted within a theater to distribute
and recover personnel, equipment and sup- air movement table-(DOD, NA TO) A table pre-
plies. pared by a ground force commander in coordi-

nation with an air force commander. This
airmiss-See near miss. form, issued as an annex to the operation
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order: a. Indicates the allocation of aircraft tation of true headings steered and air dis-
space to elements of the ground units to be tances flown. 2. A continuous plot of the posi-
airlifted; b. Designates the number and type tion of an airborne object represented graphi-
of aircraft in each serial; c. Specifies the de- cally to show true headings steered and air
parture area, time of loading and take-off. distances flown. 3. Within ships, a display

that shows the positions and movements of an
air movement traffic section--(NATO) A sec- airborne object relative to the plotting ship.

tion located on those aerodromes which serve
transport aircraft. It is responsible for the air policing-(NATO) The use of interceptor
loading and unloading of aircraft and for the aircraft, in peacetime, for the purpose of pre-
handling of passengers, mail and material. serving the integrity of a specified airspace.

air observation-See air observer. airport-See airfield.

air observation post--See observation post. air portable-(DOD, NATO) Denotes materiel
which is suitable for transport by an aircraft

air observer-(DOD, NATO) An individual loaded internally or externally, with no more
whose primary mission is to observe or take than minor dismantling and reassembling
photographs from an aircraft in order to within the capabilities of user units. This
adjust artillery fire or obtain military infor- term must be qualified to show the extent of
mation. air portability.

air observer adjustment-(DOD) The correcting airport surface detection equipment-(DOD)
of gunfire from an aircraft. See also spot. Short-range radar displaying the airport sur-

face. Aircraft and vehicular traffic operating
air offensive-(DOD) Sustained operations by on runways, taxiways, and ramps, moving or

strategic and/or tactical air weapon systems stationary, may be observed with a high
against hostile air forces or surface targets. degree of resolution.

air operations center--See tactical air control airport surveillance radar-(DOD) Radar dis-
center. playing range and azimuth that is normally

employed in a terminal area as an aid to ap-
air photographic reconnaissance-(DOD, proach- and departure-control.

NATO) The obtaining of information by air
photography, divided into three types: a. Stra- airport traffic area-(DOD) Unless otherwise
tegic photographic reconnaissance; b. Tactical specifically designated, that airspace within a
photographic reconnaissance; and c. Survey/ horizontal radius of five statute miles from
cartographic photography-air photography the geographic center of any airport at which
taken for survey/cartographical purposes and a control tower is operating, extending from
to survey/cartographic standards of accuracy. the surface up to, but not including, an alti-
It may be strategic or tactical. tude of 3,000 feet above the elevation of the

airport.
air picket-(DOD, NATO) An airborne early

warning aircraft positioned primarily to air position-(DOD, NATO) The calculated posi-
detect, report and track approaching enemy tion of an aircraft assuming no wind effect.
aircraft or missiles and to control intercepts.
See also airborne early warning and control. air priorities committee-(DOD, NA TO) A com-

mittee set up to determine the priorities of
air plot-(DOD, NATO) 1. A continuous plot passengers and cargo. See also air transport

used in air navigation of a graphic represen- allocations board.
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air raid reporting control ship,-(DOD, NATO) area may be subdivided into airspace control
A ship to which the air defense ship has dele- sub-areas.
gated the duties of controlling air warning
radar and air raid reporting. airspace control authority-(DOD, NA TO) The

commander designated to assume overall re-
air reconnaissance-(DOD) The acquisition of sponsibility for the operation of the airspace

intelligence information by employing visual control system in the airspace control area.
observation and/or sensors in air vehicles.

airspace control boundary-(DOD, NATO) The
air reconnaissance-(NATO) The collection of lateral limits of an airspace control area, air-

information of intelligence interest either by space control sub-area, high density airspace
visual observation from the air or through the control zone, or airspace restricted area.
use of airborne sensors. See also reconnais-
sance. airspace control system-(DOD, NATO) An ar-

rangement of those organizations, personnel,
air reconnaissance liaison officer-(DOD) An policies, procedures and facilities required to

Army officer especially trained in air recon- perform airspace control functions.
naissance and imagery interpretation matters
who is attached to a tactical air reconnais- airspace management-(DOD) The coordina-
sance unit. This officer assists and advises the tion, integration, and regulation of the use of
air commander and staff on matters concern- airspace of defined dimensions.
ing ground operations and informs the sup-
ported ground commander on the status of air airspace reservation-(DOD) The airspace lo-
reconnaissance requests. cated above an area on the surface of the land

or water, designated and set apart by Execu-
air route-(DOD, NATO) The navigable air- tive Order of the President or by a state, com-

space between two points, identified to the monwealth, or territory, over which the flight
extent necessary for the application of flight of aircraft is prohibited or restricted for the
rules. purpose of national defense or for other gov-

ernmental purposes.

air route traffic control center-(DOD) The

principal facility exercising en route control airspace restrictions-(DOD, NATO) Special re-
of aircraft operating under instrument flight strictive measures applied to segments of air-
rules within its area of jurisdiction. Approxi- space of defined dimensions.
mately 26 such centers cover the United
States and its possessions. Each has a commu- air space warning area-See danger area.
nication capability to adjacent centers.

airspeed-(DOD) The speed of an aircraft rela.
airspace control-(NA TO) A service provided in tive to its surrounding air mass. The unquali.

the combat zone to increase operational effec- fled term "airspeed" can mean any one of the
tiveness, by promoting the safe, efficient, and following:
flexible use of airspace. Airspace control is a. calibrated airspeed-Indicated airspeed
provided in order to permit greater flexibility corrected for instrument installation error.
of operations, while authority to approve, dis- b. equivalent airspeed-Calibrated airspeed
approve, or deny combat operations is vested corrected for compressibility error.
only in the operational commander. c. indicated airspeed-The airspeed shown by

an airspeed indicator.
airspace control area-(DOD, NATO) Airspace d. true airspeed-Equivalent airspeed cor-

which is laterally defined by the boundaries rected for error due to air density (altitude
of the area of operations. The airspace control and temperature).
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airspeed indicator-(DOD, NATO) An instru- support; indirect air support; preplanned air
ment which displays the indicated airspeed of support; tactical air support.
the aircraft derived from inputs of pitot and
static pressures. air support operations center-(DOD, NATO)

An agency of a tactical air control system col-
air spot-(DOD) The correcting adjustment of located with a corps headquarters or an ap-

gunfire based on air observation. propriate land force headquarters, which co-
ordinates and directs close air support and

air staging unit-(DOD, NATO) A unit situated other tactical air support. See also tactical air
at an airfield and concerned with reception, control center.
handling, servicing and preparation for depar-
ture of aircraft and control of personnel and air support radar team-(DOD) A subordinate
cargo. operational component of a tactical air con-

trol system which provides ground-controlled
air station (DOD, NATO) In photogrammetry, precision flight path guidance and weapons

the point in space occupied by the camera release. See also armstrong.
lens at the moment of exposure.

air supremacy-(DOD, NATO) That degree of
air strlke-(DOD) An attack on specific objec- air superiority wherein the opposing air force

fivss by fighter, bomber, or attack aircraft on is incapable of effective interference.
an offensive mission. May consist of several
air organizations under a single command in air surface zone-(DOD, NATO) A restricted
the air. area established for the purpose of preventing

friendly surface vessels and aircraft from
air strike coordinator-(DOD) The air repre- being fired upon by friendly forces and for

sentative of the force commander in a target permitting antisubmarine operations, unre-
area, who is responsible for directing all air- stricted by the operation of friendly subma-
craft in the target area and coordinating their rines. See also restricted area.
efforts to achieve the most effective use of air
striking power. air surveillance-(DOD, NATO) The systematic

observation of air space by electronic, visual
air strip-(DOD, NATO) An unimproved surface or other means, primarily for the purpose of

which has been adapted for take-off or land- identifying and determining the movements
ing of aircraft, usually having minimum fa- of aircraft and missiles, friendly and enemy,
cilities. See also airfield. in the air space under observation. See also

satellite and missile surveillance; surveil.
air superiority-(DOD, NATO) That degree of lance.

dominance in the airbattle of one force over
another which permits the conduct of oper- air surveillance officer-(DOD, NATO) An indi-
ations by the former and its related land, sea vidual responsible for coordinating and main-
and air forces at a given time and place with- taining an accurate, current picture of the air
out prohibitive interference by the opposing situation within an assigned airspace area.
force.

air surveillance plotting board-(NATO) A
air supply-(DOD, NATO) The delivery of cargo gridded, small scale, air defense map of an ap-

by airdrop or air landing. propriate area. It is maintained at the air con-
trol center. On it are posted current locations,

air support-(DOD, NATO) All forms of support number, and altitudes of all friendly or
given by air forces on land or sea. See also enemy aircraft within range of radar or
call mission; close air support; immediate air ground observer facilities.
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air survey camera-See air cartographic air-to-surface, guided missile-(DOD, NATO)
camera. An air-launched guided missile for use against

surface targets.
air survey photography-See air cartographic

photography. air traffic control and landing systems-(DOD)
Department of Defense facilities, personnel,

air target chart-(DOD) A display of pertinent and equipment (fixed, mobile, and seaborne)
air target intelligence on a specialized graphic with associated avionics to provide safe, order-
base. It is designed primarily to support oper- ly, and expeditious aerospace vehicle move-
ations against designated air targets by vari- ments worldwide. Also called ATCALS.
ous weapon systems.

air traffic control center-(DOD, NA TO) A unit
Air Target Materials Program--(DOD) A DOD combining the functions of an area control

program under the management control of center and a flight information center. See
the Defense Mapping Agency established for also area control center, flight information
and limited to the production of medium- and region.
largeecale map, chart, and geodetic products
which support worldwide targeting require- air traffic control clearance-(DOD, NATO)
mente of the unified and specified commands, Authorization by an air traffic control author-
the military departments, and allied partici ity for an aircraft to proceed under specified
pant& It encompasses the determination of conditions.
production and coverage requirements, stand-
ardization of products, establishment of pro-
duction priorities and schedules, and the pro- air traffic controller-(DOD) An air controller

duction, distribution, storage, and release/ex- especially trained for and assigned to the duty

change of products included under it. of airspace management and traffic control of
airborne objects. See also air controller.

air target mosaic-(DOD) A larg e mosaic
providing photographic coverage of an area air traffic control service-(DOD, NATO) A
and permitting comprehensive portrayal of service provided for the purpose of:
pertinent target detail. These mosaics are a. preventing collisions: (1) between aircraft;
used for intelligence study and in planning and (2) on the maneuvering area between air-
and briefing for air operations. craft and obstructions; and b. expediting and

maintaining an orderly flow of air traffic.

air terminal-(DOD) A facility on an airfield
that functions as an air transportation hub air traffic identification-(DOD) The use of
and accommodates the loading and unloading electronic devices, operational procedures,
of airlift aircraft and the intransit processing visual observation, and/or flight plan correla-
of traffic. The airfield may or may not be des- tion for the purpose of identifying and locat-
ignated an aerial port. ing aircraft flying within the airspace control

area.

air terminal-(NATO) An installation on an
aerodrome with facilities for loading and un- air traffic section-(DOD) The link between the
loading aircraft and processing traffic (passen- staging post and the local air priority commit-
germ, baggage, cargo and mail). tee. It is the key to the efficient handling of

passengers and cargo at a staging post. It
air-to-air guided missile-(DOD, NATO) An air- must include load control (including Customs

launched guided missile for use against air and Immigrations facilities), freight, and mail
targets. sections.
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air transportable unit-(DOD, NATO) A unit air weapons controller-(DOD) An individual
other than airborne, whose equipment is especially trained for and assigned to the duty
adapted for air movement. See also airborne; of employing and controlling air weapon sys-
airborne operation. tems against airborne and surface objects.

air transport allocations board-(DOD, NATO) alert-(DOD, NATO) 1. Readiness for action, de-
The joint agency responsible within the thea- fense or protection. 2. A warning signal of a
ter for the establishment of airlift priorities real or threatened danger, such as an air
and for space allocation of available aircraft attack. 3. The period of time during which
capabilities allotted to the theater. See also troops stand by in response to an alarm. 4. To
air priorities committee. , forewarn; to prepare for action. See also air-

borne alert. (DOD) 5. A warning received by
air transported force-(NA TO) A force which is a unit or a headquarters which forewarns of

moved by air. See also force(s).' an impending operational mission. See also
air defense warning conditions; ground alert;

air transported operations-(DOD) The move- warning order.
ment by aircraft of troops and their equip-
ment for an operation. alert force-(DOD) Specified forces maintained

in a special degree of readiness.
air transport liaison officer-(DOD, NATO) An

officer attached for air transport liaison alerting service-(DOD, NA TO) A service pro-
duties to a headquarters or unit. See also vided to notify appropriate organizations re-
ground liaison officer. garding aircraft in need of search and rescue

aid, and assist such organizations as required.
air transport liaison section-(DOD, NATO) A

subunit of the movement control organization alighting area-M(NATO) A specified surface, re-
deployed to airfields and responsible for the served to vehicles that depend upon water
control of service movement at the airfield in surfaces for their landing.
connection with air movement operations and
exercises. alignment--(NATO) 1. The bearing of two or

more conspicuous objects (such as lights, bea-
air transport operations-See strategic air cons, etc.) as seen by an observer. 2. Repre-

transport operations; tactical air transport sentation of a road, railway, etc., on a map or
operationL chart in relation to surrounding topographic

detail.
air trooping-(NA TO) The nontactical air move-

ment of personnel. See also air movement, all available-(DOD) A command or request to
obtain the fire of all artillery able to deliver

airway-(DOD, NATO) A control area or por- effective fire on a given target.
tion thereof established in the form of a corri-
dor marked with radio navigational aids. allied commander-See NATO commander.

airways station-(DOD) A ground communica- allocation-(DOD) The translation of the appor-
tion installation established, manned, and tionment into total numbers of sorties by air-
equipped to communicate with aircraft in craft type available for each operation/task.
flight, as well as with other designated air-
ways installations, for the purpose of expedi- allocation--(NATO)
tious and safe movements of aircraft. These 1. The translation of the apportionment into
stations may or may not be located on desig- total numbers of sorties by aircraft type
nated airways. available for each operation/task.
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2. In nuclear warfare planning, the specific target in dark or daylight weather conditions
numbers and types of nuclear weapons al- which do not permit visual interception.
located to a commander for a stated time
period as a planning factor only. alphabet code--See phonetic alphabet.

allocation (nuclear)-(DOD) The apportion- ALSB-See Naval Advanced Logistics Support
ment of specific numbers and types of nuclear Base.
weapons to a commander for a stated time
period as a planning factor for use in the de- alternate aerodrome-(NATO) An aerodrome
velopment of war plans. (Additional authority specifie inodhe--(Ng t an aerodrom
is required for the actual deployment of allo- specified in the flight plan to which a flightcated weapons to locations desired by the may proceed when a landing at the intended
coandweapons to lpocathios desire p . Exen- destination becomes inadvisable. An alternatecom Mae to support his war plans. Expend- aerodrome may be the aerodrome of depar-
itures of these weapons are not authorized ture.
until released by proper authority.) ture.

allocation (transportation)-(DOD) Apportion- alternate airfield-(DOD) An airfield specified
ment by designated authority of available in the flight plan to which a flight may pro-

transport capability to users. ceed when a landing at the intended destina-
tion becomes inadvisable. An alternate air-

allotment--(DOD, NATO) The temporary field may be the airfield of departure. Also

change of assignment of tactical air forces be- called alternate aerodrome.

tween subordinate commands. The authority
to allot is vested in the commander having alternate command authority-(DOD) One or
operational command. more predesignated officers empowered by the

commander through predelegation of author-

all out war-(DOD) Not to be used. See general ity to act under stipulated emergency condi-
war. tions in the accomplishment of previously de-

fined functions.

allowable load-(DOD, NATO) The total load
that an aircraft can transport over a given alternate command post-(DOD) Any location
distance, taking into account weight and designated by a commander to assume com-
volume. See also airlift capability; airlift re- mand post functions in the event the com-
quirement; combat load; load; payload; mand post becomes inoperative. It may be
standard load. partially or fully equipped and manned or it

may be the command post of a subordinate

all-purpose hand-held weapon-(DOD) A light- unit.
weight, hand-held, small arms weapon capa-
ble of projecting munitions required to engage alternate escort operating base-(NA TO) A
both area and point-type targets. base providing the facilities and activities re-

quired for the support of escort units for short

all-weather air defense flghter-(DOD, NATO) periods of time.
A fighter aircraft with equipment and weap-
ons which enable it to engage airborne targets alternate headquarters-(DOD) An existing
in all weather conditions, day and night. headquarters of a component or subordinate

command which is predesignated to assume
all-weather flghter-(DOD, NATO) A fighter the responsibilities and functions of another

aircraft with radar devices and other special headquarters under prescribed emergency
equipment which enable it to intercept its conditions.
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alternate water terminal-(DOD, NATO) A altitude; minimum safe altitude; pressure al.-
water terminal with facilities for berthing titude; transition altitude; true altitude.
from two to five ships simultaneously at
wharves and/or working anchorages, located altitude acclimatization-(DOD, NATO) A slow
within sheltered coastal waters, adjacent to physiological adaptation resulting from pro-
reliable highway and/or rail transportation longed exposure to significantly reduced at-
nets. It covers a relatively small area and is mospheric pressure.
located away from population centers. The
scope of operation is such that it is not desig- altitude chamber-See hypobaric chamber.
nated a probable nuclear target. See also
water terminal, altitude datum-(DOD, NA TO) The arbitrary

level from which vertical displacement isalternative airfield--(DOD, NATO 0An airfield measured. The datum for height measure-

with minimal essential facilities for use as an ment is the terrain directly below the aircraft
emergency landing ground, or when main or metithtrandrclybowheicafemerenc ladin grundor henmai or or some specified datum; for pressure altitude,
redeployment airfields are out of action, or as the level at which the atmospheric pressure is

required for tactical flexibility. See also air- 29.92 inches of mercury (1013.2 m.bs); and for
field, true altitude, mean sea level.

altimeter-(DOD, NATO) altitude delay--OD, NATO) Synchronization
1. Barometric altimeter. An instrument ade ded NATO) Sh ronitanso

which displays the height of the aircraft delay introduced between the time of trans-
above a specified pressure datum. The mission of the radar pulse and the start of thetrace on the indicator, for the purpose of
datum may be varied by setting the speci- eliminating the altitude hole on the plan posi-
fled pressure on a sub scale on the instru- tion indicator-type display.
ment.

2. Barometric altimeter reversionary. An al-
timeter in which the indication is normally altitude height-See altitude datum.
derived electrically from an external
source (central air data computer or alti- altitude hold-(DOD, NATO) In a flight control
tude, computer) but which, in case of fail- system, a control mode in which the baromet-
ure or by manual selection, can revert to a ric altitude existing at time of engagement is
pneumatic drive, maintained automatically.

3. Cabin pressure altimeter. An instrument
which measures the pressure within an altitude hole-(DOD, NATO) The blank area at
aircraft cabin and gives an indication in the origin of a radial display, on a radar tube
terms of height according to the chosen presentation, the center of the periphery of
standard atmosphere. which represents the point on the ground im-

4. Radar altimeter. See radio altimeter. mediately below the aircraft. In side looking
5. Radio altimeter. An instrument which dis- airborne radar, this is known as the altitude

plays the distance between an aircraft slot.
datum and the surface vertically below as
determined by a reflected radio/radar altitude separation-See vertical separation.
transmission.

altitude sickness-(DOD) The syndrome of de-
altitude-(DOD, NA TO) The vertical distance of pression, anorexia, nausea, vomiting, and col-

a level, a point or an object considered as a lapse, due to decreased atmospheric pressure,
point, measured from mean sea level. See also occurring in an individual exposed to an alti-
absolute altitude; critical altitude; density al- tude beyond that to which acclimatization has
titude; drop altitude; elevation; height; high occurred.
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altitude slot-See altitude hole. tactical operations at planned intervals. It is
issued through command channels at each

altitude tint-See hypsometric tinting, level. It is determined based on consideration
of the required supply rates submitted by sub-

ambulatory patient-See walking patient. ordinate commanders and ammunition assets
available.

ammo (plus, minus, zero)-(DOD) In air inter-
cept, a code meaning I have amount of ammu- ammunition iot-(DOD, NA TO) A quantity of
nition indicated left (type may be specified. homogeneous ammunition, identified by a
For example: unique lot number, which is manufactured,

assembled or renovated by one producer
ammo plus-I have more than half my am- under uniform conditions and which is expect-

munition left. ed to function in a uniform manner.

ammo minus-I have leas than half my am- ammunition supply point-See distribution
munition left. point.

ammo zero-I have no ammunition left) amphibious assault-(DOD, NATO) The princi-
pal type of amphibious operation which in-

ammunition-(DOD, NATO) A device charged volves establishing a force on a hostile shore.
with explosives, propellants, pyrotechnics, ini-
tiating composition, or nuclear, biological, or amphibious assault area-See landing area.
chemical material for use in connection with
defense or offense, including demolitions. Cer- amphibious assault landing-See amphibious
tain ammunition can be used for training, cr- operation, Part e.
emonial, or nonoperational purposes. See also
chemical ammunition; fixed ammunition; amphibious assault ship (general purpose)-
semi-fixed ammunition; separate loading am- (DOD) A naval ship designed to embark,
munition, deploy, and land elements of a landing force

in an assault by helicopters, landing craft,
ammunition and toxic material open space- amphibious vehicles, and by combinations of

(DOD, NATO) An area especially prepared for these methods. Designated LHA.
storage of explosive ammunition and toxic
material. For reporting purposes, it does not amphibious chart-(DOD, NATO) A special
include the surrounding area restricted for naval chart designed to meet special require-
storage because of safety distance factors. It ments for landing operations and passive
includes barricades and improvised coverings, coastal defense, at a scale of 1:25,000 or
See also storage. larger, and showing foreshore and coastal in-

formation in greater detail than a combat
ammunition controlled supply rate-(DOD) In chart.

Army usage, the amount of ammunition esti-
mated to be available to sustain operations of amphibious command ship-(DOD, NATO) A
a designated force for a specified time if ex- naval ship from which a commander exercises
penditures are controlled at that rate. It is ex- control in amphibious operations. DOD desig-
pressed in terms of rounds per weapon per nated as LCC.
day for ammunition items fired by weapons,
and in terms of units of measure per organi- amphibious control group-(DOD, NATO) Per-
zation per day for bulk allotment ammunition sonnel, ships, and craft designated to control
items. Tactical commanders use this rate to the waterborne ship-to-shore movement in an
comtrol expenditures of ammunition during amphibious operation.
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amphibious demonstration-(DOD, NATO) A landing on a hostile shore. As an entity, the
type of amphibious operation conducted for amphibious operation includes the following
the purpose of deceiving the enemy by a show phases:
of force with the expectation of deluding the a. planning-The period extending from issu-
enemy into a course of action unfavorable to ance of the initiating directive to embarka-
him. tion.

b. embarkation-The period during which
amphibious force-(DOD, NATO) 1. A naval the forces, with their equipment and sup-

force and landing force, together with sup- plies, are embarked in the assigned ship-
porting forces that are trained, organized and ping.
equipped for amphibious operations. 2. In c. rehearsal-The period during which the
naval usage, the administrative title of the prospective operation is rehearsed for the
amphibious type command of a fleet. purpose of: (1) testing adequacy of plans,

the timing of detailed operations, and the
amphibious group-(DOD, NATO) A command combat readiness of participating forces;

within the amphibious force, consisting of the (2) ensuring that all echelons are familiar
commander and his staff, designed to exercise with plans; and (3) testing communica-
operational command of assigned units in exe- tions.
cuting all phases of a division-size amphibious d. movement-The period during which vari-
operation. ous components of the amphibious task

force move from points of embarkation to
amphibious lift-(DOD, NATO) The total capac- the objective area.

ity of assault shipping utilized in an amphibi- e. assault-The period between the arrival of
ous operation, expressed in terms of person- the major assault forces of the amphibious
nel, vehicles, and measurement or weight tons task force in the objective area and the ac-
of supplies. complishment of the amphibious task force

mission.
amphibious objective area-(DOD, NATO) A

geographical area, delineated in the initiating amphibious operation-M(NATO) An operation
directive, for purposes of command and con- launched from the sea by naval and landing
trol within which is located the objective(s) to forces against a hostile or potentially hostile
be secured by the amphibious task force. This shore. See also amphibious assault; amphibi-
area must be of sufficient size to ensure ac- ous demonstration; amphibious raid; amphib-
complishment of the amphibious task force's ious withdrawal.
mission and must provide sufficient area for
conducting necessary sea, air and land oper- amphibious raid-(DOD, NATO) A type of am-
ations. phibious operation involving swift incursion

into or temporary occupation of an objective
amphibious objective study-(DOD) A study de- followed by a planned withdrawal. See also

signed to provide basic intelligence data of a amphibious operation.
permanent or semipermanent nature required
for planning amphibious operations. Each amphibious reconnaissance-(DOD, NATO) An
study deals with a specific area the selection amphibious landing conducted by minor ele-
of which is based on strategic location, suscep- ments, normally involving stealth rather than
tibility to seizure by amphibious means, and force of arms, for the purpose of securing in-
other considerations. formation, and usually followed by a planned

withdrawal.
amphibious operation-(DOD) An attack

launched from the sea by naval and landing amphibious reconnaissance unit-(DOD) A
forces, embarked in ships or craft involving a unit organized, equipped, and trained to con-
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duct and support amphibious reconnaissance employment of amphibious vehicles in land-
missions. An amphibious reconnaissance unit ing operations, including their employment
is made up of a number of amphibious recon- after the initial movement to the beach.
naissance teams.

amphibious vehicle launching area-(DOD,
amphibious shipping-(DOD) Organic Navy NATO) An area, in the vicinity of and to sea-

ships specifically designed to transport, land, ward of the line of departure, to which land-
and support landing forces in amphibious as- ing ships proceed and launch amphibious ve-
sault operations and capable of being loaded hicles.
or unloaded by naval personnel without exter-
nal assistance in the amphibious objective amphibious withdrawal-(DOD, NATO) A type
area. of amphibious operation involving the extrac-

tion of forces by sea in naval ships or craft
amphibious squadron-(DOD, NATO) A tactical from a hostile or potentially hostile shore. See

and administrative organization composed of also amphibious operation.
amphibious assault shipping to transport
troops and their equipment for an amphibious amplifying report-See contact report.
amult operation.

analysis-(DOD, NATO) In intelligence usage, a
amphibious striking forces-(DOD) Forces ca- step in the processing phase of the intelli-

pable of projecting military power from the gence cycle in which information is subjected
sea upon adjacent land areas for initiating to review in order to identify significant facts
and/or conducting operations there in the for subsequent interpretation. See also intelli.
face of enemy opposition. gence cycle.

amphibious tractor-See amphibious vehicle, analysis staff-See central analysis team.

amphibious transport dock-(DOD) A ship de- anchor-See sinker.
signed to transport and land troops, equip-
ment, and supplies by means of embarked anchor cable-(DOD, NATO) In air transport, a
landing craft, amphibious vehicles, and hell- cable in an aircraft to which the parachute
copters. Designated as LPD. static lines or strops are attached.

amphibious transport group-(DOD, NATO) A anchored-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean-
subdivision of an amphibious task force, coin- ing, "Am orbiting a visible orbit point."
posed primarily of transport ships.

anchor line extension kit-(DOD, NA TO) A
amphibious vehicle-(DOD, NATO) A wheeled device fitted to an aircraft equipped with re-

or tracked vehicle capable of operating on movable clamshell doors to enable paratroop-
both land and water. See also landing craft; ers to exit from the rear.
vehicle.

ancillary facilities-(DOD, NATO) Those facili-
amphibious vehicle availability table-(DOD) A ties required to supplement existing facilities

tabulation of the type and number of amphib- at any particular location to provide specific
ious vehicles available primarily for assault minimum requirements for support of the re-
landings and for support of other elements of inforcing forces.
the operation.

angels-(DOD) In air intercept and close air
amphibious vehicle employment plan-(DOD) support, a code meaning aircraft altitude (in

A plan showing in tabular form the planned thousands of feet).
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angle of convergence-(DOD, NATO) The angle annual screening-(DOD) One day of active
subtended by the eyebase of an observer at duty for training required each year for Indi-
the point of focus. Also called angular paral- vidual Ready Reserve members so the Serv-
lax; parallactic angle. ices can keep current on each member's phys-

ical condition, dependency status, military
angle of depression-(DOD, NATO) 1. The qualifications, civilian occupational skills,

angle in a vertical plane between the horizon- availability for service and other information.
tal and a descending line. 2. In air photogra-
phy, the angle between the optical axis of an annual training-(DOD) The minimal period of
obliquely mounted air camera and the hori- training reserve members must perform each
zontal. See also tilt angle. year to satisfy the training requirements asso-

ciated with their reserve component assign-
angle of safety-(DOD, NATO) The minimal ment.

permissible angular clearance, at the gun, of
the path of a projectile above the friendly antenna mine-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine
troops. It is the angle of clearance corrected warfare, a contact mine fitted with antennae
to insure the safety of the troops. which, when touched by a steel ship, set up

galvanic action to fire the mine. See also
angle of view-(DOD, NATO) 1. The angle be- mine.

tween two rays passing through the perspec- antiaircraft operations center-(NATO) The
tive center (rear nodal point) of a camera lens actical he rters oente rat Theto two opposite corners of the format. 2. In tactical headquarters of an antiaircraft com-
photogrammetry, twice the angle whose tan- mander. The agency provided to collect andgent is one-half the length of the diagonal of evaluate information, and disseminate intelli-the format divided by the calibrated focal gence for the antiaircraft defense, andlength, through which operational control over subor-dinate units is exercised.

angle T--(DOD, NATO) In artillery and navalangl T-ODNAT) I artlley ad nval antiaircraft weapon--See Duster (antiaircraft
gunfire support, the angle formed by the an aDni
intersection of the gun-target line and the oh-
server-target line. antiair warfare-(DOD) A US Navy/US Marine

Corps term used to indicate that action re-angular parallax--See angle of convergence. quired to destroy or reduce to an acceptable

level the enemy air and missile threat. It in-
angular velocity sight-See bomb sighting sys- cludes such measures as the use of intercep-

tems. tors, bombers, antiaircraft guns, surface-to-air

and air-to-air missiles, electronic counter-
annex-(DOD) A document appended to an op- measures, and destruction of the air or mis-

eration order or other document to make it sile threat both before and after it is
clearer or to give further details. launched. Other measures which are taken to

minimize the effects of hostile air action are
annotated print-(DOD, NATO) A photograph cover, concealment, dispersion, deception (in-

on which interpretation details are indicated cluding electronic), and mobility. See also
by words or symbols. counter air.

annotation-(DOD, NATO) A marking placed antiarmor helicopter-(DOD, NA TO) A helicop-
on imagery or drawings for explanatory pur- ter armed primarily for use in the destruction
poses or to indicate items or areas of special of armored targets. Also called antitank heli-
importance. copter.
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anticountermining device-(DOD, NATO) A aircraft, or a combination of both, against a
device fitted in an influence mine designed to particular enemy submarir e.
prevent its actuation by shock.

antisubmarine air close supp•c,'t-(DOD) Air
anticrop agent-(DOD, NATO) A living orga- operations for the antisubmari e warfare pro-

nism or chemical used to cause disease or tection of a supported force. These operations
damage to selected food or industrial crops. are normally carried out within 80 nautical

miles of the force, but this limit may be
anticrop operation-(DOD, NATO) The employ- varied at the discretion of the controlling offi-

ment of anticrop agents in military operations cer in tactical command.
to destroy the enemy's source of selected food
or industrial cropl.. See also antiplant agent; antisubmarine air distant support-(DOD)
herbicide. Antisubmarine air support at a distance from,

but directly related to, specific convoys or
anti-G suit--(OD) A device worn by aircrew to forces.

counteract the effects on the human body ofpositive acceleration. antisubmarine air search attack unit--(DOD)
The designation given to one c r more aircraft

antilift device-(DOD, NATO) A device ar- separately organized as a tactical unit to
ranged to detonate the mine to which it is at- search for and destroy submarines.
tached, or to detonate another mine or charge antisubmarine barrier-(OD, NATO) The line
nearby, if the mine is distrbed. formed by a series of static devices or mobile

units arranged for the purpose of detecting,
antimateriel agent-(DOD, NATO) A living or- denying passage to, or destroying hostile sub-

ganism or chemical used to cause deteriora- maie.Seloansu arepar.

tion of, or damage to, selected materiel. marines. See also antisubmarine pal rl.

antisubmarine carrier group--(NA TO ) A
antimateriel operation--(OD, NATO) The em- aniumre crir op-AO A

ploymentofantimateriel oweaponos NAo) Theneformed group of ships consisting of one or
ployment of antimateriel weapons or agents mr niumrn a'ir n ubro

in iltar oeraios.more aniumarine ca,-tiers and a number of
in military operations. escort vessels whose primary mission is to

detect and destroy submarines. Such groupsantipersonnel mine (land mine warfare)-- myb mlydi ovyspotomay be employed in convoy support or
(DOD) A mine designed to cause casualties to hunter/killer roles.
personnel. See also mine.

antisubmarine minefield-M(NATO) A fi,:d laid
antiplant agent-(DOD) A microorganism or specifically against submarines. It may be laid

chemical that will kill, disease, or damage shallow and be unsafe for all craft, including
plants. See also anticrop agent; herbicide. submarines, or laid deep with the aim of

being safe for surface ships.
antiradiation missile-(DOD, NATO) A missile

which homes passively on a radiation source. antisubmarine operation-(DOD) Operation
contributing to the conduct of antisubmarine

antirecovery device-(DOD, NATO) In naval warfare.
mine warfare, any device in a mine designed
to prevent an enemy discovering details of the antisubmarine patrol-(DOD, NA TO) The sys-
working of the-mine mechanism. tematic and continuing investigation of an

area or along a line to detect or hamper sub-
antisubmarine action-(DOD, NATO) An oper- marines, used when the direction of subma

ation by one or more antisubmarine ships or rine movement can be established.
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antisubmarine rocket-(DOD) A surface ship- antisweep device-(DOD, NATO) Any device in-
launched, rocket-propelled, nuclear depth corporated in the mooring of a mine or ob-
charge or homing torpedo. Designated as structor, or in the mine circuits to make the
RUR-5A. Popular name is ASROC. sweeping of the mine more difficult.

antisubmarine screen-(DOD, NATO) An ar- antisweeper mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine which
rangement of ships and/or aircraft for the is laid or whose mechanism is designed or ad-
protection of a screened unit against attack justed, with the specific object of damaging
by a submarine, mine countermeasure vehicles. See also mine.

antisubmarine search-(DOD, NATO) Systemat- antitank helicopter-See antiarmor helicopter.
ic investigation of a particular area for the
purpose of locating a submarine known or antitank mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine designed
suspected to be somewhere in the area. Some to immobilize or destroy a tank. See also
types of search are also used in locating the mine.
position of a distress incident.

antiterrorism-(DOD) Defensive measures used
antisubmarine support operation-M(OD, to reduce the vulnerability of individuals and

NATO) An operation conducted by an antisub- property to terrorism. Also called AT. See also
marine force in the area around a force or counterterrorism; terrorism.
convoy, in areas through which the force or
convoy is passing, or in defense of geographic antivignetting filter-(DOD, NATO) A filter
areas. Support operations may be completely bearing a deposit which is graduated in densi-
coordinated with those of the force or convoy, ty to correct for the uneven illumination
or they may be independent operations coordi- given by certain lenses, particularly wide-
nated only to the extent of providing oper- angle types.
ational intelligence and information.

antiwatching device-(DOD, NATO) A device
antisubmarine torpedo-(DOD) A submarine- fitted in a moored mine which causes it to

launched, long-range, high-speed, wire-guided, sink should it watch, so as to prevent the posi-
deep-diving, wakeless torpedo capable of car- tion of the mine or minefield being disclosed.
rying a nuclear warhead for use in antisub- See also watching mine.
marine and antisurface ship operations. Also
called ASTOR. apogee-(DOD) The point at which a missile

trajectory or a satellite orbit is farthest from
antisubmarine warfare-(DOD, NATO) Oper- the center of the gravitational field of the

ations conducted with the intention of deny- controlling body or bodies.
ing the enemy the effective use of his subma-
rines. apparent horizon-(DOD, NATO) The visible

line of demarcation between land/sea and
antisubmarine warfare forces-(DOD) Forces sky.

organized primarily for antisubmarine action.
May be composed of surface ships, aircraft, apparent precession-(DOD, NA TO) The appar-
submarines, or any comLination of these, and ent deflection of the gyro axis, relative to the
their supporting systems. earth, due to the rotating effect of the earth

and not due to any applied force. Also called
antisurface air operation-(DOD, NATO) An apparent wander.

air operation conducted in an air/sea environ-
ment against enemy surface forces. apparent wander-See apparent precession.
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appendix-(DOD) A subsidiary addition to a b. harmful appreciations-Adversary person-
main paper. Details essential to the main al conclusions, official estimates, or as-
paper but too bulky or numerous to include sumptions, valid or invalid, that result in
therein are usually embodied in appendices. adversary behaviors and official actions

harmful to friendly interests and objec-

applicable materiel assets-(DOD) That portion tives.

of the total acceptable materiel assets that
meets the military or other characteristics as pproa cnce-ng autorinatinf
defined by the responsible Military Service pilot conducting flight in accordance with in-andtha i inth rihtconiton ndlocation strument flight rules to commence an ap-
and that is in the right condition and loain proach to an airpcA-.
to satisfy a specific military requirement.

approach end-(DOD, NATO) That end of a
application-(DOD) The system or problem to runway nearest to the direction from which

which a computer is applied. Reference is the final approach is made.
often made to an application as being either
of the computational type, wherein arithmetic approach lane-(DOD, NA TO) An extension of
computations predominate, or of the data a boat lane from the line of departure toward
processing type, wherein data handling oper- the transport area. It may be terminated by
ations predominate, marker ships, boats or buoys.

applied research-(DOD) Research concerned approach march-(DOD, NATO) Advance of a
with the practical application of knowledge, combat unit when direct contact with the
material, and/or techniques directed toward a enemy is imminent. Troops are fully or par-
solution to an existent or anticipated military tially deployed. The approach march ends
requirement. See also basic research-, re- when ground contact with the enemy is made

search. or when the attack position is occupied. See
also advance to contact

apportionment-(DOD, NATO) The determina- approach route-(NA TO) A route which joins a
tion and assignment of the total expected port to a coastal or transit route.
effort by percentage and/or by priority that
should be devoted to the various air oper- approach schedule-(DOD, NA TO) The sched-
ations and/or geographic areas for a given ule which indicates, for each scheduled wave,
period of time. the time of departure from the rendezvous

area, from the line of departure, and from
appreciation of the situation-See estimate of other control points and the time of arrival at

the situation, the beach.

appreciations--(DOD) Personal conclusions, of- approach sequence-(DOD, NA TO) The order in
which two or more aircraft are cleared for anficial estimates, and assumptions about an- aprch

other party's intentions, military capabilities, approach.

and activities used in planning and decision- approach time-(DOD) The time at which an
making. aircraft is expected to commence approach
a. desired appreciations-Adversary personal procedure.

conclusions and official estimates, valid or
invalid, that result in adversary behaviors approach time-(NATO) The time at which an
and official actions advantageous to friend- aircraft commences its final approach prepar-
ly interests and objectives. atory to landing.
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apron-(DOD, NATO) A defined area, on an air- local military, paramilitary, and other govern-
field, intended to accommodate aircraft for mental agencies and their US counterparts,
purposes of loading or unloading passengers responsible for planning and coordinating in-
or cargo, refueling, parking, or maintenance. ternal defense and development operations.

area-See also advisory area; aircraft dispersal area damage control-(DOD, NA TO) Measures
area; aircraft marshalling area; air defense taken before, during or after hostile action or

q action area; alighting area; amphibious vehi- natural or man-made disasters, to reduce the
cle launching area; area control center; as- probability of damage and minimize its ef-
sembly area; caution area; closed area; con- fects. See also damage control; disaster con-
centration area; control area; danger area; trol; rear area security.
defensive coastal area; embarkation area;
fire support area; homogeneous area; impact area of influence-(DOD, NATO) A geographi-
area; initial approach area; key areas; land- cal area wherein a commander is directly ca-
ing area; maneuvering area; maritime area; pable of influencing operations, by maneuver
naval support area; objective area; prohibited or fire support systems normally under his
area; run-up area; signal area; staging area; command or control.
submarine patrol areas; terminal control
area; transit area. See also zone. area of intelligence responsibility-(DOD,

NATO) An area allocated to a commander, in
area air defense commander-(DOD) Within an which he is responsible for the provision of in-

overseas unified command, subordinate uni- telligence, within the means at his disposal.
fled command, or joint task force, the com- See also area of responsibility.
mander will assign overall responsibility for
air defense to a single commander. Normally, area of interest-(DOD, NATO) That area of
this will be the Air Force component com- concern to the commander, including the area
mander. Representation from the other Serv- of influence, areas adjacent thereto, and ex-
ice components involved will be provided, as tending into enemy territory to the objectives
appropriate, to the area air defense command- of current or planned operations. This area
er's headquarters. also includes areas occupied by enemy forces

who could jeopardize the accomplishment of
area bombing-(DOD, NATO) Bombing of a the mission.

target which is in effect a general area rather
than a small or pinpoint target. area of militarily significant fallout-(DOD,

NATO) The area in which radioactive fallout
area command-(DOD, NATO) A command affects the ability of military units to carry

which is composed of those organized ele- out their normal mission.
ments of one or more of the armed services,
designated to operate in a specific geographi- area of ,iorthern operations-(DOD) A region
cal area, which are placed under a single com- of variable width in the Northern Hemisphere
mander. See also command. that lies north cf the 50 degrees isotherm-a

line along which the average temperature of
area control center-(DOD, NATO) A unit es- the warmest 4-month period of the year does

tablished to provide air traffic control service not exceed 50 degrees Fahrenheit. Mountain
to controlled flights in control areas under its regions located outside of this area are includ-
jurisdiction. See also air traffic control ed in this category of operations provided
center, flight information region. these same temperature conditions exist.

area coordination group-(DOD) A composite area of operational interest-(NA TO) In air de-

organization, including representatives of fense, an area in which automatic cross-tell-
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ing of tracks of interest is provided to an adja- figures and areas of large portions of the sur-
cent site based on established criteria, such as face of the planet Mars, or the shape and size
identity and location, of the planet Mars.

area of operations-(DOD, NATO) That portion areodetic-(DOD) Of, pertaining to, or deter-
of an area of war necessary for military oper- mined by areodesy.
ations and for the administration of such op-
erations. armament delivery recording-(DOD) Motion

picture, still photography, and video record-
area of responsibility-(DOD, NATO) 1. A de- ings showing the delivery and impact of ord-

fined area of land in which responsibility is nance. This differs from reconnaissance in-
specifically assigned to the commander of the agery in that it records the act of delivery and
area for the development and maintenance of impact and normally is done by the weapon
installations, control of movement and the system delivering the ordnance. Armament
conduct of tactical operations involving troops delivery recording is used primarily for evalu-
under his control along with parallel author- ating strike effectiveness and for combat crew
ity to exercise these functions. 2. In naval training. It is also one of the principal sources
usage, a predefined area of enemy terrain for of over-the-target documentation in force em-
which supporting ships are responsible for ployments, and may be used for public affairs
covering by fire on known targets or targets purposes.
of opportunity and by observation.

armed forces-(DOD) The military forces of a
area of war-(DOD) That area of land, sea, and nation or a group of nations. See also force(s).

air which is, or may become, directly involved
in the operations of war. armed forces censorship-(DOD) The examina-

tion and control of personal communications
area operations-(DOD, NATO) In maritime to or from persons in the Armed Forces of the

usage, operations conducted in a geographical United States and persons accompanying or
area and not related to the protection of a serving with the Armed Forces of the United
specific force. States. See also censorship.

area radar prediction analysis-(DOD) Radar armed forces courier-(DOD) An officer or en-
target intelligence study designed to provide listed member in the grade of E-7 or above, of
radar significant data for use in the prepara- the US Armed Forces, assigned to perform
tion of radar target predictions. Armed Forces Courier Service duties and

identified by possession of an Armed Forces
area search-(DOD) Visual reconnaissance of Courier Service Identification Card (ARF-COS

limited or defined areas. Form 9). See also courier.

area search-(NA TO) Reconnaissance or search Armed Forces Courier Service-(DOD) A joint
of a specific area to provide new or updated service of the Departments of the Army, the
information on general or specific situations Navy, and the Air Force, with the Chief of
and/or activities. Staff, US Army, as Executive Agent. The cou-

rier service provides one of the available
area target-(DOD, NATO) A target consisting methods for the secure and expeditious trans-

of an area rather than a single point. mission of material requiring protected han-
dling by military courier.

areodesy-(DOD) The branch of mathematics
which determines, by observation and meas- armed forces courier station-(DOD) An Army,
urement, the exact positions of points and the Navy, or Air Force activity, approved by the
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respective military department and officially arming delay device-(DOD, NATO) A device
designated by Headquarters, Armed Forces fitted in a mine to prevent it being actuated
Courier Service, for the acceptance, process- for a present time after laying.
ing, and dispatching of Armed Forces Courier
Service material, arming lanyard--See arming wire.

Armed Forces of the United States-(DOD) A arming pin-(DOD, NATO) A safety device
term used to denote collectively all compo- which is inserted into a fuze to prevent the

nents of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine arming cycle from starting until its removal.
"Corps, and Coast Guard. See also United arming system-(DOD) That portion of a
States Armed Forces. weapon which serves to ready (arm), safe, or

re-safe (disarm) the firing system and fuzing
armed helicopter-(DOD, NATO) A helicopter system and which may actuate devices in the

fitted with weapons or weapon systems. nuclear system.

armed mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine from which arming wire-(DOD, NATO) A cable, wire, or
all safety devices have been withdrawn and, lanyard attached to the aircraft (usually at
after laying, all automatic safety features the arming unit) and routed to a weapon
and/or arming delays have operated. Such a system (i.e. fuze fin, parachute pack, etc.) to

mine is ready to function after receipt of a prevent arming initiation prior to weapon re-

target signal, influence or contact. lease. Also called "safety wire"; "arming lan-
yard"; "safety lanyard."

armed reconnaissance-(DOD) A mission with armored personnel carrier-(DOD) A lightly ar-
the primary purpose of locating and attacking mored, highly mobile, full-tracked vehicle,
targets of opportunity, i.e., enemy materiel, amphibious and air-droppable, used primarily
personnel, and facilities, in assigned general for transporting personnel and their individ-
areas or along assigned ground communica- ual equipment during tactical operations. Pro-
tions routes, and not for the purpose of at- duction modifications or application of special
tacking specific briefed targets. kits permit use as a mortar carrier, command

post, flame thrower, antiaircraft artillery
armed reconnaissance--(NATO) An air mission chassis, or limited recovery vehicle.

flown with the primary purpose of locating
and attacking targets of opportunity, i.e., armored reconnaissance airborne assault vehi-
enemy materiel, personnel, and facilities, in cle-(DOD) A lightly armored, mobile, full-
assigned general areas or along assigned tracked vehicle serving as the main reconnais-
ground communications routes, and not for sance vehicle in infantry and airborne oper-

the purpose of attacking specific briefed tar- ations, and as the principal assault weapon of

gets. airborne troops.

armed sweep'(DOD, NATO) A sweep fitted arms control-(DOD) A concept that connotes:
a. any plan, arrangement, or process, restingwith cutters or other devices to Uicrease its uo xlcto mlctitrainlare

abilty t cutminemoorngs.upon explicit or implicit international agree-
ability to cut mine moorings. ment, governing any aspect of the following:

the numbers, types, and performance charac-
arming-(DOD, NATO) As applied to explosives, teristics of weapon systems (including the

weapons, and ammunition, the changing from command and control, logistics support ar-
a safe condition to a state of readiness for ini- rangements, and any related intelligence-
tiation. gathering mechanism); and the numerical
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strength, organization, equipment, deploy- Army base-(DOD) A base or group of installa-
ment or employment of the armed forces re- tions for which a local commander is responsi-
tained by the parties. (It encompasses "disar- ble, consisting of facilities necessary for sup-
mament.") and b. on some occasions, those port of Army activities including security, in-
measures taken for the purpose of reducing ternal lines of communication, utilities, plants
instability in the military environment, and systems, and real property for which the

Army has operating responsibility. See also
arms control agreement-(DOD) The written or base complex.

unwritten embodiment of the acceptance of
one or more arms control measures by two or Army corps-(DOD) A tactical unit larger than

more nations. a division and smaller than a field army. A
corps usually consists of two or more divisions

arms control agreement verlficatlon-(DOD) A together with auxiliary arms and services.

concept that entails the collection, processing, army corps-(NATO) A formation larger than a
and reporting of data indicating testing or division but smaller than an army or army
employment of proscribed weapon systems, in- group. It usually consists of two or more divi-
eluding country of origin and location, sions together with supporting arms and serv-
weapon and payload identification, and event ices. Atog called corhp

type.
Army group-(DOD) Several field armies under

arms control measure-(DOD) Any specific a designated commander.
arms control course of action.

army group-(NATO) The largest formation of
armstrong-(DOD) The term, peculiar to the land forces, normally comprising two or more

Air Support Radar Team, indicating both the armies or army corps under a designated com-
command and response for arming and fuzing mander.
circuit activation.

Army service area-(DOD) The territory be-
tween the corps rear boundary and the

army-A ) but Asfomationll er than an armcombat zone rear boundary. Most of the Armyarmy corps but smaller than an army group, administrative establishment and service
It usually consists of two or more army corps. troops are usually located in this area. See

2. In certain nations "army" is the land coin- also rear area.

ponent of the armed forces. 3. In certain na-

tions "armbe covers all the armed forces. arresting barrier-See aircraft arresting bar-

rier.
Army Air Defense Command Post-(DOD) The

tactical headquarters of an Army air defense arresting gear-See aircraft arresting gear.
commander.

artificial daylight--(NATO) Illumination of an
Army air-ground system-(DOD) The Army intensity greater than the light of a full moon

system which provides for interface between on a clear night. (The optimum illumination
Army and tactical air support agencies of is the equivalent of daylight.) See also battle-
other Services in the planning, evaluating, field illumination.
p s , and coordinating of air support re-
quirements and operations. It is composed of artificial horizon-See attitude indicator.
appropriate staff members, including G-2 air
and G-3 air personnel, and necessary commu- artificial moonlight-(NA TO) Illumination of
nication equipment. an intensity between that of starlight and
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that of a full moon on a clear night. See also assault-(NA TO) 1. The climax of an attack;
battlefield illumination, closing with the enemy in hand-to-hand fight-

ing. 2. See amphibious assault. 3. A short,
artillery fire plan table-(DOD, NATO) A pres- violent, but well-ordered attack against a

entation of planned targets giving data for en- local objective, such as a gun emplacement, a
gagement. Scheduled targets are fired in a fort or a machine gun nest. See also assault
definite time sequence. The starting time may phase.
be on call, at a prearranged time or at the oc-
currence of a specific event, assault aircraft-(DOD, NATO) Powered air-

craft, including helicopters, which move as-
artillery preparation-(NATO) Artillery fire de- sault troops and cargo into an objective area

livered before an attack to disrupt communi- and which provide for their resupply.
cations and disorganize the enemy's defense. assault area diagram--(DOD) A graphic means

artillery survey control point-(DOD, NATO) of showing, for amphibious operations, the

A point at which the coordinates and the alti- beach designations, boat lanes, organization of

tude are known and from which the bearings/ the line of departure, scheduled waves, land-

azimuths to a number of reference objects ae ing ship area, transport areas, and the fire

also known. support areas in the immediate vicinity of the
boat lanes.

aspect angle-(DOD) The angle between the assault craft-(DOD, NATO) A landing craft or
longitudinal axis of the target (projected rear amphibious vehicle primarily employed for
ward) and the line-of-sight to the interceptor landing troops and equipment in the assault
measured from the tail of the target. waves of an amphibious operation.

"aspect change-(NATO) The different appear- assault echelon-(DOD, NA TO) The element of
ance of a reflecting object viewed by radar a force that is scheduled for initial assault on
from vai, wig directions. It is caused by the the objective area.
change in ' effective reflecting area of the
target, assault flre-(DOD) 1. That fire delivered by at-

tacking troops as they close with the enemy.
AS Seantisubmarine rocket. 2. In artillery, extremely accurate, short-

range destruction fire at point targets.
assault-(DOD) 1. The climax of an attack; clos-

ing with the enemy in hand-to-hand fighting. assault follow-on echelon-(DOD) In amphibi-
2. In an amphibious operation, the period of ous operations, that echelon of the assault
time between the arrival of the major assault troops, vehicles, aircraft equipment, and sup-
forces of the amphibious task force in the ob- plies which, though not needed to initiate the
jective area and the accomplishment of the assault, is required to support and sustain the
amphibious task force mission. 3. To make a assault. In order to accomplish its purpose, it
short, violent, but well-ordered attack against is normally required in the objective area no
"a local objective, such as a gun emplacement, later than five days after commencement of
"a fort, or a machine gun nest. 4. A phase of the assault landing. See also assault; follow-
an airborne operation beginning with delivery up.
by air of the assault echelon of the force into
the objective area and extending through assault phase-(DOD, NA TO) 1. In an amphibi-
attack of assaalt objectives and consolidation ous operation, the period of time between the
of the initial airhead. See also assault phase; arrival of the major assault forces of the am-
landing attack. phibious task force in the objective area and
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the accomplishment of their mission. 2. In an assign-(DOD, NATO) 1. To place units or per-
airborne operation, a phase beginning with sonnel in an organization where such place-
delivery by air of the assault echelon of the ment is relatively permanent, and/or where
force into the objective area and extending such organization controls and administers
through attack of assault objectives and con- the units or personnel for the primary func-
solidation of the initial airhead. See also as- tion, or greater portion of the functions, of the
sault. unit or personnel. 2. To detail individuals to

specific duties or functions where such duties
asault schedule-See landing schedule. or functions are primary and/or relatively

permanent. See also attach.
ýmult shipping--MOD, NATO) Shipping as-aumalt hlplng(DO, NTO) ~ ~ assumed auimuth--(DOD) The assumption of
signed to the amphibious task force and uti- azimuth origins asauntil th

lize fo traspotingassult roos, vhices, azimuth origins as a field expedient until thelized for transporting assault troops, vehicles, required data are available.

equipment, and supplies to the objective area.

assumed grid-(DOD) A grid constructed using
assault wave-See wave. an arbitrary scale superimposed on a map,

chart, or photograph for use in point designa-
ahsembly-(DOD, NATO) An item forming a tion without regard to actual geographic loca-

portion of an equipment, that can be provi- tion. See also grid.
sioned and replaced as an entity and which
normally incorporates replaceable parts or assumption-(DOD) A supposition on the cur-
groups of parts. See also part; sub-assembly, rent situation or a presupposition on the

future course of events, either or both as-
assembly anchorage-(DOD, NATO) An anchor- sumed to be true in the absence of positive

age intended for the assembly and onward proof, necessary to enable the commander in
routing of ships- the process of planning to complete an esti-

mate of the situation and make a decision on

ass•mbly area-(DOD, NA TO) 1. An area in the course of action.
which a command is assembled preparatory to astern fueling-(DOD, NATO) The transfer of
further action. 2. In a supply installation, the
gras area used for collecting and combining fuel at sea during which the receiving ship(s)
components into complete units, kits, or as- keep(s) station astern of the delivering ship.
semblies. ASTOR-See antisubmarine torpedo.

assesment-(DOD) 1. Analysis of the security, astro altitude--(NATO) The arc of the vertical
effectiveness, and potential of an existing or circle measured from the celestial horizon to
planned intelligence activity. 2. Judgment of the body.
the motives, qualifications, and characteristics
of present or prospective employees or astro compass--(NATO) An instrument used
"agents." primarily to obtain true heading or true bear-

ing by reference to celestial bodies.
asset (Intelligence)-(DOD) Any resource-

person, group, relationship, instrument, in- astronomical twilight--See twilight.
stallation, or supply-at the disposition of an
intelligence organization for use in an oper- astro-tracker--(NATO) A navigation equipment
ational or support role. Often used with a which automatically acquires and continuous-
qualifying term such as agent asset or propa- ly tracks a celestial body in azimuth and alti-
ganda asset, tude.
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asymmetrical sweep-(DOD, NATO) A sweep vide fire to a formation/unit on a guaranteed
whose swept path under conditions of no wind basis. Normally observer, communications
or cros-tide is not equally spaced either side and liaison are not provided. An artillery unit
of the sweeper's track. in "direct support" or "in support" may si-

multaneously be placed "at priority call" to
AT-See antiterrorisn. another unit or agency for a particular task

and/or for a specific period of time.
ATCALS-See air traffic control and landing

systems. attach-(DOD) 1. The placement of units or

atmosphere-(DOD) The air surrounding the personnel in an organization where such
earth. See also ionosphere; stratosphere; tro- placement is relatively temporary. 2. The de-
lopause; troposphere. tailing of individuals to specific functionswhere such functions are secondary or rela-

atmospheric environment-(DOD) The envelope tively temporary, e.g., attached for quarters
of air surrounding the earth, including its and rations; attached for flying duty. See also
interfaces and interactions with the earth's assign.
solid or liquid surface.

attach-(NATO) 1. To place units or personnel
at my command-(DOD, NATO) In artillery in an organization where such placement is

and naval gunfire support, the command used relatively temporary. Subject to limitations
when it is desired to control the exact time of imposed in the attachment order, the com-
delivery of fire. mander of the formation, unit, or organization

atomic air burst--See airburst, receiving the attachment will exercise the
same degree of command and control ther-
eover as he does over the units and persons
organic to his command. However, the respon-

atomic demolition munitlon-(DOD) A nuclear sibility for transfer and promotion of person-
device designed to be detonated on or below nel will normally be retained by the parent
the ground surface, or under water as a demo- formation, unit, or organization. 2. To detail
lition munition against material-type targets individuals to specific functions where such
to block, deny, and/or canalize the enemy. functions are secondary or relatively tempo-

rary, i.e., attach for quarters and rations,
atomic demolition munition--(NATO) A nucle- attach for flying duty. See also assign.

ar device designed or adapted for use as a
demolition munition. attached airlift service-(DOD) The airlift serv-

ice provided to an organization or command
atomic underground burst-See nuclear under- by an airlift unit attached to that organize-

ground burst. tion.

atomic underwater burst-See nuclear under-wate bust.attachment--See attach.water burst.

atomic warfare-See nuclear warfare. attack aircraft carrier-(DOD) A warship de-
signed to support and operate aircraft, engage

atomic weapon-See nuclear weapon. in attacks on targets afloat or ashore, and
engage in sustained operations in support of

at priority call-(DOD, NATO) A precedence other forces. Designated as CV or CVN. CVN
applied to the task of an artillery unit to pro- is nuclear powered.
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attack altitude-(DOD) The altitude at which attack helicopter-(DOD, NATO) A helicopter
the interceptor will maneuver during the specifically designed to employ various weap-
attack phase of an air intercept. ons to attack and destroy enemy targets.

attack assessment-(DOD) An evaluation of in- attacking-(DOD) In air intercept, a term
formation to determine the potential or actual meaning, "Am commencing attacking run
nature and objectives of an attack for the pur- with weapon indicated" (size may be given).
pose of providing information for timely deci-
sions. See also damage estimation, attack origin-(DOD) 1. The location or source

from which an attack was initiated. 2. The
attack cargo ship.-(DOD) A naval ship de- nation initiating an attack. See also attack

signed or converted to transport combat- assessment.
loaded cargo in an assault landing. Capabili-
ties as to carrying landing craft, speed of ship, attack pattern-(DOD) The type and distribu-
armament, and size of hatches and booms are tion of targets under attack. See also attack
greater than those of comparable cargo ship assessment; target pattern.
types. Designated as LKA.

attack position-(DOD) The last position occu-
attack carrier str g forces--OD) Naval pied by the assault echelon before crossing

forces, the primary -offensive weapon of which the line of departure. See also forming up
is carrier-based aircraf. Ships, other than place.
carriers, act primarily to support and screen
against submarine and air threat and second- attack position-(NATO) See forming up place.
arily against surface threat.

attack condition alpha-(DOD) Considers there attack size-(DOD) The number of weapons in-

is inadequate warning of attack, and the com- volved in an attack. See also attack assess-

mand post or headquarters of a decision au- ment.

thority becomes ineffective prior to the per-
formance of essential functions. attack speed--OD) The speed at which the in-

terceptor will maneuver during the attack
attack condition bravo-(DOD) Considers there phase of an air intercept.

is sufficient effective warning of impending
attack to relocate personnel required to per- attack timing-(DOD) The predicted or actual
form essential functions to alternate com- time of bursts, impacts, or arrival of weapons
mand facilities, at their intended targets.

attack group-(DOD, NATO) A subordinate attack warning/attack assessment-Not to be
task organization of the navy forces of an am- used. See separate definitions for tactical
phibious task force. It is composed of assault warning and for attack assessment.
shipping and supporting naval units designat-
ed to transport, protect, land and initially attenuation-(DOD, NATO) 1. Decrease in in-
support a landing group. tensity of a signal, beam, or wave as a result

of absorption of energy and of scatterring out
attack heading-(DOD) 1. The interceptor of the path of a detector, but not including

heading during the attack phase that will the reduction due to geometric spreading, i.e.,
achieve the desired track-crowsing angle. the inverse square of distance effect. 2. In
2. The assigned magnetic compass heading to mine warfare, the reduction in intensity of an
be flown by aircraft during the delivery phase influence as distance from the source in-
of an air strike. creases.
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attenuation factor-(DOD, NATO) The ratio of augmentation force-(NATO) Any force desig-
the incident radiation dose or dose rate to the nated by a nation to strengthen its national
radiation dose or dose rate transmitted forces. See also reinforcing force..
through a shielding material. This is the re-
ciprocal of the transmission factor. augmentation forces-(DOD) Forces to be

transferred to the operational command 3f a

attitude-(DOD, NATO) 1. The position of a supported commander during the execution of
body as determined by the inclination of the an operation.
axes to some frame of reference. If not other-
wise specified, this frame of reference is fixed authenticate-(DOD) A challenge given by voice
to the earth. (NA TO) 2. The grid bearing of or electrical means to attest to the authentici-
the long axis of a target area. ty of a message or transmission.

attitude director indiator--(DOD, NATO) An authentication-(DOD) 1. A security measure
attitude indicator which displays command designed to protect a communications system
signals from the flight director computerm against acceptance of a fraudulent transmis-

sion or simulation by establishing the validity

of a transmission, message, or originator. 2. A
attitude indicator-(DOD, NATO) An instru means of identifying individuals and verifying

ment which displays the attitude of the air- their eligibility to receive specific categories
craft by reference to sources of information of information. 3. Evidence by proper signa-
which may be contained within the instru ture or seal that a document is genuine and
ment or be external to it. When the sources of official.
information are self-contained, the instru-
ment may oe referred to as an artificial hori- authentication-(NA TO) 1. Evidence by proper
son. signature or seal that a document is genuine

and official. 2. A security measure designed
attrition-(DOD, NATO) The reduction of the to protect a communication system against

effectiveness of a force caused by loss of per- fraudulent transmissions.
sonnel and materiel.

authenticator-(DOD) A symbol or group of
attrition minefleld-(DOD, NATO) In naval symbols, or a series of bits, selected or derived

mine warfare, a field intended primarily to in a prearranged manner and usually inserted
cause damage to enemy ships. at a predetermined point within a message or

transmission for the purpose of attesting to

attrition rate-(DOD, NATO) A factor, normally the validity of the message or transmission.

expressed as a percentage, reflecting the authenticator-(NATO) A letter, numeral, or
degree of losses of personnel or materiel due guntoT letter, numeral , orto vrios cuseswitin spcifid prio of group of letters or numerals, or both, attest-
to vaious causes within a specified period of ing to the authenticity of a message or trans-

mission.

attrition reserve aircraft-(DOD) Aim-raft pro- authentic document-(NA TO) A document
cured for the specific purpose of replacing the bearing a signature or seal attesting that it is
anticipated losses of aircraft because of peace- genuine and official. If it is an enemy docu-
time and/or wartime attrition. ment, it may have been prepared for purposes

of deception and the accuracy of such docu-
attrition sweeping-(DOD, NATO) The continu- ment, even though authenticated, must be

ous sweeping of minefields to keep the risk of confirmed by other information, e.g., condi-
mines to all ships as low as possible. tions of capture.
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autocode format-(DOD) An abbreviated and automatic search jammer-(DOD, NATO) An
formatted message header used in conjunction intercept receiver and jamming transmitter
with the Mobile Cryptologic Support Facility system which searches for and jams signals
(MCSF) to energize the automatic communica- automatically which have specific radiation
tions relay functions of the MCSF providing characteristics.
rapid exchange of data through the system.

Automatic Secure Voice Communications Net-
automated data handling-See automatic data work-(DOD) A worldwide, switched, secure

handling, voice network developed to fulfill DOD long-
haul, secure voice requirements. Also called

automatic approach and landing-(DOD, AUTOSEVOCOM.
NATO) A control mode in which the aircraft's
speed and flight path are automatically con- automatic supply-(DOD) A system by which
trolled for approach, flare-out, and landing. certain supply requirements are automatical-
See also ground controlled approach proce- ly shipped or issued for a predetermined
dure. period of time without requisition by the

using unit. It is based upon estimated or expe-

automatic data handling-(DOD, NATO) A gen- rience-usage factors.

eralization of automatic data processing to in-clude the aspect of data transfer. automatic throttle--(DOD) A flight control
system feature which actuates an aircraft

throttle system based on its own computationautomatic data processing--(DOD, NATO) and feedback from appropriate data sources.
1. Data processing largely performed by auto-

matic means. 2. That branch of science and automatic toss-(DOD, NATO) In a flight con-
technology concerned with methods and tech- trol system, a control mode in which the toss
niques relating to data processing largely per- bombing maneuver of an aircraft is controlled
formed by automatic means. automatically.

automatic flight control system-(DOD, NATO) automatic trim-(DOD) A flight control system
A system which includes all equipment to feature which adjusts the trim of an aircraft
control automatically the flight of an aircraft in flight.
or missile to a path' or attitude described by
references internal or external to the aircraftor missile. Automatic Voice Network--(DOD) The princi-

pal long-haul, unsecure voice communications

network within the Defense Communications
automatic levelling-(DOD) A flight control System. Also called AUTOVON.

system feature which returns an aircraft to
level flight attitude in roll and pitch. automation-(DOD) 1. The implementation of

processes by automatic means. 2. The conver-
automatic message processing system-(DOD) sion of a procedure, a process, or equipment

Any organized assembly of resources and to automatic operation.
methods used to collect, process, and distrib-
ute messages largely by automatic means. autonomous operation-(DOD) In air defense,

the mode of operation assumed by a unit after
automatic pilot-(DOD) That part of an auto- it has lost all communications with higher

matic flight control system which provides at- echelons. The unit commander assumes full
titude stabilization with respect to internal responsibility for control of weapons and en-
references. gagement of hostile targets.
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autonomous operation-(NA TO) One mode of axial route-(DOD) A route running through
operation of a unit in which the unit corn- the rear area and into the forward area. See
mander assumes full responsibility for control also route.
of weapons and engagement of hostile targets.
This mode may be either directed by higher axis-(NAATO) In land warfare, the general di-
authority or result from a loss of all means of rection of movement, planned or achieved,
communication. usually between assigned boundaries.

auxiliary contours-(NATO) Additional con-
tours used to portray unique ground forms axis of advauce--(DOD) A line of advance as-
not adequately portrayed by the selected con- signed for purposes of control; often a road or
tour interval. a group of roads, or a designated series of lo-

cations, extending in the direction of the
AV-8-See Harrier. enemy.

available payload-(DOD) The passenger and/ axis of control-(DOD, NATO) In an automatic
or cargo capacity expressed in weight and/or flight control system, that section of the
space available to the user. system which controls an aircraft in one

plane.
available supply rate-(NATO) The rate of con-

sumption that can be allocated considering azimuth-(DOD) Quantities may be expressed
the supplies and facilities available for a i positive quantities increasing in a clock-
planned operation or a given period. wise direction, or in X, Y coordinates where

avenue of approach-(DOD) An air or ground south and west are negative. They may be ref-
route of attacking force of a given size leading erenced to true north or magnetic north de-
to its objective or to key terrain in its path. pending on the particular weapon system

used.
average heading-(NA TO) The arithmetic mean

of the different values of the headings main- azimuth angle-(DOD, NATO) An angle meas-
tamed over a certain period of time. ured clockwise in the horizontal plane be-

tween a reference direction and any other
average speed-(DOD, NATO) The average dis- line.

tance traveled per hour, calculated over the
whole journey, excluding specifically ordered azimuth guidance-(DOD, NA TO) Information
halts. which will enable the pilot or autopilot of an

aviation combat element-See Marine Air- aircraft to follow the required track.

Ground Task Force.
azimuth resolution-(DOD, NA TO) The ability

aviation life support equipment-See life sup- of radar equipment to separate two reflectors
port equipment. at similar ranges but different bearings from

a reference point. Normally the minimum
aviation medicine-(DOD, NATO) The special separation distance between the reflectors is

field of medicine which is related to the bio- quoted and expressed as the angle subtended
logical and psychological problems of flight, by the reflectors at the reference point.
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B
B-52-See Stratofortress. backup aircraft inventory-(DOD) The aircraft

designated to meet the backup authorization.

background count-(DOD, NATO) The evidence See also primary aircraft inventory.
or effect on a detector of radiation, other than
that which it is desired to detect, caused by balance--(DOD) A concept as applied to an
any agency. In connection with health protec- arms control measure that connotes: a. adjust-
tion, the background count usually includes ments of armed forces and armaments in such
radiations produced by naturally occurring ra- a manner that one state does not obtain mili-
dioactivity and cosmic rays. tary advantage over other states agreeing to

the measure; and b. internal adjustments by
background radiation-(DOD, NATO) Nuclear one state of its forces in such manner as to

(or ionizing) radiations arising from within enable it to cope with all aspects of remaining
the body and from the surroundings to which threats to its security in a post arms control
individuals are always exposed. agreement era.

back order-(DOD) The quantity of an item re- balanced stock(s)-(DOD) 1. That condition of
quisitioned by ordering activities that is not supply when availability and requirements
immediately available for issue but is record- are in equilibrium for specific items. 2. An ac-
ed as a stock commitment for future. issue. cumulation of supplies in quantities deter-

mined necessary to meet requirements for a
back-scattering-(DOD, NATO) Radio wave fixed period.

propagation in which the direction of the inci-
dent and scattered waves, resolved along a balance station zero--See reference datum.
reference direction (usually horizontal), are
oppositely directed. A signal received by back-
scattering is often referred to as "back-scat- bale cubic capacity-(DOD, NATO) The space

ter." available for cargo measured in cubic feet to
the inside of the cargo battens, on the frames,

back tell-(DOD, NA TO) The transfer of infor- and to the underside of the beams. In a gener-

mation from a higher to a lower echelon of al cargo of mixed commodities, the bale cubic

command. See also track telling, applies. The stowage of the mixed cargo
comes in contact with the cargo battens and
as a general rule does not extend to the skin

back-up-M(DOD, NATO) In cartography, an of the ship.
image printed on the reverse side of a map
sheet already printed on one side. Also the
printing of such images. balisage-(DOD, NA TO) The marking of a route

by a system of dim beacon lights enabling ye-

backup aircraft authorization-(DOD) Aircraft hides to be driven at near daytime speed,
over and above the primary authorized air- under blackout conditions.
craft to permit scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance, modifications, and inspections ballistic missile-(DOD, NATO) Any missile
and repair without reduction of aircraft avail- which does not rely upon aerodynamic sur-
able for the operational mission. No operating faces to produce lift and consequently follows
resources are allocated for these aircraft in a ballistic trajectory when thrust is terminat-
the Defense budget. See also primary aircraft ed. See also aerodynamic missile; guided mis-
authorization, sile.
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ballistic missile early warning system-(DOD) barometric vertical speed indicator-See verti-
An electronic system for providing detection cal speed indicator.
and early warning of attack by enemy inter-
continental ballistic missiles, barrage-(DOD) 1. A prearranged barrier of

fire, except that delivered by small arms, de-
ballistics-(DOD, NATO) The science or art that signed to protect friendly troops and installa-

deals with the motion, behavior, appearance, tions by impeding enemy movements across
or modification of missiles or other vehicles defensive lines or areas. 2. A protective
acted upon by propellants, wind, gravity, tern- screen of balloons that are moored to the
perature, or any other modifying substance, ground and kept at given heights to prevent
condition, or force. or hinder operations by enemy aircraft. This

meaning also called balloon barrage. 3. A
ballistic trajectory-(DOD, NATO) The trajecto- type of electronic countermeasures intended

ry traced after the propulsive force is termi- for simultaneous jamming over a wide area of
nated and the body is acted upon only by frequency spectrum. See also barrage jam.
gravity and aerodynamic drag. ming; electronic warfare; fire.

ballistic wind-(DOD) That constant wind that barrage fire-(DOD, NATO) Fire which is de-
would have the same effect upon the trajecto- signed to fill a volume of space or area rather
ry of a bomb or projectile as the wind encoun- than aimed specifically at a given target. See
tered in flight, also fire.

balloon barrage-See barrage, Part 2. barrage jamming-(DOD, NATO) Simultaneous
electronic jamming over a broad band of fre-

balloon reflector-(DOD, NATO) In electronic quencies. See also jamming.
warfare, a balloon-supported confusion reflec-
tor to produce fraudulent echoes. barrier-(DOD, NATO) A coordinated series of

obstacles designed or employed to canalize,
band pass-(DOD) The number of cycles per direct, restrict, delay or stop the movement of

second expressing the difference between the an opposing force, and to impose additional
limiting frequencies at which the desired frac- losses in personnel, time and equipment on
tion (usually half power) of the maximal the opposing force. See also aircraft arresting
output is obtained. Term applies to all types system.
of amplifiers.

barrier combat air patrol-(DOD) One or more
bank angle-(DOD, NATO) The angle between divisions or elements of fighter aircraft em-

the aircraft's normal axis and the earth's ver- ployed between a force and an objective area
tical plane containing the aircraft's longitudi- as a barrier across the probable direction of
nal axis. enemy attack. It is used as far from the force

as control conditions permit, giving added pro-
barometric altimeter-See altimeter. tection against raids that use the most direct

routes of approach. See also combat air
barometric altimeter reversionary-See altime- patrol.

ter.
barrier forces-(DOD) Air, surface, and subma-

barometric altitude--(OD, NA TO) The aircraft rine units and their supporting systems posi-
altitude given by the difference between the tioned across the likely courses of expected
heights corresponding to the pressure at air- enemy transit for early detection and provid-
craft level and mean sea level according to ing rapid warning, blocking, and destruction
the standard atmosphere. of the enemy.
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bar scale-See graphic scale; See also scale. principal point of the other has been trans-
ferred. 3. (radio navigation systems) The

base-(DOD, NATO) 1. A locality from which shorter arc of the great circle joining two
operations are projected or supported. 2. An radio transmitting stations of a navigation
area or locality containing installations which system. 4. (triangulation) The side of one of a
provide logistic or other support. See also series of coordinated triangles the length of
emergency fleet operating base; establish- which is measured with prescribed accuracy
ment; island bases. (DOD) 3. Home airfield or and precision and from which lengths of the
home carrier. other triangle sides are obtained by computa-

tion.
base command-(DOD, NATO) An area contain-

ing a military base or group of such bases or- base map-(DOD, NATO) A map or chart show-
ganized under one commander. See also com- ing certain fundamental information, used as
mand. a base upon which additional data of special-

ized nature are compiled or overprinted. Also,
base complex--See Army base; Marine base; a map containing all the information from

naval base; naval or marine (air) base. See which maps showing specialized information
also noncontiguous facility, can be prepared. See also chart base; map.

base defense--(DOD) The local military mess- base map symbol-(NATO) A symbol used on a
ures, both normal and emergency, required to base map or chart as opposed to one used on
nullify or reduce the effectiveness of enemy an overprint to the base map or chart.
attacks on, or sabotage of, a base, so as to
insure that the maximum capacity of its fa- base of operations-(DOD) An area or facility
cilities is available to U.S. forces. from which a military force begins its offen-

base development-(DOD, NATO) The improve- sive operations, to which it falls back in case

ment or expansion of the resources and facili- of reverse, and in which supply facilities are

ties of an area or a location to support mili- orgaized.

tary operations- base period-(DOD) That period of time for

base development plan--(DOD) A plan for the which factors were determined for use in cur-

facilities, installations, and bases required to rent planning and programming.
support military operations. base section-(DOD) An area within the corn-

base ejection shell-(NATO) A type of shell munications zone in an area of operations or-

which ejects its load from its base. ganized to provide logistic support to forward
areas.

base element--See base unit.
base surge-(DOD, NATO) A cloud which rolls

base fuze-(NATO) Fuze located in the base of out from the bottom of the column produced
a projectile or bomb. See also fuze. by a subsurface burst of a nuclear weapon.

For underwater bursts, the surge is, in effect,

base line-(DOD, NATO) 1. (surveying) A sur- a cloud of liquid droplets which has the prop-
veyed line established with more than usual erty of flowing almost as if it were a homoge-

care, to which surveys are referred for coordi- neous fluid. For subsurface land bursts the

nation and correlation. 2. (photo-grammetry) surge is made up of small solid particles but

The line between the principal points of two still behaves like a fluid.

consecutive vertical air photographs. It is usu-
ally measured on one photograph after the base symbol-See base map symbol.
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base unit-(DOD) Unit of organization in a tac- basic research-(DOD) Research directed
tical operation around which a movement or toward the increase of knowledge, the pri-
maneuver is planned and performed; base ele- mary aim being a greater knowledge or un-
ment. derstanding of the subject under study. See

also applied research; research.
basic cover-(DOD) Coverage of any installa-

tion or area of a permanent nature with basic stocks-(DOD, NATO) Stocks to support
which later coverage can be compared to dis- the execution of approved operational plans
cover any changes that have taken place, for an initial predetermined period.

basic encyclopedia-(DOD) A compilation of basic stopping power-(DOD, NATO) The prob-
identified installations and physical areas of ability, expressed as a percentage, of a single
potential significance as objectives for attack. vehicle being stopped by mines while attempt-

ing to cross a minefield.
basic inteligence-(DOD) Fundamental intelli-

gence concerning the general situation, re- basic tactical organization-(DOD) The conven-
sources, capabilities, and vulnerabilities of tional organization of landing force units for
foreign countries or areas which may be used combat, involving combinations of infantry,
as reference material in the planning of oper- supporting ground arms, and aviation for ac-
ations at any level and in evaluating subse- complishment of missions ashore. This organi-
quent information relating to the same sub- zational form is employed as soon as possible
ject. following the landing of the various assault

components of the landing force.
basic intelligence--(NATO) Intelligence, on any

subject, which may be used as reference mate- basic undertakings-(DOD) The essential
rial for planning and in evaluating subse- things, expressed in broad terms, that must
quent information. See also current intelli- be done in order to implement the command-
gence; information; intelligence. er's concept successfully. These may include

military, diplomatic, economic, psychological,
basic load-(DOD, NATO) The quantity of sup- and other measures. See also strategic con-

plies required to be on hand within, and cept.
which can be moved by, a unit or formation.
It is expressed according to the wartime orga- basis of issue-(DOD) Authority which pre-
nization of the unit or formation and main- scribes the number of items to be issued to an
tained at the prescribed levels, individual, a unit, a military organization, or

for a unit piece of equipment.
basic military route network-(DOD, NATO)

Axial, lateral, and connecting routes designat- bathymetric contour-See depth contour.
ed in peacetime by the host nation to meet
the anticipated military movements and battalion landing team-(DOD) In an amphibi-
transport requirements, both allied and na- ous operation, an infantry battalion normally
tional. See also transport network. reinforced by necessary combat and service

elements; the basic unit for planning an as-
basic psychological operations study-(DOD) A sault landing. Also known as BLT.

document which describes succinctly the char-
acteristics of a country, geographical area, or battery-(DOD, NA TO) 1. Tactical and adminis-
region which are most pertinent to psycholog- trative artillery unit or subunit corresponding
ical operations, and which can serve as an im- to a company or similar unit in other
mediate reference for the planning and con- branches of the Army. 2. All guns, torpedo
duct of psychological operations. tubes, searchlights or missile launchers of the
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same size or caliber or used for the same pur- See also casualty; died of wounds received in
pose, either installed in one ship or otherwise action; killed in action; non-battle casualty;
operating as an entity. wounded in action.

battery center-(DOD, NATO) A point on the battlefield illumination-(DOD, NATO) The
ground, the coordinates of which are used as a lighting of the battle area by artificial light
reference indicating the location of the bat- either visible or invisible to the naked eye.
tery in the production of firing data. Also See also artificial daylight; artificial moon.
called chart location of the battery. light; indirect illumination.

battery control central-(NATO) The oper- battlefield psychological activities-(DOD,
ations center from which Hawk missiles are NATO) Planned psychological activities con-
controlled at battery level. ducted as an integral part of combat oper-

ations and designed to bring psychological
battery left (or right)-(NATO) A method of pressure to bear on enemy forces and civilians

fire in which weapons are discharged from under enemy control in the battle area, to
the left (or right) one after the other, at five assist in the achievement of the tactical objec-
second intervals, unless otherwise specified. tives.

battery (troop) left (right)-(DOD) A method of battlefield surveillance--(DOD, NATO) System-
fire in which weapons are discharged from atic observation of the battle area for the pur-
the left (right), one after the other, at five pose of providing timely information and
second intervals, combat intelligence. See also surveillance.

battle casualty-(DOD) Any casualty incurred battle force-(DOD) A standing operational
in action. "In action" characterizes the casual- naval task force organization of carriers, sur-
ty status as having been the direct result of face combatants, and submarines assigned to
hostile action, sustained in combat or relating numbered fleets. A battle force is subdivided
thereto, or sustained going to or returning into battle groups.
from a combat mission provided that the oc-
currence was directly related to hostile action. battle group-(DOD) A standing naval task
Included are persons killed or wounded mis- group consisting of a carrier or battleship,
takenly or accidentally by friendly fire direct- surface combatants, and submarines as as-
ed at a hostile force or what is thought to be a signed in direct support, operating in mutual
hostile force. However, not to be considered as support with the task of destroying hostile
sustained in action and thereby not to be in- submarine, surface, and air forces within the
terpreted as battle casualties are injuries due group's assigned area of responsibility and
to the elements, self-inflicted wounds, and, striking at targets along hostile shore lines or
except in unusual cases, wounds or death in- projecting fire power inland.
flicted by a friendly force while the individual
is in absent-without-leave or dropped-from- battle map-(DOD) A map showing ground fea-
rolls status or is voluntarily absent from a tures in sufficient detail for tactical use by all
place of duty. See also died of wounds re- forces, usually at a scale of 1:25,000. See also
ceived In action; non-battle casualty; wound- map.
ed.

battle reserves-(DOD) Reserve supplies accu-
battle casualty-(NATO) Any casualty incurred mulated by an army, detached corps, or de-

as the direct result of hostile action, sustained tached division in the vicinity of the battle-
in combat or relating thereto or sustained field, in addition to unit and individual re-
going to or returning from a combat mission. serves. See also reserve supplies.
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beach-(DOD) 1. The area extending from the supply, and evacuation across beaches and in
shoreline inland to a marked change in phy- the beach area for support of a landing force.
uiographic form or material, or to the line of
permanent vegetation (coastline). 2. In am- beach party-(DOD) The naval component of
phibious operations, that portion of the shore- the shore party. See also beachmaster unit-,
line designated for landing of a tactical orga- shore party.
nization.

beach party commander-(DOD) The naval offi-
beach capacity-(DOD, NATO) An estimate, ex- cer in command of the naval component of

pressed in terms of measurement tons, or the shore party.
weight tons, of cargo that may be unloaded
over a designated strip of shore per day. See beach photography-(DOD) Vertical, oblique,
also clearance capacity; port capacity, ground, and periscope coverage at varying

scales to provide information of offshore,
beach group-See naval beach group; shore shore, and inland areas. It covers terrain

party. which provides observation of the beaches and
is primarily concerned with the geological and

beachhead-(DOD, NATO) A designated area on tactical aspects of the beach.
a hostile shore which, when seized and held,
ensures the continuous landing of troops and beach reserves.-(DOD, NATO) In an amphibi-
materiel, and provides maneuver space requi- ous operation, an accumulation of supplies of
site for subsequent projected operations all classes established in dumps in beachhead
ashore. It is the physical objective of an am- areas. See also reserve supplies
phibious operation. See also airhead; bridge-
head. beach support area-(DOD) In amphibious op-

erations, the area to the rear of a landing
beach marker-(DOD) A sign or device used to force or elements thereof, established and op-

identify a beach or certain activities thereon, erated by shore party units, which contains
for incoming waterborne traffic. Markers may the facilities for the unloading of troops and
be panels, lights, buoys, or electronic devices, materiel and the support of the forces ashore;

it includes facilities for the evacuation of
beachraaster-(DOD) The naval officer in com- wounded, prisoners of war, and captured ma-

mand of the beachmaster unit of the naval teriel.
beach group.

beach survey-(DOD) The collection of data de-
beachmaster unit-(DOD) A commissioned scribing the physical characteristics of a

naval unit of the naval beach group designed beach; that is, an area whose boundaries are a
to provide to the shore party a naval compo- shoreline, a coastline, and two natural or ar-
nent known as a beach party which is capable bitrary assigned flanks.
of supporting the amphibious landing of one
division (reinforced). See also beach party; beach width-(DOD) The horizontal dimensions
shore party. of the beach measured at right angles to the

shoreline from the line of extreme low water
beach minefleld-(DOD, NATO) A minefield in inland to the landward limit of the beach (the

the shallow water approaches to a possible coastline).
amphibious landing beach.

beacon-(DOD) A light or electronic source
beach organization-(DOD) In an amphibious which emits a distinctive or characteristic

operation, the planned arrangement of per- signal used for the determination of bearings,
sonnel and facilities to effect movement, courses, or location. (DOD, NATO) See crash
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locator beacon; fan marker beacon; localizer, bilateral infrastructure-(DOD, NATO) Infra-
meaconing; personal locator beacon; radio structure which concerns only two NATO
beacon; Z marker beacon. members and is financed by mutual agree-

ment between them (e.g., facilities required
beacon double-.(DOD) In air intercept, a code for the use of forces of one NATO member in

meaning, "Pilot select double pulse mode on the territory of another). See also infrastruc-
your tracking beacon." ture.

beacon off--(DOD) In air intercept, a code billet-(DOD) 1. Shelter for troops. 2. To quar-
meaning, "Turn off your tracking beacon." ter troops. 3. A personnel position or assign-

beacon on--(DOD) In air intercept, a code ment which may be filled by one person.

meaning, "Turn on your tracking beacon."
bi-margin format-(NATO) The format of a

beam attack-(DOD) In air intercept, an attack map or chart on which the cartographic detail
by an interceptor aircraft attack which termi- is extended to two edges of the sheet, normal-
nates with a heading crossing angle greater ly north and east, thus leaving two margins
than 45" but loes than 135". See also heading only.
crosing angle.

binding-(DOD, NATO) The fastening or secur-
beam rider-(DOD) A missile guided by an elec- ing of items to a movable platform called a

tronic beam. pallet. See also palletized unit load.

beam rlder--(NATO) A missile guided by radar
or radio beam. bingo-(DOD) 1. When originated by pilot,

means, "I have reached minimal fuel for safe

beam width-(DOD) The angle between the di return to base or to designated alternate."

rections, on either side of the axis, at which 2. When originated by controlling activity,

the intensity of the radio frequency field means, "Proceed to alternate airfield or carri-

drops to one-half the value it has on the axis. er as specified."

bearlng-(DOD, NATO) The horizontal angle at bingo field-(DOD) Alternate airfield.
a given point measured clockwise from a spe-
cific datum to a second point. See also grid bin storage-(DOD) Storage of items of supplies
bearing;, relative bearing, and equipment in an individual compartment

or subdivision of a storage unit in less than
beaten zone-(DOD) The area on the ground bulk quantities. See also bulk storage; stor-

upon which the cone of fire falls. age.

before-flight inspection--(NATO) Preflight biographical intelligence--OD) That compo-
check to ensure general aircraft safety and biog intelligence which That inmpo-
that disposable loads, e.g., fuel and armament nen ofeintel lign e whichdal with ntivd
equipment, etc., are correctly adjusted for the ual foreign personalities of actual or potential
particular operation or sortie. Also called pre- importane.
flight inspection.

biological agent-(DOD, NATO) A microorga-
bent-(DOD) In air intercept and close air sup- nism which causes disease in man, plants, or

port, a code meaning, "Equipment indicated is animals or causes the deterioration of materi-
inoperative (temporarily or indefinitely)." el. See also biological operation; biological
Cancelled by "Okay." weapon; chemical agent.
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biological ammunition-(NA TO) A type of am- monly used for "explosion," but the two terms
munition, the filler of which is primarily a bi- may be distinguished.
ological agent.

blast effect-(DOD) Destruction of or damage to
biological defense-(DOD, NATO) The methods, structures and personnel by the force of an

plans and procedures involved in establishing explosion on or above the surface of the
and executing defensive measures against ground. Blast effect may be contrasted with
attack utilizing biological agents. the cratering and ground-shock effects of a

. projectile or charge that goes off beneath the
biological half-time--See half-life. surface.

biological operation-(DOD, NATO) Employ- blast line-(DOD) A horizontal radial line on
ment of biological agents to produce casual- the surface of the earth originating at ground
ties in man or animals and damage to plants zero on which measurements of blast from an
or materiel; or defense against such employ- explosion are taken.
ment.

blast wave-(DOD) A sharply defined wave of
biologial warfare-See biological operation increased pressure rapidly propagated

through a surrounding medium from a center
biologlcal weapon.-(DOD, NATO) An item of of detonation or similar disturbance.

materiel which projects, disperses, or dissemi-
nates a biological agent including arthropod blast wave-(NATO) A shock wave that propa-
vectors. gates through air. See also shock wave.

black-(DOD) In intelligence handling, a term
used in certain phrases (e.g., living black, blast wave diffraction-.nDOD, NAT 0)The pas
black border crossing) to indicate reliance on sage around and envelopment of a structure
illegal concealment rather than on cover, by the nuclear blast wave.

black forces=-(NATO) A term used in reportin bleeding edge-(DOD, NATO) That edge of a

of intelligence on Warsaw Pact exercises, to map or chart on which cartographic detail is

denote those units representing Warsaw Pact extended to the edge of the sheet.

forces during such exercises. See also force(s);
white forces. blind bombing zone--OD, NATO) A restrict-

ed area (air, land, or sea) established for the
black lHst-(DOD) An official counter-intelii- purpose of permitting air operations, unre-

gence listing of actual or potential enemy col- stricted by the operations or possible attack of
laborators, sympathizers, intelligence sus- friendly forces.
pects, and other persons whose presence men-
aces the security of friendly forces. blip-(DOD, NATO) The display of a received

pulse on a cathode ray tube.
black propaganda-(DOD) Propaganda which

purports to emanate from a source other than blister agent--(DOD, NATO) A chemical agent
the true one. See also propaganda. which injures the eyes and lungs, and burns

or blisters the skin. Also called "vesicant
blast-(DOD, NATO) The brief and rapid move- agent."

ment of air, vapor or fluid away from a center
of outward pressure, as in an explosion or in blocking and chocking-(DOD, NATO) The use
the combustion of rocket fuel; the pressure ac- of wedges or chocks to prevent the inadvert-
companying this movement. This term is corn- ent shifting of cargo in transit.
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blocking position-(DOD, NATO) A defensive energy required to initiate the complete cycle
position so sited as to deny the enemy access of operation. A weapon which employs this
to a given area or to prevent his advance in a method of operation is characterized by the
given direction. absence of any breech-lock or bolt-lock mecha-

nism.
block shipment-(DOD) A method of shipment

of supplies to overseas areas to provide bal- Blue Bark-(DOD) US military personnel, US
anced stocks or an arbitrary balanced force citizen civilian employees of the Department
for a specific number of days, e.g., shipment of of Defense, and the dependents of both catego-
30 days' supply for an average force of 10,000 ries who travel in connection with the death
individuals, of an immediate family, member. It also ap-

plies to designated escorts for dependents of
block stowage loading-(DOD, NATO) A deceased military members. Furthermore, the

method of loading whereby all cargo for a ape- term is used to designate the personal proper-
cific destination is stowed together. The pur- ty shipment of a deceased member.
pose is to facilitate rapid off-loading at the
destination, with the least possible disturb- blue commander-(DOD, NATO) The officer
ance of cargo intended for other points. See designated to exercise operational control
also loading. over blue forces for a specific period during

an exercise.
block time--(NATO) The period from the

moment the chocks are withdrawn and brakes blue forces-(NATO) Those forces used in a
released, or moorings dropped, to the return friendly role during NATO exercises. See also
to rest or take-up of moorings after the flight, force(s).

blood agent-(DOD, NATO) A chemical com- blue key--(NATO) A blue image on any
pound, including the cyanide group, that af- medium which is not reproduced when the su-
fects bodily functions by preventing the perimposed work is reproduced, used as a
normal transfer of oxygen from the blood to guide for scribing or drawing.
body tissues. Also called "cyanogen agent."

boat diagram-(DOD) In the assault phase of
blood chit--(DOD) A small cloth chart depict- an amphibious operation, a diagram showing

ing an American Flag and a statement in sev- the positions of individuals and equipment in
eral languages to the effect that anyone as- each boat.
sisting the bearer to safety will be rewarded.

boat group--DOD) The basic organization of
blood chit (intelligence)-See blood chit. landing craft. One boat group is organized for

each battalion landing team (or equivalent) to
blow-(DOD) To expose, often unintentionally, be landed in the first trip of landing craft or

personnel, installations, or other elements of amphibious vehicles.
a clandestine organization or activity.

boat lane-(DOD, NATO) A lane for amphibious
blowback-(DOD, NATO) 1. Escape, to the rear assault landing craft, which extends seawards

and under pressure, of gases formed during from the landing beaches to the line of depar-
the firing of the weapon. Blowback may be ture. The width of a boat lane is determined
caused by a defective breech mechanism, a by the length of the corresponding beach.
ruptured cartridge case or a faulty primer.
2. Type of weapon operation in which the boat space-(DOD) The space and weight factor
force of expanding gases acting to the rear used to determine the capacity of boats, land-
against the face of the bolt furnishes all the ing craft, and amphibious vehicles. With re-
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spect to landing craft and amphibious vehi- 2. 50 percent Deflection Error-Half the dis-
cies, it is based on the requirements of one tance between two lines, drawn parallel to
person with individual equipment. The person the aircraft's track and equidistant from
is assumed to weigh 224 pounds and to occupy the desired mean point of impact, which
13.5 cubic feet of space. See also man space. contains half the missiles independently

aimed to hit the desired mean point of
boattall-(DOD, NATO) The conical section of a impact.

ballistic body that progressively decreases in 3. 50 percent Range Error-Half the distance
diameter toward the tail to reduce overall between two lines drawn perpendicular to
aerodynamic drag. the aircraft's track equidistant from the

desired mean point of impact, which con-
boat wave-See wave. tains half the missiles independently

aimed to hit the desired mean point of
body of a map or chart-(NA TO) That area of a impact. (Note: Above errors should imply

map or chart contained within the neatlines. overall errors unless otherwise stipulated
by inclusion of the word "Random" or

bogey-(DOD) An air contact which is unidenti- "Systematic" as necessary.)
fled but assumed to be enemy. (Not to be con-
fhued with unknown.) See also friendly;, hoe- bombing height-(DOD, NATO) In air oper-
tile. ations, the height above ground level at which

the aircraft is flying at the moment of ord-
bomb damage assessment-(DOD) The determi- nance release. Bombing heights are classified

nation of the effect of all air attacks on tar- as follows:
gets (eg., bombs, rockets, or strafing). very low: below 100 feet;

low: from 100 to 2,000 feet;
bomb disposal unit-See explosive ordnance medium: from 2,000 to 10,000 feet;

disposal unit. high. from 10,000 to 50,000 feet;
very high: 50,000 feet and above.

bomber-See intermediate-range bomber air.
craft- long-range bomber aircraft; medium- bombing run-(DOD, NATO) In air bombing,
range bomber aircraft. that part of the flight that begins, normally

from an initial point, with the approach to
bomb impact plot-(DOD) A graphic represen- the target, includes target acquisition, and

tation of the target area, usually a prestrike ends normally at the weapon release point.
air photograph, on which prominent dots are
plotted to mark the impact or detonation bomb line-See fire support coordination line.
points of bombs dropped on a specific bombing
attack. bomb release line-(DOD, NATO) An imaginary

line around a defended area or objective over
bombing angle-(DOD, NATO) The angle be- which an aircraft should release its bomb in

tween the vertical and a line joining the air- order to obtain a hit or hits on an area or oh-
craft to what would be the point of impact of jective.
a bomb released from it at that instant.

bomb release point-(DOD, NATO) The point in
bombing errors-(NA TO) space at which bombs must be released to

1. 50 percent Circular Error-The radius of a reach the desired point of detonation.
circle, with the center at a desired mean
point of impact, which contains half the bomb sighting systems-.(NATO) 1. vector
missiles independently aimed to hit the de- sights-Sighting systems using the vector
sized mean point of impact. principle and incorporating a mechanical rep-
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resentation of the vectors of the bombing tri- border-(DOD, NATO) In cartography, the area
angle. a. pre-set vector-A sighting system in of a map or chart lying between the neatline
which the values for height, airspeed and and the surrounding framework.
wind are set manually on the bomb sight.
b. continuously set vector-A sighting border break-(DOD, NATO) A cartographic
system in which the values for height, air- technique used when it is required to extend a
speed and drift are automatically and con- portion of the cartographic detail of a map or
tinuously updated. 2. tachometric or syn- chart beyond the sheetlines into the margin.
chronous sights-Sighting systems which
automatically release the bomb at the correct border crosser-(DOD, NATO) An individual,
bombing angle by maintaining the sight line living close to a frontier, who normally has to
on the target, thus determining the speed rel- cross the frontier frequently for legitimate
ative to the target and in some cases the purposes.
track through the target. 3. angular velocity
sight-A sighting system in which the correct boresafe fuze-(DOD, NATO) Type of fuze
release-point is determined when the angular having an interrupter in the explosive train
velocity of the target relative to the bomb that prevents a projectile from exploding
aimer reaches a precomputed value. until after it has cleared the muzzle of a

weapon. See also fuze.

bonding-(DOD, NATO) In electrical engineer-

ing, the process of connecting together metal bottom mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine with nega-
parts so that they make low resistance electri- tive buoyancy which remains on the seabed.
cal contact for direct current and lower fre- Also called a ground mine. See also mine.
quency alternating currents. See also earth-
ing, grounding. bottom sweep-(NATO) A sweep, either wire or

chain, used either to sweep mines close to the
booby trap-(DOD, NATO) An explosive or non- bottom or to remove mines from a channel by

explosive device or other material, deliberate- dragging.
ly placed to cause casualties when an appar-
ently harmless object is disturbed or a nor- bound-(DOD, NATO) 1. In land warfare, a
mally safe act is performed. single movement, usually from cover to cover,

made by troops, often under enemy fire.
booster-(DOD, NATO) 1. A high-explosive ele- (DOD) 2. Distance covered in one movement

ment sufficiently sensitive so as to be actu- by a unit that is advancing by bounds.
ated by small explosive elements in a fuze or
primer and powerful enough to cause detona- boundary-(DOD, NATO) In land warfare, a
tion of the main explosive filling. 2. An auxil- line by which areas of responsibility between
iary or initial propulsion system which travels adjacent units/formations are defined.
with a missile or aircraft and which may or
may not separate from the parent craft when boundary disclaimer-(NA TO) A statement on
its impulse has been delivered. A booster a map or chart that the status and/or align-
system may contain, or consist of, one or more ment of international or administrative
units. boundaries is not necessarily recognized by

the government of the publishing nation.
boost phase-(DOD) That portion of the flight

of a ballistic missile or space vehicle during bouquet mine-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine
which the booster and sustainer engines oper- warfare, a mine in which a number of buoy-
ate. See also midcourse phase; reetftry phase; ant mine cases are attached to the same
terminal phase. sinker, so that when the mooring of one mine
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case is cut, another mine rises from the tity and the resultant presentation to become
sinker to its set depth. See also mine. a random series of tonal impressions.

BQM-34-See Firebee. brevity code-(DOD, NATO) A code which pro-
vides no security but which has as its sole

bracketing-(DOD, NATO) A method of adjust- purpose the shortening of messages rather
ing fire in which a bracket is established by than the concealment of their content.
obtaining an over and a short along the spot-
ting line, and then successively splitting the bridgehead-(DOD) An area of ground held or
bracket in half until a target hit or desired to be gained on the enemy's side of an obsta-
bracket is obtained. cle. See also airhead; beachhead.

branch-(DOD) 1. A subdivision of any organi- bridgehead-(NATO) An area of ground, in a
zation. 2. A geographically separate unit of territory occupied or threatened by the
an activity which performs all or part of the enemy, which must be held or at least con-
primary functions of the parent activity on a trolled, so as to permit the continuous embar-
smaller scale. Unlike an annex, a branch is kation, landing or crossing of troops and ma-
not merely an overflow addition. 3. An arm teriel, and/or to provide maneuver space req-
or service of the Army. uisite for subsequent operations. See also air-

head; beachhead.
branch-(NA TO) Part of a NATO headquarters

division responsible for a major functional bridgehead line-(DOD, NATO) The limit of the
area. objective area in the development of the

bridgehead. See also objective area.
breakaway-(DOD, NATO) 1. The onset of a

condition in which the shock front moves briefing-(DOD, NATO) The act of giving in ad-
away from the exterior of the expanding fire- vance specific instructions or information.
ball produced by the explosion of a nuclear
weapon. (DOD) 2. After completion of attack, brigade-(DOD) A unit usually smaller than a
turn to heading as directed. division to which are attached groups and/or

battalions and smaller units tailored to meet
break off-(DOD) In close air support, a com- anticipated requirements.

mand utilized to immediately terminate an
attack. broadcast-controlled air interception-(DOD,

NATO) An interception in which the intercep-
breakoff position-(DOD, NATO) The position tor is given a continuous broadcast of infor-

at which a leaver or leaver section breaks off mation concerning an enemy raid and effects
from the main convoy to proceed to a differ- interception without further control. See also
ent destination, air interception; close-controlled air inter-

ception.
break-up-(DOD, NATO) 1. In detection by

radar, the separation of one solid return into Bronco-(DOD) A light, twin turboprop, twin-
a number of individual returns which corre- seat observation and support aircraft. May be
spond to the various objects or structure equipped with machine guns and light ord-
groupings. This separation is contingent upon nance for close air support missions. Designat-
a number of factors including range, beam ed as OV-10.
width, gain setting, object size and distance
between objects., 2. In imagery interpretation, buffer distance (nuclear)-(DOD, NATO)
the result of magnification or enlargement 1. The horizontal distance which, when added
which causes the imaged item to lose its iden- to the radius of safety, will give the desired
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assurance that the specified degree of risk uids, such as petroleum products in tanks, as
will not be exceeded. The buffer distance is distinguished from drum or packaged storage.
normally expressed quantitatively in multi- See also bin storage; storage.
pies of the delivery error. 2. The vertical dis-
tance which is added to the fallout safe-height burial-See emergency burial; group burial;
of burst in order to determine a desired trench burial. See also graves registration.
height of burst which will provide the desired
assurance that militarily significant fallout burn-(DOD) 1. Deliberately expose the true
will not occur. It is normally expressed quan- status of a person under cover. 2. The legiti-
titatively in multiples of the vertical error. mate destruction and burning of classified

material, usually accomplished by the custodi-
bug-(DOD) 1. A concealed microphone or lis- an as prescribed in regulations.

tening device or other audiosurveillance
device. 2. To install means for audiosurveil- burned-M(DOD) Used to indicate that a clandes-
lance. tine operator has been exposed to the oper-

ation (especially in a surveillance) or that reli-
bugged-(DOD) Room or object which contains ability as a source of information has been

a concealed listening device, compromised.

buildup-(DOD, NATO) The process of attaining burn notice-(DOD) An official statement by
prescribed strength of units and prescribed one intelligence agency to other agencies, do-
levels of vehicles, equipment, stores and sup- mestic or foreign, that an individual or group
plies. Also may be applied to the means of ac- is unreliable for any of a variety of reasons.
complishing this process.

burnout-(DOD, NATO) The point in time or in
bulk cargo-(DOD) That which is generally the missile trajectory when combustion of

shipped in volume where the transportation fuels in the rocket engine is terminated by
conveyance is the only external container; other than programmed cutoff.
such as liquids, ore, or grain.

burnout velocity-(DOD, NATO) The velocity
bulk petroleum product-(DOD, NATO) A attained by a missile at the point of burnout.

liquid petroleum product transported by vari-
ous means and stored in tanks or containers burn-through range-(DOD) The distance at
having an individual fill capacity greater which a specific radar can discern targets
than 250 liters. through the external interference being re-

ceived.
bulk storage-(DOD) 1. Storage in a warehouse

of supplies and equipment in large quantities, buster-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning,
usually in original containers, as distin- "Fly at maximal continuous speed (or
guished from bin storage. 2. Storage of liq- power)."
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C
C3-protection-See command, control, and used primarily for establishing and maintain-

communications countermeasures. ing communications. See also collective call
sign; indefinite call sign; international call

C-5--See Galaxy. sign; net call sign; tactical call sign; visual
call sign; voice call sign.

C-130--See Hercules.

C-141--See S camera axis-(DOD, NATO) An imaginary line
through the optical center of the lens perpen-

cabin pressure altimeter-(DOD, NATO) See al- dicular to the negative photo plane.
timeter. camera axis direction-(DOD, NATO) Direction

calibrated alrspeed-(NATO) Indicated airspeed on the horizontal plane of the optical axis of
corrected for instrument and installation the camera at the time of exposure. This di-
errors. Also called rectified airspeed. See also rection is defined by its azimutlb expressed in
airspeed. degrees in relation to true/magnetic north.

calibrated altltude--(NATO) Indicated altitude camera calibration-(DOD, NATO) The deter-
corrected for instrument and installation mination of the calibrated focal length, the lo-
errors. See also altitude. cation of the principal point with respect to

the fiducial marks and the lens distortion ef-
calibrated focal length-(DOD, NATO) An ad- fective in the focal plane of the camera re-

justed value of the equivalent focal length, so ferred to the particular calibrated focal
computed as to equalize the positive and nega- length.
tive values of distortion over the entire field
used in a camera. See also focal length. camera cycling rate-(DOD, NATO) The fre-

quency with which camera frames are ex-
call flre-(DOD) Fire delivered on a specific posed, expressed as cycles per second.

target in response to a request from the sup-
ported unit. See also frie. camera magazine-(NA TO) A removable part of

a camera in which the unexposed and exposed
call for fi'e-(DOD, NATO,) A request for fire portions of Min are contained.

containing data necessary for obtaining the
required fire on a target. camera nadir-See photo nadir.

call mission-(DOD, NATO) A type of air sup-
port mission which is not requested sufficient- camera station (photogrammetry)-See air sta-
ly in advance of the desired time of execution tion (photogrammetry).
to permit detailed planning and briefing of
pilots prior to take-off. Aircraft scheduled for camera window-M(NATO) A window in the
this type of mission are on air, ground, or car- camera compartment through which photo-
rier alert, and are armed with a prescribed graphs are taken.
load.

camouflage-(DOD, NATO) The use of natural
call sign-(DOD, NATO) Any combination of or artificial material on personnel, objects or

characters or pronounceable words, which tactical positions with the aim of confusing,
identifies a communication facility, a com- misleading or evading the enemy. See also
mand, an authority, an activity, or a unit; countersurveillance.
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camouflage detection photography-(DOD, capability-(DOD) The ability to executc a spec-
NATO) Photography utilizing a special type of ified course of action. (A capability may or
film (usually infrared) designed for the detec- may not be accompanied by an intention.)
tion of camouflage. See also false color film.

capacity load (Navy)-(DOD) The maximum
camouflet-(DOD, NATO) The resulting cavity quantity of all supplies (ammunition, petrole-

in a deep underground burst when there is no um, oils, and lubricants, rations, general
rupture of the surface. See also crater. stores, maintenance stores, etc.) which each

vessel can carry in proportions prescribed by
camp-(DOD) A group of tents, huts, or other proper authority. See also combat load (air);

shelter set up temporarily for troops, and wartime load.
more permanent than a bivouac. A military
post, temporary or permanent, may be calleda camp. capsule--(DOD, NA TO) 1. A sealed, pressurized

cabin for extremely high altitude or space

campaign plan-(DOD) A plan for a series of flight which provides an acceptable environ-

related military operations aimed to accom- ment fo. man, animal or equipment. 2. An
plsh a common objective, normally within a ejectable sealed cabin having automatic de-
given time and space. vices for safe return of the occupants to the

surface.

canalize-(DOD) To restrict operations to a
narrow zone by use of existing or reinforcing captive firing-(DOD, NA TO) A firing test of
obstacles or by fire or bombing. short duration, conducted with the missile

propulsion system operating while secured to
Canberra-(DOD) A twin-jet, all-weather elec- a test stand.

tronics intelligence aircraft. Designated as B-
57. RB-57 is the reconnaissance version. cardinal point effect-(DOD, NATO) The in-

creased intensity of a line or group of returns
cancel-(DOD, NA TO) In artillery and naval on the radarscope occurring when the radar

gunfire support, the term, cancel, when cou- beam is perpendicular to the rectangular sur-
pled with a previous order, other than an face of a line or group of similarly aligned fea-
order for a quantity or type of ammunition, tures in the ground pattern.
rescinds that order.

cancel check firing-(DOD) The order to re- caretaker status-(DOD) A nonoperating condi-

scind check firing, tion in which the installations, materiel, and
facilities are in a care and limited preserva-

cancel converge-(DOD) The command used to tion status. Only a minimum of personnel is

rescind converge, required to safeguard against fire, theft, and
damage from the elements.

cannibalize-(DOD, NATO) To remove servicea-
ble parts from one item of equipment in order cargo-(DOD, NATO) Commodities and supplies
to install them on another item of equipment. in transit. See also air cargo; dangerous

cargo; essential cargo; immediat-ly vital
cannot observe-(DOD, NATO) A type of fire cargo; unwanted cargo; valuable cargo;

control which indicates that the observer or wanted cargo. See also loading; chemical am-
spotter will be unable to adjust fire, but be- munition cargo; flatted cargo; general cargo;
lieves a target exists at Lie given location and heavy-lift cargo; high explosive cargo; in-
is of sufficient importance to justify firing flammable cargo; perishable cargo; special
upon it without adjustment or observation, cargo; troop space caru.; vehicle cargo.
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cargo carrier-(DOD) Highly mobile, air trans- carriage-See gun carriage.
portable, unarmored, full-tracked cargo and
logistic carrier capable of swimming inland carrier air group-(DOD, NATO) Two or more
waterways and accompanying and resupply- aircraft squadrons formed under one com-
ing self-propelled artillery weapons. Designat- mander for administrative and tactical con-
ed as M548. trol of operations from a carrier.

cargo classification (combat loading)-(DOD) carrier striking force-(DOD, NATO) A naval
The division of military cargo into categories task force composed of aircraft carriers and
for combat loading aboard ships. See also supporting combatant ships capable of con-
cargo. ducting strike operations.

cargo outturn message-(DOD) A brief message cartesian coordinates-(NATO) A coordinate

report transmitted within 48 hours of comple- system in which locations of points in space

tion of ship discharge to advise both the Mili- are expressed by reference to three mutually

tary Sealift Command and the terminal of perpendicular planes, called coordinate
loading of the condition of the cargo, includ- planes. The three planes intersect in three

ing any discrepancies in the form of overages, straight lines called coordinate axes. See also
shortages, or damages between cargo as mani- coordinates.

fested and cargo as checked at time of dis-
charge. CAS-See close air support.

cargo outturn report-(DOD) A detailed report cascade image intensifier-(NATO) An opto-

prepared by a discharging terminal to record electronic ampiifier capable of increasing the
discrepancies in the form of over, short, and intensity of a radiant image by two or more

damaged cargo as manifested, and cargo stes.

checked at a time and place of discharge from case-(DOD) 1. An intelligence operation in its
entirety. 2. Record of the development of an
intelligence operation, including personnel,cargo sling--(DOD, NA TO) A strap, chain, or modus operandi, and objectives.

other material used to hold cargo items se-

curely which are to be hoisted, lowered, or cassette--(NATO) In photography, a reloadable
suspended. container for either unexposed or exposed

sensitized materials which may be removed
cargo tie-down point-(DOD) A point on mili- from the camera or darkroom equipment

tary materiel designed for attachment of varn- under lightened conditions.
ous means for securing the item for transport.

casual--See transient.
cargo transporter-(DOD) A reusable metal

shipping container designed for worldwide casualty-(DOD) Any person who is lost to the
surface and air movement of suitable military organization by reason of having been de-
supplies and equipment through the cargo clared dead, wounded, injured, diseased, in-
transporter service. terned, captured, retained, missing, missing in

action, beleaguered, besieged or detained; See
carpet bombing-(DOD, NATO) The progressive also battle casualty; non-battle casualty;

distribution of a mass bomb load upon an wounded.
area defined by designated boundaries, in
such manner as to inflict damage to all por- casualty staging unit-See aeromedical staging
tions thereof. unit.
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catalytic attack-(DOD) An attack designed to types of transport. The letter "C" will be the
bring about a war between major powers only one used to denote the above. The high-
through the disguised machinations of a third est command or headquarters responsible for
power. coordinating the planning will specify the

exact meaning of C-day within the aforemen-
catalytic war-(DOD) Not to be used. See cata- tioned definition. The command or headquar-

lytic attack. ters directly responsible for the execution of
the operation, if other than the one coordinat-

catapult-(DOD, NATO) A structure which pro- ing the planning, will do so in light of the
vides an auxiliary source of thrust to a mis- meaning specified by the highest command or
sile or aircraft; must combine the functions of headquarters coordinating the planning. See
directing and accelerating the missile during also (DOD) S-day, wartime manpower plan-
its travel on the catapult; serves the same ning system; (NATO) designation of days and
functions for a missile as does a gun tube for hours.
a shell.

cease engagement-(DOD, NATO) In air de-categories of data--(DO) In the context of per- fense, a fire control order used to direct units
ception management and its constituent ap-

proaches: Data obtained by adversary individ- to stop the firing sequence against a designat-

uals, groups, intelligence systems, and offi- ed target. Guided missiles already in flight
cials are categorized iwill continue to intercept. See also engage;cil r atgrzdin two ways: hold fivre.

a. information-A compilation of data pro-

vided by secret or open sources that would
provide a substantially complete picture of cease fire-(DOD) A command given to air de-
friendly intentions, capabilities, or activi- fense artillery units to refrain from firing on,
ties. but to continue to track, an airborne object.

b. indicators-Data derived from open Missiles already in flight will be permitted to
sources or from detectable actions that ad- continue to intercept.
versaries can piece together or interpret to
reach personal conclusions or official esti- cease loading-M(OD, NATO) In artillery and
mates concerning friendly intentions, capa- naval gunfire support, the command used
bilities, or activities. Note: In operations during firing of two or more rounds to indi-
security, actions that convey indicators ex- cate the suspension of inserting rounds into
ploitable by adversaries, but that must be the weapon.
carried out regardless, to plan, prepare for,
and execute activities, are called "observa- ceiling-(DOD) The height above the earth's
bles." See also operations security. surface of the lowest layer of clouds or obscu-

ration phenomena that is reported as
caution area-(NA TO) An airspace of defined "broken," "overcast," or "obscured" and not

dimensions within which restrictions to the classified as "thin" or "partial."
flight of aircraft may exist at specified times.
See also area. celestial guidance-(DOD) The guidance of a

CAVU-(DOD) Ceiling and visibility unlimited, missile or other vehicle by reference to celes-
tial bodies. See also guidance.

C-day-(DOD) The unnamed day on which a de-
ployment operation commences or is to com- celestial sphere-(DOD, NA TO) An imaginary
mence. The deployment may be movement of sphere of infinite radius concentric with the
troops, cargo, weapon systems, or a combina- earth, on which all celestial bodies except the
tion of these elements utilizing any or all earth are imagined to be projected.
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eeli-(DOD) Small group of individuals who central planning team-(NATO) A team corn-
work together for clandestine or subversive posed of representatives of two or more
purposes. NATO or national commands, responsible for

the production of an exercise operation order
cel-(NATO) Part of a NATO headquarters sec- in accordance with the exercise specification

tion which produces work of a specific nature and/or exercise planning directive.
within a major functional area.

central procurement-(DOD) The procurement
cell system-See net, chain, cell system. of material, supplies, or services by an official-

ly designated command or agency with funds
censorhip-See armed forces censorship; civil specifically provided for such procurement for

censorship; field press censorship; military the benefit and use of the entire component,
censorship; national censorship; primary or, in the case of single managers, for the
censorship; prisoner of war censorship; sec- military departments as a whole.
ondary censorship.

central war-Not to be used. See general war.
center of burst-See mean point of impact.

Cr-See guided missile cruiser.
center of gravity limitsa-(NATO) The limits

within which an aircraft's center of gravity CH-53A-See Sea Stallion.
must lie to insure safe flight. The center of
gravity of the loaded aircraft must be within chaff-(DOD) Radar confusion reflectors, which
these limits at take-off, in the. air, and on consist of thin, narrow metallic strips of vari-
landing. In some cases, take-off and landing ous lengths and frequency responses, used to
limits may also be specified. reflect echoes for confusion purposes. See also

rope; rope-chaff; window.
centigray-(DOD, NATO) A unit of absorbed

dose of radiation (one centigray equals one chaff-(NATO) Strips of frequency-cut metal
rad). foil, wire, or metallized glass fiber used to re-

flect electromagnetic energy, usually dropped
central air data computer-(DOD, NATO) A from aircraft or expelled from shells or rock-

device which computes altitude, vertical ets as a radar countermeasure. See also rope;
"speed, air speed and mach number from rope-chaff.
inputs of pitot and static pressure and tem-
perature. chain--See net, chain, cell system.

central analysis team-(NATO) A team com- chain of command-(DOD, NATO) The succes-
posed of representatives from two or more sion of commanding officers from a superior
Major NATO Commanders, responsible jointly to a subordinate through which command is
to their superiors for the detailed analysis exercised. Also called command channel. See
and reporting of a large-wale NATO exercise. also administrative chain of command; oper-

ational chain of command.
centralized control-(DOD, NATO) In air de-

fense, the control mode wiereby a higher ech- chalk commander-(DOD, NATO) The com-
elon makes direct target assignments to fire mander of all troops embarked under one
units. See also decentralized control. chalk number. See also chalk number, chalk

troops.
centrally managed item-(DOD) An item of ma-

teriel subject to inventory control point chalk number-(DOD, NATO) The number
(wholesale level) management. given to a complete load and to the transport-
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ing carrier. See also chalk commander, chalk characteristic detection width-(DOD, NATO)
troops. The width of path over which mines can be

detected on a single run.

chalk troope--(DOD, NATO) A load of troopsdefined by a particular chalk number. Se characterization (evaluation )--(DOD) A bio-
also chalk commander;, chalk number. graphical sketch of an individual or a state-ment of the nature and intent of an organiza-

challenge-DOD, NATO) Any process carried tion or group.

out by one unit or person with the object of charge-(DOD, NATO) 1. The amount of propel-
ascertaining the friendly or hostile character lant required for a fixed, semi-fixed, or sepa-
or identity of another. See also countersign; rate loading projectile, round or shell. It may
password; reply. also refer to the quantity of explosive filling

contained in a bomb, mine or the like. 2. In
change of operational control-(DOD) The date combat engineering, a quantity of explosive,

and time (Coordinated Universal Time) at prepared for demolition purposes.
which the responsibility for operational con-
trol of a force or unit passes from one oper- charged demolition target-(DOD, NATO) A
ational control authority to another. target on which all charges have been placed

and which is in one of the states of readiness,

channel-.(OD) Used in conjunction with a i.e., safe or armed. See also demolition target.

predetermined letter, number, or code. word to charging point-(ATO) A connection on an
reference a specific radio frequency. aircraft, or aircraft component, through

which the aircraft or aircraft component can
channel airllft-(DOD) Common-user airlift be replenished with a specific commodity, e.g.,

service provided on a scheduled basis between oxygen, air or hydraulic fluid, etc.
two points.

chart base-(DOD, NATO) A chart used as a
Chaparral(DOD) A short-range, low-altitude, primary source for compilation or as a frame-

surface-to-air, Army air defense artillery work on which new detail is printed. Also
system. Designated as MIM-72. See also Side- called "topographic" base. See also base map.
winder.

chart index-See map index.

characteristic actuation probability-(DOD,
NATO) The average probability of a mine of a chart
given type being actuated by one run of the center.
sweep within the characteristic actuation
width. chart series-See map; map series.

characteristic actuation width-(DOD, NATO) chart sheet-See map; map sheet.

The width of path over which mines can be CHB-See Navy Cargo Handling Battalion.
actuated by a single run of the sweep gear.

check firing-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and
characteristic detection probability-(DOD, naval gunfire support, a command to cause a

NATO) The ratio of the number of mines de- temporary halt in firing.
tected on a single run to the number of mines
which could have been detected within the checkout-(DOD, NATO) A sequence of func-
characteristic detection width. tional, operational, and calibrational tests to
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determine the condition and status of a only when referring to a combined chemical,
weapon system or element thereof. biological, and radiological operation.

checkpoint-(DOD, NA TO) 1. A predetermined chemical defense-(DOD, NATO) The methods,
point on the surface of the earth used as a plans and procedures involved in establishing
means of controlling movement, a registration and executing defensive measures against
target for fire adjustment, or reference for lo- attack utilizing chemical agents. See also
cation. 2. Center of impact; a burst center. NBC defense.
3. Geographical location on land or water
above which the position of an aircraft in chemical dose-(DOD, NATO) The amount of
flight may be determined by observation or by chemical agent, expressed in milligrams, that
electrical means. 4. A place where military is taken or absorbed by the body.
police check vehicular or pedestrian traffic in
order to enforce circulation control measures chemical horn-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine
and other laws, orders and regulations. warfare, a mine horn containing an electric

battery, the electrolyte for which is in a glass
check port/starboard-(DOD) In air intercept, tube protected by a thin metal sheet. Also

a term meaning, "Alter heading - degrees called Hertz Horn.
to port/starboard momentarily for airborne
radar search and then resume heading." chemical mine-(NATO) A mine containing a

chemical agent designed to kill, injure, or in-
check sweeping-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine capacitate personnel or to contaminate mate-

warfare, sweeping to check that no moored riel or terrain.
mines are left after a previous clearing oper-
ation. chemical monitoring-(DOD, NATO) The con-

tinued or periodic process of determining
chemical agent-(DOD, NATO) A chemical sub- whether or not a chemical agent is present.

stance which is intended for use in military See also chemical survey.
operations to kill, seriously injure, or incapac-
itate man through its physiological effects. chemical operations-(DOD, NATO) Employ-
Excluded from consideration are riot control ment of chemical agents to kill, injure, or in-
agents, herbicides, smoke and flame. See also capacitate for a significant period of time,
biological agent. man or animals, and deny or hinder the use

of areas, facilities or material; or defense
chemical agent cumulative action-(DOD) The against such employment.

building up, within the human body, of small
ineffective doses of certain chemical agents to chemical survey-(DOD, NA TO) The directed
a point where eventual effect is similar to one effort to determine the nature and degree of
large dose. chemical hazard in an area and to delineate

the perimeter of the hazard area.
chemical ammunition-(DOD, NATO) A type of

ammunition, the filler of which is primarily a chemical warfare-(DOD) All aspects of mili-
chemical agent. See also cargo. tary operations involving the employment of

lethal and incapacitating munitions/agents
chemical ammunition cargo-(DOD) Cargo, and the warning and protective measures as-

such as white phosphorous munitions (shell sociated with such offensive operations. Since
and grenades). See also cargo. riot control agents and herbicides are not con-

sidered to be chemical warfare agents, those
chemical, biological, and radiological oper- two items will be referred to separately or

ation-(DOD, NATO) A collective term used under the broader term "chemical," which
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will be used to include all types of chemical and death but if received at a low dose rate a
munitions/agents collectively. The term significant portion of the acute cellular
"chemical warfare weapons" may be used damage will be repaired. See also acute radi-
when it is desired to reflect both lethal and ation dose; radiation dose; radiation dose
incapacitating munitions/agents of either rate.
chemical or biological origin. Also called CW.
See also chemical operations, herbicide, riot chuffmg-(DOD, NATO) The characteristic of
control agent. some rockets to burn intermittently and with

an irregular noise.
chemical warfare agent-See chemical agent.

cipher-(DOD) Any cryptographic system in
chieks...DOV) Friendly fighter aircrafL which arbitrary symbols or groups of symbols,

represent units of plain text of regular length,
Chief Army, Navy, Air Force, or Marine Corps usually single letters, or in which units of

Censor-(DOD) An officer appointed by the plain text are rearranged, or both, in accord-
commander of the Army, Navy, Air Force, or ance with certain predetermined rules. See
Marine Corps component of a unified com- also cryptosystem.
mand to supervise all censorship activities of
that Service. circuit-(DOD) 1. An electronic path between

two or more points, capable of providing a
chibef of heaff-(DOD) The senior or principal number of channels. 2. A number of conduc-

member or head of a staff, or the principal a- tors connected together for the purpose of car-sistant in a staff capacity to a person in a rying an electrical current.
command capacity;, the head or controlling

member of a staff, for purposes of the coordi- circuitry-(DOD) A complex of circuits describ-
nation of its work- a position, that in itself is ing interconnection within or between sys-
without inherent power of command by te ers.
reason of assignment, except that which is in-
vested in such a position by delegation to ex-
ercise command in another's name. In the circular error prorable--(DOD) An indicator of
Army and Marine Corps, the title is applied the delivery accuracy of a weapon system,
only to the staff on a brigade or division level used o a factor in determining probable
or higher. In lower units, the corresponding damage to a target. It is the radius of a circle
title is executive officer. In the Air Force, the within which half of a missile's projectiles aretitle is applied normally in the staff on an th expected to fall. Also called CEP. See also de-
Force level and above. In the Navy, the title livery error., deviation; dispersion error, hori
is applied only on the staff of a commander zontal error.
with rank of commodore or above. The corre-
sponding title on the staff of a commander of circular error probable-(NATO) An indicator
rank lower than commodore is chief staff offi- of the accuracy of a missile/projectile, used as
cer, and in the organization of a single ship, a factor in determining probable damage to a
executive officer. target. It is the radius of a circle within which

half of the missiles/projectiles are expected to
chop-See change of operational control. fall. See also delivery error; deviation; disper-

sion error, horizontal error.
chronic radiation dose-(DOD, NATO) A dose

of ionizing radiation received either continu- cirvis-(DOD) Communications instructions for
ously or intermittently over a prolonged reporting vital intelligence sightings.
period of time. A chronic radiation dose may
be high enough to cause radiation sickness civic action-See military civic action.
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civil affair-(NA TO) Any question relating to civil defense-(DOD) All those activities and
relations in wartime between the commander measures designed or undertaken to: 1. mini-
of an armed force and the civilian populations mize the effects upon the civilian population
and governments in areas where the force is caused or which would be caused by an enemy
employed, and which is settled on the basis of attack upon the United States; 2. deal with
a mutual agreement, official or otherwise. the immediate emergency conditions which

would be created by any such attack; and
civil affairs-(DOD) Those phases of the activi- 3. effectuate emergency repairs to, or the

ties of a commander which embrace the rela- emergency restoration of, vital utilities and
tionship between the military forces and civil facilities destroyed or damaged by any such
authorities and people in a friendly country attack.
or area or occupied country or area when
military forces are present. Civil affairs in- civil defense-(NATO) Mobilization, organiza-
dude, inter alia. a. matters concerning the re- tion, and direction of the civil population, de-
lationship between military forces located in a signed to minimize by passive measures the
country or area and the civil authorities and effects of enemy action against all aspects of
people of that country or area usually involv- civil life.
ing performance by the military forces of cer-
tain functions or the exercise of certain au- civil defense emergency-See domestic emer.
thority normally the responsibility of the gencies.
local government. This relationship may
occur prior to, during, or subsequent to mili- civil defense intelligente-(DOD) The product
tary action in time of hostilities or other resulting from the collection and evaluation
emergency and is normally covered by a of information concerning all aspects of thetreaty or other agreement, expressed or im- situation in the United States and its territo-
plied; and b. military government: the form ries that are potential or actual targets of any

of administration by which an occupying enemyattack icl in the prettack

power exercises executive, legislative, and ju- enemy attack incyuding, in the preattack
dicial authority over occupied territory. See phase, the emergency measures taken and es-
dical phauthofmiitary governopedter. timates of the civil populations' preparedness.'
also phases of military government. In the event of an actual attack, a description

of conditions in the affected area with empha-
civil affairs agreement-(DOD) An agreement sis on the extent of damage, fallout levels,

which governs the relationship between allied and casualty and resource estimates. The
armed forces located in a friendly country and product is required by civil and military au-
the civil authorities and people of that coun- thorities for use in the formulation of deci-
try. See also civil affairs. sions, the conduct of operations, and the con-

civil censorship-(DOD) Censorship of civilian tinuation of the planning processes.

communications, such as messages, printedmatter, and films, entering, leaving, or circu- civil disturbance--(DOD, NATO) Group acts of
mattr, nd insentrin, lavin, o cicu- violence and disorder prejudicial to public law

lating within, areas or territories occupied or vnc and dic
controlled by armed forces. See also censor-
ship. civil disturbance readiness conditions-(DOD)

civil damage assessment-(DOD) An appraisal Required conditions of preparedness to be at-
of damage to a nation's population, industry, tained by military forces in preparation for
utilities, communications, transportation, deployment to an objective area in response to
food, water, and medical resources, to support an actual or threatened civil disturbance.
planning for national recovery. See also
damage assessment, civil disturbances--See domestic emergencies.
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civilian internee-(DOD) 1. A civilian who is and to provide civilians the treatment and
interned during armed conflict or occupation protection to which they are entitled under
for security reasons or for protection or be- customary and conventional international
cause he has committed an offense against law.
the detaining power. 2. A term used to refer
to persons interned and protected in accord- civil reserve air fleet-(DOD) A group of com-
ance with the Geneva Convention relative to mercial aircraft with crews which is allocated
the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of in time of emergency for exclusive military
War, 12 August 1949 (Geneva Convention). use in both international and domestic serv-
See also Prisoner of War. ice.

civilian internee camp-(DOD) An installation civil transportation-DOD) The movement ofestablished for the internment and adi taspratoi(ni h mvmeto
persons, property, or mail by civil facilities,

tration of civilian internees. and the resources (including storage, except
that for agricultural and petroleum products)

civilian preparedness for war-M(NATO) All necessary to accomplish the movement. (Ex-
measures i.ad means taken in peacetime, by cludes transportation operated or controlled
national and allied agencies, to enable a by the military, and petroleum and gas pipe-
nation to survive an enemy attack and to con- lines.)
tribute more effectively to the common war
effort, civil twilight--See twilight.

civil-military cooperation-(NA TO) All actions
and measures undertaken between NATO clandestine operation-(DOD) An activity to ac-
commanders and national authorities, Mili- complish intelligence, counterintelligence, and

other similar activities sponsored or conduct-tary or civil, in peace or war, which oncerngovernmental departments or agencies,
the relationship between allied armed forces in sc aowaynasntas serecy or conceal
and the government, civil population, or agen- mn s It differs fo cert oratonsein

ciesin he aea her suc foces re ta- ment. (It differs from covert operations in
tioned, supported or employedr that emphasis is placed on concealment of the

operation rather than on concealment of iden-

civil-military relations-(NA TO) All activities tity of sponsor.)
undertaken by NATO commanders in war di-
rectly concerned with the relationship be- clandestine operation-(NA TO) An activity to
tween allied armed forces and the govern- accomplish intelligence, counterintelligence,
ment, civil population, or agencies of non- and other similar activities sponsored or con-
NATO countries where such armed forces are ducted in such a way as to assure secrecy or
stationed, supported or employed, concealment.

civil nuclear power-(DOD) A nation which has clara-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning,
potential to employ nuclear technology for de- "Radar scope is clear of contacts other than
velopment of nuclear weapons but has delib- thosp known to be friendly."
erately decided against doing so. See also nu-
clear power. classification-(DOD) The determination that

official information requires, in the interests
civil requirements-(DOD) The computed pro- of national security, a specific degree of pro-

duction and distribution of all types of serv- tection against unauthorized disclosure, cou-
ices, supplies, and equipment during periods pled with a designation signifying that such a
of armed conflict or occupation to insure the determination has been made. See also securi-
productive efficiency of the civilian economy ty classification.
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classification of bridges and vehicles-See mili- porary or permanent air superiority or con-
tary load classification. trol in a given sector.

classified contract-(DOD) Any contract that clearance capacity-(DOD) An estimate ex-
requires or will require access to classified in- pressed in terms of measurement or weight
formation by the contractor or the employees tons per day of the cargo that may be trans-
in the performance of the contract. (A con- ported inland from a beach or port over the
tract may be classified even though the con- available means of inland communication, in-
tract document itself is not classified.) cluding roads, railroads, and inland water-

ways. The estimate is based on an evaluation
classified information-(DOD) Official informa- of the physical characteristics of the transpor-

tion which has been determined to require, in tation facilities in the area. See also beach ca-
the interests of national security, protection pacity; port capacity.
against unauthorized disclosure and which
has been so designated. clearance diving-(DOD, NATO) The process in-

volving the use of divers for locating, identify-
classified matter-(DOD, NATO) Official infor- ing and disposing of mines.

mation or matter in any form or of any
nature which requires protection in the inter- clearance rate-(DOD, NATO) The area which
ests of national security. See also unclassified would be cleared per unit time with a stated
matter. minimum percentage clearance, using specific

minehunting and/or minesweeping proce-
clean aircraft--(DOD) 1. An aircraft in flight dures.

configuration, versus landing configuration,
i.e., landing gear and flaps retracted etc. clearing operation-(DOD) An operation de-
2. An aircraft that does not have external signed to clear all mines from a route or area.
stores.

clearway-(DOD, NATO) A defined rectangular
cleansing station-See decontamination sta- area on the ground or water at the end of a

tion. runway in the direction of take-off and under
control of the competent authority, selected or

clear-(DOD) 1. To approve or authorize, or to prepared as a suitable area over which an air-
obtain approval or .authorization for: a. a craft may make a portion of its initial climb
person or persons with regard to their actions, to a specified height.
movements, duties, etc.; b. an object or group
of objects, as equipment or supplies, with clear weather air defense fighter-(DOD,
regard to quality, quantity, purpose, move- NATO) A fighter aircraft with equipment and
ment, disposition, etc.; and c. a request, with weapons which enable it to engage airborne
regard to correctness of form, validity, etc. targets by day and by night, but in clear
2. To give one or more aircraft a clearance, weather conditions only.
3. To give a person a security clearance. 4. To
fly over an obstacle without touching it. 5. To climb corridor-See clearway.
pass a designated point, line, or object. The
end of a column must pass the designated fea- climb mode-(DOD, NA TO) In a flight control
ture before the latter is cleared. 6. a. To oper- system, a control mode in which aircraft
ate a gun so as to unload it or make certain climb is automatically controlled to a prede-
no ammunition remains; and b. to free a gun termined program.
of stoppages. 7. To clear an engine; to open
the throttle of an idling engine to free it from clinic-(DOD) A medical treatment facility pri-
carbon. 8. To clear the air to gain either tem- marily intended and appropriately staffed and
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equipped to provide outpatient medical oerv- close support-(DOD, NATO) That action of the
ice for nonhospital type patients. Examination supporting force against targets or objectives
and treatment for emergency cases are types which are sufficiently near the supported
of services rendered. A clinic is also intended force as to require detailed integration or co-
to perform certain nontherapeutic activities ordination of the supporting action with the
related to the health of the personnel served, fire, movement, or other actions of the sup-
such as physical examinations, immuniza- ported force. See also support.
tions, medical administration, and other pre-
ventive medical and sanitary measures neces- close supporting fire-(DOD, NATO) Fire
sary to support a primary military mission. A placed on enemy troops, weapons, or positions
clinic will be equipped with the necessary sup- which, because of their proximity present the
porting services to perform the assigned mis- most immediate and serious threat to the sup-
sion. A clinic may be equipped with beds (nor- ported unit. See also supporting fire.
mally fewer than 25) for observation of pa-
tients awaiting transfer to a hospital and for closure-(DOD) In transportation, the process
care of cases which cannot be cared for on an of a unit arriving at a specified location. It
outpatient status, but which do not require begins when the first element arrives at a
hospitalization. Patients whose expected dura- designated location, e.g., port of entry/port of
tion of illness exceeds 72 hours will not nor- departure, intermediate stops, or final desti-
mally occupy clinic beds for periods longer nation, and ends when the last element does
than necessary to arrange transfer to a hospi- likewise. For the purposes of studies and com-
tal. mand post exercises, a unit is considered es-

sentially closed after 95 percent of its move-
clock code position-(DOD) The position of a ment requirements for personnel and equip-

target in relation to an aircraft or ship with ment are completed.
dead-ahead position considered as 12 o'clock.

closure minefield--(DOD, NA TO) In naval mine

close air support-(DOD, NATO) Air action warfare, a minefield which is planned to

against hostile targets which are in close present such a threat that waterborne ship-

proximity to friendly forces and which require ping is prevented from moving.

detailed integration of each air mission with
the fire and movement of those forces. Also cloud amount-(DOD, NAeTO)sThe proportion of
called CAS. See also air interdiction; air sup- sky obscured by. cloud, expressed as a fraction
port; immediate mission request; preplanned of sky covered.
mission request. cloud chamber effect-See condensation cloud.

close air support aircraft-(DOD) See Thunder- cloud cover-(DOD, NATO) See cloud amount.
bolt II.

cloud top height-(DOD) The maximal altitude
close-controlled air interception-(DOD, to which a nuclear mushroom cloud rises.

NATO) An interception in which the intercep-
tor is continuously controlled to a position cluster-(DOD, NATO) 1. Fireworks signal in
from which the target is within visual range which a group of stars burns at the same
or radar contact. See also air interception; time. 2. Group of bombs released together. A
broadcast-controlled air-interception, cluster usually consists of fragmentation or

incendiary bombs. 3. Two or more parachutes
closed area-(DOD, NATTO) A designated area for dropping light or heavy loads. 4. In land

in or over which passage of any kind is pro- mine warfare, a component of a pattern-laid
hibited. See also prohibited area. minefield. It may be antitank, antipersonnel
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or mixed. It consists of one to five mines and tic coast, Gulf coast, and Great Lakes, or be-
no more than one antitank mine. 5. Two or tween continental United States ports on the
more engines coupled together so as to func- Pacific coast.
tion as one power unit. 6. In naval mine war-
fare, a numb'r of mines laid in close proximi- cocking circuit-(DOD, NATO) In mine war-
ty to each other as a pattern or coherent unit. fare, a subsidiary circuit which requires actu-
They may be of mixed types. 7. In minehunt- ation before the main circuits become alive.
ing, designates a group of minelike contacts.

COCOM-See Combatant Command (command
cluster bomb unit-(DOD, NATO) An aircraft authority).

store composed of a dispenser and submuni-
tions. cocooning-(NATO) The spraying or coating of

an aircraft or equipment with a substance,
oltteratmosphermanent echoeonrarslou, or e.g., a plastic, to form a cocoonlike sealother atmospheric echo on radar scope; as against the effects of the atmosphere.

contact has entered scope clutter. See also

radar clutter. code-(DOD) 1. Any system of communication
coaemn-DOD, NATO) In naval mine war- in which arbitrary groups of symbols repre-

CWU*sent units of plain text of. varying length.
fare, a relatively insensitive influence mine. s e us f brevt or for serty.

Codes may be used for brevity or for security.

coastal convoy-(DOD, NATO) A convoy whose 2. A cryptosystem in which the cryptographic

voyage lies in general on the continental shelf equivalents (usually called "code groups")
and in coastal waters. typically consisting of letters or digits (or

both) in otherwise meaningless combinations

coastal frontler-(DOD) A geographic division are substituted for plain text elements which

of a coastal area, established for organization are primarily words, phrases, or sentences.

and command purposes in order to insure the See also cryptosystem.
effective coordination of military forces em-
ployed in military operations within the'coast- code word-(DOD, NATO) 1. A word which has
al frontier area. been assigned a classification and a classified

meaning to safeguard intentions and informa-
coastal frontier defense-(DOD) The organiza- tion regarding a classified plan or operation.

tion of the forces and materiel of the armed 2. A cryptonym used to identify sensitive in-
forces assigned to provide security for the telligence data.
coastal frontiers of the Continental United
States and its overseas possessions. cold war-(DOD) A state of international ten-

sion wherein political, economic, technologi-
coastal refraction--(DOD, NATO) The change cal, sociological, psychological, paramilitary,

of the direction of travel of a radio ground and military measures short of overt armed
wave as it passes from land to sea or from sea conflict involving regular military forces are
to land. Also called land effect or shoreline employed to achieve national objectives.
effect

collaborative purchase-(DOD) A method of
coast-in point-(DOD) The point of coastal pen- purchase whereby, in buying similar commod-

etration heading inbound to a target or objec- ities, buyers for two or more departments ex-
tive. change information concerning planned pur-

chases in order to minimize competition be-
coastwise traffic-(DOD) Sea traffic between tween them for commodities in the same

continental United States ports on the Atlan- market. See also purchase.
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collapse depth-(DOD, NATO) The design transforming those requirements into orders
depth, referenced to the axis of the pressure and requests to appropriate agencies. See also
hull, beyond which the hull structure or hull information; information requirements; in-
penetrations are presumed to suffer cata- telligence cycle.
strophic failure to the point of total collapse.

collection requirement-(DOD) An established
collate-(DOD) 1. The grouping together of re- intelligence need considered in the allocation

lated items to provide a record of events and of intelligence resources to fulfill the essential
facilitate further processing. 2. To compare elements of information and other intelli-
critically two or more items or documents gence needs of a commander.
concerning the same general subject; normal-
ly accomplished in the processing phase in the collective call sign-(DOD, NATO) Any call
intelligence cycle, sign which represents two or more facilities,

commands, authorities, or units. The collec-
collation-(NATO) In intelligence usage, a step tive call sign for any of these includes the

in the processing phase of the intelligence commander thereof and all subordinate com-
cycle in which the grouping together of relat- manders therein. See also call sign.
ed items of information provides a record of
events and facilitates further processing. See collective nuclear, biological and chemical pro-
also intelligence cycle. tection-(DOD, NATO) Protection provided to

a group of individuals in a nuclear, biological
collecting point-(DOD) A point designated for and chemical environment which permits re-

the assembly of personnel casualties, strag- laxation of individual nuclear, biological and
glers, disabled materiel, salvage, etc., for fur- chemical protection.
ther movement to collecting stations or rear
installations. collimating mark-(NA TO) An index mark, rig-

idly connected with the camera body, which
collection-See intelligence cycle, Subpart b. forms an image on the negative. This image is

used to determine the position of the optical
collection (acquisition)-(DOD) The obtaining center or principal point of the imagery. Also

of information in any manner, including called fiducial marks.
direct observation, liaison with official agen-
cies, or solicitation from official, unofficial, or collision course interception-(DOD) An inter-
public sources. ception which is accomplished by the constant

heading of both aircraft.
collection agency-(DOD) Any individual, orga-

nization, or unit that has access to sources of collocation-(DOD, NATO) The physical place-
information and the capability of collecting ment of two or more detachments, units, orga-
information from them. See also agency. nizations, or facilities at a specifically defined

location.
collection coordination facility line number-

(DOD) An arbitrary number assigned to con- column cover-(DOD, NATO) Cover of a
tingency intelligence reconnaissance objec- column by aircraft in radio contact therewith,
tives by the Defense Intelligence Agency col- providing for its protection by reconnaissance
lection coordination facility to facilitate all- and/or attack of air or ground targets which
source collection. threaten the column.

collection plan-(DOD, NATO) A plan for col- column formation-(DOD, NATO) A formation
lecting information from all available sources in which elements are placed one behind the
to meet intelligence requirements and for other.
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column gap-(DOD, NATO) The space between called COCOM. See also combatant corn-
two consecutive elements proceeding on the mand; Combatant Commander; operational
same route. It can be calculated in units of control.
length or im units of time measured from the
rear of one element to the front of the follow- Combatant Commander-(DOD) A commander-
ing element. in-chief of one of the unified or specified com-

batant commands established by the Presi-
column length-(DOD, NATO) The length of dent. See also combatant command; Combat-

the roadway occupied by a column or a ant Command (command authority); oper-
convoy in movement. Also called length of a ational control.
column. See also road space.

combat area-(DOD) A restricted area (air,
combat air patrol-(DOD, NATO) An aircraft land, or sea) which is established to prevent

patrol provided over an objective area, over or minimize mutual interference between
the force protected, over the critical area of a friendly forces engaged in combat operations.
combat zone, or over an air defense area, for See also combat zone.
the purpose of intercepting and destroying
hostile aircraft before they reach their target. combat available aircraft-(NATO) An aircraft
See also airborne alert; barrier combat air capable of fulfilling its normally assigned mis-
patrol; DADCAP; force combat air patrol; sion. It will have its primary weapon system
patrol; rescue combat air patrol; target serviceable but may require to be fueled,
combat air patrol. armed or have combat ready crews available.

combatant command-(DOD) One of the uni- Combat Camera-(DOD) Visual information
fled or specified commands established by the documentation covering air, sea, and ground
President. actions of armed forces in combat and combat

support operations, and in related peacetime
Combatant Command (command authority)- training activities such as exercises, war

(DOD) Non-transerable command authority games, and operations. See also visual infor-
established by title 10, United States Code, mation documentation.
section 164, exercised only by commanders of
unified or specified combatant commands. combat cargo officer-(DOD) An embarkation
Combatant Command (command authority) is officer assigned to major amphibious ships or
the authority of a Combatant Commander to naval staffs, functioning primarily as an ad-
perform those functions of command over as- viser to and representative of the naval com-
signed forces involving organizing and em- mander in matters pertaining to embarkation
ploying commands and forces, assigning tasks, and debarkation of troops and their supplies
designating objectives, and giving authorita- and equipment. See also embarkation officer.
tive direction over all aspects of military oper-
ations, joint training, and logistics necessary combat chart-(DOD, NATO) A special naval
to accomplish the missions assigned to the chart, at a scale of 1:50,000, designed for
command. Combatant Command (command naval fire support and close air support
authority) should be exercised through the during coastal or amphibious operations and
commanders of subordinate organizations; showing detailed hydrography and topography
normally this authority is exercised through in the coastal belt. See also amphibious chart.
the Service component commander. Combat-
ant Command (command authority) provides combat control team-(DOD) A team of Air
full authority to organize and employ com- Force personnel organized, trained, and
mands and forces as the CINC considers nec- equipped to establish and operate navigation-
essary to accomplish assigned missions. Also al or terminal guidance aids, communications,
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and aircraft control facilities within the objec- trol, assistance and coordination functions
tive area of an airborne operation. may be delegated by command to the combat

information center. Also called "action infor-
combat control team-(NATO) In air transport mation center". See also air defense control

operat.ons, a team of specially trained person- center.
nel who can be airdropped to provide local air
traffic control and to advise on all aspects of combat information ship-(DOD) A designated
landing, airdrop, and/or extraction zone re- ship charged with the coordination of the in-
quirements. tership combat information center functions

of the various ships in a task force so that the
combat day of supply-,NATO) The total overall combat information available to com-

amount of supplies required to support one mands will increase. This ship is normally the
day of combat, calculated by applying the in- flagship of the task force commander. See also
tensity factor to a standard day of supply. See fighter direction aircraft; fighter direction
also one day's supply. ship.

combat engineer vehicle, full-tracked 165mm combat intelligence-(DOD) That knowledge of
gun-(DOD) An armored, tracked vehicle the enemy, weather, and geographical fea-
that provides engineer support to other tures required by a commander in the plan-
combat elements. Vehicle is equipped with a ning and conduct of combat operations.
heavy-duty boom and winch, dozer blade, and
165mm demolition gun. It is also armed with combat intelligence-(NATO) That intelligence
a 7.62mm machine gun and a 50-caliber ma- concerning the enemy, weather, and geo-
chine gun. graphical features required by a commander

in the planning and conduct of combat oper-
combat forces-(OD) Those forces whose pr- ations. See also combat information; intelli-

mary missions are to participate in combat. gence; tactical intelligence.
See also operating forces.

combat information-(DOD) Unevaluated data, combat load-(NATO) The total warlike stores
gathered by or provided directly to the tacti- carried by an aircraft.

cal commander which, due to its highly per-
ishable nature or the criticality of the situa- combat loading-(DOD, NAT')) The arrange-
tion, cannot be processed into tactical intelli- ment of person iel and the stowage of equip-
gence in time to satisfy the user's tactical in- ment and supplies in a manner designed to
telligence requirements. See also information, conform to the anticipated tactical operation

of the organization embarked. Each individual
combat information-(NATO) That frequently item is stowed so that it can be unloaded at

perishable data gathered in combat by or re- the required time. See also loading.
ported directly to, units which may be imme-
diately used in battle or in assessing the situ- combat patrol-(NATO) For ground forces, a
ation. Relevant data will simultaneously tactical unit sent out from the main body to
enter intelligence reporting channels. engage in independent fighting; detachment

assigned to protect the front, flank, or rear of
combat information center-(DOD, NATO) The the main body by fighting if necessary. Also

agency in a ship or aircraft manned and called fighting patrol. See also combat air
equipped to collect, display, evaluate, and dis- patrol; patrol; r,. onnaissance patrol.
seminate tactical information for the use of
the embarked flag officer, commanding offi- combat power-(DOD, NATO) The total means
cer, and certain control agencies. Certain con- of destructive and/or disruptive force which a
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military unit/formation can apply against the combat service support elements-(DOD) Those
opponent at a given time. elements whose primary missions are to pro-

vide service support to combat forces and
combat readiness-(DOD) Synonymous with which are a part, or prepared to become a

operational readiness, with respect to mis- part, of a theater, command, or task force
sions or functions performed in combat. formed for combat operations. See also oper-

ating forces; service troops; troops.
combat readiness-(NA TO) See combat ready.

combat support elements-(DOD) Those ele-
combat ready-(DOD) Synonymous with oper- ments whose primary missions are to provide

ationally ready, with respect to missions or combat support to the combat forces and
functions performed in combat. which are a part, or prepared to become a

part, of a theater, command, or task force
combat ready-(NATO) 1. As applied to organi- formed for combat operations. See also oper-

zation or equipment: available for combat op- ating forces.
erations. 2. As applied to personnel: qualified
to carry out combat operations in the unit to combat support troops-(DOD) Those units or
which they are assigned. organizations whose primary mission is to fur-

nish operational assistance for the combat ele-
combat ready aircraflt-(NA TO) A combat ments. See also troops.

available aircraft which is fueled, armed and
has a combat ready aircrew available, combat surveillance-(DOD) A continuous, all-

weather, day-and-night, systematic watch over
combat search and rescuef-(DOD) A specific the battle area to provide timely informationtask performed by rescue forces to effect the for tactical combat operations.

recovery of distressed personnel during war-

time or contingency operations.. Also called combat surveillance radar- OD) Radar withCSAR.cma uvilneraa-(O)Rdrwt
the normal function of maintaining con tinu-

combat service support-(DOD) The essential ous watch over a combat area.

logistic functions, activities, and tasks neces-
sary to sustain all elements of an operating combat survival-(DOD, NATO) Those meas-
force in an area of operations. Combat service ures to be taken by service personnel when
support includes but is not limited to adminis- involuntarily separated from friendly forces
trative services, chaplain services, civil af. in combat, including procedures relating to in-
fairs, finance, legal service, health services, dividual survival, evasion, escape, and con-
military police, supply, maintenance, trans- duct after capture.
portation, construction, troop construction, ac-
quisition and disposal of real property, facili- combatting terrorism-(DOD) Actions, includ-
ties engineering, topographic and geodetic en- ing antiterrorism (defensive measures taken
gineering functions, food service, graves regis- to reduce vulnerability to terrorist acts) and
tration, laundry, dry cleaning, bath, property counterterrorism (offensive measures taken to
disposal, and other logistic services, prevent, deter, and respond to terrorism)

taken to oppose terrorism throughout the
combat service support-(NATO) The support entire threat spectrum.

provided to combat forces, primarily in fields
of administration and logistics, combat trail-(DOD) Interceptors in trail for-

mation. Each interceptor behind the leader
combat service support element-See Marine maintains position visually or with airborne

Air-Ground Task Force. radar.
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combat troops-(DOD) Those units or organiza- combination influence mine-(DOD, NATO) A
tions whose primary mission is destruction of mine designed to actuate only when two or
enemy forces and/or installations. See also more different influences are received either
troops. simultaneously or in a pre-determined order.

Also called combined influence mine.
combat vehicle-(DOD) A vehicle, with or with-

out armor, designed for a specific fighting combination mission/level of effort-oriented
function. Armor protection or armament items-(DOD) Items for which requirement
mounted as supplemental equipment on non- computations are based on the criteria used
combat vehicles will not change the classifica- for both level of effort-oriented and mission-
tion of such vehicles to combat vehicles. See oriented items.
also vehicle.

combined-(DOD, NATO) Between two or more
Combat Visual Information Support Center- forces or agencies of two or more allies.

(DOD) A visual information support facility (When all allies or services are not involved,
established at a base of operations during the participating nations and services shall be
wartime or contingency to provide limited identified; e.g., Combined Navies.) See also
visual information support to the base and its joint.
supported elements. Also called CVISC.

combined airspeed indicator-(DOD, NATO)
combat zone-(DOD) 1. That area required by An instrument which displays both indicated

combat forces for the conduct of operations. airspeed and mach number.
2. The territory forward of the Army rear
area boundary. See also combat area; commu- combined circuit-See combination circuit.
nications zone.

combined doctrine-(DOD) Fundamental prin-
combat zone-(NA TO) 1. That area required by ciples that guide the employment of forces of

combat forces for the conduct of operations. two or more nations in coordinated action
2. The territory forward of the army group toward a common objective. It is ratified by
rear boundary. It is divided into: participating nations. See also joint doctrine,
a. The forward combat zone, comprising the multi-Service doctrine.

territory forward of the corps rear bounda-
ry. combined force-(DOD, NATO) A military force

b. The rear combat zone, usually comprising composed of elements of two or more allied
the territory between the corps rear bound- nations. See also force(s).
ary and the army group rear boundary.
See also communications zone. combined influence mine--See combination in-

fluence mine.
combination circuit-(DOD, NATO) In mine

warfare, a firing circuit which requires actu- combined operation-(DOD, NATO) An oper-
ation by two or more Ji fluences, either simul- ation conducted by forces of two or more
taneously or at a pre-ordained interval, before allied nations acting together for the accom-
the circuit can function. Also called combined plishment of a single mission.
circuit.

combined rescue coordination center--See
combination firing circuit-(DOD, NA TO) An rescue coordination center.

assembly comprising two independent firing
systems, one non-electric and one electric, so combined staff-(DOD) A staff composed of per-
that the firing of either system will detonate sonnel of two or more allied nations. See also
all charges. See also dual-firing circuit. integrated staff; joint staff; parallel staff.
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combustor-(DOD, NATO) A name generally an arrangement of personnel, equipment,
assigned to the combination of flame holder communications, facilities, and procedures
or stabilizer, igniter, combustion chamber, employed by a commander in planning, di-
and injection system of a ramjet or gas tur- recting, coordinating, and controlling forces
bine. and operations in the accomplishment of the

mission.
command-(DOD) 1. The authority that a com-

mander in the military Service lawfully exer- command and control system-(DOD) The fa-
cises over subordinates by virtue of rank or cilities, equipment, communications, proce-
assignment. Command includes the authority dures, and personnel essential to a command-
and responsibility for effectively using avail- er for planning, directing, and controlling op-
able resources and for planning the employ- erations of assigned forces pursuant to the
ment of, organizing, directing, coordinating, missions assigned.
and controlling military forces for the accom-
plishment of assigned missions. It also in- command axis-(DOD, NATO) A line along
cludes responsibility for health, welfare, which a headquarters will move.
morale, and discipline of assigned personnel.
2. An order given by a commander; that is, command oenter-(DOD) A facility from which
the will of the commander expressed for the a commander and his representatives direct
purpose of bringing about a particular action. operations and control forces. It is organized
3. A unit or units, an organization, or an area to gather, process, analyze, display, and dis-
under the command of one individual. 4. To seminate planning and operational data and
dominate by a field of weapon fire or by ob- perform other related tasks.
servation from a superior position. See also
air command; area command; base com- command channel-See chain of command.
mand.

command, control, and communications coun-
command-(NATO) 1. The authority vested in termeasures-(DOD) The integrated use of

an individual of the armed forces for the di- operations security, military deception, jam-
rection, coordination, and control of military ming, and physical destruction, supported by
forces. 2. An order given by a commander; intelligence, to deny information to, influence,
that is, the will of the commander expressed degrade, or destroy adversary command, con-
for the purpose of bringing about a particular trol, and communications (C3) capabilities and
action. 3. A unit or units, an organization, or to protect friendly C3 against such actions.
an area under the command of one individual. Also called C3CM. There are two divisions
4. To dominate by a field of weapon fire or by within C3CM:
observation from a superior position. See also a. counter-C3. That division of C3CM com-
area command; base command; full com- prising measures taken to deny adversary
mand; national command; operational com- commanders and other decisionmakers the
mand. ability to command and control their forces

effectively.
command altitude-(DOD) Altitude that must b. C3-protection. That division of C3CM com-

be assumed and/or maintained by the inter- prising measures taken to maintain the ef-
ceptor. fectiveness of friendly C3 despite both ad-

versary and friendly counter-C3 actions.
command and control-(DOD) The exercise of

authority and direction by a properly desig- command, control and information system-
nated commander over assigned forces in the (NA TO) An integrated system of doctrine,
accomplishment of the mission. Command procedures, organizational structure, person-
and control functions are performed through nel, equipment, facilities and communications
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which provides authorities at all levels with command guidance-(DOD, NATO) A guidance
timely and adequate data to plan, direct and system wherein intelligence transmitted to
control their activities, the missile from an outside source causes the

missile to traverse a directed flight path.
command controlled stocks-(DOD, NATO)

Stocks which are placed at the disposal of a command heading-(DOD) Heading that the
designated NATO commander in order to pro- controlled aircraft is directed to assume by
vide him with a flexibility with which to in- the control station.
fluence the battle logistically. "Placed at the
disposal of" implies responsibility for storage, command net-(DOD, NATO) A communica-
maintenance, accounting, rotation or turnov- tions network which connects an echelon of
er, physical security and subsequent transpor- command with some or all of its subordinatetation to a particular battle area. echelons for the purpose of command control.

command destruct signal-(DOD, NATO) A command post-(DOD, NATO) A unit's or sub-

signal used to operate intentionally the de- unit's headquarters where the commander
and the staff perform their activities. Instruction signal in a missile, combat, a unit's or subunit's headquarters is

often divided into echelons; the echelon in
command detonated mine-.(DOD, NATO) A which the unit or subunit commander is locat-

mine detonated by remotely controlled means. ed or from which he operates is called a com-

mand post.
command element--See Marine Air-Ground

Task Force. command post exercise-(DOD, NATO) An ex-
ercise in which the forces are simulated, in-

command ejection system-See ejection sys- volving the commander, his staff, and commu-
tems. nications within and between headquarters.

See also exercise; maneuver.

commander(s)-See executing commander (nu- command select ejection system-See ejection
clear weapons); exercise commander, Major systems.
NATO Commanders; national commander,
national force commanders; national territo- command speed-(DOD) The speed at which
rial commander, releasing commander (nu- the controlled aircraft is directed to fly.
clear weapons).

command-sponsored dependent-(DOD) A de-
commander's concept-See concept of oper. pendent entitled to travel to oversea com-

ations. mands at Government expense and endorsed
by the appropriate military commander to be

commander's estimate of the situation-(DOD) present in a dependent's status.
A logical process of reasoning by which a com-
mander considers all the circumstances affect- commercial items-(DOD) Articles of supply
ing the military situation and arrives at a de- readily available from established commercial
cision as to a course of action to be taken to distribution sources, which the Department of
accomplish the mission. A commander's esti- Defense or inventory managers in the Mili-
mate which considers a military situation so tary Services have designated to be obtained
far in the future as to require major assump- directly or indirectly from such sources.
tions, is called a commander's long-range esti-
mate of the situation. See also estimate of the commercial loading-See administrative load-
situation. ing.
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commercial vehicle-(DOD) A vehicle which in a standard form. The language is intended
has evolved in the commercial market to not only as a means for directly presenting
meet civilian requirements and which is se- any business program to any suitable comput-
lected from existing production lines for mili- er for which a compiler exists, but also as a
tary use. means of communicating such procedures

among individuals. Commonly referred to as
commission-(DOD) 1. To put in or make ready COBOL

for service or use, as to commission an air-
craft or a ship. 2. A written order giving a common control (artillery)-(DOD) Horizontal
person rank and authority as an officer in the and vertical map or chart location of points in
armed forces. 3. The rank and the authority the target area and position area, tied in with
given by such an order. See also activate; con- the horizontal and vertical control in use by
stitute. two or more units. May be established by

firing, survey, or combination of both, or by
commit-(DOD) The process of committing one assumption. See also control point, field con-

or more air interceptors or surface-to-air mis- trol; ground controL
sties for interception against a target track.

common infrastructure-(DOD, NATO) Infra-
commodity iosding-(DOD, NATO) A method structure essential to the training of NATO

of loading*in which various types of cargoes forces or to the implementation of NATO
are loaded together, such as ammunition, ra- operational plans which, owing to its degree
tions, or boxed vehicles, in order that each of common use or interest and its compliance
commodity can be discharged without disturb- with criteria laid down from time to time by
ing the others. See also loading, the North Atlantic Council, is commonly fi-

nanced by NATO members. See also infra-
commodity manager-(DOD) An individual structure.

within the organization of an inventory con-
trol point or other such organization, assigned common item-(DOD) 1. Any item of materiel
management responsibility for homogeneous which is required for use by more than one
grouping of materiel items. activity. 2. Sometimes loosely used to denote

any consumable item except repair parts or
commonallty-(DOD) A quality which applies other technical items. 3. Any item of materiel

to materiel or systems: a. possessing like and which is procured for, owned by (Service
intrchangeable characteristics enabling each stock), or used by any Military Department of
to be utilized, or operated and maintained, by the Department of Defense and that is also re-
personnel trained on the others without addi- quired to be furnished to a recipient country
tional specialized training. b. having inter- under the grant-aid Military Assistance Pro-
changeable repair parts and/or components. gram. 4. Readily available commercial items.
c. applying to consumable items interchange- 5. Items used by two or more Military Serv-
ably equivalent without adjustment. ices of similar manufacture or fabrication

that may vary between the Services as to
commondllty-(NA TO) A state achieved when color or shape (as vehicles or clothing). 6. Any

groups of individuals, organizations, or na- part or component which is required in the
tions use common doctrine, procedures, or assembly of two or more complete end-items.
equipment. See also compatibility; inter-
changeability; interoperability. common servicing-(DOD) That function per-

formed by one military Service in support of
common business-oriented language-(DOD) A another military Service for which reimburse-

specific language by which business data-proc- ment is not required from the Service receiv-
essing procedures may be precisely described ing support. See also servicing.
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common supplies-(DOD) Those supplies processing, and loading and unloading of pas-
common to two or more Services. sengers or cargo aboard ships.

common use-(DOD) Services, materials, or fa- communication deception-(DOD) Use of de-
cilities provided by a Department of Defense vices, operations, and techniques with the
agency or a military department on a intent of confusing or misleading the user of a
common basis for two or more Department of communications link or a navigation system.
Defense agencies.

communication operation instructions-See
common use alternatives--(DOD) Systems, sub- signal operation instructions.

systems, devices, components, and materials,
already developed or under development, communications-(DOD) A method or means of
which could be used to reduce the cost of new conveying information of any kind from one
systems acquisition and support by reducing person or place to another. See also telecom.
duplication of research and development munication.
effort and by limiting the addition of support communications center-(DOD, NATO) Anbase. o mnctos etr-(O, AO) n

agency charged with the responsibility for
common user airlift servie--(O) ilitry handling and controlling communicationstransport service usage, the airlift service pro- traffic. The center normally includes message

vided on a common basis for all DOD agencies center, transmitting and receiving facilities.
and, as authorized, for other agencies of the See also telecommunications center.
US Government. communications intelligence-(DOD) Technical

common user item-DOD, NATO) An item of and intelligence information derived from for-
aommon inerhangeablem nature wc ise in eign communications by other than the in-an interchangeable nature which is in tended recipients. Also called COMINT.
common use by two or more nations or serv-

ices of a nation. See also interchangeability, communications intelligence data base-(DOD)

The aggregate of technical and intelligence in-
common-user military land transportation- formation derived from the interception and

(DOD) Point-to-point land transportation serv- analysis of foreign communications (excluding
ice operated by a single Service for common press, propaganda, and public broadcast) used
use by two or more Services. in the direction and redirection of communi-

cations intelligence intercept, analysis, and
common user network-(DOD) A system of cir- reporting activities.

cuits or channels allocated to furnish commu-
nication paths between switching centers to communications mark-(DOD) An electronic
provide communication service on a common indicator used for directing attention to a par-
basis to all connected stations or subscribers. ticular object or position of mutual interest
It is sometimes described as a General Pur- within or between command and control sys-
pose Network. tems.

common-user ocean terminals-(DOD) A mili- communications net-(DOD, NATO) An organi-
tary installation, part of a military installa- zation of stations capable of direct communi-
tion, or a commercial facility operated under cations on a common channel or frequency.
contract or arrangement by the Military Traf-
fic Management Command which regularly communications network-(DOD) An organiza-
provides for two or more Services, terminal tion of stations capable of intercommunica-
functions of receipt, transit storage or staging, tions but not necessarily on the same channel.
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communications satellite-(DOD, NATO) An or- ized interceptor and by reconverting such in-
biting vehicle, which relays signals between formation to its original form for authorized
communications stations. There are two types: recipients, as well as equipment designed spe-
a. Active Communications Satellite-A satel- cifically to aid in, or as an essential element

lite that receives, regenerates, and retrans- of, the conversion process. Communications
mits signals between stations; security equipment is cryptoequipment, cryp-

b. Passive Communications Satellite-A sat- toancillary equipment, cryptoproduction
ellite which reflects communications sig- equipment, and authentication equipment.
nals between stations.

communications security material-(DOD) All
communications security-(DOD) The protec- documents, devices, equipment, or apparatus,

tion resulting from all measures designed to including cryptomaterial, used in establishing
deny unauthorized persons information of or maintaining secure communications.
value which might be derived from the posses-
sion and study of telecommunications, or to communications security monitoring-(DOD)
mislead unauthorized persons in their inter- The act of listening to, copying, or recording
pretation of the results of such possession and transmissions of one's own circuits (or when
study. Also called COMSEC. Communications specially agreed, e.g., in allied exercises, those
security includes a. cryptosecurity; b. trans- of friendly forces) to provide material for com-
mission security; c. emission security; and d. munications security analysis in order to de-
physical security of communications security termine the degree of security being provided
materials and information, to those transmissions. In particular, the-pur-
1. cryptosecurity-The component of commu- poses include providing a basis for advising

nications security which results from the commanders on the security risks resulting
provision of technically sound crypto-sys- from their transmissions, improving the secu-
tems and their proper use. rity of communications, and planning and

2. transmission security-The component of conducting manipulative communications de-
communications security which results ception operations.
from all measures designed to protect
transmissions from -interception and ex- communications terminal-(DOD) Terminus of
ploitation by means other than cryptanaly- a communications circuit at which data can
sis. be either entered or received; located with the

3. emission security-The component of com- originator or ultimate addressee.
munications security which results from
all measures taken to deny unauthorized communications zone-(DOD, NATO) Rear
persons information of value that might be part of theater of operations (behind but con-
derived from intercept and analysis of coin- tiguous to the combat zone) which contains
promising emanations from crypto-equip- the lines of communications, establishments
ment and telecommunications systems. for supply and evacuation, and other agencies

4. physical security-The component of com- required for the immediate support and main-
munications security which results from tenance of the field forces. See also combat
all physical measures necessary to safe- zone; rear area.
guard classified equipment, material, and
documents from access thereto or observa- community relations-(DOD) The relationship
tion thereof by unauthorized persons. between military and civilian communities.

communications security equipment-(DOD) community relations program-(DOD) That
Equipment designed to provide security to command function which evaluates public at-
telecommunications by converting informa- titudes, identifies the mission of a military or-
tion to a form unintelligible to an unauthor- ganization with the public interest, and exe-
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cutes a program of action to earn public un- compass direction-(DOD, NA TO) The horizon-
derstanding and acceptance. Community rela- tal direction expressed as an angular distance
tions programs are conducted at all levels of measured clockwise from compass north.
command, both in the United States and over-
seas, by military organizations having a com- compass north-(DOD, NATO) The uncorrected
munity relations area of responsibility. Corn- direction indicated by the north seeking end
munity relations programs include, but are of a compass needle. See also magnetic north.
not limited to, such activities as liaison and
cooperation with associations and organiza- compass rose-(DOD, NATO) A graduated
tions and their local affiliates at all levels; circle, usually marked in degrees, indicating
armed forces participation in international, directions and printed or inscribed on an ap-
national, regional, state, and local public propriate medium.
events; installation open houses and tours;
embarkations in naval ships; orientation tours compatibility-(DOD, NATO) Capability of two
for distinguished civilians; people-to-people or more items or components of equipment or
and humanitarian acts; cooperation with gov- material to exist or function in the same
ernment officials and community leaders; and system or environment without mutual inter-
encouragement of armed forces personnel and ference. See also interchangeability.
their dependents to participate in activities of
local schools, churches, fraternal, social, and compilation-M(NATO) Selection, assembly, and
civic organizations, sports, and recreation pro- graphic presentation of all relevant informa-
grams, and other aspects of community life to tion required for the preparation of a map or
the extent feasible and appropriate, regard- chart. Such information may be derived from
less of where they are located, other maps or charts or from other sources.

comparative cover-(DOD, NATO) Coverage of compilation diagram-(NATO) A diagram

the same area or object taken at different giving details of the source material from

times, to show any changes in details. See also which the map or chart has been compiled;

cover. this does not necessarily include reliability in-
formation. See also reliability diagram.

compartmentation--(DOD) 1. Establishment complaint-type investigation-(DOD) A coun-
and management of an intelligence organiza- terintelligence investigation in which sabo-
tion so that information about the personnel, tage, espionage, treason, sedition, subversive
organization, or activities of one component is activity, or disaffection is suspected.
made available to any other component only
to the extent required for the performance of complete round-(DOD) A term applied to an
assigned duties. 2. Effects of relief and drain- assemblage of explosive and nonexplosive

age upon avenues of approach so as to components designed to perform a specific

produce areas bounded on at least two sides function at the time and under the conditions

by terrain features such as woods, ridges, or desired. Examples of complete rounds of am-

ravines that limit observation or observed fire munition are:

into the area from points outside the area. a t areo
a. separate loading--consisting of a primer,

propelling charge, and, except for blank
compartment marking-(NA TO) In an aircraft, ammunition, a projectile and a fuze.

a system of marking a cabin into compart- b. fixed or semifixed-consisting of a primer,
ments for the positioning of loads in accord- propelling charge, cartridge case, a projec-
ance with the weight and balance require- tile, and, except when solid projectiles are
ments. used, a fuze.
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c. bomb-consisting of all component parts airlift, and command and control elements)
required to drop and function the bomb capable of employing a spectrum of nuclear
once. and nonnuclear weapons. Composite Air

d. missile--consisting of a complete warhead Strike Force forces are held in readiness for
section and a missile body with its associat- immediate deployment from the continental
ed components and propellants. United States to all areas of the world to

e. rocket-consisting of all components neces- meet national emergency contingency plans.
sary to function.

compound helicopter-(DOD, NA TO) A helicop-
complete round--(NATO) Ammunition which ter with an auxiliary propulsion svstem which

contains all the components necessary for it provides thrust in excess of that which the
to function. rotor(s) alone could produce, thereby permit-

ting increased forward speeds; wings may or
component-(DOD, NATO) A part or combina- may not be provided to reduce the lift re-

tion of parts, having a specified function, quired from the rotor system.
which can only be installed or replaced as a
whole, and is also generally expendable. compression chamber--See hyperbaric cham-

ber.
component life-(NATO) The period of accepta-

ble usage after which the likelihood of failure compromise-(DOD) The known or suspected
sharply increases and before which the com- exposure of clandestine personnel, installa-
ponents are removed in the interests of reli- tions, or other assets or of classified informa-
ability of operation. tion or material, to an unauthorized person.

component (mateAel)-(DOD) An assembly or compromised-(DOD, NATO) A term applied to
any combination of parts, subassemblies, and classified matter, knowledge of which has, in
assemblies mounted together in manufacture, whole or in part, passed to an unauthorized
assembly, maintenance, or rebuild. person or persons, or which has been subject

to risk of such passing. See also classified
component search and rescue controller- matter.

(DOD) The designated search and rescue rep-
resentative of a component commander of a computed air release point-(DOD, NA TO) A
unified command who is responsible in the computed air position where the first para-
name of his component commander for the troop or cargo item is released to land on a
control of component search and rescue forces specified impact point.
committed to joint search and rescue oper-
ations. See also search and rescue. concealment-(DOD, NATO) The protection

from observation or surveillance. See also
composite air photography-(DOD) Air photo- camouflage; cover, screen.

graphs made with a camera having one prin-
cipal lens and two or more surrounding and concentrated fire-(NATO) 1. The fire of the
oblique lenses. The several resulting photo- batteries of two or more ships directed against
graphs are corrected or transformed in print- a single target. 2. Fire from a number of
ing to permit assembly as verticals with the weapons directed at a single point or small
same scale. area. See also fire; massed fire.

composite Air Strike Force-(DOD) A group of concentration area-(DOD, NA TO) 1. An area,
selected US Air Force units composed of ap- usually in the theater of operations, where
propriate elements of tactical air power (tacti- troops are assembled before beginning active
cal fighters, tactical reconnaissance, tankers, operations. 2. A limited area on which a
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volume of gunfire is placed within a limited Condor-(DOD) An air-to-surface guided missile
time. which provides standoff launch capability for

attack aircraft. Designated as AGM-53.

concept--(DOD, NATO) A notion or statement
of an idea, expressing how something might conducting staff-See exercise; directing staff.
be done or accomplished, that may lead to an
accepted procedure. cone of silence-(DOD, NATO) An inverted

cone-shaped space directly over the aerial
towers of some forms ot radio beacons in

concept of operations-e(bOD) A verbal or which signals are unheard or greatly reduced
graphic statement, in broad outline, of a corn- in volume. See also Z marker beacon.

mander's assumptions or intent in regard to

an operation or series of operations. The con- confidential-See security classification.
cept of operations frequently is embodied in
campaign plans and operation plans; in the confirmation of information (intelligence)-
latter case, particularly when the plans cover (DOD) An information item is said to be con-
a series of connected operations to be carried firmed when it is reported for the second
out simultaneously or in succession. The con- time, preferably by another independent
cept is designed to give an overall picture of source whose reliability is considered when
the operation. It is included primarily for ad- confirming information.
ditional clarity of purpose. Frequently, it is
referred to as commander's concept. confused-(DOD) In air intercept, a term mean-

ing, "Individual contacts not identifiable."
concept of operations--(NATO) A clear and

concise statement of the line of action chosen confusion agent-(DOD) An individual who is
by a commander in order to accomplish his dispatched by the sponsor for the primary
mission, purpose of confounding the intelligence or

counterintelligence apparatus of another
condenation eloud--(DOD) A mist or fog of country rather than for the purpose of collect-ensaing andd-D trnmitA mintormation.f

minute water droplets that temporarily sur- Ing and transmitting information.

rounds the fireball following a nuclear (orhumidconfusion reflector--(DOD, NATO0) A reflector
atomic) detonationin a comparatively huof electromagnetic radiations used to create
atmosphere. The expansion of the air in the echoes for confusion purposes. Radar confu-
negative phase of the blast wave from the ex- sion reflectors include such devices as chaff
plosion results in a lowering of the tempera- rope and corner reflectors.
ture, so that condensation of water vapor
present in the air occurs and a cloud forms.The lou issoo dipeled hentheconnecting route--(DOD, NATO) A route con-
The cloud is soon dispelled when the pressure necting axial ahd/or lateral routes. See also
returns to normal and the air warms up
again. The phenomenon is similar to that

used by physicists in the Wilson cloud chain, consol-(DOD, NA TO) A long-range radio aid to
ber and is sometimes called the cloud chain- navigation, the emissions of which, by means
ber effect. of their radio frequency modulation charac-

teristics, enable bearings to be determined.
condensation trail-(DOD) A visible cloud

streak, usually brilliantly white in color, console-(DOD, NATO) A grouping of controls,
which trails behind a missile or other vehicle indicators, and similar electronic or mechani-
in flight under certain conditions. Also known cal equipment, used to monitor readiness of,
as contrail. and/or control. specific functions of, a system,
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such as missile checkout, countdown, or storage, transport and handling safety stand-
launch operations. ards, and related training.

consolidated vehicle table-(DOD) A summary consumption rate-(DOD, NATO) The average
of all vehicles loaded on a ship, listed by quantity of an item consumed or expended
types, and showing the units to which they during a given time interval, expressed in
belong, quantities by the most appropriate unit of

measurement per applicable stated basis.
consolidation-(DOD) The combining or merg-

ing of elements to perform a common or relat- contact-(DOD) 1. In air intercept, a term
ed function. meaning, "Unit has an unevaluated target."

2. In health services, an unevaluated individ-
consolidation of position-(DOD, NATO) Orga- usl who is known to have been sufficiently

nizing and strengthening a newly captured near an infected individual to have been ex-
position so that it can be used against the posed to the transfer of infectious material.
enemy.

contact burst preclusion-(DOD) A fuzing ar-
constant of the cone-.(NATO) For Lambert rangement which prevents an unwanted sur-

Conical Orthomorphic projection, see grid face burst in the event of failure of the air
convergence factor. See also convergence burst fuze.
factor.

contact lost-(DOD, NATO) A target tracking
constitute-(DOD) To provide the legal author- term used to signify that a target believed to

ity for the existence of a new unit of the be still within the area of visual, sonar or
armed services. The new unit is designated radar coverage is temporarily lost but the ter-
and listed, but it has no specific existence mination of track plotting is not warranted.
until it is activated. See also activate; com-
mission, contact mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine detonated

consumable supplies and me e by physical contact. See also mine.
pendable supplies and nmterial. contact point-(DOD, NATO) 1. In land war-

Person or agency tt fare, a point on the terrain, easily identifia-
consumer--(DOD)n or agency th er ble, where two or more units are required to

information or intelligence produced by either make contact. 2. In air operations, the posi-
its own staff or other agencies. tion at which a mission leader makes radio

c e Tcontact with an air control agency. See alsoconsumer iogistics--(DOD) That part of logis- check point; control point; coordinating

tics concerning reception of the initial prod- point;

uct, storage, inspection, distribution, trans-

port, maintenance (including repair and theseviceability) and disposal of materiel, and contact print--(DOD, NATO) A print madeservceailiy) nd ispoal f mtereland from a negative or a diapositive in direct con-
the provision of support and services. In con- fa negtive o atdiasd
sequence, consumer logistics includes: materi- tact with sensitized material.
el requirements determination, follow-on sup-
port, stock control, provision or construction contact reconnaissance-(DOD) Locating isolat-
of facilities (excluding any materiel element ed units out of contact with the main force.
and those facilities needed to support produc-
tion logistics activities), movement control, contact report--(DOD, NATO) A report indicat-
codification, reliability and defect reporting, ing any detection of the enemy.
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contaln-(DOD, NATO) To stop, hold, or sur- contingency-(DOD) An emergency involving
round the forces of the enemy or to cause the military forces caused by natural disasters,
enemy to center activity on a given front and terrorists, subversives, or by required military
to prevent his -withdrawing any part of his operations. Due to the uncertainty of the situ-
forces for use elsewhere. ation, cQntingencies require plans, rapid re-

sponse and special procedures to ensure the
container anchorage terminal-(DOD, NATO) safety and readiness of personnel, installa-

A sheltered anchorage (not a port) with the tions and equipment. See also contingency
appropriate facilities for the transshipment of contracting.
containerized cargo from containerships to
other vessels, contingency contracting-(DOD) Contracting

performed in support of a peacetime contin-
contamination-(DOD, NATO) 1. The deposit gency in an overseas location pursuant to the

and/or adsorption of radioactive material, or policies and procedures of the Federal Acqui-
of biological or chemical agents on and by sition Regulatory System. See also contingen.
structures, areas, personnel, or objects. See cy.
also induced radiation; residual radiation.
(DOD) 2. Food and/or water made unfit for contingency plan-(/OD) A plan for major con-
consumption by humans or animals because tingencies which can reasonably be anticipat-
of the presence of environmental chemicals, ed in the principal geographic subareas of the
radioactive elements, bacteria or organisms, command.
the byproduct of the growth of bacteria or or-
ganisms, the decomposing material (to include contingency plan-(NATO) A plan for contin-
the food substance itself), or waste in the food gencies which can reasonably be anticipated
or water. in an area of responsibility.

contamination control-M(NATO) Procedures to contingency planning facilities list program-
avoid, reduce, remove, or render harmless, (DOD) A joint Defense Intelligence Agency/
temporarily or permanently, nuclear, biologi- unified and specified command program for
cal, and chemical contamination for the pur- the production and maintenance of current
pose of maintaining or enhancing the efficient target documentation of all countries of con-
conduct of military operations. tingency planning interest to US military

planners.
contamination control line--(NATO) A line es-

tablished by competent authority identifying contingency retention stock-(DOD) That por-
the area contaminated to a specific level of tion of the quantity of an item excess to the
the contaminant of interest. See also contami- approved force retention level for which there
nation, is no predictable demand or quantifiable re-

quirement, and which normally would be allo-
contamination control point-(NATO) That cated as potential DOD excess stock, except

portion of the contamination control line used for a determination that the quantity will be
by personnel to control entry to and exit from retained for possible contingencies for United
the contaminated area. See also contamina- States forces. (Category C ships, aircraft, and
tion. other items being retained as contingency re-

serve are included in this stratum.)
Continental United States-(DOD) United

States territory, including the adjacent terri- contingent effects-(DOD) The effects, both de-
torial waters, located within the North Amer- sirable and undesirable, which are in addition
ican Continent between Canada and Mexico. to the primary effects associated with a nucle-
Also called CONIUS. ar detonation.
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contingent zone of fire-(DOD) An area within by continuous prediction of the release point
which a designated ground unit or fire sup- for a given set of ballistics, altitudes and air-
port ship may be called upon to deliver fire. speeds.
See also zone of fire.

continuously set vector--See bomb sighting
continue port/starboard-(DOD) In air inter- systems Part 1.

cept, a term meaning, "Continue turning
port/starboard at present rate of turn to mag- continuous processor--(NATO) Equipment
netic heading indicated," (3 figures) or "Con- which processes film or paper in continuous
tinue turning port/starboard for number of strips.
degrees indicated."

continuous strip camera-(DOD, NATO) A
continuity of command-(DOD) The degree or camera in which the film moves continuously

state of being -ontinuous in the exercise of past a slit in the focal plane, producing a pho-
the authority vested in an individual of the tograph in one unbroken length by virtue of
armed forces for the direction, coordination, the continuous forward motion of the aircraft.
and control of military forces.

continuous strip imagery-(DOD, NATO) Im-
continuity of operations-(DOD) The degree or agery of a strip of terrain in which the image

state of being continuous in the conduct of remains unbroken throughout its length,
functions, tasks, or duties necessary to accom- along the line of flight.
plish a military action cr mission in carrying
out the national military strategy. It includes continuous strip photography-(NA TO) Photog-
the functions and duties of the commander, as raphy of a strip of terrain in which the image
well as the supporting functions and duties remains unbroken throughout its length,
performed by the staff and others acting along the line of flight.
under the authority and direction of the com-
mander. contour flight-See terrain flight.

continuous flre-(DOD, NATO) 1. Fire conduct- contour interval-(DOD, NATO) Difference in
ed at a normal rate without interruption for elevation between two adjacent contour lines.
application of adjustment corrections or for
other causes. 2. In field artillery and naval contour line-(DOD, NATO) A line on a map or
gunfire support, loading and firing at a speci- chart connecting points of equal elevation.
fled rate or as rapidly as possible consistent
with accuracy within the prescribed rate of contract maintenance-(DOD) The mainte-
fire for the weapon. Firing will continue until nance of materiel performed under contract
terminated by the command end of mission by commercial organizations (including prime
or temporarily suspended by the command contractors) on a one-time or continuing basis,
cease loading or check firing. without distinction as to the level cf mainte-

nance accomplished.
continuous illumination flre-(DOD, NA TO) A

type of fire in which illuminating projectiles contract termination-(DOD) As used in De-
are fired at specified time intervals to provide fense procurement, refers to the cessation or
uninterrupted lighting on the target or speci- cancellation, in whole or in part, of work
fled area. See also coordinated illumination under a prime contract, or a subcontract
fire. thereunder, for the convenience of, or at the

option of, the government, or due to failure of
continuously computed release point-(NATO) the contractor to perform in accordance with

Solution of the weapon delivery release point the terms of the contract (default).
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contrail-See condensation trail, system, subordinate to the control and report-
ing center, which provides radar control and

control-(DOD) 1. Authority which may be less surveillance within its area of responsibility.
than full command exercised by a commander
over part of the activities of subordinate or control and reporting system-(NATO) An or-
other organizations. 2. In mapping, charting, ganization set up for: a. early warning, track-
and photogrammetry, a collective term for a ing, and recognition of aircraft and tracking
system of marks or objects on the earth or on of surface craft, and b. control of all active
a map or a photograph, whose positions or air defenses. It consists primarily of a chain of
elevations, or both, have been or will be deter- radar reporting stations and control centers
mined. 3. Physical or psychological pressures and an observer organization, together with
exerted with the intent to assure that an the necessary communications network.
agent or gruup will respond as directed. 4. An
indicator governing the distribution and use control area-(DOD, NATO) A controlled air-
of documents, information, or material. Such space extencLng upwards from a specified
indicators are the subject of intelligence com- limit above the earth. See also airway; con-
munity agreement and are specifically de- trolled airspace; control zone; terminal con-
fined in appropriate regulations. See also ad- trol area.
ministrative control.

control (intelligence)-See control, (DOD)control--(NA TO) 1. That authority exercised by Pars~ 3 and 4.

a commander over part of the activities of

subordinate organizations or other organiza- controlled airspace-(DOD, NATO) An airspace
tions not normally under his command, which of defined dimensions within which air traffic
encompasses the responsibility for implement- control service is provided to controlled
ing orders or directives. All or part of this au-
thority may be transferred or delegated. See flight
also administrative control; operational con-
trol; tactical control. 2. In mapping, charting, controlled dangerous air cargo-(DOD, NATO)
and photogrammetry, a collective term for a Cargo which is regarded as highly dangerous
system of marks or objects on the earth or on and which mayhon becariedaby rgola-a ma ora potorap, whse osiion or craft operating within specific safety reguila-a map or a photograph, whose positions or tos
elevations, or both, have been or will be deter- tions.
mined.

controlled effects nuclear weapons-(DOD) Nu-

control and reporting center-(DOD) An ele- clear weapons designed to achieve variation

ment of the US Air Force tactical air control in the intensity of specific effects other than
system, subordinate to the tactical air control normal blast effect.

center, from which radar control and warning
operations are conducted within its area of re- controlled exercise-(DOD, NATO) An exercise
sponsibility. characterized by the imposition of constraints

on some or all of the particinating units by
control ane reporting center-M(NATO) A subor- planning authorities with thc principal inten-

dinate air control element of the tactical air tion of provoking types of interaction. See also
control center from which radar control and free play exercise.
warning operations are conducted within its
area of responsibility, controlled firing area-(DOD) An area in

which ordnance firing is conducted under con-
control and reporting post-(DOD) An element trolled conditions so as to eliminate hazard to

of the US Air Force tactical air control aircraft in flight. See also restricted area.
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controlled forces-(DOD) Military or paramili- sponse most advantageous in the circum-
tary forces under effective and sustained po- stances.
litical and military direction.

controlled route-(DOD, NATO) A route, the
controlled information-(DOD) Information use of which is subject to traffic or movement

conveyed to an adversary in a deception oper- restrictions which may be supervised. See also
ation to evoke desired appreciations. route.

controlled interception-(NATO) An aircraft controlled war-(DOD) Not to be used. See lim-
intercept action wherein the friendly aircraft ited war.
are controlled from a ground, ship, or air-
borne station. See also air interception, control of electromagnetic radiation-(DOD) A

national operational plan to minimize the use
controlled item.--See reglated item of electromagnetic radiation in the United

States and its possessions and the Panama
controlled map-(DOD) A map with precise Canal Zone in the event of attack or immi-

horizontal and vertical ground control as a nent threat thereof, as an aid to the naviga-
bras. Scale, azimuth, and elevation ma tion of hostile aircraft, guided missiles, or
ratO. See also map. other devices. See also emission control

controlled mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine which orders.

after laying can be controlled by the -user, to control point-(DOD, NATO) 1. A position
the extent of making the mine safe or live, or along a route of march at which men are sta-
to fire the mine. See also mine. tioned to give information and instructions

for the regulation of supply or traffic. 2. A po-
rected for scale, rectified and laid to ground sition marked by a buoy, boat, aircraft, elec-
cntedl for scaereifieda andulaid re ntogound tronic device, conspicuous terrain feature, orcontrol to provide an accurate representation other identifiable object which is given a

of distances and direction. See also mosaic;, oth er ab d used wi is gid a
rectification;name or number and used as an aid to navi-gation or control of ships, boats, or aircraft.

con dpassng- OD, NATO) A traffic 3. A point located by ground survey with
conrolmedt pwhich a corresponding point on a photograph
movement procedure whereby two lines of ~ mthda hci aigmsis

traffic travelling in opposite directions are en-

abled to traverse alternately a point or sec-tion of route which can take only one line of control zone--(DOD, NA TO) A controlled air-
traffic at a time. space extending upwards from the surface ofthe earth to a specified upper limit. See also

controlled port-(DOD, NATO) A harbor or an- airway; control area; controlled airspace; ter-
chorage at which entry and departure, assign- minal control area.
ment of berths, and traffic within the harbor
or anchorage are controlled by military au- CONUS-See Continental United States.
thorities.

conventional forces-(DOD) Those forces capa-
controlled reprisal-(DOD) Not to be used. See ble of conducting operations using nonnuclear

controlled response. weapons.

controlled response-(DOD) The selection from conventional weapon-(DOD, NATO) A weapon
a wide variety of feasible options of the one which is neither nuclear, biological nor chemi-
which will provide the specific military re- cal.
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converge-(DOD) A request or command used convoy assembly port-(NATO) A port from
in a call for fire to indicate that the observer which convoys, whether ocean going or coast-
or spotter desires a sheaf in which the planes al, sail.
of fire intersect at a point.

convoy commodore-(DOD, NATO) A naval of-
converge-(NATO) In artillery and naval gun- ficer, or master of one of the ships in a

fire support, a command or request used in a convoy, designated to command the convoy,
call for fire to indicate that the observer/spot- subject to the orders of the Officer in Tactical
ter desires the planes of fire to intersect at a Command. If no surface escort is present, he
point, takes entire command.

converged sheaf-(DOD) The lateral distribu- convoy dispersal point-(DOD, NATO) The po-
tion of fire of two or more pieces so that the sition at sea where a convoy breaks up, each
planes of fire intersect at a given point. See ship proceeding independently thereafter.
also open sheaf; parallel sheaf; sheaf; special
sheaf. convoy escort--(DOD, NATO) 1. A naval ship(s)

or aircraft in company with a convoy and re-

convergence-.See convergence factor, grid con- sponsible for its protection. 2. An escort to

vergence; grid convergence factor, map con- protect a convoy of vehicles from being scat-

vergence; true convergence. tered, destroyed or captured. See also escort.

convergence factor-(DOD, NATO) The ratio of convoy joiner-See joiner. See also joiner

the angle between any two meridians on the convoy; joiner section.

chart to their actual change of longitude. See convoy leaver-See leaver. See also leaver
colvo leaerSevlavr.Seencoeevealso convergence, convoy; leaver section.

convergence zone-(DOD) That region in the convoy loading-(OD, NATO) The loading of
deep ocean where sound rays, refractured troop units with their equipment and supplies
from the depths, return to the surface, in vessels of the same movement group, but

not necessarily in the same vessel. See also
conversion angle-(DOD, NATO) The angle be- loading.

tween a great circle (orthodromic) bearing
and a rhumb line (loxodromic) bearing of a convoy route-(DOD, NATO) The specific route
point, measured at a common origin, assigned to each convoy by the appropriate

routing authority.
conversion scale-(DOD, NATO) A scale indi-

cating the relationship between two different convoy schedule-(DOD, NATO) Planned
units of measurement. See also scale. convoy sailings showing the shipping lanes,

assembly and terminal areas, scheduled
convoy-(DOD, NATO) 1. A number of mer- speed, and sailing interval.

chant ships or naval auxiliaries, or both, usu-
ally escorted by warships and/or aircraft, or a convoy speed-(DOD, NA TO) For ships, the
single merchant ship or naval auxiliary under speed which the convoy commodore orders the
surface escort, assembled and organized for guide of the convoy to make good through the
the purpose of passage together. 2. A group of water.
vehicles organized for the purpose of control
and orderly movement with or without escort convoy terminal area-(DOD, NA TO) A geo-
protection. See also coastal convoy; evacu- graphical area, designated by the name of a
ation convoy; ocean convoy, port or anchorage on which it is centered, at
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which convoys or sections of convoys arrive coordinated illumination fire-(NATO) A type
and from which they will be dispersed to of fire in which the firing of illuminating and
coastal convoy systems or as independents to high explosive projectiles is coordinated to
their final destination, provide illumination of the target and sur-

rounding area only at the time required for
convoy through escort-(DOD, NATO) Those spotting and adjusting the high explosive fire.

ships of the close escort which normally See also continuous illumination fire.
remain with the convoy from its port of as-
sembly to its port of arrival, coordinated procurement assignee-(DOD) The

agency or military Service assigned purchase
convoy title-(DOD, NA TO) A combination of responsibility for all Department of Defense

letters and numbers that gives the port of de- requirements of a particular Federal Supply
parture and arrival, speed, and serial number Group/class, commodity, or item.
of each convoy. Coordinated Universal Time-See Universal

cooperative logistica-(DOD) The logistic sup- Time.

port provided a foreign government/agencythrough its participation in the US Depart- coordinates--(DOD, NATO) I~near or angular
ethrough Dese logticipatn ssthem wh Dreim- quantities which designate the position that aburmeent to the United States for support point occupies in a given reference frame orprovided, system. Also used as a general term to desig-nate the particular kind of reference frame or

cooperative logistics support arrangements- system such as plane rectangular coordinatesor spherical coordinates. See also cartesian
(DOD) The combining term for procedural ar- orina; geographic coordinates; georef; i

rangements (cooperative logistics arrange- crid coordinates.

ments) and implementing procedures (supple- grid coordinates.

mentary procedures) which together support, coordinating authority-(DOD) A commander
define, or implement cooperative logistic un or individual assigned responsibility for co-
derstandings between the United States and a ordinating specific functions or activities in-
friendly foreign government under peacetime volving forces of two or more Services or two
conditions. or more forces of the same Service. The com-

mander or individual has the authority to re-
coordinated attack-(NATO) A carefully quire consultation between the agencies in-

planned and executed offensive action in volved, but does not have the authority to
which the various elements of a command are compel agreement. In the event that essential
employed in such a manner as to utilize their agreement cannot be obtained, the matter
powers to the greatest advantage to the com- shall be referred to the appointing authority.
mand as a whole.

coordinating authority-(NA TO) The authority
coordinated draft plan--(DOD, NATO) A plan granted to a commander or individual as-

for which a draft plan has been coordinated signed responsibility for coordinating specific
with the nations involved. It may be used for functions or activities involving forces of two
future planning and exercises and may be im- or more countries or commands, or two or
plemented during an emergency. See also more services or two or more forces of the
draft plan; final plan; initial draft plan; oper- same service. He has the authority to require
ation plan. consultation between the agencies involved or

their representatives, but does not have the
coordinated exercise-See JCS-coordinated ex- authority to compel agreement. In case of dis-

cle~se, agreement between the agencies involved, he
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should attempt to obtain essential agreement 2. A communication proword to indicate that
by discussion. In the event he is unable to an error in data has been announced and that
obtain essential agreement he shall refer the corrected data will follow.
matter to the appropriate authority.

corrective maintenance-(NA TO) Maintenance
coordinating point-(DOD, NATO) Designated actions carried out to restore a defective item

point at which, in all types of combat, adja- to a specified condition. See also preventive
cent units/formations must make contact for maintenance.
purposes of control and coordination.

coordinating review authority-(DOD) An correlation-(DOD, NATO) In air defense, the

agency appointed by a Service or unified or determination that an aircraft appearing on a

specified command to coordinate with and radarscope, on a plotting board, or visually is

assist the primary review authority in doc- the same vehicle as that on which informa-

trine or administrative joint publication de- tion is being received from another source.

velopment, evaluation, and maintenance ef-
fort& Each Service or unified or specified com- correlation factor-(DOD, NA TO) The ratio of a
mand must assign a coordinating review au- ground dose rate reading to a reading taken
thority. If so authorized by the appointing at approximately the same time at survey
Service or unified or specified command, co- height over the same point on the ground.
ordinating review authority comments provid-
ed to designated primary review authorities Corsair II-(DOD) A single-seat, single turbo-
should represent the position of the appoint- fan engine, all-weather light attack aircraft
ing Service or unified or specified command designed to operate from aircraft carriers,
with regard to the publication under develop- armed with cannon and capable of carrying a
ment. See also JCS publication, wide assortment of nuclear and/or conven-

tional ordnance and advanced air-to-air and
copy negative-(DOD, NATO) A negative pro- air-to-ground missiles. Designated as A-7.

duced from an original not necessarily at the
same scale. cost contract-(DOD) 1. A contract which pro-

corner reflector-(DOD, NATO) 1. A device, vides for payment to the contractor of allow-
able costs, to the extent prescribed in the con-

normally consisting of three metallic surfaces tract, incurred in performance of the contract.
or screens perpendicular to one another, de- 2. A cost-reimbursement type contract under
signed to act as a radar target or marker. which the contractor receives no fee.
2. In radar interpretation, an object which, by
means of multiple reflections from smooth
surfaces, produces a radar return of greater cost-plus a fixed-fee contract-(DOD) A cost re-
magnitude than might be expected from the imbursement type contract which provides for
physical size of the object. the payment of a fixed fee to the contractor.

The fixed fee, once negotiated, does not vary
corps-See rmy corps. with actual cost but may be adjusted as a

result of any subsequent changes in the scope
corps troops-(DOD, NATO) Troops assigned or of work or services to be performed under the

attached to a corps, but not a part of one of contract.
the divisions that make up the corps.

cost sharing contract-(DOD) A cost reimburse-
correction-(DOD, NATO) 1. In fire control, ment type contract under which the contrac-

any change in firing data to bring the mean tor receives no fee but is reimbursed only for
point of impact or burst closer to the target. an agreed portion of its allowable costs.
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countdown-(DOD, NATO) The step-by-step counterdeception-(DOD) Efforts to negate,
process leading to initiation of missile testing, neutralize, diminish the effects of, or gain ad-
launching, and firing. It is performed in ac- vantage from, a foreign deception operation.
cordance with a pre-designated time schedule. Counterdeception does not include the intelli-

gence function of identifying foreign deception

counter air-(DOD) A United States Air Force operations. See also deception.
term for air operations conducted to attain
and maintain a desired degree of air superior- counterespionage-(DOD) That aspect of coun-ity by. the destruction or neutralization of terintelligence designed to detect, destroy,
enemy forces. Both air offensive and air de- neutralize, exploit, or prevent espionage ac-feniemy forces.s aire ofnv ved ad aformer tivities through identification, penetration,fensive actions are involved. The fore manipulation, deception, and repression of in-
range throughout enemy territory and are diorganizations conducting
generally conducted at the initiative of the oviduspecops or oninations c cting
friendly forces. The latter are conducted near ties.
to or over friendly territory and are generally
reactive to the initiative of the enemy air counter-espionage-(NATO) Action designed to
forces. See also antiair warfare. one-siag-NT)Atndsgedodetect and counteract espionage. See also

counter-intefligence.
counter air operation-(NATO) An air oper-

ation directed against the enemy's air offen- counterfire-(DOD, NATO) Fire intended to de-
sive and defensive capability in order to stroy or neutralize enemy weapons. (DOD) In-
attain and maintain a desired degree of air cludes counter-battery, counterbombardment,
superiority. and countermortar fire. See also fire.

counterattack-(DOD, NATO) Attack by part or counterforce-(DOD) The employment of stra-
all of a defending force against an enemy at- tegic air and missile forces in an effort to de-
tacking force, for such specific purposes as re- stroy, or render impotent, selected military
gaining ground lost or cutting off or destroy- capabilities of an enemy force under any of
ing enemy advance units, and with the gener- the circumstances by which hostilities may be
al objective of denying to the enemy the at- initiated.
tainment of his purpose in attacking. In sus-
tained defensive operations, it is undertaken counter-guerrilla warfare-(DOD, NATO) Oper-
to restore the battle position and is directed ations and activities conducted by armed
at limited objectives, forces, paramilitary forces, or nonmilitary

agencies against guerrillas.

counterbattery fire-(DOD, NATO) Fire deliv-ered for the purpose of destroying or neutral- conterinsurgency--(DOD) Those military,
ered inrthec purpoe wof dstroyings orparamilitary, political, economic, psychologi-izing indirect fire weapon systems. .cal, and civic actions taken by a government

to defeat insurgency.
counter-0-See command, control and com-

munications countermeasures. counter-insurgency-(NA TO) Those military,
paramilitary, political, economic, psychologi-

counter command, control and communica- cal, and civic actions taken to defeat insurgen-
tions-(NATO) The process of denying an cy.
enemy effective use of his combat forces by
coordinated attack on his command, control counterintelligence-(DOD, NA TO) Those ac-
and communications systems and associated tivities which are concerned with identifying
elements. Also called counter C3. and counteracting the threat to security posed
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by hostile intelligence services or organiza- counterreconnaissance-(DOD) All measures
tions, or by individuals engaged in espionage, taken to prevent hostile observation of a
sabotage, subversion or terrorism. See also force, area, or place.
counterespionage; countersabotage; counter-
subversion; protective security; security; se- countersabotage-(DOD) That aspect of coun-
curity intelligence. terintelligence designed to detect, destroy,

.neutralize, or prevent sabotage activities
countermeasures-(DOD) That form of military through identification, penetration, manipula-

science that by the employment of devices tion, deception, and repression of individuals,
and/or techniques, has as its objective the im- groups, or organizations conducting or sus-
pairment of the operational effectiveness of pected of conducting sabotage activities.
enemy activity. See also electronic warfare.

counter-sabotage-(NATO) Action designed to
countermilitary-See counterforce. detect and counteract sabotage. See also

counter-intelligence.
counternine-(DOD, NATO) The process of ex-

ploding the main charge in a mine by shock countersign-(DOD, NATO) A secret challenge
of a nearby explosion of another mine or inde- and its reply. See also challenge; password;
pendent explosive charge. The explosion may reply.
be caused either by sympathetic detonation of
the main charge, or through the explosive countersubversion-(DOD) That aspect of coun-
train and firing mechanism of the mine. terintelligence designed to detect, destroy,

countermining-(DOD) 1. land mine warfare- neutralize, or prevent subversive activities
TacntricsanditechniquesO u. d tontec w -avoid, through the identification, exploitation, pene-Tactics and techniques used to detect,Q tration, manipulation, deception, and repres-
breach, and/or neutralize enemy mines and sion of individuals, groups, or organizations

the use of available resources to deny the

enemy the opportunity to employ mines. conducting or suspected of conducting subver-

2. naval mine warfare-The detonation of siv activities.

mines by nearby explosions, either accidental counter-subveruion-NATO) Action designed to
or deliberate. detect and counteract subversion. See also

countermove-(DOD, NATO) An operation un- counter-intelligence; subversion.
dertaken in reaction to or in anticipation of a
move by the enemy. See also counterattack. countersurveillance-(NATO) All measures,

active or passive, taken to counteract hostile
counteroffensive-(DOD) A large scale offen- surveillance. See also surveillance.

sive undertaken by a defending force to seize
the initiative from the attacking force. See counterterrorism-(DOD) Offensive measures
also counterattack. taken to prevent, deter, and respond to terror-

ism. Also called CT. See also antiterrorism;
counterpreparation flre-(DOD, NATO) Inten- terrorism.

sive prearranged fire delivered when the im-
minence of the enemy attack is discovered, country cover diagram-(DOD, NATO) A small
(DOD) It is designed to: break up enemy for- scale index, by country, depicting the exist-
mations; disorganize the enemy's systems of ence of air photography for planning purposes
command, communications, ane observation; only.
decrease the effectiveness of artillery prepara-
tion; and impair the enemy's offensive spirit, coupled mode-(DOD) A flight control state in
See also fire. which an aircraft is controlled through the
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automatic flight control system by signals coverage index-(DOD) One of a series of over-
from guidance equipment- lays showing all photographic reconnaissance

missions covering the map sheet to which the

Courier-(DOD) A delayed repeater communi- overlays refer. See also covertrace (reconnais.
cation satellite which had the capability of sance).

storing and relaying communications using
microwave frequencies. This satellite gave a covering fni-(DOD, NATO) 1. Fire used to
limited demonstration of instantaneous micro- protect troops when they are within range of

wave communications. enemy small arms. 2. In amphibious usage,
fire delivered prior to the landing to cover

courler-(DOD) A messenger (usually a com- preparatory operations such as underwater

missioned or warrant officer) responsible for demolition or minesweeping. See also fire.

the secure physical transmission and delivery covering force-(DOD, NATO) 1. A force operat-
of documents and material. Generally re-ferred to as a command or local courier. See ing apart from the main force for the purpose
also armed forces courier of intercepting, engaging, delaying, disorga-

nizing, and deceiving the enemy before he can

attack the force covered. 2. Any body or de-
eourse-(DOD, NATO) The intended direction tachment of troops which provides security

of movement in the horizontal plane. for a larger force by observation, reconnais-
sance, attack, or defense, or by any combina-

cover-(DOD, NATO) 1. The action by land, air, tion of these methods. See also force(s).
or ma forces to protect by offense, defense, or
threat of either or both. 2. Those measures covering force area--(NATO) The area forward
necessary to give protection to a person, plan, of the forward edge of the battle area out to
operation, formation or installation from the the forward positions initially assigned to the
enemy intelligence effort and leakage of infor- covering forces. It is here that the covering
mation. 3. The act of maintaining a continu- forces execute assigned tasks.
o-w receiver watch with transmitter calibrat-
ed and available, but not necesmarily available covering troops-See covering force.
for immediate use. 4. Shelter or protection,
either natural or artificial. (DOD) 5. Photo- cover (intelligence)-See cover, Part 6.
graphs or other recorded images which show
a particular area of ground. 6. A code mean- cover (military)--(DOD) Actions to conceal
ing, "Keep fighters between force/base and actual friendly intentions, capabilities, oper-
contact designated at distance stated from ations, and other activities by providing a
force/base" (e.g., "cover bogey twenty-seven to plausible, yet erroneous, explanation of the
thirty miles"). observable.

coverage--(DOD, NATO) 1. The ground area cover search-(DOD, NATO) In air phgotogra-
represented on imagery, photomaps, mosaics, phic reconnaissance, the process of selection
maps, and other geographical presentation of the most suitable existing cover for a spe-
systems. (DOD) 2. Cover or protection, as the cific requirement.
coverage of troops by supporting fire. 3. The
extent to which intelligence information is covert operations-(DOD) Operations which are
available in respect to any specified area of so planned and executed as to conceal the
interest. 4. The summation of the geographi- identity of or permit plausible denial by the
cal areas and volumes of aerospace under sur- sponsor. They differ from clandestine oper-
veillance. See also comparative cover. ations in that emphasis is placed on conceal-
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ment of identity of sponsor rather than on face by a weight, usually in the form of a
concealment of the operation. chain, which is free to creep along the seabed

under the influence of stream or current.
covertrace-(DOD, NATO) One of a series of

overlays showing all air reconnaissance sor- crest-(DOD, NATO) A terrain feature of such
ties covering the map sheet to which the over- altitude that it restricts fire or observation in
lays refer. an area beyond, resulting in dead space, or

limiting the minimum elevation, or both.
crab angle-(DOD, NATO) The angle between

the aircraft track or flight line and the fore crested-(DOD) A report which indicates that
and aft axis of a vertical camera, which is in engagement of a target or observation of an
line with the longitudinal axis of the aircraft. area is not possible because of an obstacle or

intervening crest.
crash locator beacon-(DOD, NATO) An auto-

matic emergency radio locator beacon to help crested--(NATO) In artillery and naval gunfire
searching forces locate a crashed aircraft. See support, a report which indicates that engage-
also emergency locator beacon; personal lo- ment of a target or observation of an area is
cator beacon. not possible because of an obstacle or inter-

vening crest.
crash position indicator-See crash locator

beacon. critical altitude-(DOD, NATO) The altitude
beyond which an aircraft or airbreathing

crater-(DOD) The pit, depression, or cavity guided missile ceases to perform satisfactorily.
formed in the surface of the earth by an ex- See also altitude.
plosion. It may range from saucer shaped to
conical, depending largely on the depth of critical information-(DOD) Specific facts
burst. In the case of a deep underground about friendly intentions, capabilities, and ac-
burst, no rupture of the surface may occur. tivities vitally needed by adversaries for them
The resulting cavity is termed a camouflet. to plan and act effectively so as to guarantee

failure or unacceptable consequences for
crater depth-(DOD) The maximum depth of friendly mission accomplishment.

the crater measured from the deepest point of
the pit to the original ground level, critical intelligence-(DOD) Intelligence which

is crucial and requires the immediate atten-
cratering charge-(DOD, NATO) A charge tion of the commander. It is required to

placed at an adequate depth to produce a enable the commander to make decisions that
crater. will provide a timely and appropriate re-

sponse to actions by the potential/actual
crater radius-(DOD) The average radius of the enemy. It includes but is not limited to the

crater measured at the level corresponding to following: a. strong indications of the immi-
the original surface of the ground. nent outbreak of hostilities of any type (warn-

ing of attack); b. aggression of any nature
creeping barrage-(DOD, NATO) A barrage in against a friendly country; c. indications or

which the fire of all units participating re- use of nuclear-biological-chemical weapons
mains in the same relative position through- (targets); and d. significant events within po-
out and which advances in steps of one line at tential enemy countries that may lead to
a time. modification of nuclear strike plans.

creeping mine-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine critical item-(DOD) An essential item which is

warfare, a buoyant mine held below the sur- in short supply or expected to be in short
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supply for an extended period. See also criti- cross-loading (personnel)-(DOD) A system of
cal supplies and materials; regulated item. loading troops so that they may be disem-

barked or dropped at two or more landing or
critical mass-(DOD) The minimum amount of drop zones, thereby achieving unit integrity

fissionable material capable of supporting a upon delivery. See also loading.
chain reaction under precisely specified condi-
tions. crossover point-(DOD) That range in the air

warfare area at which a target ceases to be an
critical node--(DOD) An element, position, or air intercept target and becomes a surface-to-

communications entity whose disruption or air missile target.
destruction immediately degrades the ability
of a force to command, control, or effectively cross-servicing-(DOD) That function per-
conduct combat operations. formed by one Military Service in support of

another Military Service for which reimburse-

critical point-(DOD) 1. A key geographical ment is required from the Service receiving
point or position important to the success of support. See also servicing.
an operation. 2. In point of time, a crisis or a
turning point in an operation. 3. A selected cross-servicing-(NATO) That servicing per-
point along a line of march used for reference formed by one service or national element for
in giving instructions. 4. A point where there other services or national elements and for
is a change of direction or change in slope in which the other services or national elements
a ridge or stream. 5. Any point along a route may be charged.
of march where interference with a troop
movement may occur. cross tell-(DOD, NATO) The transfer of infor-

mation between facilities at the same oper-
critical speed-(DOD, NATO) A speed or range ational level. See also track telling.

of speeds which a ship cannot sustain due to
vibration or other similar phenomena. cruise missile-(DOD) Guided missile, the

major portion of whose flight path to its
critical supplies and materlal--(DOD, NATO) target is conducted at approximately constant

Those supplies vital to the support of oper- velocity; depends on the dynamic reaction of
ations, which owing to various causes are in air for lift and upon propulsion forces to bal-
short supply or are expected to be in short ance drag.
supply. See also critical item; regulated item.

cruising altitude-(DOD, NATO) A level deter-
critical zone-(DOD) The area over which a mined by vertical measurement from mean

bombing plane engaged in horizontal or glide sea level, maintained during a flight or por-
bombing must maintain straight flight so that tion thereof.
the bomb sight can be operated properly and
bombs dropped accurately. cruising level-(DOD, NATO) A level main-

tained during a significant portion of a flight.
critic report-See critical intelligence. See also altitude.

crossing-(DOD) In air intercept, a term mean- cryogenic liquid-(DOD) Liquefied gas at very
ing, "Passing from - to " low temperature, such as liquid oxygen, nitro-

gen, argon.
crosing area-(DOD, NATO) A number of adja-

cent crosing sites under the control of one cryptanalysis.-(DOD) The steps and operations
commander. performed in converting encrypted messages
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into plain text without initial knowledge of operating instructions for certain cryptosys-
the key employed in the encryption. tems pres-ribe the number of groups which

may be encrypted in the systems, using a
cryptanalysis--(NATO) The study of encrypted single message indicator. Cryptoparts are

texts. The steps or processes involved in con- identified in plain language. They are not to
verting encrypted text into plain text without be confused with message parts.
initial knowledge of the key employed in the
encryption. cryptosecurity-See communications security.

cryptochannel-(DOD) A complete system of cryptosystem-(DOD) The associated items of
crypto-communications between two or more cryptomaterial that are used as a unit and
holders. The basic unit for naval cryptograph- provide a single means of encryption and de-
ic communication. It includes: a. the crypto- cryption. See also cipherig code; derypt; enci-
graphic aids prescribed; b. the holders there- crypen.
of; c. the indicators or other means of identifi- pher, encrypt.
cation; d. the area or areas in which effective;
e. the special purpose, if any, for which pro-
vided; and f. pertinent notes as to distribu-
tion, usage, etc. A cryptochannehis analogous CT--See counterterrorism.
to a radio circuit.

cultivation-(DOD) A deliberate and calculated
cryptographic information-(DOD) All infor- association with a person for the purpose of

mation significantly descriptive of crypto- recruitment, obtaining information, or gain-
graphic techniques and processes or of crypto- ing control for these or other purposes.
graphic systems and equipment, or their func-
tions and capabilities, and all cryptomaterial. culture-(DOD, NATO) A feature of the terrain

that has been constructed by man. Included
eryptologic--(DOD) Of or pertaining to cryptol- are such items as roads, buildings, and canals;

ogy. boundary lines, and, in a broad sense, all
names and legends on a map.

aryptology-.(OD) The science which treats of
hidden, disguised, or encrypted communica- curb weight-(DOD) Weight of a ground vehicle
tions. It embraces communications security including fuel, lubricants, coolant and on-ve-
and communications intelligence. hicle materiel, excluding cargo and operating

cryptomaterial-(DOD) All material including personnel.

documents, devices, equipment, and apparatus
essential to the encryption, decryption, or au- currency-(NATO) The up-to-dateness of a map
thentication of telecommunications. When or chart as determined by comparison with
classified, it is designated CRYPTO and sub- the best available information at a given
ject to special safeguards. time.

cryptomaterial-(NA TO) All material, including Current Force-(DOD) The force that exists
documents, devices or equipment that con- today. The Current Force represents actual
tains crypto information and is essential to force structure and/or manning available to
the encryption, decryption or authentication meet present contingencies. It is the basis for
of telecommunications. operations and contingency plans and orders.

See also force; Intermediate Force Planning
cryptopart-(DOD, NATO) A division of a mes- Level; Minimum Risk Force; Planning Force;

sage as prescribed for security reasons. The Programmed Forces.
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current intelligence-(DOD) Intelligence of all cutoff attack-(DOD) An attack that provides a
types and forms of immediate interest which direct vector from the interceptor's position to
is usually disseminated without the delays an intercept point with the target track.
necessary to complete evaluation or interpre-
tation. cut-off velocity-(DOD, NA TO) The velocity at-

tained by a missile at the point of cutoff.current intelligencee-(NA TO) Intelligence

which reflects the current situation at either
strategic or tactical level. See also basic intel- cutout-e(DOD) An intermediare or device usedligence; intelligence, to obviate direct contact between members of

a clandestine organization.

curve of pursuit-(DOD, NATO) The curved
path described by a fighter plane making an cutter-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine warfare, a
attack on a moving target while holding the device fitted to a sweep wire to cut or part the
proper aiming allowance, moorings of mines or obstructors; it may also

be fitted in the mooring of a mine or obstruc-
custody-(DOD) The responsibility for the con- tor to part a sweep.

trol of, transfer and movement of, and access
to, weapons and components. Custody also in- cutting charge-(DOD, NATO) A charge which
cludes the maintenance of accountability for produces a cutting effect in line with its plane
weapons and components. of symmetry.

customer ship-(DOD, NATO) The ship in a re- CV-See attack aircraft carrier.
plenishment unit that receives the trans-
ferred personnel and/or supplies. CVN-See attack aircraft carrier.

cut-off-(DOD, NATO) The deliberate shutting
off of a reaction engine. cyanogen agent-See blood agent.
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D
DADCAP-(DOD) Dawn and dusk combat air damage criteria-(DOD) The critical levels of

patrol. various effects, such as blast pressure and
thermal radiation, required to achieve speci-

daily intelligence summary-(DOD) A report fled levels of damage.
prepared in message form at the joint force
component command headquarters that pro- damage estimation-(DOD) A preliminary ap-
vides higher, lateral, and subordinate head- praisal of the potential effects of an attack.
quarters with a summary of all significant in- See also attack assessment.
telligence produced during the previous 24-
hour period. The "as of"' time for information, damage radius.-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine
content, and submission time for the report warfare, the average distance from a ship
will be as specified by the joint force com- within which a mine containing a given
mander. Also called DISUM. weight and type of explosive must detonate if

it is to inflict a specified amount of damage.
daily movement summary (shipping)-(DOD) A

tabulation of departures and arrivals of all damage threat-(DOD, NATO) The probability
merchant shipping (including neutrals) arriv- that a target ship passing once through a
ing or departing ports during a 24-hour minefield will explode one or more mines and
period. sustain a specified amount of damage.

damage-See nuclear damage (land warfare). dan-(DOD) To mark a position or a sea area
with dan buoys.

damage area-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine

warfare, the plan area around a minesweeper dan buoy-(DOD) A temporary marker buoy
inside which a mine explosion is likely to in- used during minesweeping operations to indi-
terrupt operations. cate boundaries of swept paths, swept areas,

known hazards, and other locations or refer-damage assessment--(DOD, NATO) 1. The de- nepons

termination of the effect of attacks on targets.

(DOD) 2. A determination of the effect of a danger-(DOD) Information in a call for fire to
compromise of classified information on na-
tional security. See also civil damage assess- 1,50cmte the forget.

ment; military damage assessment. 1,500 meters of the target.

damage control-(DOD, NA TO) In naval usage, danger area-(DOD) 1. A specified area above,

measures necessary aboard ship to preserve below, or within which there may be potential

and reestablish watertight integrity, stability, danger. (DOD, NA TO) 2. In air traffic control,

maneuverability and offensive power; to con- an airspace of defined dimensions within

trol list and trim; to effect rapid repairs of which activities dangerous to the flight of air-

materiel; to limit the spread of, and provide craft may exist at specified times. See also

adequate protection from, fire; to limit the prohibited area; restricted area.

spread of, remove the contamination by, and
provide adequate protection from, toxic danger close-(DObD, NATO) In artillery and
agents; and to provide for care of wounded naval gunfire support, information in a call
personnel. See also area damage control; dis- for fire to indicate that friendly forces are
aster control; rear area security, within 600 meters of the target.
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dangerous cargo-(DOD, NATO) Cargo which, amples of data elements are military person-
because of its dangerous properties, is subject nel grade, sex, race, geographic location, and
to special regulations for its transport. See military unit.
also cargo.

data item-(DOD) A subunit of descriptive in-
dangerously exposed waters-(DOD, NATO) formation or value classified under a data ele-

The sea area adjacent to a severely threat- ment. For example, the data element "mili-
ened coastline. See also severely threatened tary personnel grade" contains data items
coastline, such as sergeant, captain, and colonel.

danger space-(DOD) That space between the data link-(DOD, NATO) The means of connect-
weapon and the target where the trajectory ing one location to another for the purpose of
does not rise 1.8 meters (the average height of transmitting and receiving data.
a standing human). This includes the area en-
compassed by the beaten zone. See also data mile-(DOD) A standard unit of distance-
beaten zone. 6,000 feet.

dan runner-(DOD, NATO) A ship running a date line-See international date line.
line of dan buoys.

dart-(DOD) A target towed by a jet aircraft date-time group-(DOD) The date and time, ex-
and fired at by fighter aircraft. Used for pressed in digits and zone suffix, the message
training only. was prepared for transmission. (Expressed as

six digits followed by the zone suffix; first pair
data-(DOD) Representation of facts, concepts, of digits denotes the date, second pair the

or instructions in a formalized manner suita- hours, third pair the minutes.)

ble for communication, interpretation, or
processing by humans or by automatic means. date-time group-(NA TO) A group of six digits
Any representations such as characters or with a zone time suffix and the standardized
analog quantities to which meaning is or abbreviation for the month. The first pair of
might be assigned. digits represents the day; the second pair the

hour; the third pair the minutes. After the
data block-(DOD, NA TO) Information present- month may be added the last two digits of the

ed on air imagery relevant to the geographi- year.
cal position, altitude, attitude and heading of
the aircraft and, in certain cases, administra- datum-(DOD, NATO) Any numerical or geo-
tive information and information on the sen- metrical quantity or set of such quantities
sors employed, which may serve as reference or base for

other quantities. Where the concept is geo-
data code-(DOD) A number, letter, character, metric, the plural form is "datums" in con-

or any combination thereof used to represent trast to the normal plural "data."
a data element or data item. For example, the
data codes "E8," "03," and "06" might be datum (antisubmarine warfare)-(DOD) A
used to represent the data items of sergeant, datum is the last known position of a subma-
captain, and colonel under the data element rine, or suspected submarine, after contact
"military personnel grade." has been lost.

data element-(DOD) A basic unit of informa- datum dan buoy-(DOD, NA TO) In naval mine
tion having a unique meaning and subcategor- warfare, a dan buoy intended as a geographic
ies (data items) of distinct units or values. Ex- reference or check, which needs to be more
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visible and more securely moored than a mence. An operation may be the commence-
normal dan buoy. ment of hostilities, a. The date of a major

military effort. b. The execution date of an
datum error (antisubmarine warfare)-(DOD) operation (as distinguished from the date the

An estimate of the degree of accuracy in the order to execute is issued); the date the oper-
reported position of datum. ations phase is implemented, by land assault,

air strike, naval bombardment, parachute as-
datum (geodetic)-(DOD) A reference surface sault, or amphibious assault. The highest com-

consisting of five quantities: the latitude and mand or headquarters responsible for coordi-
longitude of an initial point, the azimuth of a nating the planning will specify the exact
line from that point, and the par-meters of meaning of D-day within the aforementioned
the reference ellipsoid, definition. If more than one such event is

mentioned in a single plan, the secondary
datum level-(DOD, NATO) A surface to which events will be keyed to the primary event by

elevations, heights or depths on a map or adding or subtracting days as necessary. The
chart are related. See also altitude. letter "D" will be the only one used to denote

the above. The command or headquarters di-
datum point-(DOD, NATO) Any reference '-ctly responsible for the execution of the op-

point of known or assumed coordinates from eration, if other than the one coordinating the
which calculation or measurements may be planning, will do so in light of the meanings
taken. specified by the highest planning headquar-

ters. 2. Time in plans will be indicated by a
dathdm time (antisubmarine warfare )-(DOD) letter that shows the unit of time employed

The datum time is the time when contact and figures, with a minus or plus sign, to indi-
with the submarine, or suspected submarine, cate the amount of time before or after the
was lost, referenced event; e.g., "D" is for a particular

day air defense fighter--(DOD, NATO) A fight- day, "H" for an hour. Similarly, D + 7 means
day airdefent withtequipment anAO weap g7 days after D-day, H + 2 means 2 hours
er aircraft with equipment and weapons after H-hour. If the figure becomes unduly
which enable it to engage airborne targets, large, for example, D-day plus 90, the desig-
but in clear weather conditions and by day nation of D + 3 months may be employed;
only. i.e., if the figure following a letter plus a time

day fighter-M(NATO) A fighter aircraft designed unit (D-day, H-hour, etc.) is intended to refer

for air interception purposes, primarily in to units of time other than that which follows

visual meteorological conditions. It may or the letter, then the unit of time employed

may not carry electronic devices to assist in with the figure must be spelled out. See also
interception and in aiming its weapons. H-hour; K-day; M-day. See also designation

of days and hours.
day of supply-See one day's supply. D-day consumption/production differential

days-See designation of days and hours. assets-(DOD) As applied to the U-to-P con-
cept, these assets are required to compensate

dazzle-(DOD) Temporary loss of vision or a for the inability of the production base to
temporary reduction in visual acuity. See also meet expenditure (consumption) requirements
flash blindness, during the D-to-P period. See also D-to- con-

cept.
DD-See destroyer.

D-day materiel readiness gross capability-
D-day-(DOD) 1. The unnamed day on which a (DOD) As applied to the U-to-P concept, this

particular operation commences or is to com- capability represents the sum of all assets on
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hand on D-day and the gross production capa- debarkation-(NA TO) The unloading of troops
bility (funded and unfunded) between D-day with their supplies and equipment from a
and P-day. When this capability equals the D- ship.
to-P Materiel Readiness Gross Requirement,
requirements and capabilities are in balance. debarkation net-(DOD) A specially prepared
See also D-to-P concept. type of cargo net employed for the debarka-

tion of troops over the side of a ship.
D-day pipeline assets-(DOD) As applied to the

D-to-P concept, these assets represent the debarkation schedule-(DOD, NATO) A sched-
sum of CONUS and overseas operating and ule which provides for the timely and orderly
safety levels and intransit levels of supply. debarkation of troops and equipment and
See also D-to-P concept. emergency supplies for the waterborne ship-

to-shore movement.
DDG--See guided missile destroyer.

decay curves (radioactive)-(DOD) Graph lines
DE--See directed-energy. representing the decrease of radioactivity

with the passage of time.
deadline-(DOD) To remove a vehicle or piece

of equipment from operation or use for one of decay (radioactive)-(DOD, NATO) The de-
the following reasons: a. is inoperative due to crease in the radiation intensity of any radio-
damage, malfunctioning, or necessary repairs. active material with respect to time.
The term does not include items temporarily
removed from use by reason of routine main- decay rate (radioactive)-(DOD) The time rate
tenance, and repairs that do not affect the of te ( radioactiv e teral
combat capability of the item; b. is unsafe; of the disintegration of radioactive materialand c. would be damaged by further use. generally accompanied by the emission of par-

ticles and/or gamma radiation.

dead mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine which has
been neutralized, sterilized or rendered safe. decay rate (radioactive)-(NATY) The rate of
See also mine. disintegration of radioactive material with re-

spect to time.

dead space-(DOD, NATO) 1. An area within
the maximum range of a weapon, radar, or Decca-(DOD, NATO) A radio phase-compari-
observer, which cannot be covered by fire or son system which uses a master and slave sta-
observation from a particular position because tions to establish a hyperbolic lattice and pro-
of intervening obstacles, the nature of the vide accurate ground position-fixing facilities.
ground, or the characteristics of the trajecto-
ry, or the limitations of the pointing capabili- decentralized control-(DOD, NATO) In air de-
ties of the weapons. 2. An area or zone which fense, the normal mode whereby a higher ech-
is within range of a radio transmý ter, but in elon monitors unit actions, making direct
which a signal is not received. 3. The volume target assignments to units only when neces-
of space above and around a gun or guided sary to insure proper fire distribution or to
missile system into which it cannot fire be- prevent engagement of friendly aircraft. See
cause of mechanical or electronic limitations, also centralized control.

dead zone-See dead space. decentralized items-(DOD) Those items of
supply for which appropriate authority has

debarkation-(DOD) The unloading of troops, prescribed local management and procure-
equipment, or supplies from a ship or aircraft. ment.
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deception-(DOD, NATO) Those measures de- specified for a glide slope approach, at which
signed to mislead the enemy by manipulation, a missed-approach procedure must be initiat-
distortion, or falsification of evidence to ed if the required visual reference has not
induce him to react in a manner prejudicial been established. See also decision altitude.
to his interests. See also counterdeception;
military deception. decisive engagement-(DOD) In land and naval

warfare, an engagement in which a unit is
deception means-(DOD) Methods, resources, considered fully committed and cannot ma-

and techniques that can be used to convey in- neuver or extricate itself. In the absence of
formation to a foreign power. There are three outside assistance, the action must be fought
categories of deception means: to a conclusion and either won or lost with
a. physical means-Activities and resources the forces at hand.

used to convey or deny selected informa-
tion to a foreign power. (Examples: mili- deck alert--See ground alert.
tary operations, including exercises, recon-
naissance, training activities, and move- declared speed-(DOD, NATO) The continuous
ment of forces; the use of dummy equip. speed which a master declares his ship can
ment and devices; tactics; bases, logistic ac- maintain on a forthcoming voyage under mod-
tions, stockpiles, and repair activity; and erate weather conditions having due regard to
test and evaluation activities), her present condition.

b. technical means--Military materiel re-
sources and their associated operating declassification-(DOD) The determination that
techniques used to convey or deny selected in the interests of national security, classified
information to a foreign power through the information no longer requires any degree of
deliberate radiation, reradiation, alteration protection against unauthorized disclosure,
absorption, or reflection of energy; theas o ocoupled with removal or cancellation of the
emismon or suppression of chemical or bio- classification designation.
logical odors; and the emission or suppres-
sion of nuclear particles.c. adminitrative means-rResources. meth- declassify-(DOD, NATO) To cancel the securi-Sadsandtechiques deansignedsourcoey, o- ty classification of an item of classifiedods, and techniques designed to convey or matrSealodwgd.
deny oral, pictorial, documentary, or other matter. See also downgrade.
physical evidence to a foreign power. declination-(OD, NATO) The angular dis-

decision-(DOD) In an estimate of the situa- tance to a body on the celestial sphere meas-
tion, a clear and concise statement of the line ured north or south through 90* from the ce-
of action intended to be followed by the com- lestial equator along the hour circle of the
mander as the one most favorable to the suc- body. Comparable to latitude on the terrestri-
cessful accomplishment of his mission. al sphere. See also magnetic declination;

magnetic variation.

decision altitude-(DOD, NATO) An altitude re-
lated to the highest elevation in the touch decompression chamber-See hypobaric chain-
down zone, specified for a glide slope ap- her.
proach, at which a missed-approach procedure
must be initiated if the required visual refer- decompression sickness-(DOD) A syndrome,
ence has not been established. See also deci- including bends, chokes, neurological disturb-
sion height ances, and collapse, resulting from exposure

to reduced ambient pressure and caused by
decision height-(DOD, NATO) A height above gas bubbles in the tissues, fluids, and blood

the highest elevation in the touch down zone, vessels.
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decontamination-(DOD, NATO) The process of deep supporting fire-(DOD, NATO) Fire direct-
making any person, object, or area safe by ab- ed on objectives not in the immediate vicinity
sorbing, destroying, neutralizing, making of our forces, for neutralizing and destroying
harmless, or removing, chemical or biological enemy reserves and weapons, and interfering
agents, or by removing radioactive material with enemy command, supply, communica-
clinging to or around it. tions and observations. See also close sup-

porting fire; direct supporting fire; support-
decontamination station-(DOD, NATO) A ing fire.

building or location suitably equipped and or-
ganized where personnel and materiel are de facto boundary-(DOD, NATO) An interna-
cleansed of chemical, biological or radiological tional or administrative boundary whose ex-
contaminants. istence and legality is not recognized but

which is a practical division between separate
decoy-(DOD, NATO) An imitation in any sense national and provincial administering au-

of a person, object or phenomenon which is thorities.
intended to deceive enemy surveillance de-
vices or mislead enemy evaluation. See DEFCON-See defense readiness conditions.
chaff.

decoy ship-(DOD, NATO) A ship camouflaged defector-(DOD) National of a country who has
as a noncombatant ship with its armament escaped from the control of such country or
and other fighting equipment hidden and who, being outside such jurisdiction and con-
with special provisions for unmasking its trol, is unwilling to return thereto and is of
weapons quickly. Also called Q-ship. special value to another country.

decrypt-(DOD) To convert encrypted text into defector--(NATO) A person who repudiates his
its equivalent plain text by means of a crypto- or her country when beyond its jurisdiction or
system. (This does not include solution by control.
cryptanalysis.) Note: The term decrypt covers
the. meanings of decipher and decode. See alsocryptoys_ m defense area--(OD, NATO) For any particular

crYtystem. command, the area extending from the for-

deep fording-(OD) The ability of a self-pr- ward edge of the battle area to its rear bound-

pelled gun or ground vehicle equipped with ary. It is here that the decisive defensive

built-in waterproofing and/or a special water- battle is fought.

proofing kit, to negotiate a water obstacle
with its wheels or tracks in contact with the defense classification-See security classifica-
ground. See also flotation; shallow fording. tion.

deep fording capability-(DOD, NATO) The defense emergency-(DOD) An emergency con-
characteristic of self-propelled gun or ground dition that exists when: a. a major attack is
vehicle equipped with built-in waterproofing made upon US forces overseas, or on allied
and/or a special waterproofing kit, to negoti- forces in any theater and is confirmed by
ate a water obstacle with its wheels or tracks either the commander of a command estab-
in contact with the ground. See also shallow lished by the Secretary of Defense or higher
fording capability, authority; or b. an overt attack of any type is

made upon the United States and is con-
deep minefleld-(DOD, NATO) An antisubma- firmed either by the commander of a com-

rine minefield which is safe for surface ships mand established by the Secretary of Defense
to cross. or higher authority.
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defense in depth-(DOD, NATO) The siting of ance with an established plan to prevent a
mutually supporting defense positions de- penetration between positions and to
signed to absorb and progressively weaken strengthen the defense of the positions them-
attack; prevent initial observations of the selves. See also minefield.
whole position by the enemy, and to allow the
commander to maneuver his reserve, defensive sea area-(DOD) A sea area, usually

including the approaches to and the waters of
defense readiness condition-(NATO) A important ports, harbors, bays, or sounds, for

number or code word indicating the readiness the control and protection of shipping; for the
posture of a unit for actual operations or exer- safeguarding of defense installations border-
cises. Also called state of readiness. ing on waters of the areas; and for provision

of other security measures required within
defense readiness conditions-(DOD) A uni- the specified areas. It does not extend sea-

form system of progressive alert postures for ward beyond the territorial waters. See also
use between the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the maritime control area.
commanders of unified and specified com-
mands and for use by the Services. Defense defensive zone-(DOD) A belt of terrain, gener-
Readiness Conditions are graduated to match ally parallel to the front, which includes two
situations of varying military severity (status or more organized, or partially organized,
of alert). Defense Readiness Conditions are battle positions.
identified by the short title DEFCON (5), (4),
(3), (2), and (1), as appropriate. deferred maintenance-(NATO) Maintenance

specifically intended to eliminate an existing
defense shipping authority-(NATO) The fault, which did not prevent continued suc-

NATO civil wartime agency activated in time cessful operation of the device or program.
of crisis or war responsible for the allocation
of merchant ships assigned to the allied ocean defilade-(DOD, NA TO) 1. Protection from hoe-
shipping pool to achieve the greatest possible tile observation and fire provided by an obsta-
efficiency in support of the common effort. cle such as a hill, ridge, or bank. 2. A vertical

distance by which a position is concealed from
defensive coastal area-(DOD, NATO) A part of enemy observation. 3. To shield from enemy

a coastal area and of the air, land, and water fire or observation by using natural or artifi-
area adjacent to the coast-line within which cial obstacles.
defense operations may involve land, sea, and
air forces. defoliant operation-(DOD, NA TO) The em-

ployment of defoliating agents on vegetated
defensive flre--(NATO) Fire delivered by sup- areas in support of military operations.

porting units to assist and protect a unit en-
gaged in a defensive action. defoliating agent-(DOD, NATO) A chemical

which causes trees, shrubs, and other plants
defensive mine countermeasures--(NA TO) to shed their leaves prematurely.

Countermeasures intended to reduce the
effect of enemy minelaying. degaussing-(DOD) The process whereby a

ship's magnetic field is reduced by the use of
defensive minefleld-M(DOD, NATO) 1. In naval electromagnetic coils, permanent magnets, or

mine warfare, a minefield laid in internation- other means.
al waters or international straits with the de-
clared intention of controlling shipping in de- degree of nuclear risk-(NA TO) As specified by
fense of sea communications. (DOD) 2. In the commander, the risk to which friendly
land mine warfare, a minefield laid in accord- forces may be subjected from the effects of the
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detonation of a nuclear weapon used in the delegation of authority carries with it the im-
attack of a close-in enemy target; acceptable position of a measure of responsibility. The
degrees of risk under differing tactical condi- extent of the authority delegated must be
tions are emergency, moderate, and negligi- clearly stated.
ble. See also emergency nuclear risk; moder-
ate nuclear risk; negligible nuclear risk. deliberate attack-(DOD, NA TO) A type of of-

fensive action characterized by preplanned co-
degree of risk--(DOl) As specified by the corn- ordinated employment of firepower and ma-

mander, the risk to which friendly forces may neuver to close with and destroy or capture
be subjected from the effects of the detonation the enemy.
of a nuclear weapon used in the attack of a
close-in enemy target; acceptable degrees of deliberate breaching-(OD, NATO) The cre-
risk under differing tactical conditions are
emergency, moderate, and negligible. See a ation of a lane through a minefield or a clear
emergency risk (nuclear); moderate risk (nu- route through a barrier or fortification, which
clear); negligible risk (nuclear). is systematically planned and carried out.

de jure boundary-(DOD, NATO) An interna- deliberate crossing-(DOD, NATO) A crossing
tional or administrative boundary whose ex- of an inland water obstacle that requires ex-
istence and legality is recognized. tensive planning and detailed preparations.

See also hasty crossing.
delay-(DOD) 1. The ground distance from a

point directly beneath the aircraft to the be- deliberate defense-(DOD, NATO) A defense
ginning of the area of radar scan. 2. In radar, normally organized when out of contact with
the electronic delay of the start of the time the enemy or when contact with the enemy is
base used to select a particular segment of the not imminent and time for organization is
total. 3. A report from the firing ship to the available. It normally includes an extensive
observer or the spotter to inform that the ship fortified zone incorporating pillboxes, forts,
will be unable to provide the requested fire and communications systems. See also hasty
immediately. It will normally be followed by defense.
the estimated duration of the delay.

delivering ship-(DOD, NATO) The ship in a re-
delaying action-See delaying operation, plenishment unit that delivers the rig(s).

delaying operation-(DOD, NATO) An oper-
ation in which a force under pressure trades delivery error-(DOD, NATO) The inaccuracy
space for time by slowing down the enemy's associated with a given weapon system result-
momentum and inflicting maximum damage ing in a dispersion of shots about the aiming
on the enemy without, in principle, becoming point. See also circular error probable; devi-
decisively engaged. ation; dispersion; dispersion error, horizontal

error.
delay release sinker-(DOD, NA TO) A sinker

which holds a moored mine on the sea-bed for delivery forecasts-(DOD) 1. Periodic estimates
a pre-determined time after laying. of contract production deliveries used as a

measure of the effectiveness of production and
delegation of authority-(DOD, NATO) The supply availability scheduling and as a guide

action by which a commander assigns part of to corrective actions to resolve procurement
his authority commensurate with the assigned or production bottlenecks. 2. Estimates of de-
task to a subordinate commander. While ulti- liveries under obligation against procurement
mate responsibility cannot be relinquished, from appropriated or other funds.
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delivery requirements-(DOD) The stipulation demolition kit--(DOD, NATO) The demolition
which requires that an item of material must tool kit complete with explosives. See also
be delivered in the total quantity required by demolition tool kit.
the date required and, when appropriate,
overpacked as required. demolition target-See also charged demolition

target; reserved demolition target; uncharged

demilitarized zone-(DOD, NATO) A defined demolition target.

area in which the stationing, or concentratingof military forces, or the retention or estab~- demolition tool kit--(DOD, NA TO) The tools,
lishmnt of military installations of any de- materials and accessories of a nonexplosivelishmtiof milphitary instalnature necessary for preparing demolition
scription, is prohibited. charges. See also demolition kit.

demolition-(DOD, NATO) The destruction of demonstration-(DOD, NATO) An attack or
structures, facilities or material by use of fire, show of force on a front where a decision is
water, explosives, mechanical, or other not sought, made with the aim of deceiving
means. the enemy. See also amphibious demonstra-

tion; diversion; diversionary attack.
demolition belt-(DOD) A selected land area

@own with explosive charges, mines and other denial measure-(DOD, NATO) An action to
available obstacles to deny use of the land to hinder or deny the enemy the use of space,
enemy operations, and as a protection to personnel, or facilities. It may include de-
friendly troops. Primary. A continuous series struction, removal, contamination, or erection
of obstacles across the whole front, selected by of obstructions.
the division or higher commander. The prepa-
ration of such a belt is normally a priority en- density-(DOD, NA TO) The average number of
gineer task. Subsidiary. A supplement to the mines per meter of minefield front.
primary belt to give depth in front or behind
or to protect the flanks, density altitude-(DOD, NATO) An atmospheric

density expressed in terms of the altitude

demolition chamber-(DOD, NATO) Space in- which corresponds with that density in the

tentionally provided in a structure for the em- standard atmosphere.
placement of explosive charges. departmental intelligence-(DOD) Intelligence

that any department or agency of the Federaldemolition firing party--(DOD, NATO) The Government requires to execute its own mis-

party at the site which is technically responsi- sion.

ble for the demolition. See also demolition

guard. Department of Defense Intelligence Informa-
tion System--(DOD) The aggregation of DOD

demolition guard-(DOD, NATO) A local force personnel, procedures, equipment, computer
positioned to insure that a target is not cap- programs, and supporting communications
tured by an enemy before orders are given for that support the timely and comprehensive
its demolition and before the demolition has preparation and presentation of intelligence
been successfully fired. The commander of the and intelligence information to military corn-
demolition guard is responsible for the oper- manders and national-level decisionmakers.
ational command of all troops at the demoli- Also known as DODIIS.
tion site, including the demolition firing
party. He is responsible for transmitting the Department of the Air Force-(DOD) The exec-
order to fire to the demolition firing party. utive part of the Department of the Air Force
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at the seat of government and all field head- deployed nuclear weapons-(DOD) 1. When
quarters, forces, reserve components, installa- used in connection with the transfer of weap-
tions, activities, and functions under the con- ons between the Department of Energy and
trol or supervision of the Secretary of the Air the Department of Defense, this term de-
Force. See also Military Department. scribes those weapons transferred to and in

the custody of the Department of Defense.
Department of the Army-(DOD) The executive 2. Those nuclear weapons specifically author-

part of the Department of the Army at the ized by the Joint Chiefs of Staff to be trans-
seat of government and all field headquarters, ferred to the custody of the storage facilities,
forces, reserve components, installations, ac- carrying or delivery units of the armed forces.
tivities, and functions under the control or su-
pervision of the Secretary of the Army. See deployment-(DOD, NATO) 1. In naval usage,
also Military Department. the change from a cruising approach or con-

tact disposition to a disposition for battle.
Department of the Navy-(DOD) The executive 2. The movement of forces within areas of op-

part of the Department of the Navy at the erations. 3. The positioning of forces into a
seat of government; the headquarters, US formation for battle. 4. The relocation of
Marine Corps; the entire operating forces of forces to desired areas of operations.
the United States Navy, including naval avia-
tion, and of the US Marine Corps, including deployment data base-(DOD) The joint deploy-
the reserve components of such forces; all ment system data base containing the neces-
field activities, headquarters, forces, bases, in- sary information on forces, materiel, and
stallations, activities, and functions under the filler and replacement personnel movement
control or supervision of the Secretary of the requirements to support execution. The data

Navy; and the US Coast Guard when operat- base reflects information contained in the re-
ing as a part of the Navy pursuant to law. See fined time-phased force and deployment data,
also Military Department. or data developed during the various phases

of the crisis action system, and the movement

departure aerodrome-(NATO) 1. An airfield schedules or tables developed by the transpor-

from which aircraft depart. 2. An airfield on tation operating agencies to support the de-

which passengers or cargo are emplaned for ployment of required forces, personnel, and

flights, materiel.

deployment diagram-(DOD) In the assault
departure airfield-(DOD) An airfield on which phase of an amphibious operation, a diagram

troops and/or materiel are emplaned for showing the formation in which the boat
flight. See also airfield. group proceeds from the rendezvous area to

the line of departure and the method of de-
departure end-(DOD, NATO) That end of a ployment into the landing formation.

runway nearest to the direction in which ini-
tial departure is made. deployment operating base-(NATO) A base,

other than the peace time base, having mini-
departure point-(DOD, NATO) 1. A naviga- mum essential operational and support facili-

tional check point used by aircraft as a ties, to which a unit or part of a unit will
marker for setting course. 2. In amphibious deploy to operate from in time of tension or
operations, an air control point at the sea- war. See also base; emergency fleet operating
ward end of the helicopter approach lane base.
system from which helicopter waves are dis-
patched along the selected helicopter ap- depot-(DOD) 1. supply-An activity for the re-
proach lane to the initial point. ceipt, classification, storage, accounting, issue,
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maintenance, procurement, manufacture, as- nature of a feature (natural or artificial)
sembly, research, salvage or disposal of mate- shown by a general symbol.
riaL 2. personnel-An activity for the recep-
tion, processing, training, assignment, and for- designation of days and hours-(NA TO) The
warding of personnel replacements. following designations have the meaning

shown:
depot maintenance-(DOD) That maintenance D-day*-The day on which an operation corn-

performed on materiel requiring major over- mences or is due to commence. This
haul or a complete rebuild of parts, asem- may be the commencement of hos-
b l s emblies, and end-items, including tilities or any other operation.
the manufacture of parts, modifications, test- F-day*-The day on which a NATO exercise
ing, and reclamation as required. Depot main- commences.
tenance serves to support lower categories of G-day- The day on which an order, normal-
maintenance by providing technical assist- ly national, is given to deploy a unit.
ance and performing that maintenance K-day*-The day on which a convoy system
beyond their responsibility. Depot mainte- is introduced or is due to be intro-
nance provides stocks of serviceable equip- duced on any particular convoy
ment by using more extensive facilities for lane.
repair than are available in lower level main- M-day*-The day on which mobilization com-
tenance activities. mences or is due to commence.

H-hour* The specific time at which an oper-
depression angle-See angle of depression, ation or exercise commences, or is

due to commence.
lepth--(DOD, NATO) The vertical distance *This term is used also as a reference for the
from the plane of the hydrorphic datum to designation of days/hours before or after the
the bed of the sea, lake, or river, event. (DOD only: See also C-day; D-day; S-day;

wartime manpower planning system.)

depth contour-(DOD, NATO) A line connect-
ing points of equal depth below the hydro-
graphic datum. Also called bathymetric con- desired effects-(DOD) The damage or casual-
tour or depth curve. ties to the enemy or material which a com-

mander desires to achieve from a nuclear
weapon detonation. Damage effects on materi-
al are classified as light, moderate or severe.

derived lnformatlon--(NATO) A parameter Casualty effects on personnel may be immedi-
such as angle, range, position, velocity, etc. is ate, prompt, or delayed.
said to be derived in the first receiver or
other sensor in which that parameter exists desired ground zero-(DOD, NATO) The point
or is capable of existing without reference to on the surface of the earth at, or vertically
further information. below or above, the center of a planned nucle-

ar detonation. Also known as DGZ. See also
description of target-(DOD, NATO) In artil- actual ground zero; ground zero.

lery and naval gunfire support, an element in
the call for fire in which the observer or spot- despatch route-See dispatch route.
ter describes the installation, personnel,
equipment or activity to be taken under fire. destroy (beam)-(DOD) In air intercept, a code

meaning, "The interceptor will be vectored to
descriptive name-(DOD, NATO) Written indi- a standard beam attack for interception and

cation on maps and charts, used to specify the destruction of the target."
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destroy (cutoff)-(DOD) In air intercept, a code ing charge of stated size and type at which a
meaning, "Intercept and destroy. Command mine will be destroyed by sympathetic detona-
vectors will produce a cutoff attack." tion of the main charge, with a stated proba-

bility of destruction, regardless of orientation.
destroyed-(DOD) A condition of a target so

damaged that it cannot function as intended destructive fire mission-(DOD, NATO) In artil-
nor be restored to a usable condition. In the lery, fire delivered for the purpose of destroy-
case of a building, all vertical supports and ing a point target. See also fire.
spanning members are damaged to such an
extent that nothing is salvageable. In the case detachment-(DOD, NATO) 1. A part of a unit
of bridges, all spans must have dropped and separated from its main organization for duty
all piers must require replacement. elsewhere. 2. A temporary military or naval

unit formed from other units or parts of units.
destroyer-(DOD) A high-speed warship de-

signed to operate offensively with strike detail--(NATO) The basic graphic representa-
forces, with hunter-killer groups, and in sup- tion of features.
port of amphibious assault operations. De-
stroyers also operate defensively to screen detailed photographic report-(DOD, NATO) A
support forces and convoys against subma- comprehensive, analytical, intelligence report
rine, air, and surface threats. Normal arma- written as a result of the interpretation of
ment consists of 3-inch and 5-inch dual-pur- photography usually covering a single subject,
pose guns and various antisubmarine warfare a target, target complex, and of a detailed
weapons. Designated as DD. nature.

destroy (frontal)--DOD) In air intercept, a detainee-(DOD) A term used to refer to any
command meaning, "The interceptor will be person captured or otherwise detained by an
vectored to a standard frontal attack for armed force.
interception and destruction of the target."

detainee collecting point-(DOD) A facility or
destroy (stern)-(DOD) In air intercept a com- other location where detainees are assembled

mand meaning, "The interceptor will be vec- for subsequent movement to a detainee proc-
tored to a standard stern attack for intercep- essing station.
tion and destruction of the target."

detainee processing station-(DOD) A facility
destruction-(DOD) A type of adjustment for or other location where detainees are admin-

destroying a given target. istratively processed, and provided custodial
care, pending disposition and subsequent re-

destruction area-(DOD) An area in which it is lease, transfer, or movement to a prisoner-of-
planned to destroy or defeat the enemy air- war or civilian internee camp.
borne threat. The area may be further subdi-
vided into air intercept, missile (long-, detecting circuit-(DOD, NATO) The part of a
medium-, and short-range), or antiaircraft gun mine firing circuit which responds to the in-
zones. fluence of a target.

destruction fire-(DOD) Fire delivered for the detection-(DOD) 1. In tactical operations, the
sole purpose of destroying material objects. perception of an object of possible military in-
See also fire. ternast but unconfirmed by recognition. 2. In

surveillance, the determination and transmis-
destruction radius-(DOD, NATO) In mine war- sion by a surveillance system that an event

fare, the maximum distance from an explod- has occurred. 3. In arms control, the first step
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in the process of ascertaining the occurrence ty of light traversing the system. The quanti-
of a violation of an arms-control agreement. ty of light determines the brightness of the

image without affecting the size of the image.
detection--(NATO) The discovery by any means

of the presence of a person, object, or phe- diapositive-(DOD, NATO) A positive photo-
nomenon of potential military significance, graph on a transparent medium. See also
See also identification; identification friend transparency.
or foe; recognition.

died of wounds received in action-(DOD,
deterioration limit.-(DOD, NATO) A limit NATO) A battle casualty who dies of wounds

placed on a particular product characteristic or other injuries received in action, after
to define the minimum acceptable quality re- having reached a medical treatment facility.
quirement for the product to retain its NATO See also killed in action.
code number.

differential ballistic wind-(DOD, NATO) In
deterrence-(DOD) The prevention from action bombing, a hypothetical wind equal to the dif-

by fear of the consequences. Deterrence is a ference in velocity between the ballistic wind
state of mind brought about by the existence and the actual wind at a release altitude.
of a credible threat of unacceptable counterac-
tion. diffraction loading-(DOD, NATO) The force

detonating cord-(DOD, NATO) A flexible (or loading) on the structure during the envel-

fabric tube containing a high explosive de- opment process

signed to transmit the detonation wave. dip-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine warfare, the

detonating cord amplifier-(NA TO) A device at- amount by which a moored mine is carried

tached to a detonating cord which allows for beneath its set depth by a current or tidal
the ignition of a charge and the ss stream acting on the mine casing and moor-

transmission of a detonating wave to another ing.
charge. diplomatic authorization-(DOD, NATO) Au-

detonator-(DOD, NATO) A device containing a thority for overflight or landing obtained at

sensitive explosive intended to produce a deto- government-to-government level through dip-

nation wave. lomatic channels.

detour-(DOD, NATO) Deviation from those dip needle circuit-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine
parts of a route, where movement has become warfare, a mechanism which responds to a
difficult or impossible, to insure continuity of change in the magnitude of the vertical corn-

movement to the destination. The modified ponent of the total magnetic field.
part of the route is known as a "detour."

direct action fuze--See impact action fuze;

deviation-(DOD, NATO) 1. The distance by proximity fuze; self-destroying fuse; time
which a point of impact or burst misses the fuze.
target. See also circular error probable; deliv-
ery error, dispersion error, horizontal error. direct action mission-(DOD) In special oper-
2. The angular difference between magnetic ations, a specified act involving operations of
and compass headings. an overt, covert, clandestine or low visibility

nature conducted primarily by a sponsoring
diaphragm-(NATO) The physical element of power's special operations forces in hostile or

an optical system which regulates the quanti- denied areas.
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direct air support center-(DOD) A subordinate direct fire-(DOD) Gunfire delivered on a
operational component of a tactical air con- target, using the target itself as a point of aim
trol system designed for control and direction for either the gun or the director.
of close air support and other tactical air sup-
port operations, and normally collocated with direct fire--(NATO) Fire directed at a target
fire-support coordination elements. See also which is visible to the aimer. See also fire.
direct air support center (airborne).

direct illumination-(DOD, NATO) Illumination

direct air support center (airborne)-(DOD) An provided by direct light from pyrotechnics or
airborne aircraft equipped with the necessary searchlights.

staff personnel, communications, and oper-
ations facilities to function as a direct air sup- directing staff--See exercise directing staff.
port center. See also direct air support center.

direction--(DOD, NATO) 1. In artillery and
dieassessment-NATO) A direct ex- naval gunfire support, a term used by a spot-diret daageter/observer in a call for fire to indicate the

amination of an actual strike area by air ob-

servation, air photography, or by direct obser- bearing of the spotting line. 2. See intelli-

vation. gence cycle.

directional gyro indicator-(DOD, NATO) An
directed-energy-(DOD) An umbrella term cov- azimuth gyro with a direct display and means

ering technologies that relate to the produc- for setting the datum to a specified compass
tion of a beam of concentrated electromagne- heading.
tic energy or atomic or subatomic particles.
Also called DE. See also directed-energy directional radar prediction-(NA TO) A predic-
device; directed-energy weapon. tion made for a particular heading.

directed-energy device-(DOD) A system using direction finding-(DOD) A procedure for ob-
directed-energy primarily for a purpose other tainng bearings of radio frequency emitters
than as a weapon. Directed-energy devices by using a highly directional antenna and a
may produce effects that could allow the display unit on an intercept receiver or ancil-
device to be used as a weapon against certain lary equipment.
threats, for example, laser rangefinders and
designators used against sensors that are sen- direction of attack-(DOD) A specific direction
sitive to light. See also directed-energy; di- or route that the main attack or center of
rected-energy weapon. mass of the unit will follow. The unit is re-

stricted, required to attack as indicated, and
directed-energy weapon-(DOD) A system is not normally allowed to bypass the enemy.

using directed-energy primarily as a direct The direction of attack is used primarily in
means to damage or destroy enemy equip- counterattacks or to insure that supporting

attacks make maximal contribution to the
ment, facilities, and personnel. See also di- main attack.
rected-energy; directed-energy device.

directive-(DOD, NATO) 1. A military commu-
directed exercise--See JCS-directed exercise. nication in which policy is established or a

specific action is ordered. 2. A plan issued
direct exchange-(DOD) A supply method of is- with a view to putting it into effect when so

suing serviceable materiel in exchange for un- directed, or in the event that a stated contin-
serviceable materiel on an item-for-item basis. gency arises. 3. Broadly speaking, any com-
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munication which initiates or governs action, disaster control-(DOD) Measures taken before,
conduct, or procedure. during, or after hostile action or natural or

man-made disasters to reduce the probability
direct iaying-(DOD, NATO) Laying in which of damage, minimize its effects, and initiate

the sights of weapons are aligned directly on recovery. See also area damage control;
the target. damage control.

direct support-(DOD) A mission requiring a discriminating circuit-(DOD, NATO) That part
force to support another specific force and au- of the operating circuit of a sea mine which
thorizing it to answer directly the supported distinguishes between the response of the de-
force's request for assistance. tecting circuit to the passage of a ship and the

response to other disturbances (e.g., influence

direct support--(NATO) 1. The support provid- sweep, countermining, etc.)
ed by a unit or formation not attached or
under command of the supported unit or for- disembarkation schedule-See debarkation
mation, but required to give priority to the schedule.
support required by that unit or formation.See also at priority call. 2. In maritime disengagement.-(/)OD) In arms control, a gen-
usage, operations related to the protection of eral term for proposals that would result inusage, speific s f rceby ter uts. te p n O the geographic separation of opposing nonin-pecit digenous forces without directly affecting in-

digenous military forces.

direct support artillery-(DOD, NATO) Arti- dispatch route-(DOD, NATO) In road traffic, a
lery whose primary task is to provide fire re- roadway over which full control, both as to
quested by the supported unit, priorities of use and the regulation of move-

ment of traffic in time and space is exercised.
direct supporting fire(DOf , NA TO) Fire de- Movement authorization is required for itslivered in support of part of a force, Us op-' use, even by a single vehicle. See also route.

posed to general supporting fire which is de-

livered in support of the force as a whole. See dispensary-See clinic.
also close supporting fire; deep supporting
fire; supporting fire. dispenser-(DOD, NATO) In air armament, a

container or device which is used to carry and
disaffected person--(OD) A person who is release submunitions. See also cluster bomb

alienated or estranged from those in author- unit.
ity or lacks loyalty to the government; a state
of mind. dispersal-(DOD) Relocation of forces for the

purpose of increasing survivability. See also
disarmament-(DOD) The reduction of a mili- dispersion.

tary establishment to some level set by inter-
national agreement. See also arms control; dispersal airfield-(DOD) An airfield, military
arms control agreement; arms control meas- or civil, to which aircraft might move before
ure. H-hour on either a temporary duty or perma-

nent change of station basis and be able to
disarmed mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine for conduct operations. See also airfield.

which the arming procedure has been re-
versed, rendering the mine inoperative. It is dispersed movement pattern-(DOD, NATO) A
safe to handle and transport and can be re- pattern for ship-to-shore movement which
armed by simple action. provides additional separation of landing craft
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both laterally and in depth. This pattern is manner as to provide sufficient maneuvering
useý. when nunear weapon threat is a factor. and acquisition space.

dispersed site-(DOD, NATO) A site selected to disposition-(DOD, NATO) 1. Distribution of
reduce concentration and vulnerability by its the elements of a command within an area,
separation from other military targets or a usually the exact location of each unit head-
recognized threat area. quarters and the deployment of the forces

subordinate to it. 2. A prescribed arrange-

dispersion-(DOD, NATO) 1. A scattered pat- ment of the stations to be occupied by the sev-

tern of hits around the mean point of impact eral formations and single ships of a fleet, or
of bombs and projectiles dropped or fired major subdivisions of a fleet, for any purpose,
under identical conditions. 2. In antiaircraft such as cruising, approach, maintaining con-
gunnery, the scattering of shots in range and tact, or battle. 3. A prescribed arrangement of

deflection about the mean point of explosion, all the tactical units composing a flight or
3. The spreading or separating of troops, ma- group of aircraft. See also deployment; disper-3. Te sreaingor epartin oftropsma- sion. (DOD) 4. The removal of a patient from
teriel, establishment, or activities which are aime.icDOD)r4.Thenremovaliofabpatientnfro
usually concentrated in limited areas to r a medical treatment facility by reason of
reduce vulnerability. 4. In chemical and bio- return to duty, transfer to another treatment
logical operations, the dissemination of agents facility, death or other termination of medical
in liquid or aerosol form. 5. In airdrop oper-
ations, the scatter of personnel and/or cargo disruptive pattern-(OD, NATO) In surveil-
on the drop zone. 6. In naval control € shp- iu lance, an arrangement of suitably colored ir-
ping, the reberthing of a ship in the periphery larcea n appied tolore
of the port area or in the vicinity of the port regular shapes which, when applied to the
fr its own protection in order to m surface of an object, is intended to enhance its
the risk of damage from attack. See also camouflage.
convoy dispersal point. See also circular
error probable; delivery error-, deviation; dis- dissemination-See intelligence cycle.
persion error, horizontal error distance-(DOD) 1. The space between adjacent

individual ships or boats measured in any di-
dispersion erpoint NT The distanc rection between foremasts. 2. The space be-

from the point of impact or bursto tween adjacent men, animals, vehicles, or
units in a formation measured from front to

rear. 3. The space between known reference
dispersion pattern--(DOD, NATO)The distribu- points or a ground observer and a target,

tion of a series of rounds fired from one measured in meters (artillery), in yards (naval
weapon or group of weapons under conditions gunfire), or in units specified by the observer.
as nearly identical as possible the points of See also interval.
bursts or impact being dispersed about a point
called the mean point of impact. distributed fire-(DOD, NA TO) Fire so dis-

persed as to engage most effectively an area
displaced person-(DOD, NA TO) A civilian who target. See also fire.

is involuntarily outside the national bound-
aries of his country. See also evacuee; evacu- distribution-(DOD) 1. The arrangement of
ees; refugee; refugees. troops for any purpose, such as a battle,

march, or maneuver. 2. A planned pattern of
displacement-(DOD) In air intercept, separa- projectiles about a point. 3. A planned spread

tion between target and interceptor tracks es- of fire to cover a desired frontage or deptn.
tablished to position the interceptor in such a 4. An official delivery of anything, such as
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orders or supplies. 5. That functional phase of destination. 3. In naval mine warfare, a route
military logistics that embraces the act of dis- or channel bypassing a dangerous area. A di-
pensing materiel, facilities, and services. version may connect one channel to another
6. The process of assigning military personnel or it may branch from a channel and rejoin it
to activities, units, or billets, on the other side of the danger. 4. In air traf-

fic control, the act of proceeding to an aero-
distribution point-(DOD, NATO) A point at drome other than one at which a landing was

which supplies and/or ammunition, obtained intended. See also alternate aerodrome.
from supporting supply points by a division or
other unit, are broken down for distribution diversionary attack-(DOD, NATO) An attack
to subordinate units. Distribution points usu- wherein a force attacks, or threatens to
ally carry no stocks; items drawn are issued attack, a target other than the main target
completely as soon as possible. for the purpose of drawing enemy defenses

away from the main effort. See also demon-
distribution system-(DOD) That complex of fa- stration.

cilities, installations, methods, and procedures
designed to receive, store, maintanl, distrib- diversionary landing-(DOD) An operation in
ute, and control the flow of military materiel which troops are actually landed for the pur-
between the point of receipt into the military pose of diverting enemy reaction away from
system and the point of issue to using activi- the main landing.
ties and units.

ditching--(DOD) Controlled landing of a dis- divert-(DOD) 1. "Proceed to divert field or car-tr edircraft Conwtrolled landrier as specified." 2. To change the target,
tressed aircraft on water. mission, or destination of an airborne flight.

diversion-(DOD) 1. The act of drawing the at-
tention and forces of an enemy from the point diving chamber-See hyperbaric chamber.
of the principal operation; an attack, alarm,
or feint that diverts attention. 2. A change division-(DOD, NATO) 1. A tactical unit/for-
made in a prescribed route for operational or mation as follows: a. A major administrative
tactical reasons. A diversion order will not and tactical unit/formation which combines
constitute a change of destination. 3. A re- in itself the necessary arms and services re-
routing of cargo or passengers to a new trans- quired for sustained combat, larger than a
shipment point or destination or on a differ- regiment/brigade and smaller than a corps.
ent mode of transportation prior to arrival at b. A number of naval vessels of similar type
ultimate destination. 4. In naval mine war- grouped together for operational and adminis-
fare, a route or channel bypassing a 4anger- trative command, or a tactical unit of a naval
ous area. A diversion may connect one chan- aircraft squadron, consisting of two or more
nel to another or it may branch from a chan- sections. c. An air division is an air combat
nel and rejoin it on the other side of the organization normally consisting of two or
danger. See also demonstration. more wings with appropriate service units.

The combat wings of an air division will nor-
diversion-(NATO) 1. The act of drawing the mally contain similar type units. 2. An orga-

attention and forces of an enemy from the nizational part of a headquarters that handles
point of the principal operation; an attack, military matters of a particular nature, such
alarm, or feint which diverts attention. See as personnel, intelligence, plans, and training,
also demonstration. 2. A change made in a or supply and evacuation. 3. A number of per-
prescribed route for operational or tactical sonnel of a ship's complement grouped togeth-
reasons. Except in the case of aircraft, a di- er for operational and administrative comn-
version order will not constitute a change of mand.
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division artillery-(DOD) Artillery that is per- emergencies that endanger life and property
manently an integral part of a division. For or disrupt the usual process of government.
tactical purposes, all artillery placed under The term domestic emergency includes any or
the command of a division commander is con- all of the emergency conditions defined below:
sidered division artillery. a. civil defense emergency-A domestic

emergency disaster situation resulting
division slice-See slice. from devastation created by an enemy

attack and requiring emergency operations
dock landing ship-(DOD) A naval ship de- during and following that attack. It may be

signed to transport and launch loaded am- proclaimed by appropriate authority in an-
phibious craft and vehicles with their crews ticipation of an attack.
and embarked personnel in amphibious as- b. civil disturbances--Riots, acts of violence,
sault, and to render limited docking and insurrections, unlawful obstructions or as-
repair service to small ships and craft; and semblages, or other disorders prejudicial to
one that is capable of acting as a control ship public law and order. The term civil dis-
in an amphibious assault. Designated LSD. turbance includes all domestic conditions

requiring or likely to require the use of
doctrine-(DOD) Fundamental principles by Federal Armed Forces pursuant to the pro-

which the military forces or elements thereof visions of Chapter 15 of Title 10, United
guide their actions in support of national ob- States Code.
jectives. It is authoritative but requires judg. c. major disaster-Any flood, fire, hurricane,
ment in application. See also combined doc. tornado, earthquake or other catastrophe
trine; joint doctrine; multi-Service doctrine, which, in the determination of the Presi-

dent, is or threatens to be of sufficient se-
doctrine-(NATO) Fundamental principles by verity and magnitude to warrant disaster

which the military forces guide their actions assistance by the Federal Government
in support of objectives. It is authoritative but under Public Law 606, 91st Congress (42
requires judgment in application. United States Code 58) to supplement the

efforts and available resources of State and
DOD Internal Audit Organizations-(DOD) local governments in alleviating the

The Army Audit Agency; Naval Audit Serv- damage, hardship, or suffering caused
ice; Air Force Audit Agency; and the Office of thereby.
the Assistant Inspector General for Auditing, d. natural disaster-All domestic emergen-
Office of the Inspector General, DOD. cies except those created as a result of

enemy attack or civil disturbance.
dolly-(DOD) Airborne data link equipment.

domes9c intelligence-(DOD) Intelligence relat-
dome-See spray dome. ing to activities or conditions within the

United States that threaten internal security
domestic air traffic-(DOD) Air traffic within and that might require the employment of

the continental United States. troops; and intelligence relating to activities
of individuals or agencies potentially or actu-

domestic emergencies-(DOD) Emergencies af- ally dangerous to the security of the Depart-
fecting the public welfare and occurring ment of Defense.
within the 50 states, District of Columbia,
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, US posses- dominant user concept-(DOD) The concept
sions and territories, or any political subdivi- that. the Service which is the principal con-
sion thereof, as a result of enemy attack, in- sumer will have the responsibility for per-
surrection, civil disturbance, earthquake, fire, formance of a support workload for all using
flood, or other public disasters or equivalent Services.
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door bundle-(NA TO) A bundle for manual or spotter to indicate that he was unable to
ejection in flight normally followed by para- determine the difference in range between the
chutists. target and a round or rounds.

doppler effect-(DOD, NATO) The phenomenon down-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval
evidenced by the change in the observed fre- gunfire support: 1. A term used in a call for
quency of a sound or radio wave caused by a fire to indicate that the target is at a lower al-
time rate of change in the effective length of titude than the reference point used in identi-
the path of travel between the source and the fying the target. 2. A correction used by an
point of observation. observer/spotter in time fire to indicate that

a decrease in height of burst is desired.doppler radar.-(OD) A radar system that dif-

ferentiates between fixed and moving targets
by detecting the apparent change in frequen- downgrade-(DOD) To determine that classified
cy of the reflected wave due to motion of information requires, in the interests of na-
target or the observer. tional security, a lower degree of protection

against unauthorized disclosure than current-
doppler radar-.(NATO) Any form of radar ly provided, coupled with a changing of the

which detects motion relative to a reflecting classification designation to reflect such lower
surface by measuring the frequency shift of degree.
reflected radio energy due to the motion of
the observer or of the reflecting surface. downgrade-.(NATO) To reduce the security

classification of a classified document or an
dormant-(DOD, NATO) In mine warfare, the item of classified matter or material. See also

state of a mine during which a time delay fea- declassify.
ture in a mine prevents it from being actu-
ated. down lock-(DOD, NATO) A device for locking

dose rate contour line-(DOD, NATO) A line on retractable landing gear in the down or ex-
a map, diagram, or overlay joining all points tended position.
at which the radiation dose rate at a given
time is the same. draftee-See transient.

dosimetry-(DOD, NATO) The measurement of drafter-(DOD) A person who actually com-
radiation doses. It applies to both the devices poses the message for release by the origina-
used (dosimeters) and to the techniques. tor or the releasing officer. See also origina-

tor.
double agent-(DOD) Agent in contact with two

opposing intelligence services, only one ofwhich is aware of the double contact or quasi- draft planh-(DOD, NA TO) A plan for which ainteligencquasi-esdraft plan has been coordinated and agreed
intelligence services. with the other military headquarters and is

double flow route-(DOD, NATO) A route of at ready for coordination with the nations in-
least two lanes allowing two columns of vehi- volved, that is those nations who would be re-
cles to proceed simultaneously, either in the quired to take national actions to support the
same direction or in opposite directions. See plan. It may be used for future planning and
also limited access route; single flow route. exercises and may form the basis for an oper-

ation order to be implemented in time of
doubtful--(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval emergency. See also initial draft plan; coordi-

gunfire support, a term used by an observer nated draft plan; final plan; operation plan.
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drag-(DOD) Force of aerodynamic resistance drone-(NATO) An unmanned vehicle which
caused by the violent currents behind the conducts its mission without guidance from
shock front. an external source. See also remotely piloted

vehicle.
drag loading-(DOD, NATO) The force on an

object or structure due to transient winds ac- droop stop-(DOD, NATO) A device to limit
companying the passage of a blast wave. The downward vertical motion of helicopter rotor
drag pressure is the product of the dynamic blades upon rotor shutdown.
pressure and the drag coefficient which is de-
pendent upon the shape (or geometry) of the drop-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval gun-
structure or object. See also dynamic pres- fire support, a correction used by an observer/
sure. spotter to indicate that a decrease in range

along a spotting line is desired.
Dragon-(DOD) A manportable medium anti-

tank weapon, consisting of a round (missile drop altitude-(DOD, NATO) The altitude above
and launcher) and a tracker that provides mean sea level at which airdrop is executed.
antitank/assault fire of infantry platoon level
for employment against tanks and hard point See also altitude, drop height.
targets such as emplaced weapons or fortifica- drop height-(DOD, NATO) The vertical dis-tions. Designated as M-47,.rphih-(ONAO h etclds

tance between the drop zone and the aircraft.

drainage system-(NA TO) Rivers, streams, and See also altitude; drop altitude.

other inland water features.
dropmaster-(DOD) 1. An individual qualified

drawing key--(NATO) An image or preliminary to prepare, perform acceptance inspection,
drawing used as a guide for scribing or draw- load, lash, and eject material for airdrop.
ing. See also blue key. 2. An aircrew member who, during parachute

operations, will relay any required informa-

drlft-(DOD, NATO) In ballistics, a shift tion between pilot and jumpmaster. See also
jectile direction due to gyroscopic action air dispatcher (cargo).
which results from gravitational and atmos-
pherically induced torques on the spinning drop message.-(DOD, NA TO) A message
projectile. dropped from an aircraft to a ground or sur-

face unit.
drift angle-(DOD, NATO) The angle measured

in degrees between the heading of an aircraft drop track-(DOD) In air intercept, the unit
or ship and the track made good. having reporting responsibility for a particu-

lar track is dropping that track and will no
drifting mine-(DOD, NATO) A buoyant or neu- longer report it. Other units holding an inter-

trally buoyant mine, free to move under the est in that track may continue to report it.
influence of waves, wind, current or tide.

drop zone-(DOD, NATO) A specific area upon
drill mine-(DOD, NATO) An inert filled mine which airborne troops, equipment, or supplies

or mine-like body, used in loading, laying or are airdropped.
discharge practice and trials. See also mine.

dry gap bridge-(NA TO) A bridge, fixed or port-
drone-(DOD) A land, sea, or air vehicle that is able, which is used to span a gap that does

remotely or automatically controlled. See also not normally contain water, e.g., antitank
remotely piloted vehicle, ditches, road craters, etc.
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D.to-P assets required on D-day-(DOD) As ap- dual capable unit-(DOD, NATO) A nuclear
plied to the D-to-P concept, this asset require- certified delivery unit capable of executing
ment represents those stocks that must be both conventional and nuclear missions.
physically available on D-day to meet initial
allowance requirements, to fill the wartime dual-firing circuit-(DOD, NATO) An assembly
pipeline between the producers and users comprising two independent firing systems,
(even if P-day and D-day occur simultaneous- both electric or both non-electric, so that the
ly), and to provide any required D-to-P con- firing of either system will detonate all
sumption/production differential stockage. charges. See also combination firing circuit.
The D-to-P assets required on )-day are also
represented as the difference between the D- dual (multi)-capable weapons-(DOD) 1. Weap-
to-P Materiel Readiness Gross Requirements ons, weapon systems, or vehicles capable of se-
and the cumulative sum of all production de- lective equipage with different types or mixes
liveries during the 1-to-P period. See also D- of armament or firepower. 2. Sometimes re-
to-P concept. stricted to weapons capable of handling either

nuclear or non-nuclear munitions.
D-to-P concept-(DOD) A logistic planning con-

cept by which the gross materiel readiness re- dual (multi)-purpose weapons-(DOD) Weap.
quirement in support of approved forces at ons which possess the capability for effective
planned wartime rates for conflicts of indefi- application in two or more basically different
nite duration will be satisfied by a balanced military functions and/or levels of conflict.
mix of assets on hand on 1)-day and assets to
be gained from production through P-day dual-purpose weapon-(DOD) A weapon de-
when the planned rate of production deliv- signed for delivering effective fire against air
eries to the users equals the planned wartime or surface targets.
rate of expenditure (consumption). See also D-
day consumption/production differential dual warning phenomenology-(DOD) Deriving
assets; D-day pipeline assets; D-to-P assetsrequired on D-day; D-to-P materiel readiness warning information from two systems ob-
gsrequirduoement. serving separate physical phenomena (e~g.,

radar/infrared or visible light/X-ray) associat-

D-to-P materiel readiness gross requirement- ed with the same events to attain high credi-
(DOD) As applied to the D-to-P concept, the bility while being less susceptible to false re-

gross requirement for all supplies/materiel ports or spoofing.

needed to meet all initial pipeline and antici-
pated expenditure (consumption) require- duck(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning,
ments between D-day and P-day. Includes ini- rouble headed your way" (usually followed
tial allowances, CONUS and overseas operat- by "bogey, salvos," etc.).
ing and safety levels, intransit levels of
supply, and the cumulative sum of all items dud-(DOD, NATO) Explosive munition which
expended (consumed) during the D-to-P has not been armed as intended or which has
period. See also D-to-P concept. failed to explode after being armed. See also

absolute dud; dwarf dud; flare dud; nuclear
dual agent-(DOD) One who is simultaneously dud.

and independently employed by two or more
intelligence agencies covering targets for dud probability-(DOD) The expected percent-
both. age of failures in a given number of firings.

dual-capable forces-(DOD) Forces capable of due in-(DOD) Quantities of materiel scheduled

employing dual-capable weapons. to be received from vendors, repair facilities,
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assembly operation, interdepot transfers, and durable materiel-See non-expendable supplies
other sources. and materiel.

dummy-See decoy. Duster (antiaircraft weapon)-(DOD) A self-
propelled, twin 40-mm antiaircraft weapon for

dummy mesage--(DOD, NATO) A message use against low-flying aircraft. Designated as
sent for some purpose other than its content, M42.
which may consist of dummy groups or may
have a meaningless text dwarf dud-(DOD) A nuclear weapon that.

dummy minefleld-(DOD, NATO) In naval when launched at or emplaced on a target,

mine warfare, a minefield containing no live fails to provide a yield within a reasonable

mines" and presenting only a psychological range of that which could be anticipated with
threat. normal operation of the weapon. This consti-tutes a dud only in a relative sense.

dummy run-(DOD) Any simulated firing prac-
tice, particularly a dive bombing approach dwell at/on-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and
made without release of a bomb. Same as naval gunfire support, this term is used when
"gift run." fire is to continue for an indefinite period at

specified time or on a particular target or tar-
dump-.(DOD, NATO) A temporary storage gets-

area, usually in the open, for bombs, ammuni-
tion, equipment, or supplies. dynamic pressure-(DOD, NATO) Pressure re-

sulting from some medium in motion, such as
duplicate negative-(DOD, NATO) A negative the air following the shock front of a blast

reproduced from negative or diapositive. wave.
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E
E--2-See Hawkeye. insure a common potential with the earth.

See also bonding; grounding.
EA-GA-See Intruder.

ease turn-(DOD) Decrease rate of turn.
EA-6B-See Prowler.

easting-(NATO) Eastward (that is from left to
Eagle--DOD) A twin-engine supersonic, turbo- right) reading of grid values on a map.

fan, all-weather tactical fighter, capable of
employing a variety of air-launched weapons echelon-(DOD, NATO) 1. A subdivision of a
in the air-o-air role. The Eagle is air refuela- headquarters, i.e., forward echelon, rear eche-
ble and is also capable of long-range air supe- ion. 2. Separate level of command. As com-
riority missions. Designated as F-15. pared to a regiment, a division is a higher

echelon, a batuilion is a lower echelon. 3. A
early resupply-(NATO) The shipping of sulp- fraction of a command in the direction of

plies during the period between D-Day and depth, to which a principal combat mission is
the beginning of "planned resupply." See also assigned; Le., attack echelon, support echelon,
element of resupply. reserve echelon. 4. A formation in which its

subdivisions are placed one behind another,
Early lpring--eDOD) As tiwith a lateral and even spacing to the same

satellite weapon system. side.

early time-See span of detonation (atomic echeloned displacement-(DOD, NATO) Move-
demo~lton munition employment). ment of a unit from one position to another

early warning-(DOD, NATO) Early notification without discontinuing performance of its pri-
of the launch or approach of unknown weap- mary function. (DOD) Normally, the unit di-th or weapon carriers. See ahs attack as- vides into two functional elements (base and
oseoment; tactical warning. advance), and, while the base continues to op-

erate, the advance element displaces to a new
earmarked for assignment-(NATO) The status site where, after it becomes operational, it is

of forces which nations have agreed to assign joined by the base element.
to the operational command or operational
control of a NATO Commander at some economic action-(DOD) The planned use of
future date. In designating such forces, na- economic measures designed to influence the
tions should specify when these forces will be policies or actions of another state, e.g., to
available in terms currently agreed by the impair the war-making potential of a hostile
Military Committee. power or to generate economic stability

within a friendly power.
earmarking of stocks-(DOD, NATO) The ar-

rangement whereby nations agree, normally economic mobilization-(DOD, NA TO) The
in peacetime, to identify a proportion of se- process of preparing for and carrying out such
lected items of their war reserve stocks to be changes in the organization and functioning
called for by specified NATO commanders. of the national economy as are necessary to

provide for the most effective use of resources
earthing-(DOD, NATO) The process of making in a national emergency.

a satisfactory electrical connection between
the structure, including the metal skin, of an economic order quantity-(DOD) That quantity
object or vehicle, and the man of the earth, to derived from a mathematical technique used
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to determine the optimum (lowest) total vari- ejection systems-(DOD, NA TO)
able costs required to order and hold invento- a. command ejection system-A system in
ry. which the pilot of an aircraft or the occu-

pant of the other ejection seat(s) initiates
economic potential-(DOD, NATO) The total ejection resulting in the automatic ejection

capacity of a nation to produce goods and of all occupants;
services. b. command select ejection system-A system

permitting the optional transfer from one
economic potential for war-(DOD) That share crew station to another of the control of a

of the total economic capacity of a nation that command ejection system for automatic
can be used for the purposes of war. ejection of all occupants;

c. independent ejection system-An ejection
economic retention stock-(DOD) That portion system which operates independently of

of the quantity of an item excess of the ap- other ejection systems installed in one air-
proved force retention level that has been de- craft;
termined will be more economical to retain d. sequenced ejection system-A system
for future peacetime issue in lieu of replace- which ejects the aircraft crew in sequence
ment of future issues by procurement. To war- to ensure a safe minimum total time of
rant economic retention, items must have a escape without collision.
reasonably predictable demand rate.

electrode sweep--(DOD, NATO) In naval mine
economic warfare-(DOD) Aggressive use of warfare, a magnetic cable sweep in which the

economic means to achieve national objec- water forms part of the electric circuit.
tives.

electro-explosive device-(DOD, NATO) An ex-
E-day--See designation of days and hours. plosive or pyrotechnic component that initi-

ates an explosive, burning, electrical, or me-edltion--(NA TO) In cartography, a particular chanical train and is activated by the applica-

issue of a map or chart which is different tion of electrical energy.

from other issues.

edition designation-(NA TO) The number, electromagnetic compatibility-(DOD) The abil-
letter, date, or symbol distinguishing one edi- ity of telecommunications equipment, subsys-
tion from another. tems, and systems to operate in their intend-

ed operational environments without suffer-

EEFI-See essential elements of friendly infor- ing or causing unacceptable degradation be-
mation. cause of electromagnetic radiation or re-

sponse. Design compatibility is achieved by in-
effective dantage-(OD) That damage neces- corporation of engineering characteristics or

sary to render a target element inoperative, features in all electromagnetic radiating and
unserviceable, nonproductive, or uninhabita- receiving equipment in order to eliminate or
ble. reject undesired signals and enhance operat-

ing capabilities. Operational compatibility is
ejection-(DMOD, NATO) 1. Escape from an air- achieved by the equipment flexibility to

craft by means of an independently propelled ensure interference-free operation. It involves
seat or capsule. 2. In air armament, the proc- the application of sound frequency manage-
ess of forcefully separating an aircraft store ment and clear concepts and doctrines to
from an aircraft to achieve satisfactory sepa- maximize operational effectiveness. Also
ration. called EMC.
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electromagnetic compatibility-(NATO) The ca- tional or not, which interrupts, obstructs, or
pability of electrical and electronic systems, otherwise degrades or limits the effective per-
equipments, and devices to operate in their formance of electronic or electrical equip-
intended electromagnetic environment within ment.
a defined margin of safety, and at design
levels of performance without suffering or electromagnetic intrusion-(DOD) The inten-
causing unacceptable degradation as a result tional insertion of electromagnetic energy
of electromagnetic interference. See also elec- into transmission paths in any manner, with
tromagnetic vulnerability, the objective of deceiving operators or of caus-

ing confusion. See also electronic warfare.
electromagnetic environment-(DOD) The re-

suiting product of the power and time distri- electromagnetic pulse-(DOD) The electromag-
bution, in various frequency ranges, of the ra- netic radiation from a nuclear explosion
diated or conducted electromagnetic emission caused by Compton-recoil electrons and pho-
levels that may be encountered by a military toelectrons from photons scattered in the ma-
force, system, or platform when performing terials of the nuclear device or in a surround-
its maigned mission in its intended operation- ing medium. The resulting electric and mag-
al environment. It is the sum of electromag- netic fields may couple with electrical/elec-
netic interference; electromagnetic pulse; haz- tronic systems to produce damaging current
ards of electromagnetic radiation to person- and voltage surges. May also be caused by
nel, ordnance, and volatile materials; and nat- nonnuclear means. Also called EMP.
ural phenomena effects of lightning and p-
static. Also called EME. electromagnetic radiation-(DOD) Radiation

made up of oscillating electric and magnetic
electromagnetic environmental effects-(DOD) fields and propagated with the speed of light.

The impact of the electromagnetic environ- Includes gamma radiation, X-rays, ultraviolet,
ment upon the operational capability of mili- visible, and infrared radiation, and radar and
tary forces, equipment, systems, and plat- radio waves.
forms. It encompasses all electromagnetic dis-
ciplines, including electromagnetic compatibil- electromagnetic radiation hazards-(DOD)
ity/electromagnetic interference; electromag- Hazards caused by a transmitter/antenna in-
netic vulnerability; electromagnetic pulse; stallation that generates electromagnetic radi-
electronic counter-countermeasures, hazards ation in the vicinity of ordnance, personnel,
of electromagnetic radiation to personnel, ord- or fueling operations in excess of established
nance, and volatile materials; and natural safe levels or increases the existing levels to a
phenomena effects of lightning and p-static. hazardous level; or a personnel, fueling, or
Also called E ordnance installation located in an area that

is illuminated by electromagnetic radiation at
electromagnetic interference-(DOD) Any elec- a level that is hazardous to the planned oper-

tromagnetic disturbance that interrupts, ob- ations or occupancy. These hazards will exist
structs, or otherwise degrades or limits the ef- when an electromagnetic field of sufficient in-
fective performance of electronics/electrical tensity is generated to: a. Induce or otherwise
equipment. It can be induced intentionally, as couple currents and/or voltages of magni-
in some forms of electronic warfare, or unin- tudes large enough to initiate electroexplosive
tentionally, as a result of spurious emissions devices or other sensitive explosive compo-
and responses, intermodulation products, and nents of weapon systems, ordnance, or explo-
the like. Also called EMI. sive devices. b. Cause harmful or injurious ef-

fects to humans and wildlife. c. Create sparks
electromagnetic interference-(NA TO) Any having sufficient magnitude to ignite flamma-

electromagnetic disturbance, whether inten- ble mixtures of materials that must be han-
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died in the affected area. Also called EMR b. primary imagery dissemination-The elec-
Hazards, RADHAZ, HERO. tronic transmission and receipt of unex-

ploited original or near-original quality im-
electromagnetic spectrum-(DOD) The range of agery in near-real time through a primary

frequencies of electromagnetic radiation from imagery dissemination system.
zero to infinity. It is divided into 26 alphabeti- c. secondary imagery dissemination
cally designated bands. See also electronic system-The equipment and procedures
warfare. used in the electronic transmission and re-

ceipt of exploited non-original quality im-

electromagnetic vulnerability-(DOD) The agery and imagery products in other than

characteristics of a system that cause it to real or near-real time.

suffer a definite degradation (incapability to electronic transmission and receipt of ex-

perform the designated mission) as a result of electroni origin ant ipag exa

having been subjected to a certain level of ploited non-original quality imagery and
electromagnetic environmental effects. Also imagery products in other than real or
catmed E tV. near-real time through a secondary image-

ry dissemination system.

electromagnetic vulnerability-(NATO) The electronic imitative deception--(NATO) The in-
characteristics of a system tha. cause it to troduction into the enemy electronic systems
suffer degradation in pe," "--ance of, or in- of radiations imitating the enemy's own emis-
ability to perform, its specified task as a sions.
result of electromagn..ac interference. See
also electromagne*ic compatibility, electronic jamming-See electronic warfare;

jamming.
electronic counter-countermeasures-See elec.

tronic warfare, electronic line of sight-(DOD) The path tra-
.versed by electromagnetic waves that is not

electronic countermeasures-See electronic subject to reflection or refraction by the at-
warfare. mosphere.

electronic deception-See electronic warfare. electronic manipulative deception-(NA TO)
The alteration of friendly electromagnetic
emission characteristics, patterns, or proce-

electronic deception-(NA TO) Deliberate activi- dures to eliminate revealing, or convey mis-
ty designed to mislead an enemy in the inter- leading, tell-tale indicators that may be used
pretation or use of information received by by hostile forces.
his electronic systems. See also electronic im-
itative deception; electronic manipulative de- electronic masking-(DOD) The controlled radi-
ception; electronic simulative deception. ation of electromagnetic energy on friendly

frequencies in a manner to protect the emis-
electronic imagery dissemination--(OD) The sions of friendly communications and elec-

transmission of imagery or imagery products tronic systems against enemy ESM/SIGINT
by any electronic means. This includes the fol- (electronic warfare support measures/signals
lowing four categories: intelligence), without significantly degrading
a. primary imagery dissemination system- the operation of friendly systems. See also

The equipment and procedures used in the masking.
electronic transmission and receipt of un-
exploited original or near-original quality electronic reconnaissance-(DOD) The detec-
imagery in near-real time. tion, identification, evaluation, and location of
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foreign electromagnetic radiations emanating (2)electronic deception-The deliberate ra-
from other than nuclear detonations or radio- diation, reradiation, alteration, suppres-
active sources. sion, absorption, denial, enhancement,

or reflection of electromagnetic energy
in a manner intended to convey mis-

electronic simulative deception--(NATO) The leading information and to deny valid
information to an enemy or to enemy

creation of electromagnetic emissions to rep- electronics-dependent weapons. Among
resent friendly notional or actual capabilities the types of electronic deception are:
to mislead hostile forces. (a) manipulative electronic decep-

tion-Actions to eliminate revealing, or
convey misleading, telltale indicators

electronics intelligence-(DOD) Technical and that may be used by hostile forces.
intelligence information derived from foreign (b) simulative electronic deception-
non-communications electromagnetic radi- Actions to represent friendly notional or

ations emanating from other than nuclear actual capabilities to mislead hostile

detonations or radioactive sources. Also called forces. (c) imitative electronic decep-

EINT. See also Intelligence, signals intelli, tion-The introduction of electromag-

seam telemetry intelligence. netic energy into enemy systems that
imitates enemy emissions.

b. electronic counter-countermeasures--That
division of electronic warfare involving ac-

electronics security-(DOD) The protection re- tions taken to ensure friendly effective use
sulting from all measures designed to deny of the electromagnetic spectrum despite
unauthorized persons information of value the enemy's use of electronic warfare. Also
that might be derived from their interception called ECCM.
and study of noncommunications electromag- c. electronic warfare support measures-
netic radiations, e.g., radar. That division of electronic warfare involv-

ing actions taken under direct control of
an operational commander to search for,

cMilitary action in- intercept, identify, and locate sources of ra-
electronic warfare-.(DOD)magnetion to diated electromagnetic energy for the pur-

volving the use of electromagnetic energy to pose of immediate threat recognition.
determine, exploit, reduce or prevent hostile Thus, electronic warfare support measures
use of the electromagnetic spectrum and (ESM) provide a source of information re-
action which retains friendly use of electro- quired for immediate decisions involving
magnetic spectrum. Also called EW. There electronic countermeasures (ECM), elec-
are three divisions within electronic warfare: tronic counter-countermeasures (ECCM),
a. electronic countermeasures-That division avoidance, targeting, and other tactical

of electronic warfare involving actions employment of forces. Electronic warfare
taken to prevent or reduce an enemy's ef- support measures data can be used to
fective use of the electromagnetic spec- produce signals intelligence (SIGINT), both
trum. Also called ECM. Electronic counter- communications intelligence (COMINT)
measures include: and electronics intelligence (ELINT). Also
(1)electronic jamming-The deliberate ra- called ESM.

diation, reradiation, or reflection of
electromagnetic energy for the pprpose electronic warfare-(NATO) Military action in-
of disrupting enemy use of electronic volving the use of electromagnetic energy to
devices, equipment, or systems. See also determine, exploit, reduce, or prevent hostile
jamming. use of the electromagnetic spectrum and
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action to retain its effective use by friendly elevation guidance-(DOD, NATO) Information
forces. See also electronic counter-counter- which will enable the pilot or autopilot of an
measures; electronic countermeasures; elec- aircraft to follow the required glide path.
tronic warfare support measures.

elevation of security-(NA TO) Minimum eleva-
electronic warfare support measures-(NATO) tion permissible for firing above friendly

That division of electronic warfare involving troops without endangering their safety. This
action taken to search for, intercept, identify concept can only be applied to certain equip-
and locate radiated electromagnetic energy ment having a flat trajectory.
for the purpose of immediate threat recogni-
tion. It provides a source of information re- elevation tint-See hypesometric tinting.
quired for immediate decisions involving elec-
tronic countermeasures, electronic counter- elevator-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean-
countermeasures and other tactical actions ing, "Take altitude indicated" (in thousands
such as avoidance, targeting and homing. of feet, calling off each 5,000-foot increment

passed through).
electronic warfare support measures-See elec-

tronic warfare. elicitation (intelligence)-(DOD) Acquisition of
information from a person or group in a

electro-optical intelligence--(DOD) Intelligence manner that does not disclose the intent of

information other than signals intelligence the interview or conversation. A technique of
derived from the optical monitoring of the human source intelligence collection, general-
electromagnetic spectrum from ultraviolet ly overt, unless the collector is other than he
(0.01 micrometers) through far infrared (1,000 purports to be.

micrometers). Also called ELECTRO. eligible traffic-(DOD) Traffic for which move-
ment requirements are submitted and space is

electro-optics.-(DOD, NATO) The technology assigned or allocated. Such traffic must meet

associated with those components, devices and eligibility requirements specified in Joint

systems which are designed t intseact be- Travel Regulations for the Uniformed Serv-
sytweems thiectromare gnetic (optil andter be ices and publications of the Department oftween the electromagnetic (optical) and the Defense and military departments governingelectric (electronic) state. eligibility for land, sea, and air transporta-

tion, and be in accordance with the guidance
ELECTRO-OPTINT-See electro-optical intelli- of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

gence.

embarkation-(DOD) The loading of troops
element of resupply-See early resupply; im- with their supplies and equipment into ships

provised (early) resupply; initial (early) re- and/or aircraft.
supply; planned resupply; resupply of
Europe. embarkation-(NA TO) The loading of troops

with their supplies and equipment into a ship.
elements of national power-(DOD) All the

means that are available for employment in embarkation and tonnage table-(DOD) A con-
the pursuit of national objectives. solidated table showing personnel and cargo,

by troop or naval units, loaded aboard a
elevation-(DOD, NATO) The vertical distance Combat-loaded ship.

of a point or level, on, or affixed to, the sur-
face of the earth measured from mean sea embarkation area-(DOD, NATO) An area
level. See also altitude; height, ashore, including a group of embarkation
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points, in which final preparations for embar- assembly anchorage; holding anchorage;
kation are completed and through which as- working anchorage.
signed personnel and loads for craft and ships
are called forward to embark. See also mount. emergency burial-(DOL, NATO) A burial, usu-
ing area. ally on the battlefield, when conditions do not

permit either evacuation for iaterment in a
embarkation element (unit) (group)-(DOD) A cemetery or burial according to national or

temporary administrative formation of per- international legal regulations. See also
sonnel with supplies and equipment embark- burial.
ing or to be embarked (combat loaded) aboard
the ship of one transport element (unit) emergency complement-See emergency estab-
(group). It is dissolved upon completion of the lishment.
embarkation. An embarkation element nor-
mally consists of two or more embarkation emergency destruction of nuclear weapons-
teams: a unit, of two or more elements; and a (NATO) The destruction of nuclear munitions,
group, of two or more units. See also embar- components, and associated classified materi-
kation organization; embarkation team. al, without significant nuclear yield, to render

the weapon tactically useless, to prevent the
embarkation offlcer-(DOD) An officer on the disclosure of classified design information,

staff of units of the landing force who advises and to prevent salvage of the weapon for re-
the commander thereof on matters pertaining processing.
to embarkation planning and loading ships.
See also combat cargo officer. emergency establishment-(NA TO) A table set-

ting out the authorized redistribution of man-
embarkation order-(DOD, NATO) An order power for a unit, formation or headquarters

specifying dates, times, routes, loading dia- under emergency conditions. Also called
grams and methods of movement to shipside emergency complement.
or aircraft for troops and their equipment.
See also movement table. emergency fleet operating base-M(NATO) A

base providing logistic support for fleet units
embarkation organization-(DOD) A tempo. operating in an area for limited periods of

rary administrative formation of personnel time. See also base.
with supplies and equipment embarking or to
be embarked (combat loaded) aboard amphibi- emergency in war-(NA TO) An operational con-
ous shipping. See also embarkation element tingency in a limited area caused by a critical
(unit) (group); embarkation team. aggravation of combat operations and -equir-

ing special and immediate action by Nitional
embarkation team-(DOD) A temporary admin- and Allied Commanders. The existence of

istrative formation of all personnel with sup- such an emergency shall be determined by
plies and equipment embarking or to be em- the Allied Commander responsible for the
barked (combat load) aboard one ship. See limited area involved, in consultation with
also embarkation element (unit) (group); em. the National Commander concerned.
barkation organization.

emergency locator beacon-(DOD, NATO) A ge-
EMCON--See emission control. neric term for all radio beacons used for

emergency locating purposes. See also person-
emergency anchorage-(DOD, NATO) An an- al locator beacon; crash locator beacon.

chorage, which may have a limited defense or-
ganization, for naval vessels, mobile support emergency nuclear risk-(NATO) A degree of
units, auxiliaries, or merchant ships. See also nuclear risk where anticipated effects may
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cause some temporary shock, casualties, or ations security (OPSEC), detection by enemy
both and may significantly reduce the unit's sensors; to minimize mutual interference
combat efficiency. See also degree of nuclear among friendly systems; and/or to execute a
risk. military deception plan. Also called EMCON.

See also electronic warfare.
emergency priority-(DOD) A category of im-

mediate mission request that takes prece- emission control-(NATO) Selective control of
dence over all other priorities, e.g., an enemy emitted electromagnetic or acoustic energy.
breakthrough. See also immediate mission re- The aim can be twofold-to minimize the
quest; priority of immediate mission re- enemy's detection of emissions and exploita-
quests. tion of the information so gained, or-to im-

prove the performance of friendly sensors.
emergency relocation sote-(DOD) A site locat-

ed where, practicable outside a prime target emission control orders-(DOD) Orders, re-
area to which all or portions of a civilian or ferred to as EMCON orders, used to authorize,
military headquarters may be moved. As aminitum, ieadrteis mane to provede fr te control, or prohibit the use of electronic emis-m ilnim um , it is manned to provide for the so q i m n .S e as o t o f eet o
maintenance of the facility, communications, mionequip n.
and data base. It should be capable of rapid magnetic radiation.
activation, of supporting the initial require-
ments of the relocated headquarters for a pre- emission control policy-M(NATO) The policy
determined period, and of expansion to meet which states what electromagnetic and acous-
wartime requirements of the relocated head- tic emission may be allowed.
quarters.

emplacement-(DOD, NATO) 1. A prepared po-
emergency risk (nuclear)-(DOD) A degree of sition for one or more weapons or pieces of

risk where anticipated effects may cause some equipment, for protection against hostile fire
temporary shock, casualties and may signifi- or bombardment, and from which they can
cantly reduce the unit's combat efficiency. See execute their tasks. 2. The act of fixing a gun
also degree of risk; moderate risk (nuclear); in a prepared position from which it may be
negligible risk (nuclear). fired.

emergency scramble-(DOD) In air intercept, a encipher-(DOD) To convert plain text into un-
code meaning, "Carrier(s) addressed immedi- intelligible form by means of a cipher system.
ately launch all available fighter aircraft as
combat air patrol." If all available are not re- encrypt.-(DOD) To convert plain text into unin-
quired, numerals and/or type may be added. telligible forms by means of a cryptosystem.

emergency substitute--(NATO, DOD) A product (Note: The term encrypt covers the meanings

which may be used, in an emergency only, in of encipher and encode.) See also cryptosys-

place of another product, but only on the tem.

advice of technically qualified personnel of
the nation using the product, who will specify end item-(DOD) A final combination of end-

the limitations. See also acceptable product; products, component parts, and/or materials
standardized product. that is ready for its intended use, e.g., ship,

tank, mobile machine shop, aircraft.
emission control-(DOD) The selective and con-

trolled use of electromagnetic, acoustic, or end of mission-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and
other emitters to optimize command and con- naval gunfire support, an order given to ter-
trol capabilities while minimizing, for oper- minate firing on a specific target.
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endurance-(DOD, NATO) The time an aircraft engage-(DOD, NA TO) In air defense, a fire
can continue flying, or a ground vehicle or control order used to direct or authorize units
ship can continue operating, under specified and/or weapon systems to fire on a designat-
conditions, e.g., without refueling. See also en- ed target. See also cease engagement; hold
durance distance, file.

endurance distance-(DOD, NATO) Total dis- engagement-(DOD) In air defense, an attack
tance that a ground vehicle or ship can be with guns or air-to-air missiles by an intercep-
self-propelled at any specified endurance tor aircraft, or the launch of an air defense
speed. missile by air defense artillery and the mis-

sile's subsequent travel to intercept.
endurance loading-(DOD) The stocking aboard

ship for a period of time, normally covering engagement control-(DOD, NATO) In air de-
the number of months between overhauls, of fense, that degree of control exercised over
items with all of the following characteristics: the operational functions of an air defense
a. low price; b. low weight and cube; c. a pre- unit that are related to detection, identifica-
dictable usage rate; and d. nondeteriorative. tion, engagement, and destruction of hostile
See also loading, targets.

endurance speed-(NATO) The nautical miles envelopment-(DOD, NATO) An offensive ma-
per hour a ship will travel through the water neuver in which the main attacking force
under average conditions of hull, sea in tem- passes around or over the enemy's principal
perate weather, and wartime readiness. En- defensive positions to secure objectives to the
durance speeds in each case will correspond enemy's rear. See also turning movement.
with specific engine speeds.

environmental services-(DOD) The various
endurance time--(NATO) The total time for combinations of scientific, technical, and -idvi-

which any specified endurance speed of a ship sory activities (including modification process-
can be maintained. If this value is dependent es, i.e., the influence of man-made and natu-
on factors other than fuel, it shall be so indi- ral factors) required to acquire, produce, and
cated. supply information on the past, present, and

future states of space, atmospheric, oceano-

enemy capabilities-(DOD) Those courses of grapic, and terrestrial surroundings for use in

action of which the enemy is physically capa- military planning and decision-making proc-

ble, and that, if adopted, will affect accom- esses, or to modify those surroundings to en-
hance military operations.

plishment of our mission. The term "capabili-
ties" includes not only the general courses of
action open to the enemy, such as attack, de- ephemeris.-(DOD) A publication giving the
fense, or withdrawal, but also all the particu- computed places of the celestial bodies foreach day of the year or for other regular in-
lar courses of action possible under each gen-
eral course of action. "Enemy capabilities" tertals.
are considered in the light of all known fac-
tors affecting military operations, including equal area projection-M(NATO) One in which
time, space, weather, terrain, and the equal areas on the ground are represented by
strength and disposition of enemy forces. In equal areas on the map.
strategic thinking, the capabilities of a nation
represent the courses of action within the equipment-(DOD, NA TO) All non-expendable
power of the nation for accomplishing its na- items needed to outfit/equip an individual or
tional objectives in peace or war. organization. See also supplies.
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equipment operationally ready-(DOD) The espionage against the United States-(DOD)
status of an item of equipment in the posses- Overt, covert, or clandestine activity designed
sion of an operating unit that indicates it is to obtain information relating to the national
capable of fulfilling its intended mission and defense with intent or reason to believe that
in a system configuration that offers a high it will be used to the injury of the United
assurance of an effective, reliable, and safe States or to the advantage of a foreign nation.
performance. For espionage crimes see Chapter 37 of Title

18, United States Code.

equivalent focal length-(DOD, NATO) The dis-
tance measured along the optical axis of the essential cargo-See essential supply. See also
lens from the rear nodal point to the plane of cargo.
best average definition over the entire field
used in a camera. See also focal length. essential communications traffic-(DOD)

Transmissions (record/voice) of any prece-
dence which must be sent electrically in orderescalation-(DOD) An increase in scope or uit- for the command or activity concerned to

lence of a conflict, deliberate or unpremeditat- avoid a serious impact on mission accomplish-
ed. ment or safety or life.

escapee--(DOD) Any person who has been phys- essential elements of friendly information-
ically captured by the enemy and succeeds in (DOD) Key questions likely to be asked by ad-
getting free. See also evasion and escape. versary officials and intelligence systems

about specific friendly intentions, capabilities,
escape line-(DOD) A planned route to allow and activities, so they can obtain answers crit-

personnel engaged in clandestine activity to ical to their operational effectiveness. Also
depart from a site or area when possibility of called EEFI.
compromise or apprehension exists.

essential elements of information-(DOD) The
escape route-See evasion and escape route. critical items of information regarding the

enemy and the environment needed by the
escort--(OD, NATO) 1. A combatant unit($) commander by a particular time to relateo to NaTo)pany 1 d A pomatant unith) with other available information and intelli-

asigned to accompany and protect another

for or convoy. 2. Aircraft assigned to pro- gence in order to assist in reaching a logicalforc orconoy.2. ircrft ssinedto ro- decision.
tect other aircraft during a mission. 3. An

armed guard that accompanies a convoy, a essential industry-(DOD) Any industry neces-
train, prisoners, etc. 4. An armed guard ac-companying persons as a mark of honor. sary to the needs of a civilian or war econo-
(DOD) 5. To convo. 6. A member of the my. The term includes the basic industries as

well as the necessary portions of those other
Armed Forces assigned to accompany, assist, industries that transform the crude basic raw
or guide an individual or group, e.g., an escort materials into useful intermediate or endofficer.o sfu itrmdat r n
officer. products, e.g., the iron and steel industry, the

food industry, and the chemical industry.
escort forces-(DOD) Combat forces of various

types provided to protect other forces against essential secrecy-(DOD) The condition
enemy attack. achieved from the denial of critical informa-

tion to adversaries.
espionage--(DOD) Actions directed toward the

acquisition of information through clandes- essential supply--(NATO) A commodity which
tine operations. is essential for the prosecution of the war in
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the survival period, or for national survival in evacuation-(DOD) 1. The process of moving
that period, and which should be discharged any person who is wounded, injured, or ill to
as soon as circumstances permit. This will and/or between medical treatment facilities.
comprise such things as food, refined petrole- 2. The clearance of personnel, animals, or ma-
urn, oils, and lubricants, and medical stores. teriel from a given locality. 3. The controlled
See also cargo. process of collecting, classifying, and shipping

unserviceable or abandoned materiel, United

establishment-(DOD, NATO) 1. An installa- States and foreign, to appropriate reclama-
tion, together with its personnel and equip- tion, maintenance, technical intelligence, or

ment, organized as an operating entity. disposal facilities.

(NATO) 2. The table setting out the author- evacuation control ship-(DOD, NATO) In an
ized numbers of men and major equipment in amu ation a ship nated as a
a unit/formations; sometimes called "table of amphibious operation, a ship designated as a i
organization" or "table of organization and control point for landing craft, amphibious ye-
equipment." See also activity; base; equip- hicles, and helicopters evacuating casualties

ment. from the beaches. Medical personnel em-
barked in the evacuation control ship effect
distribution of casualties throughout the

estmate,(DOD) 1. An analysis of a foreign st- attack force in accordance with ship's casual-
uation, development, or trend that identifies ty capacities and specialized medical facilities
its major elements, interprets the signifi- available, and also perform emergency sur-
cance, and appraises the future possibilities gery.
and the prospective results of the various ac-
tions that might be taken. 2. An appraisal of evacuation convoy-(DOD, NATO) A convoy
the capabilities, vulnerabilities, and potential which is used for evacuation of dangerously
courses of action of a foreign nation or combi- exposed waters. See also evacuation of dan-
nation of nations in consequence of a specific gerously exposed waters.
national plan, policy, decision, or contemplat-
ed course of action. 3. An analysis of an evacuation of dangerously exposed waters-
actual or contemplated clandestine operation (DOD, NATO) The movement of merchant
in relation to the situation in which it is or ships under naval control from severely
would be conducted in order to identify and threatened coastlines and dangerously ex-
appraise such factors as available and needed posed waters to safer localities. See also dan-
assets and potential obstacles, accomplish- gerously exposed waters; severely threatened
ments, and consequences. See also intelli- coastline.
gence estimate. 4. In air intercept, a code
meaning, "Provide a quick estimate of the evacuation policy-(DOD) 1. Command deci-
height/depth/range/size of designated con- sion, indicating the length in days of the max-
tact," or "I estimate height/depth/range/size imum period of noneffectiveness that patients
of designated contact is " may be held within the command for treat-

ment. Patients who, in the opinion of respon-
estimate of the situation-(NATO) A logical sible medical officers, cannot be returned to

process of reasoning by which a commander duty status within the period prescribed are
considers all the circumstances affecting th# evacuated by the first available means, pro-
military situation and arrives at a decision as vided the travel involved will not aggravate
to the course of action to be taken in order to their disabilities. 2. A command decision con-
accomplish his mission. Also called apprecia- cerning the movement of civilians from the
tion of the situation. (DOD: See also corn- proximity of military operations for security
mander's estimate of the situation; logistic and safety reasons and involving the need to
estimate of the situation.) arrange for movement, reception, care, and
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control of such individuals. 3. Command while information of which the "truth cannot
policy concerning the evacuation of unservice- be judged" received from a "usually reliable
able or abandoned materiel and including des- source" is designated "B-6" or "B6."
ignation of channels and destinations for
evacuated materiel, the establishment of con- Reliability of Source Accuracy of Information

trols and procedures, and the dissemination of A--Completely reliable 1--Confirmed by other sources
B-Usually reliable 2-Probably truecondition standards and disposition instruc- C-Fairly reliable 3-Possibly true

tions. D-Not usually reliable 4-Doubtful b
E-Unreliable 5--Improbable
F-Reliab~lty cannot be judged 6-Truth cannot be judged

evacuee-(DOD) A civilian removed from a
place of residence by military direction for See also intelligence cycle; operational eval-
reasons of personal security or the requie- uation; technical evaluation.
ments of the military situation. See also dis-
placed person; expellee; r . evaluation-(NATO) In intelligence usage, a

evacuees-(NA TO) Resident or transient per- step in the processing phase of the intern-
sons who have been ordered or authorized to gence cycle constituting appraisal of an item
move by competent authorities, and whose of information in respect of the reliability of
movement and accommodation are planned, the source, and the credibility of the informa-
organized and controlled by such authorities. tion. See also intelligence cycle

evader-(DOD) Any person isolated in hostile. or evaluation of information (intelligence)-See
unfriendly territory who eludes capture. evaluation (intelligence).

evaluation-(DOD) In intelligence usage, ap- evasion and escape-(DOD, NATO) The proce-
praisal of an item of information in terms of dures and operations whereby military per-
credibility, reliability, pertinency, and accura- sonnel and other selected individuals are en-
cy. Appraisal is accomplished at several abled to emerge from an enemy-held or hoe-
stages within the intelligence cycle with pro- tile area to areas under friendly control.
gressivey different contexts. Initial evalua-
tions, made by case officers and report offi- evasion and escape intelligence-(DOD) Proc-
cers, are focused upon the reliability of the essed information prepared to assist personnel
source and the accuracy of the information as to escape if captured by the enemy or to
judged by data available at or close to their evade capture if lost in enemy-dominated ter-
operational levels. Later evaluations, by intel- ritory-
ligence analysts, are primarily concerned with
verifying accuracy of information and may, in evasion and escape net-(DOD) The organiza-
effect, convert information into intelligence. tion within enemy-held or hostile areas that
Appraisal or evaluation of items of informa- operates to receive, move, and exfiltrate mili-
tion or intelligence is indicated by a standard tary personnel or selected individuals to
letter-number system. The evaluation of the friendly control. See also unconventional
reliability of sources is designated by a letter warfare.
from A through F, and the accuracy of the in-
formation is designated by numeral 1 through evasion and escape route-(DOD) A course of
6. These are two entirely independent ap- travel, preplanned or not, that an escapee or
praisals, and these separate appraisals are in- evader uses in an attempt to depart enemy
dicated in accordance with the system indicat- territory in order to return to friendly lines.
ed below. Thus, information adjudged to be
"probably true" received from a "usually reli- exaggerated stereoscopy-See hyperstereos-
able source" is designated "B-2" or "B2," copy.
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exceptional transport-(DOD, NATO) In rail- exercise commander-(NATO) A commander
way terminology, a load whose size, weight, or taking part in the exercise who will issue ap-
preparation entail special difficulties vis-,-vis propriate operation orders to forces placed
the facilities or equipment of even one of the under his control. He may be allocated re-
railway systems to be used. sponsibilities regarding controlling, conduct-

ing, and/or directing the exercise in addition
excess property-(DOD) The quantity of proper- to that of command. See also commander(s).

ty in possession of any component of the De-
partment of Defense that exceeds the quanti- exercise directing staff-(DOD, NATO) A group
ty required or authorized for retention by of officers who by virtue of experience, qualifi-
that component. cations, and a thorough knowledge of the ex-

ercise instructions, are selected to direct or
executing commander-(NA TO) In nuclear war- control an exercise.

fare, a commander to whom nuclear weapons
are released for delivery against specific tar exercise filled mine-(DOD, NATO) In naval
gets' or in accordance with approved plans. mine warfare, a mine containing an inert fill-
See also commander(s); releasing command- ing and an indicating device. See also explo-
er. sive filled mine; fitted mine; mine.

executing commander (nuclear weapons)- exercise incident-(DOD, NATO) An occurrence
(DOD) A commander to whom nuclear weap- injected by directing staffs into the exercise
ons are released for delivery against specific which will have an effect on the forces being
targets or in accordance with approved plan, exercised, or their facilities, and which will
See also commander(s); releasing commander require action by the appropriate commander
(nuclear weapons). and/or staff being exercised.

execution planning-(DOD) The phase of the
crisis action system planning in which an ap- exrcise mine--(DOD, NATO) In naval mine
proved operation plan or other National Com- warfare, a mine suitable for use in mine war-
mand Authority-designated oursne of action is fare exercises, fitted with visible or audible in-
adjAustedorefinyediandtransated nour antiopes dicating devices to show where and when itadjusted, refined, and translated into an oper- would normally fire. See also drill mine;

ation order. Execution planning can proceed would nrally fire.
on the basis of prior deliberate planning, or it mine; practice mine.
can take place under a no plan situation.

exercise planning directive--(NATO) The exer-

Executive Agent for the Joint Chiefs of Staff- cise specification as developed by the officer

(DOD) A member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff scheduling the exercise, designed to provide
to whom they have assigned responsibility further guidance to the planners of a particu-

and delegated authority, which would other- lar exercise.
wise be exercised by them collectively, to
carry out for them certain of their duties. exercise program-(NA TO) The specifications of

the exercises programmed by a NATO com-

exercise-(DOD, NA TO) A military maneuver mander for a particular calendar year.
or simulated wartime operation involving
planning, preparation, and execution. It is exercise speclfication-(DOD, NA TO) The fun-
carried out for the purpose of training and damental requirements for an exercise, pro-
evaluation. It may be a combined, joint, or viding in advance an outline of the concept,
single service exercise, depending on partici- form, scope, setting, aim, objectives, force re-
pating organizations. See also command post quirements, political implications, analysis ar-
exercise; field exercise; maneuver. rangements and costs.
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exercise sponsor-(DOD, NATO) The command- materials, surgical dressings, drugs, medi-
er who conceives a particular exercise and cines, etc., or which lose their identity, such
orders that it be planned and executed either as spare parts, etc. Sometimes referred to as
by his staff or by a subordinate headquarters. consumable supplies and material.

exercise study-(DOD, NATO) An activity expendable supplies and materials-(NA TO)
which may take the form of a map exercise, a Items which are consumed in use, such as am-
war game, a series of lectures, a discussion munition, or which lose their identity, such as
group, or an operational analysis. certain repair parts, or which are of low in-

trinsic value, unworthy of full accounting pro-
exercise terr-(DOD) A combination of two cedures.

words, normally unclassified, used exclusively
to designate a test, drill, or exercise. An exer- exploder-(DOD, NATO) A device designed to
cise term is employed to preclude the possibil- generate an electric current in a firing circuit
ity of confusing exercise directives with actual after deliberate action by the user in order to
operations directives, initiate an explosive charge or charges.

exfiltration-(DOD) The removal of personnel exploitation-(DOD, NATO) 1. Taking full ad-
or units from areas under enemy control. vantage of success in battle and following up

initial gains. 2. Taking full advantage of any
existence load-(DOD) Consists of items other information that has come to hand for tactical

than those in the fighting load that are re- or strategic purposes. 3. An offensive oper-
quired to sustain or protect the combat sol- ation that usually follows a successful attack
dier, that may be necessary for increased per- and is designed to disorganize the enemy in
sonal and environmental protection, and that depth.
are not normally carried by the individual.
See also fighting load. exploratory hunting-(DOD, NATO) In naval

mine warfare, a parallel operation to search
exo0-tU%.s•ere--See nuclear exoatmospheric sweeping, in which a sample of the route or

bm'ut. area is subjected to minehunting procedures
to determine the presence or absence of

expeditionary force-(DOD) An armed force or- mines.
ganized to accomplish a specific objective in a
foreign country. explosive filled mine-(DOD, NATO) In mine

warfare, a mine containing an explosive
expellee--(DOD) A civilian outside the bound- charge but not necessarily the firing train

aries of the country of his or her nationality needed to detonate it. See also exercise filled
or ethnic origin who is being forcibly repatri- mine; fitted mine.
ated to that country or to a third country for
political or other purposes. See also displaced explosive ordnance-(DOD, NATO) All muni-
person; evacuee; refugee. tions containing explosives, nuclear fission or

fusion materials and biological and chemical
expendable property-(DOD) Property that agents. This includes bombs and warheads;

may be consumed in use or loses its identity guided and ballistic missiles; artillery, mortar,
in use and may be dropped from stock record rocket and small arms ammunition; all mines,
accounts when it is issued or used. torpedos, and depth charges; demolition

charges; pyrotechnics; clusters and dispensers;
expendable supplies and material-(DOD) Sup- cartridge and propellant actuated devices;

plies which are consumed in use, such as am- electro-explosive devices; clandestine and im-
munition, paint, fuel, cleaning and preserving provised explosive devices; and all similar or
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related items or components explosive in e. final disposal procedures. The final dispos-
nature. al of explosive ordnance which may in-

clude demolition or burning in place, re-
explosive ordnance disposal-(DOD, NATO) moval to a disposal area or other appropri-

The detection, identification, field evaluation, ate means.
rendering-safe, recovery and final disposal of
unexploded explosive ordnance. It may also explosive ordnance disposal unit-M(DOD) Per-
include the rendering safe and/or disposal of sonnel with special training and equipment
explosive ordnance which have become haz- who render explosive ordnance safe (such as
ardous by damage or deterioration when the bombs, mines, projectiles, and booby traps),
disposal of such explosive ordnance is beyond make intelligence reports on such ordnance,
the capabilities of personnel normally as- and supervise the safe removal thereof.
signed the responsibility for routine disposal.

explosive ordnance reconnaissance-(NATO)
explosive ordnance disposal incident-(DOD, Reconnaissance involving the investigation,

NATO) The suspected or detected presence of detection, location, marking, initial identifica-
unexploded explosive ordnance, or damaged tion and reporting of suspected unexploded
explosive ordnance, which constitutes a explosive ordnance, by explosive ordnance re-
hazard to operations, installations, personnel connalssance agents, in order to determine
or material. Not included in this definition further action.
are the accidental arming or other conditions
that develop during the manufacture of high explosive train-(DOD, NATO) A succession of
explosive material, technical service assembly initiating and igniting elements arranged to
operations or the laying of mines and demoli- cause a charge to function.
tion charges.

exposure dose-(DOD, NATO) The exposure
explosive ordnance disposal procedures-(DOD, dose at a given point is a measurement of ra-

NATO) Those particular courses or modes of diation in relation to its ability to produce
action taken by explosive ordnance disposal ionization. The unit of measurement of the
personnel for access to, diagnosis, rendering exposure dose in the roentgen.
safe, recovery, and final disposal of explosive
ordnance or any hazardous material associat- exposure station-See air station (photogram-
ed with an explosive ordnance disposal inci- metry).
dent.
a. access procedures. Those actions taken to extended communications search-(DOD) In

locate exactly and to gain access to unex- search and rescue operations, consists of con-
ploded explosive ordnance. tacting all possible sources of information on

b. diagnostic procedures. Those actions taken the missing craft, including physically check-
to identify and evaluate unexploded explo- ing possible locations such as harbors, mari-
sive ordnance. nas, and airport ramps. An extended commu-

c. render safe procedures. The portion of the nications search is normally conducted after a
explosive ordnance disposal procedures in- preliminary communications search has yield-
volving the application of special explosive ed no results and when the mission is upgrad-
ordnance disposal methods and tools to ed to the alert phase. Also called EXCOM. See
provide for the interruption of functions or also preliminary communications search;
separation of essential components of un- search and rescue incident classification,
exploded explosive ordnance to prevent an Subpart b.
unacceptable detonation.

d. recovery procedures. Those actions taken extent of a military exercise-(DOD, NA TO)
to recover unexploded explosive ordnance. The scope of an exercise in relation to the in-
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volvement of NATO and/or national corn- in peacetime outside its intended Major
mands. See also inter-command exercise; NATO Command area of operations.
intra-command exercise; NATO-wide exer-
else; scale of an exercise, extraction parachute-(DOD, NATO) An auxil-

iary parachute designed to release and extract
extent of damage-(DOD) The visible plan area and deploy cargo from aircraft in flight and

of damage to a target element, usually ex- deploy cargo parachutes. See also gravity ex-
pressed in units of 1,000 square feet, in de- traction.
tailed damage analysis and in approximate
percentages in immediate-type damage a extraction zone-(DOD, NATO) A specifiedmerit reports; e.g., 50 percent" structural etato oe-DD AO pcfe
damage, drop zone used for the delivery of supplies

and/or equipment by means of an extraction

external reinforcing force-(DOD, NATO) A re- technique from an aircraft flying very close to

inforcing force which is principally stationed the ground.
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F
F-4-See Phantom II. fair drawing-(NATO) A drawing complete in

all respects in the style and form specified for
F-14--See Tomcat reproduction.

F-15-See Eagle. faker-(DOD) A friendly aircraft simulating a
hostile in an air defense exercise.

F-16-See Fighting Falcon.
fallout-(DOD, NATO) The precipitation to

F-111-(DOD) A twin-engine, supersonic, turbo- earth of radioactive particulate matter from a
fan, all-weather tactical fighter. It is capable nuclear cloud; also applied to the particulate
of employing nuclear and nonnuclear weap- matter itself.
ons. It also has the capability for operating
from very short, relatively unprepared air fallout contours-(DOD, NATO) Ianes joining
strips. FB-111 is the strategic bomber version. points which have the same radiation intensi-

ty that define a fallout pattern, represented
F/A-18-See Hornet, in terms of roentgens per hour.

fabricator-(DOD) Individuals or groups who, fallout pattern-(DOD, NATO) The distribution
without genuine resources, invent information of fallout as portrayed by fallout contours.
or inflate or embroider over news for personal
gain or for political purposes. fallout prediction-(DOD) An estimate, made

before and immediately after a nuclear deto-
face of a map or chart-(NA TO) The side on nation, of the location and intensity of mili-

which the printed image of the map or chart tarily significant quantities of radioactive fall-
appears. out.

faclity-(DOD) A real property entity consist- fallout safe height of burst-(DOD) The height
ing of one or more of the following- a build- of burst at or above which no militarily signif-
ing, a structure, a utility system, pavement, icant fallout will be reproduced as a result of
and underlying land. a nuclear weapon detonation. See also types

of burst.
facility-.(NATO) An activity which provides a

specific kind of operating assistance to naval, fallout wind vector plot-(DOD, NATO) A wind
ground, or air forces thereby facilitating any vector diagram based on the wind structure
action or operation. See also base; search and from the surface of the earth to the highest
rescue. altitude of interest.

facsimile-(DOD, NATO) A system of telecom- false color film-M(NATO) A color film with at
munication for the transmission of fixed least one emulsion layer sensitive to radiation
images with a view to their reception in a per- outside the visible region of the spectrum
manent form. (e.g., infra red), in which the representation of

colors is deliberately altered. See also camou-
faded-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning, flage detection photography.

"Contact has disappeared from reporting sta-
tion's scope, and any position information false origin-(DOD, NATO) A fixed point to the
given is estimated." south and west of a grid zone from which grid
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distances are measured eastward and north- feature-(DOD, NA TO) In cartography, any
ward. object or configuration of ground or water

represented on the face of the map or chart.

false parallax-(NATO) The apparent vertical
displacement of an object from its true posio feature line overlap-(DOD, NATO) A series of

tion, when viewed stereoscopically, due to overlapping air photographs which follow the

movement of the object itself as well as to line of a ground feature, e.g., river, road, rail-

change in the point of observation. way, etc.

famished-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean- Federal Stock Number-(OD) The Federal
Stock Number of an item of supply consists of
the applicable 4-digit class code number from

the Federal Supply Classification plus a se-
fan camera photography-(DOD, NATO) Pho- quentially assigned 7-digit Federal Item Iden-

tography taken simultaneously by an assem- tification Number. The number shall be ar-
bly of three or more cameras, systematically ranged as follows: 4210-196-5439. See also Na-
installed at fixed angles relative to each other tional Stock Number. Note: Federal Stock
so as to provide wide lateral coverage with Numbers were replaced by National Stock
overlapping images. See also tri-camera pho- Numbers effective 30 September 1974.
tography.

federal supply class management-(DOD)
fan cameras-(DOD, NATO) An assembly of Those functions of materiel management that

three ar more cameras systematically dis- can best be accomplished by Federal Supply

posed at fixed angles relative to each other so Classification, such as cataloging, characteris-

as to provide wide lateral coverage with over- tic screening, standardization, interchange-

lapping images. See also split cameras. ability and substitution grouping, multi-item
specification management, and engineering

fan marker beacon-(DOD, NATO) A type of support of the foregoing.

radio beacon, the emissions of which radiate feet dry-(DOD) In air intercept, close air sup-
in a vertical, fan-shaped pattern. The signal port, and air interdiction, a code meaning, "I
can be keyed for identification purposes. See am, or contact designated is, over land."
also radio beacon; Z marker beacon.

feet wet-(DOD) In air intercept, close air sup-
farm gate type operations-(DOD) Operational port, and air interdiction, a code meaning, "I

assistance and specialized tactical training am, or contact designated is, over water."
provided a friendly foreign air force by the
United States Armed Forces to include, under ferret-(DOD) An aircraft, ship, or vehicle espe-
certain specified conditions, the flying of oper- cially equipped for the detection, location, re-
ational missions in combat by combined cording, and analyzing of electromagnetic ra-
United States/foreign aircrews as a part of diation.
the training being given when such missions
are beyond the capability of the foreign air few (raid size)-(DOD) In air intercept usage,
force. seven or fewer aircraft. See also many (raid

size).
feasibility test-(DOD) A test to determine

whether or not a plan is within the capacity FF-See frigate.
of the resources that can be made available.
See also logistic implications test. FFG--See guided missile frigate.
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fiducial mark-See collimating mark. field of fire-(DOD, NA TO) The area which a
weapon or a group of weapons may cover ef-

field army-(DOD) Administrative and tactical fectively with fire from a given position.
organization composed of a headquarters, cer-
tain organic Army troops, service support field of view-(DOD, NATO) 1. In photography,
troops, a variable number of corps, and a vari- the angle between two rays passing through
able number of divisions, the perspective center (rear nodal point) of a

camera lens to the two opposite sides of the
field artillery-(DOD) Equipment, supplies, am- format. Not to be confused with "angle of

munition, and personnel involved in the use view." See also angle of view. 2. The total
of cannon, rocket, or surface-to-surface missile solid angle available to the gunner when look-
launchers. Field artillery cannons are classi- ing through the gunsight.
fled according to caliber as:

light--120mm and less field of vision-(DOD, NATO) The total solidmedium--121-160mm angle available to the gunner from his normal
heavy-161-210mm position. See also field of view.
veyheavy-16-2ratr hnm10m
very heavy-greater than 210mm field press censorship-(DOD) The security

See alo direct support artillery; general sup- review of news material subject to the juris-
port artillery, diction of the Armed Forces of the United

field artillery observer-(DOD) A person who States, including all information or material
watches the effects of artillery fire, adjusts intended for dissemination to the public. See
the center of impact of that fire onto a target, also censorship.
and reports the results to the firing agency.
See also naval gunfire spotting team; spotter. fighter-M(NATO) A generic term to describe a

type of fast and maneuverable fixed wing air-
field control-(DOD, NATO) A series of points craft capable of tactical air operations against

whose relative positions and elevations are air and/or surface targets.
known. These positions are used in basic data
in mapping and charting. Normally, these po- fighter controller-See air controller.
sitions are established by survey methods, and
are sometimes referred to as "trig control" or fighter cover-(DOD, NATO) The maintenance
"trigonometrical net(work)." See also of a number of fighter aircraft over a speci-
common control (artillery); control point; fled area or force for the purpose of repelling
ground control. hostile air activities. See also airborne alert.

field exercise-(DOD, NATO) An exercise con- fighter direction aircraft-(DOD, NATO) An
ducted in the field under simulated war condi- aircraft equipped and manned for directing
tions in which troops and armament of one fighter aircraft operations. See also combat
side are actually present, while those of the information ship.
other side may be imaginary or in outline.
See also command post exercise. fighter direction ship-(DOD, NATO) A ship

equipped and manned for directing fighter
field fortifications-(DOD, NATO) An emplace- aircraft operations. See also combat informa-

ment or shelter of a temporary nature which tion ship.
can be constructed with reasonable facility by
units requiring no more than minor engineer fighter engagement zone-See weapon engage-
supervisory and equipment participation. ment zone.

field headquarters-See command post. fighter interceptor-See interceptor.
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fighter sweep-(DOD, NATO) An offensive mis- c. Band pass filters transmit energy of a cer-
sion by fighter aircraft to seek out and de- tain bandwidth;
stroy enemy aircraft or targets of opportunity d. Band stop filters transmit energy outside a
in an allotted area of operations. specific frequency band.

Fighting Falcon-(DOD) A single engine, super- filter center-(DOD) The location in an aircraft
sonic, turbofan, all-weather multipurpose tac- control and warning system at which informa-
tical fighter/bomber. It is capable of employ- tion from observation posts is filtered for fur-
ing nuclear/nonnuclear weapons. Air superi- ther dissemination to air defense control cen-
ority is its primary mission with air interdic- ters and air defense direction centers.
tion and close air support as secondary. An
air refueling capablity increases its flexibility. filtering-(NA TO) The process of interpreting
Designated as F-16. reported information on movements of air-

craft, ships, and submarines in order to deter-
fighting load-(DOD) Consists of items of indi- mine their probable true tracks and, where

vidual clothing, equipment, weapons, and am- applicable, heights or depths.
munition that are carried by, and are essen-
tial to, the effectiveness of the combat soldier FIM-43-See Redeye.
and the accomplishment of the immediate
mission of the unit when the soldier is on FIM-92A-See Stinger.
foot. See also existence load.

final approach-(DOD, NA TO) That part of an
fighting patrol-See combat patrol. instrument approach procedure in which

alignment and descent for landing are accom-
filler-(DOD) A substance carried in an ammu- plished.

nition container such as a projectile, mine, a. In a non-precision approach it normally
bomb, or grenade. A filler may be an explo- begins at the final approach fix or point
sive, chemical, or inert substance. and ends at the missed approach point or

fix.
filler personnel-(DOD) Individuals of suitable b. In a precision approach the final approach

grade and skill initially required to bring a is deemed to commence at the glide path
unit or organization to its authorized intercept point and ends at the decision
strength. height/altitude.

filler point-See charging point, final destination-(DOD, NATO) In naval con-
trol of shipping, the final destination of a

film badge-(DOD, NATO) A photographic film convoy or of an individual ship (whether in
packet to be carried by personnel, in the form convoy or independent) irrespective of wheth-
of a badge, for measuring and permanently er or not routing instructions have been
recording (usually) gamma-ray dosage. issued.

filter-(DOD, NATO) In electronics, a device final disposal procedures-See explosive ord-
which transmits only part of the incident nance disposal procedures.
energy and may thereby change the spectral
distribution of energy: final plan-(DOD, NATO) A plan for which
a. High pass filters transmit energy above a drafts have been coordinated and approved

certain frequency; and which has been signed by or on behalf of
b. Low pass filters transmit energy below a a competent authority. See also operation

certain frequency; plan.
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final protective fire-(DOD, NATO) An immedi- fire control-(DOD, NATO) T7, control of all
ately available prearranged barrier of fire de- operations in connecuton with the application
signed to impede enemy movement across de- of fire on a target.
fensive lines or areas.

fire control radar-(DOD. NATO) Radar used to
financial property accounting-(DOD) The e- provide target 1:,ormation inputs to a weapon

tablishment and maintenance of property ac- fire control system.
counts in monetary terms; the rendition of
property reports in monetary terms. fire control system-(DOD, NATO) A group of

interrelated fire control equipments and/or
fire-(DOD, NATO) 1. The command given to instruments designed for use with a weapon

discharge a weapon(s). 2. To detonate the or group of weapons.
main explosive charge by means of a firing fire coordination-See fire support coordina-
system. 3. See also barrage fire; call fire; tion.
close supporting fire; concentrated fire;
counterfire; counter-preparation fire; cover-
ing fire; deep supporting fire; destruction wie coordination area--(DOD, NATo w An area
fire; direct fire;-direct supporting fire; dis- with seecified restraints into which fires in
tributed fire; grazing fire; harassing fire; in- exces of those restraints will not be delivered
direct fire; interdiction fire; neutralization without approval of the authority establishing
fire; observed fire; preparation fire; radar the restraints.
fire; registration fire; scheduled fire; search- fire direction center-(OD, NATO) That ele-
ing fire; supporting fire; suppressive fire; un-observed fire; zone/'Lre menit of a command post, consisting of gun-

nery and communication personnel and equip-
fireball--MOD, NATO) The luminous sphere of ment, by means of which the commander ex-hotgasesO NAic ) formsafew lmilnoussphee of a ercises fire direction and/or fire control. The

hot gases which forms a few millionths of a fire direction center receives target intelli-second after detonation of a nuclear weapon gence and requests for fire, and translates
and immediately starts expanding and cool- ecan rqussfriendtnlts
and. ithem into appropriate fire direction.

fire for effect-(DOD, NATO) 1. Fire which is
fire barrage (specify)-(DOD) An order to deliv- delivered after the mean point of impact or

er a prearranged barrier of fire. Specification burst is within the desired distance of the
of the particular barrage may be by code target or adjusting/ranging point. 2. Term in
name, numbering system, unit assignment, or a call for fire to indicate the adjustment/rang-
other designated means. ing is satisfactory and fire for effect is de-

sired.
Firebee-(DOD) A remotely controlled target

drone powered by a turbojet engine. It fire message-See call for fire.
achieves high subsonic speeds and is designed
to be ground launched or air launched. It is fire mission-(DOD, NATO) 1. Specific assign-
used to test, train, and evaluate weapon sys- ment given to a fire unit as part of a definite
tems employing surface-to-air and air-to-air plan. 2. Order used to alert the weapon/bat-
missiles. Designated as BQM-34. tery area and indicate that the message fol-

lowing is a call for fire.
fire capabilities chart-(DOD, NATO) A chart,

usually in the form of an overlay, showing the fire plan-(DOD, NATO) A tactical plan for
areas which can be reached by the fire of the using the weapons of a unit or formation so
bulk of the weapons of a unit. that their fire will be coordinated.
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flrepower-(DOD, NATO) 1. The amount of fire line must be coordinated with the appropriate
which may be delivered by a position, unit, or tactical air commander and other supporting
weapon system. 2. Ability to deliver fire. elements. Supporting elements may attack

targets forward of the fire support coordina-
firepower umbrella-(DOD, NATO) An area of tion line, without prior coordination with the

specified dimensions defining the boundaries ground force commander, provided the attack
of the airspace over a naval force at sea will not produce adverse surface effects on, or
within which the fire of ships' antiaircraft to the rear of, the line. Attacks against sur-
weapons can endanger aircraft, and within face targets behind this line must be coordi-
which special procedures have been estab- nated with the appropriate ground force com-
lished for the identification and operation of mander. Also known as FSCL.
friendly aircraft. See also air defense oper-
ations area. fire support group-(DOD, NATO) A temporary

grouping of ships under a single commander
fire storm-(DOD, NATO) Stationary mass fire, charged with supporting troop operations

generally in built-up urban areas, generating ashore by naval gunfire. A fire support group
strong, inrushing winds from all sides; the may be further subdivided into fire support
winds keep the fires from spreading while units and fire support elements.
adding fresh oxygen to increase their intensi-
ty. fire support station-(DOD) An exact location

at sea within a fire support area from which a
fire support area-(DOD, NATO) An appropri- fire support ship delivers fire.

ate maneuver area assigned to fire support
ships from which to deliver gunfire support of fire task-See fire mission.
an amphibious operation. See also naval sup-
port area. fire time-See span of detonation (atomic dem-

fire support coordination-(DOD, NATO) The olition munition employment).

planning and executing of fire so that targets firing area-(OD, NATO) In a sweeper-sweep
are adequately covered by a suitable weapon fimina area(atIthe
orombination it is the horizontal area at thedepth of a particular mine in which the mine

fire support coordination center-(DOD, will detonate. The firing area has exactly the
NATO) A single location in which are central- same dimensions as the interception area but
ized communications facilities and personnel will lie astern of it unless the mine detonates
incident to the coordination of all forms of immediately when actuated.
fire support. See also supporting arms coordi-
nation center. firing chart-(DOD) Map, photo map, or grid

sheet showing the relative horizontal and ver-
fire support coordination line-(DOD, NATO) tical positions of batteries, base points, base

A line established by the appropriate ground point lines, check points, targets, and other
commander to insure coordination of fire not details needed in preparing firing data.
under his control but which may affect cur-
rent tactical operations. The fire support co- firing circuit-(DOD, NATO) 1. In land oper-
ordination line is used to coordinate fires of ations, an electrical circuit and/or pyrotech-
air, ground or sea weapons systems using any nic loop designed to detonate connected
type of ammunition against surface targets. charges from a firing point. 2. In naval mine
The fire support coordination line should warfare, that part of a mine circuit which
follow well defined terrain features. The es- either completes the detonator circuit or oper-
tablishment of the fire support coordination ates a ship counter.
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firing mechanism-See firing circuit. primer, detonator, and firing system. See also
exercise filled mine; explosive filled mine.

firing point-(DOD, NATO) That point in the
firing circuit where the device employed to fix-(DOD, NATO) A position determined from
initiate the detonation of the charges is locat- terrestrial, electronic, or astronomical data.
ed.

fixed ammunition-(DOD, NATO) Ammunition
firing system-(DOD, NATO) In demolition, a in which the cartridge case is permanently at-

"system composed of elements designed to fire tached to the projectile. See also ammunition.
the main charge or charges.

fixed capital property-(DOD) 1. Assets of a
first generation negative-See generation (pho- permanent character having continuing

tography). value. 2. As used in military establishments,
includes real estate and equipment installed

first generation positive-See generation (pho- or in use, either in productive plants or in
tography). field operations. Synonymous with fixed

assets.
first light-(DOD) The beginning of morning

nautical twilight; Ie., when the center of the fixed medical treatment fadility-(DOD, NATO)
morning sun is 12" below the horizon. A medical treatment facility which is de-

first salvo at-(DOD) In naval gunfire support, signed to operate for an extended period of

a portion of a ship's message to an observer or

spotter to indicate that because of proximity fixed price incentive contract-(DOD) A fixed
to troops, the ship will not fire at the target
but offset the fir s prie type of ontract with provision for the
from the target. adjustment of profit and price by a formula

based on the relationship that final negotiat-
first strke..-(DOD) The first offensive move of ed total cost bears to negotiated target cost as

a war. (Generally associated with nuclear op- adjusted by approved changes.
erations.)

fixed price type contract-(DOD) A type of con-

FISINT-See foreign instrumentation signals tract that generally provides for a firm price

Intelligence, or, under appropriate circumstances, may pro-
vide for an adjustable price for the supplies or

flisson-M(DOD, NATO) The process whereby the services being procured. Fixed price contracts
nucleus of a heavy element splits into (gener- are of several types so designed as to facilitate
ally) two nuclei of lighter elements, with the proper pricing under varying circumstances.
release of substantial amounts of energy. fied station patrol-(OD, NATO) One in

fission products-(DOD, NATO) A general term which each scout maintains station relative to
for the complex mixture of substances pro- an assigned point on a barrier line while
duced as a result of nuclear fission. searching the surrounding area. Scouts are

not stationary but remain underway and
fission to yield ratio-(DOD, NATO) The ratio patrol near the center of their assigned sta-

of the yield derived from nuclear fission to tions. A scout is a surface ship, submarine, or
the total yield; it is frequently expressed in aircraft.
percent. fixer network-(DOD, NATO) A combination of

fitted mine-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine war- radio or radar direction-finding installations
fare, a mine containing an explosive charge, a which, operating in conjunction, are capable
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of plotting the position relative to the ground flash burn-(DOD, NATO) A burn caused by ex-
of an aircraft in flight. cessive exposure (of bare skin) to thermal ra-

diation.
fixer system-See fixer network.

flash message-(DOD) A category of precedence
fla days (red or green)--(DOD) Red flag days reserved for initial enemy contact messages or

are those during which movement require- operational combat messages of extreme ur-
ments cannot be met; green flag days are gency. Brevity is mandatory. See also prece-
those during which the requisite amount or a dence.
surplus of transportation capability exists.

flash ranging-(DOD) Finding the position of
flag offlcer-(DOD) A term applied to an officer the burst of a projectile or of an enemy gun

holding the rank of general, lieutenant gener- by observing its flash.
al, major general, or brigadier general in the
US Army, Air Force or Marine Corps or admi- flash report-(DOD) Not to be used. See in-
ral, vice admiral, rear admiral or commodore flight report.
in the US Navy or Coast Guard.

flash suppressor-(DOD, NATO) Device at-flame thrower-(DOD, NATO) A weapon that tached to the muzzle of the weapon which re-
projects incendiary fuel and has provision for duces the amount of visible light or flash cre-
ignition of this fuel. ated by burning propellant gases.

flammable cargo-See inflammable cargo. flash-to-bang time-(DOD, NATO) The time

flank uard-.(DOD, NATO) A security element from light being first observed until the sound
operating to the flank of a moving or station- of the nuclear detonation is heard.
ary force to protect it from enemy ground ob-
servation, direct fire, and surprise attack. flat-(DOD, NATO) In photography, lacking incontrast.

flanking attack-(DOD, NATO) An offensive
maneuver directed at the flank of an enemy. flatted cargo-(DOD) Cargo placed in the
See also frontal attack. bottom of the holds, covered with planks and

dunnage, and held for future use. Flatted
flare-(DOD, NATO) The change in the flight cargo usually has room left above it for the

path of an aircraft so as to reduce the rate of loading of vehicles that may be moved with-
descent for touchdown. out interfering with the flatted cargo. Fre-

quently, flatted cargo serves in lieu of ballast.
flare dud--(DOD) A nuclear weapon that when Sometimes called understowed cargo. See also

launched at a target, detonates with anticipat- cargo.
ed yield but at an altitude appreciably greater
than intended. This is not a dud insofar as fleet--(DOD) An organization of ships, aircraft,
yield is concerned, but it is a dud with respect marine forces, and shore-based fleet activities
to the effects on the target and the normal op- all under the command of a commander or
oration of the weapon. commander in chief who may exercise oper-

ational as well as administrative control. See
flash blindness-(DOD, NATO) Impairment of also major fleet; numbered fleet.

vision resulting from an intense flash of light.
It includes temporary or permanent los of fleet ballistic missile submarine-(DOD) A nu-
visual functions and may be associated with clear-powered submarine designed to deliver
retinal burns. See also dazzle. ballistic missile attacks against assigned tar-
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gets from either a submerged or surfaced con- flight information service and alerting service
dition. Designated as SSBN. are provided. See also air traffic control

center; area control center.
fleet in being-(DOD) A fleet (force) that avoids

decisive action, but, because of its strength flight information service-(DOD, NATO) A
and location, causes or necessitates counter- service provided for the purpose of giving
concentrations and so reduces the number of advice and information useful for the safe and
opposing units available for operations else- efficient conduct of flights.
where.

Fleet Marine Force-(DOD) A balanced force of flight levels-(DOD, NATO) Surfaces of con-stant atmospheric pressure which are related
combined arms comprising land, air, and serv- to atspec ric pressure datum 13. rbl(9.9
ice elements of the US Marine Corps. A Fleet in), and are separated by specific pressure in-

Marine Force is an integral part of a US Fleet tervals. (Flight levels are expressed in three

and has the status of a type command. digits that represent hundreds of feet; e.g.,

flexible response-(DOD) The capability of mili- flight level 250 represents a barometric altim-flexblerespnse(DO) Th caabiity f mli- eter indication of 25,000 feet and flight level
tary forces for effective reaction to any enemy 255 is an indication of 25,500 feet.)

threat or attack with actions appropriate and

adaptable to the circumstances existing. flight line-(DOD, NATO) In air photographic

flight-(DOD) 1. In Navy and Marine Corps reconnaissance, the prescribed ground path
usage, a specified group of aircraft usually en- over which an air vehicle moves during the
gaged in a common mission. 2. The basic tac- execution of its photo mission.
tical unit in the Air Force, consisting of four
or more aircraft in two or more elements. flight operations center-(DOD) The element of
3. A single aircraft airborne on a nonopera- the tactical Army air traffic regulation
tional mission. system which provides for aircraft flight fol-

lowing, separation of aircraft under instru-
flight advisory-(DOD) A message dispatched to ment conditions, and identification of friendly

aircraft in flight or to interested stations to aircraft to friendly air defense agencies.
advise of any deviation or irregularity.

flight path-(DOD, NATO) The line connecting
flight deck-(DOD) 1. In certain airplanes, an the successive positions occupied, or to be oc-

elevated compartment occupied by the crew cupied, by an aircraft, missile or space vehicle
for operating the airplane in flight. 2. The as it moves through air or space.
upper deck of an aircraft carrier that serves
as a runway. flight plan-(DOD, NATO) Specified informa-

tion provided to air traffic services units, rela-fligt folowng-(ODNATO Th tas of tive to an intended flight or portion of a flight
maintaining contact with specified aircraft for o an ir t.

the purpose of determining enroute progress
and/or flight termination. flight plan correlation-(DOD) A means of

flight information center-(DOD, NA TO) A identifying aircraft by association with known
unit established to provide flight information flight plans.
service and alerting service.

flight profile-(DOD, NA TO) The flight path of
flight information region-(DOD, NATO) An an aircraft expressed in terms of altitude,

airspace of defined dimensions within which speed, range and maneuver.
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flight readiness flring-(DOD) A missile system space formed by the stereoscopic fusion of a
test of short duration conducted with the pro- pair of photographs, used as a reference mark
pulsion system operating while the missile is in examining or measuring a stereoscopic
secured to the launcher. Such a test is per- model.
formed to determine the readiness of the mis-
sile system and launch facilities prior to flight floating mine-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine
test. warfare, a mine visible on the surface. See

also drifting mine; free mine; watching mine;
flight readiness flring--(NATO) Short duration mine.

tests relating to a rocket system, carried out
with the propulsion device in operation, the floating reserve-(DOD, NATO) In an amphibi-
rocket being fixed on the launcher. Such tests ous operation, reserve troops which remi
are carried out in order to define the state of embarked until needed. See also general re-
preparation of the rocket system and of the serve.
launching facilities before the flight test.

flight surgeon-(DOD, NATO) A physician s flooder-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine warfare,

cially trained in aviation medical practice a device fitted to a buoyant mine which, on

whose primary duty is the medical examina- operation after a preset time, floods the mine

tion and medical care of aircrew. case and causes it to sink to the bottom.

flight test-(DOD, NATO) Test of an aircraft, flotation-(DOD, NATO) The capability of a ye-
rocket, missile, or other vehicle by actual hide to float in water.
flight or launching. Flight tests are planned
to achieve specific test objectives and gain FLS-See Naval Forward Logistics Site.
operational information.

fluxgate-(NATO) A detector which gives an
flight visibility-(DOD) The average forward electrical signal proportional to the intensity

horizontal distance from the cockpit of an air- of the external magnetic field acting along its
craft in flight at which prominent unlighted axis.
objects may be seen and identified by day and
prominent lighted objects may be seen and fluxvalve-See fluxgate.
identified by night.

fly(ing) at speed-(DOD) In air intercept, a
floating base support--(DOD, NATO) A form of code meaning, "Fly at (mach _/-) indi-

logistic support in which supplies, repairs, cated air speed," or, "My indicated air speed
maintenance and other services are provided is (_ knots/mach
in harbor or at an anchorage for operating
forces from ships, foam path-(DOD) A path of fire extinguisher

floating lines--(NATO) In photogrammetry, foam laid on a runway to assist aircraft in an

lines connecting the same two points of detail emergency landing.
on each print of a stereo pair, used to deter-
mine whether or not the points are intervisi- focal length-See calibrated focal length;
ble. The lines may be drawn directly on to the equivalent focal length; nominal focal length.
prints or superimposed by means of strips of
transparent material. focal plane-(DOD, NATO) The plane, perpen-

dicular to the optical axis of the lens, in
floating mark or dot-(NATO) A mark seen as which images of points in the object field of

occupying a position in the three dimensional the lens are focused.
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folded optics-(DOD, NATO) Any optical entries in a given operation plan time-phased
system containing reflecting components for force and deployment data. Also called FRN.
the purpose of reducing the physical length of
the system or for the purpose of changing the force(s)-See airborne force; air transported
path of the optical axis force; armed forces; balanced collective

forces; black forces; blue forces; combined
follow-on echelon-(NATO) In amphibious op- force; covering force; forces allocated to

erations, that echelon of the assault troops, NATO; garrison force; national forces for the
vehicles, aircraft equipment, and supplies defense of the NATO area; NATO assigned
which, though not needed to initiate the as- forces; NATO command forces; NATO ear-
sault, is required to support and sustain the marked forces; Navy Cargo Handling Force;
assault. See also assault; follow-up, orange forces; other forces for NATO; purple

forces; task force; underway replenishment
follow.up-(DOD) In amphibious operations, force; white forces.

the landing of reinforcements and stores after
the assault and assault follow-on echelons forces allocated to NATO-(NATO) Those
have been landed. See also assault; assault forces made available to NATO by a nation
follow-on echelon, under the categories of: a. NATO command

forces. b. NATO assigned forces. c. NATO
follow.up-(NATO) In amphibious operations, earmarked forces. d. Other forces for NATO.

the landing of reinforcements and stores after See also force(s).
the assault and follow-on echelons have beenlanded. See also assault; follow-on echelon, forces in being-(DOD, NATO) Forces classifiedas being in state of readiness "A" or "B" as

follow-up echelon-(DOD, NATO) In air trans- prescribed in the appropriate Military Com-

port operations, elements moved into the oh- mittee document.

jective area after the assault echelon, force sourcing-(DOD) The identification of the
foree-(MOD) 1. An aggregation of -military per- actual units, their .origins, ports of embarka-

fore-(D ) 1.eapn aggregaio ofemicles tary per- tion, and movement characteristics to satisfy
sonnel, weapon systems, vehicles and neces- the time-phased force requirements of a sup-

sary -support, or combination thereof. 2. A te com ander.

major subdivision of a fleet. ported commander.

force structure--See military capability.
force combat air patrol-(DOD) A patrol of

fighters maintained over the task force to de- force tabs.-(DOD) With reference to war plans,
stroy enemy aircraft that threaten the force. the statement of time-phased deployments of
See also combat air patrol. major combat units by major commands and

force lIgt-(DOD) A total list of forces required geogrp areas.

by an operation plan, including assigned fordability-See deep fording; shallow fording.
forces, augmentation forces, and other forces
to be employed in support of the plan. foreign instrumentation signals intelligence-

(DOD) Intelligence information derived from
force rendezvous-(DOD, NATO) A checkpoint electromagnetic emissions associated with the

at which formations of aircraft or ships join testing and operational deployment of foreign
and become part of the main force. aerospace, surface, and subsurface systems.

Also called FISINT.
force requiement number-(DOD) The alpha-

numeric code used to uniquely identify force foreign intelligence-See intelligence.
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foreign instrumentation signals intelligence- a specified sequence, each set characterized by
(DOD) Technical information and intelligence an identifier and containing information of a
information derived from the intercept of for- specified type, coded and arranged in an or-
eign instrumentation signals by other than dered sequence of character fields in accord-
the intended recipients. Foreign instrumenta- ance with the NATO message text formatting
tion signals intelligence is a category of sig- rules. It is designed to permit both manual
nals intelligence. Note: Foreign instrumenta- and automated handling and processing. See
tion signals include but are not limited to sig- also free form message text; structured mes-
nals from telemetry, beaconry, electronic in- sage text.
terrogators, tracking/fusing/arming/firing
command systems, and video data links. Also formerly restricted data-(DOD) Information
called FISINT. See also telemetry intelli- removed from the Restricted Data category
gence; signals intelligence, upon a joint determination by the Depart-

ment of Energy (or antecedent agencies) and
foreign internal defense-(DOD) Participation Department of Defense that such information

by civilian and military agencies of a govern- relates primarily to the military utilization of
ment in any of the action programs taken by atomic weapons and that such information
another government to free and protect its so- can be adequately safeguarded as classified
ciety from subversion, lawlessness, and insur- defense information. (Section 142d, Atomic
gency. See also internal defense. Energy Act of 1954, as amended.) See also re-

stricted data.
foreign military sales-(DOD) That portion of

United States security assistance authorized forming up place-(NA TO) The last position oc-
by the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as cupied by the assault echelon before crossing
amended, and the Arms Export Control Act of the start line/line of departure. Also called
1976, as amended. This assistance differs from attack position.
the Military Assistance Program and the
International Military Education and Train- form lines-(DOD, NATO) Lines resembling
ing Program in that the recipient provides re- contours, but representing no actual eleva-
imbursement for defense articles and services tions, which have been sketched from visual
transferred. observation or from inadequate or unreliable

map sources, to show collectively the configu-
foreign military sales trainees-(DOD) Foreign ration of the terrain.

nationals receiving training conducted by the
Department of Defense on a reimbursable forward aeromedical evacuation-(DOD,
basis, at the country's request. NA TO) That phase of evacuation which pro-

vides airlift for patients between points
format-(DOD, NATO) 1. In photography, the within the battlefield, from the battlefield to

size and/or shape of a negative or of the print the initial point of treatment, and to subse-
therefrom. 2. In cartography, the shape and' quent points of treatment within the combat
size of a map or chart. zone.

formation--(DOD, NATO) 1. An ordered ar- forward air controller-(DOD) An officer (avia-
rangement of troops and/or vehicles for a spe- tor/pilot) member of the tactical air control
cific purpose. 2. An ordered arrangement of party who, from a forward ground or airborne
two or more ships, units, or aircraft proceed- position, controls aircraft in close air support
ing together under a commander. of ground troops.

formatted message text-(DOD, NATO) A mes- forward air controller-(NA TO) A qualified in-

sage text composed of several sets ordered in dividual who, from a forward position on the
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ground or in the air, directs the action of forward oblique air photograph-(DOD) Ob-
combat aircraft engaged in close air support lique photography of the terrain ahead of the
of land forces. aircraft.

forward air control post-(DOD) A highly forward observer-(DOD) An observer operat-
mobile US Air Force tactical air control ing with front line troops and trained to
system radar facility subordinate to the con- adjust ground or naval gunfire and pass back
trol and reporting center and/or post used to battlefield information. In the absence of a
extend radar coverage and control in the for- forward air controller the observer may con-
ward combat area. trol close air support strikes. See also spotter.

forward area-(DOD) An area in proximity to forward observer-(NATO) An observer with
combat. forward troops trained to call for and adjust

supporting fire and pass battlefield informa-

forward arming and refueling point-(DOD) A tion.

temporary facility, organized, equipped, and
deployed by an aviation. commander, and nor- forward overlap-See overlap.
mally located in the main battle area closer to
the area of operation than the aviation unit's forward recovery mission proflle-(DOD) A
combat service area, to provide fuel and am- mission profile that involves the recovery of
munition necessary for the employment of an aircraft at a neutral/friendly forward area
aviation maneuver units in combat. The for- airfield or landing site.
ward arming and refueling point permits
combat aircraft to rapidly refuel and rearm forward slope-(DOD, NATO) Any slope which
simultaneously. Also called FARP. descends towards the enemy.

forward edge of the battle area-(DOD, NATO) forward teli-(DOD, NATO) The transfer of in-
The foremost limits of a series of areas in. formation to a higher level of command. See
which ground combat units are deployed, ex- also track telling.
cluding the areas in which the covering or
screening forces are operating, designated to found shipment-(NA TO) Freight received but
coordinate fire support, the positioning of not listed or manifested.
forces, or the maneuver of units.

four-round illumination diamond-(DOD,
forward line of own troope-(DOD) A line NATO) A method of distributing the fire of il-

which indicates the most forward positions of lumination shells which, by a combination of
friendly forces in any kind of military oper- lateral spread and range spread, provides Wiu-
ation at a specific time. The forward line of mination of a large area.
own troops normally identifies the forward
location of covering and screening forces. fox away-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean-

ing, "Missile has fired or been released from
forward line .of own troops-(NATO) A line aircraft."

which indicates the most forward positions of
friendly forces in any kind of military oper- fragmentary order-(DOD) An abbreviated
ation at a specific time. form of an operation order, usually issued on

a day-to-day basis, that eliminates the need
forward motion compensation-See Image for restating information contained in a basic

motion compensation, operation order. It may be issued in sections.
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frame-(DOD, NATO) In photography, any formatted message text; structured message
single exposure contained within a continuous text.
sequence of photographs.

free issue-(DOD) Materiel provided for use or
freak-(DOD) In air intercept usage, a word consumption without charge to the fund or

meaning frequency in megacycles. fund subdivision that finances the activity to
which issued.

freddie.-(DOD) In air intercept usage, a con-
trolling unit. free lance-(DOD) In air intercept, a code

meaning, "Self-control of aircraft is being em-
free air anomaly-(DOD) The difference be- ployed."

tween observed gravity and theoretical gravi-
ty that has been computed for latitude and free mine-(DOD, NA TO) In naval mine war-
corrected for elevation of the station above or fare, a moored mine whose mooring has
below the geoid, by application of the normal parted or been cut.
rate of change of gravity for change of eleva-
tion, as in free air. free play exercise-(DOD, NATO) An exercise

to test the capabilities of forces under simu-
free air overpressure-(DOD, NATO) The unre- lated contingency and/or wartime conditions,

flected pressure, in excess of the ambient at- limited only by those artificialities or restric-
mospheric pressure, created in the air by the tions required by peacetime safety regula-
blast wave from an explosion. See also over- tions. See also controlled exercise.
pressur=

free rocket-(DOD, NATO) A rocket not subject
free drop-(DOD, NATO) The dropping of to guidance or control in flight.

equipment or supplies from an aircraft with-
out the use of parachutes. See also airdrop; freight consolidating activity-(DOD) A trans-
air movement; free fall; high velocity drop; portation activity that receives less than car-
low velocity drop. load/truckload shipments of materiel for the

purpose of assembling them into carload/
free fall-(DOD) A parachute maneuver in truckload lots for onward movement to the ul-

which the parachute is manually activated at timate consignee or to a freight distributing
the discretion of the jumper or automatically activity or other break bulk point. See also
at* a preset altitude. See also airdrop; air freight distributing activity.
movement; free drop; high velocity drop; low
velocity drop. freight distributing activity-(DOD) A transpor-

tation activity that receives and unloads con-
free fall-(NA TO) A parachute maneuver in solidated carloads/truckloads of less than car-

which the parachute is opened, either manu- load/truckload shipments of material and for-
ally or automatically, at a predetermined alti- wards the individual shipments to the ulti-
tude. mate consignee. See also freight consolidating

activity.
free field overpressure-See free air overpres-

sure. fresh target-(DOD) A request or command
sent by the observer or spotter to the firing

free form message text-(DOD, NATO) A mes- ship to indicate that fire will be shifted from
sage text without prescribed format arrange- the original target to a new target by spots
ments. It is intended for fast drafting as well (corrections) applied to the computer solution
as manual handling and processing. See also being generated.
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friendly-(DOD) A contact positively identified command, as used internationally, implies a
as friendly. See also bogey; hostile, lesser degree of authority than when it is

used in a purely national sense. It follows
frigate-(DOD) A warship designed to operate that no NATO commander has full command

independently, or with strike, antisubmarine over the forces that are assigned to him. This
warfare, or amphibious forces against subma- is because nations, in assigning forces to
rine, air, and surface threats. (Normal arma- NATO, assign only operational command or
ment consists of 3-inch and 5-inch dual-pur- operational control. See also command.
pose guns and advanced antisubmarine war-
fare weapons.) Designated as FF. See also full mobilization-See mobilization.
guided missile frigate.

functional component command-(DOD) A
front-(DOD, NATO) 1. The lateral space occu- command normally, but not necessarily, coin-

pied by an element measured from the ex- posed of forces of two or more Services which
tremity of one flank to the extremity of the may be established in peacetime or war to
other flank. 2. The direction of the enemy. perform particular operational missions that
3. The line of contact of two opposing forces. may be of short duration or may extend over
4. When a combat situation does not exist or a period of time.
is not assumed, the direction toward which
the command is faced. functions-(DOD) The appropriate or assigned

duties, responsibilities, missions, or tasks of
frontal attack-(DOD, NATO) 1. An offensive an individual, office, or organization. As de-

maneuver in which the main action is direct- fined in the National Security Act of 1947, as
ed against the front of the enemy forces. amended, the term "function" includes func-
(DOD) 2. In air intercept, an attack by an in- tions, powers, and duties (5 United States
terceptor aircraft that terminates with a Code 171n (a)).
heading crossing angle greater than 135".

fusion-(DOD, NATO) The process whereby the
frustrated cargo-(DOD) Any shipment of sup- nuclei of light elements combine to form the

plies and/or equipment which while en route nucleus of a heavier element, with the release
to destination is stopped prior to receipt and of tremendous amounts of energy.
for which further disposition instructions
must be obtained. fuze-(DOD, NATO) A device which initiates an

explosive train. See also base fuze; boresafe
full beam spread-See indirect illumination, fuze; impact action fuze; proximity fuze; self-

destroying fuze; shuttered fuze; time fuze.
full charge-(DOD) The larger of the two pro-

pelling charges available for naval guns. fuze cavity-(DOD, NATO) A recess in a charge
for receiving a fuze.

full command-(NATO) The military authority
and responsibility of a superior officer to issue fuze (specify)-(DOD) In artillery and naval
orders to subordinates. It covers every aspect gunfire support, a command or request to in-
of military operations and administration and dicate the type of fuze action desired; i.e.,
exists only within national services. The term delay, quick, time, proximity.
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G
gadget-(DOD) Radar equipment. (Type of garble-(DOD) An error in transmission, recep-

equipment may be indicated by a letter as tion, encryption, or decryption that changes
listed in operation orders.) May be followed by the text of a message or any portion thereof
a color to indicate state of jamming. Colors in such a manner that it is incorrect or unde-
will be used as follows: cryptable.
a. green--Clear of jamming.
b. amber--Sector partially jammed. garnishing-(DOD, NA TO) In surveillance, nat-
e. red-Sector completely jammed. ural or artificial material applied to an object
d. blue--Completely jammed. to achieve or assist camouflage.

Galaxy-(DOD) A large cargo transport aircraft garrison force-(DOD, NATO) All units as-
powered by four turbofan engines, capable of signed to a base or area for defense, develop-
carrying a very large payload (including out- ment, operation, and maintenance of facili-
size cargo and personnel) into forward area ties. See also force(s).
air fields. It further is capable of refueling in
flight. Designated C-5. gate-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning,

"Tly at maximum possible speed (or power)."
gamma rays-(DOD) High energy electromag- (To be maintained for a limited time only, de-

netic radiation emitted from atomic nuclei pending on type of aircraft. Use of after-
during a nuclear reaction. Gamma rays and burners, rockets, etc., in accordance with local
very high energy X-rays differ only in origin, doctrine.)
X-rays do not originate from atomic nuclei
but are produced in other ways. G-day--See designation of days and hours.

gap-(MOD, NATO) An area within a minefield general air cargo-(DOD, NATO) Cargo without
or obstacle belt, free of live mines or obsta- hazardous or dangerous properties and not re-
cle, whose width and direction will allow a quiring extra precautions for air transport.
friendly force to pass through in tactical for-
mation. See also phoney minefield, general and complete disarmament-(DOD) Re-

ductions of armed forces and armaments by
gap filler radar-(DOD, NATO) A radar used to all states to levels required for internal secu-

supplement the coverage of the principal rity and for an international peace force. Con-
radar in areas where coverage is inadequate. notation is "total disarmament" by all states.

gap (imagery)-(DOD) Any space where image- general cargo-(DOD) Cargo which is suscepti-
ry fails to meet minimum coverage require- ble for loading in general, nonspecialized
ments. This might be a space not covered by stowage areas; e.g., boxes, barrels, bales,
imagery or a space where the minimum speci- crates, packages, bundles, and pallets.
fled overlap was not obtained. See also holi-
day. general map-(DOD) A map of small scale used

for general planning purposes. See also map.
gap marker-(DOD, NATO) In landmine war-

fare, markers used to indicate a minefield general orders-(DOD) 1. Permanent instruc-
gap. Gap markers at the entrance to, and exit tions, issued in order form, that apply to all
from, the gap will be referenced to a land- members of a command, as compared with
mark or intermediate marker. See also special orders, which affect only individuals
marker. or small groups. General orders are usually
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concerned with matters of policy or adminis- nated S-1, S-2, etc., with corresponding duties;
tration. 2. A series of permanent guard orders referred to as a unit staff in the Army and as
that govern the duties of a sentry on post. an executive staff in the Marine Corps. See

also staff.
general purchasing agents-(DOD) Agents who

have been appointed in the principal overseas general stopping power-(DOD, NATO) The
areas of pperations to supervise, control, co- percentage of a group of vehicles in battle for-
ordinate, negotiate, and develop the local pro- mation likely to be stopped by mines when at-
curement of supplies, services, and facilities tempting to cross a minefield.
by United States Armed Forces, in order that
the most effective utilization may be made of general support-(DOD, NATO) That support
local resources and production, which is given to the supported force as a

whole and not to any particular subdivision
general quarters-(DOD) A condition of readi- thereof.

neos when naval action is imminent. All
battle stations are fully manned and alert; general support artillery-(DOD, NATO) Artil-
ammunition is ready for instant loading-, guns lery which executes the fire directed by the
and guided missile launchers may be loaded, commander of the unit to which it organically

belongs or is attached. It fires in support of
general resrve.-(DOD, NATO) Reserve of the operation as a whole rather than in sup-

troops under the control of the overall com- port of a specific subordinate unit.
mander. See also floating reserve.

general staff-(DOD) A group of officers in the general support-reinforcing-(DOD) A tactical
headquarters of Army or Marine divisions, artillery mission. General support-reinforcing
Marine brigades and aircraft wings, or similar artillery has the mission of supporting the

or larger units that assist their commanders force as a whole and of providing reinforcing

in planning, coordinating, and supervising op- fires for another artillery unit.

erations. A general staff may consist of four
or more principal functional sections: person- general support rocket system-(DOD) A multi-
nel (G-1), military intelligence (G-2), oper- ple rocket launcher system that supplements
ations and training (G-3), logistics (G-4), and cannon artillery by delivery of large quanti-
(in Army organizations) civil effairs/military ties of firepower in a short time against criti-
government (G-5). (A particular section may cal, time-sensitive targets.
be added or eliminated by the commander, de-
pendent upon the need that has been demon- general unloading period-(DOD, NATO) In
strated.) The comparable Air Force staff is amphibious operations, that part of the ship-
found in the wing and larger units, with sec- to-shore movement in which unloading is pri-
tions designated Personnel, Operations, etc. marily logistic in character, and emphasizes
G-2 Air and G-3 Air are Army officers as- speed and volume of unloading operations. It
signed to G-2 or G-3 at division, corps, and encompasses the unloading of units and cargo
Army headquarters level who assist in plan- from the ships as rapidly as facilities on the
ning and coordinating joint operations of beach permit. It proceeds without regard to
ground and air units. Naval staffs ordinarily class, type, or priority of cargo, as permitted
are not organized on these lines, but when by cargo handling facilities ashore. See also
they are, they are designated N-1, N-2, etc. initial unloading period.
Similarly, a joint staff may be designated J-1,
J-2, etc. In Army brigades and smaller units general war-(DOD) Armed conflict between
and in Marine Corps units smaller than a bri- major powers in which the total resources of
gade or aircraft wing, staff sections are desig- the belligerents are employed, and the nation-
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al survival of a major belligerent is in jeop- nates an aircraft approach and programs a
ardy. climb. See also overshoot.

generation (photography)-(DOD) The prepara- goldie-(DOD) The term, peculiar to air support
tion of successive positive/negative reproduc- radar team operations, indicating that the air-
tions from an original negative/positive (first- craft automatic flight-control system and
generation). For example, the first positive ground-control bombing system are engaged
produced from an original negative is a and awaiting electronic ground control corn-
second-generation product; the negative made mands.
from this positive is a third-generation prod-
uct; and the next positive or print from that goldie lock-(DOD) The term, peculiar to air
negative is a fourth-generation product. support radar team operations, indicating

ground controller has electronic control of the
geodetic datum-See datum (geodetic). aircraft.

geographic coordinates-(DOD, NATO) The go no-go-DOD, NATO) The condition or state
quantities of latitude and longitude which of operability of a component or system: "go,"
define the position of a point on the surface of functioning properly;, or "no-go," not function-
the earth with respect to the reference sphe- ing properly.
roid. See also coordinates.

gradient circuit-(DOD, NATO) In mine war-
geographic reference points-i(DOD) .A means fare, a circuit which is actuated when the rate

of indicating position, usually expressed of change, with time, of the magnitude of the

either as double letters or as code words that ofluenge, within ofdtermin its.

are established in operation orders or by influence is within predetermined limits.

other means. grand slam--(OD) All enemy aircraft original-

georef-(lOD, NATO) A worldwide position ref- ly sighted are shot down.

erence system that may be applied to any
map or chart graduated in latitude and longi- graphic-(DOD, NATO) Any and all products of
tude regardless of projection. It is a method of the cartographic and photogrammetric art. A
expressing latitude and longitude in a form graphic may be a map, chart, or mosaic or

suitable for rapid reporting and plotting. (This even a film strip that was produced using car-
term is derived from the words "The World tographic techniques.
Geographic Reference System.")

graphic scale-(DOD, NATO) A graduated line
glide bomb-(DOD) A bomb fitted with airfoils by means of which distances on the map,

to provide lift, carried and released in the di- chart, or photograph may be measured in
rection of a target by an airplane. terms of ground distance. See also scale.

glide mode-(DOD) In a flight control system, a grapnel-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine warfare,
control mode in which an aircraft is automati- a device fitted to a mine mooring designed to
cally positioned to the center of the glide grapple the sweep wire when the mooring is
slope course. cut.

go around-See overshoot. graticule-(DOD, NA TO) 1. In cartography, a
network of lines representing the earth's par-

go around mode-(DOD) In an automatic flight allels of latitude and meridians of longitude.
control system, a control mode which termi- 2. In imagery interpretation, see reticle.
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graticule ticks-(DOD, NATO) In cartography, grid bearing-(DOD) Bearing measured from
short lines indicating where selected merid- grid north.
ians and parallels intersect.

grid bearing-(NATO) The direction of an
graves registration-(DOD) Supervision and object from a point, expressed as a horizontal

execution of matters pertaining to the identi- angle, measured clockwise ,rith reference to
fication, removal, and burial of the dead, and grid north. See also bearing.
collection and processing of their effects. See
also burial, grid convergence-(DOD) The horizontal angle

at a place between true north and grid north.
gravity extraction-(DOD, NATO) The extrac- It is proportional to the longitude difference

tion of cargoes from the aircraft by influence between the place and the central meridian.
of their own weight. See also extraction para- See also convergence.
chute.

grid convergence-(NA TO) The horizontal
graze-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval angle at a point between true north and grid

gunfire support, a spotting, or an observation, north. See also convergence.
by a spotter or an observer to indicate that all
bursts occurred on impact. grid convergence factor-(DOD, NATO) The

ratio of the grid convergence angle to the lon-
grazing flre-(DOD, NATO) Fire approximately gitude difference. In the Lambert Conical

parallel to the ground where the center of the Orthomorphic projection this ratio is constant
cone of fire does not rise above one meter for all charts based on the same two standard
from the ground. See also fire, parallels. See also constant of the cone; con-

vergence; grid convergence.
great circle route-(NA TO) The route which fol-

lows the shortest arc of a great circle between grid coordinates-(DOD, NATO) Coordinates of
two points. a grid coordinate system to which numbers

and letters are assigned for use in designating
Greenwich Mean Time-See Universal Time. a point on a gridded map, photograph, or

(NATO: See zulu time.) chart. See also coordinates.

grey propaganda-(DOD) Propaganda that does grid coordinate system-(DOD, NATO) A plane-
not specifically identify any source. See also rectangular coordinate system usually based
propaganda. on, and mathematically adjusted to, a map

projection in order that geographic positions
grid-(DOD) 1. Two sets of parallel lines inter- (latitudes and longitudes) may be readily

secting at right angles and forming squares; transformed into plane coordinates and the
the grid is superimposed on maps, charts, and computations relating to them may be made
other similar representations of the earth's by the ordinary method of plane surveying.
surface in an accurate and consistent manner See also coordinates.
to permit identification of ground locations
with respect to other locations and the compu- grid interval-(DOD, NATO) The distance rep-
tation of direction and distance to other resented between the lines of a grid.
points. 2. A term used in giving the location
of a geographic point by grid coordinates. See grid magnetic angle-(DOD, NATO) Angular
also military grid; military grid reference difference in direction between grid north and
system. magnetic north. It is measured east or west

from grid north. Grid magnetic angle is some-
grid-(NA TO) See military grid. times called grivation and/or grid variation.
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grid navigation-(DOD, NATO) A method of common control (artillery); control point;
navigation using a grid overlay for direction field control; traverse.
reference. See also navigational grid.

ground control (geodetic)-See ground control.grid north--(DOD, NATO0) The northerly or
zero direction indicated by the grid datum ofSdirectional reference. ground controlled approach proeedure--(DOD,

NATO) The technique for talking down,

Srid ticks--(DOD, NATO) Small marks on the through the use of both surveillance and pre-neatline of a map or chart mating th cision approach radar, an aircraft during itstional grid reference systems included on that approach so as to place it in a position for

sheet. Grid ticks are sometimes shown on the landing; optical landing system. See also auto-
interior grid lines of some maps for ease of ma
referencing. system.

grid variation-See grid magnetic angle. ground controlled interception-(DOD, NATO)

A technique which permits control of friendly
gripper edge-(NA TO) The edge by which paper aircraft or guided missiles for the purpose of

or other printing material is drawn into the effecting interception. See also air intercep-
printing machine. tion.

grivation-See grid magnetic angle. ground effect machine-(NATO) A machine
which normally flies within the zone of the

gross error-(DOD) A nuclear weapon detona- ground effect or ground cushion.
tion at such a distance from the desired
ground zero as to cause no nuclear damage to ground fire-(DOD) Small arms ground-to-air
the target. fire directed against aircraft.

gross weight-(DOD, NATO) 1. Weight of a ve-
hicle, fully equipped and serviced for oper- grounding-(DOD, NATO) The bonding of an
ation, including the weight of the fuel, lubri- equipment case, frame or chassis, to an object
cants, coolant, vehicle tools and spares, crew or vehicle structure to ensure a common po-
personal equipment and load. 2. Weight of a tential. See also bonding; earthing.

container or pallet including freight and bind-
ing. See also net weight. ground liaison officer-(DOD) An officer

trained in offensive air support activities.
ground alert-(DOD, NATO) That status in Ground liaison officers are normally orga-

which aircraft on the ground/deck are fully nized into parties under the control of the ap-
serviced and armed, with combat crews in propriate Army commander to provide liaison
readiness to take off within a specified short to Air Force and naval units engaged in train-
period of time (usually 15 minutes) after re- ing and combat operations.
ceipt of a mission order. See also alert.

ground liaison officer-(NA TO) An officer espe-
grouwl combat element-See Marine Air- cially trained in air reconnaissance and/or of-

Ground Task Force. fensive air support activities. These officers
are normally organized into teams under the

ground control-(DOD, NA TO) A system of ac- control of the appropriate ground force coin-
curate measurements used to -determine the mander to provide liaison to air force and
distances and directions or differences in ele- navy units engaged in training and combat
vation between points on the earth. See also operations. See also air liaison officer.
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ground liaison party-(DOD) An army unit ground return-(DOD, NATO) The reflection
consisting of a variable number of personnel from the terrain as displayed and/or recorded
responsible for liaison with a tactical air sup- as an image.
port agency.

ground signals--(DOD, NATO) A visual signal
ground liaison section-(DOD) An army unit displayed on an airfield to give local air traf-

consisting of a variable number of army offi- fic rules information to flight crews in the air.
cers, other ranks, and vehicles responsible for See also signal area.
army/air liaison, under control of army head-
quarters, ground speed--(DOD, NATO) The horizontal

component of the speed of an aircraft relativeground liaison section-.(NA TO) A ground unit to the earth's surface.

responsible for ground-air liaison under con-

trol of the ground headquarters. ground speed mode-(DOD) In a flight control

ground mine-See bottom mine. system, a control mode in which the ground

speed of an aircraft is automatically con-

ground nadir-(DOD, NATO) The point on the trolled to a computed value.
ground vertically beneath the perspective
center of the camera lens. On a true vertical ground visibility-(DOD) Prevailing horizontal
photograph this coincides with the principal visibility near the earth's surface as reported
point, by an accredited observer.

ground observer center-(DOD) A center to ground zero-(DOD, NATO) The point on the
which ground observer teams report and surface of the earth at, or vertically below or
which in turn will pass information to the ap- above, the center of a planned or actual nu-
propriate control and/or reporting agency. clear detonation. See also actual ground zero;

desired ground zero.
ground observer organization-(NA TO) A corps

of ground watchers deployed at suitable group-(DOD) 1. A flexible administrative and
points throughout an air defense system to tactical unit composed of either two or more
provide visual and aural information of air- battalions or two or more squadrons. The
craft movements, term also applies to combat support and serv-

ice support units. 2. A number of ships and/ground observer team--(DOD) Small units or orarafnmlyasudvinofaoce

detachments deployed to provide information assigned for a specific purpose.

of aircraft movements over a defended area,

obtained either by aural or visual means. group buriail-(D•OD) A burial in a common

ground position-(DOD, NA TO) The position on grave of two or more individually unidentified

the earth vertically below an aircraft. remains. See also burial.

ground position indicator-(NATO) An instru- group of targets-(DOD, NATO) Two or more
ment which determines and displays auto- targets on which fire is desired simultaneous-
matically the ground position of an aircraft. ly. A group of targets is designated by a

letter/number combination or a nickname.
ground readines--(DOD) That status wherein

aircraft can be armed and serviced and per- group rendezvous-(DOD) A check point at
sonnel alerted to take off within a specified which for-nations of the same type will join
length of time after receiving orders. before proceeding. See also force rendezvous.
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group rendezvous--(NA TO) See force rendez- guidance station equipment-(DOD, NATO)
vous. The ground-based portion of the missile guid-

ance system necessary to provide guidance
guard-(DOD, NATO) A security element whose during missile flight.

primary task is to protect the main force by
fighting to gain time, while also observing guided missile-(DOD) An unmanned vehicle
and reporting information. See also flank moving above the surface of the earth whose
guard; screen. trajectory or flight path is capable of being al-

tered by an external or internal mechanism.
guardship-(NA TO) A ship detailed for a specif- See also aerodynamic missile; ballistic mis-

ic duty for the purpose of enabling other ships sile.
in company to assume a lower degree of readi-
noes. guided missile--(NATO) An unmanned self-pro-

pelled vehicle whose trajectory or course,
guerrilla-(DOD) A combat participant in guer- while in flight, is controlled.

rilla warfare. See also unconventional war-
fare. guided missile cruiser-(DOD) A warship de-

signed to operate with strike and amphibious
guerrilla warfare-(DOD, NATO) Military and forces against air, surface, and subsurface

paramilitary operations conducted in enemy threats. Normal armaments consist of 5-inch
held or hostile territory by irregular, predomi- guns, an advanced area-defense antiair-war-
nantly indigenous forces. See also unconven. fare missile system, and antisubmarine-war-
tional warfare. fare weapons. Designated as CG.

guidance-(DOD) 1. Policy, direction, decision, guided missile destroyer-(DOD) For mission,
or instruction having the effect of an order see destroyer. This destroyer type is equipped
when promulgated by a higher echelon, with Standard guided missiles, naval guns,
2. The entire process by which target intellih long-range sonar, and antisubmarine-warfare
gence information received by the guided mis- weapons, including ASROC. Designated as
sile is used to effect proper flight control to DDG.
cause timely direction changes for effective
target interception. See also active homing guided missile equipment carrier-(DOD) A
guidance; celestial guidance; command guid. self-propelled, full-tracked, amphibious, air-
ance; homing guidance; inertial guidance; self-propele, ul-racked ampib ious
midcourse guidance; passive homing guid. transportable, unarmored carrier for various
ance; preset guidance; semiactive homing guided missile systems and their equipment.
guidance; stellar guidance; terminal guid-
ance; terrestrial reference guidance. guided missile frigate-(DOD) Equipped with

Standard missile launchers, 5/54 or 76-amm

guidance coverage-(DOD, NATO) That volume gun battery, torpedoes, embarked helicopters,
of space in which guidance information (azi- and towed array sonar. Designated as FFG.
muth and/or elevation and/or distance) is See also frigate.
provided to aircraft to the specified perform-
ance and accuracy. This may be specified guided missile submarine-(DOD) A submarine
either with relation to airfield/airstrip geome- designed to have an additional capability to
try, making assumptions about deployment of launch guided missile attacks. Designated as
ground equipment, or with relation to the coy- SSG and SSGN. The SSGN is nuclear pow-
erage provided by individual ground units. ered.
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guide signs-(NATO) Signs used to indicate lo- gun direction-(NA TO) The distribution and di-
cations, distances, directions, routes, and simi- rection of the gunfire of a ship.
lar information.

guide pecification- OD, NATO) Min m guns/weapons free-(DOD) In air intercept,
means fire may be opened on all aircraft not

requirements to be used as a basis for the meanire ay frienday.

evaluation of a national specification covering ized as friendly.

a fuel, lubricant or associated product pro- g weapons tight-(DOD) In air intercept,posed for standardization action. uswaostgt-DD naritret
means do not open fire, or cease firing on any

guinea-pig-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine war- aircraft (or on bogey specified, or in section
fare, a ship used to determine whether an indicated) unless target(s) known to be hostile.
area can be considered safe from influence
mines under certain conditions, or, specifical- gun-target line-(DOD, NATO) An imaginary
ly, to detonate pressure mines, straight line from the gun(s) to the target. See

also spotting line.
gui-,(DOD, NATO) In electronic warfare, a

floating radar reflector used to simulate a A
suracetagetatseafo deepivepuposs. gun-type weapon-(DOD) Adevice in whichsurface target at sea for deceptive purpeses, two or more pieces of fissionable material,

sun-(DOD) 1. A cannon with relatively long each less than a critical mass, are brought to-

barrel, operating with relatively low angle of gether very rapidly so as to form a supercriti-
fire, and having a high muzzle velocity. 2. A cal mass that can explode as the result of a

cannon with tube length 30 calibers or more. rapidly expanding fission chain.

See also howitzer mortar.
gyro-magnetic compass-(DOD) A directional

gun carriage-(DOD, NATO) A mobile or fixed gyroscope whose azimuth scale is maintained
support for a gun. It sometimes includes the in alignment with the magnetic meridian by a
elevating and traversing mechanisms. Some- magnetic detector unit.
times called carriage.
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H
H-2-See Sea Sprite. image into a pattern of small dots. See also

halftone.
H-S-See Sea King.

handover-(DOD) The passing of control au-
H-46-See Sea Knight. thority of an aircraft from one control agency

to another control agency. Handover action
hachuring-(DOD, NATO) A method of repre- may be accomplished between control agen-

senting relief upon a map or chart by shading cies of separate Services when conducting
in short disconnected lines drawn in the direc- joint operations or between control agencies
tion of the slopes, within a single command and control system.

Handover action is complete when the receiv-
half-life-(DOD, NATO) The time required for ing controller acknowledges assumption of

the activity of a given. radioactive species to control authority.

decrease to half of its initial value due to ra-
dioactive decay. The half-life is a characteris- handover line-(DOD, NATO) A control feature,
tic property of each radioactive species and is preferably following easily defined terrain
independent of its amount or condition. The features, at which responsibility for the con-
effective half-life of a given isotope is the time duct of combat operations is passed from one
in which the quantity in the body will de- force to another.
crease to half as a result of both radioactive
decay and biological elimination, hang fire-(DOD, NATO) An undesired delay in

the functioning of a firing system.
half-residence time-(DOD, NATO) As applied

to delayed fallout, it is the time required for harassing (air)-(DOD) The attack of any
the amount of weapon debris deposited in a target within the area of land battle not con-
particular part of the atmosphere to decrease nected with interdiction or close air support.
to half of its initial value. It is designed to reduce the enemy's combat

effectiveness.
half thickness-(DOD, NATO) Thickness of ab-

sorbing material necessary to reduce by one- harassing fire-(DOD, NATO) Fire designed to
half the intensity of radiation which passes disturb the rest of the enemy troops, to cur-
through it. tail movement and, by threat of losses, to

lower morale. See also fire.
halftone-(DOD, NATO) Any photomechanical

printing surface or the impression therefrom harassment-(DOD) An incident in which the
in which detail and tone values are represent- primary objective is to disrupt the activities of
ed by a series of evenly spaced dots in varying a unit, installation, or ship, rather than to in-
size and shape, varying in direct proportion to flict serious casualties or damage.
the intensity of the tones they represent. See
also halftone screen. harbor-(DOD) A restricted body of water, an

anchorage, or other limited coastal water area
halftone screen-(DOD, NATO) A series of reg- and its mineable water approaches, from

ular spaced opaque lines on glass, crossing at which shipping operations are projected or
right angles, producing transparent apertures supported. Generally, a harbor is part of a
between intersections. Used in a process base, in which case the harbor defense force
camera to break up a solid or continuous tone forms a component element of the base de-
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fense force established for the local defense of capability or function such as equipment,
the base and its included harbor. tools, implements, instruments, devices, sets,

fittings, trimmings, assemblies, subassemblies,
harbor defense-(DOD, NATO) The defense of a components, and parts. The term is often used

harbor or anchorage and its water approaches in regard to the stage of development, as in
against external threats such as: the passage of a device or component from the
a. submarine, submarine-borne, or small sur- design stage into the hardware stage as the
face craft attack; b. enemy minelaying oper- finished object. 2. In data automation, the
ations; and c. sabotage. The defense of a physical equipment or devices forming a com-
harbor from guided or dropped missiles while puter and peripheral components. See also
such missiles are airborne is considered to be software.
a part of air defense. See also port security.

harmful appreciations-(DOD) See apprecia.
hard beach-(DOD) A portion of a beach espe- tions.

cially prepared with a hard surface extending
into the water, employed for the purpose of harmonization-(DOD) The process and/or re-
loading or unloading directly into or from suits of adjusting differences or inconsisten-
landing ships or landing craft. cies to bring significant features into agree-

ment.
hardened site-(DOD, NATO) A site constructed

to provide protection against the effects of Harpoon-(DOD) An all-weather, anti-ship
conventional and nuclear explosions. It may cruise missile capable of being employed from
also be equipped to provide protection against surface ships (RGM-84), aircraft (AGM-84A)
a chemical or biological attack. or submarines (UGM-84). The missile is tur-

bojet powered and employs a low level cruise
hard missile base-(DOD, NATO) A launching trajectory. Terminal guidance is active radar.

base that is protected against a nuclear explo- A 500-pound conventional warhead is em-
sion. ployed.

hard port-(DOD) After heading to magnetic Harrier-(DOD) A single-engine, vectored
heading indicated, turning to the port in a thrust, turbojet, vertical and/or short take-off-
tight turn (three digit group), or alter heading and-landing light attack aircraft, designed to
indicated number of degrees to the 'port in a operate from land bases and naval vessels in
tight turn (one or two digit group with word a close air support role. Capable of carrying a
"degrees"). variety of conventional and/or nuclear weap-

ons. Designated as AV-8.
hardstand-(DOD, NATO) 1. A paved or stabi-

lized area where vehicles are parked. 2. Open hasty attack-(DOD, NATO) In land operations,
ground area having a prepared surface and an attack in which preparation time is traded
used for the storage of materiel, for speed in order to exploit an opportunity.

See also deliberate attack.
hard starboard-(DOD) Alter heading to mag-

netic heading indicated, turning to the star- hasty breaching-(DOD, NATO) The rapid cre-
board in a tight turn (three digit group), or ation of a route through a minefield, barrier
alter heading indicated number of degrees to or fortification by any expedient method.
the starboard in a tight turn (one or two digit
group with word "degrees"). hasty breaching (land mine warfare)-(DOD)

The creation of lanes through enemy mine-
hardware--(DOD) 1. The generic term dealing fields by expedient methods such as blasting

with physical items as distinguished from its with demolitions, pushing rollers or disabled
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vehicles through the minefields when the pointed, usually expressed in degrees clock-
time factor does not permit detailed recon- wise from north (true, magnetic, compass, or
naissance, deliberate breaching, or bypassing grid).
the obstacle. See also breaching.

heading crossing angle-(DOD) In air intercept, .
hasty crossing-(DOD, NATO) The crossing of the angular difference between interceptor

an inland water obstacle using the crossing heading and target heading at the time of
means at hand or those readily available, and intercept.
made without pausing for elaborate prepara-
tions. See also deliberate crossing, heading hold mode-(DOD) In a flight control

system, a control mode which automatically
hasty defense-(DOD, NATO) A defense nor- maintains an aircraft heading that exists at

mally organized while in contact with the the instant of completion of a maneuver.
enemy or when contact is imminent and time
available for the organization is limited. It is heading indicator-(DOD, NATO) An instru-
characterized by improvement of the natural ment which displays heading transmitted
defensive strength of the terrain by utiliza- electrically from a remote compass system.
tion of foxholes, emplacements, and obstacles.
See also deliberate defense. heading select feature-(DOD) A flight control

hatch fut-(DOD) A list showing, for each hold system feature which permits selection or pre-
secthiot--n O) of aca shoip, g, descrion eh thod selection of desired automatically controlledsection of a cargo ship, a description of the heading or headings of an aircraft.

items stowed, their volume and weight, the

consignee of each, and the total volume and heads up-(OD) In air intercept, a code mean-
weight ( f materiel in the hold. ing, "Enemy got through (part or all)," or, "I

havens (inoving)-See moving havens. am not in position to engage target."

Hawk-4DOD) A mobile air defense artillery, head-up display--(DOD, NATO) A display of

surfiso-io-Ar missile system that provides flight, navigation, attack, or other informa-

non-nuclear, low to medium altitude air de- tion superimposed upon the pilot's forward

fense coverage for ground forces. Designated field of view. See also horizontal situation

as HIM .23. display.

Hawkeye. -(DOD) A twin turboprop, multicrew heavy artillery--See field artillery.

airborn-' early warning and interceptor con-
trol aircraft designed to operate from aircraft heavy antitank weapon-(DOD) A weapon ca-
carriers. It carries a long range radar and in- pable of operating from ground or vehicle,
tegrate computer system for the detection used to defeat armor and other material tar-
and tra-king of airborne targets at all alti- gets.
tudes. Designated as E-2.

heavy drop-(DOD) A system of delivery of
HC-ISO-See Hercules. heavy supplies and equipment by parachute.

heading-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean- heavy-lift cargo-(DOD) L. Any single cargo
ing, "My, or bogey's, magnetic course is lift, weighing over 5 long tons, and to be han-

died aboard ship. 2. In Marine Corps usage,
individual units of cargo that exceed 800

heading--(NATO) The direction in which the pounds in weight or 100 cubic feet in volume.
longitudinal axis of an aircraft or ship is See also cargo.
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heavy-lift ship-(DOD, NATO) A ship specially helicopter departure point-See departure
designed and capable of loading and unload- point.
ing heavy and bulky items. It has booms of
sufficient capacity to accommodate a single helicopter direction center-(DOD, NATO) In
lift of 100 tons. amphibious operations, the primary direct

control agency for the helicopter group/unit
height-(DOD) The vertical distance of an commander operating under the overall con-

object, point, or level above the ground or trol of the tactical air control center.
other established reference plane. Height may
be indicated as follows: helicopter drop point-(DOD) A designated

very low-Less than 500 feet. point within a landing zone where helicopters
low--500 to 2,000 feet (above ground level). are unable to land because of the terrain, but
medium-2,000 to 25,000 feet. in which they can discharge cargo or troops
high-25,000 to 50,000 feet. while hovering.
very high-More than 50,000 feet.

height-(NATO) 1. The vertical distance of a helicopter landing site-otOD) A designated

level, a point, or an object considered as a subdivision of a helicopter landing zone in
leeapoint, measured bfrom ta osidereddatum. which a single flight or wave of assault hell-point, measured from a specified datum. cpesln oebr rdsmaktop

2. The vertical dimension of an object. See copters land to embark or disembark troops

also altitude; elevation. and/or cargo.

height datum--See altitude datum. helicopter landing zone-(DOD) A specified
ground area for landing assault helicopters to

height delay-See altitude. embark or disembark troops and/or cargo. A
landing zone may contain one or more land-

height hole-See altitude hole. ing sites.

height of burst-(DOD, NATO) The vertical dis- helicopter iane-(DOD, NATO) A safety air cor-
tane from the earth's surface or target to the ridor in which helicopters fly to or from their
point of burst See also optimum height of destination during helicopter operations. See
burst; safe burst height; types of burset also helicopter approach route; helicopter re-

tirement route.

helicopter approach route-(DOD, NATO) The
track or series of tracks along which helicop- helicopter retirement route-(DOD, NATO) The
ters move to a specific landing site or landing track or series of tracks along which helicop-
zone. See also helicopter lane; helicopter r& ters move from a specific landing site or land-
tirement route. ing zone. See also helicopter approach route;

helicopter lane.

helicopter assault force-(DOD, NATO) A task
organization combining helicopters, support- helicopter support team--(DOD, NA TO) A task
ing units, and helicopter-borne troop units for organization formed and equipped for employ-
use in helicopter-borne assault operations. ment in a landing zone to facilitate the land-

ing and movement of helicopter-borne troops,
helicopter break-up point-(DOD) A control equipment and supplies, and to evacuate se-

point at which helicopters returning from a lected casualties and prisoners of war.
landing zone break formation and are re-
leased to return to base or are dispatched for helicopter team-(DOD) The combat-equipped
other employment, troops lifted in one helicopter at one time.
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helicopter transport area-(DOD) Areas to the the same area on D-day, and confusion may
seaward and on the flanks of the outer trans- arise through the use of the same hour desig-
port and landing ship areas, but preferably nation for two or more of them, any letter of
inside the area screen, to which helicopter the alphabet may be used except A, C, D, E, J,
transports proceed for launching or recover- M, or others that may be reserved for exclu-
ing helicopters. See also transport area. sive use. See also D-day.

helicopter wave-See wave. H-hour--(NATO) See designation of days and
hours.

helipad-(DOD, NATO) A prepared area desig-
nated and used for takeoff and landing of hel- high-(DOD) A height between 25,000 and
icopters. (Includes touchdown or hover point.) 50,000 feet.

heliport-(DOD, NATO) A facility designated
for operating, basing, servicing, and maintain- high alrburst-(DOD) The fallout safe height of
ing helicopters. burst for a nuclear weapon that increases

damage to or casualties on soft targets, or re-
herbicide-(DOD) A chemical compound that duces induced radiation contamination at

will kill or damage plants. See also anticrop actual ground zero. See also types of burst.
agent; antiplant agent.

high altitude-(DOD, NATO) Conventionally, an
Hercules-(DOD) A medium range troop and altitude above 10,000 meters (33,000 feet). See

cargo transport designed for air-drop or air- also altitude.
land delivery into a combat zone as well as
conventional airlift. This aircraft is equipped high altitude bombing-(DOD) Horizontal
with four turbo-prop engines, and integral bombing with the height of release over
ramp and cargo door. The D model is ski 15,000 feet.
equipped. The E model has additional fuel ca-
pacity for extended range. Designated as C- high altitude burst-(DOD, NATO) The explo-
130. The inflight tanker configuration is des- sion of a nuclear weapon which takes place at
ignated HC-130, which is also used for the a height in excess of 100,000 feet (30,000
aerial rescue mission. The gunship version is meters). See also types of burst.
designated AC-130.

H-hour-(DOD) The specific hour on D1-ay at high angle-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and

which a particular operation commences. The naval gunfire support, an order or request to

operation may be the commencement of hos- obtain high angle fire.

tilities; the hour at which an operation plan is
executed or to be executed (as distinguished high angle fire-(DOD, NATO) Fire delivered at
from the hour the order to execute is issued); angles of elevation greater than the elevation
the hour that the operations phase is imple- that corresponds to the maximum range of
mented, either by land assault, parachute as- the gun and ammunition concerned; fire, the
sault, amphibious assault, air or naval bom- range of which decreases as the angle of ele-
bardment. The highest command or headquar- vation is increased.
ters coordinating the planning will specify the
exact meaning of H-hour within the afore- high density airspace control zone-(DOD,
mentioned definition. Normally, the letter NATO) Airspace of deftied dimensions, desig-
"H" will be the only one used to denote the nated by the airspace control authority, in
above. However, when several operations or which there is a concentrated employment of
phases of an operation are being conducted in numerous and varied weapons/airspace users.
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high explosive cargo-(DOD) Cargo such as ar. ready in flight must be prevented from inter-
tillery ammunition, bombs, depth charges, cepting, if technically possible.
demolition material, rockets, and missiles. See
also cargo. holding anchorage-(DOD, NATO) An anchor-

age where ships may lie: a. if the assembly or
high oblique-See oblique air photograph. working anchorage, or port, to which they

have been assigned is full; b. when delayed by
high speed submarine-(DOD) A submarine ca- enemy threats or other factors from proceed-

pable of submerged speeds of 20 knots or ing immediately on their next voyage;
more. c. when dispersed from a port to avoid the ef-

fects of a nuclear attack. See also assembly
high value asset control items-(DOD) Items of anchorage; emergency anchorage; working

supply identified for intensive management anchorage.
control under approved inventory manage-
ment techniques designed to maintain an op. holding attack-(DOD, NATO) An attack de-
timum- inventory level of high investment signed to hold the enemy in position, to de-
items. Also known as hi-value asset control ceive him as to where the main attack is
items being made, to prevent him from reinforcing

the elements opposing the main attack and/or
high velocity drop-(DOD, NATO) A drop pro- to cause him to commit his reserves prema.

cedure in which the drop velocity is greater turely at an indecisive location.
than 30 feet per second (low velocity drop)
and lower than free drop velocity. See also holding pattern mode-(DOD) Automatic con-
airdrop. trol of an aircraft to fly the programmed hold-

ing pattern.
hill shading-(DOD, NATO) A method of repre-

senting relief on a map by depicting the shad-
ows that would be cast by high ground if light holding point-(DOD) A geographically or elec-
were shining from a certain- direction. tronically defined location used in stationing

aircraft in flight in a predetermined pattern

hoist-(DOD, NATO) In helicopters, the mecha- in accordance with air traffic control clear-

nism by which external loads may be raised ance. See also orbit point.

or lowered vertically.
holding position-(DOD, NATO) A specified lo-

hold-(DOD, NATO) 1. A cargo stowage com- cation on the airfield, close to the active
partment aboard ship. 2. To maintain or runway and identified by visual means, at
retain poession of by force, as a position or which the position of a taxiing aircraft is
an area. 3. In an attack, to exert sufficient maintained in accordance with air traffic con-
pressure to prevent movement or redisposi- trol instructions.
tion of enemy forces. 4. As applied to air traf-
tic, to keep an aircraft within a specified holiday-(DOD) An unintentional omission in
space or location which is identified by visual imagery coverage of an area. See also gap
or other means in accordance with Air Traffic (imagery).
Control instructions.

holiday--(NATO) In naval mine warfare, a gap
holdee-See transient, left unintentionally during sweeping or mine-

hunting arising from errors in navigation, sta-
hold flre--(DOD, NATO) In air defense, an tion-keeping, dan laying, breakdowns or other

emergency order to stop firing. Missiles al- causes.
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hollow charge-(DOD, NATO) A shaped charge spective center. The apparent or visible hori-
producing a deep cylindrical hole of relatively zon approximates the true horizon only when
small diameter in the direction of its axis of the point of vision is very close to sea level.
rotation.

horizontal action mine-(DOD, NATO) In land
home recovery mission profile-(DOD) A mis- mine warfare, a mine designed to produce a

sion profile that involves the recovery of an destructive effect in a plane approximately
aircraft at its permanent or temporarily as- parallel to the ground.
signed operating base.

horizontal error-(DOD, NATO) The error in
homing-(DOD, NATO) The technique whereby range, deflection, or in radius, which a

a mobile station directs itself, or is directed, weapon may be expected to exceed as often as
towards a source of primary or reflected not. Horizontal error of weapons making a
energy, or to a specified point, nearly vertical approach to the target is de-

scribed in terms of circular error probable.
homing adaptor-(DOD, NATO) A device which Horizontal error of weapons producing ellipti-

when used with an aircraft radio receiver, cal dispersion pattern is expressed in terms of
produces aural and/or visual signals which in- probable error. See also circular error proba-
dicate the direction of a transmitting radio ble; delivery error, deviation; dispersion
station with respect to the heading of the air- error.
craft

horizontal loading-(DOD, NATO) Loading of
homing guidance-(DOD, NATO) A system by items of like character in horizontal layers

which a missile steers itself towards a target throughout the holds of a ship. See also load-
by means of a self-contained mechanism ing.
which is activated by some istngishing
characteristics of the target. See also active horizontal situation display-(DOD, NATO) An
homing guidance; guidance; passive homing electronically generated display on which
guidance; semi-active homing guidance. navigation information and stored mission

and procedural data can be presented. Radar
homing mine-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine information and television picture can also be

warfare, a mine fitted with propulsion equip- displayed either as a map overlay or as a sep-
ment that homes on to a target. See also arate image. See also head-up display.
mine.

horizontal situation indicator-(DOD, NA TO)
hook-(DOD) A procedure used by an air con- An instrument which may display bearing

troller to electronically direct the data proc- and distance to a navigation aid, magnetic
easing equipment of a semi-automatic com- heading, track/course and track/course devi-
mand and control system to take a specified ation.
action on a specific radar blip or symbol.

horn-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine warfare, a
hook operation-(NATO) In helicopter oper- projection from the mine shell of some con-

ations, any transport of underslung loads. See tact mines which, when broken or bent by
also underslung load. contact, causes the mine to fire.

horizon-(DOD) In general, the apparent or Hornet-(DOD) A twin-engine supersonic,
visible junction of the earth and sky, as seen fighter/attack aircraft. The C (single-seat) and
from any specific position. Also called the ap- D (dual-seat) models have an all-weather
parent, visible, or local horizon. A horizontal intercept, identify and destroy capability. The
plane passing through a point of vision or per- Hornet is equipped with an electronic self-pro-
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tection jammer, and is both air-to-air and air- host nation post-(NATO) A post which has
to-ground capable. It is designed to operate been agreed by the local national authorities
from both land bases and aircraft carriers, and should be permanently filled by them in
Designated as F/A-18. view of its administrative/national nature.

horse collar--See rescue strop. host nation support-(DOD) Civil and/or mili-
tary assistance rendered by a nation to for-

hospital-(DOD) A medical treatment facility eign forces within its territory during peace-
capable of providing inpatient care. It is ap- time, times of crisis/emergencies, or war
propriately staffed and equipped to provide di- based upon agreements mutually concluded
agnostic and therapeutic services, as well as between nations.
the necessary supporting services required to
perform its assigned mission and functions. A host nation support-(NATO) Civil and mill-
hospital may, in addition, discharge the func- tary assistance rendered in peace and war by
tions of a clinic, a host nation to allied forces and NATO orga-

nizations which are located on. or in transit
hoDtage-(OD) A person held as a pledge that through the host nation's territory. The basis

certain terms or agreements will be kept. of such assistance is commitments arising
(The taking of hostages is forbidden under the from the NATO Alliance or from bilateral or
Geneva Conventions, 1949.) multilateral agreements concluded between

the host nation, NATO organizations and
host country-(DOD) A nation in which repre- (the) nation(s) having forces operating on the

sentatives or organizations of another state host nation's territory.
are present because of government invitation
and/or international agreement. hot photo interpretation report-(DOD) A pre-

liminary unformatted report of significant in-
hostile-(DOD) A contact positively identified formation from tactical reconnaissance image-

as enemy. See also bogey; friendly. ry dispatched prior to compilation of the Ini-
tial Photo Interpretation Report. It should

hostile acts-(DOD) Basic rules established by pertain to a single objective, event, or activity
higher authority for defining and recognizing of significant interest to justify immediate re-
hostile acts by aircraft, submarines, surface porting. Also called HOTPHQTOREP.
units, and ground forces will be promulgated
by the commanders of unified or specified HOTPHOTOREP-See hot photo interprets-
commands, and by other appropriate com- tion report.
manders when so authorized.

hot report--Not to be used. See Joint Tactical
hostile track-(DOD, NATO) The classification Air Reconnaissance/Surveillance Mission

assigned to a track which, based upon estab- Report.
lished criteria, is determined to be an enemy
threat. hot spot-(DOD, NATO) Region in a contami-

nated area in which the level of radioactive
host nation-(DOD, NATO) A nation which re- contamination is considerably greater than in

ceives the forces and/or supplies of allied na- neighboring regions in the area.
tions and/or NATO organizations to be locat-
ed on, or to operate in, or to transit through Hound Dog-(DOD) A turbojet-propelled, air-to-
its territory, surface missile designed to be carried exter-

nally on the B-52. It is equipped with a nucle-
host nation assistance-See host nation ar warhead and can be launched for either

support. high or low altitude attacks against enemy
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targets, supplementing the internally carried hydrofoil patrol craft-(DOD) A patrol combat-
firepower of the B-52. Designated as AGM- ant, missile, fast surface patrol craft, capable
28B. of quick reaction and offensive operations

against major enemy surface combatants. Des-
hovercraft-See ground effect machine. ignated as PHM.

hovering-(DOD, NATO) A self-sustaining ma- hydrogen bomb-See thermonuclear weapon.
neuver whereby a fixed, or nearly fixed, posi-
tion is maintained relative to a spot on the hydrographic chart-(DOD, NATO) A nautical
surface of the earth or underwater. chart showing depths of water, nature of

bottom, contours of bottom and coastline, and
hovering ceillng-(DOD, NATO) The highest al- tides and currents in a given sea or sea and

titude at which the helicopter is capable of land area.
hovering in standard atmosphere. It is usually
stated in two figures: hovering in ground hydrographic reconnaissance-(DOD) Recon-
effect and hovering out of ground effect. naissance of an area of water to determine

depths, beach gradients, the nature of the
howitzer-(DOD) 1. A cannon which combines bottom, and the location of coral reefs, rocks,

certain characteristi of guns and mortars. shoals, and man-made obstacles.
The howitzer delivers projectiles with medium
velocities, either by low or high trajectories. hydrographic section (beach party)-(DOD) A
2. Normally a cannon with a tube length of section of a beach party whose duties are to
20 to 30 calibers; however, the tube length clear the beach of damaged boats, conduct hy-
can exceed 30 calibers and still be considered drographic reconnaissance, assist in removing
a howitzer when the high angle fire zoning so- underwater obstructions, act as stretcher
lution permits range overlap between charges. bearers and furnish relief boat crews.
See also gun; mortar.

hydrography-(DOD, NATO) The science which
human inteiligence.-(DOD, NATO) A category deals with the measurements and description

of intelligence derived from information col- of the physical features of the oceans, seas,
lected and provided by human sources. Also lakes, rivers, and their adjoining coastal
called HUMINT. areas, with particular reference to their use

for navigational purposes.
human resources intelligence-(DOD) The in-

telligence information derived from the intel- hyperbaric chamber-(DOD, NATO) A chamber
ligence collection discipline that uses human used to induce an increase in ambient pres-
beings as both sources and collectors, and sure as would occur in descending below sea
where the human being is the primary collec- level, in a water or air environment. It is the
tion instrument. Also called HUMINT. only type of chamber suitable for use in the

treatment of decompression sickness in flying
HUMINT-See human resources intelligence, or diving. Also called compression chamber;,

diving chamber;, recompression chamber.
hunter-killer group-See antisubmarine carrier

group. hyperbolic navigation system-(DOD, NATO) A
radio navigation system which enables the po-

hunter track-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine sition of an aircraft equipped with a suitable
warfare, the track to be followed by the receiver to be fixed by two or more intersect-
hunter (or sweeper) to ensure that the hunt- ing hyperbolic position lines. The system em-
ing (or sweeping) gear passes over the lap ploys either a time difference measurement of
track. pulse transmissions or a phase difference
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measurement of phase-locked continuous hyperstereoscopy-(DOD, NATO) Stereoscopic
wave transmissions. See also Decca; loran, viewing in which the relief effect is noticeably

exaggerated, caused by the extension of the
hyperfocal distance-(DOD, NATO) The dis- camera base. Also called exaggerated stereos.

tance from the lens to the nearest object in copy.
focus when the lens is focused at infinity hypobaric chamber-(DOD, NATO) A chamber

used to induce a decrease in ambient pressure
hypergolic fuel-(DOD, NATO) Fuel which will as would occur in ascending to altitude. This

spontaneously ignite with an oxidizer, such as type of chamber is primarily used for training
aniline with fuming nitric acid. It is used as and experimental purposes. Also called alti.
the propulsion agent in certain missile sys- tude chamber, decompression chamber.
tems.

hypsometric tinting-(DOD, NATO) A method
hypersonic-(DOD, NATO) Of or pertaining to of showing relief on maps and charts by color-

speeds equal to, or in excess of, five times the mgin different shades those parts which lie
speed of sound. See also speed of sound. between selected levels. Sometimes referred to

as elevation tint; altitude tint; layer tint.
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I

identification-(DOD) 1. The process of deter- the storage of ammunition and explosives. See
mining the friendly or hostile character of an also storage.
unknown detected contact. 2. In arms control,
the process of determining which nation is re- igniter-(DOD, NATO) A device designed to
sponsible for the detected violations of any produce a flame or flash which is used to ini-
arms control measure. 3. In ground combat tiate an explosive train.
operations, discrimination between recogniz-
able objects as being friendly or enemy, or the ignition system--See firing system.
name that belongs to the object as a member
of a clas. I go-(DOD) A code meaning, "I am leaving my

patrol/mission in - minutes." See also
identification.-(NATO) 1. The indication by I stay.

any act or means of your own friendly charac-
ter or individuality. See also recognition, illumination by diffusion-See indirect illumi-
2. In imagery interpretation, the discrimina- nation.
tion between objects within a particular type
or class. illumination by reflection--See indirect illumi-

identification, friend or foe-(DOD, NATO) A nation.

system using electromagnetic transmissions to illumination fire-(NA TO) Fire designed to ilu-
which equipment carried by friendly forces mination are.
automatically responds, for example, by emit- inate an area.
ting pulses, thereby distinguishing themselvesfrom enemy forces. Also called IFF. image degradation-(NA TO) The reduction of

the inherent optimum potential of individual

Identification Friend or Foe personal identifi- sensor systems caused by error in sensor oper-
er-(DOD) The discrete Identification Friend ations, processing procedures or incorrect film
or Foe code assigned to a particular aircraft, handling. Reduction in quality caused by un-
ship, or other vehicle for identification by avoidable factors not associated with the
electronic means. sensor system, i.e. atmospherics, snow, cover,

etc., is not associated with the term.
identification maneuver-(DOD) A maneuver

performed for identification purposes. image displacement-(NA TO) In a photograph,
any dimensional or positional error.

identify-(DOD) A code meaning, "Identify the
contact designated by any means at your dis- image format-(DOD) Actual size of negative,
posal." See also identification, recognition, scope, or other medium on which image is

produced.
identlfy-(NATO) See identification; recogni-

tion. image motion compensation.-(DOD, NATO)
Movement intentionally imparted to film at

Identity-See identification; recognition. such a rate as to compensate for the forward
motion of an air or space vehicle when photo-

IFF-See identification, friend or foe. graphing ground objects.

igloo space-(DOD) Area in an earth-covered imagery-(DOD, NATO) Collectively, the repre-

structure of concrete and/or steel designed for sentations of objects reproduced electronically
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or by optical means on film, electronic display imagery pack-(DOD, NATO) An assembly of
devices, or other media. the records from different imagery sensors

covering a common target area.

imagery collateral-(DOD, NATO) Tht refer-

ence materials which support the imagery in- imagery sortie-(DOD, NATO) One flight by
terpretation function. one aircraft for the purpose of recording air

imagery.
imagery correlation-(DOD, NATO) The

mutual relationship between the different sig- IMINT--See imagery intelligence.
natures on imagery from different types of
sensors in terms of position and the physical imitative deception-See electronic warfare.
characteristics signified.

Imagery data recording-DOD, NA TO) The imitative electronic deception-See electronic
warfare.

transposing of information relating to the air-

borne vehicle, and sensor, such as speed,
height, tilt, position and time, to the matrix immediate air support-(DOD, NATO) Air sup-
block on the sensor record at the moment of port to meet specific requests which ariseimagery acquisition. during the course of a battle and which by

their nature cannot be planned in advance.

imagery exploitation-(DOD, NATO) The cycle See also air support.
of processing and printing imagery to the
positive or negative state, assembly into ra immediate destination-(DOD, NATO)iThe next
agery packs, identification, interpretation, destination of a ship or convoy, irrespective of
mensuration, information extraction, the whether or not onward routing instructions
preparation of reports and the dissemination have been issued to it.
of information. immediate destination (merchant shipping)-

Imagery intelligence-(DOD) Intelligence infor- 'NATO) The next destination of a ship or
mation derived from the exploitation of collec- convoy, irrespective of whether or not onward
tion by visual photography, infrared sensors, routing instructions have been issued to it.
lasers, electro-optics and radar sensors such See also destination (merchant shipping).
as synthetic aperture radar wherein images of
objects are reproduced optically or electroni- immediately vital cargo-(DOD, NATO) A cargo
cally on film, electronic display devices or already loaded which the consignee country
other media. Also called IMINT. See also pho. regards as immediately vital for the prosecu-
tographic intellig,-ce. tion of the war or for national survival, not-

withstanding the risk to the ship. If the cargo
imagery in*2rpretation-(DOD, NATO) 1. The is carried in a ship of another nation, then

process of location, recognition, identification, that nation must agree to the delivery of the
and description of objects, activities, and ter- cargo. The use of this term is limited to the
rair, represented on imagery. (NATO) 2. The period of implementation of the shipping
extraction of inforration from photographs or movement policy. See also cargo.
other recorded images.

immediate message-(DOD) A category of prec-
Imagery Interpretatiuir key-(DOD, NA TO) Any edence reserved for messages relating to situ-

diagram, chart, table, list, or set of examples, ations that gravely affect the security of na-
etc., which is used to aid imagery interpreters tional/allied forces or populace and which re-
in.the rapid identification of objects visible on quire immediate delivery to the addressee(s).
imagery. See also precedence.
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immediate mission request-(DOD) A request impact pressure-(DOD, NATO) The difference
for an air strike on a target which, by its between pitot pressure and static pressure.
nature, could not be identified sufficiently in
advance to permit detailed mission coordina- implosion weapon-(DOD) A weapon in which
tion and planning. See also preplanned mis- a quantity of fissionable material, less than a
sion request. critical mass at ordinary pressure, has its

volume suddenly reduced by compression (a
immediate mission request (reconnaissance)- step accomplished by using chemical explo-

(DOD) A request for a mission on a target sives) so that it becomes supercritical, produc-
which, by its nature, could not be identified ing a nuclear explosion.
sufficiently in advance to permit detailed mis-
sion coordination and planning. implosion weapon-(NATO) A device in which

a quantity of fissionable material, less than a
immediate nuclear support-(DOD) Nuclear critical mass, has its volume suddenly de-

support to meet specific requests which arise creased by compression, so that it becomes su-
during the course of a battle, and which, by percritical and an explosion can take place.
their nature, cannot be planned in advance. The compression is achieved by means of a
See also preplanned nuclear support; nuclear spherical arrangement of specially fabricated
support, shapes of ordinary high explosive which

produce an inwardly-directed implosion wave,

immediate operational readiness-(DOD) Those the fissionable material being at the center of

operations directly related to the assumption the sphere.

of an alert or quick-reaction posture. Typical
operations include strip alert, airborne alert/ imprest fund-(DOD) A cash fund of a fixed
indoctrination, no-notice launch of an alert amount established through an advance of
force, and the maintenance of missiles in an funds, without appropriation change, to an
alert configuration. See also nuclear weapon authorized imprest fund cashier to effect im-
exercise; nuclear weapon maneuver. mediate cash payments of relatively, small

amounts for authorized purchases of supplies

immediate operational readiness-(NA TO) The and nonpersonal services.

state in which an armed force is ready in allrespects for instant combat. imprint--(DOD, NATO) Brief note in the
margin of a map giving all or some of the fol-

impact action fuze-(DOD, NATO) A f that lowing- date of publication, printing, name of

is set in action by the striking of a projectile publisher, printer, place of publication,

or bomb against an object, e.g., percussion number of copies printed, and related infor-

fuze, contact fuze. Synonymous with direct mation.

action fuw. See also fuze. improved conventional munitions-(DOD) Mu-

nitions characterized by the delivery of two or
impact area-(DOD) An area having designated more antipersonnel or antimateriel and/or

boundaries within the limits of which all ord- antiarmor submunitions by an artillery war-
nance will detonate or impact. head or projectile.

impact area-(NATO) An area having designat- improvised early resupply-(DOD, NATO) The
ed boundaries within the limits of which all onward movement of commodities which are
ordnance is to make contact with the ground. available on land and which can be readily

loaded into ships. See also element of resup-
impact point-See point of impact. ply.
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improvised explosive devices-(DOD, NATO) incapacitating agent-(DOD) An agent that
Those devices placed or fabricated in an im- produces temporary physiological or mental
provised manner incorporating destructive, effects, or both, which will render individuals
lethal, noxious, pyrotechnic or incendiary incapable of concerted effort in the perform-
chemicals, designed to destroy, disfigure, dis- ance of their assigned duties.
tract or harass. They may incorporate mili-
tary stores, but are normally devised from incapacitating agent-(NATO) A chemical
non-military components. agent which produces temporary disabling

conditions which (unlike those caused by riot
improvised mine-(DOD) A mine fabricated control agents) can be physical or mental and

from available materials at or near its point persist for hours or days after exposure to the
of use. agent has ceased. Medical treatment, while

not usually required, facilitates a more rapid
improvised nuclear device-(DOD) A device in- recovery. See also chemical agent; riot con-

corporating radioactive materials designed to trol agent.
result in the dispersal of radioactive material
or in the formation of nuclear-yield reaction. incentive type contract-(DOD) A contract that
Such devices may be fabricated in a complete- may be of either a fixed price or cost reim-
ly improvised manner or may be an impro- bursement nature, with a special provision for
vised modification to a US or foreign nuclear adjustment of the fixed price or fee. It pro-
weapon. Also called IND. vides for a tentative target price and a maxi-

mum price or maximum fee, with price or fee
inactive aircraft inventory-(DOD) Aircraft in adjustment after completion of the contract

storage, bailment, government-furnished for the purpose of establishing a final price or
equipment on loan or lease outside of the De- fee based on the contractor's actual costs plus
fense establishment or otherwise not available a sliding scale of profit or fee that varies in-
to the Military Services. versely with the cost but which in no event

shall permit the final price or fee to exceed
inactive duty training-(DOD) Authorized the maximum price or fee stated in the con-

training performed by a member of a reserve tract. See also fixed price type contract.
component not on active duty, annual train-
ing or active duty for training. and consisting incident classification-See search and rescue
of regularly scheduled unit training periods, incident classification.
additional training periods, or equivalent
training, and performed by them in connec- incidents--(DOD) Brief clashes or other mili-
tion with the prescribed activities of the orga- tary disturbances generally of a transitory
nization to which they are assigned. nature and not involving protracted hostil-

ities.
inactive status-(DOD) Status of reserve mem-

bers on an inactive status list of a reserve
component or assigned to the Inactive Army inclination angle-See pitch angle.
National Guard. Those in an inactive status
may not train for points or pay, and may not IND--See improvised nuclear device.
be considered for promotion.

indefinite call sign-(DOD, NATO) A call sign
inbound traffic-(DOD) Traffic originating in which does not represent a specific facility,

an area outside continental United States des- command, authority, activity, or unit, but
tined for or moving in the general direction of which may represent any one or any group of
continental United States. these. See also call sign.
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indefinite delivery type contract-(DOD) A States reconnaissance activities; terrorists' at-
type of contract used for procurements where tacks; and other similar events.
the exact time of delivery is not known at
time of contracting. indications (intelligence.)-(DOD) Information

in various degrees of evaluation, all of which
independent-(DOD, NATO) A merchant ship bears on the intention of a potential enemy to

under naval control sailed singly and unes- adopt or reject a course of action.
corted by a warship. See also military inde-
pendent. indicator-(DOD, NATO) In intelligence usage,

an item of information which reflects the in-
independent ejection system--See ejection sys- tention or capability of a potential enemy to

tems. adopt or reject a course of action.

independent mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine indirect air support-(DOD) All forms of air
which is not controlled by the user after support provided to land or naval forces
laying. See also mine. which do not immediately assist those forces

in the tactical battle.
index contour line-(NATO) A contour line ac-

centuated by a heavier line weight to distin- indirect air support--(NATO) Support given to
guish it from intermediate contour lines, land or sea forces by air action against objec-
Index contours are usually shown as every tives other than enemy forces engaged in tac-
fifth contour with their assigned values, to fa- tical battle. It includes the gaining and main-
cilitate reading elevations. taining of air superiority interdiction, and

harassing. See also air support.
index to adjoining sheets-See inter-chart rela-

tionship diagram, indirect damage assessment-See poststrike
damage estimation.

indicated airspeed-See airspee
indirect fire-(DOD) Fire delivered on a target

indicated airspeed hold mode-(DOD) In a that is not itself used as a point of aim for the
flight control system, a control mode in which weapons or the director.
desired indicated airspeed of an aircraft is
maintained automatically. indirect fire-(NATO) Fire delivered at a target

which cannot be seen by the aimer. See also
indicating-(DOD) In air intercept, a code fire.

meaning, "Contact speed, by plot, is
"t indirect illumination-(DOD, NA TO) Battlefield

illumination provided by employing search-
indications and warning-(DOD) Those intelli- light or pyrotechnic illuminants using diffu-

gence activities intended to detect and report sion or reflection. a. Illumination by diffu-
time-sensitive intelligence information on for- sion: Illumination of an area beneath and to
eign developments that could involve a threat the flanks of a slightly elevated searchlight or
to the United States or allied military, politi- of pyrotechnic illuminants, by the light
cal, or economic interests or to US citizens scattered from atmospheric particles. b. Illu-
abroad. It includes forewarning of enemy ac- mination by reflection: Illumination of an
tions or intentions; the imminence of hostil- area by reflecting light from low cloud. Either
ities; insurgency; nuclear/non-nuclear attack or both of these effects are present when a
on the United States, its overseas forces, or searchlight is used in defilade or with its
allied nations; hostile reactons to United beam spread to maximum width.
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indirect laying-(DOD, NATO) Aiming a gun enters the command without endorsement of
either by sighting at a fixed object, called the the appropriate oversea commander.aiming point, instead of the target or by using
a means of pointing other than a sight, such induced environment-(DOD) Any man-made
as a gun director, when the target cannot be or equipment-made environment which direct-
seen from the gun position. ly or indirectly affects the performance of

man or materiel.
individual equipment-(DOD) Referring to

method of use, signifies personal clothing and induced precession-(DOD, NATO) A preces-
equipment, for the personal use of the individ- sion resulting from a torque, deliberately ap-
ual. See also equipment. plied to a gyro.

individual mobilization augmentee-DOD) An induced radiation-(DOD, NA TO) Radiation
individual reservist attending drills who re- produced as a result of exposure to radioac-
ceives training and is preassigned to an active tive materials, particularly the capture of
component organization, a Selective Service neutrons. See also contamination; initial ra-
System or a Federal Emergency Management diation; residual radiation; residual radioac-
Agency billet that must be filled on, or short- tivity.
ly after, mobilization. Individual mobilization
augmentees train on a part-time basis with induction circuit-(DOD, NATO)In naval mine
these organizations to prepare for mobiliza- warfare, a circuit actuated by the rate of
tion. Inactive duty training for individual mo- change in a magnetic field due to the move-
bilization augmentees is decided by compo- ment of the ship or the changing current in
nent policy and can vary from 0 to 48 drills a the sweep.

industrial mobilization-(DOD) The transfor-
individual mobilization augmentee detach- mation of industry from its peacetime activity

to the industrial program necessary to sup-ment--(DOD) An satiminiStrative Unit orga-
nized to train and manage individual mobili- port national military objectives. It includes

zation augmentees. the mobilization of materials, labor, capital,
production facilities, and contributory items

Individual nuclear, biological and chemical and services essential to the industrial pro-

protection-(NATO) Protection provided to gran. See also mobilization.

the individual in a nuclear, biological and industrial preparedness-(DOD) The state of
chemical environment by protective clothing preparedness of industry to produce essential
and/or personal equipment. materiel to support the national military ob-

jectives.
individual ready reservist-(DOD) A member of

the Ready Reserve not assigned to the Select- industrial preparedness program-(DOD)
ed Reserve and not on active duty. Plans, actions, or measures for the transfor-

mation of the industrial base, both govern-
individual reserves-(DOD) The supplies car- ment-owned and civilian-owned, from its

ried on a soldier, animal, or vehicle for indi- peacetime activity to the emergency program
vidual use in an emergency. See also reserve necessary to support the national military ob-
supplies. jectives. It includes industrial preparedness

measures such as modernization, expansion,
individual sponsored dependent-(DOD) A de- and preservation of the production facilities

pendent not entitled to travel to the overseas and contributory items and services for plan-
command at Government expense or who ning with industry.
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industrial property-(DOD) As distinguished infiltration-(NATO) A technique and process
from military property, means any contractor- in which a force moves as individuals or small
acquired or government-furnished property, groups over, through or around enemy posi-
including materials, special tooling, and in- tions without detection.
dustrial facilities, furnished or acquired in the
performance of a contract or subcontract. inflammable cargo-(DOD) Cargo such as

drummed gasoline and oils. See also cargo.
industrial readiness-See industrial prepared-

ness. inflight phase-(DOD) The flight of a missile or

space vehicle from launch to detonation orinert fliling--(DOD, NATO) A prepared non-ex- imat

plosive filling of the same weight as the explo-

sive filling.
inflight report-(DOD) The transmission from

inertial guidance-(DOD) A guidance system the airborne system of information obtained
designed to project a missile over a predeter- both at the target and en route.
mined path, wherein the path of the missile is
adjusted after launching by devices wholly inflight report-(NATO) A standard form of
within the missile and independent of outside message whereby aircrews report mission re-
information. The system measures and con- suits while in flight. It is also used for report-
verts accelerations experienced to distance ing any other tactical information sighted of
traveled in a certain direction. See also guid- such importance and urgency that the delay,
ance. if reported by normal debriefing, would

negate the usefulness of the information.
inertial navigation system-(DOD, NATO) A

self-contained navigation system using iner- influence fleld-(DOD, NATO) The distribution
tial detectors, which automatically provides in space of the influence of a ship or mine-
vehicle position, heading and velocity, sweeping equipment.

inert mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine or replica of influence mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine actuated
a mine incapable of producing an explosion, by the effect of a target on some physical con-

dition in the vicinity of the mine or on radi-
inflll--(NATO) In cartography, the filling of an ations emanating from the mine. See also

area or feature with color, e.g., roads, town mine.
shapes, lakes, etc.

inflltration-(DOD) 1. The movement through influence release sinker-(DOD, NATO) A
or into an area or territory occupied by either sinker which holds a moored or rising mine atfriendly or enemy troops or organizations. the sea-bed and releases it when actuated by

The movement is made, either by small a suitable ship influence.

groups or by individuals, at extended or irreg-
ular intervals. When used in connection with influence sweep-(DOD, NA TO) A sweep de-
the enemy, it infers that contact is avoided, signed to produce an influence similar to that
2. In intelligence usage, placing an agent or produced by a ship and thus actuate mines.
other person in a target area in hostile terri-
tory. Usually involves crossing a frontier or informant-(DOD) 1. A person who, wittingly
other guarded line. Methods of infiltration or unwittingly, provides informatinn to an
are: black (clandestine); grey (through legal agent, a clandestine service, or the police.
crossing point but under false documentation); 2. In reporting, a person who has provided
white (legal). specific information and is cited as a source.
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information-(DOD) 1. In intelligence usage, radiations emitted or reflected from a given
unevaluated material of every description target surface in the infrared position of the
that may be used in the production of intelli- electromagnetic spectrum (approximately 0.72
gence. 2. The meaning that a human assigns to 1,000 microns).
to data by means of the known conventions
used in their representation. See also intelli- infrared linescan system-(DOD, NATO) A pas-
gence cycle. sive airborne infrared recording system which

scans across the ground beneath the flight
information-(NATO) In intelligence usage, un- path, adding successive lines to the record as

processed data of every description which may the vehicle advances along the flight path.
be used in the production of intelligence. See
also intelligence cycle. infrared photography-M(DOD) Photography em-

ploying an optical system and direct image re-
information box-(DOD, NATO) A space on an cording on film sensitive to near-infrared

annotated ovetlay, mosaic, map, etc., which is wavelength (infrared film). Note: Not to be
used for identification, reference, and scale in- confused with infrared imagery.
formation. See also reference box.

infrared radiation-(DOD, NATO) Radiation
Information processing-See intelligence cycle, emitted or reflected in the infrared portion of

the electromagnetic spectrum.
information report-(DOD) Report used to for-

ward raw information collected to fulfill intel- infrastructure-(DOD, NATO) A term generally
ligence requirements. applicable to all fixed and permanent installa-

tions, fabrications, or facilities for the support
information requirements--(DOD, NATO) and control of military forces. See also bilat-

Those items of information regarding the eral infrastructure; common infrastructure;
enemy and his environment which need to be national infrastructure.
collected and processed in order to meet the
intelligence requirements of a commander. initial active duty for training-(DOD) Basic
See also priority intelligence requirements. military training and technical skill training

required for all accessions. For nonprior serv-
informer-(DOD) Person who intentionally dis- ice male enlistees, between the ages of 18½

closes to police or to a security service infor- and 26, initial active duty for training shall
mation about persons or activities considered be not less than 12 weeks and start insofar as
suspect, usually for a financial reward. practical within 270 days after enlistment.

Initial active duty for training for all other
infrared film-(DOD) Film carrying an emul. enlistees and inductees shall be prescribed by

sion especially sensitive to "near-infrared." the Secretary concerned and start insofar as
Used to photograph through haze, because of practical within 360 days of entry into the
the penetrating power of infrared light; and Service, except in time of war or national
in camouflage detection to distinguish be- emergency declared by Congress or the Presi-
tween living vegetation and dead vegetation dent when basic training shall be not less
or artificial green pigment. than 12 weeks or its equivalent. Reservists

may be not assigned to active duty on land
infrared film-(NATO) Film carrying an emul- outside the United States or its territories

sion especially sensitive to the near infrared and possessions until basic training has been
portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. completed.

infrared imagery-(DOD) That imagery pro- initial approach-(DOD, NA TO) a. That part of

duced as a result of sensing electromagnetic an instrument approach procedure in which
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the aircraft has departed an initial approach a midshipman, US Naval Reserve, for US
fix or point and is maneuvering to enter the Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps train-
intermediate or final approach. It ends at the ing at a civilian institution.
intermediate fix or point or, where no inter-
mediate segment is established, at the final initial issues-(DOD) The issue of materiel not
approach fix or point. b. That part of a visual previously furnished to an individual or orga-
approach of an aircraft immediately prior to nization, including new inductees and newly
arrival over the airfield of destination, or over activated organizations and the issue of newly
the reporting point from which the final ap- authorized items of materiel.
proach to the airfield is commenced.

initial operational capability-(DOD) The first
initial approach area-(DOD, NATO) An area attainment of the capability to employ effec-

of defined width lying between the last pre- tively a weapon, item of equipment, or system
ceding navigational fix or dead reckoning po- of approved specific characteristics, and which
sition and either the facility to be used for is manned or operated by an adequately
making an instrument approach or a point as- trained, equipped, and supported military
sociated with such a facility that is used for unit or force.
demarcating the termination of initial ap-
proach. initial path sweeping-(DOD,. NATO) In naval

mine warfare, initial sweeping to clear a path
initial contact report-See contact report. through a mined area dangerous to the fol-

lowing mine sweepers. See also precursor
initial draft plan-(DOD, NATO) A plan which sweeping.

has been drafted and coordinated by the origi-
nating headquarters, and is ready for external initial photo interpretation report--(DOD) A
coordination with other military headquar- first-phase interpretation report, subsequent
ters. It cannot be directly implemented by the to the Joint Tactical Air Reconnaissance/Sur-
issuing commander, but it may form the basis veillance Mission Report, presenting the re-
for an operation order issued by the com- sults of the initial readout of new imagery to
mander in the event of an emergency. See answer the specific requirements for which
also draft plan; coordinated draft plan; final the mission was requested.
plan; operation plan.

initial point-(DOD) 1. The first point at which
initial early resupply-(DOD, NATO) The a moving target is located on a plotting board.

onward movement of ships which are already 2. A well-defined point, easily distinguishable
loaded with cargoes which will serve the re- visually and/or electronically, used as a start-
quirements after D-day. This includes such ing point for the bomb run to the target.
shipping evacuation from major ports/major 3. airborne-A point close to the landing area
water terminals and subsequently dispersed where serials (troop carrier air formations)
to secondary ports/alternate water terminals make final alterations in course to pass over
and anchorages. See also element of resupply. individual drop or landing zones. 4. helicop-

ter-An air control point in the vicinity of the
initial entry into Military Service-(DOD) landing zone from which individual flights of

Entry for the first time into military status helicopters are directed to their prescribed
(active duty or reserve) by induction, enlist- landing sites. 5. Any designated place at
ment, or appointment in any Service of the which a column or element thereof is formed
Armed Forces of the United States. Appoint- by the successive arrival of its various subdi-
ment may be as a commissioned or warrant visions, and comes under the control of the
officer; as a cadet or midshipman at the Serv- commander ordering the move. See also
ice academy of one of the armed forces; or as target approach point.
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initial point-(NATO) 1. A well-defined point, tions are established. See also reserve sup-
easily distinguishable visually and/or elec- plies.
tronically, used as a starting point for the run
to the target. 2. The first point at which a initial unloading period-(DOD, NATO) In am-
moving target is located on a plotting board. phibious operations, that part of the ship-to-
3. (Airborne) A point close to the landing area shore movement in which unloading is pri-
where serials (troop carrier air formations) marily tactical in character and must be in-
make final alterations in course to pass over stantly responsive to landing force require-
individual drop or landing zones. 4. (Helicop- ments. All elements intended to land during
ter) An air control point in the vicinity of the this period are serialized. See also general un-
landing zone from which individual flights of loading period.
helicopters are directed to their prescribed
landing sites. 5. A pre-selected point on the initial vector-(DOD) The initial command
surface of the earth which is used as a refer- heading to be assumed by an interceptor after
ence. See also target approach point, it has been committed to intercept an air-

borne object.
initial programmed interpretation report (DOD,

NATO) A ptandardized imagery interpretation Initial velocity-See muzzle velocity.
report providing information on programmed
mission objectives or other vital intelligence initiation-M(NATO) 1. The action of a device
information which can be readily identified used as the first element of an explosive train
near these objectives, and which has not been which, upon receipt of the proper impulse,
reported elsewhere. Also called IPIRL causes the detonation or burning of an explo-

sive iteni. 2. (nuclear) The action which sets
initial provisioning-(DOD) The process of de- off a chain reaction in a fissile mass which

termining the range and quantity of items has reached the critical state (generally by
(i.e., spares and repair parts, special tools, test the emission of a "spurt" of neutrons).
equipment, and support equipment) required
to support and" maintain an item for an initial Initiation of procurement action-(DOD) That
period of service. Its phases include the identi- point in time when the approved document
fication of items of supply, the establishment requesting procurement and citing funds is
of data for catalog, technical manual, and al- forwarded to the procuring activity. See also
lowance list preparation, and the preparation procurement lead time.
of instructions to assure delivery of necessary
support items with related end articles. injury-(DOD) A term comprising such condi-

tions as fractures, wounds, sprains, strains,
initial radiation-(DOD, NATO) The radiation, dislocations, concussions, and compressions.

essentially neutrons and gamma rays, result- In addition, it includes conditions resulting
ing from a nuclear burst and emitted from from extremes of temperature or prolonged
the fireball within one minute after burst. See exposure. Acute poisonings, except those due
also Induced radiation; residual radiation, to contaminated food, resulting from exposure

to a toxic or poisonous substance are also
initial reserves-(DOD) In an amphibious oper- classed as injuries. See also battle casualty;

ation, those supplies which normally are un- casualty; nonbattle casualty- wounded.
loaded immediately following the assault
waves; usually the supplies for the use of the inland search and rescue region-(DOD) The
beach organization, battalion landing teams, inland areas of continental United States,
and other elements of regimental combat except waters under the jurisdiction of the
teams for the purpose of initiating and ous- United States. See also search and rescue
taining combat until higher supply installa- region.
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inner transport area-M(DOD) In amphibious op- properties, e.g., a major installation, a minor
erations, an area as close to the landing beach installation, or a support site, each with its
as depth of water, navigational hazards, boat associated annex(es) or support property(ies).
traffic, and enemy action permit, to which See also major installation; minor installa-
transports may move to expedite unloading. tion; support site.
See also outer transport area; transport area.

instantaneous vertical speed indicator-See
in-place force-(DOD, NATO) A NATO as- vertical speed indicator.

signed force which, in peacetime, is principal-
ly stationed in the designated combat zone of instructional mine-(DOD, NATO) An inert
the NATO Command to which it is commit- mine used for instruction and normally sec-
ted. tionalized for this purpose. See also inert

mine.
Inserted grouping-(DOD) In radar, the inclu-

sion of one area of homogeneous surface ma- instrument approach procedure-(DOD, NATO)
terial in an area of different material. A series of predetermined maneuvers for the

orderly transfer of an aircraft under instru-
Inset-(NATO) In cartography, a separate map ment flight conditions from the beginning of

positioned within the neatline of a larger the initial approach to a landing or to a point
map. Three forms are recognize& a. An area from which a landing may be made visually
geographically outside a sheet but included or the missed approach procedure is initiated.
therein for convenience of publication, usually
at the same scale; b. A portion of the map or instrument flight-(DOD, NATO) Flight in
chart at an enlarged scale; c. A smaller scale which the path and attitude of the aircraft
map or chart of surrounding area, included are controlled solely by reference to instru-
for location purposes. ments.

inshore patrol-(DOD, NATO) A naval defense instrument landing system-(DOD, NATO) A
patrol operating generally within a naval de- system of radio navigation intended to assist
fense coastal area and comprising all ele- aircraft in landing which provides lateral and
ments of harbor defenses, the coastal lookout vertical guidance, which may include indica-
system, patrol craft supporting bases, aircraft, tions of distance from the optimum point of
and Coast Guard stations. landing.

inspectlon-(DOD) In arms control, physical instrument recording photography-(NATO)
process of determining compliance with arms Photography of the presentation of instru-
control measures. ment data.

installadon-(DOD) A grouping of facilities, lo- in support-(DOD, NA TO) An expression used
cated in the same vicinity, which support par- to denote the task of providing artillery sup-
ticular functions. Installations may be ele- porting fire to a formation or unit. Liaison
meants of a base. See also base;, base complex. and observation are not normally provided.

See also at priority call; direct support.
Installation complex-(DOD) In the Air Force,

a combination of land and facilities comprised in support of-(DOD, NA TO) Assisting or pro-
of a main installation and its noncontiguous tecting another formation, unit, or organiza-
propertis (auxiliary air fields, annexes and tion while remaining under original control.
missile fields) which provide direct support to
or are supported by that installation. Installa- insurgency-(DOD, NATO) An organized move-
tion complexes may comprise two or more ment aimed at the overthrow of a constituted
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government through use of subversion and integrating circuit-(DOD, NATO) A circuit
armed conflict, whose actuation is dependent on the time in-

tegral of a function of the influence.
integrated fire control systemn-(DOD) A

system which performs the functions of target integration-(DOD) 1. A stage in the intelli-
acquisition, tracking, data computation, and gence cycle in which a pattern is formed
engagement control, primarily using electron- through the selection and combination of
ic means assisted by electromechanical de- evaluated information. 2. In photography, a
vices. process by which the average radar picture

seen on several scans of the time base may be
Integrated logistics support-(DOD) A compos- obtained on a print, or the process by which

ite of all the support considerations necessary several photographic images are combined
to assure the effective and economical support into a single image.
of a system for its life cycle. It is an integral
part of all other aspects of system acquisition integration--(NATO) 1. In photography, a proc-
and operation. ess by which the average radar picture seen

on several scans of the time base may be oh-
integrated logistic support-(NATO) The Pool- tained on a print, or the process by which sev-

integatspeied l este by nations for ue eral photographic images are combined into aing of specified resources b ain o s
by the same nations as decided by coordinat- single image. 2. In intelligence, a step in the
ing agency or authority to which the subscrib- processing phase of the intelligence cycle
ing nations have agreed. See also logistic as- whereby analysed information is selected and

;reallocation of re- combined into a pattern in the course of itssources; production as intelligence. See also intelli.
gence cycle.

integratýd material management-(DOD) The intelgence-(DOD) The product resulting from
exercise of total Department of Defense man- the collection, processing, integration, analy-

agement responsibility for a Federal Supply th, evaluation, and iterpretation of available

Group/Clas, commodity, or item by a single information concerning foreign countries or

agency. It normally includes computation of areas.

requirements, funding, budgeting, storing, is-

suing, cataloging, stan ing, and Xocur- intelligence-(NATO) The product resulting
ing functions. from the processing of information concerning

foreign nations, hostile or potentially hostile
integrated staff-(DOD, NATO) A staff in which forces or elements, or areas of actual or poten-

one officer only is appointed to each post on tial operations. The term is also applied to the
the establishment of the headquarters, irre- activity which results in the product and to
spective of nationality and Service. See also the organizations engaged in such activity.
combined staff; joint staff; parallel staff; See also basic intelligence; combat intelli-
staff. gence; current intelligence; security intelli-

gence; strategic intelligence; tactical intelli-
integrated tactical warning-See tactical warn- gence; target intelligence; technical intelli-

ing. gence.

integrated warfare-(DOD) The conduct of mil- intelligence annex-(DOD) A supporting docu-
tary operations in any combat environment ment of an operation plan or order that pro-
wherein opposing forces employ non-conven- vides detailed information on the enemy situ-
tional weapons in combination with conven- ation, assignment of intelligence tasks, and
tional weapons. intelligence administrative procedures.
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intelligence collection plan-(DOD) A plan for b. collection-The exploitation of sources by
gathering information from all available collection agencies and the delivery of the
sources to meet an intelligence requirement. information obtained to the appropriate
Specifically, a logical plan for transforming processing unit for use in the production of
the essential elements of information into intelligence.
orders or requests to sources within a re- c. processing-The conversion of information
quired time limit. See also intelligence cycle, into intelligence through collation, evalua-

tion, analysis, integration and interpreta-
intelligence contingency funds-(DOD) Appro- tion.

priated funds to be used for intelligence ac- d. dissemination-The timely conveyance of
tivities when the use of other funds is not ap- intelligence, in an appropriate form and by
plicable or would either jeopardize or impede any suitable means, to those who need it.
the mission of the intelligence unit.

intelligence data base-(DOD) The sum of hold-
Intelligence cycle-(DOD) The steps by which ings of intelligence data and finished intelli-

information is converted into intelligence and gence products at a given organization.
made available to users. There are five steps
in the cycle. intelligence data handling systems-(DOD) In-
a. planning and direction-Determination of formation systems that process and manipu-

intelligence requirement., preparation of a late raw information and intelligence data as
collection plan, issuance of orders and re- required. They are characterized by the appli-
quests to information collection agencies, cation of general purpose computers, periph-
and a continuous check on the productivity eral equipment, and automated storage and
of collection agencies. retrieval equipment for documents and photo-

b. collection-Acquisition of information and graphs. While automation is a distinguishing
the provision of this information to proc- characteristic of intelligence data handling
essing and/or production elements. systems, individual system components may

c. processing-Conversion of collected infor- be either automated or manually operated.
mation into a form suitable to the produc-
tion of intelligence. Intelligence estimate-(DOD, NATO) The ap-

d. production-Conversion of information praisal, expressed in writing or orally, of
into intelligence through the integration, available intelligence relating to a specific sit-
analysis, evaluation, and interpretation of uation or condition with a view to determin-
all source data and the preparation of in- ing the courses of action open to the enemy or
telligence products in support of known or potential enemy and the order of probability
anticipated user requirements. of their adoption.

e. dissemination-Conveyance of intelligence
to users in a suitable form. intelligence journal-(DOD) A chronological log

of intelligence activities covering a stated
intelligence cycle-(NATO) The sequence of ac- period, usually 24 hours. It is an index of re-

tivities whereby information is obtained, as- ports and messages that have been received
sembled, converted into intelligence and made and transmitted, and of important events that
available to users. This sequence comprises have occurred, and actions taken. The journal
the following four phases: is a permanent and official record.
a. direction-Determination of intelligence

requirements, planning the collection intelligence-related activities-(DOD) 1. Those
effort, issuance of orders and requests to activities outside the consolidated defense in-
collection agencies and maintenance of a telligence program which: a. Respond to oper-
continuous check on the productivity of ational commanders' tasking for time-sensi-
such agncies tive information on foreign entities;
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b. Respond to national intelligence communi- obtain and process the data, to interpret the
ty tasking of systems whose primary mission data, and to provide reasoned judgments to
is support to operating forces; c. Train per- decisionmakers as a basis for action. The term
sonnel for intelligence duties; d. Provide an is not limited to intelligence organizations or
intelligence reserve; or e. Are devoted to re- services but includes any system, in all its
search and development of intelligence or re- parts, that accomplishes the listed tasks.
lated capabilities. 2. Specifically excluded are
programs which are so closely integrated with intensity factor-(DOD, NA TO) A multiplying
a weapon system that their primary function factor used in planning activities to evaluate
is to provide immediate-use targeting data. the foreseeable intensity or the specific

nature of an operation in a given area for a
intelligence report-(DOD) A specific report of given period of time. It is applied to the stand-

information, usually on a single item, made at ard day of supply in order to calculate the
any level of command in tactical operations combat day of supply.
and disseminated as rapidly as possible in
keeping with the timeliness of the informa- intensity mine circuit-(DOD, NATO) A circuit
tion. Also called INTREP. whose actuation is dependent on the field

strength reaching a level differing by some
intelligence reporting-(DOD) The preparation pre-set minimum from that experienced by

and conveyance of information by any means. the mine when no ships are in the vicinity.
More commonly, the term is restricted to re-
ports as they are prepared by the collector intention-(DOD) An aim or design (as distinct
and as they are transmitted by hun to his from capability) to execute a specified course
headquarters and by this component of the in- of action.
telligence structure to one or more intelli-
gence-producing components. Thus, even in intercepting search-(DOD, NATO) A type of
this limited sense, reporting embraces both search designed to intercept an enemy whose
collection and dissemination. The term is ap- previous position is known and the limits of

plied to normal and specialist intelligence re- whose subsequent course and speed can be as-

ports. See also normal intelligence reports; sumed.

specialist intelligence reports.

intelligence requirement-(DOD) Any subject, interceptor-(DOD, NATO) A manned aircraft
general or specific, upon which there is a utilized for identification and/or engagement
need for the collection of information, or the of airborne objects.

production of intelligekce. See also essential
elements of information, interceptor controller-(NATO) An officer who

controls fighter aircraft allotted to him for
intelligence subject code-(DOD) A system of interception purposes.

subject and area references to index the infor-
mation contained in intelligence reports as re- intercept point-(DOD, NATO) The point to
quired by a general intelligence document ref- which an airborne vehicle is vectored or
erence service. guided to complete an interception.

intelligence summary-(DOD) A specific report intercept receiver-(DOD, NATO) A receiver de-
providing a summary of items of intelligene signed to detect and provide visual and/or
at frequent intervals. See also intelligence, aural indication of electromagnetic emissions

occurring within the particular portion of the
intelligence system-(DOD) Any formal or in- electro-magnetic spectrum to which it is

formal system to manage data gathering, to tuned.
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interchangeability-(DOD, NATO) A condition interdepartmental intelligence-(DOD) Inte-
which exists when two or more items possess grated departmental intelligence that is re-
such functional and physical characteristics quired by departments and agencies of the
as to be equivalent in performance and dura- United States Government for the execution
bility, and are capable of being exchanged one of their missions but which transcends the ex-
for the other without alteration of the items clusive competence of a single department or
themselves, or of adjoining items, except for agency to produce.
adjustment, and without selection for fit and
performance. See also compatibility. interdiction-(DOD) An action to divert, dis-

rupt, delay or destroy the enemy's surface
inter-chart relationship diagram-(NA TO) A military potential before it can be used effec-

diagram on a map or chart showing names tively against friendly forces.
and/or numbers of adjacent sheets in the
same (or related) series. Also called "index to interdiction fire-(NATO) Fire placed on an
adjoining sheets." See also map index, area or point to prevent the enemy from

using the area or point. See also fire.
intercoastal traffic-(DOD) Sea traffic between

Atlantic, Gulf, and Great Lakes continental interface-(DOD) A boundary or point common
United States ports and Pacific Continental to two or more similar or dissimilar command
United States ports. and control systems, sub-systems, or other en-

tities against which or at which necessary in-
intercom-(DOD) A telephone apparatus by formation flow takes place.

means of which personnel can talk to each
other within an aircraft, tank, ship, or activi- interim fmancing-(DOD) Advance payments,
ty. partial payments, loans, discounts, advances,

and commitments in connection therewith;
inter-command exercise-(NATO) An exercise and guarantees of loans, discounts, advances,

involving two or more Major NATO Com- and commitments in connection therewith;
manders and/or their subordinates, and any other type of financing necessary for

both performance and termination of con-
interconnection-(DOD) The linking together of tracts.

interoperable systems.
interim overhaul-(DOD) An availability for

intercontinental ballistic missile-(DOD) A bal- the accomplishment of necessary repairs and
listic missile with a range capability from urgent alterations at a naval shipyard or
about 3,000 to 8,000 nautical miles. other shore-based repair activity, normally

scheduled halfway through the established
intercount dormant period-(DOD, NA TO) In regular overhaul cycle.

naval mine warfare, the period after the actu-
ation of a ship counter before it is ready to re- inter-look dormant period-(DOD, NA TO) In
ceive another actuation. mine warfare, the time interval after each

look in a multi-look mine, during which the
interdepartmental/agency support-(DOD) Pro- firing mechanism will not register.

vision of logistic and/or administrative sup-
port in services or materiel by one or more intermediate approach-(DOD, NATO) That
Military Services to one or more departments part of an instrument approach procedure in
or agencies of the United States Government which aircraft configuration, speed and posi-
(other than military) with or without reim- tioning adjustments are made. It blends the
bursement. See also international logistic initial approach segment into the final ap-
support; inter-Service support; support. proach segment. It begins at the intermediate
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fix or point and ends at the final approach fix intermediate-range ballistic missile-(DOD) A
or point, ballistic missile with a range capability from

about 1,500 to 3,000 nautical miles.
intermediate area illumination-(NATO) Mlu-

mination in the area, extending in depth from intermediate-range bomber aircraft-(DOD) A
the far boundary of the close-in (about 2,000 bomber designed for a tactical operating
meters) to the maximum effective range of radius of between 1,000 to 2,500 nautical
the bulk of division artillery weapons (about miles at design gross weight and design bomb
10,000 meters). load.

intermediate contour line--(NATO) A contour intermittent arming device-(DOD, NATO) A
line drawn between index contours. Depend- device included in a mine so that it will be
ing on the contour interval there are three or armed only at set times.
four intermediate contours between the indexcontours. See also index contour line, intermittent illumination--(DOD, NATO) A

type of fire in which illuminating projectiles

Intermediate Force Planning Level-(DOD) are fired at irregular intervals.

The force level established during Planning internal defense-(DOD) The full range of
Force development to depict the buildup fromthe Current Force to the Planning Force. The measures taken by a government to free and
Intermediate Force Planning Level The protect its society from subversion, lawless-
Ientermediate Faousrateg Planing Level iinso e ness, and insurgency. See also foreign inter-cient to carry out strategy with a reasonable nal defense.

assurance of success and consequently cannot
be referred to as the Planning Force. See ao internal development-sOD) Actions taken by
Current Force; force; Minimum Risk Force; a nation to promote its growth by building
Planning Force; Programmed Forces. viable institutions (political, military, econom-

ic, and social) that respond to the needs of itsintermediate maintenance (fieid)--(DOD) That society.
maintenance which is the responsibility of

and performed by designated maintenance ac- internal radiation-(DOD, NATO) Nuclear radi-
tivities for direct support of using organiza- ation (alpha and beta particles and gamma ra-
tions. Its phases normally consist of diation) resulting from radioactive substances
a. calibration, repair, or replacement of dam- in the body.
aged or unserviceable parts, components, or
assemblies; b. the emergency manufacture of internal security-(DOD) The state of law and
nonavailable parts; and c. providing technical order prevailing within a nation.
assistance to using organizations.

international actual strength-(NATO) The
intermediate marker (land mine warfare)- total number of military and civilian person-

(DOD, NA TO) A marker, natural, artificial or nel currently filling international posts.
specially installed, which is used as a point of
reference between the landmark and the international arms control organization-
minefield. See also marker (land mine war- (DOD) An appropriately constituted organiza-
fare). tion established to supervise and verify the

implementation of arms control measures.
intermediate objective-(DOD, NATO) In land

warfare, an area or feature between the line International Atomic Time-(DOD) The time
of departure and an objective which must be reference scale established by the Bureau
seized and/or held. International des Poids et Mesures on the
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basis of atomic clock readings from various national railway agreements are based. A
laboratories around the world. Also called load whose dimensions fall within the limits
TAI. of this gauge may move without restriction on

most of the railways of Continental Western
international call sign-(DOD, NATO) A call Europe. GIC is an abbreviation for "gabarit

sign assigned in accordance with the provi- international de chargement," formerly called
sions of the International Telecommunica- PPI.
tions Union to identify a radio station. The
nationality of the radio station is identified by international logistics.-(DOD) The negotiating,
the first or the first two characters. (When planning, and implementation of supporting
used in visual signaling, international call logistics arrangements between nations, their
signs are referred to as "signal letters.") See forces, and agencies. It includes furnishing lo-
also call sign. gistic support (major end items, materiel,

and/or services) to, or receiving logistic sup-
international civilian personnel with NATO port from, one or more friendly foreign gov-

status--(NATO) Civilian persons assigned or ernments, international organizations, or
appointed to authorized NATO international military forces, with or without reimburse-
civilian posts, ment. It also includes planning and actions

related to the intermeshing of a significant
international cooperative logistics-(DOD, element, activity, or component of the mili-

NATO) Cooperation and mutual support in tary logistics systems or procedures of the
the field of logistics through the coordination United States with those of one or more for-
of policies, plans, procedures, development ac- eign governments, international organiza-
tivities and the common supply and exchange tions, or military forces on a temporary or
of goods and services arranged on the basis of permanent basis. It includes planning and ac-
bilateral and multilateral agreements with tions related to the utilization of United
appropriate cost reimbursement provisions. States logistics policies, systems, and/or proce-

dures to meet requirements of one or more
international date line-(DOD, NATO) The line foreign governments, international organiza-

coinciding approximately with the anti-merid- tions, or forces.
ian of Greenwich, modified to avoid certain
habitable land. In crossing this line there is a international logistic support-(DOD) The pro-
date change of one day. Also called date line. vision of military logistic support by one par-

ticipating nation to one or more participating
international identification code-(DOD, nations, either with or without reimburse-

NATO) In railway terminology, a code which ment. See also interdepartmental/agency
identifies a military train from point of origin support; inter-Service support; support.
to final destination. The code consists of a
series of figures, letters, or symbols indicating international manpower ceiling-(NA TO) The
the priority, country of origin, day of depar- total number of international posts, military
ture, national identification code number and and civilian, which has been authorized for
country of destination of the train. each international organization.

international job description-M(NATO) A delin- international map of the world-M(NATO) A
eation of the specific duties, responsibilities map series at 1:1,000,000 scale published by a
and qualifications pertaining to a specific number of countries to common international-
international post. ly agreed specifications.

international loading gauge (GIC)-(DOD, international military education and training-

NATO) The loading gauge upon which inter- (DOD) Formal or informal instruction provid-
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ed to foreign military students, units, and operability should be defined when referring
fortes on a nonreimbursable (grant) basis by to specific cases.
offices or employees of the United States, con-
tract technicians, and contractors. Instruction interoperation-(DOD) The use of interoperable
may include correspondence courses; techni- systems, units, or forces.
cal, educational or informational publications;
and media of all kinds. See also United States interphone-See intercom.
Military Service Funded Foreign Training.

interpretability-(DOD, NATO) Suitability of
international military personnel-(NATO) Mili- imagery for interpretation with respect to an-

tary persons assigned or appointed to author- swering adequately requirements on a given
ized international military posts. type of target in terms of quality and scale.

a. poor-Imagery is unsuitable for interpre-
international military post-(NATO) An inter- tation to answer adequately requirements

national post authorized to be filled by a mihi- on a given type of target.
tary person whose pay and allowances remain b. fair-Imagery is suitable for interpretation
the responsibility of the parent nation. to answer requirements on a given type of

target but with only average detail.

International Peace Force-(OD) An appro- c. good-Imagery is suitable for interpreta-

priately constituted organization established tion to answer requirements on a given
porthey pptype of target in considerable detail.
for the purpose of preserving world peace. d. excellent-Imagery is suitable for interpre-

tation to answer requirements on a given
international personnel-(NATO) Military and type of target in complete detail.

civilian persons assigned or appointed to au-
thorized international posts. interpretation-(DOD) A stage in the intelli-

gence cycle in which the significance of infor-
international post-(NATO) A post, position, mation is judged in relation to the current

job or billet, authorized in a peacetime estab- body of knowledge.
lishment or emergency establishment which
carriM a specific international job description, interpretation-(NATO) In intelligence, the
whose incumbent is responsible to interna- final step in the processing phase of the intel-
tional authority. ligence cycle in which the significance of in-

formation is judged in relation to the current
interocular distance-(DOD) The distance be- body of knowledge. See also intelligence cycle.

tween the centers of rotation of the eyeballs
of an individual or between the oculars of op- interrogation (intelligence)-(DOD) Systematic
tical instruments, effort to procure information by direct ques-

tioning of a person under the control of the
interoperability-(DOD, NATO) 1. The ability questioner.

of systems, units or forces to provide services
to and accept services from other systems, interrupted line-(NATO) A broken, dashed or
units or forces and to use the services so ex- pecked line usually used to indicate the in-
changed to enable them to operate effectively definite alignment or area of a feature on the
together. (DOD) 2. The condition achieved chart.
among communications-electronics systems or
items of communicationselectronics equip- inter-Service education-(DOD) Military educa-
ment when information or services can be ex- tion which is provided by one Service to merm-
changed directly and satisfactorily between bers of another Service. See also military edu-
them and/or their users. The degree of inter- cation; military training.
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Inter-Service support-(DOD) Action by one intra-command exercise-(DOD, NATO) An ex-
Military Service or element thereof to provide ercise which involves an identified part of one
logistic and/or administrative support to an- Major NATO Command or subordinate com-
other Military Service or element thereof. mand.
Such action can be recurring or nonrecurring
in character on an installation, area, or intransit aeromedical evacuation facility-
worldwide basis. See also interdepartmental/ (DOD) A medical facility, on or in the vicinity
agency support; international logistic sup- of an air base, that provides limited medical
port; support. care for intransit patients awaiting air trans-

portation. This type of medical facility is pro-
inter-Service training-(DOD) Military training vided to obtain effective utilization of trans-

which is provided by one Service to members port airlift within operating schedules. It in-
of another Service. See also military educa- cludes "remain overnight" facilities, intransit
tiou; military training, facilities at aerial ports of embarkation and

debarkation, and casualty staging facilities in
intertheater traffic-(DOD) Traffic between an overseas combat area. See also aeromedi-

theaters exclusive of that between the conti- cal evacuation unit.
nental United States and theaters.

intransit inventory-(DOD) That materiel in
Interval-(DOD, NATO) 1. The space between the military distribution system that is in the

adjacent groups of ships or boats measured in process of movement from point of receipt
any direction between the corresponding ships from procurement and production (either con-
or boats in each group. 2. The space between tractor's plant or first destination, depending
adjacent individuals, ground vehicles, or units upon point of delivery) and between points of
in a formation that are placed side by side, storage and distribution.
measured abreast. 3. The space between adja-
cent aircraft measured from front to rear in intransit stock-See intransit inventory.
units of time or distance. 4. The time lapse
between photographic exposures. 5. At bat- intratheater traffic-(DOD) Traffic within a
tery right or left, an interval ordered in sec- theater.
onds is the time between one gun firing and
the next gun firing. Five seconds is the stand- Intruder-(DOD) A twin-engine, turbojet, two-
ard interval. 6. At rounds of fire for effect the place, long-range, all-weather, aircraft carrier-
interval is the time in seconds between suc- based, low-altitude attack aircraft, peessing
cessive rounds from each gun. an integrated attack-navigation ard central

digital computer system to locate, track, and
interview (intelligence)-(DOD) To gather in- destroy small moving targets, And large fixed

formation from a person who is aware that in- targets. The armament system consists of an
formation is being given although there is ig- assortment of nuclear and/or non-nuclear
norance of the true connection and purposes weapons, Sidewinder, Harpoon, napalm, and
of the interviewer. Generally overt unless the all standard Navy rockets. This aircraft can
collector is other than purported to be. be air refueled. Designated as A-6.

ih the dark-(DOD) In air intercept, a code intruder-(DOD, NATO) An individual, unit, or
meaning, "Not visible on my scope." weapon system, in or near an operational or

exercise area, which presents the threat of in-
intracamtal sealift-(DOD) Shipping used pri- telligence gathering or disruptive activity.

marily for the carriage of personnel and/or
cargo along a coast or into river ports to sup- intruder operation-(DOD, NATO) An offensive
port operations within a given area. operation by day or night over enemy terri-
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tory with the primary object of destroying pability. They exclude research, development,
enemy aircraft in the vicinity of their bases. test and evaluation, military personnel, and

Operation and Maintenance appropriation
Intrusion-See electromagnetic intrusion, costs.

Invasion currency-See military currency. ionization-(DOD, NATO) The process of pro-
ducing ions by the removal of electrons from,

Inventory control--DOD, NATO) That phase of or the addition of electrons to, atoms or mole-
military logistics which includes managing, cules.
cataloging, requirements determinations, pro-
curement, distribution, overhaul, and disposal ionosphere-(DOD) That part of the atmos-
of materiel. Synonymous with materiel con- phere, extending from about 70 to 500 kilome-
trol, materiel management, inventory man- ters, in which ions and free electrons exist in
agement, and supply management. sufficient quantities to reflect electromagnetic

waves.
Inventory control polnt-(DOD) An organiza- IPIR-See initial programmed interpretation

tional unit or activity within a DOD supply report.
system that is assigned-the primary responsi-
bility for the materiel management of a group Iroquois-(DOD) A light single-rotor helicopter
of items either for a particular Service or for utilized for cargo/personnel transport and
the Defense Department as a whole. Materiel attack helicopter support. Some versions are
inventory management includes cataloging di- armed with machine guns and light air-to-
rection, requirements computation, procure- ground rockets. Designated as UH-1.
ment direction, distribution management, dis-
posal direction, and, generally, rebuild direc- irregular forces-(DOD) Armed individuals or
tion. groups who are not members of the regular

armed forces, police, or other internal securi-
Inventory management-See Inventory control. ty forces.

Inventory managers-See Inventory control irregular outer edge-(DOD, NATO) In land
poInt. mine warfare, short mine rows or strips laid

in an irregular manner in front of a minefield
inverter--DOD, NATO) In electrical engineer- facing the enemy, to deceive the enemy as to

ing, a device for converting direct current into the type or extent of the minefield. Generally,
alternating current. See also rectifier. the irregular outer edge will only be used in

minefields with buried mines.
Investigation-(DOD) A duly authorized, sys-

tematized, detailed examination or inquiry to lsocentre-(NATO) The point on a photograph
uncover facts and determine the truth of a intersected by the bisector of the angle be-
matter. This may include collecting, process- tween the plumbline and the photograph per-
ing, reporting, storing, recording, analyzing, pendicular.
evaluating, producing and disseminating the
authorized information. isodose rate line--See dose rate contour line.

investment costs-(DOD) Those program costs isogonic line-See isogonal.
required beyond the development phase to in-
troduce into operational use a new capability; isogriv-(NA TO) A line on a map or chart
to procure initial, additional, or replacement which joins points of equal angular difference
equipment for operational forces; or to pro- between grid north and magnetic north. See
vide for major modifications of an existing ca- also grid magnetic angle.
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isotopes--(DOD) Forms of the same element I stay-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning,
having identical chemical properties but dif- "Am remaining with you on patrol/mission
fering in their atomic masses due to different hours." See also I go.
numbers of neutrons in their respective nuclei
and in their nuclear properties. item manager-(DOD) An individual within the

organization of an inventory control point or

issue priority designator-See priority designa- other such organization assigned management

tor. responsibility for one or more specific items of
materiel.
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J

jamming-See barrage jamming;, electronic jet propulsion-(DOD) Reaction propulsion in
countermeasures; electronic jamming; selec- which the propulsion unit obtains oxygen
tive jamming; spot jamming. from the air, as distinguished from rocket pro-

pulsion in which the unit carries its own

JCS-coordinated exercise-(DOD) A minor ex- oxygen-producing material. In connection
with aircraft propulsion, the term refers to aercise, the scheduling of w hich requires co-ga oi e r ot r fu l u b ne t u i , wh c

ordination by the Joint Chiefs of Staff because gasoline or other fuel turbine jet unit, which
it involves the units or forces of more than discharges hot gas through a tail pipe and a
one commander in chief or agency. See also nozzle, affording a thrust which propels theexercise, aircraft. See also rocket propulsion.

JCS test publication-(DOD) A draft of a joint
JCS-directed exercise-(DOD) A strategic mo- doctrine or of joint tactics, techniques and

bility or major commander in chief directed procedures (J7TP) that has evolved far
exercise of considerable interest to the Joint enough in development to be approved for
Chiefs of Staff See also exercise, evaluation by the Director, Operational Plans

and Interoperability (J-7), Joint Staff. Publi-
JCS publication-(DOD) Publications of joint cation of a test publication does not constitute

interest applicable to the Services, unified JCS approval of the publication. Prior to final
and specified commands, and other authorized approval as joint doctrine, test publications
agencies prepared under the cognizance of are expected to be further refined based upon
Joint Staff directorates, or other publications evaluation results. See also JCS publication;
accepted for designation as JCS publications. joint doctrine; joint tactics, techniques and
They are authenticated by the Secretary of procedures.
JCS "For the Joint Chiefs of Staff' and dis-
tributed through Service Channels. JCS publi- jet stream-(DOD) A narrow band of high veloc-
cations are approved by the Joint Chiefs of ity wind in the upper troposphere or in the
Staff and referred to as "joint publications." stratosphere.

jet advisory service-(DOD) The service provid- jettison-(DOD) The selective release of stores
ed certain civil aircraft while operating from an aircraft other than normal attack.
within radar and nonradar jet advisory areas.
Within radar jet advisory areas, civil aircraft jettison-(NATO) Deliberate release of an air-
receiving this service are provided radar craft store from an aircraft to effect aircraft
flight following, radar traffic information, and safety or prepare for air combat.
vectors around observed traffic. In nonradar
jet advisory areas, civil aircraft receiving this jettisoned mines-(DOD, NA TO) Mines which
service are afforded standard instrument are laid as quickly as possible in order to
flight rules separation from all other aircraft empty the minelayer of mines, without regard
known to air traffic control to be operating to their condition or relative positions.
within these areas.

JMP--See joint manpower program.
jet conventional low-altitude bombing system-

(DOD) A maneuver used by jet aircraft to loft joiner-(DOD, NA TO) An independent mer-
conventional ordnance by means of a low-alti- chant ship sailed to join a convoy. See also
tude bombing system. joiner convoy; joiner section.
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joiner convoy-(DOD, NATO) A convoy sailed purpose of engaging in an amphibious oper-
to join the main convoy. See also joiner; ation.
joiner section.

joint Army-Navy-Air Force publications-
Joiner sectlon-(DOD, NATO) A joiner or joiner (DOD) A series of publications produced by

convoy, after rendezvous, and while maneu- supporting agencies of the Joint Chiefs of
vering to integrate with the main convoy. Staff and intended for distribution through

the approved offices of distribution within the
joint-(DOD, NATO) Connotes activities, oper- Army, Navy, and Air Force.

ations, organizations, etc., in which elements
of more than one Service of the same nation joint base-(DOD) For purposes of base defense
participate. (When all Services are not in- operations, a joint base is a locality from
volved, the participating Services shall be which operations of two or more of the armed
identified, e.g., Joint Army-Navy.) See also forces of the Department of Defense are pro-
combined. jected or supported and which is manned by

significant elements of two or more Services
joint activities reporting to the Chairman, or in which significant elements of two or

JCS-(DOD) Activities or agencies that re- more Services are located.
ceive direct guidance from the Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff or his designated joint communications network-(DOD) The ag-
Joint Staff agent, and which have joint man- gregation of all the joint communications sys-
power programs separate from the Joint Staff tems in a theater. The joint communications
and unified command organizations. See also network includes the Joint Multi-channel
activity; joint; joint staff. Trunking and Switching System and the Joint

Command and Control Communications
joint airborne training-(DOD) Training oper- System(s).

ations or exercises involving airborne and ap-
propriate troop carrier units. This training in- Joint Deployment Agency-(DOD) The activity
cludes: a. air delivery of personnel and equip- that supports the Joint Chiefs of Staff and
ment; b. assault operations by airborne troops supported commanders in planning for and
and/or air transportable units; c. loading ex- executing deployments. Also called JDA.
ercises and local orientation flights of short
duration; and d. maneuvers/exercises as joint deployment community-(DOD) Those
agreed upon by Services concerned and/or as headquarters, commands, and agencies in-
authorized by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. volved in the training, preparation, move-

ment, reception, employment, support, and
joint amphibious operation-(DOD, NATO) An sustainment of military forces assigned or

amphibious operation conducted by signifi- committed to a theater of operations or objec-
cant elements of two or more Services. tive area. The joint deployment community

usually consists of the Joint Staff, Services,
joint amphibious task force-(DOD) A tempo- certain Service major commands (including

rary grouping of units of two or more Services the Service wholesale logistic commands), uni-
under a single commander, organized for the fled and specified commands (and their Serv-
purpose of engaging in an amphibious landing ice component commands), transportation op-
for assault on hostile shores. erating agencies, Joint Deployment Agency,

joint task forces (as applicable), Defense Logis-
joint amphibious task force-(NA TO) A tempo- tics Agency, and other Defense agencies (e.g.,

rary grouping of units of two or more services Defense Intelligence Agency) as may be ap-
under a single commander, organized for the propriate to a given scenario. Also called JDC.
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joint deployment system-(DOD) A system that signed by the joint force commander (normal-
consists of personnel, procedures, directives, ly these would include, but not be limited to,
communications systems, and electronic data planning, coordination, allocation and tasking
processing systems to directly support time- based on the joint force qommander's appor-
sensitive planning and execution, and to com- tionment decision). Using the joint force com-
plement peacetime deliberate planning. Also mander's guidance and authority, and in co-
called JDS. ordination with other service component com-

manders and other assigned or supporting
joint doctrine-(DOD) Fundamental principles commanders, the joint force air component

that guide the employment of forces of two or commander will recommend to the joint force
more Services in coordinated action toward a commander apportionment of air sorties to
common objective. It will be promulgated by various missions or geographic areas.
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. See also combined
doctrine; joint; multi-Service doctrine, joint intelligence-(DOD) Intelligence produced

by elements of more than one Service of the
Joint Doctrine Working Party-(DOD) A forum same nation.

to include representatives of the Services, uni-
fied and specified commands, and other au- joint intelligence liaison element-(DOD) A li-
thorized agencies with the purpose of system- aison element provided by the Central Intelli-
atic addressal of joint doctrine and joint tac- gence Agency in support of a unified corn-
tics, techniques and procedures (JT'PT) issues mand or joint task force.
such as project proposal examination, project
scope development, project validation, and joint manpower program-(DOD) The docu-
lead agent recommendation. The Joint Doc- ment which reflects an activity's mission,
trine Working Party meets under the sponsor- functions, organization, current and projected
ship of the Director, Operational Plans and manpower needs, and, when applicable, its re-
Interoperability (J-7), Joint Staff. See -also quired mobilization augmentation. A recom-
joint doctrine; joint tactics, techniques and mended joint manpower program also identi-
procedures. fies and justifies any changes proposed by the

commander/director of a joint activity for the
joint force-(DOD) A general term applied to a next five fiscal years. Also called JMP.

force which is composed of significant ele-
ments of the Army, the Navy or the Marine joint multichannel trunking and switching
Corpp, and the Air Force, or two or more of system-(DOD) That composite multichannel
these Services, operating under a single corn- trunking and switching system formed from
mander authorized to exercise unified com- assets of the Services, the Defense Communi-
mand or operational control over joint forces. cations System, other available systems, and/

or assets controlled by the Joint Chiefs of
joint force air component commander-(DOD) Staff to provide an operationally responsive,

The joint force air component commander de- survivable communication system, preferably
rives his authority from the joint force corn- in a mobile/transportable/recoverable config-
mander who has the authority to exercise uration, for the joint force commander in an
operatic rial control, assign missions, direct co- area of operations.
ordination among his subordinate command-
ers, redirect and organize his forces to ensure joint nuclear accident coordinating center-
unity of effort in the accomplishment of his (DOD) A combined Defense Nuclear Agency
overall mission. The joint force commander and Department of Energy centralized agency
will normally designate a joint force air corn- for exchanging and maintaining information
ponent commander. The joint force air compo- concerned with radiological assistance capa-
nent commander's responsibilities will be as- bilities and coordinating assistance activities,
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when called upon, in connection with acci- These members should be assigned in such a
dents involving radioactive materials, manner as to ensure that the commander un-

derstands the tactics, techniques, capabilities,
joint operational intelligence agency-(DOD) needs, and limitations of the component parts

An intelligence agency in which the efforts of of the force. Positions on the staff should be
two or more Services are integrated to furnish divided so that Service representation and in-
that operational intelligence essential to the fluence generally reflect the Service cimposi-
commander of a joint force and to supplement tion of the force. 2. Joint Staff. The staff
that available to subordinate forces of the under the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
command. The agency may or may not be Staff as provided for in the National Security
part of such joint force commander's staff. Act of 1947, as amended by the DOD Reorga-

nization Act of 1986. The Joint Staff assists
joint operational planning process--(DOD) A the Chairman, and subject to the authority,

coordinated Joint Staff procedure used by a direction and control of the Chairman, the
commander to determine the best method of other members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
accomplishing assigned tasks and to direct the and the Vice Chairman in carrying out their
action necessary to accomplish the mission. responsibilities. See also staff.

joint operations area-(DOD) That portion of joint staff-(NATO) A staff formed of two or
an area of conflict in which a joint force com- more of the services of the same country. See
mander conducts military operations pursu- also combined staff; integrated staff; parallel
ant to an assigned mission and the adminis- staff.
tration incident to such military operations.
Also called JOA. Joint Staff doctrine sponsor-(DOD) The spon-

sor for a joint doctrine or joint tactics, tech-
joint operations center-(DOD) A jointly niques and procedures (J'UTP) project. Each

manned facility of a joint force commander's joint doctrine or JTFP project will be assigned
headquarters established for planning, mom- a Joint Staff doctrine sponsor. The Joint Staff
toring, and guiding the execution of the com- doctrine sponsor will assist the lead agent and
mander's decisions. primary review authority as requested and di-

rected. The Joint Staff doctrine sponsor will
joint purchase-(DOD) A method of purchase coordinate the draft document with the Joint

whereby purchases of a particular commodity Staff and provide Joint Staff comments and
for two or more departments are made by an recommendations to the primary review au-
activity established, staffed, and financed by thority. See also joint doctrine; joint tactics,
them jointly for that purpose. See also pur- techniques and procedures.
chase.

joint table of allowances-(DOD) A document
joint rescue coordination center-(DOD) See which authorizes end-items of materiel for

rescue coordination center. units operated jointly by two or more military
assistance advisory groups and missions. Also

joint servicing-(DOD) That function performed called JTA.
by a jointly staffed and financed activity in
support of two or more military Services. See joint table of distribution-(DOD) A manpower
also servicing, document which identifies the positions and

enumerates the spaces that have been ap-
joint staff-(DOD) 1. The staff of a commander proved for each organizational element of a

of a unified or specified command, or of a joint activity for a specific fiscal year (authori-
joint task force, which includes members from zation year), and those spaces which have
the several Services comprising the force. been accepted for planning and programming
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purposes for the four subsequent fiscal years stituted and so designated by the Secretary of
(program years). Also called JTD. See also Defense or by the commander of a unified
joint manpower program. command, a specified command, or an exist-

ing joint task force.
Joint Tactical Air Reconnaissance/Surveillance

Mission Report-(DOD) A preliminary report joint zone (air, land, or sea)-(DOD) An area
of information from tactical reconnE ssance established for the purpose of permitting
aircrews rendered by designated debriefing friendly surface, air, and subsurface forces to
personnel immediately after landing and dis- operate simultaneously.
patched prior to compilation of the Initial
Photo Interpretation Report. It provides a join up.-(DOD, NATO) To form separate air-
summary of the route conditions, observa- craft or groups of aircraft into a specific for-
tions, and aircrew actions and identifies mation. See also rendezvous.
sensor products. Also called MISREP.

JTI'P--See joint tactics, techniques and proce-
joint tactics, techniques and procedures- dures.

(DOD) The actions and methods which imple-
ment joint doctrine and describe how forces judy-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning,
will be employed in joint operations. They "I have contact and am taking over the inter-
will -be promulgated by the Joint Chiefs of cept."
Staff. Also called JTTP.

jumpmaster-(DOD) The assigned airborne-
joint target list-(DOD) A consolidated list of qualified individual who controls parachutists

selected targets considered to have military from the time they enter the aircraft until
significance in the joint operations area. they exit. See also stick commander (air

transport).
joint task force-(DOD) A force composed of as-

signed or attached elements of the Army, the jump speed-(DOD, NA TO) The airspeed at
Navy or the Marine Corps, and the Air Force, which parachute troops can jump with com-
or two or more of these Services, which is con- parative safety from an aircraft.
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K

KA-6--See Intruder. key symbol-(NATO) In psychological oper-
ations, a simple, suggestive, repetitive ele-

KC-135-See Stratotanker. ment (rhythm, sign, color, etc.) which has an
immediate impact on a target audience and

K-day--(DOD) The basic date for the introduc- which creates a favorable environment for the

tion of a convoy system on any particular acceptance of a psychological theme.
convoy lane. See also D-day; M-day. key terrain-(DOD, NATO) Any locality, or

area, the seizure or retention of which affords
K-day-(NATO) See designation of days and a marked advantage to either combatant. See

hours, also vital ground.

key-(NATO) In cartography, a term sometimes killed in action-(DOD, NATO) A battle casual-
loosely used as a synonym for "legend." See ty who is killed outright or who dies as a
also blue key; drawing key; legend. result of wounds or other injuries before

reaching a medical treatment facility. See
key employee-DOD) Any Reservist identified also died of wounds received in action.

by his or her employer, private or public, asfilling a key position. killing zone-(DOD) An area in which a com-
mander plans to force the enemy to concen-

key facilities list-(DOD) A register of selected trate so as to destroy him with conventional

command installations and industrial facili- weapons or the tactical employment of nucle-

ties of primary importance to the support of ar weapons.

military operations or military production kill probability-(DOD, NATO) A measure of
programs. It is prepared under the policy di- the probability of destroying a target.
rection of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

kiloton weapon-(DOD, NATO) A nuclear
key point-(DOD, NATO) A concentrated site or weapon, the yield of which is measured in

installation, the destruction or capture of terms of thousands of tons of trinitrotoluene
which would seriously affect the war effort or explosive equivalents, producing yields from 1
the success of operations. to 999 kilotons. See also megaton weapon;

nominal weapon; subkiloton weapon.
key position-(DOD) A civilian position, public

or private (designated by the employer and kite-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine warfare, a
approved by the Secretary concerned), that device which when towed, submerges and
cannot be vacated during war or national planes at a predetermined level without side-
emergency. ways displacement.
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L
Lance-(DOD) A mobile, storable, liquid propel- ing strips. 3. Any specially prepared or select-

lant, surface-to-surface guided missile, with ed surface of land, water, or deck designated
nuclear and nonnuclear capability; designed or used for take-off and landing of aircraft.
to support the Army corps with long-range See also airfield.
fires. Designated as XMGM-52.

landing attack-(DOD) An attack against
land arm mode-(DOD, NATO) A mode of oper- enemy defenses by troops landed from ships,

ation in which automatic sequence is used to aircraft, boats, or amphibious vehicles. See
engage and disengage appropriate modes of also assault.
an aircraft automatic flight control system in
order to execute the various flight phases in landing beach-M(DOD, NATO) That portion of a
the terminal area necessary for completing an shoreline usually required for the landing of a
automatic approach and landing. battalion landing team. However, it may also

be that portion of a shoreline constituting a
land control operations-(DOD) The employ- tactical locality (such as the shore of a bay)

ment of ground forces, supported by naval over which a force larger or smaller than a
and air forces, as.appropriate, to achieve mili- battalion landing team may be landed.
tary objectives in vital land areas. Such oper-
ations include destruction of opposing ground landing craft-(DOD, NATO) A craft employed
forces, securing key terrain, protection of in amphibious operations, specifically de-
vital land lines of communication, and estab- signed for carrying troops and equipment and
lishment of local military superiority in areas for beaching, unloading, and retracting. Also
of land operations. used for logistic cargo resupply operations.

land effect-See coastal refraction. landing craft and amphibious vehicle assign-

landing aid-(DOD, NATO) Any ment table-(DOD) A table showing the as-

light, radio beacon, radar device, communicat- signment of personnel and materiel to each

ing device, or any system of such devices for landing craft and amphibious vehicle and the

aiding aircraft in an approach and landing. assignment of the landing craft and amphibi-
ous vehicles to waves for the ship-to-shore

landing approach-(DOD, NATO) The continu- movement.

ously changing position of an aircraft in space landirected toward effecting a landing on a pre- lading craft availability table-.(DOD) A tabu-
determined tarde lation of the type and number of landing craftthat will be available from each ship of the

landing area-(DOD, NA TO) 1. That part of the transport group. The table is the basis for theobjective area within which are conducted the assignment of landing craft to the boat groups

landing operations of an amphibious force. It for the ship-to-shore movement.
includes the beach, the approaches to the
beach, the transport areas, the fire support landing diagram-(DOD, NATO) A graphic
areas, the air occupied by close supporting means of illustrating the plan for the ship-to-
aircraft, and the land included in the advance shore movement.
inland to the initial objective. 2. (Airborne)
The general area used for landing troops and landing force-(DOD, NATO) A task organiza-
materiel either by airdrop or air landing. This tion of troop units, aviation and ground, as-
area includes one or more drop zones or land- signed to an amphibious assault. It is the
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highest troop echelon in the amphibious oper- landing threshold-(DOD) The beginning of
ation. See also amphibious force. that portion of a runway usable for landing.

landing group--(NATO) A subordinate task or- landing vehicle, tracked, engineer, model 1-
ganization of the landing force capable of con- (DOD) A lightly armored amphibious vehicle
ducting landing operations, under a single designed for minefield and obstacle clearance
tactical command, against a position or group in amphibious assaults and operations inland.
of positions. Equipped with line charges for projection in

advance of the vehicle and bulldozer-type
landing mat-(DOD, NATO) A prefabricated, blade with scarifier teeth. Designated as

portable mat so designed that any number of LVTE-1.
planks (sections) may be rapidly fastened to-
gether to form surfacing for emergency run- landing zone-(DOD, NATO) Any specified zone
ways, landing beaches, etc. used for the landing of aircraft. See also air.

field.

landing point-(DOD, NATO) A point within a
landing site where one helicopter or vertical landing zone control-See pathfinder drop
take-off and landing aircraft can land. See zone ontrol.
also airfield, landing zone control party-(DOD, NATO) Per-

l n Nsonnel specially trained and equipped to es-
landing roa--DOD, NATO) The movement of tablish and operate communications devices

an aircraft from touchdown through decelera- from the ground for traffic control of aircraft/
tion to taxi speed or full stop. helicopters for a specific landing zone.

landing schedule-(DOD) In an amphibious op- landmark-(DOD, NATO) A feature, either nat-
eration, a schedule which shows the beach, ural or artificial, that can be accurately deter-
hour, and priorities of landing of assault mined on the ground from a grid reference.
units, and which coordinates the movements
of landing craft from the transports to the land mine warfare-See mine warfare.
beach in order to execute the scheme of ma-
neuver-ashore. land projection operations-See land, sea, or

landing ship-(DOD, NATO) An assault ship p pj pe

which is designed for long sea voyages and for land, sea, or aerospace projection operations-
rapid unloading over and on to a beach. (DOD) The employment of land, sea, or air

forces, or appropriate combinations thereof, to
landing ship dock-(NATO) A ship designed to project United States military power into

transport and launch loaded amphibious craft areas controlled or threatened by enemy
and/or amphibian vehicles with their crews forces. Operations may include penetration of
and embarked personnel and/or equipment such areas by amphibious, airborne, or land-
and to render limited docking and repair serv transported means, as well as air combat op-
ices to small ships and craft. erations by land-based and/or carrier air.

landing site-(DOD, NATO) 1. A site within a land search-(DOD) The search of terrain by
landing zone containing one or more landing earth-bound personnel.
points. See also airfield. 2. In amphibious op-
erations, a continuous segment of coastline lane marker-(DOD, NATO) In land mine war-
over which troops, equipment and supplies fare, sign used to mark a minefield lane. Lane
can be landed by surface means. markers, at the entrance to and exit from the
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lane, may be referenced to a landmark or in- laser guidance unit-(DOD, NATO) A device
termediate marker. See also marker, mine- which incorporates a laser seeker to provide
field lane. guidance commands to the control system of a

missile, projectile or bomb.
lap-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine warfare, that

section or strip of an area assigned to a single laser guided weapon-(DOD, NATO) A weapon
sweeper or formation of sweepers for a run which utilizes a seeker to detect laser energy
through the area. reflected from a laser marked/designated

target and through signal processing provides
lap course--(DOD, NATO) In naval mine war- guidance commands to a control system which

fare, the true course desired to be made good guides the weapon to the point from which
during a run along a lap. the laser energy is being reflected.

laser illuminator-(DOD, NATO) A device forlap track-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine war- enhancing the illumination in a zone of action
fare, the center line of a lap; ideally, the track by irradiating with a laser beam.
to be followed by the sweep or detecting gear.

laser intelligence-(DOD) Technical and intelli-
lap turn-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine warfare, gence information derived from laser systems;

the maneuver a minesweeper carries out a subcategory of electro-optical intelligence.
during the period between the completion of Also called LASINT.
one run and the commencement of the run
immediately following, laser linescan systemn-(DOD, NATO) An active

airborne imagery recording system which
lap width-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine war- uses a laser as the primary source of illumi-

fare, the swept path of the ship or formation nation to scan the ground beneath the flight
divided by the percentage coverage being path, adding successive across-track lines to
swept to. the record as the vehicle advances. See also

infrared linescan systenm
large-lot storage-DOD) A quantity of material

which will require four or more pallet col- laser pulse duration-(DOD, NATO) The time
umns stored to maximum height. Usually ac- during which the laser output pulse power re-
cepted as stock stored in carload or greater mains continuously above half its maximum
quantities. See also storage. value.

a p.-(DOD) A map having a scale laser rangefinder-(DOD, NATO) A device
large-scale Awhich uses laser energy for determining the

of 1:75,000 or larger. See also map. distance from the device to a place or object.

large shlp-(NA TO) A ship of over 450 feet (or laser seeker-(DOD, NATO) A device based on a
137 meters) in length. See also small ship. direction sensitive receiver which detects the

energy reflected from a laser designated
large spread-(DOD) A report by an observer or target and defines the direction of the target

a spotter to the ship to indicate that the dis- relative to the receiver. See also laser guided
tance between the bursts of a salvo is exces- weapon.
sive.

laser target designating system-(DOD, NATO)
laser designator-(DOD, NATO) A device that A system which is used to direct (aim or

emits a beam of laser energy which is used to point) laser energy at a target. The system
mark a specific place or object. consists of the laser designator or laser target
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marker with its display and control compo- lattice--(DOD, NATO) A network of intersect-
nents necessary to acquire the target and ing positional lines printed on a map or chart
direct the beam of laser energy thereon. from which a fix may be obtained.

laser target marker-See laser designator. launch-(DOD) The transition from static
repose to dynamic flight of a missile.

laser target marking system-See laser target
designating system. launcher-(DOD, NATO) A structural device de-

signed to support and hold a missile in posi-
laser tracker-(DOD, NATO) A device which tion for firing.

locks on to the reflected energy from a laser
marked/designated target and defines the di- launching site--(NATO) Any site or installation
rection of the target relative to itself. with the capability of launching missiles from

surface to air or surface to surface.
lashing-(DOD, NATO) See tie down. See also

restraint of loads. launch pad-.(OD, NATO) A concrete or other
hard surface area on which a missile launcher

lashing point--See tie down point is positioned.

LASINT-See laser intelligence. launch time-(DOD) The time at which an air-

Iate-(OD, NATO) In artillery and naval gun- craft or missile is scheduled to be airborne.late-(DD, ATO Inartiler an naal un- See also airborne order.
fire support, a report made to the observer or

spotter, whenever there is a delay in report-ing "shot" by coupling a time in seconds with launch under attack--(DOD) Execution by Na-
the report, tional Command Authorities of Single Inte-grated Operational Plan forces subsequent to

lateral gain-(DOD, NATO) The amount of new tactical warning of strategic nuclear attack

ground covered laterally by successive photo- against the United States and prior to first

graphic runs over an area. impact. Also called LUA.

lateral route-(DOD, NATO) A route generally law of armed conflict-See law of war.
parallel to the forward edge of the battle
area, which crosses, or feeds into, axial routes. law of war-(DOD) That part of international
See also route. law that regulates the conduct of armed hos-

tilities. It is often termed the law of armed
lateral spread-(DOD) A technique used to conflict. See also rules of engagement.

place the mean point of impact of two or more
units 100 meters apart on a line perpendicu- lay-(DOD) 1. Direct or adjust the aim of a
lar to the gun-target line. weapon. 2. Setting of a weapon for a given

range, or for a given direction, or both. 3. To
lateral tell-See track telling, drop one or more aerial bombs or aerial

mines onto the surface from an aircraft. 4. To
late time-See span of detonation (atomic dem- spread a smoke screen on the ground from an

olition munition employment), aircraft. 5. To calculate or project a course.
6. To lay on: a. to execute a bomber strike;

latitude band.-DOD, NATO) Any latitudinal b. to set up a mission.
strip, designated by accepted units of linear or
angular measurement, which circumscribes laydown bombing-(DOD, NA TO) A very low
the earth. Also called latitudinal band. level bombing technique wherein delay fuzes
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and/or devices are used to allow the attacker craft, will result in collision between the
to escape the effects of his bomb. interceptor's fixed armament and the target.

layer depth-(DOD) The depth from the surface lead pursuit-(DOD, NATO) An interceptor
of the sea to the point above the first major vector designed to maintain a course of flight
negative thermocline at which sound velocity at a predetermined point ahead of a target.
is maximum.

leapfrog-(DOD, NATO) Form of movement in
layer tint-See hypsometric: tinting. which like supporting elements are moved

successively through or by one another along
laying-up position--(NATO) Any suitable Pos1- the axis of movement of supported forces.

tion where naval units can berth, camouflage
and replenish in preparation for forthcoming leaver-(DOD, NATO) An independent mer-
operations. See also waiting position. chant ship which breaks off from the main

convoy. See also leaver convoy; leaver sec-
lay referene number..-MOD, NATO) In naval tion.

mine warfare, a number allocated to an indi-
vidual mine by the mnefield Pplanning au- leaver convoy-(DOD, NATO) A convoy which
thority to provide a simple means of referring has broken off from the main convoy and is
to it, proceeding to a different destination.

lazy-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning, leaver ection-(DOD, NATO) A group of ships"Equipment indicated at standby." lae eto-(ONT)Agopo hp
"forming part of the main convoy which will

e amphibious command ship. subsequently break off to become leavers or a
leaver convoy.

lead agent-(DOD) The organization responsiblefor developing, coodinatng, reviewing, and left (or right)--(DOD, NATO0) 1. Terms used to
mordntainping, acoorinatdcingrevbiction; and establish the relative position of a body ofjoint tactics, techniques and prcaon;re troops. The person using the terms "left" or(JTP) publication; or a joint administrative "right" is assumed to be facing in the direc-pulct Indlivatidu;oral Serics udminifiedtior tion of the enemy regardless of whether thepublication. In dividual Services, unified ortr o s a e dv n i g ow ds r wth a i g
specified commands, Joint Staff directorates, troops are advancing towards or withdrawing
or other authorized agencies may be assigned from the enemy. 2. Correction used in adjust-
as lead agents for these publications. See also ing fire to indicate that a lateral shift of the
JCS publication; Joint doctrine; Joint tactics, mean point of impact perpendicular to the
techniques and proedure referene line or spotting line is desired.

lead aircraft-(DOD) 1. The airborne aircraft left (right) bank-(DOD) That bank of a stream
designated to exercise command of other air- or river on the left (right) of the observer
craft within the flight. 2. An aircraft in the when he is facing in the direction of flow or
van of two or more aircraft. downstream.

lead aircraft--(NATO) 1. An airborne aircraft legend--(NATO) An explanation of symbols
desgat to provide certain command and used on a map, chart, sketch, etc., commonly
air control functions. 2. An aircraft in the printed in tabular form at the side of the
van of two or more aircraft. map, etc.

lead collision -coure-(DOD, NA TO) A vector lens coating-(NA TO) A thin transparent coat-

which, if maintained by an interceptor air- ing applied to a surface of a lens element.
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lens distortion--(NATO) Image displacement sumed in use or disposed of as being excess to
caused by lens irregularities and aberrations. all known materiel requirements.

level-(DOD) In air intercept, a word meaning, lifeguard submarine-(DOD, NATO) A subma-
"Contact designated is at your angles." rine employed for rescue in an area which

cannot be adequately covered by air or sur-
level-of-effort munitions-(DOD, NATO) In face rescue facilities because of enemy opposi-

stockpile planning, munitions stocked on the. tion, distance from friendly bases, or other
basis of expected daily expenditure rate, the reasons. It is stationed near the objective and
number of combat days and the attrition rate sometimes along the route to be flown by the
assumed, to counter targets the number of strike aircraft.
which is unknown. See also threat-oriented
munitions. life support equipment-(DOD) Equipment de-

signed to sustain aircrew members and pas-
level of effort-oriented items--(DOD) Items for sengers throughout the flight environment,

which requirements computations are based optimizing their mission effectiveness and af-
on such factors as equipment and personnel fording a means of safe and reliab-n escape,
density and time and rate of use. See also descent, survival, and recovery in emergency
combination mission/level of effort-oriented situations.
Items; mission-oriented items.

level of supply-(DOD, NATO) The quantity of light artiliery-See field artillery.

supplies or materiel authorized or directed to light damage-See nuclear damage (land war-
be held in anticipation of future demands. See fare).
also operating level of supply; order and
shipping time;, procurement lead time; requi-
sitioning objective; safety level of supply; lightening-(DOD, NATO) The operation (nor-
stockage obective; strategic reserve. mally carried out at anchor) of transferring

crude oil cargo from a large tanker to a small-
LGM-30-See Minuteman. er tanker, so reducing the draft of the larger

tanker to enable it to enter port.
LHA--See amphibious. assault ship (generalpurpose)e light fllter-(DOD, NA TO) An optical element

such as a sheet of glass, gelatine or plastic

llalson-(DOD, NATO) That contact or inter- dyed in a specific manner to absorb selective-
communication maintained between elements ly light of certain colors.
of military forces to ensure mutual under-
standing and unity of purpose and action. light line-(DOD, NA TO) A designated line for-

ward of which vehicles are required to use
liberated territory-(DOD, NATO) Any area, do- black-out lights at night.

mestic, neutral or friendly, which, having
been occupied by an enemy, is retaken by limited access route--(DOD, NATO) A one way
friendly forces. route with one or more restrictions which pre-

clude its use by the full range of military traf-
LC-See low intensity conflict. fic. See also double flow route; single flow

route.
life cycle-(DOD) The total phases through

which an item passes from the time it is ini- limited denied war-(DOD) Not to be used. No
tially developed until the time it is either con- substitute recommended.
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limited production type item--(DOD) An item line of impact-(NATO) A line tangent to the
under development, commercially available or trajectory at the point of impact or burst.
available from other Government agencies,
for which an urgent operational requirement line of position-(DOD) In air intercept, a ref-
exists and for which no other existing item is erence line which originates at a target and
substitutable; which appears to fulfill an ap- extends outward at a predetermined angle.
proved materiel requirement or other Mili-
tary Department-approved requirements, and line overlap-See overlap 1.
to be promising enough operationally to war-
rant initiating procurement and/or produc- liner-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning,
tion for service issue prior to completion of 'Mly at speed giving maximum cruising
development and/or test or adoption as a range."

standard item.
line-route map-(DOD) A map or overlay for

limited standard item-(DOD) An item of signal communications operations that shows
supply determined by standardization action the actual routes and types of construction of
as authorized for procurement only to support wire circuits in the field. It also gives the loca-
in-ervice military materiel requirement, tions of switchboards and telegraph stations.

See also map.
limited war-(DOD) Armed conflict short of

general war, exclusive of incidents, involving line search-(DOD, NATO) Recon ce
the overt engagement of the military forces of along a specific line of communications, such
two or more nations. as a road, railway or waterway, to detect

fleeting targets and activities in general.
limit of fire-(DOD, NATO) 1. The boundary

marking off the area on which gunfire can be lines of communications-(DOD) All the
delivered. 2. Safe angular limits for firing at routes, land, water, and air, which connect an
aerial target& operating military force with a base of oper-

ations and alongwhich supplies and military
Iim--(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval gun- forces move.

fire support, a spotting, or an observation,
used by a spotter or an observer to indicate lines of communications-(NATO) All the land,
that a burst(s) occurred on the spotting line. water, and air routes that connect an operat-

ing military force with one or more bases of
linear scale-See graphic scale; scale. operations, and along which supplies and re-

inforcements move.
line astern-See trail formation.

line weight-See line gauge.
line gauge-(NATO) A measurement of line

width. link-(DOD, NATO) 1. In communications, a
general term used to indicate the existence of

line of arrival-See line of impact. communications facilities between two points.
2. A maritime route, other than a coastal or

lie of derprture-(DOD, NATO) 1. In land transit route, which links any two or more
warfare, a line designated to coordinate the routes.
departure of attack elements. Also called start
line. 2. In amphibious warfare, a suitably link encryption-(DOD) The application of on-
marked offshore coordinating line to assist as- line crypto-operation to a link of a communi-
sault craft to land on designated beaches at cations system so that all information passing
scheduled times. over the link is encrypted in its entirety.
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link-lift vehicle-(DOD) The conveyance, to- combat loading; commodity loading-, convoy
gether with its operating personnel, used to loading-, cross loading (personnel); endurance
satisfy a movement requirement between loading-, horizontal loading;, preload loading;,
nodes. selective loading;, unit loading;, vertical load-

ing.
link-route segments-(DOD) Route segments

that connect nodes wherein link-lift vehicles loading chart (aircraft)-(DOD) Any one of a
perform the movement function. series of charts carried in an aircraft which

shows the propef location for loads to be
liquid explosive-(DOD, NATO) Explosive transported and which pertains to check-lists,

which is fluid at normal temperatures. balance records, and clearances for weight
and balance.

liquid propeilant-(DOD) Any liquid combusti-
ble fed to the combustion chamber of a rocket loading plan-(DOD, NA TO) All of the individ-
engine. ually prepared documents which, taken to-

gether, present in detail all instructions for
listening watch-(DOD) A continuous receiver the arrangement of personnel, and the load-

watch established for the reception of traffic ing of equipment for one or more units or
addressed to, or of interest to, the unit main- other special grouping of personnel or materi-
taining the watch, with complete log optional. al moving by highway, water, rail, or air

transportation. See also ocean manifest.
list of targets-(DOD) A tabulation of con-

firmed or suspect targets maintained by any loading point-(DOD, NATO) A point where
echelon for informational and fire support one aircraft can be loaded or unloaded.
planning purposes. See also target list.

loading site-(DOD, NATO) An area containing
litter-(DOD) A basket or frame utilized for the a number of loading points.

transport of injured persons.
load spreader-(DOD, NATO) Material used to

litter patient-(DOD) A patient requiring litter distribute the weight of a load over a given
accommodations while in transit. floor area to avoid exceeding designed stress.

live exercise-(NATO) An exercise using real localizer-(DOD, NATO) A directional radio
forces and units. beacon which provides to an aircraft an indi-

cation of its lateral position relative to a pre-
LKA-See attack cargo ship. determined final approach course. See also

beacon; instrument landing system.
load-See airlift capability; airlift requirement;

allowable load; combat load; payload (parts 1 localizer mode-(DOD, NA TO) In a flight con-
and 4), standard load. trol system, a control mode in which an air-

craft is automatically positioned to, and held
load control group--(DOD, NATO) Personnel at, the center of the localizer course.

who are concerned with organization and con-
trol of loading within the pick-up zone. local mean time-(DOD, NA TO) The time inter-

val elapsed since the mean sun's transit of the
loading-(DOD, NATO) The process of putting observer's anti-meridian.

troops, equipment, and supplies into ships,
aircraft, trains, road transport, or other local procurement-(DOD) The process of ob-
means of conveyance. See also administrative taining personnel, services, supplies, and
loading;, block stowage loading;, cargo; equipment from local or indigenous sources.
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local purchase-(DOD) The function of acquir- either within the theater, country, or area, or
ing a decentralized item of supply from located elsewhere.
sources outside the Department of Defense.

logistic assistance-(NATO) A generic term
local wage rate NATO civilian employee- used to denote types of assistance between

(NATO) Civilian employee who does not and within military commands both in peace
occupy a NATO international civilian post and war. See also integrated logistic support;
and who does not enjoy NATO status. mutual aid; reallocation of resources.

local war-(DOD) Not to be used. See limited logistic estimate of the situation-(DOD) An
war. appraisal resulting from an orderly examina-

tion of the logistic factors influencing contem-
LOCAP-(DOD) Low combat air patrol. plated courses of action to provide conclusions

concerning the degree and manner of that in-
location diagram-(NATO) On a map or chart, fluence. See also estimate of the situation.

a diagram shown in the margin to indicate
the position of the sheet in relation to the sur- logistic implications test-(DOD) An analysis of
rounding country, or to adjoining sheets of the major logistic aspects of a joint strategic
the same or adjacent map series. See map war plan and the consideration of the logistic
index, implications resultant therefrom as they may

limit the acceptability of the plan. The logistic
lock on--DOD, NATO) Signifies that a track- analysis and consideration are conducted con-

ing or target-seeking system is continuously currently with the development of the strate-
and automatically tracking a target in one or gic plan. The objective is to establish whether
more coordinates (eg., range, bearing, eleva- the logistic requirements generated by the
tion). plan are in balance with availabilities, and to

set forth those logistic implications that
lodgment area-See arhead; beachhead. should be weighed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff

in their consideration of the plan. See also
loft bombing-(DOD) A method of bombing in feasibility test

which the delivery plane approaches the
target at a very low altitude, makes a definite logistic routes-See lines of communication.
pullup at a given point, releases the bomb at
predetermined point during the pullup, and logistics--(DOD, NATO) The science of plan-
tosses the bomb onto the target. See also over- ning and carrying out the movement and
the-shoulder bombing;, toss bombing. maintenance of forces. In its most comprehen-

sive sense, those aspects of military oper-
logair-(DOD) Long-term contract airlift service ations which deal with: a. design and develop-

within Continental United States for the ment, acquisition, storage, movement, distri-
movement of cargo in support of the logistics bution, maintenance, evacuation, and disposi-
systems of the Military Services (primarily tion of materiel; b. movement, evacuation,
the Army and Air Force) and Department of and hospitalization of personnel; c. acquisition
Defense agencies. See also quicktrans. or construction, maintenance, operation, and

disposition of facilities; and d. acquisition or
logistic assessment-(DOD, NA TO) An evalua- furnishing of services.

tion of: a. The logistic support required to
support particular military operations in a logistics over the shore operations-(DOD) The
theater of operations, country, or area. b. The loading and unloading of ships without the
actual and/or potential logistics support avail- benefit of fixed port facilities, in friendly or
able for the conduct of military operations nondefended territory, and, in time of war,
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during • phases of theater development in low-altitude bombing-(DOD) Horizontal bomb-
which there is no opposition by the enemy. ing with the height of release between 900

and 8,000 feet.
logistics sourcing-(DOD) The identification of

the origin and determination of the availabil- low altitude bombing system mode-(DOD) In
ity of the time-phased force and deployment a flight control system, a control mode in
data nonunit logistics requirements, which the low altitude bombing maneuver of

an aircraft is controlled automatically.
logistic support (medical)-(DOD) Medical

care, treatment, hospitalization, evacuation, low angle-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval
furnishing of medical services, supplies, mate- gunfire support, an order or request to obtain
riel, and adjuncts thereto. low angle fire.

long-range bomber aircraft-(DOD) A bomber low angle fire--(DOD, NATO) Fire delivered at
designed for a tactical operating radius over angles of elevation below the elevation that
2,500 nautical miles at design gross weight corresponds to the maximum range of the gun
and design bomb load. and ammunition concerned.

long-range transport aircraft-See transport low angle loft bombing-(DOD, NATO) Type of
aircraft. loft bombing of free fall bombs wherein

look-(DOD, NATO) In mine warfare, a period weapon release occurs at an angle less than
during which a mine circuit is receptive of an 35 degrees above the horizontal. See also loft
influence. bombing.

loran--DOD, NATO) A long-range radio navi- low dollar value item-(DOD) An item which
gation position fixing system using the time normally requires considerably less manage-
difference of reception of pulse type transmis- ment effort than those in the other manage-
sions from two or more fixed stations. This ment intensity groupings.
term is derived from the words logra-inge
electronic navigation. low intensity eonflic--(DOD) Political-military

confrontation between contending states or
lost-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval gun- groups below conventional war and above the

fire support, a spotting, or an observation routine, peaceful competition among states. It
used by a spotter or an observer to indicate frequently involves protracted struggles of
that rounds fired by a gun or mortar were not competing principles and ideologies. Low in-
observed. tensity conflict ranges from subversion to the

use of armed force. It is waged by a combina-
lot--(DOD) Specifically, a quantity of material tion of means employing political, economic,

all of which was manufactured under identi- informational, and military instruments. Low
cal conditions and assigned an identifying lot intensity conflicts are often localized, gener-
number. ally in the Third World, but contain regional

and global security implications. Also called
low-(DOD) A height between five hundred and LIC.

two thousand feet.
low level flight-See terrain flight.

low airburst-(DOD, NATO) The fallout safe
height of burst for a nuclear weapon which low level transit route-(DOD, NA TO) A tempo-
maximizes damage to or casualties on surface rary corridor of defined dimensions which fa-
targets. See also types of burst. cilitates the low level passage of friendly air-
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craft through friendly air defenses and con- sure of those involved and/or their activities.
trolled or restricted airspace. Execution of these operations is undertaken

with the knowledge that the action and/or
low oblique-See oblique air photograph. sponsorship of the operation may preclude

plausible denial by the initiating power.
low velocity drop-(DOD, NATO) A drop proce-

dure in which the drop velocity does not LPD--See amphibious transport dock.
exceed 30 feet per second.

LSD--See dock landing ship.
low visibility operations-(DOD) Sensitive oper-

ations wherein the political/military restric- LST-See tank landing ship.
tions inherent in covert and clandestine oper-
ations are either not necessary or not feasible; LVTE-1--See landing vehicle, tracked, engi-
actions are taken as required to limit expo- neer, model 1.
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M
M-42-See Duster (antiaircraft weapon). mach number indicator-See machmeter.

M-47-See Dragon. mach stem-(DOD, NATO) The shock front
formed by the fusion of the incident and re-

M48A3-See tank, combat, full-tracked, 90-mm flected shock fronts from an explosion. The
gun. term is generally used with reference to a

blast wave, propagated in the air, reflected at
M-60--See tank, combat, full-tracked, 105-mm the surface of the earth. In the ideal case, the

gun. mach stem is perpendicular to the reflecting
surface and slightly convex (forward). Also

M88A1-See recovery vehicle, called mach front.

M548-See cargo carrier. mach trim compensator-(DOD) In a flight con-
trol system, an automatic control sub-system

MAAG--See military assistance advisory which provides pitch trim of an aircraft as a
group, function of mach number.

MAC-See Military Airlift Command. mach wave-See mach stem.

Mace-(DOD) An improved version of the magnetic bearing-See bearing.
MGM-1C Matador missile, differing primarily
in its improved guidance system, longer- magnetic circuit-See magnetic mine.
range, low-level attack capability and higher
yield warhead. The MGM-13A is guided by a magnetic compass--(DOD, NATO) An instru-
self-contained radar guidance system. The ment containing a freely suspended magnetic
MGM-13B is guided by an inertial guidance element which displays the direction of the
system. Designated as MGM-13. horizontal component of the earth's magnetic

field at the point of observation.
mach front-See mach stem.

magnetic declination-(DOD, NATO) The angle
mach hold mode-(DOD) In a -flight control between the magnetic and geographical me-

system, a control mode in which a desired ridians at any place, expressed in degrees east
flight (flying) speed of an aircraft expressed as or west to indicate the direction of magnetic
a mach number is maintained automatically. north from true north. In nautical and aero-

nautical navigation, the term magnetic varia-
machmeter-(DOD, NATO) An instrument tion is used instead of magnetic declination

which displays the mach number of the air- and the angle is termed variation of the com-
craft derived from inputs of pitot and static pass or magnetic variation. Magnetic declina-
pressures. tion is not otherwise synonymous with mag-

netic variation which refers to regular or ir-
mach no/yes-(DOD) In air intercept, a code regular change with time of the magnetic dec-

meaning, "I have reached maximum speed lination, dip, or intensity. See also magnetic
and am not/am closing my target." variation.

mach number-(DOD) The ratio of the velocity magnetic equator-(DOD, NA TO) A line drawn
of a body to that of sound in the surrounding on a map or chart connecting all points at
medium. which the magnetic inclination (dip) is zero
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for a specified epoch. Also called "aclinic main armament-(DOD) The request of the ob-
line." server or spotter to obtain fire from the larg-

est guns installed on the fire support ship.
magnetic mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine which

responds to the magnetic field of a target. main attack-(DOD, NATO) The principal
attack or effort into which the commander

magnetic minehunting-(DOD) The process of throws the full weight of the offensive power

using magnetic detectors to determine the at his disposal. An attack directed against the

presence of mines or minelike objects. chief objective of the campaign or battle.

main battle area-(DOD) That portion of the
magnetic minehunting-(NA TO) The process of battlefield in which the decisive battle is

using magnetic detectors to determine the fought to defeat the enemy. For any particu-
presence of mines or minelike objects which lar command, the main battle area extends
may be either on or protruding from the sea- rearward from the forward edge of the battle
bed, or buried, area to the rear boundary of the command's

subordinate units.
magnetic north-(DOD, NATO) The direction

indicated by the north seeking pole of a freely main battle tank-See tank, main battle.
suspended magnetic needle, influenced only
by the earth's magnetic field. main convoy-(DOD, NATO) The convoy as a

whole which sails from the convoy assembly
magnetic tape-(DOD) A tape or ribbon of any port/anchorage to its destination. It may be

material impregnated or coated with magnet- supplemented by joiners or joiner convoys,
ic or other material on which information and leavers or leaver convoys may break off.
may be placed in the form of magnetically po-
larized spots. main detonating line-(DOD, NATO) In demoli-

tion, a line of detonating cord used to trans-

magnetic variation-(DOD, NATO) 1. In navi- mit the detonation wave to two or more

gation, at a given place and time, the horizon- branches.

tal angle between the true north and magnet- mai
ic north measured east or west according to nguard.-(NATO) Element of an advanced
whether magnetic north lies east or west of guard. See also advanced guard.
true north. See also magnetic declination.2. In cartography, the annual change in direc- main line of resistance-.-(DOD) A line at the
tion of the horizontal component of the forward edge of the battle position, designatedearth's magnetic field. for the purpose of coordinating the fire of allunits and supporting weapons, including air

and naval gunfire. It defines the forward
MAGTF--See Marine Air-Ground Task Force. limits of a series of mutually supporting de-

fensi.,e areas, but it does not include the
main airfield-(DOD, NATO) An airfield areas occupied or used by covering or screen-

planned for permanent occupation in peace- ing forces.
time, at a location suitable for wartime utili-
zation, and with operational facilities of a main road-(DOD) A road capable of serving as
standard adequate to develop full use of its the principal ground line of communication to
war combat potential. See also alternative an area or locality. Usually it is wide enough
airfield; departure airfield; redeployment air- and suitable for two-way, all-weather traffic
field, at high speeds.
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main supply route-(DOD, NATO) The route or cludes inspection, testing, servicing, classifica-
routes designated within ar area of oper- tion as to serviceability, repair, rebuilding,
ations upon which the bulk ot traffic flows in and reclamation. 2. All supply and repair
support of military operations. action taken to keep a force in condition to

carry out its mission. 3. The routine recurring
maintenance-(NATO) 1. All action taken to work required to keep a facility (plant, build-

retain materiel in or to restore it to a speci- ing, structure, ground facility, utility system,
fled condition. It includes: inspection, testing, or other real property) in such condition that
servicing, classification as to serviceability, it may be continuously utilized, at its original
repair, rebuilding, and reclamation. 2. All or designed capacity and efficiency, for its in-
supply and repair action taken to keep a force tended purpose.
in condition to carry out its mission. 3. The
routine recurring work required to keep a fa- maintenance status-(DOD) 1. A nonoperating
cility (plant, building, structure, ground facili- condition, deliberately imposed, with adequate
ty, utility system, or other real property) in personnel to maintain and preserve installa-
such condition that it may be continuously tions, materiel, and facilities in such a condi-
utilized, at its original or designed capacity tion that they may be readily restored to op-
and efficiency, for its intended purpose. erable condition in a minimum time by the

assignment of additional personnel and with-
maintenance and operations support set- out extensive repair or overhaul. 2. That con-

(DOD) A US Air Force grouping of reusable dition of materiel which is in fact, or is ad-
lightweight, air transportable shelters de- ministratively classified as, unserviceable,
signed to provide deployable maintenance and pending completion of required servicing or
operations facilities to support a specific repairs.
weapon system, i.e., F-4, F-15, A-7, C-130. The
expandable shelters are configured to allow major disaster-See domestic emergencies.
rapid installation of unit equipment, tools,
and other organic equipment for such func- major fleet-(DOD) A principal, permanent
tions as command post, life support, inertial subdivision of the operating forces of the
navigation, and fire control. Units deploying Navy with certain supporting shore activities.
with these sets can conduct sustained oper- Presently there are two such fleets: the Pacif-
ations at any location which possesses the ic Fleet and the Atlantic Fleet. See also fleet.
necessary base operating/housekeeping facili-
ties. major installation-(DOD) In the Air Force, a

self-supporting center of operations for actions
maintenance area-M(DOD) A general locality in of importance to Air Force combat, combat

which are grouped a number of maintenance support, or training. It is operated by an
activities for the purpose of retaining or re- active, reserve, or Guard unit of group size or
storing materiel to a serviceable condition. larger with all land, facilities and organic

support needed to accomplish the unit mis-
maintenance engineering-M(DOD) The applica- sion. It must have real property accountabil-

tion of techniques, engineering skills, and ity through ownership, lease, permit, or other
effort, organized to ensure that the design and written agreement for all real estate and fa-
development of weapon systems and equip- cilities. Agreements with foreign governments
ment provide adequately for their effective which give the Air Force jurisdiction over real
and economical maintenance, property meet this requirement. Shared use

agreements (as opposed to joint use agree-
maintenance (materiel) (DOD) 1. All action ments where the Air Force owns the runway)

taken to retain materiel in a serviceable con- do not meet the criteria to be major installa-
dition or to restore it to serviceability. It in- tions. This category includes Air Force bases;
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air bases; air reserve bases; and Air Guard partment of Defense as being vital to the na-
bases. See also installation complex; minor tional interest.
installation; other activity; support site.

make safe-(DOD) One or more actions neces-
Major NATO Commanders--(NATO) Major sary to prevent or interrupt complete function

NATO Commanders are Supreme Allied Corn- of the system (traditionally synonymous with
mander Atlantic, Supreme Allied Commander "dearm," "disarm," and "disable"). Among
Europe and Allied Commander-in-Chief Chan- the necessary actions are: (1) install (safety
nel. See also commander(s); Major Subordi- devices such as pins or locks); (2) disconnect
nate Commanders; Principal Subordinate (hoses, linkages, batteries); (3) bleed (accumu-
Commanders; Subordinate Area Command- lators, reservoirs); (4) remove (explosive de-
er. vices such as initiators, fuzes, detonators);

(5) intervene (as in welding, lockwiring).
major nuclear power--(DOD, NA TO) Any

nation that a nuclear striking force management--(DOD) A process of establishingcapablethof possings a sueariusthre g torvery and attaining objectives to carry out responsi-other nation. bilities. Management consists of those con-tinuing actions of planning, organizing, direct-

nmjor port-(DOD, NATO) Any port with two ing, coordinating, controlling, and evaluating
the use of men, money, materials, and facili-or more berths and facilities and equipment ties to accomplish missions and tasks. Man-

capable of discharging 100,000 tons of cargo tieset isherention and t Man-

per month from ocean-going ships. Such port's agement is inherent in command, but it does

will be designated as probable nuclear targets. not include as extensive authorit. and respon-

See also port. sibility as command.

management and control system (mobility)-
Major Subordinate Commanders--(NATO) The (DOD) Those elements of organizations and/

designation assigned to NATO commanders or activities which are part of, or are closely
operationally responsible to Supreme Allied related to, the mobility system, and which au-
Commander Europe and Supreme Allied Corn- thorize requirements to be moved, to obtain
mander Atlantic for an allocated geographical and allocate lift resources, or to direct the op-
area or function. See also Major NATO Corn- eration of linklift vehicles.
manders; Principal Subordinate Command-
ers; Subordinate Area Commanders. maneuver-(DOD, NATO) 1. A movement to

place ships or aircraft in a position of advan-
major water terminal-M(DOD, NATO) A water tage over the enemy. 2. A tactical exercise

terminal with facilities for berthing numerous carried out at sea, in the air, on the ground,
ships simultaneously at wharves and/or work- or on a map in imitation of war. 3. The oper-
ing anchorages, located within sheltered ation of a ship, aircraft, or vehicle, to cause it
coastal waters adjacent to rail, highway, air to perform desired movements. 4. Employ-
and/or inland water transportation nets. It ment of forces on the battlefield through
covers a relatively large area, and its scope of movement in combination with fire, or fire
operation is such that it is designated as a potential, to achieve a position of advantage
probable nuclear target. See also water termi- in respect to the enemy in order to accom-
nal. plish the mission.

major weapon system-(DOD) One of a limited maneuverable reentry vehicle-(DOD) A re-
number of systems or subsystems which, for entry vehicle capable of performing pre-
reasons of military urgency, criticality, or re- planned flight maneuvers during the reentry
source requirements, is determined by the De- phase. See also multiple independently tar-
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getable reentry vehicle; multiple reentry ve- erations in determining the validity and man-
hicle; reentry vehicle. agerial efficiency of the function's present or

proposed manpower establishment.
maneuvering area-(DOD) That part of an air-

field used for takeoffs, landings, and associat- manpower requirements-(DOD) Human re-
ed maneuvers. See also aircraft marshalling sources needed to accomplish specified work
area. loads of organizations.

maneuvering area-(NATO) That part of an manpower resources-(DOD) Human resources
aerodrome to be used for the take-off and available to the Services which can be applied
landing of aircraft and for the surface move- against manpower requirements.
ment of aircraft associated with take-off and I

landing, excluding aprons. See also aircraft manpower scaling guide-(NATO) Manpower
marshalling area. management standards or guide lines which

manffest-(DOD) A document specifying in express a manpower requirement as a vari-maniest-(DO) A ocuent pecfyin in able dependant upon workload encountered.
detail the passengers or items carried for a
specific .destination man space-(DOD) The space and weight factor

manipulative deception-See electronic war- used to determine the combat capacity of ve-
fare. hicles, craft, and transport aircraft, based on

the requirements of one person with individ-

manipulative electronic deception (MED)-See ual equipment. The person is assumed to

electronic warfare. weigh between 222-250 pounds and to occupy
13.5 cubic feet of space. See also boat space.

man portable-(DOD, NATO) Capable of being
carried by one man. Specifically, the term man transportable-(DOD) Items which are
may be used to qualify. 1. Items designed to usually transported on wheeled, tracked, or
be carried as an integral part of individual, air vehicles, but have integral provisions to
crew served or team equipment of the dis- allow periodic handling by one or more indi-
mounted soldier in conjunction with his as- viduals for limited distances (100-500 meters).
signed duties. Upper weight limit: approxi- Upper weight limit: approximately 65 pounds
mately 14 kilograms (31 pounds.) 2. In land per individual.
warfare, equipment which can be carried by
one man over long distance without serious many (raid size)-(DOD) In air intercept usage,
degradation of the performance of his normal 8 or more aircraft. See also few (raid size).
duties.

map-(DOD, NATO) A graphic representation,
manpower-See manpower requirements; man- usually on a plane surface, and at an estab-

power resources. lished scale, of natural or artificial features
on the surface of a part or the whole of the

manpower management-(DOD, NATO) The earth or other planetary body. The features
means of manpower control to ensure the are positioned relative to a coordinate refer-
most efficient and economical use of available ence system. See also administrative map;
manpower. battle map; chart index; chart series; chart

sheet; controlled map; general map; large-
manpower management survey-(DOD, NATO) scale map; line route map; map chart; map

Systematic evaluation of a functional area, index; map series; map sheet; medium-scale
utilizing expert knowledge, manpower scaling map; operation map; planimetric map; situa-
guides, experience and other practical consid- tion map; small-scale map; strategic map;
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tactical map; topographic map; traffic circu- margin-(DOD, NATO) In cartography, the area
lation map; weather map. of a map or chart lying outside the border.

map chart-DOD) A representation of a land- marginal data-(DOD, NATO) All explanatory
sea area, using the characteristics of a map to information given in the margin of a map or
represent the land area and the characteris- chart which clarifies, defines, illustrates, and/
tics of a chart to represent the sea area, with or supplements the graphic portion of the
such special characteristics as to make the sheet.
map-chart most useful in military operations,
particularly amphibious operations. See also marginal information-See marginal data.
map.

marginal weather-(DOD) Weather which is
map convergence-(DOD, NATO) The angle at sufficiently adverse to a military operation so

which one meridian is inclined to another on as to require the imposition of procedural lim-
a map or chart. See also convergence. itations. See also adverse weather.

map exercise-(DOD) An exercise in which a Marine air command and control system-
series of military situations is stated and (DOD) A US Marine Corps tactical air com-
solved on a map. mand and control system which provides the

tactical air commander with the means to
map index-(DOD, NATO) Graphic key primari- command, coordinate, and control all air oper-

ly designed to give the relationship between ations within an assigned sector and to coordi-
sheets of a series, their coverage, availability, nate air operations with other Services. It is
and further information on the series. See composed of command and control agencies
also mp. with communications-electronics equipment

that incorporates a capability from manual
through semiautomatic control.

mapping camera--See air cartographic camera.

Marine Air Control Squadron-(DOD) The
map reference-(DOD, NATO) A means of iden- component of the Marine Air Control Group

tifying a point on the surface of the earth by which provides and operates ground facilities
relating it to information appearing on a map, for the detection and interception of hostile
generally the graticule or grid. aircraft and for the navigational direction of

friendly aircraft in the conduct of support
map reference code-(DOD, NATO) A code used missions.

primarily for encoding grid coordinates and
other information pertaining to maps. This Marine Air-Ground Task Force-(DOD) A task
code may be used for other purposes where organization of Marine forces (division, air-
the encryption of numerals is required. craft wing and service support groups) under

a single command and structured to accom-
map series-(DOD, NATO) A group of maps or plish a specific mission. The Marine Air-

charts usually having the same scale and car- Ground Task Force (MAGTF) components will
tographic specifications, and with each sheet normally include command, aviation combat,
appropriately identified by producing agency ground combat, and combat service support
as belonging to the same series, elements (including Navy Support Elements).

Three types of Marine Air-Ground Task
map sheet-(DOD, NATO) An individual map or Forces which can be task organized are the

chart either complete in itself or part of a Marine Expeditionary Unit, Marine Expedi-
series. See also map. tionary Brigade, and Marine Expeditionary
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Force. The four elements of a Marine Air- the MAGTF mission. CSSE can provide
Ground Task Force are: supply, maintenance, transportation, delib-

a. command element (CE)-The MAGTF erate engineer, health, postal, disbursing,
headquarters. The CE is a permanent orga- prisoner of war, automated information
nization composed of the commander, gen- systems, exchange, utilities, legal, and
eral or executive and special staff sections, graves registration services. The CSSE
headquarters section, and requisite com- varies in size from a Marine Expeditionary
munications and service support facilities. Unit (MEU) service support group (MSSG)
The CE provides command, control, and co- to a force service support group (FSSG).
ordination essential for effective planning Normally, there is only one combat service.
and execution of operations by the other support element in a MAGTF. See also
three elements of the MAGTF. There is combat service support elements; Marine
only one CE in a MAGTF. Expeditionary Brigade; Marine Expedi-

b. aviation combat element (ACE)-The tionary Force; Marine Expeditionary Unit;b. aiaton cmba eleenttask force.
MAGTF element that is task organized to

provide all or a portion of the functions of Marine Air Support Squadron-(DOD) The
Marine Corps aviation in varying degrees component of the Marine Air Control Group
based on the tactical situation and the which provides and operates facilities for the
MAGTF mission and size. These functions control of support aircraft operating in direct
are air reconaissance, antiair warfare, as-

sault support, offensive air support, elec- support of ground forces.

tronic warfare, and control of aircraft and Marine base-(DOD) A base for support of
missiles. The ACE is organized around an Marine ground forces, consisting of activities
aviation headquarters and varies in size or facilities for which the Marine Corps has
from a reinforced helicopter s n operating responsibilities, together with inte-
one or more Marine aircraft wing(s). It in- rior lines of communication and the minimum
cludes those aviation command (including surrounding area necessary for local security.
air control agencies), combat, combat sup- (Normally, not greater than an area of 20

port, and combat service support units re- squrmle. See also as cm ex.

quired by the situation. Normally, there is square miles.) See also base complex.

only one ACE in a MAGTF. Marine division/wing team-(DOD) A Marine

c. ground combat element (GCE)-The Corps air-ground team consisting of one divi-
MAGTF element that is task organized to sion and one aircraft wing, together with
conduct ground operations. The GCE is their normal reinforcements.
constructed around an infantry unit and
varies in size from a reinforced infantry marine environment-(DOD) The oceans, seas,
battalion to one or more reinforced Marine bays, estuaries, and other major water bodies,
division(s). The GCE also includes appro- including their surface interface and interac-
priate combat support and combat service tion with the atmosphere and with the land
support units. Normally, there is only one seaward of the mean high water mark.
GCE in a MAGTF.

d. combat service support element (CSSE)- Marine Expeditionary Brigade-(DOD) A
The MAGTF element that is task orga- Marine Expeditionary Brigade is a task orga-
nized to provide the full range of combat nization which is normally built around a reg-
service support necessary to accomplish imental landing team, a provisional Marine
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aircraft group, and a logistics support group. maritime operation-(NATO) An action per-
It is capable of conducting amphibious assault formed by forces on, under, or over the sea to
operations of a limited scope. During potential gain or exploit control of the sea or to deny
crisis situations, a Marine Expeditionary Bri- its use to the enemy.
gade may be forward deployed afloat for an
extended period in order to provide an imme- Maritime Prepositioning Ship--(DOD) Civil-
diate combat response. Also called MEB. See ian-crewed, Military Sealift Command char-
also Marine Air-Ground Task Force. tered ships which are organized into three

Marine Expeditionary Force-(DOD) The squadrons and are usually forward-deployed.
These ships are loaded with prepositioned

Marine Expeditionary Force, the largest of
the Marine air-ground task forces, is normally e e ane Expda r Brigades Also
built around a division/wing team, but can in- three Marine Expeditionary Brigades. Also

clude several divisions and aircraft wings, to- called MPS. See also Navy Cargo Handling
gether with an appropriate combat service Battalion.
support organization. The Marine Expedition-
ary Force is capable of conducting a wide maritime search and rescue region-(DOD) The
range of amphibious assault operations and waters subject to the jurisdiction of the
sustained operations ashore. It can be tailored United States; the territories and possessions
for a wide variety of combat missions in any of the United States (except Canal Zone and
geographic environment. Also called MEF. the inland area of Alaska) and designated
See also Marine Air-Ground Task Force. areas of the high seas. See also search and

rescue region.
Marine Expeditionary Unit-(DOD) The

Marine Expeditionary Unit is a task organiza- mark-(DOD) 1. In artillery and naval gun-fire
tion which is normally built around a battal- support: a. to call for fire on a specified loca-
ion landing team, reinforced helicopter squad- tion in order to orient the observer/spotter or
ron, and logistic support unit. It fulfills rou- to indicate targets; b. to report the instant of
tine forward afloat deployment requirements, optimum light on the target produced by ffilu-
provides an immediate reaction capability for
crisis situations, and is capable of relatively mination shells. 2. In naval operations, to use

limited combat operations. Also called MEU. a maritime unit to maintain an immediate of-
See also Marine Air-Ground Task Force. fensive or obstructive capability against a

specified target. See also marker.

maritime area-(NATO) A maritime theater of
operations can be divided for the purposes of marker-(DOD, NATO) 1. A visual or electronic
decentralization of command into maritime aid used to mark a designated point. 2. In
areas and sub-areas, e.g., Atlantic theater, land mine warfare: See gap marker, interme-
which is divided into maritime area and sub- diate marker, lane marker, row marker, strip
area commands. marker. 3. In naval operations, a maritime

unit which maintains an immediate offensive
maritime control area-(DOD) An area general- or obstructive capability against a specified

ly similar to a defensive sea area in purpose target. See also beacon; shadower, mark.
except that it may be established any place on
the high seas. Maritime control areas are nor- marker ship-(DOD, NA TO) In an amphibious
mally established only in time of war. See operation, a ship which takes accurate station
also defensive sea area. on a designated control point. It may fly iden-

maritime defense sector-(DOD, NATO) One of tifying flags by day and show lights to sea-

the subdivisions of a coastal area.
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marking error-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine mass casualties-(DOD, NATO) Any number of
warfare, the distance and bearing of a marker casualties produced in a relatively short
from a target. period of time which overwhelms the avail-

able medical and logistic support capabilities.
marking fire-(DOD, NATO) Fire placed on a

target for the purpose of identification. massed fire-(DOD) 1. The fire of the batteries
of two or more ships directed against a single

marking panei-(DOD, NATO) A sheet of mate- target. 2. Fire from a number of weapons di-
rial displayed for visual commucation usual- rected at a single point or small area. See also
ly between friendly units. See also panel code. concentrated fire.

marking team-(NATO) Personnel landed in master film-(DOD, NATO) The earliest genera-
the landing area with the task of establishing tion of imagery (negative or positive) from
navigational aids. See also pathfinder air- which subsequent copies are produced.
craft path-ider

master force list-(DOD) A file which contains
mark mark-(DOD) Command from ground the current status of each requirement for a

controller for aircraft to release bombs; may given operation plan. The master force list is
indicate electronic ground-controlled release made available for file transfer service (FMS)
or voice command to aircrew. transfer to other Worldwide Military Com-

mand and Control System activities from a
married fallure-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine file produced from the joint deployment

warfare, a moored mine lying on the seabed system data base. Also called MFL.
connected to its sinker from which it has
failed to release owing to defective mecha- master plot-(DOD, NATO) A portion of a map
nism. or overlay on which are drawn the outlines of

the areas covered by an air photographic
MARS--See Military Affiliate Radio System. sortie. Latitude and longitude, map, and

sortie information are shown. See also sortie
marshofling-(DOD, NATO) 1. The process by plot.

which units participating in an amphibious or
airborne operation, group together or assem- materials handling-(DOD, NATO) The move-
ble when feasible or move to temporary ment of materials (raw materials, scrap, semi-
camps in the vicinity of embarkation points, finished, and finished) to, through, and from
complete preparations for combat or prepare productive processes; in warehouses and stor-
for loading. 2. The process of assembling, age; and in receiving and shipping areas.
holding, and organizing supplies and/or
equipment, especially vehicles of transporta- materials handling equipment-(DOD) Mechan-
tion, for onward movement. See also stage; ical devices for handling of supplies with
staging area. greater ease and economy.

masking--(NATO) In electronic warfare, the materiel-(DOD) All items (including ships,
use of additional transmitters to hide a par- tanks, self-propelled weapons, aircraft, etc.,
ticular electromagnetic radiation as to loca- and related spares, repair parts, and support
tion of source and/or purpose of the radiation. equipment, but excluding real property, in-

stallations, and utilities) necessary to equip.
man-MDOD, NATO) 1. The concentration of operate, maintain, and support military ac-

combat power. 2. The military formation in tivities without distinction as to its applica-
which units are spaced at less than the tion for administrative or combat purposes.
normal distances and intervals. See also equipment; personal property.
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materiel cognizance-(DOD) Denotes responsi- distribution complex to release and ship mate-
bility for exercising supply management over riel.
items or categories of materiel.

materiel requirements-(DOD) Those quantities
materiel control-See inventory control. of items of equipment and supplies necessary

to equip, provide a materiel pipeline, and sus-
materiel inventory objective-(DOD) The quant- tain a service, formation, organization, or unit

tity of an item required to be on hand and on in the fulfillment of its purposes or tasks

order on M-day in order to equip, provide a during a specified period.

materiel pipeline, and sustain the approved
US force structure (active and reserve) and Maverick-(DOD) An air-to-surface missile with

those Allied forces designated for US materiel launch and leave capability. It is designed for
support, through the period prescribed for use against stationary or moving small, hard

war materiel planning purposes. It is the targets such as tanks, armored vehicles, and
quantity by which the war materiel require- field fortifications. Designated as AGM-65.
ment exceeds the war materiel procurement
capability and. the war materiel requirement maximum aircraft arresting hook load-(DOD)
adjustment. It includes the M-day force mate- The maximum load exrienced by an air-
riel requirement and the war reserve materiel craft arresting hook assembly during an ar-

restment.

materiel mnagement--See inventory control. maximum effective range-(DOD, NATO) The
e cmaximum distance at which a weapon may be

materiel pipellne-(DOD) The quantity of an expected to be accurate and achieve the de-

item required in the worldwide supply system s r lt

to maintain an -uninterrupted replacement maximum elevation figure-(DOD, NATO) A
flow. figure, shown in each quadrangle bounded by

ticked graticule lines on aeronautical charts,
materiel reedine.s-DOD) The availability Of which represents the height in thousands and

materiel required by a mih'tary organization hundreds of feet, above mean sea level, of the
to support its wartime activities or contingen- highest known natural or man-made feature
cies, disaster relief (flood, earthquake, etc.), or in that quadrangle, plus suitable factors to
other emergencies. allow for inaccuracy and incompleteness of

the topographical heighting information.
materiel release confirmation-(DOD) A notifi-

cation from a shipping/storage activity advis- maximum landing weight-(DOD, NATO) The
ing the originator of a materiel release order maximum gross weight due to design or oper-
of the positive action taken on the order. It ational limitations at which an aircraft is per-
will also be used with appropriate shipment mitted to land.
status document identifier codes as a reply to
a followup initiated by the inventory control maximum operating depth-(DOD, NATO) The
point, depth which a submarine is not to exceed

during operations. This depth is determined
materiel release order-(DOD) An order issued by the submarine's national naval authority.

by an accountable supply system manager See also test depth.
(usually an inventory control point or ac-
countable depot/stock point) directing a non- maximum ordinate-(DOD, NA TO) In artillery
accountable activity (usually a storage site or and naval gunfire support: a. the highest
materiel drop point) within the same supply point along the trajectory of a projectile;
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b. the difference in altitude (vertical interval) rate bearings to be obtained by aircraft or
between the origin and the summit of the tra- ground stations. See also beacon.
jectory of a projectile.

mean lethal dose-(DOD, NATO) 1. The amount
maximum permissible concentration--See ra- of nuclear irradiation of the whole body

dioactivity concentration guide. which would be fatal to 50 percent of the ex-
posed personnel in a given period of time. 2.

maximum permissible dose--(DOD, NATO) The dose of chemical agent that would kill 50
That radiation dose which a military com- percent of exposed, unprotected and untreated
mander or other appropriate authority may personnel.
prescribe as the limiting cumulative radiation
dose to be received over a specific period of mean line of advance-(OD) In naval usage,
time by members of his command, consistent the direction expected to be made good over a
with current operational military consider- s period.
ations.

maximum range-(DOD, NATO) The greatest mean point of burst-See mean point of
distance a weapon can fire without consider- impact.
ation of dispersion.

mean point of impact-(DOD, NATO) The point
maximum sustained speed-(DOD, NATO) In whose coordinates are the arithmetic means

road transport, the highest speed at which a of the coordinates of the separate points of
vehicle, with its rated payload, can be driven impact/burst of a finite number of projectiles
for an extended period on a level first-class fired or released at the same aiming point
highway without sustaining damage. under a given set of conditions.

maximum take-off weight-(DOD, NATO) The mean sea level-(DOD) The average height of
maximum gross weight due to design or oper- the surface of the sea for all stages of the tide,
ational limitations at which an aircraft is per- used as a reference for elevations.
mitted to take off.

mean sea level-(NATO) The average sea level
mayday.-(DOD) Distress call. for a particular geographical location, ob-

tained from numerous observations, at regu-M-da-(DD) he trm sedto dsigatethe lar intervals, over a long period of time.
day on which mobilization is to begin. See
aloD-day; K-day. means of transport-See mode of transport.

M-day-See designation of days and hours.
measurement and signature intelligence-

M-day force materiel requirement-(DOD) The (DOD) Scientific and technical intelligence in-
quantity of an item required to be on hand formation obtained by quantitative and quali-
and on order (on M-day minus one day) to tative analysis of data (metric, angle, spatial,
equip and provide a materiel pipeline for the wavelength, time dependence, modulation,
approved peacetime US force structure, both plasma, and hydromagnetic) derived from spe-
active and reserve. cific technical sensors for the purpose of iden-

tifying any distinctive features associated
meaconing-(DOD, NATO) A system of receiv- with the source, emitter, or sender and to fa-

ing radio beacon signals and rebroadcasting cilitate subsequent identification and/or
them on the same frequency to confuse navi- measurement of the same. Also called
gation. The meaconing stations cause inaccu- MASINT.
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measuring magnlfler-(NA TO) A magnifying medium artillery-See field artillery.
instrument incorporating a graticule for
measuring small distances. medium atomic demolition munition-(DOD) A

low-yield, team-portable, atomic demolition
mechanical sweep-(DOD, NATO) In naval munition which can be detonated either by

mine warfare, any sweep used with the object remote control or a timer device.
of physically contacting the mine or its ap-
pendages. medium-lot storage-(DOD) Generally defined

as a quantity of material which will require
median incapacitating dose-(DOD, NATO) The one to three pallet stacks, stored to maximum

amount or quantity of chemical agent which height. Thus, the term refers to relatively
when introduced into the body will incapaci- small lots as distinguished from definitely
tate 50 percent of exposed, unprotected per- large or small lots. See also storage.
sonnel.

medium-range ballistic missile-(DOD) A bal-
medical evacuees.-OD) Personnel who are listic missile with a range capability from

wounded, injured, or ill and must be moved to about 600 to 1,500 nautical miles.
or between medical facilities, medium-range bomber aircraft--(DOD) A

medical intelligence-(DOD) That category of bomber designed for a tactical operating
intelligence resulting from collection, evalua- radius of under 1,000 nautical miles at design

tion, analysis, and interpretation of foreign gross weight and design bomb load.
medical, bio-scientific, and environmental in-
formation which is of interest to strategic medium-range transport aircraft-See trans-
planning and to military medical planning port aircraft
and operations for the conservation of the medium-scale map-(OD) A map having a
fighting strength of friendly forces and the
formation of assessments of foreign medical scale larger than 1:600,000 and smaller than
capabilities in both military and civilian sec-
tors. meeting engagement-(DOD, NATO) A combat

action that occurs when a moving force, in-
medical offlerr-(DOD, NAT Physician with completely deployed for battle, engages an

officer rank.
enemy at an unexpected time and place.

medical treatment facility-(DOD) A facility es- megaton weapon-(DOD, NATO) A nuclear
tablished for the purpose of furnishing medi- weapon, the yield of which is measured in
cal and/or dental care to eligible individuals, terms of millions of tons of trinitrotoluene ex-

plosive equivalents. See also kiloton weapon;
medium-(DOD) As used in air intercept, a nominal weapon; subkiloton weapon.

height between 2,000 and 25,000 feet.
memory-See storage.

medium-altitude bombing-(DOD) Horizontal
bombing with the height of release between mercantile convoy-(DOD, NA TO) A convoy
8,000 and 15,000 feet. consisting primarily of merchant ships con-

trolled by the naval control of shipping orga-
medium-angle loft bombing-(DOD) Type of nization.

loft bombing wherein weapon release occurs
at an angle between 35 and 75 degrees above merchant intelligence-(DOD) In intelligence
the horizontal, handling, communication instructions for re-
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porting by merchant vessels of vital intelli- message center-See telecommunications
gence sightings. Also called MERINT. center.

merchant ship-(DOD, NATO) A vessel engaged message (telecommunications)-(DOD) Record
in mercantile trade except river craft, estuar- information expressed in plain or encrypted
ial craft, or craft which operate solely within language and prepared in a format specified
harbor limits, for intended transmission by a telecommuni-

cations system.
merchant ship casualty report-(DOD) A report

by message, or other means, of a casualty to a meteorological data-(DOD) Meteorological
merchant ship at sea or in port. Merchant facts pertaining to the atmosphere, such as
ship casualty reports are sent by the escort wind, temperature, air density, and other phe-
force commander or other appropriate author- nomena which affect military operations.
ity to the operational control 'authority in
whose area the casualty occurred. metrology-(DOD) The science of measurement,

including the development of measurement
merchant ship communications system-(DOD, standards and systems for absolute and rela-

NA TO) A communications system for allied tive measurements.
merchant ships which may be activated to
provide for the transmission of official mes- MGM-13--See Mace.
sages to merchant ships in any part of the
world. Also called mercomms system. MGM-29A-See Sergeant.

merchant ship control zone-(DOD, NATO) A
defined area of sea or ocean inside which it MGM-31A-See Pershing.
may be necessary to offer guidance, control
and protection to allied shipping. MGM-51--See Shillelagh.

merchant ship reporting and control message microform-(DOD, NATO) A generic term for
system-(DOD, NATO) A worldwide message any form, whether film, video tape, paper or
system for reporting the movements of and in- other medium, containing miniaturized or
formation relating to the control of merchant otherwise compressed images which cannot be
ships. read without special display devices.

mercomms system-See merchant ship commu- midcourse guidance-(DOD) The guidance ap-
nications system. plied to a missile between termination of the

boost phase and the start of the terminal
merged-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean- phase of flight. See also guidance.

ing, "Tracks have come together."
midcourse guidance-(NATO) The guidance ap-

message-(DOD) Any thought or idea expressed plied to a missile between termination of the
briefly in a plain or secret language, prepared launching phase and the start of the terminal
in a form suitable for transmission by any phase of flight.
means of communication.

midcourse phase-(DOD) That portion of the
message-(NATO) Any thought or idea ex- trajectory of a ballistic missile between the

pressed briefly in a plain, coded, or secret lan- boost phase and the reentry phase. See also
guage, prepared in a form suitable for trans- ballistic trajectory; boost phase; reentry
mission by any means of communication. phase; terminal phase.
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middleman-(DOD) In air intercept, a code Military Assistance Program Training-See
meaning, "Very high frequency or ultra-high international military education and train-
frequency radio relay equipment." ing.

midnight-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean- military capability-(DOD) The ability to
ing, "Changeover from close to broadcast ccn- achieve a specified wartime objective (win a
trel.") war or battle, destroy a target set). It includes

four major components: force structure, mod-

militarily significant fallout-(DOD) Radioac- ernization, readiness, and sustinability.
a. force structure-Numbers, size, and com-tive contamination capable of inflicting radi- position of the units that comprise our De-

atiou doses on personnel which mat result in fense forces; e.g., divisions, ships, airwings.
a reduction of their combat effectiveness. b. modernization-Technical sophistication

of forces, units, weapon systems, and equip-
Military Affiliate Radio System-(DOD) A pro- ments.

gram conducted by the Departments of the c. readiness-The ability of forces, units,
Army, Navy, and Air Force in which amateur weapon systems, or equipments to deliver
radio stations and operators participate in the outputs for which they were designed
and contribute to the mission of providing (includes the ability to deploy and employ
auxiliary and emergency communications on without unacceptable delays).
a local, national, or international basis as an d. sustainability-The ability to maintain the
adjunct to normal military communications. necessary level and duration of operational
Also referred to as MARS. activity to achieve military objectives. Sus-

tainability is a function of providing for
Military Airlift Command-(DOD) The single and maintaining those levels of ready

manager operating agency for designated air- forces, materiel, and consumables neces-
h-A service. Also referred to as MAC. sary to support military effort.

military assistance advisory group-(DOD) A military censorship-(DOD) All types of censor-

joint Service group, normally under the mill ship conducted by personnel of the Armed
tary command of a commander of a unified Forces of the United States, to include armed

command and representing the Secretary of forces censorship, civil censorship, prisoner ofwar censorship, and field press censorship.
Defense, which primarily administers the US ear censorship.

military assistance planning and program-
ming in the host country. Also called MAAG. military characteristics-(DOD) Those charac-

teristics of equipment upon which depends its
Military Assistance Articles and Services List- ability to perform desired military functions.

(DOD) A Department of Defense publication Military characteristics include physical and
listing source, availability, and price of items operational characteristics but not technical
and services for use by the unified commands characteristics.
and Military Departments in preparing mili-
tary assistance plans and programs. military civic action-(DOD) The use of prepon-

derantly indigenous military forces on
Military Assistance Program-(DOD) That por- projects useful to the local population at all

tion of the US security assistance authorized levels in such fields as education, training,
by the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as public works, agriculture, transportation,
amended, which provides defense articles and communications, health, sanitation, and
services to recipients on a nonreimbursable others contributing to economic and social de-
(grant) basis. velopment, which would also serve to improve
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the standing of the military forces with the c. Department/Service military deception-
population. (US forces may at times advise or Military deception planned and executed
engage in military civic actions in overseas by Military Services about military sys-
areas.) tems, doctrine, tactics, techniques, person-

nel or service operations, or other activities
to result in foreign actions which increase

military convoy-(DOD, NATO) A land or mari- or maintain the originator's capabilities
time convoy that is controlled and reported as relative to adversaries. See also deception.
a military unit. A maritime convoy can con-
sist of any combination of merchant ships, Military Department-(DOD) One of the depart-
auxiliaries or other military units. ments within the Department of Defense cre-

ated by the National Security Act of 1947, as
amended. See also Department of the Army;

military currency-(DOD, NATO) Currency pre- Department of the Navy; Department of the
pared by a power and declared by its military Air Force.
commander to be legal tender for use by civil-
ian and/or military personnel as prescribed in military designed vehicle-(DOD) A vehicle
the areas occupied by its forces. It should be having military characteristics resulting from
of distinctive design to distinguish it from the military research and development processes,
official currency of the countries concerned, designed primarily for use by forces in the'
but may be denominated in the monetary field in direct connection with, or support of,
unit of either. combat or tactical operations.

military education-(DOD) The systematic in-
military damage assessment-(DOD) An ap- struction of individuals in subjects which will

praisal of the effects of an attack on a na- enhance their knowledge of the science and
tion's military forces to determine residual art of war. See also military training.
military capability and to support planning
for recovery and reconstitution. See also military geographic documentation-(DOD)
damage assessment. Military geographic information which has

been evaluated, processed, summarized, and

military deception-(DOD) Actions executed to p

mislead foreign decisionmakers, causing them military geographic documentation-(NATO)
to derive and accept desired appreciations of Military geographic information which has
military capabilities, intentions, operations, or been evaluated, processed, summarized and
other activities that evoke foreign actions that published in standardized format in order to
contribute to the originator's objectives. There meet a military requirement.
are three categories of military deception:
a. strategic military deception-Military de- military geographic information-(DOD) Com-

ception planned and executed to result in prises the information concerning physical as-
foreign national policies and actions which pects, resources, and artificial features which
support the originator's national objectives, is necessary for planning and operations.
policies, and strategic military plans.

b. tactical military deception-Military de- military geographic information-(NA TO) Geo-
ception planned and executed by and in graphic information which is necessary for
support of operational commanders against planning and operations.
the pertinent threat, to result in opposing
operational actions favorable to the origi- military geography-(DOD) The specialized
nator's plans and operations. field of geography dealing with natural and
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man-made physiczl features that may affect military intervention-(DOD) The deliberate
the planning and conduct of military oper- act of a nation or a group of nations to intro-
ations. duce its military forces into the cLurse of an

existing controversy.
military government-See civil affairs.

military land transportation resources-, DOD)
military government ordinance-(DOD) An en- All military-owned transportation resources,

actment, on the authority of a military gover- designated for common-user, over the ground,
nor, promulgating laws or rules regulating point-to-point use.
the occupied territory under his control.

military load classification-(DOD, NATO) A
military governor-(DOD, NATO) The military standard system in which a route, bridge or

commander or other desib.,ated person who, raft is assigned class number(s) representing
in an occupied territory, exercises supreme the load it can carry. Vehicles are also as-
authority over the civil population subject to signed number(s) indicating the minimum
the laws and usages of war and to any direc- class of route, bridge or raft they are author-
tive received from his government or his supe- ized to use. See also route c¢'ssification.
rior.

military necessity-(DOD, NATO) The principle
military grid-(DOD, NATO) Two sets of paral- whereby a belligerent has the right to apply

lel lines intersecting at right angles and form- any measures which are required to bring
ing squares; the grid is superimposed on about the successful conclusion of a military
maps, charts, and other similar representa- operation and which are not forbidden by the
tions of the surface of the earth in an accu- laws of war.
rate and consistent manner to permit identifi-
cation of ground locations with respect to military nuclear power-(DOD, NATO) A
other locations and the computation of direc- nation which has nuclear weapons and the ca-
tion and distance to other points. See also pability for their employment. See also nucle-
military grid reference system. ar power.

military grid reference system-(DOD, NATO) military occupation-(DOD) A condition in
A system which uses a standard-scaled grid which territory is under the effective control
square, based on a point of origin on a map of a foreign armed force. See also occupied
projection of the surface of the earth in an ac- territory; phases of military government.
curate and consistent manner to permit
either position referencing or the computation military platform-(DOD) A side-loading plat-
of direction and distance between grid posi- form generally at least 300 meters/1000 feet
tions. See also military grid. long for military trains.

military independent-(DOD, NATO) A mer- military posture-(DOD) The military disposi-
chant ship or auxiliary sailed singly but con- tion, strength, and condition of readiness as it
trolled and reported as a military unit. See affects capabilities.
also independent.

military projection operations-See land, sep,
military intelligence-(DOD) Intelligence on or aerospace projection operations.

any foreign military or military-related situa-
tion or activity which is significant to mili- military requirement-(DOD. NATO) An estab-
tary policymaking or the planning and con- lished need justifying the timely allocation of
duct of military operations and activities, resources to achieve a capability to accom-
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plish approved military objectives, missions, military symbol-(DOD, NA TO) A graphic sign
or tasks. See also objective force level, used, usually on map, display or diagram, to

represent a particular military unit, installa-
military resources-(DOD) Military and civilian tion, activity or other item of military inter-

personnel, facilities, equipment, and supplies est.
under the control of a DOD component.

military traffic-(DOD) Department of Defense
Military Sealift Command-(DOD) The single personnel, mail, and cargo to be, or being,

manager operating agency for designated sea- transported.
lift service. Also referred to as MSC.

Military Traffic Management Command-
Military Service-(DOD) A branch of the (DOD) The single manager operating agency

Armed Forces of the United States, estab- for military traffic, land transportation, and
lished by act of Congress, in which persons common-user ocean terminals. Also referred
are appointed, enlisted, or inducted for mili- to as MTMC.
tary service, and which operates and is ad-
ministered within a military or executive de- military training-(DOD) The instruction of
partment. The Military Services are: the personnel to enhance their capacity to per-
United States Army, the United States Navy, form specific military functions and tasks; the
the United States Air Force, the United exercise of one or more military units con-
States Marine Corps, and the United States ducted to enhance their combat readiness. See
Coast Guard. also military education.

military standard requisitioning and issue pro- MILVAN-(DOD) Military-owned demountable
cedure-(DOD) A uniform procedure estab- container, conforming to United States and
lished by the Department of Defense for use international standards, operated in a central-
within the Department of Defense to govern ly controlled fleet for movement of military
requisition and issue of materiel within stand- cargo.
ardized priorities. Also referred to as MIL-
STRIP. MILVAN chassis-(DOD) The compatible chas-

sis to which the milvan is attached by cou-
military standard transportation and move- pling the lower four standard corner fittings

ment procedures-(DOD) Uniform and stand- of the container to compatible mounting
ard transportation data, documentation, and blocks in the chassis to permit road move-
control procedures applicable to all cargo ment.
movements in the Department of Defense
transportation system. Also referred to as MIM-23--See Hawk.
MILSTAMP.

MIM-72-See Chaparral.
military strategy-(DOD) The art and science of

employing the armed forces of a nation to mine-(DOD, NATO) 1. In land mine warfare,
secure the objectives of national policy by the an explosive or other material, normally en-
application of force or the threat of force. See cased, designed to destroy or damage ground
also strategy. vehicles, boats, or aircraft, or designed to

wound, kill, or otherwise incapacitate person-
military strategy-(NA TO) Tnat component of nel. It may be detonated by the action of its

national or multinational strategy, presenting victim, by the passage of time, or by con-
the manner in which military power should trolled means. 2. In naval mine warfare, an
be developed and applied to achieve national explosive device laid in the water with the in-
objectives or those of a group of nations. tention of damaging or sinking ships or of de-
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terring shipping from entering an area. The minefield density-(DOD, NATO) In land mine
term does not include devices attached to the warfare, the average number of mines per
bottoms of ships or to harbor installations by meter of minefield front, or the average
personnel operating underwater, nor does it number of mines per square meter of mine-
include devices which explode immediately on field.
expiration of a predetermined time after
laying. minefield lane-(DOD, NATO) A marked lane,

unmined, or cleared of mines, leading through

mineable waters-(DOD, NATO) Waters where a minefield.
naval mines of any given type may be effec-
tive against any given target. minefield marking-(DOD) Visible marking of

all points required iu laying a minefield and

mine clearance-(DOD, NATO) The process of indicating the extent of bach minefields.

removing all mines from a route or area. minefield marking-MATO) A standardized

system of marking to indicate the location
mine countermeasures-(DOD) All methods for and extent of a minefield.

preventing or reducing damage or danger
from mines, minefield record-(DOD, NATO) A complete

written record of all pertinent information
mined area-(DOD, NATO) An area declared concerned on a minefield, submitted on a

dangerous due to the presence or suspected standard form by the officer in charge of the
presence of mines, laying operations.

mine defense-(DOD, NATO) The defense of a minehunting-(DOD, NATO) The. employment
position, area, etc., by land or underwater of ships, airborne equipment and/or divers to
mines. A mine defense system includes the locate and dispose of individual mines.
personnel and equipment needed to plant, op-
erate, maintain, and protect the minefields mine row-(DOD, NATO) A single row of mines
that are laid. or clusters. See also mine strip.

mine spotting-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine
mine disposal--(DOD, NATO) The operation by warfare, the process of visually observing a

suitably qualified personnel designed to mine or minefield.

render safe, neutralize, recover, remove or de-

stroy mines. mine strip-(DOD, NATO) In land mine war-
fare, two parallel mine rows laid simulta-

minefield-(DOD, NATO) 1. In land warfare, an neously six meters or six paces apart. See also
area of ground containing mines laid with or mine row.
without a pattern. See also defensive mine-
field; mixed minefield; nuisance minefield; minesweeping-(DOD, NATO) The technique of
phoney minefield; protective minefield. 2. In searching for, or clearing mines using me-
naval warfare, an area of water containing chanical or explosion gear, which physically
mines laid with or without a pattern. See also removes or destroys the mine, or produces, in
dummy minefield. the area, the influence fields necessary to ac-

tuate it.
minefleld breaching-(DOD, NATO) In land

mine warfare, the process of clearing a lane mine warfare-(DOD, NATO) The strategic and
through a minefield under tactical conditions. tactical use of mines and their countermeas-
See also minefield lane. ures.
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mine warfare chart-(DOD, NATO) A special minimum attack altitude-(DOD) The lowest
naval chart, at a scale of 1:50,000 or larger altitude determined by the tactical use of
(preferably 1:25,000 or larger) designed for weapons, terrain consideration, and weapons
planning and executing mine warfare oper- effects which permits the safe conduct of an
ations, either based on an existing standard air attack and/or minimizes effective enemy
nautical chart, or produced to special specifi- counteraction.
cations.

minimum crossing altitude-(DOD) The lowest
mine warfare forces (naval)-(DOD) Navy altitude at certain radio fixes at which an air-

forces charged with the strategic and tactical craft must cross when proceeding in the direc-
use of naval mines and their countermeas- tion of a higher minimum en route instru-
urea. Such forces are capable of offensive and ment flight rules altitude.
defensive measures in connection with laying
and clearing mines, minimum descent altitude-(DOD, NATO) The

lowest altitude to which descent shall be au-
mine warfare group--(DOD, NATO) A task or- thorized in procedures not using a glide slope,

ganization of mine warfare units for the con- until the required visual reference has been
duct of minelaying and/or mine countermeas- established. See also minimum descent
ures in maritime operations. height.

minewatching-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine minimum descent height-(DOD, NATO) The
warfare, the mine countermeasures procedure lowest height to which descent shall be au-
to detect, record and, if possible, track poten- thorized in procedures not using a glide slope,
tial minelayers and to detect, find the position until the required visual reference has been
of and/or identify mines during the actual established. See also minimum descent alti-
minelaying. tude.

mine weapons-.(DOD, NATO) The collective minimum essential equipment-(DOD) That
term for all weapons which may be used in part of authorized allowances of Army equip-
mine warfare. ment, clothing, and supplies needed to pre-

serve the integrity of a unit during movement
minimize--DOD) A condition wherein normal without regard to the performance of its

message and telephone traffic is drastically combat or service mission. Items common
reduced in order that messages connected within this category will normally be carried
with an actual or simulated emergency shall by, or accompany troops to the port and will
not be delayed. be placed aboard the same ships with the

troops. As used in movement directives, mini-
minimum aircraft operating surface-(DOD, mum essential equipment refers to specific

NATO) The minimum surface on an airfield items of both organizational and individual
which is essential for the movement of air- clothing and equipment.
craft. It includes the aircraft dispersal areas,
the minimum operating strip and the minimum normal burst altitude-(DOD) The
taxiways between them. See also minimum altitude above terrain below which air de-
operating strip, fense nuclear warheads are not normally det-

onated.
minimum-altitude bombing-(DOD) Horizontal

or glide bombing with the height of release minimum obstruction clearance altitude-
under 900 feet. It includes masthead bombing, (DOD) The specified altitude in effect between
which is sometimes erroneously referred to as radio fixes on very high frequency omnirange
"skip bombing." See also skip bombing. airways, off-airway routes, or route segments,
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which meets obstruction clearance require- ning Level; Planning Force; Programmed
ments for the entire route segment, and that Force.
assures acceptable navigational signal cover-
age only within 22 miles of a very high fre- minimum safe altitude--(DOD, NATO) The alti-
quency omnirange. tude below which it is hazardous to fly owing

to presence of high ground or other obstacles.
minimum operating strip-(DOD, NATO) A

runway which meets the minimum require- minimum safe distance (nuclear)-(DOD,
ments for operating assigned and/or allocated NATO) The sum of the radius of safety and
aircraft types on a particular airfield at maxi- the buffer distance.
mum or combat gross weight. See also mini-
mum aircraft operating surface. minimum warning time (nuclear)-(DOD,

NATO) The sum of system reaction time and
minimum quality surveillance--(NATO) The personnel reaction time.

minimum measures to be applied to deter-
mine and maintain the quality of bulk and minor control-See photogrammetric control.
packaged petroleum products in order that
these products will be in a condition suitable minor installation-(DOD) In the Air Force, a
for immediate use. facility operated by an active, reserve, or

Guard unit of at least squadron size that does
minimum range-(DOD) 1. Least range setting not otherwise satisfy all the criteria for a

of a gun at which the projectile will clear an major installation. This category includes Air
obstacle or friendly troops between the gun Force stations; air stations; Air Reserve sta-
and the target. 2. Shortest distance to which tions; and Air Guard stations. Examples of
a gun can fire from a given position. minor installations are active, reserve, or

Guard flying operations that are located at ci-
minimum reception altitude-(DOD) The lowest vilian-owned airports. See also installation

altitude required to receive adequate signals complex; major installation; other activity;
to determine specific very high frequency ore- support site.
nirange/tactical air navigation fixes.

minor port-(DOD, NATO) A port having facili-
minimum residual radioactivity weapon- ties for the discharge of cargo from coasters

(DOD, NATO) A nuclear weapon designed to or lighters only. See also port.
have optimum reduction of unwanted effects
from fallout, rainout, and burst site radioac- Minuteman-(DOD) A three-stage, solid propel-
tivity. See also salted weapon. lant, ballistic missile which is guided to its

target by an all-inertial guidance and control
Minimum Risk Force-(DOD) The force, devel- system. The missiles are equipped with nucle-

oped in Part 11 of the Joint Strategic Plan- ar warheads and designed for deployment in
ning Document Supporting Analysis, that hardened and dispersed underground silos.
achieves national objectives with minimum With the improved third stage and the post-
risk. The Minimum Risk Force level repre- boost vehicle, the Minuteman Ill missile can
oents the collective judgment of the Joint deliver multiple independently targetable re-
Chiefs of Staff. Minimum Risk Forces are not entry vehicles and their penetration aids to
constrained by fiscal, manpower, logistic, mo- multiple targets. Designated as LGM-30.
bility, basing, or other limitations, and can be
described as "the forces to which, if you were misflre-(DOD, NATO) 1. Failure to fire or ex-
to add additional forces, you would not realize plode properly. 2. Failure of a primer or the
a measurable decrease in risk." See also Cur- propelling charge of a round or projectile to
rent Force; force; Intermediate Force Plan- function wholly or in part.
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MISREP--See Joint Tactical Air Reconnais- ity for destruction of airborne objects. See also
sance/Surveillance Mission Report. destruction area.

missed approach-(DOD, NATO) An approach missile monitor-(DOD) A mobile, electronic,
which is not completed by landing. air defense fire-distribution system for use at

Army air defense group, battalion, and bat-

missed approach procedure-(DOD, NATO) The tery levels. It employs digital data to ex-
procedures to be followed if, after an instru- change information within the system and
ment approach, a landing is not effected and provides means for the Army air defense com-
occurring normally: a. when the aircraft has mander to monitor actions of the units and
descended to the decision height/altitude and take corrective action when necessary. It
has not established visual contact; or b. when automatically exchanges information with ad-
directed by air traffic control to pull up or to jacent missile monitor systems when connect-
go around again. ed with them by data links.

missile assembly-checkout facility-(DOD) A missile release line-(DOD) The line at which

building, van, or other type structure located an attacking aircraft could launch an air-to-

near the operational missile .launching loca- surface missile against a specific target.

tion and designed for the final assembly andcheckout of the missile system. nission--(OD) 1. The task, together with the
purpose, which clearly indicates the action to
be taken and the reason therefor. 2. In

missile control system-a(DOD, NATO) A system common usage, especially when applied to
that serves to maintain attitude stability and lower military units, a duty assigned to an in-
to correct deflections. See also missile guid- dividual or unit; a task. 3. The dispatching of
sauce system. one or more aircraft to accomplish one par-

missile destruct-(DOD, NATO) Intentional de- ticular task.

struction of a missile or similar vehicle for mission-(NATO) 1. A clear, concise statement
safety or other reasons. of the task of the command and its purpose.

2. One or more aircraft ordered to accomplish
missile destruct system-(DOD, NATO) A one particular task.

system which, when operated by external
command or preset internal means, destroys mission-essential materiel-(DOD) 1. That ma-
the missile or similar vehicle. teriel which is authorized and available to

combat, combat support, combat service sup-
missile engagement zone-(NATO) See weapon port, and combat readiness training forces to

engagement zone. accomplish their assigned missions. 2. For the
purpose of sizing organic industrial facilities,

missile guidance system-(DOD, NATO) A that Service-designated materiel authorized to
system which evaluates flight information, combat, combat support, combat service sup-
correlates it with target data, determines the port, and combat readiness training forces
desired flight path of a missile and communi- and activities, including Reserve and National
cates the necessary commands to the missile Guard activities, which is required to support
flight control system. See also missile control approved emergency and/or war plans, and
system. where the materiel is used to: a. destroy the

enemy or his capacity to continue war;
missile intercept zone-(DOD) That geographi- b. provide battlefield protection of personnel;

cal division of the destruction area where sur- c. communicate under war conditions;
face-to-air missiles have primary responsibil- d. detect, locate, or maintain surveillance
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over the enemy; e. provide combat transporta- vation, by a spotter or an observer to indicate
tion and support of men and materiel; and that the rounds fired resulted in both air and
L support training functions, but is suitable impact bursts with a majority of the bursts
for employment under emergency plans to being impact bursts.
meet purposes enumerated above.

mixed minefield-(DOD, NATO) A minefield
mission-oriented items-(DOD) Items for which containing both antitank and antipersonnel

requirements computations are based upon mines. See also minefield.
the amessment of enemy capabilities ex-
pressed as a known or estimated quantity of mixup, caution-(DOD) In air intercept, a term
total targets to be destroyed. See also combi- meaning mixture of friendly and hostile air-
nation mission/level-of-effort-oriented items; craft.
level-of-effort-oriented items.

mobile air movements team-(NATO) An air
mission report-(DOD, NATO) A standard force team trained for operational deployment

report containing the results of a mission and on air movement/traffic section duties.
significant sightings along the flight route.

mobile defense-(DOD) Defense of an area ormission review report (photographic interpre- position in which maneuver is used with orga-
tatlon)--(DOD) An intelligence report con- nization of fire and utilization of terrain to

taining information on all targets covered by sizetinit e fro the enemyt

one photographic sortie. seize the initiative from the enemy.

mission type order-(DOD) 1. Order issued to a mobile mine-(OD, NATO) In naval mine war-
lower unit that includes the accomplishment fare, a mine designed to be propelled to its
of the total mission assigned to the higher proposed laying position by propulsion equip-
headquarters. 2. Order to a unit to perform a ment like a torpedo. It sinks at the end of its

run and then operates like a mine. See also
mission without specifying how it is to be ac-
complished. mine.

mixed-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval mobile support group (naval)-(DOD) Provides
gunfire support, a spotting, or an observation, logistic support to ships at an anchorage; in
by a spotter or an observer to indicate that effect, a naval base afloat although certain of
the rounds fired resulted in an equal number its supporting elements may be located
of-air and impact bursts. ashore.

mixed air-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval mobile support group-(NATO) A group which
gunfire support, a spotting, or an observation, provides logistic support to ships at an an-
by a spotter or an observer to indicate that chorage; in effect, a naval base afloat al-
the rounds fired resulted in both air and though certain of its supporting elements may
impact bursts with a majority of the bursts be located ashore.
being airbursts.

mobile training team-(DOD) A team consist-
mixed bag-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine war- ing of one or more US personnel drawn from

fare, a collection of mines of various types, Service resources and sent on temporary duty
firing systems, sensitivities, arming delays to a foreign nation to give instruction. The
and ship counter settings. mission of the team is to provide, by training

instructor personnel, a military service of the
mixed graze-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and foreign nation with a self-training capability

naval gunfire support, a spotting, or an obser- in a particular skill.
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mobility-(DOD, NATO) A quality or capability Reserve component units in the existing
of military forces which permits them to approved force structure, all individual re-
move from place to place while retaining the servists, retired military personnel, and
ability to fulfill their primary mission. the resources needed for their support to

meet the requirements of a war or other
national emergency involving an external

mobility system support resources-(DOD) threat to the national security.
Those resources that are required to: d. total mobilization-Expansion of the
a. complemeLt the airlift and sealift forces, active Armed Forces resulting from action
and/or b. perform those work functions di- by Congress and the President to organize
rectly related to the origination, processing, and/or generate additional units or person-
or termination of a movement requirement. nel, beyond the existing force structure,

and the resources needed for their support,
to meet the total requirements of a war orumobilizatlon-(OD) 1. The act of assembling other national emergency involving an ex-

and organizing national resources to support ternal threat to the national security.
national objectives in time of war or other
emergencies. See also industrial mobilization.
2. The process by which the Armed Forces or mobirzation--hNArTO) 1. The act of preparing
part of them are brought to a state of readi- for war orther emergencies through ssem-
nes for war or other national emergency bling and organizing national resources.
This includes activating all or part of the Re_ 2. The process by which the armed forces or
serve components as well as assembling and part of them are brought to a state of readi-ness for war or other national emergency.
ornmizing personnel, supplies, and materiel. Tess for ar oer natona e erg
Mobilization of the Armed Forces includes but This includes assembling and organizing per-
is not limited to the following categories: sonnel, supplies, and material for active mii-
a. selective mobilization-Expansion of the tary'service.

active Armed Forces resulting from action
by Congress and/or the President to mobi- mobilization augient m.biliuation des-
lize Reserve e;,apZnent units, individual ignee.
ready reservist i, ar i the resources needed
for their support to meet the requirements mobilization base-(DOD) The total of all re-.
of a domestic emergency that is not the sources available, or which can be made avail-
result of an enemy attack. able, to meet foreseeable wartime needs. Such

b. partial mobilization-Expansion of the resources include the manpower and material
active Armed Forces resulting from action resources and services required for the sup-
by Congress (up to full mobilization) or by port of essential military, civilian, and surviv-
the President (not more than 1,000,000) to al activities, as well as the elements affecting
mobilize Ready Reserve component units, their state of readiness, such as (but not limit-
individual reservists, and the resources ed to) the following: manning levels, state of
needed for their support to meet the re- training, modernization of equipment, mobili-
quirements of a war or other national zation materiel reserves and facilities, conti-
emergency involving an external threat to nuity of government, civil defense plans and
the national security, preparedness measures, psychological pre-

c. full mobilization-Expansion of the active paredness of the people, international agree-
Armed Forces resulting from action by ments, planning with industry, dispersion,
Congress and the President to mobilize all and standby legislation and controls.
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mobilization designee-(DOD) A member of the modernization--See military capability.
Individual Ready Reserve who is preselected,
pretrained, and assigned to occupy an author- modification center-(DOD) An installation
ized active duty position not filled by active consisting of an airfield and of facilities for
duty personnel in a Military Department, or a modifying standard production aircraft to
position in the Federal Emergency Manage- meet certain requirements which were not an-
ment Agency, as required, during early mobi- ticipated at the time of manufacture.
lization.

modify-(DOD, NATO) In artillery, an order by
mobilization exercise-(DOD) An exercise in- the person authorized to make modifications

volving, either completely or in part, the im- to a fire plan.
plementation of mobilization plans.

moment-(DOD, NATO) In air transport, the
mobilization reserves-(DOD) Not to be used. weight of a load multiplied by its distance

See war reserves, from a reference point in the aircraft.

mock-up--(DOD, NATO) A model, built to scale, monitoring-(DOD, NATO) 1. The act of listen-
'of a machine, apparatus, or weapon, used in ing, carrying out surveillance on, and/or re-
studying the construction of, and in testing a cording the emissions of one's own or allied
new development, or in teaching personnel forces for the purposes of maintaining and im-
how to operate the actual machine, appara- proving procedural standards and security, or
tus, or weapon. for reference, as applicable. 2. The act of lis-

tening, carrying out surveillance on, and/or
mode (identification friend or foe)-(DOD) The recording of enemy emissions for intelligence

number or letter referring to the specific purposes. 3. The act of detecting the presence
pulse spacing of the signals transmitted by an of radiation and the measurement thereof
interrogator. with radiation measuring instruments. Also

called radiological monitoring.
mode of transport-(DOD) The various modes

used for a movement. For each mode, there monitoring service-(DOD) The general surveil-
are several means of transport. They are: lance of known air traffic movements by ref-
a. inland surface transportation (rail, road, erence to a radar scope presentation or other
and inland waterway);, b. sea transport (coast- means, for the purpose of passing advisory in-
al and ocean); c. air tranrportation; and formation concerning conflicting traffic or
d. pipelines, providing navigational assistance. Direct su-

pervision or control is not exercised, nor is
moderate damage-See nuclear damage (land positive separation provided.

warfare).
moored mine-(DOD, NA TO) A contact or influ-

moderate nuclear risk-(NATO) A degree of nu- ence-operated mine of positive buoyancy held
clear risk where anticipated effects are tolera- below the surface by a mooring attached to a
ble, or at worst a minor nuisance. See also sinker or anchor on the bottom. See also
degree of risk. mine.

moderate risk (nuclear)-(DOD) A degree of mopping up-(DOD, NATO) The liquidation of
risk where anticipated effects are tolerable, or remnants of enemy resistance in an area that
at worst a minor nuisance. See also degree of has been surrounded or isolated, or through
risk; emergency risk (nuclear); negligible which other units have passed without elimi-
risk (nuclear). nating all active resistance.
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mortar-(DOD) A muzzle-loading, indirect fire movement control post-(DOD, NATO) The
weapon with either a rifled or smooth bore. It post through which the control of movement
usually has a shorter range than a howitzer, is exercised by the commander, depending on
employs a higher angle of fire, and has a tube operational requirements.
length of 10 to 20 calibers. See also gun; how-
itzer. movement credit-(DOD, NATO) The allocation

granted to one or more vehicles in order to
mosaic-(DOD, NATO) An assembly of overlap- move over a controlled route in a fixed time

ping photographs that have been matched to according to movement instructions.
form a continuous photographic representa-tion of a portion of the surface of the earth, movement directive--(DOD) The basic docu-
tioneof aportiontofllhed mosurfaice ofmthenment published by the Department of theSee also controlled mosaic; semicontroled Army or the Department of the Air Force, or
mosaic; unucontrolled mosaic. jointly, which authorizes a command to take

action to move a designated unit from one lo-
motorized unit-(DOD, NATO) A unit equipped cation to another.

with complete motor transportation that en-
abS s all of its personnel, weapons, and equip- movement order-(DOD) An order issued by a
ment to be moved at the same time without commander covering the details for a move of
assistance from other sources. his command.

mounting-(DOD, NATO) 1. All preparations movement priority-(NA TO) The relative prece-
made in areas designated for the purpose, in dence given to each movement requirement.
anticipation of an operation. It includes the
assembly in the mounting area, preparation movement report control center-(DOD) The
and maintenance within the mounting area, controlling agency for the entire movement
movement to loading points, and subsequent report system. It has available all information
embarkation into ships, craft, or aircraft if ap- relative to the movements of naval ships and
plicable. 2. A carriage or stand upon which a other ships under naval control.
weapon is placed.

movement report system-(DOD) A system es-
mounting area-(DOD) A general locality tablished to collect and make available to cer-

where assigned forces of an amphibious or air- tain commands vital information on the
borne operation, with their equipment, ae status, location, and movement of flag coin-
sembled, prepared, and loaded in shipping mands, commissioned fleet units, and ships
and/or aircraft preparatory to an assault. See under operational control of the Navy.
also embarkation area. movement requirement-(DOD) A stated move-

ment mode and time-phased need for the
movement control-(DOD, NATO) The plan- transport of units, personnel, and/or materiel

ning, routing, scheduling and control of per- from a specified origin to a specified destina-
sonnel and freight movements over lines of tion.
communication; also an organization responsi-
ble for these functions. movement restriction-(DOD, NA TO) A restric-

tion temporarily placed on traffic into and/or
movement control officer-(NATO) An officer out of areas to permit clearance of, or preven-

of the movement control organization respon- tion of congestion.
sible for the executive control of movement of
military personnel and cargo by all means of movement schedule-(DOD) A schedule devel-
transport oped to monitor or track a separate entity
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whether it is a force requirement, cargo or moving surface ship haven-(DOD) Established
personnel increment, or lift asset. The sched- by Surface Ship Notices, and will normally be
ule reflects the assignment of specific lift re- a circle with a specified radius centered on
sources (such as an aircraft or ship) that will the estimated position of the ship or the guide
be used to move the personnel and cargo in- of a group of ships. See also moving havens.
cluded in a specific movement increment. Ar-
rival and departure times at ports of embar- moving target indicator-(DOD, NATO) A
kation, etc., are detailed to show a flow and radar presentation which shows only targets
workload at each location. Movement ached which are in motion. Signals from stationary
ules are detailed enough to support plan im- targets are subtracted out of the return signal
plementation. by the output of a suitable memory circuit.

movement table-(DOD, NATO) A table giving MPS-See Maritime Prepositioning Ships.
detailed instructions or data for a move.
When necessary it will be qualified by the
words road, rail, sea, air, etc., to signify the multiomodal-(DOD, NATO) In transport oper-
type of movement. Normally issued as an ations, a term applied to the movement of
annex to a movement order or instruction. e and cargo by more than one

moving havens-(DOD) Restricted areas estab-
lished to provide a measure of security to sub- multiple drill-See multiple unit training as-
marines and surface ships in transit through semblies.
areas in which the existing attack restrictions
would be inadequate to prevent attack by multiple inactive duty training periods-(DOD)
friendly forces. See also moving submarine Two scheduled inactive duty training periods
haven; moving surface ship haven, performed in one calendar day, each at least

four hours in duration. No more than two in-
moving map dlsplay-(DOD, NATO) A display active duty training periods may be per-

in which a symbol, representing the vehicle, formed in one day.
remains stationary while the map or chart
image moves beneath the symbol so that the multiple independently targetable reentry vehi-
display simulates the horizontal movement of cle-(DOD) A reentry vehicle carried by a de-
the vehicle in which it is installed. Occasion- livery system which can place one or more re-
ally the design of the display is such that the entry vehicles over each of several separate
map or chart image remains stationary while targets. See also maneuverable reentry vehi-
the symbol moves across a screen. See also cle; multiple reentry vehicle; reentry vehicle.
projected map display.

multiple reentry vehicle-(DOD) The reentry
moving mine-(DOD, NATO) The collective de- vehicle of a delivery system which places

scription of mines, such as drifting, oscillat- more than one reentry vehicle over an indi-
ing, creeping, mobile, rising, homing and bou- vidual target. See also maneuverable reentry
quet mines, vehicle; multiple independently targetable re-

entry vehicle; reentry vehicle.
moving submarine haven-(DOD) Established

by Submarine Notices, surrounding subma- multiple unit training assemblies-(DOD) Two
rines in transit, extending 50 miles ahead, 100 or more unit training assemblies executed
miles behind, and 15 miles on each side of the during one or more consecutive days. No more
estimated position of the submarine along its than two unit training assemblies may be per-
stated track. See also moving havens, formed in one calendar day.
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multiple warning phenomenology-(DOD) De- mutual aid-(NATO) Arrangements made at
riving warning information from two or more government level between one nation and one
systems observing separate physical phenom- or more other nations to assist each other.
ena associated with the same events to attain See also integrated logistic support; logistic
high credibility while being less susceptible to assistance; reallocation of resources.
false reports or spoofing.

mutual support-(DOD, NATO) That support
multi-Service doctrine-(DOD) Fundamental which units render each other against an

principles that guide the employment of enemy, because of their assigned tasks, their
forces of two or more Services in coordinated position relative to each other and to the
action toward a common objective. It is rati- enemy, and their inherent capabilities. See
fled by two or more Services, and is promul- also cross-servicing; support.
gated in multi-Service publications that iden-
tify the participating Services, e.g., Army- muzzle brake-(DOD) A device attached to the
Navy. doctrine. See also combined doctrine; muzzle of a weapon which utilizes escaping
joint doctrine; Joint tactics, techniques and gas to reduce recoil.
procedures.

muzzle compensator-(DOD) A device attached
multi-spectral imagery-(DOD, NATO) The to the muzzle of a weapon which utilizes es-

image of an object obtained simultaneously in caping gas to control muzzle movement.
a number of discrete spectral bands.

muzzle velocity-(DOD) The velocity of a pro-
music-(DOD) In air intercept, a term meaning jectile with respect to the muzzle at the in-

electronic jamming. stant the projectile leaves the weapon.
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N
nadir-(NATO) That point on the celestial national defense area-(DOD) An area estab-

sphere directly beneath the observer and di- lished on non-Federal lands located within the
rectly opposite the zenith. United Statel, its possessions or territories,

for the purpose of safeguarding classified de-
nadir point-See nadir. fense information or protecting DOD equip-

ment and/or material. Establishment of a na-
napalm--(DOD) 1. Powdered aluminum soap or tional defense area temporarily places such

similar compound used to gelatinize oil or gas- non-Federal lands under the effective control
oline for use in napalm bombs or flame of the Department of Defense and results only
throwers. 2. The resultant gelatinized sub- from an emergency event. The senior DOD
stance, representative at the scene will define the

boundary, mark it with a physical barrier,
nap-of-the-earth flight.-See terrain flight, and post warning signs. The landowner's con-

national censorship-(DOD) The examination sent and cooperation will be obtained when-

and control under civil authority of communi- ever possible; however, military necessity willand ontol nde ciil athoityof ommmi- dictate the final decision regarding location,
cations entering, leaving, or transiting the shape and size of the national defense area.

borders of the United States, its territories, or A1sh called NDA.

its possessions. See also censorship.

national command-M(NATO) A command that national emergency-(DOD) A condition de-
is organized by, and functions under the au- clared by the President or the Congress by
thority of, a specific nation. It may or may virtue of powers previously vested in them
not be placed under a NATO commander. See which authorize certain emergency actions to
also command. be undertaken in the national interest. Action

to be taken may include partial, full, or total
National Command Authorities-(DOD) The mobilization of national resources. See also

President and the Secretary of Defense or mobilization.
their duly deputized alternates or successors.
Commonly referred to as NCA. national force commanders--(NATO) Com-

manders of national forces assigned as sepa-
national commander--(NATO) A national com- rate elements of subordinate allied com-

mander, territorial or functional, who is nor- mands. See also commander(s).
mally not in the allied chain of command.

national forces for the defense of the NATO
National Communications System--(DOD) The area-(NA TO) Non-allocated forces whose

telecommunications system that results from mision involves the defense of an area within
the technical and operational integration of the NATO area of responsibility. See also
the separate telecommunications systems of thesi
the several executive branch departments and
agencies having a significant telecommunica-
tions capability. Also called NCS. national infrastructure-(DOD, NATO) Infra-

structure provided and financed by a NATO
national component-(NA TO) Any national member in its own territory solely for its own

forces of one or more services under the com- forces (including those forces assigned to or
mand of a single national commander, as- designated for NATO). See also infrastruc-
signed to any NATO commander. ture.
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national intelligence-(DOD) Integrated depart- the government at the national level in pur-
mental intelligence that covers the broad as- suit of national objectives.
pects of national policy and national security,
is of concern to more than one department or national security-(DOD) A collective term en-
agency, and transcends the exclusive compe- compassing both national defense and foreign
tence of a single department oi agency. relations of the United States. Specifically,

the condition provided by: a. a military or de-
national intelligence estimate--(OD) A strate- fense advantage over any foreign nation or

gic estimate of the capabilities, vulnerabili- group of nations, or b. a favorable foreign re-
ties, and probable courses of action of foreign lations position, or c. a defense posture capa-
nations which is produced at the national ble of successfully resisting hostile or destruc-
level as a composite of the views of the intelli- tive action from within or without, overt or
gence community. covert. See also security.

national intelligence surveys-(DOD) Basic in- national shipping authority-(NATO) The orga-
telligence studies produced on a coordinated nization within each allied government re-

interdepartmental basis and concerned with sponsible in time of war for the direction of
characteristics, basic resources, and relatively it- own merchant shipping.
unchanging natural features of a foreigncountry or other areat National Stock Number-(DOD) The 13-digit

stock number replacing the 11-digit Federal

nationality undetermined post-(NATO) An Stock Number. It consists of the 4-digit Feder-

international military post which has not al Supply Classification code and the 9-digit
been accepted by any nation. National Item Identification Number. TheNational Item Identification Number consists

of a 2-digit National Codification Bureau
national military authority-(NATO) The gov- number designating the central cataloging

ernment agency such as Ministry of Defense office of the NATO or other friendly country
or Service Ministry, empowered to make deci- which assigned the number and a 7-digit (xxx-
sions on military .matters on behalf of its xxxx) nonsignificant number. The number
country. This authority may be delegated to a shall be arranged as follows: 9999-00-999-9999.
military or civilian group or individual at any See also Federal Stock Number.
level appropriate for dealing with allied com-
manders or their subordinates, national strategy-(DOD) The art and science

National .of developing and using the political, econom-
Military Command System-(DOD) ic, and psychological powers of a nation, to-

The priority component of the worldwide milh- gether with its armed forces, during peace
tary command and control system designed to and war, to secure national objectives. See
support the National Comnid Authorities in also strategy.
the exercise of their responsibilities. Also
called NMCS. rational territorial conimander-(NA TO) A na-

tional commander who is responsible for the
national objectives-(DOD) Those fundamental execution of purely national functions in a

aims, goals, or purposes of a nation-as op- specific geographical area. He remains a na-
posed to the means for seeking these ends- tional territorial commander regardless of
toward which a policy is directed and efforts any allied status which may be assigned to
and resources of the nation are applied. him. See also commander(s).

national policy-(DOD) A broad course of NATO airspace-(NATO) The airspace above

action or statements of guidance adopted by any NATO nation and its territorial waters.
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NATO assigned forces--(NA TO) Forces in beir pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty, (called
which nations agree to place under the oper- the Paris Protocol) and any other military au-
ational command or operational control of a thority to which the NATO Council has ap-
NATO commander at a specified stage, state plied the provisions of the Agreement on the
or measure in the NATO alert system or as Status of the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
prescribed in special agreements. See also tion, National Representatives and Interna-
force(s). tional Staff (called the Ottawa Agreemernt) by

virtue of the said Agreement.
NATO code number-(NATO) An identifying

letter and number allocated to a product NATO preparation time-(NATO) The time be-
when it meets a specification which has been tween the receipt of authorization from
accepted under a NATO Standardization NATO political authorities for Major NATO
Agreement. Commanders to implement military measures

to counter an impending attack and the start
NATO commander--(NATO) A military coin- of the attack. See also NATO warning time.

mander in the NATO chain of command. Also
called allied commander. NATO standardization agreement-(NATO)

NATO command forces--(NATO) Forces in The recocd of an agreement among several or
being which nations have placed under the all the member nations to adopt like or simi-
operational command or operational control lar military equipment, ammunition, supplies,
of a NATO commander. See also force(s). and stores; and operational, logistic, and ad-

ministrative procedures. National acceptance
NATO earmarked forces-(NA TO) Forces of a NATO allied publication issued by the

which nations agree to place under the oper- Military Agency for Standardization may be
ational command or operational control of a recorded as a Standardization Agreement.
NATO commander at some future time. See Also called STANAG. See also standardiza-
also force(s). tion.

NATO forces-See force(s). NATO warning time-(NATO) The time be-
tween recognition by a Major NATO Com-

NATO intelligence subject code-(NATO) A nu- mander, or higher NATO authority that an
merical framework developed for indexing the attack is impending and the start of the
subject matter of intelligence documents. In attack. See also NATO preparation time.
addition to the subject outline, it includes a
system of alphabetical or numerical symbols NATO-wide exercise-(NA TO) An exercise in-
for geographic areas which are used with the volving all three Major NATO Commanders
subject classification, with a majority of subordinate commanders

and national defense staffs concerned.
NATO international civilian post--(NATO) A

permanent international post of NATO grade natural disaster-See domestic emergencies.
A, L, B, or C authorized to be filled by a civil-
ian whose pay and allowances are established
by the North Atlantic Council and provided nautical chart-See hydrographic chart.
from the international budget.

nautical mile-(DOD) A measure of distance
NATO military authority-(NATO) Any inter- equal to one minute of arc on ,he earth's sur-

national military headquarters or organiza- face. The United States has adopted the inter-
tion covered by the Protocol on the Status of national nautical mile equal to 1,852 meters
International Military Headquarters set up or 6,076.11549 feet.
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nautical plotting chart-(DOD, NATO) An out- his staff, a beachmaster unit, an amphibious
line chart, devoid of hydrographic informa- construction battalion, and an assault craft
tion, of a specific scale and projection, usually unit, designed to provide an administrative
portraying a graticule and compass rose, de- group from which required naval tactical
signed to be ancillary to standard nautical components may be made available to the
charts, and produced either as an individual attack force commander and to the amphibi-
chart or a part of a coordinated series. ous landing force commander to support the

landing of one division (reinforced). See also
nautical twilight-See twilighL shore party.

Naval Advanced Logistics Support Base- naval beach unit-See naval beach group.
(DOD) A naval overseas logistics base used as
the primary transshipment point in the thea- naval campaign-(DOD, NATO) An operation
ter of operations for fleet support. ALSBs pos- or a connected series of operations conducted
sess full capabilities for storage, consolidation essentially by naval forces including all sur-
and transfer of supplies, and support of for- face, subsurface, air and amphibious troops,
ward-based personnel (including replace- for the purpose of gaining, extending, or
ments) during major contingency and wartime maintaining control of the sea.
periods. ALSBs are located within the theater
of operations but not in close proximity to an- naval construction force-(DOD) The combined
ticipated direct combat, and must possess the construction units of the Navy, including pri-
throughput capacity required to accommodate marily the mobile construction battalions and
incoming intertheater and outgoing intra-the- the amphibious construction battalions. These
ater air and sealift. When fully activated, the units are part of the operating forces and rep-
ALSB should consist of facilities and services resent the Navy's capability for advanced
provided by a host nation, augmentation of base construction.
existing US bases located in the theater of op-
erations, or a combination thereof. Also called naval control of shipping-(DOD, NATO) Con-
ALSB. trol exercised by naval authorities of move-

ment, routing, reporting, convoy organization
naval augmentation group-(NA TO) A formed and tactical diversion of allied merchant ship-

group of escort ships employed to augment ping. It does not include the employment or
the through escort of convoys when passing active protection of such shipping.
through areas known or suspected to be
threatened by enemy forces. See also convoy naval control of shipping liaison officer-
through escort. (NATO) A naval officer designated for duty

on the staff of an allied naval control of ship-
naval base-(DOD) A naval base primarily for ping organization.

support of the forces afloat, contiguous to a
port or anchorage, consisting of activities or naval control of shipping officer-(DOD,
facilities for which the Navy has operating re- NA TO) A naval officer appointed to form mer-
sponsibilities, together with interior lines of chant convoys; control and coordinate the
communication and the minimum surround- routing and movements of such convoys, inde-
ing area necessary for local security. (Normal- pendently sailed merchant ships, and hospital
ly, not greater than an area of 40 square ships in and out of a port or base, subject to
miles.) See also base complex. the directions of the Operational Control Au-

thority.
naval beach group-(DOD, NATO) A perma-

nently organized naval command, within an naval control of shipping organization-(DOD)
amphibious force, comprised of a commander, The organization within the Navy which car-
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ries out the specific responsibilities of the target. See also field artillery observer; spot-
Chief of Naval Operations to provide for the ter.
control and protection of movements of mer-
chant ships in time of war. naval operation-(DOD) A naval action, or the

performance of a naval mission, which may
naval district-(DOD) A geographically defined be strategic, tactical, logistic, or training; the

area in which one naval officer, designated process of carrying on or training for naval
commandant, is the direct representative of combat to gain the objectives of any battle or
the Secretary of the Navy and the Chief of campaign.
Naval Operations. The commandant has the
responsibility for local naval defense and se- naval or marine (air) base-(DOD) An air base
curity and for the coordination of naval activi- for support of naval or marine air units, con-
ties in the area. sisting of landing strips, seaplane alighting

areas, and all components of related facilities
Naval Forward Logistics Site-(DOD) An over- for which the Navy or Marine Corps has oper-

seas port or airfield which provides logistics ating responsibilities, together with interior
support to naval forces within the theater of lines of communication and the minimum sur-
operations during major contingency and war- rounding area necessary for local security.
time periods. FLSs may be located in close (Normally, not greater than an area of 20
proximity to areas of direct combat to permit square miles.) See also base complex.
forward staging of services, throughput of
high priority cargo, advanced -maintenance
and battle damage repair. FLSs are linked to naval port control office-(OD) The authority
in-theater Naval Advanced Logistics Support established at a port or port complex to co-
Bases (ALSBs) by intra-theater air and sealii, ordinate arrangements for logistic support
but may also serve as transshipment points and harbor services to ships under naval con-
for intee,-heater lift of high priority cargo into trol and to otherwise support the naval con-
areas of direct combat. In providing fleet lo- trol of shipping organization.
gistics support, FLS capabilities may range
from very austere to near that of an ALSB. naval stores-(DOD, NATO) Any articles or
Also called FLS. commodities used by a naval ship or station,

such as equipment, consumable supplies,
naval gunfire liaison team-(DOD, NATO) Per- clothing, petroleum, oils, and lubricants, med-

sonnel and equipment required to coordinate ical supplies, and ammunition.
and advise ground/landing forces on naval
gunfire employment, naval support area-(DOD, NATO) A sea area

assigned to naval ships detailed to support an
naval gunfire operations center-(DOD, NATO) amphibious operation. See also fire support

The agency established in a ship to control area.
the execution of plans for the employment of
naval gunfire, process requests for naval gun- naval tactical data system-(DOD) A complex
fire support, and to allot ships to forward ob- of data inputs, user consoles, converters,
servers. Ideally located in the same ship as adapters, and radio terminals interconnected
the Supporting Arms Coordination Center. with high-speed general purpose computers

and its stored programs. Combat data is col-
naval gunfire'spotting team-(DOD) The unit lected, processed, and composed into a picture

of a shore fire control party which designates of the overall tactical situation which enables
targets; controls commencement, cessation, the force commander to make rapid, accurate
rate, and types of fire; and spots fire on the evaluations and decisions.
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navigational grid-(DOD, NATTO) A series of cluding primarily the Navy Cargo Handling
straight lines, superimposed over a conformal and Port Group, the Naval Reserve Cargo
projection and indicating grid north, used as Handling Training Battalion and the Naval
an aid to navigation. The interval of the grid Reserve Cargo Handling Battalions. These
lines is generally a multiple of 60 or 100 nau- units are part of the operating forces and rep-
tical miles. See also military grid. resent the Navy's capability for open ocean

cargo handling. See also Navy Cargo Han-
navigation head-(DOD, NATO) A trans- dling Battalion.

shipment point on a waterway where loads
are transferred between water carriers and NBC defense-(DOD) Nuclear defense, biologi-
land carriers. A navigation head is similar in cal defense, and chemical defense, collectively.
function to a railhead or truckhead. The term may not be used in the context of

US offensive operations.
navigation mode-(DOD) In a flight control

system, a control mode in which the flight NCS-See National Communications System;
path of an aircraft is automatically main- net control station.
tained by signals from navigation equipment.

Navy Cargo Handling Battalion-(DOD) A NDA-See national defense area

mobile logistics support unit capable of world-
wide deployment in its entirety or in special near iss-(DOD, NATO) Any circumstances in
ized detachments. It is organized, trained and flight when the degree of separation between
equipped to load and offload Navy and two aircraft might constitute a hazardous sit-
Marine Corps cargo carried in Maritime Pre- uation. Also called "airmiss."
positioning Ships (MPS), merchant breakbulk
and/or container ships in all environments; near miss (aircraft)-(DOD) Any circumstance
and to operate an associated temporary ocean in flight where the degree of separation be-
cargo terminal; load and offload Navy and tween two aircraft is considered by either
Marine Corps cargo carried in military-con- pilot to have constituted a hazardous situa-
trolled aircraft; and to operate an associated tion involving potential risk of collision.
expeditionary air cargo terminal. Also called
CHB. Three sources of Navy Cargo Handling near real time-(DOD) Delay caused by auto-
Battalions are: mated processing and display between the oc-
a. Navy Cargo Handling and Port Group currence of an event and reception of the data

(NAVCHAPGRU)-The active duty, cargo at some other location. See also real time; re-
handling battalion-sized unit composed porting time interval.
solely of active duty personnel.

b. Naval Reserve Cargo Handling Training neatlines-(DOD, NA TO) The lines that bound
Battalion (NRCHTB)-The active duty, the body of a map, usually parallels and me-
cargo handling training battalion com- ridians. See also graticule.
posed of both active duty and reserve per-
sonnel. need to know-(DOD) A criterion used in secu-

c. Naval Reserve Cargo Handling Battalion rity procedures which requires the custodians
(NR CHB)-A reserve cargo handling bat- of classified information to establish, prior to
talion composed solely of selected reserve disclosure, that the intended recipient must
personnel. have access to the information to perform his

See also Maritime Prepositioning Ships. official duties.

Navy Cargo Handling Force-(DOD) The com- negative-(DOD) As used in air intercept,

bined cargo handling units of the Navy, in- means cancel or no.
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negative phase of the shock wave-(DOD) The system emphasizes a variant of the first ele-
period during which the pressure falls below ment of net; its distinctive feature is the
ambient and then returns to the ambient grouping of personnel into small units that
value. See also positive phase of the shock are relatively isolated and self-contained. In
wave; shock wave. the interest of maximum security for the or-

ganization as a whole, each cell has contact
negative photo plane-(DOD, NATO) The plane with the rest of the organization only through

in which a film or plate lies at the moment of an agent of the organization and a single
exposure. member of the cell. Others in the cell do not

know the agent, and nobody in the cell knows
neglect-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval the identities or activities of members of other

gunfire support, a report to the observer/spot- cells.
ter to indicate that the last round(s) was fired
with incorrect data and that the round(s) will net (communications)-(DOD) An organization
be fired again using correct data. of stations capable of direct communications

on a common channel or frequency.
negligible nuclear risk-.(NATO) A degree of

risk where persognel are reasonably safe from net control station-(DOD) A communications
a nuclear burst, with the exception of dazzle station designated to control traffic and en-
or temporary loss of night vision. See also force circuit discipline within a given net.
degree of risk. Also called NCS.

negligible risk (nuclear)-(DOD) A degree of net inventory assets-(DOD) That portion of
risk where personnel are reasonably safe, the total materiel assets which is designated
with the exceptions of dazzle or temporary to meet the materiel inventory objective. It
lows of night vision. See also degree of risk consists of the total materiel assets less the
(nuclear); emergency risk (nuclear); moder- peacetime materiel consumption and losses
ate risk (nuclear). through normal appropriation and procure-

ment leadtime periods.
nerve agent-(DOD, NATO) A potentially lethal

chemical agent which interferes with the net sweep-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine war-
transmission of nerve impulses. fare, a two-ship sweep, using a netlike device,

designed to collect drifting mines or scoop
net call sign-(DOD, NATO) A call sign which them up from the sea bottom.

represents all stations within a net. See also
call sign. net weight-(DOD) Weight of a ground vehicle

without fuel, engine oil, coolant, onvehicle
net, chain, cell system-(DOD) Patterns of clan- materiel, cargo, or operating personnel.

destine organization, especially for operation-
al purposes. Net is the broadest of the three; net weight-(NATO) 1. Weight of a vehicle,
it usually involves: a. a succession of eche- fully equipped and serviced for operation, in-
Ions; and b. such functional specialists as may cluding the weight of the fuel, lubricants,
be required to accomplish its mission. When it coolant, vehicle tools and spares, but not in-
consists largely or entirely of nonstaff employ- cluding the weight of the crew, personal
ees, it may be called an agent net. Chain fo- equipment and load. 2. Weight of a container
cuses attention upon the first of these ele- or pallet without freight and binding. See also
ments; it is commonly defined as a series of gross weight.
agents and informants who receive instruc-
tions from and pass information to a principal neutrality-(DOD) In international law, the at-
agent by means of cutouts and couriers. Cell titude of impartiality, during periods of war,
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adopted by third states toward belligerents of reference but not for the security of infor-
and recognized by the belligerents, which cre- mation.
ates rights and duties between the impartial
states and the belligerents. In a United Na- night cap-(DOD) Night combat air patrol
tions enforcement action, the rules of neutral- (written NCAP).
ity apply to impartial members -of the United
Nations except so far as they are excluded by night effect-(DOD, NATO) An effect mainly
the obligation of such members under the caused by variations in the state of polariza-
United Nations Charter. tion of reflected waves, which sometimes

result in errors in direction finding bearings.
neutrallzation-(DOD, NATO) In mine warfare, The effect is most frequent at nightfall.

a mine is said to be neutralized when it has
been rendered, by external means, incapable NMCS--See National Military Command
of firing on passage of a target, although it System.
may remain dangerous to handle.

node-(DOD) A location in a mobility systemneutralization flre-tDOD) Fire which is deliv- where a movement requirement is originated,
ered to render the target ineffective or unus- processed for onward movement, or terminat-
abl. See also fire. ed.

neutralization flre-(NA TO) Fire which is deliv- no-fire llne-(OD, NATO) A line short Of
ered to hamper and interrupt movement and/ which artillery or ships do not fire except on
or the firing of weapons. Se a request or approval of the supported com-

neutraize.-(DOD) As pertains to mlitary oper- mander, but beyond which they may fire at

ations, to render ineffective or unusable. any time without danger to friendly troops.

neutralize track.-(DOD) As used in air inter- no joy-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning,

cept, to render the target being traced have been unsuccessf," or, "I have no in-
fective or unusable. formation."

neutral state-(DOD) In international law, a nominal filter-(OD, NATO) A filter capable
state which pursues a policy of neutrality of cutting off a nominated minimum percent-
during war. See also neutrality, age by weight of solid particles greater than a

stated micron size.
neutron induced activity-(DOD, NATO) Radio.

activity induced in the ground or an object as nominal focal length-(DOD, NATO) An ap-
a result of direct irradiation by neutrons. proximate value of the focal length, rounded

off to some standard figure, used for the clas-
nickname-(DOD) A combination of two sepa- sification of lenses, mirrors, or cameras.

rate unclassified words which is assigned an
unclassified meaning and is employed only for nominal scaie--See principal scale; also scale.
unclassified administrative, morale, or public
information purposes. nominal weapon-(DOD, NATO) A nuclear

weapon producing a yield of approximately 20
nickname-(NATO) Two short separate words kilotons. See also kiloton weapon; megaton

which may be formally or informally assigned weapon; subkiloton weapon.
by any appropriate authority to an event,
project, activity, placename, topographical nonair transportable-(DOD) That which is not
feature, or item of equipment for convenience transportable by air by virtue of dimension,
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weight, and/or special characteristics or re- nondeployable account-(DOD) An account
strictions. where Reservists (officer and enlisted) either

in units or individually are assigned to a re-
nonaligned state-(DOD) A state which pursues serve component category or a training/re-

a policy of nonalignment, tired category when the individual has not
completed initial active duty for training or

nonalignment-(DOD) The political attitude of its equivalent. Reservists in a nondeployable
a state which does not associate, or identify account are not considered as trained
itself with the political ideology or objective strength assigned to units or mobilization po-
espoused by other states, groups of states, or sitions and are not deployable overseas on
international causes, or with the foreign poli- land with those units or mobilization posi-
cies stemming therefrom. It does not preclude tions. See also training pipeline.
involvement, but expresses the attitude of no
precommitment to a particular state (or noneffective sortie-(DOD) Any aircraft dis-
block) or policy before a situation arises, patched which for any reason fails to carry

out the purpose of the mission. Abortive sor-

fonappropriated funde-(DOD) Funds generat- ties are included.
ed by DOD military and civilian personnel
and their dependents and used to augment nonexpendable supplies and material-(DOD)
funds appropriated by the Congress to provide Supplies which are not consumed in use and
a comprehensive, morale-building welfare, re- which retain their original identity during the
ligious, educational, and recreational pro- period of use, such as weapons, machines,
gram, designed to improve the well-being of tools, and equipment.
military and civilian personnel and their de-
pendents. non-expendable supplies and material-(NA TO)

Items which are not consumed in use and
non-battle casualty-(DOD, NATO) A person which retain their original identity during the

who is not a battle casualty, but who is lost to period of use, such as weapons, and which
his organization by reason of disease or normally require further accounting.
injury, including persons dying from disease
or injury, or by reason of being missing where nonfixed medical treatment facility-(DOD) A
the absence does not appear to be voluntary medical treatment facility designed to be
or due to enemy action or to being interned. moved from place to place, including medical
See also battle casualty; wounded. treatment facilities afloat.

noncontiguous facility-(DOD) A facility for non-linear approach-(DOD, NATO) In ap-
which the Service indicated has operating re- preach and landing systems, a final approach
sponsibility, but which is not located on, or in in which the nominal flight path is not a
the immediate vicinity of, a base complex of straight line.
that Service. Its area includes only that actu-
ally occupied by the facility, plus the mini- non-permissive environment-See operational
mum surrounding area necessary for close-in environment.
security. See also base complex.

nonprior service personnel-(DOD) Individuals
nondeferrable issue demand-(DOD) Issue without any prior military service, who have

demand related to specific periods of time not completed basic inactive duty training,
which will not exist after the close of those and who receive a commission in or enlist
periods, even though not satisfied during the directly into an Armed Force of the United
period. States.
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nonprogram aircraft-(DOD) All aircraft, other and, therefore, is not stocked at the particular
than active and reserve categories, in the activity.
total aircraft inventory, including X-models;
aircraft for which there is no longer a re- non-submarine contact chart-(DOD, NATO) A
quirement either in the active or reserve cate- special naval chart, at a scale of 1:100,000 to
gory; and aircraft in the process of being 1:1,000,000, showing bathymetry, bottom char-
dropped from the total aircraft inventory. See acteristics, wreck data and non-submarine
also aircraft. contact data for coastal and off-shore waters.

It is designed for use in conducting submarine
non-quota post-(NATO) An international post and anti-submarine warfare operations. Also

which is open to all nations and which is called non-sub contact chart.
filled by an individual who is selected by a de-
fined process from among nominees from na- non-unit-related cargo-(DOD) All equipment
tions. and supplies requiring transportation to an

area of operations, other than those identified
nonrecurring demand-(DOD) A request by an as the equipment or accompanying supplies of

authorized requisitioner to satisfy a materiel a specific unit (e.g., resupply, military support
requirement known to be a one-time occur- for allies, and support for nonmilitary pro-
rence. This materiel is required to provide ini- grams, such as civil relief).
tial stockage allowances, to meet planned pro-
gram requirements, or to satisfy a one-time non-unit-related personnel-(DOD) All person-
project or maintenance requirement. Nonre- nel requiring transportation to or from an
curring demands normally will not be consid- area of operations, other than those assigned
ered by the supporting supply system in the to a specific unit (e.g., filler personnel; re-
development of demand-based elements of the placements; temporary duty/temporary addi-
requirements computation. tional duty; (TDY/TAD) personnel; civilians;

medical evacuees; and retrograde personnel).
non-registered publication-(DOD, NATO) A

publication which bears no register number normal charge-.(DOD) Charge employing a
and for which periodic accounting is not re- standard amount of propellant to fire a gun
quired. under ordinary conditions, as compared with

a reduced charge. See also reduced charge.
nonscheduled units-(DOD) Units of the land-

ing force held in readiness for landing during normal impact effect-See cardinal point
the initial unloading period, but not included effect.
in either scheduled or on-call waves. This cat-
egory usually includes certain of the combat normal intelligence reports--(DOD) A category
support units and most of the combat service of reports used in the dissemination of intelli-
support units with higher echelon (division gence, which is conventionally used for the
and above) reserve units of the landing force. immediate dissemination of individual items
Their landing is directed when the need of intelligence. See also intelligence report-
ashore can be predicted with a reasonable ing, specialist intelligence reports.
degree of accuracy.

normal lighting-(DOD, NATO) Lighting of ve-
nonstandard item-(DOD) An item of supply hicles as prescribed or authorized by the law

determined by standardization action as not of a given country without restrictions for
authorized for procurement. military reasons. See also reduced lighting.

nonstocked item-(DOD) An item that does not normal operations--(DOD) Generally and col-

meet the stockage criteria for a given activity lectively, the broad functions which the com-
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mander of a unified combatant command un- complished at organizational and/or interme-
dertakes when he is assigned responsibility diate levels of maintenance. Also called
for a given geographic or functional area. NORM.
Except as otherwise qualified in certain uni-
fied command plan paragraphs which relate not operationally ready, supply-(DOD) A con-
to particular commands, "normal operations" dition status of an item of equipment or a
of a unified command commander include: system, in the possession of an operational
planning for and execution of operations in unit, indicating that it is not operationally
contingencies, limited war and general war; ready nor can maintenance work be per-
planning and conduct of cold war activities; formed to return it to an operationally ready
planning for and administration of military status until the required items of supply
assistance; and maintaining the relationships become available at the work site. Also called
and exercising the directive or coordinating NORS.
authority prescribed in JCS Pub 0-2, Admin.
Pub 1.1, and JCS Pub 4.01. no-wind position-See air position.

northing-(NATO) Northward, that is, from Nth country-(DOD) A reference to additions to
bottom to top, reading of grid values on a the group of powers possessing nuclear weap-
map. ons-the next country of a series to acquire

nuclear capabilities.
no-strike target llst-(DOD) A list designated

by a commander containing targets not to be NUCINT-See nuclear intelligence.
destroyed. Destruction of targets on the list
would interfere with or unduly hamper pro- nuclear accident-See nuclear weapon(s) acci-
jected friendly military operations, or friendly dent.
relations with indigenous personnel or gov-
ernments. nuclear airburst-(DOD, NATO) The explosion

of a nuclear weapon in the air, at a height
NOTAM-See notice to airmen. greater than the maximum radius of the fire-

ball. See also types of burst.
notice to airmen--(OD, NATO) A notice, con-

taining information concerning the establish- nuclear, biological, chemical area of observa-
ment, condition or change in any aeronautical tion--(NATO) A geographical area consisting
facility, service, procedures or hazard, the of several nuclear, biological, chemical zones
timely knowledge of which is essential to per- of observation, comparable to the area of re-
sonnel concerned with flight operations. Also sponsibility of an Army or Army Group or an
called NOTAM. Allied Tactical Air Force.

notional ship-(DOD) A theoretical or average nuclear, biological, chemical collection
ship of any one category used in transporta- center--(NATO) An agency responsible for
tion planning (e.g., a Liberty ship for dry the receipt, collation and evaluation of reports
cargo; a T-2 tanker for bulk petroleum, oils, of nuclear detonations, biological and chemi-
and lubricants; a personnel transport of 2,400 cal attacks and resultant contamination
troop spaces.) within the zone of observation and for the

production and dissemination of appropriate
not operationally ready, maintenance-(DOD) reports and warnings.

A condition status of an item of equipment or
a system, in the possession of an operational nuclear, biological, chemical control center-
unit, indicating that it is not operationally (NATO) The agency responsible for coordinat-
ready because maintenance work must be ac- ing the activities of all nuclear, biological and
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chemical collection centers in a given area of and other particulate matter from the nuclear
observation. This agency may also assume the bomb itself and from its environment, which
function of a collection center for the area in is carried aloft in conjunction with the rise of
which it is located, the fireball produced by the detonation of the

nuclear weapon.
nuclear, biological, chemical zone of observa-

tion-(NATO) A geographical area which de- nuclear collateral damage-(DOD, NATO) Un-
fines the responsibility for collecting and re- desired damage or casualties produced by the
porting information on enemy or unidentified effects from friendly nuclear weapons.
nuclear detonations, biological or chemical at-
tacks, and resultant contamination. Bound- nuclear column-(DOD, NATO) A hollow cylin-
aries of nuclear, biological, chemical zones of der of water and spray thrown up from an un-
observation, which may overlap, will be deter- derwater burst of a nuclear weapon, through
mined by the organization of the forces con- which the hot, high-pressure gases formed in
cerned. the explosion are vented to the atmosphere. A

somewhat similar column of dirt is formed in
nuclear bonus effects-(DOD, NATO) Desirable an underground explosion.

damage or casualties produced by the effects
from friendly nuclear weapons that cannot be nuclear commitment-(DOD, NATO) A state-
accurately calculated in targeting as the un- ment by a NATO member that specific forces
certainties involved preclude depending on have been committed or will be committed to
them for a militarily significant result. NATO in a nuclear only or dual capable role.

nuclear burst-See types of burst.
nuclear coordination-(DOD) A broad term en-

nuclear certifiable-(DOD, NATO) Indicates a compassing all the actions involved with plan-

unit or vehicle possessing the potential of ning nuclear strikes, including liaison be-

passing functional tests and inspections of all tween commanders, for the purpose of satisfy-

normal and emergency systems affecting the ing support requirements or because of the

nuclear wepons extension of weapons effects into the territory
of another.

nuclear certified-(DOD, NATO) See nuclear
certified delivery unit; nuclear certified deliv- nuclear damage assessment-(DOD, NATO)
cry vehicle. The determination of the damage effect to the

population, forces and resources resulting
nuclear certified delivery unit-(DOD, NATO) from actual nuclear attack. It is performed

Any level of organization and support ele- during and after an attack. The operational
ments which are capable of executing nuclear significance of the damage is not evaluated in
missions in accordance with. appropriate bilat- this assessment.
eral arrangements and NATO directives. See
also nuclear delivery unit. nuclear damage (land warfare )-(DOD, NATO)

1. Light Damage-Damage which does not
nuclear certified delivery vehicle-(DOD, prevent the immediate use of equipment or

NATO) A delivery vehicle whose compatibility installations for which it was intended.
with a nuclear weapon has been certified by Some repair by the user may be required
the applicable nuclear power through formal to make full use of the equipment or in-
procedures. See also- nuclear delivery vehicle. stallations.

2. Moderate Damage-Damage which pre-
nuclear cloud-(DOD, NATO) An all-inclusive vents the use of equipment or installations

term for the volume of hot gases, smoke, dust, until extensive repairs are made.
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3. Severe Damage.-Damage which prevents nuclear incident-(DOD) An unexpected event
use of equipment or installations perma- involving a nuclear weapon, facility, or com-
nently. ponent, resulting in any of the following, but

not constituting a nuclear weapon(s) accident:
nuclear defense-(DOD, NATO) The methods, a. an increase in the possibility of explosion

plans, and procedures involved in establishing or radioactive contamination; b. errors corn-
and exercising defensive measures against the mitted in the assembly, testing, loading, or
effects of an attack by nuclear weapons or ra- transportation of equipment, and/or the mal-
diological warfare agents. It encompasses both functioning of equipment and materiel which
the training for, and the implementation of, could lead to an unintentional operation of all
these methods, plans, and procedures. See or part of the weapon arming and/or firing
also NBC defense; radiological defense. sequence, or which could lead to a substantial

change in yield, or increased dud probability;
nuclear delivery unit-(DOD, NATO) Any level and c. any act of God, unfavorable environ-

of organization capable of employing a nude- ment or condition resulting in damage to the
ar weapon system or systems when the weapon, facility, or component.
weapon or weapons have been released by
proper authority. nuclear incident--(NATO) An unexpected event

involving a nuclear weapon, facility, or com-
nuclear delivery vehicle-(DOD, NATO) That ponent, but not constituting a nuclear

portion of the weapon system which provides weapon(s) accident.
the means of delivery of a nuclear weapon to
the targe nuclear intelligence.-(DOD) Intelligence infor-

mation derived from the collection and analy-
nuclear detonation detection and reporting sis of radiation and other effects resulting

system-(DOD, NATO) A system deployed to from radioactive sources. Also called
provide surveillance coverage of critical NUCINT.
friendly target areas, and indicate place,
height of burst, yield, and ground zero of nu- nuclear logistic moveent-(DOD) The trans-
clear detonations. port of nuclear weapons in connection with

nuclear dud.-(DOD) A nuclear weapon which, supply or maintenance operations. Under cer-
whenulear nched atO reApulear weapon wtarct, tain specified conditions, combat aircraft may
when launched at or emplaced on a target, be used for such movements.

fails to provide any explosion of that part of

the weapon designed to produce the nuclearyield, nuclear logistic movement--(NA TO) The trans-
port of nuclear weapons or components of nu-

nuclear energy-(DOD) All forms of energy re- clear weapons in connection with supply or

leased in the course of a nuclear fission or nu- maintenance operations.

clear transformation.
nuclear nation-(DOD, NATO) Military nuclear

nuclear equipoise-(DOD) Not to be used. See powers and civil nuclear powers. See also nu-
nuclear stalemate. clear power.

nuclear exoatmospheric burst-(DOD) The ex- nuclear parity-(DOD) A condition at a given
plosion of a nuclear weapon above the sensi- point in time when opposing forces possess
ble atmosphere (above 120 kilometers) where nuclear offensive and defensive systems ap-
atmospheric interaction is minimal. See also proximately equal in overall combat effective-
types of burst. ness.
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nuclear power-(DOD, NATO) Not to be used nuclear surface burst-(DOD, NATO) An explo-
without appropriate modifier. See also civil sion of a nuclear weapon at the surface of
nuclear power;, major nuclear power-, mili- land or water; or above the surface, at a
tary nuclear power-, nuclear nation; nuclear height less than the maximum radius of the
weapons state. fireball. See also types of burst.

nuclear radiation-(DOD, NATO) Particulate nuclear transmutation-(DOD) Artificially in-
and electromagnetic radiation emitted from duced modification (nuclear reaction) of the
atomic nuclei in various nuclear processes, constituents of certain nuclei, thus giving rise
The important nuclear radiations, from the to different nuclides.
weapon standpoint, are alpha and beta parti-
des, gamma rays, and neutrons. All nuclear nuclear underground burst-(DOD, NATO) The
radiations are ionizing radiations, but the re- explosion of a nuclear weapon in which the
verse is not true; X-rays.for example, are in- center of the detonation lies at a point be-
cluded among ionizing radiations, but they neath the surface of the ground. See also
are not nuclear radiations since they do not types of burst.
originate from atomic nuclei.

nuclear underwater burst-(DOD, NATO) The
nuclear reactor-(DOD) A facility in which fis- explosion of a nuclear weapon in which the

sile material is used in a self-supporting chain center of the detonation lies at a point be-
reaction (nuclear fission) to produce heat and/ neath the surface of the water. See also types
or radiation for both practical application and of burst.
research and development.

nuclear vulnerability assessment-(DOD,
nuclear round-See complete round. NATO) The estimation of the probable effect

on population, forces, and resources from a
nuclear safety line-(DOD, NATO) A line se- hypothetical nuclear attack. It is performed

lected, if possible, to follow well-defined topo- predominantly in the preattack period; how-
graphical features and used to delineate levels ever, it may be extended to the transattack or
of protective measures, degrees of damage or postattack periods.
risk to friendly troops, and/or to prescribe
limits to which the effects of friendly weapons nuclear warfare-(DOD, NA TO) Warfare .in-
may be permitted to extend. volving the employment of nuclear weapons.

See also postattack period; transattack
nuclear stalemate-(DOD) A concept which pos- period.

tulates a situation wherein the relative
strength of opposing nuclear forces results in nuclear warning message-DOD) A warning
mutual deterrence against employment of nu- message which must be disseminated to all af-
clear forces. fected friendly forces any time a nuclear

weapon is to be detonated if effects of the
nuclear strike warning-(DOD, NATO) A warn- weapon will have impact upon those forces.

ing of impending friendly or suspected enemy
nuclear attack. nuclear weapon-(DOD, NATO) A complete as-

sembly (i.e., implosion type, gun type, or ther-
nuclear support,-(DOD) The use of nuclear monuclear type), in its intended ultimate con-

weapons against hostile forces in support of figuration which, upon completion of the pre-
friendly air, land, and naval operations. See scribed arming, fusing and firing sequence, is
also Immediate nuclear support; preplanned capable of producing the intended nuclear re-
nuclear support. action and release of energy.
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nuclear weapon(s) accident-(DOD) An unex- nuclear weapon maneuver-(DOD, NATO) An
pected event involving nuclear weapons or ra- operation not directly related to immediate
diological nuclear weapon components that operational readiness. It may consist of all
results in any of the following; a. accidental those operations listed for a nuclear weapon
or unauthorized launching, firing, or use by exercise and is extended to include flyaway in
United States forces or United States support- combat aircraft, but does not include expendi-
ed allied forces, of a nuclear-capable weapon ture of the weapon. Typical maneuvers in-
system which could create the risk of an out- clude nuclear operational readiness maneu-
break of war; b. nuclear detonation; vers and tactical air operations. See also im-
c. nonnuclear detonation or burning of a nu- mediate operational readiness; nuclear
clear weapon or radiological nuclear weapon weapon exercise.
component; d. radioactive contamination;
e. seizure, theft, loss or destruction of a nucle- nuclear weapons state-See military nuclear
ar weapon or radiological nuclear weapon power.
component, including jettisoning; f. public
hazard, actual or implied. nuclear weapons surety-(DOD) Materiel, per-

sonnel, and procedures which contribute to
nuclear weapon(s) accident-(NATO) Any un- the security, safety, and reliability of nuclear

planned occurrence involving loss or destruc- weapons and to the assurance that there will
tion of, or serious damage to, nuclear weapons be no nuclear weapon accidents, incidents, un-
or their components which results in an authorized weapon detonations, or degrada-
actual or potential hazard to life or property. tion in performance at the target.

nuclear weapon degradation-(DOD) The de- nuclear yield-(NATO) The energy released in
generation of a nuclear warhead to such an the detonation of a nuclear weapon, measured
extent that the anticipated nuclear yield is in terms of the kilotons or megatons of trini-
lessened. trotoluene required to produce the same

energy release.
nuclear weapon employment time-(DOD,

NATO) The time required for delivery of a nu- nuclear yields-(DOD) The energy released in
clear weapon after the decision to fire has the detonation of a nuclear weapon, measured
been made. in terms of the kilotons or megatons of trini-

trotoluene required to produce the same
nuclear weapon exercise-(DOD, NATO) An op- energy release. Yields are categorized as:

eration not directly related to immediate
operational readiness. It includes removal of a very low-less than 1 kiloton.
weapon from its normal storage location, pre- low-1 kiloton to 10 kilotons.
paring for use, delivery to an employment medium-over 10 kilotons to 50 kilotons.
unit, the movement in a ground training exer- high-over 50 kilotons to 500 kilotons.
cise to include loading aboard an aircraft or very high-over 500 kilotons.
missile and return to storage. It may include See also nominal weapon; subkiloton weapon.
any or all of the operations listed above, but
does not include launching or flying oper- nucleon-(DOD) The common name for a con-
ations. Typical exercises include aircraft gen- stituent particle of the atomic nucleus. It is
eration exercises, ground readiness exercises, applied to protons and neutrons, but it is in-
ground tactical exercises, and various catego- tended to include any other particle that is
ries of inspections designed to evaluate the ca- found to exist in the nucleus.
pability of the unit to perform its prescribed
mission. See also immediate operational read- nuclide-(DOD) All nuclear species, both stable
iness; nuclear weapon maneuver. (about 270) and unstable tabout 500), of the
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chemical elements, as distinguished from the purpose of prosecuting specific naval oper-
two or more nuclear species of a single chemi- ations. See also fleet.
cal element which are called isotopes.

numbered wave-See wave.
nudets-See nuclear detonation detection and

reporting system. number... in (out)-(DOD, NA TO) In artillery,

nuisance minefleld-(DOD, NATO) A minefield term used to indicate a change in status of

laid to delay and disorganize the enemy and weapon number

to hinder his use of an area or route. See also
minefield. (number of) rounds-(DOD, NATO) In artillery

and naval gunfire support, a command or re-
numbered fleet-(DOD) A major tactical unit of quest used to indicate the number of projec-

the Navy immediately subordinate to a major tiles per tube to be fired on a specified target.
fleet command and comprising various task
forces, elements, groups, and units for the numerical scale-See scale.
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0
objective-(DOD, NATO) The physical object of are seriously masked or are at a very small

the action taken, e.g., a definite tactical fea- scale, rendering interpretation difficult or im-
ture, the seizure and/or holding of which is possible.
essential to the commander's plan. See also
target. observation helicopter-(DOD, NATO) Helicop-

ter used primarily for observation and recon-
objective area-(DOD, NATO) 1. A defined geo- naissance but which may be used for other

graphical area within which is located an ob- roles.
jective to be captured or reached by the mili-
tary forces. This area is defined by competent observation post-(DOD, NATO) A position
authority for purposes of command and con- from which military observations are made,
trol. (DOD) 2. The city or other geographical or fire directed and adjusted, and which pos-
location where a civil disturbance is occurring sesses appropriate communications; may be
or is anticipated, and where Federal Armed airborne.
Forces are, or may be, employed.

observed fire-(DOD, NATO) Fire for which the
objective force level-(DOD) The level of miii- point of impact or burst can be seen by an ob-

tary forces that needs to be attained within a server. The fire can be controlled and adjust-
finite time frame and resource level to accom- ed on the basis of observation. See also fire.
plish approved military objectives, missions,
or tasks. See also military requirement. observed fire procedures-(DOD, NATO) A

standardized procedure for use in adjusting
obligated reservist-(DOD) An individual who indirect fire on a target.

has a statutory requirement imposed by the
Military Selective Service Act of 1967 or Sec- observer identification-(DOD, NATO) In artil-
tion 651, Title 10 United States Code to serve lery and naval gunfire support, the first ele-
on active duty in the armed forces or to serve ment of a call for fire to establish communica-
while not on active duty in a reserve compo- tion and to identify the observer/spotter.
nent for a period not to exceed that pre-
scribed by the applicable statute. observer-target distance-(NA TO) The distance

along an imaginary straight line from the
oblique air photograph-(DOD, NATO) An air spotter or observer to the target.

photograph taken with the camera axis di-
rected between the horizontal and vertical observer-target line-(DOD, NATO) An imagi-
planes. Commonly referred to as an "oblique": nary straight line from the observer/spotter
a. High Oblique. One in which the apparent to the target. See also spotting line.
horizon appears, and b. Low Oblique. One in
which the apparent horizon does not appear. observer-target range-(DOD) The distance

along an imaginary straight line from the ob-
oblique air photograph strip-(DOD) Photo- server/spotter to the target.

graphic strip composed of oblique air photo-
graphs. obstruction--(NATO) 1. Any object which r.ses

far enough above the surrounding surface or
obliquity-(DOD) The characteristic in wide- above a specified height to create a hazard to

angle or oblique photography which portrays aircraft in flight. 2. Any object which rises
the terrain and objects at such an angle and far enough above the surrounding sea bed to
range that details necessary for interpretation create a hazard to navigation.
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obstructor-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine war- offensive minefield-(DOD, NATO) In naval
fare, a device laid with the sole object of ob- mine warfare, a minefield laid in enemy terri-
structing or damaging mechanical minesweep- torial water or waters under enemy control.
ing equipment.

officer conducting the exercise-(NA TO) The
occupation currency-See military currency, officer responsible for the conduct of an allo-

cated part of the exercise from the Blue,
occupation of position-(NA TO) Movement Orange and Purple aspects. He will issue nec-

into and proper organization of an area to be essary supplementary instructions. In addi-
used as a battle position. tion, he may be an exercise commander.

occupied territory-(DOD) Territory under the officer conducting the serial-(NATO) The offi-

authority and effective control of a belligerent cer designated to exercise tactical control over

armed force. The term is not applicable to ter- assigned forces for a specific exercise serial.
ritory being administered pursuant to peace
terms, treaty, or other agreement, express or officer pn t c o-
implied, with the civil authority of the terri- maritime usage, the senior officer present eli-tr.See also civil affairs agreement. gible to assume command, or the officer to

ry S a c awhom he has delegated tactical command.

ocean convoy-(DOD, NATO) A convoy whose officer scheduling the exercise-(NATO) The
voyage lies, in general, outside the continen- officer who originates the exercise and orders
tal shelf. See also convoy, it to take place. He will issue basic instruc-

tions which will include the designation of ex-ocean manifest--(DOD), NATO) A detailed Iist ercise areas, the allocation of forces, and the

ing of the entire cargo loaded into any one ecesary coor atin instrct s. he

ship showing all pertinent data which will also designate the officers conducting the ex-

readily identify such cargo and where and ercise.

how the cargo is stowed.

official information-(DOD) Information which
oceanography-(DOD) The study of the sea, is owned by, produced for or by, or is subject

embracing and integrating all knowledge per- to the control of the United States Govern-
taining to the sea and its physical boundaries, ment.
the chemistry and physics of seawater, and
marine biology, offset bombing-(DOD, NATO) Any bombing

procedure which employs a reference or
ocean station ship-(DOD, NATO) A ship as- aiming point other than the actual target.

signed to operate within a specified area to
provide several services including search and offset distance-(NATO) In nuclear warfare,
rescue, meteorological information, naviga- the distance the desired ground zero or actual
tional aid, and communications facilities, ground zero is offset from the center of an

area target or from a point target.
offensive counter air operation-(DOD, NATO)

An operation mounted to destroy, disrupt or offset distance (nuclear)-(DOD) The distance
limit enemy air power as close to its source as the desired ground zero or actual ground zero
possible, is offset from the center of an area target or

from a point target.
offensive mine countermeasures-(DOD,

NATO) Measures intended to prevent the offset point-(DOD, NATO) In air interception,
enemy from successfully laying mines. a point in space relative to a target's flight
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path toward which an interceptor is vectored on-call wave-See wave.
and from which the final or a preliminary
turn to attack heading is made. one day's supply-(DOD, NATO) A unit or

quantity of supplies adopted as a standard of
offset post-(NATO) A post identified for elimi- measurement, used in estimating the average

nation or disestablishment when establishing daily expenditure under stated conditions. It
a newly authorized post. The disestablished may also be expressed in terms of a factor,
post may be within or outside the organiza- e.g., rounds of ammunition per weapon per
tion receiving the new post. day. See also standard day of supply; combat

day of supply.
offshore patrol-(DOD, NATO) A naval defense

patrol operating in the outer areas of naviga- one-look circuit-(DOD, NA TO) A mine circuit
ble coastal waters. It is a part of the naval which requires actuation by a given influence
local defense forces consisting of naval ships once only.
and aircraft and operates outside those areas
assigned to the inshore patrol. on hand-(DOD) The quantity of an item that

is physically available in a storage location
off-the-shelf item-(DOD) An item which has and contained in the accountable property

been developed and produced to military or book records of an issuing activity.
commercial standards and specifications, is
readily available for delivery from an indus- on-scene commander-(DOD) The person desig-
trial source, and may be procured without nated to coordinate the rescue efforts at the
change to satisfy a military requirement. rescue site.

oiler-(DOD, NATO) A naval or merchant on station-(DOD) 1. In air intercept usage, a
tanker specially equipped and rigged for re- code meaning, "I have reached my assigned
plenishing other ships at sea. station." 2. In close air support and air inter-

diction, means airborne aircraft are in posi-
on berth-(DOD) Said of a ship when it is prop- tion to attack targets or to perform the mis-

erly moored to a quay, wharf, jetty, pier, or sion designated by control agency.
buoy or when it is at anchor and available for
loading or discharging passengers and cargo. on station time-(DOD) The time an aircraft

can remain on station. May be determined by
on call-(DOD, NATO) A term used to signify endurance or orders.

that a prearranged concentration, air strike,
or final protective fire may be called for. See on target-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean-
also call for fire; call mission. ing, "My fire control director(s)/system(s)

have acquired the indicated contact and is
on-call target-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and (are) tracking successfully."

naval gunfire support, a planned target other
than a scheduled target on which fire is deliv- on the deck-(DOD) At minimum altitude.
ered when requested.

0-0 line-(NA TO) A line for the coordination of
on-call target (nuclear)-(DOD) A planned nu- field artillery observation, designated by the

clear target other than a scheduled nuclear corps or force artillery commander and divid-
target for which a need can be anticipated but ing primary responsibility for observation be-
which will be delivered upon request rather tween the corps or force artillery and division
than at a specific time. Coordination and artillery.
warning of friendly troops and aircraft are
mandatory. OPCON-See operational crntrol.
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OPDOC-See operational documentation, ice, training, or administrative military mis-
sion; the process of carrying on combat, in-

open-M(DOD) Term used in a call for fire to in- cluding movement, supply, attack, defense
dicate that the spotter or observer desires and maneuvers needed to gain the objectives
bursts to be separated by the maximum effec- of any battle or campaign.
tive width of the burst of the shell fired.

operational aircraft cross-servicing require-
open improved storage space-(DOD) Open ment-(NATO) A military requirement, estab-

area which has been graded and hard sur- lished by a NATO commander, for a designat-
faced or prepared with topping of some suita- ed airfield or ship to provide stage A or stage
ble material so as to permit effective material B cross-servicing to aircraft not assigned to
handling operations. See also storage. that airfield or ship. See also aircraft cross-

servicing.
open route-(DOD, NATO) A route not subject

to traffic or movement control restrictions, operational chain of command-(DOD, NATO)
The chain of command established for a par-

open sheaf-(DOD) The lateral distribution of ticular operation or series of continuing oper-
the fire of two or more pieces so that adjoin- ations. See also administrative chain of com-
ing points of impact or points of burst are sep. mand; chain of command.
arated by the maximum effective width of
burst of the type shell being used. See also operational characteristics-(DOD) Those mili-
converged sheaf; parallel sheaf; sheaf; special tary characteristics which pertain primarily
sheaf. to the functions to be performed by equip-

ment, either alone or in conjunction with
open. source information-(DOD) Information other equipment; e.g., for electronic equip-

of potential intelligence value (i.e., intelli- ment, operational characteristics include such
gence information) which is available to the items as frequency coverage, channeling, type
general public. of modulation, and character of emission.

open unimproved wet space-(DOD) That operational characteristics-(NATO) The spe-
water area specifically allotted to and usable cific military qualities required of an item of
for storage of floating equipment. See also equipment to enable it to meet an agreed
storage. operational need.

operating forces--(DOD) Those forces whose operational command-(NATO) The authority
primary missions are to participate in combat granted to a commander to assign missions or
and the integral supporting elements thereof. tasks to subordinate commanders, to deploy
See also combat forces; combat service sup- units, to reassign forces, and to retain or dele-
port elements; combat support elements. gate operational and/or tactical control as

may be deemed necessary. It does not of itself
operating level of supply-(DOD) The quanti- include responsibility for administration or lo-

ties of materiel required to sustain operations gistics. May also be used to denote the forces
in the interval between requisitions or the ar- assigned to a commander. See also command.
rival of successive shipments. These quanti-
ties should be based on the established replen- operational control-(DOD) Transferable com-
ishment period (monthly, quarterly, etc.) See mand authority which may be exercised by
also level of supply. commanders at any echelon at or below the

level of combatant command. Operational
operation-(DOD, NATO) A military action or control is inherent in Combatant Command

the carrying out of a strategic, tactical, serv- (command authority) and is the authority to
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perform those functions of command over sub- things. It is general purpose documentation
ordinate forces involving organizing and em- normally accomplished in peacetime. Also
ploying commands and forces, assigning tasks, called OPDOC. See also visual information
designating objectives, and giving authorita- documentation.
tive direction necessary to accomplish the
mission. Operational control includes authori- operational environment-(DOD) A composite
tative direction over all aspects of military op- of the conditions, circumstances, and influ-
erations and joint training necessary to ac- ences which affect the employment of mili-
complish missions assigned to the command. tary forces and bear on the decisions of the
Operational control should be exercised unit commander. Some examples are: a. per-
through the commanders of subordinate orga- missive environment--Operational environ-
nizations; normally this authority is exercised ment in which host country military and law
through the Service component commanders. enforcement agencies have control and the
Operational control normally provides full au- intent and capability to assist operations that
thority to organize commands and forces and a unit intends to conduct. b. semi-permissive
to employ those forces as the commander in environment--Operational environment in
operational control considers necessary to ac- which host government forces, whether op-
complish assigned mission& Operational con- posed to or receptive to operations that a unit
trol does not, in and of itself, include authori- intends to conduct do not have totally effec-
tative direction for logistics or matters of ad- tive control of the territory and population in
ministration, discipline, internal organization, the intended area of operations. c. non-per-
or unit training. Also called OPCON. See missive environment--Operational environ-
also combatant command; Combatant ment that is under control of hostile forces
Command (command authority); Combat- that have the intent and capability to effec-
ant Commander. tively oppose or react to the operations a unit

intends to conduct.
operational control-(NA TO) The authority del-

egated to a commander to direct forces as- operational evaluation-(DOD) The test and
signed so that the commander may accom- analysis of a specific end item or system, inso-
plish specific missions or tasks which are usu- far as practicable under Service operating
ally limited by function, time, or location; to conditions, in order to determine if quantity
deploy units concerned, and to retain or production is warranted considering. a. the
assign tactical control of those units. It does i
not include authority to assign separate em- and b. its effectiveness as compared with cur-

ployment of components of the units con- ant a b ite ms orpsystems, c r-
cerned. Neither does it, of itself, include ad- rently available items or systems, consider-
cerned Nethr doeistit, controf .iSealf, in er- ation being given to: (1) personnel capabili-
ministrative or logistic control. See also oper- ties to maintain and operate the equipment;
ational commuand. (2) size, weight, and location considerations;

and (3) enemy capabilities in the field. Seeoperational control authorlty--(DOD, NATO) alotechnical evaluation.

The naval commander responsible within a

specified geographical area for the operational
control of all maritime forces assigned to him operational intelligence-(DOD) Intelligence re-
and for the control of movement and protec- quired for planning and executing all types of
tion of all merchant shipping under allied operations. See also intelligence.
naval control.

operational interchangeability-(NA TO) Ability
operational documentation-(DOD) Visual in- to substitute one item for another of different

formation documentation of activities to composition or origin without loss in effective-
convey information about people, places, and ness, accuracy, and safety of performance.
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operational level of war-(DOD) The level of operational reserve-(DOD, NATO) An emer-
war at which campaigns and major operations gency reserve of men and/or material estab-
are planned, conducted, and sustained to ac- lished for the support of a specific operation.
complish strategic objectives within theaters See also reserve supplies.
or areas of operations. Activities at this level
link tactics and strategy by establishing oper- operational route-(DOD, NATO) Land route
ational objectives needed to accomplish the allocated to a command for the conduct of a
strategic objectives, sequtencing events to specific operation, derived from the corre-
achieve the operational objectives, initiating sponding basic military route network.
actions, and applying resources to bring about
and sustain these events. These activities operational stocks-(NATO) Those stocks held
imply a broader dimension of time or space to meet possible operational requirements
than do tactics; they ensure the logistic and over and above holdings/allowances. See also
administrative support of tactical forces, and theater operational stocks; war reserves.
provide the means by which tactical successes
are exploited to achieve strategic objectives, operational testing-(DOD) A continuing proc-
See also strategic level of war-, tactical level ess of evaluation which may be applied to
of war. either operational personnel or situations to

determine their validity or reliability.
operationally ready-(DOD) 1. as applied to a

unit, ship, or weapon system--Capable of per- operational tralning-(DOD, NA TO) Training
forming the missions or functions for which that develops, maintains or improves the
organized or designed. Incorporates both operational readiness of individuals or units.
equipment readiness and personnel readiness.
2. as applied to personnel--Available and operation annexes-(DOD) Those amplifying in-
qualified to perform assigned missions or structions which are of such a nature, or are
functions. so voluminous or technical, as to make their

inclusion in the body of the plan or order un-
operational mluile-(DOD, NATO) A missile desirable.

which has been accepted by the using services
for tactical and/or strategic use. operation exposure guide-(DOD) The maxi-

mum amount of nuclear radiation which the
operational procedures-(DOD, NATO) The de- commander considers his unit may be permit-

tailed methods by which headquarters and ted to receive while performing a particular
units carry out their operational tasks. mission or missions.

operational readlness-(DOD, NATO) The capa- operation map-(DOD) A map showing the lo-
bility of a unit/formation, ship, weapon cation and strength of friendly forces involved
system or equipment to perform the missions in an operation. It may indicate predicted
or functions for which it is organized or de- movement and location of enemy forces. See
signed. May be used in a general sense or to also map.
express a level or degree of readiness.

operation order-(DOD) A directive issued by a
operational readiness evaluation-(DOD, commander to subordinate commanders for

NATO) An evaluation of the operational capa- the purpose of effecting the coordinated exe-
bility and effectiveness of a unit or any por- cution of an operation.
tion thereof.

operation order-(NATO) A directive, usually
operational requirement--See military require- formal, issued by a commander to subordinate

ment. commanders for the purpose of effecting the
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coordinated execution of an operation. See operations security measures-(DOD) Methods
also operation plan. and means to gain and maintain essential se-

crecy about critical information. The follow-
operation plan-(DOD, NATO) A plan for a ing categories apply:

single or series of connected operations to be a. action control-The objective is to elimi-
carried out simultaneously or in succession. It nate indicators or the vulnerability of ac-
is usually based upon stated assumptions and tions to exploitation by adversary intelli-
is the form of directive employed by higher gence systems. Select what actions to un-
authority to permit subordinate commanders dertake; decide whether or not to execute
to prepare supporting plans and orders. The actions; and determine the "who," "when,"
designation "plan" is usually used instead of "where," and "how" for actions necessary
"order" in preparing for operations well in ad- to accomplish tasks.
vance. An operation plan may be put into b. countermeasures-The objective is to dis-
effect at a prescribed time, or on signal, and rupt effective adversary information gath-
then becomes the operation order. See also ering or prevent their recognition of indi-
coordinated draft plan; draft plan; final plan; cators when collected materials are proc-
initial draft plan; operation order. essed. Use diversions, camouflage, conceal-

ment, jamming, threats, police powers, and
operations center-See command center. force against adversary information gath-

ering and processing capabilities.

operations research-(DOD) The analytical c. counteranalysis--The objective is to pre-
study of military problems undertaken to pro- vent accurate interpretations of indicators
vide responsible commanders and staff agen- during adversary analysis of collected ma-
cies with a scientific basis for decision on terials. This is done by confusing the ad-
action to improve military operations. Also versary analyst through deception tech-
known as operational research; operations niques such as covers.
analysis.

operations securlty-(DOD) A process of ana- operations security planning guidance-(DOD)
lyzing friendly actions attendant to military Guidance that serves as the blueprint for
operations and other activities to: OPSEC planning by all functional elements
a. Identify those actions that can be observed throughout the organization. It defines the

by adversary intelligence systems. critical information that requires protection
b. Determine indicators hostile intelligence from adversary appreciations, taking into ac-

systems might obtain that could be inter- count friendly and adversary goals, estimated
preted or pieced together to derive critical key adversary questions, probable adversary
information in time to be useful to adver- knowledge, desirable and harmful adversary
saries. appreciations, and pertinent intelligence

c. Select and execute measures that elimi- system threats. It also should outline provi-
nate or reduce to an acceptable level the sional OPSEC measures to ensure the requi-
vulnerabilities of friendly actions to adver- site essential secrecy.
sary exploitation.

Also called OPSEC.
operations security vulnerability-(DOD) A

operations security indicators-(DOD) Friendly condition in which friendly actions provide
detectable actions and open-source informa- OPSEC indicators that may be obtained and
tion that can be interpreted or pieced togeth- accurately evaluated by an adversary in time
er by an adversary to derive critical informa- to provide a basis for effective adversary deci-
tion. sionmaking.
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opportune lift-(DOD) That portion of lift cape- oranges (sour)-(DOD) In air intercept, a code
bility available for use after planned require- meaning, "Weather is unsuitable for aircraft
ments, have been met. mission."

opportunity target-See target of opportunity. oranges (sweet)-(DOD) In air intercept, a code
meaning, "Weather is suitable for aircraft

opposite numbers-(DOD) Officers (including mission."
foreign) having corresponding duty assign-
ments within their respective military Serv- orbital injection-(DOD) The process of provid-
ices or Iitiikiit, ing a space vehicle with sufficient velocity to

OPSEC-See operations security. estuli an orbit.

optical axls-(DOD, NATO) In a lens element, orbit determination-(DOD) The process of de-
the straight line which passes through the scribing the past, present, or predicted posi-
cntors of curvature of the lens surfaces. In tion of a satellite in terms of orbital
an optical system, the line formed by the coin- parameters.
ciding principal axes of the series of optical
elements. orbltlng-(DOD) In air intercept, means cir-

cling, or circle and search.
optMa landing system--(DOD) A shipboard

Syr bilized or shore-based device which in- orbit point-(DOD, NATO) A geographically or
dicates to the pilot his displacement from a electronically defined location used in station-
preselected glide path. See also ground con- ing aircraft in flight during tactical oper-
trofled approach procedure. ations when a predetermined pattern is not

established. See also holding point.
optical minehunting-(DOD, NATO) The use of

an optical system (eg., television or towed order-(DOD, NATO) A communication, writ-
diver) to detect and classify mines or minelike ten, oral or by signal, which conveys intruc-
objects on or protruding th. tions from a superior to a subordinate. (DOD)

epthmim helght-.(DOD NATO0) The height of In a broad sense, the terms "order" and "com-op~m helht.(•DNAT) Th heght f " mand" are synonymous. However, an order
an explosion which will produce the maxi ad-r ynnmu.Hweea reimplies discretion as to the details of execu-
mum effect against a given target. tion whereas a command does not.

optimum height of burst-(DOD, NATO) For
nuclear weapons and for a particular target order and shipping time-(DOD) The time
(or area), the height at which it is estimated a elapsing between the initiation of stock re-
weapon of a specified energy yield will plenishment action for a specific activity and
produce a certain desired effect over the may- the receipt by that activity of the materiel re-
imum possible area. sulting from such "action. Order and shipping

time is applicable only to materiel within the
orange commander-(DOD, NATO) The officer supply system, and it is composed of the dis-

designated to exercise operational control tinct elements, order time, and shipping time.
over orange forces for a specific period during See also level of supply.
an exercise.

order of battle-(DOD, NATO) The identifica-
orange forces--(NATO) Those forces used in an tion, strength, command structure, and dispo-

enemy role during NATO exercises. See also sition of the personnel, units, and equipment
force(s). of any military force.
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order time-(DOD) 1. The time elapsing be- justing, and the replacing of parts, minor as-
tween the initiation of stock replenishment semblies, and subassemblies.
action and submittal of requisition or order.
2. The time elapsing between the submittal of organization of the ground-(DOD, NA TO) The
requisition or order and shipment of materiel development of a defensive position by
by the supplying activity. See also order and strengthening the natural defenses of the ter-
shipping time. rain and by assignment of the occupying

troops to specific localities.
ordinary priority-(DOD) A category of imme-

diate mission request which is lower than original destination-(DOD, NATO) In naval
"urgent priority" but takes precedence over control of shipping, the original final destina-
"search and attack priority," e.g., a target tion of a convoy or an individual ship (wheth-
which is delaying a unit's advance but which er in convoy or independent). This is particu-
is not causing casualties. See also immediate larly applicable to the original destination of
mission request; priority of immediate mns- a voyage begun in peacetime.
sion requests.

original negative-See generation (pho-
ordinary transport-(DOD, NATO) In railway tography).

terminology, a load whose size, weight or

preparation does not entail special difficulties positive-See generation (pho-
vis-a-vis the facilities or equipment of the rail- tography).
way systems to be used. See also exceptional
transport. originating medical facility-(DOD, NATO) A

ordnance- OD) Explosives, chemicals, pyro- medical facility that initially transfers a pa-
technic and similar stores, e.g., bombs, guns tient to another medical facility.
and ammunition, flares, smoke, napalm. originator-(DOD) The command by whose au-

organic--(DOD) Assigned to and forming an es- thority a message is sent. The responsibility
sential part of a military organization. Organ- of the originator includes the responsibility
ic parts of a unit are those listed in its table for the functions cf the drafter and the releas-
of organization for the Army, Air Force, and ing officer. See also drafter, releasing officer.
Marine Corps, and are assigned to the admin-
istrative organizations of the operating forces Orion--(DOD) A four-engine, turboprop, all-
for the Navy. weather, long-range, land-based antisubma-

rine aircraft. It is capable of carrying a varied
organic-(NATO) Forming an integral part of a assortment of search radar, nuclear depth

military organization. charges, and homing torpedoes. It can be used
for search, patrol, hunter-killer, and convoy

organizational equipment-(DOD) Referring to escort operations. Designated as P-3. Elec-
method of use, signifies that equipment, other tronic countermeasures version is designated
than individual equipment, which is used in EP-3.
furtherance of the common mission of an or-
ganization or unit. See also equipment. oropesa sweep-(DOD, NA TO) In naval mine

warfare, a form of sweep in which a length of
organizational maintenance-(DOD) That sweep wire is towed by a single ship, lateral

maintenance which is the responsibility of displacement being caused by an otter and
and performed by a using organization on its depth being controlled at the ship end by a
assigned equipment. Its phases normally con- kite and at the other end by a float and float
sist of inspecting, servicing, lubricating, ad- wire.
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orthomorphic projection-(DOD, NATO) A pro- other war reserve stock-(DOD) The quantity
jection in which the scale, although varying of an item acquired and placed in stock
throughout the map, is the same in all direc- against the other war reserve materiel re-
tions at any point, so that very small areas quirement.
are represented by correct shape and bearings
are correct. otter-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine warfare, a

device which, when towed, displaces itself
oscillating mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine, hy- sideways to a predetermined distance.

drostatically controlled, which maintains a
pre-wt depth below the surface of the water outbound traffic-(DOD) Traffic originating in
independently of the rise and fall of the tide. Continental United States destined for over-
See also mine. seas or overseas traffic moving in a general

direction away from Continental United
other activity-(DOD) In the Air Force, a unit States.

or activity that has little or no real property
accountability over the real estate it occupies- outer fix-(DOD) A fix in the destination termi-
Examples include active, Guard or reserve nal area, other than the approach fux, to
Air Force units that are located on installa- which aircraft are normally cleared by an air
tions belonging to other Services or leased route traffic control center or a terminal area
office spabe that supports recruiting detach- traffic control facility, and from which air-
ments, Civil Air Patrol, etc. See also installa. craft are cleared to the approach fix or final
tion complex; major installation; minor in- approach course.
stallation; support site.

outer transport area-(DOD) In amphibious op-
otner foresrmark for a(NA TO) Fores anot ~ erations, an area inside the antisubmarine
signed or earmarked for a NATO command, screen to which assault transports proceed
but which might cooperate with NATO forces initially after arrival in the objective area.

or be placed under the operational command Seetally after tran the sort area.

or operational control of a NATO commander See also inner transport area; transport area.

in certain circumstances which should bespdid See also force(s). outline map-.(OD, NATO) A map which rep-
resents just sufficient geographic information

other war reserve materiel requirement- to permit the correlation of additional data

(DOD) This level consists of the war reserve placed upon it.

materiel requirement less the pre-positioned outline plan-(DOD, NATO) A preliminary plan
which outlines the salient features or princi-

other war reserve materiel requirement, bal- pies of a course of action prior to the initi-
anee-(DOD) That portion of the other war ation of detailed planning.
reserve materiel requirement which has not
been acquired or funded. This level consists of OV-10--See Bronco.
the other war reserve materiel requirement
less the other war reserve materiel require- over-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval gun-
ment, protectable. fire support, a spotting, or an observation,

used by a spotter or an observer to indicate
other war reserve materiel requirement, protec- that a burst(s) occurred beyond the target in

table-(DOD) The portion of the other war re- relation to the spotting line.
serve materiel requirement which is protected
for purposes of procurement, funding, and in- overhaul-(DOD) The restoration of an item to
ventory management. a completely serviceable condition as pre-
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scribed by maintenance serviceability stand- overlay-(DOD, NATO) A printing or drawing
ards. See also rebuild; repair. on a transparent or semi-transparent medium

at the same scale as a map, chart, etc., to
overhead clearance-(DOD, NATO) The vertical show details not appearing or requiring spe-

distance between the route surface and any cial emphasis on the original.
obstruction above it.

overlap-(DOD) 1. In plotography, the amount overpressure-(DOD, NATO) The pressure re-
bywhich-onephotographotography, the samout sulting from the blast wave of an explosion. Itby which one photograph includes the same is referred to as "positive" when it exceeds at-

area covered by another, customarily ex-

pressed as a percentage. The overlap between mospheric pressure and "negative" during the

successive air photographs on a flight line is passage of the wave when resulting pressures
called "forward overlap." The overlap be- are less than atmospheric pressure.
tween photographs in adjacent parallel flight
lines is called "side overlap." 2. In cartogra- overprint-(DOD, NATO) Information printed
phy, that portion of a map or chart which or stamped upon a map or chart, in addition
overlaps the area covered by another of the to that originally printed, to show data of im-
same series. 8. In naval mine warfare, the portance or special use.
width of that part of the swept path of a ship
or formation which is also swept by an adja- overrun control--(NATO) Equipment enabling
cent sweeper or formation or is reowept on a camera to continue operating for a predeter-
the next adjacent lap. mined number of frames or seconds after

overlap-(NA TO) 1. In photography, the normal cut-off.

amount by which one photograph includes the
same area covered by another, customarily overseas-(DOD) All locations, including
expressed as a percentage. The overlap be- Alaska and Hawaii, outside the continental
tween successive air photographs on a flight United States.
line is called "forward overlap." The overlap
between photographs in adjacent parallel overseas search and rescue region-(DOD)
flight lines is called "side overlap." The over- Overseas unified command areas (or portions
lap of successive lines of a linescan is called thereof not included within the inland region
"line overlap." 2. In cartography, that portion or the maritime region). See also search and
of a map or chart which overlaps the area
covered by another of the same series. 3. In r regon.
naval mine warfare, the width of that part of
the swept path of a ship or formation which is overshoot-(NA TO) A phase of flight wherein a
also swept by an adjacent sweeper or forma- landing approach of an aircraft is not contin-
tion or is re-swept on the next adjacent lap. ued to touch-down. See also go around mode.

overlap tell- OD, NA TO) The transfer of 'in- over the beach operations-See logistics over
formation to an adjacent facility concerning the shore operations.
tracks detected in the adjacent facility's area
of responsibility. See also track telling.

over-the-horizon radar-(DOD) A radar system
overlap zone-(DOD) A designated area on that makes use of the atmospheric reflection

each side of a boundary between adjacent tac- and refraction phenomena to extend its range
tical air control systems wherein coordination of detection beyond line of sight. Over-the-
and interaction between the systems is horizon radars may be either forward scatter
required. or back scatter systems.
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over-the-shoulder bombing-(DOD) A special overt operation-(DOD) The collection of intel-
case of loft bombing where the bomb is re- ligence openly, without concealment.
leased past the vertical in order that the
bomb may be thrown back to the target. See
also loft bombing- toss bombing.
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P
P-3-See Orion. pan-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning

the calling station has a very urgent message
pace-(DOD, NATO) For ground forces, the to transmit concerning the safety of a ship,

speed of a column or element regulated to aircraft, or other vehicle, or of some person
maintain a prescribed average speed. on board or within sight.

pace setter-(DOD, NATO) An individual, pancake-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean-
selected by the column commander, who trav- ing, "Land," or, "I wish to land" (reason may
els in the lead vehicle or element to regulate be specified; e.g., "pancake ammo," "pancake
the column speed and establish the pace nec- fuel").
essary to meet the required movement order. panel code--(DOD, NATO0) A prearranged code

packaged forces-(DOD) Forces of varying size designed for visual communications, usually
and composition preselected for specific mis- between friendly units, by making use of
sions in order to facilitate planning and marking panels. See also marking panel.
training, panoramic camera-(DOD, NATO) 1. In aerial

packaged petroleum product--(DO) A petrole- photography, a camera which, through a
pakgderlum product Agenerally aeun t roilreae system of moving optics or mirrors, scans a
ou product (generally a lubricant, oil, grease wide area of the terrain, usually from horizon
or specialty item) normally packsged by a to horizon. The camera may be mounted verti-
manufacturer and conurest h av nspor- cally or obliquely within the aircraft, to scaned, and issued in containers having a fill ca- across or along the line of flight. 2. In ground
pacity of 55 United States gallons (or 45 Impe- ars raogteln ffih.2 ngon
rial gallons, or 205 liters) or less. photography, a camera which photographs a

wide expanse of terrain by rotating horizon-

tally about the vertical axis through thepakgdpetroleum product.-(NA TO) A petro- center of the camera lens.

leum product, generally a lubricant, oil,

grease or speciality item normally packaged parachute deployment height-(DOD, NATO)
by the manufacturer and subsequently stored, The height above the intended impact point
transported and issued in containers having at which the parachute or parachutes are
an individual fill capacity of 250 liters or lees. fully deployed.

padding-(DOD) Extraneous text added to a paradrop-(DOD, NATO) Delivery by parachute
message for the purpose of concealing its be- of personnel or cargo from an aircraft in
ginning, ending, or length. flight.

pallet-(DOD, NATO) A flat base for combining parallactic angle-See angle of convergence.
stores or carrying a single item to form a unit
load for handling, transportation, and storage parallax-M(NATO) In photography, the appar-
by materials handling equipment. ent displacement of the position nf an object

in relation to a reference point, due to a
palletized unit load-(DOD, NATO) Quantity of change in the point of observation.

any item, packaged or unpackaged, which is
arranged on a pallet in a specified manner parallax difference-(DOD, NATO) The differ-
and securely strapped or fastened thereto so ence in displacement of the top of an object in
that the whole is handled as a unit. relation to its base, as measured on the two
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images of the object on a stereo pair of photo- part-(NATO) An item forming part of an
graphs. assembly or sub-assembly, which is not nor-

mally further broken down.

parallel classification-(DOD, NATO) In rail-
way terminology, the classification of ordi- partial mobilization-See mobilization.

nary transport military vehicles and equip-
ment, based on a comparative study of the partial storage monitoring-(DOD) A periodic

main characteristics of those vehicles and inspection of major assemblies or components

the oinary flat for nuclear weapons, consisting mainly of ex-
waimntof an orrseofding catternal observation of humidity, temperatures,wagons of a corresponding category onto an vsuldmgoretirton uig

whic thy cn beloaed.and visual damage or deterioration during
which they can be loaded, storage. This type of inspection is also con-

ducted prior to and upon completion of a
parallel sheaf-(DOD) In artillery and naval movement.

gunfire support, a sheaf in which the planes
(lines) of fire of all pieces are parallel. See partisan warfare-(DOD) Not to be used. See
also converged sheaf; open sheaf; special guerrilla warfare.
sheaf.

part number-(DOD) A combination of num-
parallel staff-(DOD, NATO) A staff in which bers, letters and symbols assigned by a design-

one officer from each nation, or service, work- er, a manufacturer or vendor to identify a
ing in parallel is appointed to each post. See specific part or item of materiel.
also combined staff; integrated staff; joint pass-DOD) A short tactical run or dive by an
staff.

aircraft at a target; a single sweep through or
within firing range of an enemy air forma-

paramilitary forces-(DOD) Forces or groups tion.
which are distinct from the regular armed
forces of any country, but resembling them in passage of lines-(DOD, NATO) An operation in
organization, equipment, training, or mission. which a force moves forward or rearward

through another force's combat positions with
paraphrase-(DOD) To change the phraseology the intention of moving into or out of contact

of a message without changing its meaning. with the enemy.

pararescue team-(DOD) Specially trained per- passenger mile-(DOD) One passenger trans-
sonnel qualified to penetrate to the site of an ported one mile. Fo- air and ocean transport,
incident by land or parachute, render medical use nautical miles; for rail, highway, and
aid, accomplish survival methods, and rescue inland waterway transport in the Continental
survivors. United States, use statute miles.

passive-(DOD, NATO) In surveillance, an ad-
pomma nderofbelligere nt A orin e the e loed by a jective applied to actions or equipments which
commander of belligerent forces in the field to emit no energy capable of being detected.

go in person within the enemy lines for the

purpose of communicating or negotiating passive air defense-(DOD, NATO) All meas-
openly and directly with the enemy ures, other than active air defense, taken to
commander. minimize the effectiveness of hostile air

action. These measures include deception, dis-
parrot-(DOD) Identification Friend or Foe persion and the use of protective construction.

transponder equipment. See also air defense.
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passive communications satellite-See commu- guiding aircraft to drop and landing zones.
nications satellite. 3. A radar device used for navigating or

homing to an objective when visibility pre-
passive defense-(DOD) Measures taken to cludes accurate visual navigation. 4. Teams

reduce the probability of and to minimize the air delivered into enemy territory for the pur-
effects of damage caused by hostile action pose of determining the best approach and
without the intention of taking the initiative, withdrawal lanes, landing zones, and sites for

helicopter-borne forces.
passive homing guidance-(DOD, NATO) A

system of homing guidance wherein the re- pathfinder team-(NATO) A team dropped or
ceiver in the missile utilizes rauiation from air landed at an objective to establish and op-
the target. See also guidance. erate navigational aids for the purpose of

guiding aircraft to drop and landing zones.
passive mine-(DOD, NATO) 1. A mine whose

anticountermining device has been operated patient-(DOD) A sick, injured, wounded or
preventing the firing mechanism from being other person requiring medical/dental care or
actuated. The mine will usually remain pas- treatment.
sive for a comparatively short time. 2. A mine
which does not emit a signal to detect the patrol-(DOD, NATO) A detachment of ground,
presenice of a target, in contrast to an active sea, or air forces sent out for the purpose of
mine. See also active mine. gathering information or carrying out a de-

structive, harassing, mopping-up, or security
pass time-(DOD, NATO) In road transport, the mission. See also combat air patrol; combat

time that elapses between the moment when patrol; reconnaissance patrol; standing
the leading vehicle of a column passes a given patrol.
point and the moment when the last vehicle
passes the same point. pattern bombing-(DOD) The systematic cover-

ing of a target area with bombs uniformly dis-
pasuword-(DOD, NATO) A secret word or dis- tributed according to a plan.

tinctive sound used to reply to a challenge.
See also challenge; countersign; reply. pattern laying-(DOD, NATO) In land mine

warfare, the laying of mines in a fixed rela-
pathfinder aircraft-(NA TO) An aircraft with a tionship to each other.

specially trained crew carrying drop zone/
landing zone marking teams, target markers, payload-(DOD, NATO) 1. The sum of the
or navigational aids, which precedes the main weight of passengers and cargo that Fn air-
force to the drop zone/landing zone or target craft can carry. See also load. 2. The

warhead, its container, and activating devices
pathfinder drop zone control-(DOD) The com- in a military missile. 3. The satellite or re-

munication and operation center from which search vehicle of a space probe or research
pathfinders exercise aircraft guidance. missile. 4. The load (expressed in tons of

cargo or equipment, gallons of liquid, or
pathfinder landing zone control--See path- number of passengers) which the vehicle is de-

finder drop zone control. signed to transport under specified conditions
of operation, in addition to its unladen

pathfinders-(DOD) 1. Experienced aircraft weight.
crews who lead a formation to the drop zone,
release point, or target. 2. Teams dropped or payload build-up (missile and space)--DOD)
air landed at an objective to establish and op- The process by which the scientific instru-
erate navigational aids for the purpose of mentation (sensors, detectors, etc.) and neces-
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sary mechanical and electronic subassemblies peak overpressure-(DOD, NATO) The maxi-
are assembled into a complete operational mum value of overpressure at a given location
package capable of achieving the scientific ob- which is generally experienced at the instant
jectives of the mission. the shock (or blast) wave reaches that loca-

tion. See also shock wave.
payload integration (missile and space)-

(DOD) The compatible installation of a corn- pecked line-(NATO) A symbol consisting of a
plete payload package into the spacecraft and line broken at regular intervals.
space vehicle.

payload (missile)--See payload, Part 2. pecuniary liability-(DOD) A personal, joint, or
corporate monetary obligation to make good

P-day-(DOD) That point in time at which the any lost, damaged, or destroyed property re-

rate of production of an item available for sulting from fault or neglect. It may also
military consumption equals the rate at result under conditions stipulated in a con-miliaryconsmpton eual therat at tract or bond.
which the item is required by the armed

forces.
pencil beam-(DOD, NATO) A searchlight beam

peacetime complement-See peacetime estab- reduced to, or set at, its minimum width.
lishment.

penetration-(DOD, NATO) In land operations,
peacetime establishment-(NATO) A table setý a form of offensive which seeks to break

ting out the authorized peacetime manpower through the enemy's defense and disrupt the
requirement for a unit, formation or head- defensive system.
quarters. Also called "peacetime comple-
ment." penetration aids-(DOD) Techniques and/or de-

vices employed by offensive aerospace weanon
peacetime force materiel assets-(DOD) That systems to increase the probability of penetra-

portion of total materiel assets which is desig- tion of enemy defenses. See also attack as-
nated to meet the peacetime force materiel re- sessment.
quirement. See also war reserves.

peacetime force materiel requirement-(DOD) penetration (air traffic control)-(DOD) That

The quantity of an item required to equip, portion of a published high altitude instru-

provide a materiel pipeline and sustain the ment approach procedure which prescribes a

United States force structure (active and re- descent path from the fix on which the proce-

serve) and those allied forces designated for dure is based to a fix or altitude from which

United States peacetime support in current an approach to the airport is made.

Secretary of Defense guidance including ap-
proved supply support arrangements with for- penetration (intelligence)-(DOD) The recruit-
eign military sales countries, and support the ment of agents within, or the infiltration of
scheduled establishment through normal ap- agents or technical monitoring devices in an
propriation and procurement leadtime peri- organization or group for the purpose of ac-
ods. quiring information or of influencing its ac-

tivities.
peacetime materiel consumption and losses-

(DOD) The quantity of an item consumed, lost percentage clearance-(DOD, NA TO) In mine
or worn-out beyond economical repair warfare, the estimated percentage of mines of
through normal appropriation and procure- specified characteristics which have been
ment leadtime periods. cleared from an area or channel.
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perception management-(DOD) Actions to permissive environment-See operational envi-
convey and/or deny selected information and ronment.
indicators to foreign audiences to influence
their emotions, motives, and objective reason- Pershing-(DOD) A mobile surface-to-surface
ing; and to intelligence systems and leaders at inertially guided missile of a solid propellant
all levels to influence official estimates, ulti- type. It possesses a nuclear warhead capabil-
mately resulting in foreign behaviors and offi- ity and is designed to support the ground
cial actions favorable to the originator's objec- forces with the attack of long range ground
tives. In various ways, perception manage- targets. Designated as MGM-31A.
ment combines truth projection, operations se-
curity, cover and deception, and psychological persistency-(DOD, NATO) In biological or
operations. See also psychological operations. chemical warfare, the characteristic of an

agent which pertains to the duration of its ef-
perimeter defense-(DOD) A defense without fectiveness under determined conditions after

an exposed flank, consisting of forces deployed its dispersal.
along the perimeter of the defended area.

personal locator beacon-(DOD, NATO) An
periodic intelligence summary-(DOD) A emergency radio locator beacon with a two-

report of the intelligence situation in a tacti- way speech facility carried by crew members,
cal operation, normally produced at corps either on their person or in their survival
level or its equivalent, and higher, usually at equipment, and capable of providing homing
intervals of 24 hours, or as directed by the signals to assist search and rescue operations.
commander. Also called PERINTSUM. See also emergency locator beacon; crash lo-

cator beacon.
peripheral war-(DOD) Not to be used. See lim-

Ited war. personal property-(DOD) Property of any kind
or any interest therein, except real property,

perishable cargo-(DOD) Cargo requiring re- records of the Federal Government, and naval
frigeration, such as meat, fruit, and fresh vessels of the following categories: aircraft
vegetables, and medical department biologi- carriers, battleships, cruisers, destroyers, and
cals. See also cargo. submarines.

permafrost-(DOD) Permanently frozen subsoil. personnel-(DOD) Those individuals required in
either a military or civilian capacity to ac-

permanent echo-(DOD, NATO) Any dense and complish the assigned mission.
fixed radar return caused by reflection of
energy from the earth's surface. Distinguished personnel reaction time (nuclear)-(DOD,
from "ground clutter" by being from definable NATO) The time required by personnel to
locations rather than large areas. take prescribed protective measures after re-

ceipt of a nuclear strike warning.
permissive action link-(DOD) A device includ-

ed in or attached to a nuclear weapon system personnel security investigation-(DOD) An in-
to preclude arming aid/or launci mng until quiry into the activities of an individual
the insertion of a prescribed discrete code or which is designed to develop pertinent infor-
combination. It may include equipment and mation pertaining to trustworthiness and
cabling external to the weapon or weapon suitability for a position of trust as related to
system to activate components within the loyalty, character, emotional stability, and
weapon or weapon system. reliability.
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perspective grid-(DOD, NATO) A network of phases of military government-(DOD)
lines, drawn or superimposed on a photo- 1. assault-That period which commences
graph, to represent the perspective of a sys- with first contact with civilians ashore and
tematic network of lines on the ground or extends to the establishment of military
datum plane. government control ashore by the landing

force.
petroleum intersectional service-(DOD, 2. consolidation-That period which com-

NATO) An intersectional or interzonal service mences with the establishment of military
in a theater of operations that operates pipe- government control ashore by the landing
lines and related facilities for the supply of force and extends to the establishment of
bulk petroleum products to theater Army ele- control by occupation forces.
ments and other forces as directed. 3. occupation-That period which com-

mences when an area has been occupied in
petroleum, oils, and lubricants-(DOD, NATO) fact, and the military commander within

A broad term which includes all petroleum that area is in a position to enforce public
and associated products used by the armed safety and order. See also civil affairs;
forces. military occupation.

Phalanx-(DOD) A close-in weapons system Phoenx--(DOD) A long-range air-to-air missile
providing automatic, autonomous'terminal de- with electronic guidance/homing. Designated
fense against the anti-ship cruise missile as AIM-54A.
threat. The system includes self-contained
search and track radars, weapons control and phonetic alphabet-(DOD) A list of standard
20-mm M61 gun firing sub-caliber pene- words used to identify letters in a message
trators. transmitted by radio or telephone. The follow-

ing are the authorized words, listed in order,
Phantom II-(DOD) A twin-engine, supersonic, for each letter in the alphabet: Alfa, Bravo.

multipurpose, all-weather jet fighter/bomber.. Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Golf, Hotel,
It operates from land and aircraft carriers India, Juliet, Kilo, Lima, Mike, November,
and employs both air-to-air and air-to-surface Oscar, Papa, Quebec, Romeo, Sierra, Tango,
weapons. The Phantom is a prime air inter- Uniform, Victor, Whiskey, X-ray, Yankee, and
diction/close air support and fleet defense ve- Zulu.
hicle. Special missions such as laser bombing,
electronic bombing, and radar bombing are phoney minefield-(DOD, NATO) An area free
considered routine capabilities. It is capable of of live mines used to simulate a minefield, or
employing nuclear and nonnuclear weapons. section of a minefield, with the object of de-
Designated as F4. RF-4 is the photo-recon- ceiving the enemy. See also gap, minefield.
naissance version.

photoflash bomb-(DOD, NATO) A bomb de-
phantom order-(DOD) A draft contract with signed to produce a brief and intense illumi-

an industrial establishment for wartime pro- nation for medium altitude night photogra-
duction of a specific product with provisions phy.
for necessary preplanning in time of peace
and for immediate execution of the contract photoflash cartridge-(DOD, NATO) A pyro-
upon receipt of proper authority. technic cartridge designed to produce a brief

and intense illumination for low altitude
phase line-(DOD, NATO) A line utilized for night photography.

control and coordination of military oper-
ations, usually a terrain feature extending photogrammetric control-(DOD, NA TO) Con-
across the zone of action. See also report line. trol established by photogrammetric methods
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as distinguished from control established by photographic sortie-See imagery sortie.
ground methods. Sometimes called "minor
control." photographic strip-(DOD, NATO) Series of

successive overlapping photographs taken
photogrammetry-(DOD, NATO) The science or along a selected course or direction.

art of obtaining reliable measurements from
photographic images. photo interpretation key-See imagery inter-

pretation key.
photographic coverage-(DOD) The extent to

which an area is covered by photography photomap-(DOD, NATO) A reproduction of a
from one mission or a series of missions or in photograph or photomosaic upon which the
a period of time. Coverage, in this sense, con- grid lines, marginal data, contours, place
veys the idea of availability of photography names, boundaries, and other data may be
and is not a synonym for the word "photogra- added.
phy."

photo nadir-(DOD, NATO) The point at which
photographic filter-(NATO) A layer of glass, a vertical line through the perspective center

gelatine, or other material used to modify the of the camera lens intersects the photo plane.
spectrum of the incidental light.

physical characteristics-(DOD) Those military
photographic intelligence-(DOD) The collected characteristics of equipment which are pri-

products of photographic interpretation, clas- marily physical in nature, such as weight,
sified and evaluated for intelligence use. shape, volume, water-proofing, and sturdiness.

photographic interpretation--See imagery in- physical security-(DOD, NATO) That part of
terpretation. security concerned with physical measures de-

signed to safeguard personnel, to prevent un-
photographic panorama-(DOD) A continuous authorized access to equipment, installations,

photograph or an assemblage of overlapping material and documents, and to safeguard
oblique or ground photographs which have them against espionage, sabotage, damage,
been matched and joined together to form a and theft. See also communications security;
continuous photographic representation of the protective security; security.
area.

pictomap-(DOD) A topographic map in which
photographic reading-(DOD, NATO) The the photographic imagery of a standard

simple recognition of natural or man-made mosaic has been converted into interpretable
features from photographs not involving iu- colors and symbols by means of a pictomap
agery interpretation techniques. process.

photographic cale--(DOD, NATO) The ratio of pictorial symbolization-(DOD, NATO) The use
a distance measured on a photograph or of symbols which convey the visual character
mosaic to the corresponding distance on the of the features they represent.
ground, classified as follows:
a. very large scale-1:4,999 and larger piece part-See part.
b. large scale-1:5,000 to 1:9,999
c. medium scale-1:10,000 to 1:24,999 pigeon-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean-
d. small scale-1:25,000 to 1:49,999 ing, "The magnetic bearing and distance of
e. very small scale-1:50,000 and smaller base (or unit indicated) from you is - de-

See also scale. grees - miles."
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pillbox-(DOD, NATO) A small, low fortifica- ship-to-shore movement. See also landing dia-
tion that houses machine guns, antitank gram; ship-to-shore movement.
weapons, etc. A pillbox is usually made of
concrete, steel, or filled sandbags. planimetric map-(DOD) A map representing

only the horizontal position of features. Some-
pilot's trace-(DOD, NATO) A rough overlay to times called a line map. See also map.

a map made by the pilot of a photographic re-
connaissance aircraft during or immediately planned resupply-(NA TO) The shipping of sup-
after a sortie. It shows the location, direction, plies in a regular flow as envisaged by exist-
number, and order of photographic runs ing preplanned schedules and organizations,
made, together with the camera(s) used on which will usually include some form of
each run. planned procurement. See also element of re-

supply.
pinpoint-(DOD, NATO) 1. A precisely identi-

fied point, especially on the ground, that lo- planned target-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and
cates a very small target, a reference point naval gunfire support, a target on which fire
for rendezvous or for other purposes; the co- is prearranged.
ordinates that define this point. 2. The
ground position of aircraft determined by planned target (nuclear)-(DOD) A nuclear
direct observation of the ground.- target planned on an area or point in which a

need is anticipated. A planned nuclear target
pinpoint photograph-(DOD, NATO) A single may be scheduled or on call. Firing data for a

photograph or a stereo pair of a specific object planned nuclear target may or may not be de-
or target. termined in advance. Coordination and warn-

ing of friendly troops and aircraft are manda-
pinpoint target-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and tory.

naval gunfire support, a target less than 50
meters in diameter. planning factor-(DOD, NATO) A multiplier

used in planning to estimate the amount and
ptpellne-(DOD, NA TO) In logistics, the chan- type of effort involved in a contemplated oper-

nel of support or a specific portion thereof by ation. Planning factors are often expressed as
means of which materiel or personnel flow rates, ratios, or lengths of time.
from sources of procurement to their point of
use. Planning Force-(DOD) The force level re-

quired to provide reasonable assurance of suc-
pitch-(DOD, NATO) 1. The rotation of an air- cessful execution of the national strategy. It is

craft or ship about its lateral axis. 2. In air sized for a specific scenario presented in the
photography, the camera rotation about the Joint Strategic Planning Document Support-
transverse axis of the aircraft. Also called tip. ing Analysis Part I and is keyed to the pro-

jected threat in the last year of the planning
pitch angle-(DOD, NATO) The angle between period (i.e., the Five-Year Defense Program

the aircraft's longitudinal axis and the earth's plus four years). The Planning Force is devel-
horizontal plane. Also called inclination oped from the Minimum Risk Force by priori-
angle. tizing missions, sequencing force employment,

and accepting a higher level of risk. It is not
plan for landing-(NA TO) In amphibious oper- constrained by fiscal, manpower, logistics, mo-

ations, a collective term referring to all indi- bility, basing, or similar limitations. See also
vidually prepared naval and landing force Current Force; force; Intermediate Force
documents which, taken together, present in Planning Level; Minimum Risk Force; Pro-
detail all instructions for execution of the grammed Forces.
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planning staff-See central planning team. copper; b. collective term for all "states" of
an engraved map reproduced from the same

planograph-(DOD) A scale drawing of a stor- engraved printing plate; c. all detail to
age area showing the approved layout of the appear on a map or chart which will be repro-
area, location of bulk, bin, rack, and box duced from a single printing plate (e.g., the
pallet areas, aisles, assembly areas, walls, "blue plate" or the "contour plate"). 2. In
doorways, directions of storage, office space, photography, a transparent medium, usually
wash rooms, and other support and operation- glass, coated with a photographic emulsion.
al areas. See also diapositive; transparency.

plan position indicator-(DOD, NATO) A cath- platform drop-(DOD, NATO) The airdrop of
ode ray tube on which radar returns are so loaded platforms from rear loading aircraft
displayed as to bear the same relationship to with roller conveyors. See also airdrop; air-
the transmitter as the objects giving rise to drop platform.
them.

plot--(DOD, NATO) 1. Map, chart, or graph
plan runge-(NA TO) In air photographic recon- representing data of any sort. 2. Representa-

naisantce, the horizontal distance from the tion on a diagram or chart of the position or
prount. bcourse of a target in terms of angles and dis-
ground. tances from positions; location of a position on

a map or a chart. 3. The visual display of a
plant equlpment--(DOD) Personal property of a single location of an airborne object at a par-

capital nature, consisting of equipment, frnii- ticular instant of time. 4. A portion of a map
ture, vehicles, machine tools, test equipment, or overlay on which are drawn the outlines of
and accessory and auxiliary items, but exclud- the areas covered by one or more photo-
ing special tooling and special test equipment, graphs. See also master plot.
used or capable of use in the manufacture of
supplies or for any administrative or general pogo-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning,
plant purpmo. "Switch to communications channel number

plastic explosive--(NATO) Explosive which is preceding 'pogo.' If unable to establish com-
malleable at normal temperatures. munications, switch to channel number fol-

lowing 'pogo."'

plastic range-(DOD, NATO) The stress range
in which a material will not fail when subject- point designation grid--(DOD, NATO) A system
ed to the action of a force, but will not r - of lines, having no relation to the actual scale,
er completely so that a permanent deforma- or orientation, drawn on a map, chart, or air
tion results when the force is removed. photograph dividing it into squares so that

points can be more readily located.

plastic spray packaging--See cocooning.
point of impact-(DOD, NATO) 1. The point on

plastic zone-(DOD, NATO) The region beyond the drop zone where the first parachutist or
the rupture zone amociated with crater for- air dropped cargo item lands or is expected to
mation resulting from an explosion in which land. 2. The point at which a projectile, bomb,
there is no visible rupture, but in which the or re-entry vehicle impacts or is expected to
soil is permanently deformed and compressed impact.
to a high density. See also rupture zone.

point of no return-(DOD, NATO) A point
plate-.DOD, NATO) 1. In cartography a. a along an aircraft track beyond which its en-

printing plate of zinc, aluminum, or engraved durance will not permit return to its own or
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some other associated base on its own fuel ernments and the activities of political move-
supply. ments.

point target-MDOD) 1. A target of such small political warfare-(DOD) Aggressive use of po-
dimension that it requires the accurate place- litical means to achieve national objectives.
ment of ordnance in order to neutralize or de-
stroy it. 2. nuclear-A target in which the politico-military gaming-(DOD) Simulation of
ratio of radius of damage to target radius is situations involving the interaction of politi-
equal to or greater than 5. cal, military, sociological, psychological, eco-

nomic, scientific, and other appropriate fac-
point target--(NATO) A target which requires tors.

the accurate placement of bombs or fire.
pool-(DOD) 1. To maintain and control a

point target (nuclear)-See point target, Part 2. supply of resources or personnel upon which
other activities may draw. The primary pur-

point to point sealift-_(DOD) The movement of pose of a pool is to promote maximum effi-
troops and/or cargo in Military Sealift Corn- ciency of use of the pooled resources or per-
mand nucleus or commercial shipping be- sonnel, e.g., a petroleum pool, a labor and
tween established ports, in administrative equipment pool. 2. Any combination of re-
landings or logistics over the shore operations. sources which serves a common purpose.
See also administrative landing;, administra-
tive movement; logistics over the shore oper- popeye-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean-
ations. ing, "In clouds or area of reduced visibility."

poised mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine in which port--DOD) A place at which ships may dis-
the ship counter setting has been run down to charge or receive their cargoes. It includes
"one" and which is ready to detonate at the any port accessible to ships on the seacoast,
next actuation. See also mine. navigable rivers or inland waterways. The

term "ports" should not be used in conjunc-
polar eoordhae-(DOD, NATO) 1. Coordi- tion with air facilities which are deignated as

nates derived from the distance and angular aerial ports, airports, etc. See also control
measurements from a fixed point (pole). 2. In port; indoctrination port; major port; minor
artillery and naval gunfire support, the direc- port; secondary port; water terminal.
tion, distance, and vertical correction from
the observer/spotter position to the target port capacity-(DOD, NATO) The estimated ca-

pacity of a port or an anchorage to clear cargo
Polarhi-DOD) An underwater/surface- in 24 hours usually expressed in tons. See also

launched, surface-tourface, solid-propellant beach capacity; clearance capacity.
ballistic missile with inertial guidance and
nuclear warhead. Designated as UGM-27. port complex-(DOD, NATO) A port complex

UGM-27A-1,200 nautical mile range. comprises one or more port areas of varying
UGM-27B-1,500 nautical mile range. importance whose activities are geographical-
UGM-27C--2,500 nautical mile range. ly linked either because these areas are de-

pendent on a common inland transport
polar plot-MOD, NATO) The method of locat- system or because they constitute a common

ing a target or point on the map by means of initial destination for convoys.
polar coordinates.

port designator--DOD, NATO) A group of let-
political intelligenee.-(DOD) Intelligence con- ters identifying ports in convoy titles or mes-

cerning foreign and domestic policies of gov- sages.
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port evacuation of shipping-(DOD, NATO) air traffic control agency having the authority
The movement of merchant ships from a and responsibility therein.
threatened port for their own protection.

positive identification and radar advisory
port security-(DOD, NATO) The safeguarding zone-(DOD) A specified area established for

of vessis, harbors, ports, waterfront facilities identification and flight following of aircraft
and cargo from internal threats such as: de- in the vicinity of a fleet-defended area.
struction, loss, or injury from sabotage or
other subversive acts; accidents; thefts; or positive phase of the shock wave-(DOD) The
other causes of similar nature. See also period during which the pressure rises very
harbor defense; physical security; security. sharply to a value that is higher than ambi-

ent and then decreases rapidly to the ambient

POS--see primary operating stocks. pressure. See also negative phase of the
shock wave; shock wave.

Poseldon-(DOD) A two-stage, solid propellant
ballistic- missile capable of being launched possible-(DOD) A term used to qualify a state-

from a specially configured submarine operat- ment made under conditions wherein some

ing in either its surface or submerged mode. evidence exists to support the statement. This

The missile is equipped with inertial guid- evidence is sufficient to warrant mention, but

ance, nuclear warheads and a maneuverable insufficient to warrant assumption as true.

bus that has the capability to carry up to 14 See also probable.

reentry bodies which can be directed to as postattack period-(DOD) In nuclear warfare,
many as 14 separate targets. Designated as that period which extends from the termina-
UGM-73A. tion of the final attack until political authori-

ties agree to terminate hostilities. See also
positional defense--See position defense. post-hostilities period; transattack period.

position defense-(DOD, NATO) The type of de- post-flight inspection-See after.flight inspec.
fense in which the bulk of the defending force tion.
is disposed in selected tactical localities where
the decisive battle is to be fought. Principal post hostilities period-(DOD) That period sub-
reliance is placed on the ability of the forces sequent to the date of ratification by political
in the defended localities to maintain their authorities of agreements to terminate hostil-
positions and to control the terrain between ities.
them. The reserve is used to add depth, to
block, or restore the battle position by coun- poststrike damage estimation-(NATO) A re-
teratteck. vised target analysis based on new data such

as actual weapon yield, burst height, and
positive control-(DOD) A method of airspace ground zero obtained by means other than

control which relies on positive identification, direct assessment.
tracking, and direction of aircraft within an
airspace, conducted with electronic means by postatrike reconnaissance-(DOD) Missions un-
an agency having the authority and responsi- dertaken for the purpose of gathering infor-
bility therein. mation used to measure results of a strike.

positive control-(NATO) In air traffic control pounce-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean-
within NATO, a method of regulation of all ing, 'I am in position to engage target."
identified air traffic within a designated air-
space, conducted with electronic means by an PPI gauge-See International loading gauge.
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practice mine-(DOD, NATO) 1. In land mine precession-.See apparent precession; induced
warfare, an inert mine to which is fitted a precession; real precession.
fuze and a device to indicate, in a non-lethal
fashion, that the fuze has been activated. See precise frequency-(DOD) A frequency require-
also mine. 2. In naval mine warfare, an inert- ment accurate to within one part in 109.
filled mine but complete with assembly, suita-
ble for instruction and for practice in prepara- precise time-(DOD) A time requirement accu-
tion. See also drill mine. rate to within 10 milliseconds.

prearranged flre--(DOD, NATO) Fire that is precision bombing-(DOD) Bombing directed at

formally planned and executed against tar- a specific point target.

gets or target areas of known location. Suchfire is usually planned well in advance and is precursor front.-(DOD, NATO) An air pressure
wave which moves ahead of the main blast

executed at a predetermined time or during a wave for some distance as a result of a nude-
predetermined period of time. See also fire; ar explosion of appropriate yield and low
on call; scheduled fire. burst height over a heat-absorbing (or dusty)

surface. The pressure at the precursor front
preassault operation-(DOD, NATO) An oper- increases more gradually than in a true (or

ation conducted in the objective area prior to ideal) shock wave, so that the behavior in the
the assault. It includes reconnaissance, mine- precursor region is said to be nonideal.
sweeping, bombardment, bombing, underwat-
er demolition, and destruction of beach obsta- precursor sweeping-(DOD, NATO) The sweep.
cles. ing of an area by relatively safe means in

order to reduce the risk to mine countermeas-
precautionary launch-(DOD) The launching of ures vessels in subsequent operations.

nuclear loaded aircraft under imminent nu-
clear attack so as to preclude friendly aircraft predicted fire-(DOD, NATO) Fire that is deliv-
destruction and low of weapons on the ered without adjustment.
pround/carrier. g predominant height-(DOD, NATO) In air re-

precedence-(DOD) 1. communications-A des- connaissance, the height of 51 percent orprecdene--(OD)1. ommuicaions-A es- more of the structures within an area of simi-
ignation assigned to a message by the origina- mor oface matueriae

tor to indicate to communications personnel

the relative order of handling and to the ad-drseeteore n hc temssg preemptive attack--(DOD) An attack initiated
des ige ion the basis of incontrovertible evidence that

be noted. 2. reconnaissance-A letter desig- an enemy attack is imminent.
nation, assigned by a unit requesting several
reconnaisnce missions, to indicate the rela- preemptive war-Not to be used. See preemp-
tive order of importance, within an estab- tive attack.
lished priority, of the mission requested. See
also flash message; immediate message; pri- preflight inspection-See before-flight inspec-
ority message;, routine message. tion.

precedence-(NATO) A designation assigned to preinitiation-(DOD) The initiation of the fis-
a memage by the originator to indicate to sion chain reaction in the active material of a
communication personnel the relative order nuclear weapon at any time earlier than that
of handling and to the addressee the order in at which either the designed or the maximum
which the message is to be noted. compression or degree of assembly is attained.
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pre-launch survivability-(DOD) The probabili- preplanned nuclear support-(DOD) Nuclear
ty that a delivery and/or launch vehicle will support planned in advance of operations. See
survive an enemy attack under an established also immediate nuclear support; nuclear sup-
condition of warning, port.

preliminary communications search-(DOD) In pre-position-(DOD, NATO) To place military
search and rescue operations, consists of con- units, equipment, or supplies at or near the
tacting and checking major facilities within point of planned use or at a decignated loca-
the areas where the craft might be or might tion to reduce reaction time, and to ensure
have been seen. A preliminary communica- timely support of a specific force during ini-
tions search is normally conducted during the tial phases of an operation.
uncertainty phase. Also called PRECOM. See
also extended communications search; search pre-positioned war reserve materiel require-
and rescue incident classification, Subpart 8. ment, balance-(DOD) That portion of the

pre-positioned war reserve materiel require-

preliminary demolition target.-DOD, NATO) ment which has not been acquired or funded.

A target, other than a reserved demolition This level consists of the pre-positioned war

target, which is earmarked for demolition and reserve materiel requirement, less the pre-
whic ca be xected mmeiatey ater positioned war reserve requirement, protecta-which can be executed immediately after ble.

preparation, provided that prior authority has

been granted. See also reserved demolition pre-positioned war reserve mteriel require-
target, ment, protectable-(DOD) That portion of the

pre-positioned war reserve materiel require-
preload loading-(DOD, NATO) The loading of ment which is protected for purposes of pro-

selected items aboard ship at one port prior to curement, funding and inventory manage-
the main loading of the ship at another. See ment.
also loading.

pre-positioned war reserve requirement-
premature dud-See flare dud. (DOD) That portion of the war reserve mate-

riel requirement which the current Secretary
preparation fire-(DOD, NATO) Fire delivered of Defense guidance dictates be reserved and

on a target preparatory to an assault. See also positioned at or near the point of planned use
fire. or issue to the user prior to hostilities, to

reduce reaction time and to assure timely
support of a specific force/project until re-preplanned air support...(DOD, NATO) • up plenishment can be effected.

port in accordance with a program, planned

in advance of operations. See also air support. pre-positioned war reserve sto'ck-(DOD) The

assets that are designated to satisfy the pre-
preplanned mission request.-(DOD) A request positioned war reserve materiel requirement.

for an air .strike on a target which can be an-
ticipated sufficiently in advance to permit de- prescribed nuclear load-(DOD, NA TO) A speci-
tailed mission coordination and planning. fled quantity of nuclear weapons to be carried

by a delivery unit. The establishment and re-
preplanned mission request (reconnaissance)- plenishment of this load after each expendi-

(DOD) A request for a mission on a target or ture is a command decision and is dependent
in support of a maneuver which can be antici- upon the tactical situation, the nuclear logisti-
pated sufficiently in advance to allow detailed cal situation, and the capability of the unit to
mission coordination and planning, transport and utilize the load. It may vary
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from day to day and among similar delivery the body but which is capable of exerting
units. pressure on the major portion of the body in

order to counteract an increased intrapulmo-
prescribed nuclear stockage-(DOD, NATO) A nary oxygen pressure. 2. Full. A suit which

specified quantity of nuclear weapons, compo- completely encloses the body and in which a
nents of nuclear weapons, and warhead test gas pressure, sufficiently above ambient pres-
equipment to be stocked in special ammuni- sure for maintenance of function, may be sus-
tion supply points or other logistical installa- tained.
tions. The establishment and replenishment
of this stockage is a command decision and is pressurized cabin-(DOD) The occupied space
dependent upon the tactical situation, the al- of an aircraft in which the air pressure has
location, the capability of the logistical sup- been increased above that of the ambient at-
port unit t: store and maintain the nuclear mosphere by compression of the ambient at-
weapons, and the nuclear logistical situation. mosphere into the space.
The prescribed stockage may vary from time
to time and among similar logistical support prestrike reconnaissance-(DOD) Missions un-
units. dertaken for the purpose of obtaining com-

plete information about known targets for use
preset guidance-(DOD) A technique of missile by the strike force.

control wherein a predetermined flight path
is set into the control mechanism and cannot prevention of stripping equipment-See antire-
be adjusted after launching. See also guid- covery device.
ance.

pre-set vector-See bomb sighting systems. preventive mahntenance-(DOD) The care and
servicing by personnel for the purpose of

pressure-altitude--(DOD, NATO) An atmos- maintaining equipment and facilities in satis-
pheric pressure expressed in terms of altitude factory operating condition by providing for
which corresponds to that pressure in the systematic inspection, detection, and correc-

tion of incipient failures either before theystandard atmosphere. See also altitude.
occur or before they develop into major de-

pressure breathing-•DOD, NATO) The tech- fects.

nique of breathing which is required when
oxygen is supplied direct to an individual at a preventive maintenane-(NATO) Systematic
pressure higher than the ambient barometric and/or prescribed maintenance intended to

presure, reduce the probability of failure. See also cor-
rective maintenance.

pressure front-See shock front.
preventive war-(DOD) A war initiated in the

pressure mine-(DOD, NATO) 1. In land mine belief that military conflict, while not immi-
warfare, a mine whose fuze responds to the nent, is inevitable, and that to delay would in-
direct pressure of a target. 2. In naval mine volve greater risk.
warfare, a mine whose circuit responds to the
hydrodynamic pressure field of a target. See prewithdrawal demolition target-(DOD) A
also mine, target prepared for demolition preliminary to

a withdrawal, the demolition of which can be
pressure mine circuit-See pressure mine. executed as soon after preparation as conven-

ient on the orders of the officer to whom the
pressure sult-(DOD, NATO) 1. Partial. A skin responsibility for such demolitions has been

tight suit which does not completely enclose delegated.
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primary aircraft authorization-(DOD) Aircraft prime mover-(DOD) A vehicle, including
authorized to a unit for performance of its heavy construction equipment, possessing
operational mission. The primary authoriza- military characteristics, designed primarily
tion forms the basis for the allocation of oper- for towing heavy, wheeled weapons and fre-
ating resources to include manpower, support quently providing facilities for the transporta-
equipment, and flying hours funds. See also tion of the crew of, and ammunition for, the
backup aircraft authorization, weapon.

primary aircraft inventory-(DOD) The aircraft priming charge-(NATO) An initial charge
assigned to meet the primary aircraft authori- which transmits the detonation wave to the
zation. whole of the charge.

primary censorshlp-(DOD) Armed forces cen- principal items-(DOD) End items and replace-
sorship performed by personnel of a company, ment assemblies of such importance that
battery, squadron, ship, station, base, or simi- management techniques require centralized
lar unit on the personal communications of individual item management throughout the
persons assigned, attached, or otherwise supply system to include depot level, base
under the jurisdiction of a unit. See also cen- level and items in the hands of using units.
sorship. These specifically include the items where, in

the judgment of the Services, there is a need
primary imagery dissemination-See electronic for central inventory control including cen-

imagery dissemination. tralized computation of requirements, central
procurement, central direction of distribution

primary imagery dissemination system-See and central knowledge and control of all
electronic imagery dissemination, assets owned by the Services.

primary interest-(DOD) Principal, although principal operational interest-(DOD) When
not exclusive, interest and responsibility for used in connection with an established facility
accomplishment of a given mission, including operated by one Service for joint use by two
responsibility for reconciling the activities of or more Services, the term indicates a re-
other agencies that possess collateral interest quirement for the greatest use of, or the
in the program. greatest need for, the services of that facility.

The term may be applied to a Service, but is
primary operating stocks-(DOD) Logistics re- more applicable to a command.

sources on hand or on order necessary to sup-
port day-to-day operational requirements, and principal parallel-(DOD, NATO) On an oblique
which, in part, can also be used to offset sus- photograph, a line parallel to the true horizon
taming combat requirements. Also called and passing through the principal point.
PO8.

principal plane-(DOD, NATO) A vertical plane
primary review authority-(DOD) The organi- which contains the principal point of an ob-

zation assigned by the lead agent to perform lique photograph, th2 perspective center of
the actions and coordination necessary to de- the lens and the ground nadir.
velop and maintain the assigned joint publica-
tion under cognizance of the lead agent. See principal point-(DOD, NA TO I The foot of the
also JCS publication; lead agent. perpendicular to the photo plane through the

perspective center. Generally determined by
primed charge-(DOD, NATO) A charge ready intersection of the lines joining opposite colli-

in all aspects for ignition. mating or fiducial marks.
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principal scale-(DOD, NATO) In cartography, stated priority in his task of planning and de-
the scale of a reduced or generating globe rep- cision making. See also information require-
resenting the sphere or spheroid, defined by ments; intelligence cycle.
the fractional relation of their respective
radii. Also called nominal scale. See also priority message-(DOD) A category of prece-
scale. dence reserved for messages which require ex-

peditious action by the addressee(s) and/or
Principal Subordinate Commanders-(NATO) furnish essential information for the conduct

The designation assigned to NATO command- of operations in progress when routine prece-
ers operationally responsible to Major Subor- dence will not suffice. See also precedence.
dinate Commanders for an allocated geo-
graphical area or function. See also Major priority national intelligence objectives-
NATO Commanders; Major Subordinate (DOD) A guide for the coordination of intefi-
Commanders; Subordinate Area Command- gence collection and production in response to
eru. requirements relating to the formulation and

execution of national security policy. They are
principal vertical-(DOD, NATO) On an oblique compiled annually by the Washington Intelli-

photograph, a line perpendicular to the true gence Community and flow directly from the
horizon and passing through the principal intelligence mission as set forth by the Na-
point. tional Security Council. They are specific

enough to provide a basi for planning the al-
printing size'of a map or chart-(DOD, NATO) location of collection and research resources

The dimensions of the smallest rectangle but not so specific as to constitute in them-
which will contain a map or chart including selves research and collection requirements.
all the printed material in its margin.

priority of immediate mission requests--See
print reference-(DOD, NATO) A reference to emergency priority; ordinary priority; search

an individual print in an air photographic and attack priority; urgent priority.
sortie.

priority of preplanned minion requests-
priorlty-(DOD) With reference to war plans (DOD) 1. Targets capable of preventing the

and the tasks derived therefrom, an indica- execution of the plan of action. 2. Targets ca-
tion of relative importance rather than an ex- pable of immediate serious interference with
clusive and final designation of the order of the plan of action. 3. Targets capable of ulti-
accomplishment. mate serious interference with the execution

of the plan of action. 4. Targets capable of
priority designator-(DOD) A two-digit issue limited interference with the execution of the

and priority code (01 through 15) placed in plan of action.
military standard requisitioning and issue
procedure requisitions, based upon a combina- priority system for mission requests for tacti-
tion of factors which relate the mission of the cal reconnaissance-(DOD) Priority I-Takes
requisitioner and the urgency of need or the precedence over all other requests except pre-
end use, used to provide a means of assigning viously assigned priorities I. The results of
relative rankings to competing demands these requests are of paramount importance
placed on the Department of Defense supply to the immediate battle situation or objective.
"system. Priority Il-The results of these requirements

are in support of the general battle situation
priority intelligence requirements--(DOD, and will be accomplished as soon as possible

NATO) Those intelligence requirements for after priorities I. These are requests to gain
which a commander has an anticipated and current battle information. Priority Ill-The
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results of these requests update the intelli- cated on, or independent of, other military in-
gence data base but do not affect the immedi- stallations.
ate battle situation. Priority IV-The results
of these requests are of a routine nature. prisoner of war censorship-(DOD) The censor-
These results will be fulfilled when the recon- ship of the com-unications to and from
naissance effort permits. See also precedence. enemy prisoners of war and civilian internees

held by the United States Armed Forces. See
prior permission-(DOD, NATO) Permission also censorship.

granted by the appropriate authority prior to
the commencement of a flight or a series of prisoner of war collecting point-(NATO) A
flights landing in or flying over the territory designated locality in a forward battle area
of the nation concerned, where prisoners are assembled pending local

examination for information of immediate
prisoner of war--(WOD) A detained person as tactical value and subsequent evacuation.

defined in Articles 4 and 5 of the Geneva Con-
vention Relative to the Treatment of Prison- prisoner of war compound-(DOD, NATO) A
ers of War of August 12, 1949. In particular, subdivision of a prisoner of war enclosure.
one who, while engaged in combat under
orders of his government, is captured by the prisoner of war enclosure-(DOD, NATO) A
armed forces of the enemy. As such, he is en- subdivision of a prisoner of war camp.
titled to the combatant's privilege of immuni-
ty from the municipal law of the capturing prisoner of war personnel record-(DOD,
state for warlike acts which do not amount to NATO) A form for recording the photograph,
breaches of the law of armed conflict. For ex- fingerprints, and other pertinent personal
ample, a prisoner of war may be, but is not data concerning the prisoner of war, including
limited to, any person belonging to one of the that required by the Geneva Convention.
following categories who has fallen into the
power of the enemy- a member of the armed probability of damage-(DOD, NATO) The
forces, organized militia or volunteer corps; a probability that damage will occur to a target
person who accompanies the armed torces expressed as a percentage or as a decimal.
without actually being a member thereof; a
member of a merchant marine or civilian air- probability of detection-(DOD) The probabili-
craft crew not qualifying for more favorable ty that the search object will be detected
treatment; or individuals who, on the ap- under given conditions if it is in the area
proach of the enemy, spontaneously take up searched.
arms to resist the invading forces.

probable-(DOD) A term used to qualify a
prisoner of war branch camp-(DOD, NATO) A statement made under conditions wherein the

subsidiary camp under the supervision and available evidence indicates that the state-
administration of a prisoner of war camp. ment is factual until there is further evidence

in confirmation or denial. See also possible.
prisoner of war camp-(DOD) An installation

established for the internment and adminis- probable error-See horizontal error.
tration of prisoners of war.

probable error deflection-(DOD) Error in de-
prisoner of war camp-(NA TO) A camp of a flection which is exceeded as often as not.

semi-permanent nature established in the
communication zone or zone of interior (home probable 'error height of burst-(DOD) Error in
country) for the internment and complete ad- height of burst which projectile/missile fuzes
ministration of prisoners of war. It may be lo- may be expected to exceed as often as not.
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probable error range-(DOD) Error in range composed of two elements, production lead
which is exceeded as often as not. time and administrative lead time. See also

initiation of procurement action; level of
probably destroyed-(DOD, NATO) In air oper- supply; receipt into the supply system.

ations, a damage assessment on an enemy air-
craft seen to break off combat in circun - production-(DOD) The conversion of raw ma-
stances which lead to the conclusion that it terials into products and/or components
must be a loss although it is not actually seen thereof, through a series of manufacturing
to crash. processes. It includes functions of production

engineering, controlling, quality assurance,
procedural control-(DOD, NATO) A method of and the determination of resources require-

airspace control which relies on a combina- ments.
tion of previously agreed and promulgated
orders and procedures. production base-(DOD) The total national in-

dustrial production capacity available for the
procedure tu --(DOD, NATO)An aircraft ma manufacture of items to meet materiel re-

neuver in which a turn is made away from a quirements.
designated track followed by a turn in the op1
posite direction, both turns being executed at production lead time-(DOD) The time interval
a constant rate so as to permit the aircraft to pdtion le plmentDof T time interitretand proceed along the reciprocal of between the placement of a contract and re-
intercept and procke ceipt into the supply system of materiel pur-
the designated track* chased. Two entries are provided:

procedure word-(DOD) A word or phrase lia- . initial-The time interval if the item is not

ited to radio telephone procedure used to fa- under production as of the date of contract

cilitate communication by conveying informa- placement.
tion in a condensed standard form. Usually b. reorder-The time interval if the item is

called proword. under production as of the date of contract
placement. See also procurement lead

proceusing-(DOD, NATO) 1. In photography, time.

the operations necessary to produce negatives,
diapositives, or prints from exposed film, production logistics-(DOD) That part of logis-
plates or paper. 2. See intelligence cycle. tics concerning research, design, development,

manufacture and acceptance of materiel. In
proclamation-(DOD) A document published to consequence, production logistics includes:

the -inhabitants of an area which sets forth standardization and interoperability, contract-
the basis of authority and scope of activities ing, quality assurance, initial provisioning,
of a commander in a given area and which de- transportability, reliability and defect analy-
fines the obligations, liabilities, duties, and sis, safety standards, specifications and pro-
rights of the population affected. duction processes, trials and testing (including

provision of necessary facilities), equipment
procurement-(DOD) The process of obtaining docamentation, configuration control and

personnel, services, supplies, and equipment. modifications.
See also central procurement.

production loss appraisal-(DOD) An estimate
procurement lead time-(DOD) The interval in of damage inflicted on an industry in terms of

months between the initiation of procurement quantities of finished products denied the
action and receipt into the supply system of enemy from the moment of attack, through
the production model (excludes prototypes) the period of reconstruction, and to the point
purchased as the result of such actions, and is when full production is resumed.
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proficiency training aircraft-(DOD) Aircraft prohibited area--(NATO) 1. An airspace of de-
required to maintain the proficiency of pilots fined dimensions, above the land areas or ter-
and other aircrew members who are assigned ritorial waters of a state, within which the
to nonflying duties. flight of aircraft is prohibited. 2. An area

shown on charts within which navigation
profile-See flight profile. and/or anchoring is prohibited except as au-

thorized by appropriate authority. See also
proforma-(DOD, NATO) A standard form. See closed area; danger area; restricted area.

also standard NATO data message.
project-(DOD) A planned undertaking of some-

program aircraft-(DOD) The total of the thing to be accomplished, produced, or con-
active and reserve aircraft. See also aircraft. structed, having a finite beginning and a

finite ending.
program manager--See system manager.

projected map display-(DOD, NATO) The dis-
Programmed Forces-(DOD) The forces that played image of a map or chart projected

exist for each year of thp Five-Year Defense through an optical or electro-optical system
Program. They contain the major combat and onto a viewing surface.
tactical support forces that are expected to
execute the national strategy within manpow- projectile-(DOD) An object projected by an ap-
er, fiscal, and other constraints. See also Cur- plied exterior force and continuing in motion
rent Force; force; Intermediate Force Plan. by virtue of its own inertia, as a bullet, shell,
ning Level; Minimum Risk Force; Planning or grenade. Also applied to rockets and to
Force. guided missiles.

program . of nuclear cooperation-(DOD, projectile-.(NATO) An object capable of being
NATO) Presidentially approved bilateral pro- propelled by a force normally from a gun, and
posals for the United States to provide nucle- continuing in motion by virtue of its kinetic
ar weapons, and specified support to user na- energy.
tions who desire to commit delivery units to
NATO in nuclear only or dual capable roles. projection-(DOD, NATO) In cartography, any
After presidential approval in principle, nego- systematic arrangement of meridians and par-
tiations will be initiated with the user nation allels portraying the curved surface of the
to develop detailed support arrangements. sphere or spheroid upon a plane.

progress payment-(DOD) Payment made as projection print-(DOD) An enlarged or re-
work progresses under a contract, upon the duced photographic print made by projection
basis of costs incurred, of percentage of com- of the image of a negative or a transparency
pletion accomplished, or of a particular stage onto a sensitized surface.
of completion. The term does not include pay-
ments for partial deliveries accepted by the projection print-(NATO) A photographic print
Government under a contract, or partial pay- obtained by projection of the image of a nega-
ments on contract termination claims. tive or a transparency on to a sensitized sur-

face.
prohibited area-(DOD) A specified area within

the land areas of a state or territorial waters project manager-See system manager.
adjacent thereto over which the flight of air-
craft is prohibited. May also refer to land or proliferation (nuclear weapons)-(DOD) The
sea areas to which access is prohibited. See process by which one nation after another
also danger area restricted area. comes into possession of, or into the right to
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determine the use of nuclear weapons, each the public domain, certain lands, certain cate-
potentially able to launch a nuclear attack gories of naval vessels and records of the Fed-
upon another nation. eral Government.

prompt radiation-(DOD) The gamma rays pro- property account--(OD) A formal record of
duced in fission and as a result of other neu- property and property transactions in terms
tron reactions and nuclear excitation of the of quantity and/or cost, generally by item. An
weapon materials appearing within a second official record of Government property re-
or less after a nuclear explosion. The radi- quired to be maintained.
ations from these sources are known either as
prompt or imnantaneous gamma rays. See proportional navigation-(DOD) A method of
also induced radiation; initial radiation; re- homing navigation in which the missile turn
sidual radiation. rate is directly proportional to the turn rate

in space of the line of sight.
pronto-(DOD) As quickly as possible.

protected site-(DOD, NATO) A facility which
propaganda•-(DOD) Any form of coimunica- is protected by the use of camouflage or con-

tion in support of national objectives designed cealment, selective siting, construction of fa-
to influence the opinions, emotions, attitudes, cilities designed to prevent damage from frag-
or behavior of any group in order to benefit ments caused by conventional weapons, or a
the sponsor, either directly or indirectly. See combination of such measures.
also black propaganda; grey propaganda,
white propaganda. protective clothing-(DOD, NATO) Clothing es-

propaganda-(NATO) Any information, ideas, pecially designed, fabricated, or treated to

doctrines, or special appeals dissemiated o protect personnel against hazards caused by

influence the opinion, emotions, attitudes, or extreme changes in physical environment,

behavior of any specified group in order to antion.

benefit the sponsor either directly or indirect- action.

ly. a. Black. Propaganda which purports to
emanate from a source other than the true protective mlnefleld-(DOD, NATO) 1. In land
one. b. Grey. Propaganda which does not sjpe- mine warfare, a minefield employed to assist
cifically identify any source. c- White. Propa- a unit in its local, close-in protection. 2. In
ganda disseminated and acknowledged by the naval mine warfare, a minefield laid in
sponsor or by an accredited agency thereof. friendly territorial waters to protect ports,

harbors, anchorages, coasts and coastal
propellant-(DOD) That source which provides routes. See also minefield.

the energy required for propelling a projec-
tile. Specifically, an explosive charge for pro- protective security-(NATO) The organized
pelling a projectile; also a fuel, either solid or system of defensive measures instituted and
liquid, for propelling a rocket or missile. maintained at all levels of command with the

aim of achieving and maintaining security.
propelled mine-See mobile mine. See also physical security; security.

property-(DOD) 1. Anything that may be prototype-(DOD) A model suitable for evalua-
owned. 2. As used in the military establish- tion of design, performance, and production
ment, this term is usually confined to tangible potential.
property, including real estate and materiel.
3. For special purposes and as used in certain provisional unit-(NATO) An assemblage of
statutes, this term may exclude such items as personnel and equipment temporarily orga-
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nized for a limited period of time for the ac- psychological media-(NATO) The media, tech-
complishment of a specific mission. nical or non-technical, which establish any

kind of communication with a target audi-
provisioning-See initial provisioning, ence.

Prowler-(DOD) A twin turbojet engine, quad- psychological operations-(DOD) Planned oper-
ruple crew, all-weather, electronic counter- ations to convey selected information and in-
measures aircraft designed to operate from dicators to foreign audiences to influence
aircraft carriers. It contains a wide assort- their emotions, motives, objective reasoning,
ment of integrated, computer-controlled, and ultimately the behavior of foreign govern-
active and passive electronic countermeasures ment, organizations, groups, and individuals.
equipment. Designated as EA-6B. The purpose of psychological operations is to

induce or reinforce foreign attitudes and be-
proword--See procedure word. havior favorable to the originator's objectives.

Also called PSYOP. See also perception man-
proximity fuze-(DOD, NATO) A fuze wherein agement.

primary initiation occurs by remotely sensing
the presence, distance, and/or direction of a psychological operations--(NATO) Planned
target or its associated environment by means psychological activities in peace and war di-
of a signal generated by the fuze or emitted rected to enemy, friendly, and neutral audi-
by the target, or by detecting a disturbance of ences in order to influence attitudes and be-
a natural field surrounding the target. havior affecting the achievement of political

and military objectives. They include strategic
prudent limit of endurance-(DOD, NATO) The psychological activities, psychological consoli-

time during which an aircraft can remain air dation activities, and battlefield psychological
borne and still retain a given safety margin of activities.
fuel.

prudent limit of patroI-DOD, NATO) The psychological operations approach-(NATO)
ardent hic an aircrast- O A ) h The technique adopted to induce a desired re-time at which an aircr-aft must depart from

action on the part of the target audience.its operational Area in order to return to its

base and arrive there with a given safety
margin (usally 20 percent) of fuel reserve for psychological situation-(NATO) The currentbad werther diversions, emotional state, mental disposition or other

behavioral motivation of a target audience,

pseudopursult navigation-(DOD) A method of basically founded on its national political,

homing navigation in which the missile is di- social, economic, and psychological peculiar-
rected toward the instantaneous tart p- ities but also subject to the influence of cir-

tion in azimuth, while pursuit navigation in cumatances and events.
elevation is delayed until more favorable
angle of attack on the target is achieved, psychological theme--(NATO) An idea or topic

on which a psychological operation is based.
psychological consolidation activities-(DOD,

NATO) Planned psychological activities in psychological warfare-(DOD) The planned use
peace and war directed at the civilian popula- of propaganda and other psychological actions
tion located in areas under friendly control in having the primary purpose of influencing the
order to achieve a desired behavior which sup- opinions, emotions, attitudes, and behavior of
ports the military objectives and the oper- hostile foreign groups in such a way as to sup-
ational freedom of the supported command- port the achievement of national objectives.
erm. See also psychological warfare consolidation.
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psychological warfare consolidation-(DOD) pulse repetition frequency-(DOD) In radar,
Psychological warfare directed toward popula- the number of pulses that occur each second.
tions in friendly rear areas or in territory oc- Not to be confused with transmission frequen-
cupied by friendly military forces with the ob- cy which is determined by the rate at which
jective of facilitating military operations and cycles are repeated within the transmitted
promoting maximum cooperation among the pulse.
civil populace. See also psychological war-
fare. pulsing-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine warfare,

a method of operating magnetic and acoustic
PSYOP-See psychological operations. sweeps in which the sweep is energized by

current which varies or is intermittent in ac-
public affairs-(DOD) Those public information cordance with a predetermined schedule.

and community relations activities directed
toward the general public by the various ele- punch-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning,
ments of the Department of Defense. "You should very soon be obtaining a contact

on the aircraft that is being intercepted."
public information-(DOD) Information of a (Use only with "air intercept" interceptions.)

military nature, the dissemination of which
through public news media is not inconsistent purchase-(DOD) To procure property or serv-
with security, and the release of which is con- ices for a price; includes obtaining by barter.
sidered desirable or nonobjectionable to the See also collaborative purchase; joint pur-
responsible releasing agency. chase; single department purchase.

public information-(NA TO) Information which purchase description-(DOD) A statement out-
is released or published for the primary pur- lining the essential characteristics and func-
pose of keeping the public fully informed, tions of an item, service, or material required
thereby gaining their understanding and sup- to meet the minimum needs of the Govern-
port. ment. It is used when a specification is not

available or when specific procurement speci-
pull-up point-(DOD, NATO) The point at fications are not required by the individual

which an aircraft must start to climb from a Military Departments or the Department of
low-level approach in order to gain sufficient Defense.
height from which to execute the attack or re-
tirement. See also contact point; turn-in purchase notice agreements--(DOD) Agree-
point. ments concerning the purchase of brand-name

items for resale purposes established by each
pulse duration-(DOD) In radar, measurement military Service under the control of the De-

of pulse transmission time in microseconds, fense Logistics Agency.
that is, the time the radar's transmitter is en-
ergized during each cycle. Also called pulse purchasing office-(DOD) Any installation or
length and pulse width. activity, or any division, office, branch, sec-

tion, unit, or other organizational element of
pulsejet-(DOD, NATO) A jet-propulsion engine an installation or activity charged with the

containing neither compressor nor turbine. functions of procuring supplies or services.
Equipped with valves in the front which open
and shut, it takes in air to create thrust in purple-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning,
rapid periodic bursts rather than continuous- "The unit indicated is suspected of carrying
ly. nuclear weapons" (i.e., "purple VB").
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purple commander-(DOD, NATO) The officer pyrotechnic-(DOD, NATO) A mixture of
designated to exercise operational control chemicals which when ignited is capable of re-
over purple forces for a specific period during acting exothermically to produce light, heat,
an exercise. smoke, sound or gas, and may also be used to

introduce a delay into an explosive train be-
purple forces--(NATO) Those forces used to cause of its known burning time. The term ex-

oppose both blue and orange forces in NATO cludes propellants and explosives.
"exercises. This is most usually applicable to
submarines and aircraft. See also force(s).

pursuit-(DOD, NATO) An offensive operation pyrotechnic delay-(DOD, NATO) A pyrotech-
designedto catch or cut off a hostile force at- nic device added to a firing system which
tempting to escape, with the aim of destroy- transmits the ignition flame after a predeter-
ing it. mined delay.
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Q
q-meuaage-DOD, NATO) A classified message years of service must be served in a reserve

relating to navigational dangers, navigational component.
aids, mined areas, and searched or swept

chnels, quick search procedure(NA TO) A method of
search done as quickly as possible by search-

Q-ship--See decoy ship. ing the entire area on the outbound leg and

quadrant elevation-(DOD, NATO) The angle by using twice as many aircraft as are nor-

between the level base of the trajectory/hon- really used.

zontal and the axis of the bore when laid.
(DOD) It is the algebraic sum of the eleva- quicktrans-(DOD) Long term contract airlift
tion, angle of site, and complementary angle service within continental United States for
of site. the movement of cargo in support of the logis-

tic system for the military Services (primarily
qualifying years creditable for retirement the Navy and Marine Corps) and Department

Pay-(DOD) The time a Guardsman or reserv- of Defense agencies. See also logair.
ist must serve to be eligible for retired pay at
age 60. Individuals must have at least 20 quota post--(NATO) An international post
years of service in which they receive at least which a particular nation has accepted to fill
50 retirement points a year, and the last eight indefinitely.
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R
radar-(DOD) A radio detection device which radar to keep the required distance from a

provides information on range, azimuth and/ line of dan buoys.
or elevation of objects.

radar deception-See electronic deception.

radar advisory-(DOD) The term used to indi-

cate that the provision of advice and informa- radar echo-(NATO) 1. The electromagnetic
tion is based on radar observation, energy received after reflection from an

object. 2. The deflection or change of intensi-
radar altimeter-See altimeter. ty on a cathode ray tube display produced by

radar altimetry area-(DOD, NATO) A large a radar echo.

and comparatively level terrain area with a.
defined elevation which can be used in deter- radar exploitation report--(DOD) A formatted
minin the altitude of airborne equipment by statement of the results of a tactical radar im-

the use of radar. agery reconnaissance mission. The report in-
cludes the interpretation of the sensor image-

radar altitude control mode-(DOD) In an ry. Also called RADAREXREP.
automatic flight control system, a control
mode in which the height of an aircraft is RADAREXREP-See radar exploitation report.
maintained by reference to signals from a
radar altimeter. radar flre-(DOD, NATO) Gunfire aimed at a

target which is tracked by radar. See also
radar beacon-(DOD) A receiver-transmitter fire.

combination which sends out a coded signal
when triggered by the proper type of pulse, radar guardship-(DOD, NATO) Any ship
enabling determination of range and bearing which has been assigned the task by the offi-
information by the interrogating station or cer in tactical command of maintaining the
aircraft radar watcl

radar camouflage.-(DOD, NATO) The use of radar horizon-(DOD, NATO) The locus of
radar absorbent or reflecting materials to points at which the rays from a radar anten-
change the radar echoing properties of a sur- na become tangential to the earth's surface.
face of an object. On the open sea this locus is horizontal but

on land it varies according to the topographi-radar clutter--(DOD, NATO) Unwanted signals, cal features of the terrain.

echoes, or images on the face of the display

tube, which interfere with observation of de- radar imagery-(DOD) Imagery produced by re-
sired signals. cording radar waves reflected from a given

radar countermeaaures--See electronic war- target surface.

fare; chaff. radar intelligenee-(DOD) Intelligence informa-

radar coverage-.(DOD, NATO) The limits tion derived from data collected by radar.
within which objects can be detected by one Also called RADINT.
or more radar stations.

radar netting-(DOD, NATO) The linking of
radar danning-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine several radars to a single center to provide in-

warfare, a method of navigatng by using tegrated target information.
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radar netting station-(DOD, NATO) A center radar spoking-(DOD, NATO) Periodic flashes
which can receive data from radar tracking of the rotating time base on a radial display.
stations and exchange this data among other Sometimes caused by mutual interference.
radar tracking stations, thus forming a radar
netting system. See also radar netting unit; radar tracking station-(DOD) A radar facility
radar tracking station, which has the capability of tracking moving

targets.

radar netting unit-(DOD) Optional electronic
equipment which converts the operations cen- radiac-(DOD, NATO) An acronym derived
tral of certain air defense fire distribution sys- from the words "mdioactivity, detection, indi-
tems to a radar netting station. See also radar cation and computation" and used as an all-
netting station. encompassing term to designate various types

of radiological measuring instruments or

radar picket-(DOD, NATO) Any ship, aircraft, equipment. (This word is normally used as an

or vehicle, stationed at a distance from the adjective.)

force protected, for the purpose of increasing radiac dosimeter-(OD) An instrument used
the radar detection r . to measure the ionizing radiation absorbed by

that instrument.
radar picket CAP-(DOD) Radar picket combat

air patroL radial-(DOD) A magnetic bearing extending

from a very high frequency omni-range/tacti-
radar reconnalssance-(DOD) Reconnaissance cal air navigation station.

by means of radar to obtain information on
enemy activity and to determine the nature of radial displacement-(DOD, NATO) On vertical
terrain. photographs, the apparent "leaning out," or

the apparent displacement of the top of any
radar return-See radar echo. object having height in relation to its base.

The direction of displacement is radial from
radarscope overiay-(DOD, NATO) A transpar. the principal point on a true vertical, or from

ent overlay for placing on the radarscope for the isocentre on a vertical photograph distort-
comparison and identification of radar ed by tip or tilt.
turns

radiant exposure-See thermal exposure.

radarscope phOtography-(DOD, NATO) A filmrecord of the returns shown by a radar radiation dose--(DOD, NATO) The total
screen, amount of ionizing radiation absorbed by ma-terial or tissues, expressed in centigrays.

(DOD) The term radiation dose is often used
radar signal ftim-e(DOD) The film on which is in the sense of the exposure dose expressed in

recorded all the reflected signals acquired by roentgens, which is a measure of the total
a coherent radar, and which must be viewed amount of ionization that the quantity of ra-
or procem ed through an optical correlator to diation c.uld produce in air. Th~s could be dis-
permit interpretation. tinguished from the absorbed dose, also given

in rads, which represents the energy absorbed
radar silence-(DOD, NATO) An imposed disci- from the radiation per gram of specified body

pline prohibiting the transmission by radar of tissue. Further, the biological dose, in reins, is
electromagnetic signals on some or all fre. a measure of the biological effectiveness of
quencies. the radiation exposure.
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radiation dose rate-(DOD, NATO) The radi- tion of the mouth and throat, and general loss
ation dose (dosage) absorbed per unit of time. of energy.
(DOD) A radiation dose rate can be set at
some particular unit of time (e.g., H + 1 radiation situation map--(NATO) A map show-
hour) and would be called H + 1 radiation ing the actual and/or predicted radiation situ-
dose rate. ation in the area of interest.

radiation exposure state-(DOD, NATO) The RADINT-See radar intelligence.
condition of a unit, or exceptionally an indi-
vidual, deduced from the cumulative whole radioactive decay curve--(NATO) A graph line
body radiation dose(s) received. It is expressed representing the decrease of radioactivity
as a symbol which indicates the potential for with the passage of time.
future operations and the degree of risk if ex-
posed to additional nuclear radiation. radioactivity-(DOD) The spontaneous emission

of radiation, generally alpha or beta particles,
radiation intelligence-(DOD) Intelligence de- often accompanied by gamma rays, from the

rived from the collection and analysis of non- nuclei of an unstable isotope.
information-bearing elements extracted from
the electromagnetic energy unintentionally radioactivity concentration guide-(DOD,
emanated by foreign devices, equipments, and NATO) The amount of any specfied radioiso-
systems, excluding those generated by the det- tope that is acceptable in air and water for
onation of atomic/nuclear weapons. continuous consumption.

radiation intensity--(DOD, NATO) The radi-
ation dose rate at a given time and place. It
may be used, coupled with a figure, to denote
the radiation intensity used. at a given radio and wire integration-(DOD)Thecombin-
number of hours after a nuclear burst, e~g., ing of wire circuits with radio facilities.
RM-s is a radiation intensity 3 hours after the
time of burst. radio approach aids-(DOD, NATO) Equipment

making use of radio to determine the position
radiation scattering-(DOD, NATO) The diver- of an aircraft with considerable accuracy from

sion of radiation (thermal, electromagnetic, or the time it is in the vicinity of an airfield or
nuclear) from its original path as a result of carrier until it reaches a position from which
interaction or collisions with atoms, mole- landing can be carried out.
cules, or larger particles in the atmosphere or
other media between the source of the radi- radio beacon-(DOD, NATO) A radio transmit-
ation (e.g., a nuclear explosion) and a point at ter which emits a distinctive, or characteris-
some distance away. As a result of scattering, tic, signal used for the determination of bear-
radiation (especially gamma rays and neu- ings, courses, or location. See also beacon.
trons) will be received at such a point from
many directions instead of only from the di- radio countermeasures-See electronic war-
rection of the source. fare.

radiation sickness-(DOD, NATO) An illness re- radio deception-(DOD) The employment of
suiting from excessive exposure to ionizing ra- radio to deceive the enemy. Radio deception
diation. The earliest symptoms are nausea, includes sending false dispatches, using decep-
vomiting, and diarrhea, which may be fol- tive headings, employing enemy call signs,
lowed by loss of hair, hemorrhage, inflamma- etc. See also electronic warfare.
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radio detection-M(DOD, NATO) The detection of radiological survey flight altitude-(DOD) The
the presence of an object by radio-location altitude at which an aircraft is flown during
without precise determination of its position. an aerial radiological survey.

radio direction finding-(DOD, NATO) Radio- radio magnetic indicator-(DOD, NATO) An in-
location in which only the direction of a sta- strument which displays aircraft heading and
tion is determined by means of its emissions. bearing to selected radio navigation aids.

radio direction finding data base-(-)OD) The radio navigation-(DOD, NATO) Radio-location
aggregate of information, acquirf by both intended for the determination of position or
airborne and surface means, nec' Atry to pro- direction or for obstruction warning in navi-
vide support to radio direction iinding oper- gation.
ations to produce fixes on target transmit-
ters/emitters. The resultant bearings and radio range finding-(DOD, NATO) Radio-loca-
fixes serve as a basis for tactical decisions tion in which the distance of an object is de-
concerning military operations, including ex- termined by means of its radio emissions,
ercises, planned or underway. whether independent, reflected, or retransmit-

ted on the same or other wave length.
radio flx--(DOD, NATO) 1. The locating of a

radio transmitter by bearings taken from two radio range station-(DOD, NATO) A radio
or more direction finding stations, the site of navigation land station in the aeronautical
the transmitter being at the point of intersec- radio navigation service providing radio equi-
tion. 2. The location of a ship or aircraft by signal zones. (In certain instances a radio
determining the direction of radio signals range station may be placed on board a ship.)
coming to the ship or aircraft from two or
more sending stations, the locations of which radio recognition-(OD, NATO) The determi-
are known. nation by radio means of the friendly or

enemy character, or the individuality, of an-
radio guard-(DOD) A ship, aircraft, or radio other.

station designated to listen for and record

transmissions, and to handle traffic on a des-
ignated frequency for a certain unit or u , radio recognization and identification-SeeIdentification Friend or Foe.

radiological defense-(DOD, NATO) Defensive
measures taken against the radiation hazards radio silence-(DOD, NATO) A condition in
resulting from the employment of nuclear and which all or certain radio equipment capable
radiological weapons. of radiation is kept inoperative.. (DOD) (Note:

In combined or United States Joint or intra-

radiological monitoring-See monitoring. Service communications the frequency bands
and/or types of equipment affected will be

radiological operation-(DOD, NATO) The em- specified.)
ployment of radioactive materials or radiation
producing devices to caute casualties or re- radio sonobuoy-See sonobuoy.
strict the use of terrain. It includes the inten-
tional employment of fallout from nuclear radio telegraphy-(DOD, NA TO) The transmis-
weapons. sion of telegraphic codes by means of radio.

radiological survey-(DOD, NATO) The direct- radio telephony-(DOD, NATO) The transmis-
ed effort to determine the distribution and sion of speech by means of modulated radio
dose rates of radiation in an area. waves.
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radius of action-(DOD, NATO) The maximum rainfall (nuclear)-(DOD) The water that is
distance a ship, aircraft, or vehicle can travel precipitated from the base surge clouds after
away from its base along a given course with an underwater burst of a nuclear weapon.
normal combat load and return without refu- This rain is radioactive and presents an im-
eling, allowing for all Afety and operating portant secondary effect of such a burst.
factors.

rainout-(DOD, NATO) Radioactive material in
radius of damage-(DOD) The distance from the atmosphere brought down by precipita-

ground zero at which there is a 0.50 probabili- tion.
ty of achieving the desired damage.

ranjet-(DOD, NATO) A jet-propulsion engine
radius of integration-(DOD) The distance from containing neither compressor nor turbine

ground zero which indicates the area within which depends for its operation on the air
which the effects of both the nuclear detona- compression accomplished by the forward
tion and conventional weapons are to be inte- motion of the engine. See also pulsejet.
grated.

random minelaying-(DOD, NATO) In land
radius of uafety-(DOD, NATO) The horizontal mine warfare, the laying of mines without

distance from ground zero beyond which the regard to pattern.
weapon effects on friendly troops are accepta-
ble. range-(DOD) 1. The distance between any

given point and an object or target. 2. Extent
raid-(DOD, NATO) An operation, usually or distance limiting the operation or action of

small scale, involving a swift penetration of something, such as the range of an aircraft,
hostile territory to secure information, con- ship, or gun. 3. The distance which can be
fuse the enemy, or to destroy his installations. covered over a hard surface by a ground vehi-
It ends with a planned withdrawal upon com- cle, with its rated payload, using the fuel in
pletion of the assigned mission. its tank and its cans normally carried as part

of the ground vehicle equipment. 4. Area
equipped for practice in shooting at targets.raid report--(DOD, NATO) In air defense, one In this meaning, also called target range.

of a series of related reports that are made for

the purpose of developing a plot to assist inthe rapid evaluation of a tactical situation. range--(NA TO) 1. The distance between any
given point and an object or target. 2. Extent
or distance limiting the operation or action ofrailhead-(DOD, NATO) A point on a railway something, such as the range of an aircraft,

where loads are transferred between trains ship, or gun. 3. The distance which can be
and other means of transport. See also navi- covered over a hard suface by a ground vehi-
gation head. cle, with its rated payload, using the fuel in

its tank and its cans normally carried as part
railway line capacity-(DOD, NATO) The maxi- of the ground vehicle equipment. 4. An area

mum number of trains which can be moved in reserved and normally equipped for practice
each direction over a specified section of track in weapons delivery and/or shooting at tar-
in a 24 hour period. See also route capacity, gets. Also called "target range."

railway loading ramp-(DOD, NATO) A sloping range marker-(DOD, NATO) A single calibra-
platform situated at the end or beside a track tion blip fed onto the time base of a radial dis-
and rising to the level of the floor of the rail play. The rotation of the time base shows the
cars or wagons. single blips as a circle on the plan position in-
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dicator scope. It may be used to measure ration dense-(DOD) Foods which, through
range. processing, have been reduced in volume and

quantity to a small compact package without
range markers-(DOD) Two upright markers appreciable loss of food value, quality, or ac-

which may be lighted at night, placed so that ceptance, with a high yield in relation to
when aligned, the direction indicated assists space occupied, such as dehydrates and con-
in piloting. They may be used in amphibious centrates.
operations to aid in beaching landing ships or
craft. ratio print-(DOD) A print the scale of which

has been changed from that of the negative
range resolution-(NATO) The ability of the by photographic enlargement or reduction.

radar equipment to separate two reflecting
objects on a similar bearing, but at different ratline-(DOD) An organized effort for moving
ranges from the antenna. The ability is deter- personnel and/or material by clandestine
mined primarily by the pulse length in use. means across a denied area or border.

range spread-(DOD) The techmique used to reaction time-(DOD) 1. The elapsed time be-
place the mean point of impact of two or more tween the initiation of an action and the re-
units 100 meters apart on the gun-target line. quired response. 2. The time required be-

tween the receipt of an order directing an op-
ranging-(DOD, NATO) The process of estab- eration and the arrival of the initial element

lishing target distance. Types of ranging in- of the force concerned in the designated area.
clude echo, intermittent, manual, navigation-
al, explosive echo, optical, radar, etc. See also readiness-See military capability.
spot.

readiness condition-See operational readiness.
rated load-(DOD, NA TO) The designed safe op-

erating load for the equipment under pre- ready-(DOD, NATO) The term used to indicate
scribed conditions. that a weapon(s) is loaded, aimed, and pre-

pared to fire.
rate of fire-(DOD, NATO) The number of

rounds fired per weapon per minute. ready CAP-(DOD) Fighter aircraft in condition
of "standby."

rate of march-(DOD, NATO) The average
number of miles or kilometers to be travelled ready position-(DOD, NATO) In helicopter op-
in a given period of time, including all or- erations, a designated place where a helicop-
dered halts. It is expressed in miles or kilome- ter load of troops and/or equipment waits for
ters in the hour. See also pace. pick-up.

rationalization-(DOD) Any action that in- ready reserve-(DOD) The Selected Reserve and
creases the effectiveness of allied forces Individual Ready Reserve liable for active
through more efficient or effective use of de- duty as prescribed by law. (10 U.S.C. 268, 672
fense resources committed to the alliance. Ra- and 673.)
tionalization includes consolidation, reassign-
ment of national priorities to higher alliance reallocation authority-(DOD, NATO) The au-
needs, standardization, specialization, mutual thoritv given to NATO commanders and nor-
support or improved interoperability, and mally negotiated in peacetime, to reallocate
greater cooperation. Rationalization applies to in an "emergency in war" national logistic re-
both weapons/materiel resources and non- sources controlled by the combat forces under
weapons military matters. their command, and made available by na-
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tions, in order to influence the battle logisti- enemy by armed resistance, destroying
cally. See also reallocation of resources. bridges, and blocking roads.

reallocation of resources-(NATO) The provi- rear guard-(NATO) 1. The rearmost elements
won of logistic resources by the military of an advancing or withdrawing force. It has
forces of one nation from those deemed "made the following functions: a. To protect the rear
available" under the terms incorporated in of a column from hostile forces. b. During the
appropriate NATO documents, to the military withdrawal, to delay the enemy. c. During
forces of another nation or nations as directed the advance, to keep supply routes open.
by the appropriate military authority. See 2. Security detachment which a moving
also integrated logistic support; logistic as- ground force details to the rear to keep it in-
sistanee; mutual aid. formed and covered.

real precesuion-(DOD, NATO) Precession re- rearming-(DOD) 1. An operation that replen-
sulting from an applied torque such as fc- ishes the prescribed stores of ammunition,
tion and dynamic imbalance. b.mbs, and other armament items for an air-

craft, naval ship, tank, or armored vehicle, in-
real property-(DOD) Lands, buildings, struc- cluding replacement of defective ordnance

tures, utilities systems, improvements and ap- equipment, in order to make it ready for
purtenances thereto. Includes equipment at- combat service. 2. Resetting the fuze on a
tached to and made part of buildings and bomb, or on an artillery, mortar, or rocket
structures (such as heating systems) but not projectile, so that it will detonate at the de-
movable equipment (such as plant equip- sired time.
ment).

rebuild-(DOD) The restoration of an item to a
real time-(DOD) The absence of delay, except standard as nearly as possible to its original

for the time required for the transmission by condition in appearance, performance, and
electromagnetic energy, between the occur- life expectancy. See also overhaul; repair.
rence of an event or the transmission of data,
and the knowledge of the event, -or reception recce-See reconnaissance.
of the data at some other location. See also
near real time; reporting time interval. RECCEXREP-See reconnaissance exploita-

tion report.
real wander-See real precession.

receipt-(DOD, NATO) A transmission made by
rear area-(DOD, NATO) For any particular a receiving station to indicate that a message

command, the area extending forward from has been satisfactorily received.
its rear boundary to the rear of the area of re-
sponsibility of the next lower level of com- receipt into the supply system-(DOD) That
mand. This area is provided primarily for the point in time when the first item or first
performance of combat service support func- quantity of the item of the contract has been
tions. received at or is en route to point of first de-

livery after inspection and acceptance. See
rear echelon-(DOD, NATO) 'Elements of a also procurement lead time.

force which are not required in the objective
area. receiving ship-(DOD, NATO) The ship in a re-

plenishment unit that receives the rig(s).
rear guard-(DOD) Security detachment that

protects the rear of a column from hostile reception-(DOD) 1. All ground arrangements
forces. During a withdrawal, it delays the connected with the delivery and disposition of
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air or sea drops. Includes selection and prepa- recompression chamber-See hyperbaric cham-
ration of site, signals for warning and ap- ber.
proach, facilitation of secure departure of
agents, speedy collection of delivered articles, reconnaissance-(DOD, NATO) A mission un-
and their prompt removal to storage places dertaken to obtain, by visual observation or
having maximum security. When a group is other detection methods, information about
involved, it may be called a reception commit- the activities and resources of an enemy or
tee. 2. Arrangements to welcome and provide potential enemy; or to secure data concerning
secure quarters or transportation for defec- the meteorological, hydrographic, or geo-
tors, escapees, evaders, or incoming agents. graphic characteristics of a particular area.

receptivity-(DOD, NATO) The vulnerability of reconnaissance by fire-(DOD, NATO) A
a target audience to particular psychological method of reconnaissance in which fire is
operations media. placed on a suspected enemy position to cause

the enemy to disclose his presence by move-

reciprocal jurisdiction-(DOD) The exercise of ment or return of fire.

court-martial jurisdiction by one armed force
over personnel of another armed force, pursu- reconnaissance exploitation report--(DOD,

ant to specific authorization by the President NATO) The proforma used- to report the re-

or by the Secretary of Defense. sults of a tactical air reconnaissance mission.
Whenever possible the report should include

reclanma-(•OD) A request to duly constituted the interpretation of sensor imagery. Also

authority to reconsider its decision or its pro- ced RECCEXREP.

posed action. reconnaissance in force--(DOD, NATO) An of-

fensive operation designed to discover and/orrecognition--(DOD) 1. The determination by test the enemy's strength or to obtain other

any means of the individuality of persons, or inftormation.

of objects such as aircraft, ships, or tanks, or

of phenomena such as communications-elec- reconnaissance patrol-(DOD) See patrol.
tronics patterns. 2. In ground combat oper-
ations, the determination that an object is reconnaissance patrol-(NATO) For ground
similar within a category of something al- forces, a patrol used to gain tactical informa-
ready known; eg., tank, truck, mtion preferably without the knowledge of the

enemy. See also combat air patrol; combat
recognition-(NATO) The determination of the patrol; patrol.

nature of a detected person, object or phe-
nomenon, and possibly its class or type. This reconnaissance photography-(DOD) Photogra-
may include the determination of an individ- phy taken to obtain information on the re-
ual within a particular class or type. See also suits of bombing, or on enemy movements,
detection; identification friend or foe. concentrations, activities and forces. The pri-

mary purposes do not include making maps,
recognition signal-(DOD) Any prearranged charts, or mosaics.

signal by which individuals or units may iden-
tify each other. reconstitution site-(DOD) A location selected

by the surviving command authority as the
recoilless rifle (heavy)-(DOD) A weapon capa- site at which a damaged or destroyed head-

ble of being fired from either a ground mount quarters can be reformed from survivors of
or from a vehicle, and capable of destroying the attack and/or personnel from other
tanks, sources, predesignated as replacements.
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record as target-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and recovering aircraft to the appropriate termi-
naval gunfire support, the order used to nal control agency.
denote that the target is to be recorded for
future engagement or reference. recovery procedures-See explosive ordnance

disposal procedures.
recorded-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval

gunfire support, the response used to indicate recovery site-.(DOD) In evasion and escape
that the action taken to "record as target" usage, an area from which an evader or an es-
has been completed. caper can be evacuated.

record information-(DOD) All forms (e4g., nar- recovery vehicle, medium-(DOD) A full

rative, graphic, data, computer memory) of in- tracked vehicle designed for crew rescue and
formation registered in either temporary or recovery of tanks and other vehicles under
permanent form so that it can be retrieved, battlefield conditions. Designated as M88A1.
reproduced, or preserved. rectification-(DOD, NATO) In photogramme-

recoverable Iteni-(DOD) An item which nor- try, the process of projecting a tilted or ob-

mally is not consumed in use and is subject t lique photograph on to a horizontal reference

return for repair or disposal. See also repara-
ble Item. rectified airspeed-See calibrated airspeed.

recovery-(DOD, NATO) 1. In air operations, rectifler-(DOD, NATO) A device for converting
that phase of a mission which involves the alternating current into direct current. See
return of an aircraft to a base. 2. In naval also Inverter.
mine warfare, salvage of a mine as nearly
intact as possible to permit further investiga- recuperation-(DOD) Not to be used. See recov.
tion for intelligence and/or evaluation pur- ery and reconstitution.
poses. See also salvage procedure. 3. (DOD)
In amphibious reconnai.snce, the physical recurring demand-(DOD) A request by an au-
extraction of landed forces or their link-up thorized requisitioner to satisfy a materiel re-
with friendly forces. quirement for consumption or stock replenish-

ment that is anticipated to recur periodically.
recovery alrfleld-(DOD) Any airfield, military Demands for which the probability of future

or civil, at which aircraft might land post-H- occurrence is unknown will be considered as
hour. It is not expected that combat missions recurring. Recurring demands will be consid-
would be conducted from a recovery airfield. ered by the supporting supply system in order
See also airfield, to procure, store and distribute materiel to

meet similar demands in the future.
recovery and reconstitution-(DOD) Those ac-

tions taken by one nation prior to, during, redeployment-(DOD) The transfer of a unit,
and following an attack by an enemy nation an individual, or supplies deployed in one
to minimize the effects of the attack, rehabili- area to another area, or to another location
tate the national economy, provide for the within the area, or to the zone of interior for
welfare of the populace, and maximize the the purpose of further employment.
combat potential of remaining forces and sup-
porting activities. redeployment alrfleld-(DOD, NATO) An air-

field not occupied in its entirety in peacetime,
recovery controller-(DOD, NATO) The air con- but available immediately upon outbreak of

troller responsible for the correct execution of war for use and occupation by units rede-
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ployed from their peacetime locations. It must boost phase; midcourse phase; terminal
have substantially the same standard of oper- phase.
ational facilities as a main airfield. See also
alternative airfield; departure airfield; main reentry vehicle-(DOD, NATO) That part of a
airfield. space vehicle designed to re-enter the earth's

atmosphere in the terminal portion of its tra-
redesignated site-(DOD) A surviving facility jectory. See also maneuverable reentry vehi.

that may be redesignated as the command cle; multiple reentry vehicle.
center to carry on the functions of an inca-
pacitated alternate headquarters and/or facil- reference box-(DOD, NATO) The identification
ity. box placed in the margin of a map or chart

which contains the series designation, sheet
Redeye-(DOD) A lightweight manportable, number and edition number in a readily iden-

shoulder-fired air defense artillery weapon for tified form. Also called refer to box. See also
low altitude air defense of forward combat information box.
area troops. Designated as FIM-43.

reference datum--DOD, NATO) As used in the
redistribution-(DOD) The act of effecting loading of aircraft, an imaginary vertical

transfer in control, utilization, or location of plane at or near the nose of the aircraft from
material between units or activities within or which all horizontal distances are measured
among the military Services or between the for balance purposes. Diagrams of each air-
military Services and other Federal agencies. craft show this reference datum as "balance

station zero."
reduced eharge-(DOD) 1. The smaller of the

two propelling charges available for naval reference diversion point-(DOD, NATO) One
guns. 2. Charge employing a reduced amount of a number of positions selected by the rout-
of propellant to fire a gun at short ranges as ing authority on both sides of the route of a
compared to a normal charge. See also convoy or independent to facilitate diversion
normal charge. at ses.

reduced lilhting-(DOD, NATO) The reduction reference line-(DOD) A convenient and readily
in brightness of ground vehicle lights by identifiable line used by the observer or spot-
either reducing power or by screening in such ter as the line to which spots will be related.
a way that any visible light is limited in One of three types of spotting lines. See also
output. See also normal lighting. spotting line.

reduction (photographic)-(DOD) The produc- reference point-(DOD, NATO) A prominent,
tion of a negative, diapositive, or print at a easily located point in the terrain.
scale smaller than the original.

refer-to box-See reference box.
reefer-(DOD) 1. A refrigerator. 2. A motor ve-

hicle, railroad freight car, ship, aircraft, or reflected shock wave-(DOD) When a shock
other conveyance, so constructed and insulat- wave traveling in a medium strikes the inter-
ed as to protect commodities from either heat face between this medium and a denser
or cold. medium, part of the energy of the shock wave

induces a shock wave in the denser medium
reentry phase-(DOD) That portion of the tra- and the remainder of the energy results in

jectory of a ballistic missile or space vehicle the formation of a reflected shock wave that
where there is a significant interaction of the travels back through the less dense medium.
vehicle and the earth's atmosphere. See also See also shock wave.
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reflection-(DOD, NATO) Energy diverted back ic task, but is available as required for em-
from the interface of two media. The reflec- ployment or engagement on order within the
tion may be specular (i.e. direct) or diffuse ac- Major Subordinate Commander's area of re-
cording to the nature of the contact surfaces. sponsibility.

reflex force-(DOD) As applied to Air Force register-(DOD, NATO) In cartography, the cor-
units, that part of the alert force maintained rect position of one component of a composite
overseas or at zone of interior forward bases map image in relation to the other compo-
by scheduled rotations. nents, at each stage of production.

reflex sight-(DOD, NATO) An optical or comn- registered matter-(NATO) Any classified
puting sight that reflects a reticle image (or matter registered, usually by number, and ac-
images) onto a combining glass for superimpo- counted for periodically.
sition on the target.

registered publcation--(NATO) A classified
refuge area.-(DOD, NATO) A coastal area con- publication bearing a register number as well

cadered safehfrom enem tt to wh er as a long and short title, and for which pen
chant ships may be ordered to proceed when odic accounting is required.

the shipping movement policy is implement-

ed. See also safe anchorage, register glas-NA TO) In photography, a glass

refugee-4DOD) A civilian who by reason of plate at the focal plane against which the film

real or imagined danger has left home to seek is pressed during exposure.

safety elsewhere. See also displaced person; register marks-(DOD, NATO) In cartogphy,
evacuee; expellee. designated marks, such as small crosses, cir-

refugee-(NATO) Persons who, because of rea cles, or other patterns applied to original copy

or imagined danger, move of their own voli- prior to reproduction to facilitate registration

tion, spontaneously or in violation of stay-put of plates and to indicate the relative positions
policy, irrespective of whether they move of successive impressions.
within their own country (national refugees)
or across interational boundaries (interna- registration-(DOD) The adjustment of fire to

tional refugees). determine firing data corrections.

regimental landing team-(DOD) A task organi- registration fire-(DOD, NA TO) Fire delivered
zation for landing, comprised of an infantry to obtain accurate data for subsequent effec-
regiment reinforced by those elements which tive engagement of targets. See also fire.
are required for initiation of its combat func-
tion ashore. registration point--(DOD, NATO) Terrain fea-

ture or other designated point on which fire is
regional reinforcing force-(DOD, NATO) A re- adjusted for the purpose of obtaining correc-

inforcing force made available to a Major tions to firing data.
NATO Commander which is further allocated
by him to a specific Major Subordinate Com- regrade-(DOD) To determine that certain clas-
mander for employment. sified information requires, in the interests of

national defense, a higher or a lower degree
regional reserve-(DOD, NATO) A reinforcing of protection against unauthorized disclosure

force, made available through a Major NATO than currently provided, coupled with a
Commander to a Major Subordinate Com- changing of the classification designation to
mander, that is not yet committed to a specif- reflect such higher or lower degree.
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regroup airfield-(DOD) Any airfield, military reinforcing force--(NATO) In rapid reinforce-
or civil, at which post-H-hour reassembling of ment planning, a force in being which is
aircraft is planned for the express purpose of made available to a Major NATO Commander
rearming, recocking, and resumption of by nations to supplement in-place forces. See
armed alert, overseas deployment, or conduct- also augmentation force.
ing further combat missions. See also airfield.

reinforcing nation-(NATO) A NATO nation
regular drill-See unit training assembly. which will send reinforcing forces to a NATO

command.

regulated itemn-(DOD, NATO) Any item over
which proper authority exercises close super- relateral tell-(DOD, NATO) The relay of infor-
vision of distribution to individual units or mation between facilities through the use of a
commands because the item is scarce, costly, third facility. This type of telling is appropri-
or of a highly technical or hazardous nature. ate between automated facilities in a degrad-
See also critical item, critical supplies and ed communications environment. See also
material. track telling.

regulating station-(DOD) A command agency relative altitude-See vertical separation.
established to control all movements of per-
sonnel and supplies into or out of a given relative aperture--(DOD) The ratio of the
area. equivalent focal length to the diameter of the

entrance pupil of photographic lens expressed
regulatory sign-(NATO) A sign used by compe- f:4.5, etc. Also called f-number; stop; aperture

tent authority to regulate and control traffic. stop; or diaphragm stop.

rehabilitation-(DOD, NATO) 1. The process- relative bearing-(DOD, NATO) The direction
ing, usually in a relatively quiet area, of units expressed as a horizontal angle normally
or individuals recently withdrawn from measured clockwise from the forward point of
combat or arduous duty, during which units the longitudinal axis of the vehicle to an
recondition equipment and are rested, fur- object or body. See also bearing, grid bearing.
nished special facilities, filled up with replace-
ments, issued replacement supplies and equip- relative biological effectiveness-(DOD) The
ment, given training, and generally made ratio of the number of rads of gamma (or X)
ready for employment in future operations. radiation of a certain energy which will
2. The action performed in restoring an in- produce a specified biological effect to the
stallation to authorized design standards. number of rads of another radiation required

to produce the same effect is the relative bio-
reimbursable NATO military personnel- logical effectiveness of the latter radiation.

(NATO) A category of military personnel pro-
vided by the receiving state to NATO and for relative biological effectiveneus-(NATO) The
which reimbursement to the nation concerned ratio of the absorbed dose of gamma or X-rays
is made from the NATO international budget. of a certain energy to the absorbed dose of an-

other ionizing radiation which produces the
reinforcement training unit-See voluntary same biological effect.

training unit.
release-(DOD, NATO) In air armament, the in-

reinforcing-(DOD, NATO) In artillery usage, tentional separation of a free-fall aircraft
tactical mission in which one artillery unit store, from its suspension equipment, for pur-
augments the fire of another artillery unit. poses of employment of the store.
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rlease altitude-(DOD) Altitude of an aircraft reliability diagram-(DOD, NATO) In cartogra-
above the ground at the time of release of phy, a diagram showing the dates and quality
bombs, rockets, missiles, tow targets, etc. of the source material from which a map or

chart has been compiled. See also inforna-
re•eased-(NATO) In air defense, weapons and tion box.

crews which have been released from commit-
ments and states of readiness. When so re- reliability of source-See evaluation.
"leased, they are given a time at which a state
of readiness will be resumed. relief-(DOD, NATO) Inequalities of evaluation

and the configuration of land features on the
release point--(NATO) 1. In road movements, a surface of the earth which may be represent-

well-defined point on a route at which the ele- ed on maps or charts by contours, hypsome-
ments composing a column return under the tric tints, shading, or spot elevations.
authority of their respective commanders,
each one of these elements continuing its relief in place-(DOD, NATO) An operation in
movement towards its own appropriate desti- which, by direction of higher authority, all or
nation. 2. In air transport, a point on the part of a unit is replaced in an area by the in
ground directly above which the first para- oming unit. The responsibilities of the re-
troop or cargo item is alrdroppe. See also placed elements for the mission and the as-
computed air release point signed zone of operations are transferred to

the incoming unit. The incoming unit contin-
release point (road)-(DOD) A well defined ues the operation as ordered.

point on a route at which the elements com-
posing a column return under the authority
of their respective commanders, each one of remaining forces.-rDOD) The total surviving
these elements continuing its movement to- United States forces at any given stage of
wards its own appropriate destination, combat operations.

releasing conmander--(NAIY) In nuclear war. remote delivery-(DOD, NATO) In mine war-fare, a commander who has been delegated fare, the delivery of mines to a target area byauthority to approve the use of nuclear weap- any means other than direct emplacement.authority toaprovesthed uits. See eap- The exact position of mines so laid may not be
commander(s); executing commander,.non

releasing commander (nuclear weapons)- remotely piloted vehicle-(DOD, NATO) An un-
(DOD) A commander who has been delegated manned vehicle capable of being controlled

authority to approve the use of nuclear weap- from a distant location through a communica-
ons within prescribed limits. See also tion link. It is normally designed to be recov-
commander(s); executing commander (nucle- erable. See also drone.

ar weapons).
rem (roentgen equivalent mammal)-(DOD)

releasing officer-(DOD) A properly designated One rem is the quantity of ionizing radiation
individual who may authorize the sending of of any type which, when absorbed by man or
a message for and in the name of the origina- other mammal, produces a physiological effect
tor. See also originator, equivalent to that produced by the absorption

of 1 roentgen of X-ray or gamma radiation.

rellability--(NATO) The ability of an item to
perform a required function under stated con- render safe procedures-See explosive ord-
didms for a specified period of time. nance disposal procedures.
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rendezvous--(DOD, NATO) 1. A pre-arranged group who left for reason of politics, religion,
meeting at a given time and location from or other pertinent reasons.
which to begin an action or phase of an oper-
ation, or to which to return after an oper- repeat-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval
ation. See also join-up. 2. In land warfare, an gunfire support, an order or request to fire
easily found terrain location at which visitors again the same number of rounds with the
to units, headquarters or facilities are met by same method of fire.
personnel from the element to be visited. See
also contact point repeater-jammer-(DOD, NATO) A receiver

transmitter device which amplifies, multiplies
rendezvous area-(DOD) In an amphibious op- and retransmits the signals received, for pur-

eration, the area in which the landing craft poses of deception or jamming.
and amphibious vehicles rendezvous to form
waves after being loaded, and prior to move- replacement demand-(DOD) A demand repre-
ment to the line of departure. senting replacement of items consumed or

worn out.
reorder cycle-(DOD) The interval between suc-

cemsive reorder (procurement) actions. replacement factor-(DOD, NATO) The estimat-
ed percentage of equipment or repair parts in

reorder point-(DOD) 1. That point at which use that will require replacement during a
time a stock replenishment requisition would given period due to wearing out beyond
be submitted to maintain the predetermined repair, enemy action, abandonment, pilferage,
or calculated stockage objective. 2. The sum and other causes except catastrophes.
of the safety level of supply plus the level for
order and shipping time equals the reorder replacements--(DOD) Personnel required to
point. See also level of supply. take the place of others who depart a unit.

repair-(DOD) The restoration of an item to replenishment at sea-(DOD, NATO) Those op-
serviceable condition through correction of a erations required to make a transfer of per-
specific failure or unserviceable condition. See sonnel and/or supplies when at sea.
also overhaul; rebuild.

reply-(DOD, NATO) An answer to a challenge.
repair cycle-(DOD) The stages through which See also challenge; countersign; password.

a reparable item passes from the time of its
removal or replacement until it is reinstalled reported unit-(DOD) A unit designation that
or placed in stock in a serviceable condition. has been mentioned in an agent report, cap-

tured document, or interrogation report, but
repair cycle aircraft-(DOD) Aircraft in the for which available information is insufficient

active inventory that are in or awaiting depot to include the unit in accepted order of battle
maintenance, including those in transit to or holdings.
from depot maintenance.

reporting post-(DOD, NATO) An element of
reparable item-(DOD) An item that can be re- the control and reporting system used to

conditioned or economically repaired for reuse extend the radar coverage of the control and
when it becomes unserviceable. See also re- reporting center. It does not undertake the
coverable Item. control of aircraft.

repatriate-(DOD) A person who returns to his reporting time interval-(DOD) 1. In surveil-
country or citizenship, having left his native lance, the time interval between the detection
country, either against his will or as one of a of an event and the receipt of a report by the
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user. 2. In communications, the time for per day for those items fired by weapons, and
transmission of data or a report from the orig- of all other items of supply expressed in terms
inating terminal to the end receiver. See also of appropriate unit of measure per day, esti-
near real time. mated to sustain operations of any designated

force without restriction for a specified period.
report line-(NATO) A line at which troops,

after having reached it, must report to their required supply rate (ammunition)-(DOD) In
command echelon. Army usage, the amount of ammunition ex-

pressed in terms of rounds per weapon per
representative downwind direction-(DOD, day for ammunition items fired by weapons,

NATO) During the forecast period, the mean and in terms of other units of measure per
surface downwind direction in the hazard day for bulk allotment and other items, esti-
area towards which the cloud travels. mated to be required to sustain operations of

any designated force without restriction for a
representative downwind speed-(DOD, NATO) specified period. Tactical commanders use this

The mean surface downwind speed in the rate to state their requirements for ammuni-
habard area during the forecast period. tion to support planned tactical operations at

specified intervals. The required supply rate
representative fraction--(DOD) The scale of a is submitted through command channels. It is

map, chart, or photograph expressed as a frac- consolidated at each echelon and is considered
tion or ratio. See also scale. by each commander in subsequently deter-

mining the controlled supply rate within the
representative fraction-(NA TO) See scale. command.

reproduction materlal-(NATO) Material, gen- requirements-See military requirement.
erally in the form of positive or negative
copies on film or glass for each color plate,from which a map or chart may be directly requisltion--(DOD, NATO0) 1. An authoritative
fromp wuch, ademand or request especially for personnel,supplies, or services authorized but not made

request modify-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and available without specific request. (DOD)
2. To demand or require services from an in-naval gunfire support, a request by any

person, other than the person authorized to vaded or conquered nation.
make modifications to a fire plan, for a modi-
fication. requisitioning objective-(DOD) The maximum

quantities of materiel to be maintained on
required delivery date-(DOD) A calendar date hand and on order to sustain current oper-

that specifies when materiel is actually re- ations. It will consist of the sum of stocks rep-
quired to be delivered to the requisitioner and resented by the operating level, safety level,
it is always a date that is earlier or later than and the order and shipping time or procure-
the computed standard delivery date, i.e., a ment lead time, as appropriate. See also level
required delivery date cannot exactly equal a of supply.
computed standard delivery date.

rescue combat air patrol-(DOD) An aircraft
required military force-.(NATO) The armed patrol provided over a combat search and

forces necessary to carry out a military mis- rescue objective area for the purpose of inter-
sion over a specified period of time. cepting and destroying hostile aircraft. Its pri-

mary mission is to protect the Search and
required supply rate-(NA TO) The amount of Rescue Task Force during recovery oper-

ammunition expressed in rounds per weapon ations. See also combat air patrol.
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rescue coordination center-(DOD) A primary in the inventory against possible future needs.
search and rescue facility suitably staffed by See also aircraft.
supervisory personnel and equipped for co-
ordinating and controlling search and rescue reserve component category-(DOD) The cate-
operations. The facility may be operated uni- gory that identifies an individual's status in a
laterally by personnel of a single Service reserve component. The three reserve compo-
(rescue coordination center), jointly by per- nent categories are Ready Reserve, Standby
sonnel of two or more Services (joint rescue Reserve, and Retired Reserve. Each reservist
coordination center), or it may have a com- is identified by a specific reserve component
bined staff of personnel from two or more category designation.
allied nations (combined rescue coordination
center). Formerly called Search and Rescue Reserve Components-(DOD) Reserve Compo-
Coordination Center. nents of the Armed Forces of the United

States are: a. the Army National Guard of
rescue ship-(DOD, NATO) In shipping control, the United States; b. the Army Reserve;

a ship of a convoy stationed at the rear of a c. the Naval Reserve; d. the Marine Corps
convoy column to rescue survivors. Reserve; e. the Air National Guard of the

United States; f. the Air Force Reserve; and
rescue strop-.(NATO) A piece of rescue equip- g. the Coast Guard Reserve.

ment which is placed around a person's chest
to secure that person to a rescue line or heli- reserved demolition target-(DOD, NATO) A
copter hoist cable. Also called horse collar, target for demolition, the destruction of which

must be controlled at a specific level of com-
research-(DOD) All effort directed toward in- mand because it plays a vital part in the tac-

creased knowledge of natural phenomena and tical or strategical plan, or because of the irn-
environment and toward the solution of prob- portance of the structure itself, or because the
lems in all fields of science. This includes demolition may be executed in the face of the
basic and applied research. enemy. See also demolition target.

reseau-(DOD, NATO) A grid system of a stand- reserved route-(DOD, NATO) In road traffic, a
ard size in the image plane of a photographic specific route allocated exclusively to an au-
system used for mensuration purposes. thority or formation. See also route.

reserve-(DOD) 1. Portion of a body of troops reserve supplies-(DOD) Supplies accumulated
which is kept to the rear, or withheld from in excess of immediate needs for the purpose
action at the beginning of an engagement, of ensuring continuity of an adequate supply.
available for a decisive movement. 2. Mem- Also called reserves. See also battle reserves;
bers of the military Services who are not in beach reserves; contingency retention stock;
active service but who are subject to call to economic retention stock; individual re-
active duty. 3. Portion of an appropriation or serves; initial reserves; unit reserves.
contract authorization held or set aside for
future operations or contingencies and in re- residual contamination-(DOD, NATO) Con-
spect to which administrative authorization to tamination which remains after steps have
incur commitments or obligations has been been taken to remove it. These steps may con-
withheld. See also general reserve; operation- sist of nothing more than allowing the con-
al reserve; reserve supplies. tamination to decay normally.

reserve aircraft-(DOD) Those aircraft which residual forces-(DOD) Unexpended portions of
have been accumulated in excess of immedi- the remaining United States forces that have
ate needs for active aircraft and are retained an immediate combat potential for continued
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military operations, and that have been delib- rest-(DOD, NATO) In artillery, a command
erately withheld from utilization, that indicates that the unit(s) or gun(s) to

which it is addressed shall not follow up fire

residual radiation-(DOD, NATO) Nuclear radi- orders during the time that the order is in
ation caused by fallout, artificial dispersion of force.

radioactive material, or irradiation which re-
suits from a nuclear explosion and persists rest and recuperation-(DOD) The withdrawal
longer than one minute after burst See also of individuals from combat or duty in a

contamination; induced radiation; initial ra- combat area for short periods of rest and re-

dtion. cuperation. This is commonly referred to as
R&R. See also rehabilitation.

residual radioactivity-(DOD) Nuclear radi- restart at .. .- (DOD, NATO) In artillery, a
ation that results from radioactive sources term used to restart a fire plan after "dwell
and which persists for longer than one at.. ." or "check firing" or "cease loading"
minute. Sources of residual radioactivity cre- has been ordered.
ated by nuclear explosions include fission
fragments and radioactive matter created pri- restitution-(DOD, NATO) The process of deter-
marily by neutron activation, but also by mining the true planimetric position of ob-
gamma and other radiation activation. Other jects whose images appear on photographs.
possible sources of residual radioactivity in-
clude radioactive material created and dis- restitution factor-See correlation factor.
persed by means other than nuclear explo-
sion. See also contamination; induced radi- restraint factor-(DOD, NATO) In air trans.
ation; initial radiation, port, a factor, normally expressed in multiples

of the force of gravity, which determines the
resistance movement-(DOD) An organized required strength of lashings and tie-downs to

effort by some portion of the civil population secure a particular load.
df a country to resist the legally established
government or an occupying power and to dis- restraint of loads-(DOD) The process of bind-
rupt civil order and stability. ing, lashing, and wedging items into one unit

or into its transporter in a manner that will

resolution-(DOD, NATO) A measurement of insure immobility during transit.

the smallest detail which can be distinguished tricte air cargo-See car.
by a sensor system under specific conditions.

restricted area-(DOD) 1. An area (land, sea, or
responsibility-(DOD) 1. The obligation to air) in which there are special restrictive

carry forward an assigned task to a successful measures employed to prevent or minimize in-
conclusion. With responsibility goes authority terference between friendly forces. 2. An area
to direct and take the necessary action to under military jurisdiction in which special
insure success. 2. The obligation for the security measures are employed to prevent
proper custody, care, and safekeeping of prop- unauthorized entry. See also air surface
erty or funds entrusted to the possession or zones; controlled firing area; restricted areas
supervision of an individual. See also ac- (air).
countability.

restricted area-(NATO) 1. An airspace of de-
responsor-(DOD, NATO) An electronic device fined dimensions, above the land areas or ter-

used to receive an electronic challenge and ritorial waters of a state, within which the
display a reply thereto. flight of aircraft is restricted in accordance
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with certain specified conditions. 2. An area resupply-(DOD, NATO) The act of replenishing
in which there are special restrictive meas- stocks in order to maintain required levels of
ures employed to prevent or minimize inter- supply.
ference between friendly forces. 3. An area
under military jurisdiction in which special resupply of* Europe-(NA TO) The shipping of
security measures are employed to prevent supplies to Europe during the period from the
unauthorized entry. outbreak of war until the end of such a re-

quirement. These supplies to exclude any ma-
restricted areas (air)-(DOD) Designated areas terial already located upon land in Europe,

established by appropriate authority over but to include other supplies irrespective of
which flight of aircraft is restricted. They are their origin or location. See also element of
shown on aeronautical charts and published resupply.
in notices to airmen, and publications of aids
to air navigation. See also restricted ares retard-(DOD) A request from a spotter to indi-

cate that the illuminating projectile burst is
restricted dangerous air cargo-(DOD, NATO) desired later in relation to the subsequent

Cargo which does not belong to the highly bursts of high explosive projectiles.
dangerous category but which is hazardous
and requires, for transport by cargo or passen- reticle-(DOD, NATO) A mark such as a cross
ger aircraft, extra precautions in packing and or a system of lines lying in the image plane
handling, of a viewing apparatus. It may be used singly

as a reference mark on certain types of mo-
restricted data-(DOD) All data (information) nocular instruments or as one of a pair to

concerning: a. design, manufacture, or utiliza- form a floating mark as in certain types of
tion of atomic weapons; b. the production of stereoscopes. See also graticule.
special nuclear material; or c. the use of spe-
cial nuclear material in the production of retirement-(OD, NATO) An operation in
energy, but shall not include data declassified whichea.for , out o n overatio mor rmovd frm te retrited atacateory which a force out of contact moves away fromor removed from the restricted data category teeey
pursuant to Section 142 of the Atomic Energy the enemy.
Act. (Section 11w, Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
as amended.) See also formerly restricted retirement route-(DOD) The track or series of
data. tracks along which helicopters move from a

specific landing site or landing zone. See also

restricted operations area-(DOD, NATO) Air- approach route; helicopter lane.

space of defined dimensions, designated by the
airspace control authority, in response to spe- retrofit action-(DOD) Action taken to modify
cific operational situations/requirements inservice equipment.
within which the operation of one or more
airspace users is restricted, retrograde movement-(DOD) Any movement

of a command to the riair, or away from the
restrictive fire plan-(DOD, NA TO) A safety enemy. It may be forced by the enemy or may

measure for friendly aircratft which estab- be made voluntarily. Such movements may be
lishes airspace that is reasonably safe from classified as withdrawal, retirement, or delay-
friendly surface delivered non-nuclear fires. ing action..

resume-(DOD) In air intercept usage a code retrograde operation-See retrograde move-

meaning, "Resume last patrol ordered." ment.
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retrograde personnel-(DOD) Personnel evacu- cant risk of permanent injury, and medical
ated from a theater of operations, may in- treatment is rarely required. See also inca-
clude noncombatants and civilians. pacitating agent.

return load-(DOD, NATO) Personnel and/or riot control operations-(DOD) The employ-
cargo to be transported by a returning carri- ment of riot control agents and/or special tac-
er. tics, formations and equipment in the control

return to base-(DOD) Proceed to the point in- of violent disorders.

dicated by the displayed information. This
point is being used to return the aircraft toa ripe-(NATO) In mine warfare, a word once
place at which the aircraft can land. Coin- used to mean "armed." See also armed mine.
mand heading, speed and altitude may be
used, if desired. Also called RTB. rising mine-(DOD, NA TO) In naval mine war-

fare, a mine having positive buoyancy which
reverse slope-(NATO) Any slope which de- is released from a sinker by a ship influence

scends away from the enemy. or by a timing device. The mine may fire by
contact, hydrostatic pressure or other means.

revolving fund-(DOD) A fund established to fi-
nance a cycle of operations to which reim- risk-See degree of risk (nuclear).
bursements and collections are returned for
reuse in a manner such as will maintain the
principal of the fund, e.g., working capital riverine area-(DOD) An inland or coastal area
funds, industrial funds, and loan funds. comprising both land and water, character-

ized by limited land lines of communication,
RF-4--See Phantom II. with extensive water surface and/or inland

waterways that provide natural routes for
RGM-66D-See Standard SSM (ARM). surface transportation and communications.

RGM-84-See Harpoon. riverine operations-(DOD) Operations con-
ducted by forces organized to cope with and

RH-53-See Sea Stallion. exploit the unique characteristics of a riverine
area, to locate and destroy hostile forces, and/

right (left) bank-See left (right) bank. or to achieve, or maintain control of the river-
ine area. Joint riverine operations combine

right (or left)-See left (or right). land, naval, and air operations, as appropri-
ate, and are suited to the nature of the specif-

RIM-66--See Standard Missile. ic riverine area in which operations are to be
conducted.

RIM-67--See Standard Missile.
road block--(DOD, NA TO) A barrier or obstacle

riot control agent-(DOD) A chemical that pro- (sa d b y fire) used o blo
duces temporary irritating or disabling effects (usually covered by fire) used to block, or
when in contact with the eyes or when in- limit the movement of, hostile vehicles along
haled. a route.

riot control agent-(NATO) A substance which road capacity-(DOD) The maximum traffic
produces temporary irritating or disabling flow obtainable on a given roadway, using all
physical effects that disappear within minutes available lanes, usually expressed in vehicles
of removal from exposure. There is no signifi- per hour or vehicles per day.
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road c• rance ti., e-(DOD, NATO) The total rolI-(NATO) 1. The rotation of an aircraft or
time a column requires to travel over and ship about its longitudinal axis. 2. In air pho-
clear a section of the road. tography, the camera rotation about the lon-

gitudinal axis of the aircraft. Also called
road hazard sign-(DOD, NATO) A sign used to "tilt." See also tilt angle.

indicate traffic hazards. Military hazard signs
should be used in a communications zone area roll back-(DOD) The process of progressive de-
only in accordance with existing agreements struction and/or neutralization of the oppos-
with national authorities. ing defenses, starting at the periphery and

working inward, to permit deeper penetration
road net-(DOD) The system of roads available of succeeding defense positions.

within a particular locality or area.
roller conveyor-M(NATO) A materials handling

road space-(DOD, NATO) The length of road- aid containing rollers over which cargo is
way allocated to, and/or actually occupied by, moved.
a column on a route, expressed in miles or kil-
ometers. roll-in-point-(DOD) The point at which air-

craft enter the final leg of the attack, e~g.,
reamer-(NATO) Grids constructed to common di--, J-".e.

map scales used for determination of map co-
ordinates. roll-up-(DOD) The process for orderly disman-

tling of facilities no longer required in sup-
rocket-(NATO) A self-propelled vwiicle whose port of operations and available for transfer

trajectory or course, while in flight, cannot be to olier areas.
controlled.

romper-(DOD, NATO) A ship which has moved
rocket propulsion-M(DOD) Reaction propulsion more than 10 nautical miles ahead of its

wherein both the fuel and the oxidizer, gener- convoy, and is unable to rejoin it. See also
sting the hot gases expended through a straggler.
nmzle, are carried as part of the rocket
engine. Specifically, rocket propulsion differs rope-(DOD, NATO) An element of chaff con-
from jet propulsion in that jet propulsion uti- sisting of a long roll of metallic foil or wire
lime atmospheric air as an oxidizer whereas which is designed for broad, low-frequency re-
rocket propulsion utilizes nitric acid or a simi- sponses. See also chaff.
lar compound as an oxidizer. See also jet pro-
pulsion. rotational post-(NATO) A manpower post

filled on a rotational basis. Within NATO, it
ROE-See rules of engagement. may be confined to specified nations.

roentgen-(DOD, NATO) A unit of exposure rotor governing mode-(DOD, NA TO) A control
dose of gamma (or X-) radiation. In field do- mode in which helicopter rotor speed is main-
simetry, one roentgen is essentially equal to tained automatically.
one rad.

roundout--See flare.
Roland-See US Roland.

rounds complete-(DOD, NATO) In artillery
role number-(DOD, NATO) In the medical and naval gunfire support, the term used to

field, the classification of treatment facilities report that the number of rounds specified in
aeordling to their different capabilities. fire for effect have been fired. C--e aL]o shot.
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rounds (number of)-See (number of) rounds. row marker-(DOD, NATO) In land mine war-
fare, a natural, artificial, or specially installed

route-(DOb, NATO) The prescribed course to marker, located at the start and finish of a
be traveled from a specific point of origin to a mine row where mines are laid by individual
specific destination. See also axial route; con- rows.
trolled route; dispatch route; lateral route;
reserved route; signed route; supervised RTB-See return to base.
route.

rules of engagement-(DOD) Directives issued
route capacity-(DOD, NATO) 1. The maxi- by competent military authority which delin-

mum traffic flow of vehicles in one direction eate the circumstances and limitations under
at the most restricted point on the route. which United States forces will initiate and/
2. The maximum number of metric tons or continue combat engagement with other
which can be moved in one direction over a forces encountered. Also called ROE. See also
particular route in one hour. It is the product law of war.
of the maximum traffic flow and the average
payload of the vehicles using the route. See rules of engagement-.(NATO) Directives issued
also railway line capacity, by competent military authority which specify

the circumstances and limitations under
route classification-(DOD, NATO) Classifica- which forces will initiate and/or continue

tion assigned to a route using factors of mini- combat engagement with other forces encoun-
mum width, worst route type, least bridge, tered.
raft or culvert military load classification, and
ob-cructions to traffic flow. See also military run-(DOD) 1. That part of a flight of one pho-
load classification. tographic reconnaissance aircraft during

which photographs are taken. 2. The transit
route lanes-(DOD, NATO) A series of parallel of a sweeper-sweep combination or of a mine-

tracks for the routing of independently sailed hunter operating its equipment through a lap.
ships. This term may also be applied to a transit of

any formation of sweepers.
route reconnaissance-(NA TO) Reconnaissance

along a specific line of communications, such run-(NA TO) 1. That part of a flight of one re-
as road, railway or waterway, to provide new connaissance aircraft during which sensor im-
or updated information on route conditions agery is taken. 2. The transit of a sweeper-
and activities along the route. sweep combination or of a mine-hunter oper-

ating its equipment through a lap. This term
routine message-(DOD) A category of prece- may also be applied to a transit of any forma-

dence to be used for all types of messages that tion of sweepers.
justify transmission by rapid means unless of
sufficient urgency to require a higher prece- running fix-(DOD, NATO) The intersection of
dence. See also precedence. two or more position lines, not obtained si-

multaneously, adjusted to a common time.
routing indicator-(DOD) A group of letters as-

signed to indicate: a. the geographic location run-up area-(NA TO) A zone within the ma-
of a station; b. a fixed headquarters of a corn- neuvering area reserved for testing aircraft
mand, activity, or unit at a geographic loca- engines prior to take-off.
tion; and c. the general location of a tape
relay or tributary station to facilitate the runway-(DOD, NATO) A defined rectangular
routing of traffic over the tape relay net- area of an airfield, prepared for the landing
work& and take-off run of aircraft along its lengt i
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runway visual range-(DOD, NATO) The maxi- rupture zone-(DOD, NATO) The region imme-
mum distance in the direction of takeoff or diately adjacent to the crater boundary in
landing at which the runway, or specified which the stresses produced by the explosion
lights or markers delineating it, can be seen have exceeded the ultimate strength of the
from a position above a specified point on its medium. It is characterized by the appearance
center line at a height corresponding to the of numerous radial cracks of various sizes. See
average eye level of pilots at touch-down. also plastic zone.

RUR-5A-See antisubmarine rocket.
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S
S-8-See Viking. type under consideration. Safe depth is usual-

ly quoted for conditions of ship upright, calm
sabot-(DOD, NATO) Lightweight carrier in sea and a given speed.

which a subcaliber projectile is centered to
permit firing the projectile in the larger cali- safe distance-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine
ber weapon. The carrier fills the bore of the warfare, the horizontal range from the edge
weapon from which the projectile is fired; it is of the explosion damage area to the center of
normally discarded a short distance from the the sweeper.
muzzle.

Safeguard-(DOD) A ballistic missile defenseuabotage--(DOD) An act or acts with intent to sytm

jure, interfere with, or obstruct the national

defense of a country by wllfully injuring or safe haven-(DOD) 1. Designated area(s) to
destroying, or attempting to injure or destroy, which noncombatants of the United States
any national defense or war material, prem- Government's responsibility, and commercial
ues or utilities, to include human and natural vehicles and materiel, may be evacuated
arewurms, during a domestic or other valid emergency.

2. Temporary storage provided Department of
sabotagte alert team--Bee security alert teaL Energy classified shipment transporters at

Department of Defense facilities in order to
osa e d sorafe-O NAro) enem a nchoragewhich assure safety and security of nuclear material

considered smafe from enemy attack to which and/or non-nuclear classified material. Also
merchant ships inay be ordered to piroceed includes parking for commercial vehicles con-
when the shipping movement policy is imple- taining Class A or Class B explosives.
mented. See also refuge area.

sate are--(DOD) A deignated area in hostie safe house-(DOD) An innocent-appearing

territory that offers the evader or escapee a house or premises establihed by an organiza-
reasonable chane of avoiding capture and of tion for the purpose of conducting clandestine

surviving until he can be evacuated, or covert activity in relative security.

safe burst height-(DOD, NATO) The height of safe separation distance-(DOD, NATO) The
burst at or above which the level of fallout, or minimum distance between the delivery
damage to ground installations is at a prede- system and the weapon beyond which the haz-
termined level acceptable to the military com- ards associated with functioning (detonation)

mander. See also types of burst are acceptable.

safe current-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine war- safe speed-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine war-
fare, the maximum current that can be sup. fare, the speed at which a particular ship can
plied to a sweep in a given waveform and proceed without actuating a given influence
pulse cycle which does not produce a danger mine, at the depth under consideration,
area with respect to the mines being swept within the damage area.
for.

safety and arming mechanism-(DOD, NATO)
safe depth-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine war- A dual function device which prevents the un-

fare, the shallowest depth of water in which a intended activation of a main charge or pro.
ship will not actuate a bottom mine of the pulsion unit prior to arming but allows activa-
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tion thereafter upon receipt of the appropri- ground forces. (Note: DOD does not use the
ate stimuli. word "submarines".)

safety angle--See angle of safety. safe working load-(DOD, NA TO) In sea oper-
ations, the maximum load that can be safely

safety device-(DOD, NATO) A device which applied to a fitting, and normally shown on a
prevents unintentional functioning. label plate adjacent to the fitting. See also

static test load.
safety distance-(DOD, NATO) In road trans-

port, the distance between vehicles traveling safing-(DOD) As applied to weapons and am-
in column specified by the command in light munition, the changing from a state of readi-
of safety requirements. ness for initiation to a safe condition.

safety fuze-(DOD, NATO) A pyrotechnic con- safing and arming mechanism-(DOD, NATO)
tained in a flexible and weather-proof sheath A mechanism whose primary purpose is to
burning at a timed and constant rate, used to prevent an unintended functioning of the
transmit a flame to the detonator. main charge of the ammunition prior to com-

pletion of the arming delay and, in turn,
safety height-See altitude; minimum safe alti- allow the explosive train of the ammunition

tude. to function after arming.

safety lanes-(DOD, NATO) Specified sea lanes Salnt-(DOD) A satellite inspector system de-
designated for use in transit by submarine signed to demonstrate the feasibility of inter-
and surface ships to prevent attack by friend- cepting, inspecting, and reporting on the char-
ly forces. acteristics of satellites in orbit.

safety lanyard-See arming wire. salted weapon-(DOD, NATO) A nuclear
weapon which has, in addition to its normal

safety level of supply-(DOD) The quantity of . components, certain elements or isotopes
materiel, in addition to the operating level of which capture neutrons at the time of the ex-
supply, required to be on hand to permit con- plosion and produce radioactive products over
tinuous operations in the event of minor and above the usual radioactive weapon
interruption of normal replenishment or un- debris. See also minimum residual radioactiv-
predictable fluctuations in demand. See also ity weapon.
level of supply.

Salvage-(DOD) 1. Property that has some
safety line-(DOD, NATO) In land mine war- value in excess of its basic material content

fare, demarcation line for trip wire or wire-ac- but which is in such condition that it has no
tuated mines in a minefield. It serves to pro- reasonable prospect of use for any purpose as
tect the laying personnel. After the minefield a unit and its repair or rehabilitation for use
is laid this line is neither marked on the as a unit is clearly impractical. 2. The saving
ground nor plotted on the minefield record. or rescuing of condemned, discarded, or aban-

doned property, and of materials contained
safety pin-See arming wire. therein for reuse, refabrication, or scrapping.

safety wire-See arming wire. salvage-(NATO) 1. Damaged, discarded, con-
demned or abandoned allied or enemy materi-

safety zone-(DOD, NATO) An area (land, sea, el including ships, craft, or floating equipment
or air) reserved for noncombat operations of which is recovered for reuse. 2. The saving or
friendly aircraft, surface ships, submarines or recovering of materials contained in damaged,
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discarded, condemned, or abandoned equip- refuge for staging, logistic, or other activities
ment for reuse. See also salvage procedure. of the combatant powers.

salvage group-(DOD) In an amphibious oper- sanitize-(DOD) Revise a report or other docu-
ation, a naval task organization designated ment in such a fashion as to prevent identifi-
and equipped to rescue personnel and to sal- cation of sources, or of the actual persons and
vage equipment and material, places with which it is concerned, or of the

means by which it was acquired. Usually in-
salvage operation-(DOD) 1. The recovery, volves deletion or substitution of names and

evacuation, and reclamation of damaged, dis- other key details.
carded, condemned, or abandoned allied or
enemy materiel, ships, craft, and floating SAR--See search and rescue.
equipment for reuse, repair, refabrication, or
scrapping. 2. Naval salvage operations include
harbor and channel clearance, divir,, hazard- satellite and missile surveillance-(DOD) The
ous towing and rescue tug services and the re- systematic observation of aerospace for the
covery of materiel, ships, craft, and floating purpose of detecting, tracking, and character-Sequipment sunk offshore or elsewhere strand- izing objects, events, and phenomena associat-

pe nt ed with satellites and inflight missiles, friend-ly and enemy. See also surveillance.

sdvage procedure--(NATO) 1. The recovery,
evacuation, and reclamation of damaged, dis- saunter-(DOD) In air intercept, a term mean-
carded, condemned, or abandoned allied or ing, "Fly at best endurance."
enemy materiel, ships, craft, and floating
equipment for reuse, repair, refabrication, or S-bend distortion--See S-curve distortion.
scrapping. 2. Naval salvage operations in-
clude harbor and channel clearance, diving, scale-(DOD, NA TO) The ratio or fraction be-
hazardous towing and rescue tug services and tween the distance on a map, chart or photo-
the recovery of materiel, ships, craft, and graph and the corresponding distance on the
floating equipment sunk offshore or elsewhere surface of the earth. See also conversion
sta ded, scale; graphic scale; photographic scale; prin-

cipal scale.
salvo-(DOD) 1. In naval gunfire support, a

method of fire in which a number of weapons scale of an exereise-(NA TO) The size of an ex-
are fired at the same target simultaneously. ercise in terms of resources required or allo-
2. In close air support/air interdiction oper- cated. It may be categorized as large, medium
ations, a method of delivery in which the re- ce Imay b e corted as l
lease mechanisms are operated to release or or small, viewed in the context of NATO as a
fire all ordnance of a specific type simuta- whole. See also extent of a military exercise
neously. scale (photographic)-See photographic scale.

Sam-D-(DOD) An Army air defense artillery,
surface-to-air missile system under develop- scaling law-(DOD, NATO) A mathematical re-
ment to replace Nike Hercules and the im- lationship which permits the effects of a nu-
proved Hawk systems. clear explosion of given energy yield to be de-

termined as a function of distance from the
sanctuary-M(DOD) A nation or area near or explosion (or from ground zero) provided the

contiguous to the combat area which by tacit corresponding effect is known as a function of
agreement between the warring powers is distance for a reference explosion, e.g., of 1-
exempt from attack and therefore serves as a kiloton energy yield.
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scan-(DOD) 1. In air intercept, a term mean- scheduled service (air transport)-(DOD) A
ing- "Search sector indicated and report any routine air transport service operated in ac-
contacts." 2. The patch periodically followed cordance with a timetable.
by a radiation beam.

scheduled speed-(DOD, NATO) The planned
scan-(NATO) In electro-magnetic or acoustic sustained speed of a convoy through the water

search, one complete rotation of the antenna. which determines the speed classification of
It may determine a time ban. that convoy. See also convoy speed; critical

speed; declared speed.

scan (elint)-(DOD) The motion of an electronic
beam through space searching for a target. and naval gunfire support, a planned target
Scanning is produced by the motion of the an- annvlgufrspotalnedagtScanningisyprodued byitheg moon which fire is to be delivered at a specifictenna or by lobe switching.time.

scan line-(DOD, NATO) The line produced on scheduled target (nuclear)-(DOD) A planned
a recording medium frame by a single sweep target on which a nuclear weapon is to be de-
of a wanner. livered at a specific time during the operation

of the supported force. The time is specified in
scan period-(DOD) The period taken by a terms of minutes before or after a designated

radar, sonar, etc., to complete a scan pattern time or in terms of the accomplishment of a
and return to a starting point. predetermined movement or task. Coordina-

tion and warning of friendly troops and air-
scan .rate-(DOD, NATO) The rate at which in- craft are mandatory.

dividual scans are recorded.
scheduled wave-See wave.

san type--DOD) The path made in space by a
point on the radar beam; for example, circu- schedule of fire-(DOD) Groups of fires or
lar, helical, conical, spiral, or sector. series of fires fired in a definite sequence ac-

cording to a definite program. The time of

scaerable mune-(DOD, NATO) A mine laid start the schedule may be ON CALL. For
without regard to classical pattern that is de- identification purposes schedules may be re
signed to be delivered by aircraft, artillery, ferred to by a code name or other designation.
missile, ground dispenser or by hand. schedule of targets-(DOD, NATO) In artillery

scene of action commander-(OD, NATO) In and naval gunfire support, individual targets,
antse ubmaione warfare, D tAhO) commander attgroups or series of targets to be fired on, in aantisubmarine warfare, the commander at the definite sequence according to a definite pro-

sene of contact. He is usually in a ship, or

may be in a fixed wing aircraft, helicopter, or

submarine, scheme of maneuver-(DOD) The tactical plan

to be executed by a force in order to seize as-
scheduled fire-(DOD, NATO) A type of prear- signed objectives.

ranged fire executed at a predetermined time.
SCI-See sensitive compartmented informa.

scheduled maintenance-(DOD) Periodic pre- tion.
scribed inspection and/or servicing of equip-
ment accomplished on a calendar, mileage, or scientific and technical intelligence-(DOD)
hours of operation bsis. See also organiza- The product resulting from the collection,
tional maintenance, evaluation, analysis, and interpretation of for-
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eign scientific and technical information screen coordinator-(NATO) In naval usage, an
which covers: a. foreign developments in officer appointed by the officer in tactical
basic and applied research and in applied en- command to exercise specific command func-
gineering techniques; and b. scientific and tions relating to the screen. See also screen.
technical characteristics, capabilities, and lim-
itations of all foreign military systems, weap- scribing-(DOD, NATO) In cartography, a
ons, weapon systems, and materiel, the re- method of preparing a map or chart by cut-
search and development related thereto, and ting the lines into a prepared coating.
the production methods employed for their
manufacture. S-curve distortion-(DOD, NATO) The distor-

tion in the image produced by a scanning
scientific intelligence-See scientific and tech- sensor which results from the forward dis-

nical Intelligence. placement of the sensor during the time of
lateral scan.

.cram-(DOD) In air intercept usage, a code
meaning, "Am about to open fire. Friendly S-Day-(DOD) A date used in the WARMAPS
units keep clear or get clear of indicated con- (wartime manpower planning system) data
tact, bogey or area." Direction of withdrawal base to denote the first mobilization manpow-
may be indicated. Type of fire may be indicat- er action in the scenario (e.g., the 100,000 call-
ed (eg., scram proximity:. "Am about to open up), when this first action does not coincide
fire with proximity-fuzed ammuntion" scram with M-day. See also wartime manpower
mushroont "Am about to fire a special planning system.
weapon.").

sea-air-land team--(DOD) A group of officers
scramble-(DOD, NATO) An order directing and individuals specially trained and

takeoff of aircraft as quickly as possible, usu- equipped for conducting unconventional and
ally followed by mission instructions. paramilitary operations and to train person-

nel of allied nations in such operations includ-
scram mushroom-See scram. ing surveillance and reconnaissance in and

from restricted waters, rivers, and coastal
scram proximity-See scram. areas. Commonly referred to as SEAL team.

screen-(DOD, NATO) 1. An arrangement of Sea Cobra-(DOD) A single-rotor, dual-crew,
ships, aircraft and/or submarines to protect a light attack helicopter armed with a variety
main body or convoy. 2. In cartography, a of machine guns, rockets, grenade launchers,
sheet of transparent film, glass or plastic car- and anti-tank missiles. It is utilized for attack
rying a "ruling" or other regularly repeated helicopter support. Designated as AH-1J.
pattern which may be used in conjunction
with a mask, either photographically or pho- sea control operations-(DOD) The employ-
tomechanically, to produce areas of the pat- ment of naval forces, supported by land and
tern. See also halftone screen. 3. In surveil- air forces, as appropriate, to achieve military
lance, camouflage and concealment, any natu- objectives in vital sea areas. Such operations
ral or artificial material, opaque to surveil- include destruction of enemy naval forces,
lance sensor(s), interposed between the suppression of enemy sea commerce, protec-
sensor(s) and the object to be camouflaged or tion of vital sea lanes, and establishment of
concealed. See also concealment 4. A securi- local military superiority in areas of naval op-
ty element whose primary task is to observe, erations.
identify and report information, and which
only fights in self-protection. See also flank- sea echelon-(DOD, NATO) A portion of the as-
guard; guard. sault shipping which withdraws from, or re-
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mains out of, the transport area during an by their fleeting nature and tactical impor-
amphibious landing and operates in deuignat- tance should be located and destroyed. See
ed areas to seaward in an on-call or unsched- also immediate mission request; priority of
uled status. immediate mission requests.

- frontier-(DOD) The naval command of a
coastal frontier, including the coastal zone in search and rescue-(DOD, NATO) The use of
addition to the land area of the coastal fron- aircraft, surface craft, submarines, specialized
tier and the adjacent sea areas. rescue teams and equipment to search for and

rescue personnel in distress on land or at sea.
Sea KIng-(DOD) A single-rotor, medium-lift See also component search and rescue con-

helicopter utilized for air/sea rescue and per- troller, joint rescue coordination center.
sonnel/cargo transport in support of aircraft (DOD Note: Also called SAR.) See also combat
carrier operations. Some versions are search and rescue.
equipped for antisubmarine operation& Desig-
nated as H-&

search and rescue alert notice-(DOD) AnSea Kught--(DOD) A twin-rotor, medium-lift alerting message used for United States do-
helicopter utiliUSd for personnel and cargo mestic flights. It corresponds to the declara-
transporL Designated w H-46. tion of the alert phase. Also called ALNOT.

SAL-See sea-ar-land team. See also search and rescue incident classifi-
cation, subpart b.

ea-launched ballistic mlssile-(DOD) A ballis-
tic missile launched from a submarine or our- search and rescue coordinator_(DOD) The des.
face ship. ignated search and rescue representative of

the area commander with overall responsibil-sealed cabfn-(DOD, NATO) The occupied l spw c ity and authority for operation of the jointof an aircraft characterized by walls which do
not allow any gseos exchange between the rescue coordination center, and for jointamiet allow phere and the insidex t b atmosU search and rescue operations within the geo-*
ambient atmosphere and the inside atmos-

phere and containing its own ways of regener- graphical area assigned.
ating the inside atmosphere.

M projection operations-See land, sea, or search and rescue incident classification-
aemrospe projection operations (DOD) Three emergency phases into which an

incident may be classified or progress, accord-
search-(DOD) 1. An operation to locate an ing to the seriousness of the incident and its

enemy force known or believed to be at sea. requirement for rescue service:
2. A systematic reconnaisance of a defined a. uncertainty phase-Doubt exists as to the
area, so that all parts of the area have passed safety of a craft or person because of
within visibility. & To distribute gunfire over knowledge of possible difficulties or be-
an area in depth by successive changes in gun cause of lack of information concerning
elevation. progress or position.

b. alert phase-Apprehension exists for the
search and attack priority-(DOD) The lowest safety of a craft or person because of defi-

category of immediate mission request involv- nite information that serious difFiculties
ing suspected targets related to the enemy exist that do not amount to a distress or
tactical or logistical capabilities, e.g., those because of a continued lack of information
which are not inhibiting a unit's advance but concerning progress or position.
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c. distress phase-Immediate assistance is re- of route or area to determine whether poised
quired by a craft or person because of mines are present.
being threatened by grave or imminent
danger or because of continued lack of in- sea skimmer-M(NATO) A missile designed to
formation concerning progress or position transit at less than 50 feet (or 15 meters)
after procedures for the alert phase have above the surface of the sea.
been executed.

Sea Sprite-(DOD) A single rotor light lift heli-
search and rescue mission coordinator-(DOD) copter utilized for air/sea rescue, personnel/

A search and rescue controller selected by the cargo transport and antisubmarine operations
search and rescue coordinator to direct a spe- from naval vessels. Designated as H-2.
cific mission.

Sea Stallion-(DOD) A single-rotor heavy-lift
search and rescue region-See inland sech helicopter utilized for personnel/cargo trans-

and rescue region; maritime search and port. Designated as CH-53. A mine counter-
rescue region; overseas search and rescue measures-equipped version is designated as
region. RI-53.

search attack unit-(OD) The designation sea superiority-(DOD) That degree of doma-
given to one or more ships separately orga- ce in the sea battle of one force over an-
nized or detached from a formation as a tacti- other that permits the conduct of operations
cal unit to search for and destroy submarines. by the former and its related land, sea, and

searched channel-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine air forces at a given time and place without

warfare, the whole or part of a route or a prohibitive interference by the opposing force.

path which has been searched, swept orhunted, the width of the channel being spc- sea supremnacy-(DOD) That degree of sea supe-
riority wherein the opposing force is incapa-fled. 'ble of effective interference.

sea�rchng flre-(DOD, NATO) Fire distributed
in depth by successive changes in the eleva- sea surveillance-(DOD, NATO) The systematic
tion of a gun. See also fire. observation of surface and subsurface sea

areas by all available and practicable means
search Jammer-See automatic search jammer. primarily for the purpose of locating, identify-

ing and determining the movements of ships,
search mission-(DOD, NATO) In air oper- submarines, and other vehicles, friendly and

ations, an air reconnaissance by one or more enemy, proceeding on or under the surface of
aircraft dispatched to locate an object or ob- the world's seas and oceans. See also surveil-
jects known or suspected to be in a specific lance.
area.

sea surveillance system-M(DOD, NATO) A
search radius-(DOD) In search and rescue op- system for collecting, reporting, correlating

erations, a radius centered on a datum point and presenting information supporting and
having a length equal to the total probable derived from the task of sea surveillance.
error plus an additional safety length to
insure a greater than 50 percent probability seavan-(DOD) Commercial or Government-
that the target is in the search area. owned (or leased) shipping containers which

are moved via ocean transportation without
search sweeping-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine bogey wheels attached, i.e., lifted on and off

warfare, the operation of sweeping a sample the ship.
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secondary armament-(DOD) In ships with second strike-(DOD) The first counterblow of
multiple-size guns installed, that battery con- a war. (Generally associated with nuclear op-
sisting of guns next largest to those of the erations.)
main battery.

second strike capability-(NA TO) The ability to
secondary censorship-(DOD) Armed forces survive a first strike with sufficient resources

censorship performned on the personal commu- to deliver an effective counterblow (generally
nications of officers, civilian employees, and associated with nuclear weapons).
accompanying civilians of the Armed Forces
of the United States, and on those personal secret-See security classification.
communications of enlisted personnel of the
armed forces not subject to armed forces pri- Secretary of a Military Department-(DOD)
mary censorship or those requiring reexam- The Secretary of the Air Force, Army or
ination. See also censorship. Navy; or the Commandant of the Coast Guard

when operating as a Department of Transpor-
secondary imagery dissemination-See elec- tation Agency.

tronic imagery dissemination.
section-(DOD) 1. As applied to ships or naval

secondary imagery dissemination system-See aircraft, a tactical subdivision of a division. It
electronic imagery dissemiinaton, is normally one-half of a division in the case

of ships, and two aircraft in the case of air-
secondary port-(DOD, VA 7"0) A port with one craft. 2. A subdivision of an office, installa-

or more berths, norma.y at quays, which can tion, territory, works, or organization; espe-
accommodate oce.-n-going ships for discharge. cially a major subdivision of a staff. 3. A tac-
See also port. tical unit of the Army and Marine Corps. A

section is smaller than a platoon and larger
secondary rescue facilities-(DOD) Local air- than a squad. In some organizations the sec-

base-ready aircraft, crash boats, and other air, tion, rather than the squad, is the basic tacti-
surface, subsurface, and ground elements suit- cal unit. 4. An area in a warehouse extending
able for rescue missous including government from one wall to the next; usually the largest
and privately operated units and facilities, subdivision of one floor.

secondary road-(DOD) A road supplementing section--(NATO) Part of a NATO headquarters
a main road, usually wide enough and suita- branch which deals with specific assigned
ble for two-way all-weather traffic at moder- tasks within a major functional area.
ate or slow speeds.

sector-(DOD, NATO) 1. An area designated by
secondary water terminal-(DOD, NATO) A boundaries within which a unit operates, and

coastal area with no facility for placing deep for which it is responsible. 2. One of the sub-
draft ships alongside a wharf. Secondary divisions of a coastal frontier. See also area of
water terminals are established on beaches influence; zone of action.
that desirably are adjacent to rail lines and/
or good coastal highways. At secondary water sector commander--(NATO) An officer respon-
terminals, shipping is unloaded at anchorages sible for the tactical control of air defense
located from one to five miles offshore, and forces and the operations of facilities within a
the cargo and personnel unloaded are landed specified sector of an air defense area.
in the terminal area by ship-to-shore lighters.
The scope of operation is so limited that it is sector controller-(NA TO) An officer appointed
not designated as a probable primary nuclear to act on behalf of a sector commander in a
target. See also water terminal, sector operations center. He is responsible for
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operational control of all active air defenses security assistance-(DOD) Groups of programs
in the sector area in coordination with those authorized by the Foreign Assistance Act of
of adjacent sectors. In these tasks he is sub- 1961, as amended, and the Arms Export Con-
ject to overall direction by the group or corn- trol Act of 1976, as amended, or other related
mand controller. statutes by which the United States provides

defense articles, military training, and other
sector of flre-(DOD, NATO) An area which is defense-related services, by grant, loan, credit,

required to be covered by fire by an individ- or cash sales in furtherance of national poli-
ual, a weapon, or a unit. cies and objectives.

sector scan-(DOD, NATO) Scan in which the
antenna oscillates through a selected angle.

secure-(DOD, NATO) In an operational con- security certification-(DOD, NATO) A certifi-
text, to gain possession of a position or terrain cation issued by competent national authority
feature, with or without force, snd to make to indicate that a person has been investigat-
such disposition as will prevent, as far as pos- ed and is eligible for access to classified
uible, its destruction or loss by enemy action. matter to the extent stated in the certifica-
See also denial measure. tion. (Note: The DOD definition does not use

the word "national.")
securlty-(DOD) 1. Measures taken by a mili-

tary unit, an activity or installation to protect
itself against all acts designed to, or which
may, impair its effectiveness. 2. A condition
that results from the establishment and main-
tenance of protective measures that ensure a security inforAateor to
state of inviolability from hostile acts or influ- which national security information and ma-
ences. 3. With respect to classified matter, it terial is assigned to denote the degree of
is tJe condition that prevents unauthorized damage that unauthorized disclosure would

persons from having access to official infor- cause to national defense or foreign relations

mation that is safeguarded in the interests of of the United States and to denote the degree
national security. See also national security, of protection required. There are three such

categories:
security-.(NA TO) The condition achieved when a. top secret-National security information

designated information, materiel, personnel, or material which requires the highest
activities and installations are protected degree of protection and the unauthorized
against espionage, sabotage, subversion and disclosure of which could reasonably be ex-
terrorism, as well as against loss or unauthor- pected to cause exceptionally grave
ized disclosure. The term is also applied to damage to the national security. Examples
those measures necessary to achieve this con- of "exceptionally grave damage" include
dition and to the organizations responsible for armed hostilities against the United States
those measures. See also counterintelligence; or its allies; disruption of foreign relations
physical security; port security; protective se- vitally affecting the national security; the
curity; security intelligence; subversion, compromise of vital national defense plans

or complex cryptologic and communica-
security alert team-(DOD) Two or more securi- tions intelligence systems; the revelation of

ty force members who form the initial rein- sensitive intelligence operations; and the
forcing element responding to security disclosure of scientific or technological de-
alarms, emergencies, or irregularities. velopments vital to national security.
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b. secret-National security information or in accordance with terms of a bilateral agree-
material which requires a substantial ment; counterpart funds thereby generated
degree of protection and the unauthorized may be used as budgetary support. These
disclosure of which could reasonably be ex- funds enable a recipient to devote more of its
pected to cause serious damage to the na- own resources to defense and security pur-
tional security. Examples of "serious poses than it otherwise could do without seri-
damage" include disruption of foreign rela- ous economic or political consequences.
tions significantly affecting the national se-
curity; significant impairment of a pro- Selected Reserve-(DOD) Those units and indi-
gram or policy directly related to the na- viduals within the Ready Reserve designated
tional security;, revelation of significant by their respective Services and approved by
military plans or intelligence operations; the Joint Chiefs of Staff as so essential to ini-
and compromise of significant scientific or tial wartime missions that they have priority
technological developments relating to na- over all other Reserves. All Selected Reserv-
tional security. ists are in an active status. The Selected Re-

c. confidential-National security informa- serve also includes persons performing initial
tion or material which requires protection active duty for training.
and the unauthorized disclosure of which
could reasonably be expected to cause Selected Reserve strength--(DOD) The total
damage to the national security. See also number of Guardsmen and reservists in the
classification; security. Selected Reserve who are subject to the 200K

Presidential recall or mobilization under dec-
security classlflcation-.(NATO) A category or laration of war or national emergency.

grade assigned to defense information or ma-
teriel to indicate the degree of danger to selective identification feature-(DOD) A capa-
NATO/national security that would result bility which, when added to the basic Identifi-
from its unauthorized disclosure and the cation Friend or Foe system, provides the
standard of protection required to guard means to transmit, receive, and display select-
against unauthorized disclosure. ed coded replies.

security clearance-(DOD, NATO) An adminis- selective identification feature--(NATO) Air-
trative determination by competent national borne pulse-type transponder which provides
authority that an individual is eligible, from a automatic selective identification of aircraft
security stand-point, for access to classified in- in which it is installed, to friend-or-foe identi-
formation. (Note: The DOD definition does not fication installations, whether ground, ship-
use the word "national.") board, or airborne.

security lntelligence-(DOD, NATO) Inteni- selective jamming-See spot jamming.
gence on the indentity, capabilities and inten-
tions of hostile organizations or individuals selective loading-(DOD, NATO) The arrange-
who are or may be engaged in espionage, sab- ment and stowage of equipment and supplies
otage, subversion or terrorism. See also coun- aboard ship in a manner designed to facilitate
terintelligence; Intelligence; security, issues to units. See also loading.

security supporting assistance-(DOD) Pro- selective mobilization-See mobilization.
gram by which economic assistance is provid-
ed on a loan or grant basis, to selected foreign selective unloading-(DOD, NA TO) In an am-
governments having unique security prob- phibious operation, the controlled unloading
lems. The funds are used to finance imports of from assault shipping, and movement ashore,
commodities, 'capital, or technical assistance of specific items of cargo at the request of the
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landing force commander. See also combat matters which colle :tively affect naval units
loading;, loading;, selective loading, of the operating forces afloat in the locality

prescribed.
selenodesy-(DOD) That branch of applied

mathematics that determines, by observation sensitive-(DOD) Requiring special protection
and measurement, the exact positions of from disclosure which could cause embarrass-
points and the figures and areas of large por- ment, compromise, or threat to the security of
tions of the moon's surface, or the shape and the sponsoring power. May be applied to an
size of the moon. agency, installation, person, position, docu-

ment, material, or activity.
selenodetic-- -I)OD) Of or pertaining to, or de-

termined by selenodesy. sensitive compartmented information-(DOD)
All information and materials bearing special

self-destroying fuze-(DOD, NATO) A fuze de- community controls indicating restricted han-
signed to burst a projectile before the end of dling within present and future community
its flight. See also fuze. intelligence collection programs and their end

products for which community systems of
self-protection depth-(DOD, NATO) The depth compartmentation have been or will be for-

of water where the aggregate danger width mally established. (These controls are over
relative to mines affected by a minesweeping and above the provisions of DOD 5200.1-R, In-
technique is zero. Safe depth is a particular formation Security Program Regulation.) Also
self-protection depth. called SCI.

semi-active homing guidance-(DOD, NATO) A sensor-(DOD, NATO) An equipment which de-
system of homing guidance wherein the re- tects, and may indicate, and/or record objects
ceiver in the missile utilizes radiations from and activities by means of energy or particles
the target which has been illuminated by an emitted, reflected, or modified by objects.
outside source.

separate loading ammunition-(DOD, NATO)
semi-controlled mosaic--DOD, NATO) A mo- Ammunition in which the projectile and

saic composed of corrected or uncorrected charge are loaded into a gun separately See
prints laid so that major ground features also ammunition.
match their geographical coordinates. See also
mosaic. separation zone-(DOD, NATO) An area be-

tween two adjacent horizontal or vertical
semi-fixed ammunition-(DOD, NATO) Ammu- areas into which units are not to proceed

nition in which the cartridge case is not per- unless certain safety measures can be ful-
manently attached to the projectile. See also filled.
ammunition.

sequence circuit-(DOD, NATO) In mine war-
semi-permissive environment-See operational fare, a circuit which requires actuation by a

environment, predetermined sequence of influences of pre-
determined magnitudes.

senior officer present afloat-(DOD) The senior
line officer of the Navy, on active service, eli- sequenced ejection system--See ejection syK-
gible for command at sea, who is present and tems.
in command of any unit of the operating
forces afloat in the locality or within an area Sergeant-(DOD) A mobile, inertially guided,
prescbed by competent authority. Thi:- offi- solid-propellant, surface-to-surface missile,
cer is responsible for the administration of with nuclear warhead capability, designed to
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attack targets up to a range of 75 nautical to exercise operational control and adminis-
miles. Designated as MGM-29A. trative command of assigned squadrons and

units in executing their tasks of providing lo-
serial-(DOD, NATO) An element or a group of gistic support of fleet operations.

elements within a series which is given a nu-
merical or alphabetical designation for con- service mine-(DOD, NATO) A mine capable of
venience in planning, scheduling, and control. a destructive explosion.

serial assi•ment table-(DOD) A table that is service squadron-(DOD) An administrative
used in amphibious operations and shows the and/or tactical subdivision of a naval service
serial number, the title of the unit, the ap- force or service group, consisting of the corn-
proximate number of personnel; the material, mander and the staff, organized to exercise
vehicles, or equipment in the serial; the operational control and administrative corn-
number and type of landing craft and/or am- mand of assigned units in providing logistic
phibious vehicles required to boat the serial; support of fleet units as directed.
and the ship on which the serial is embarked.

service test-(DOD) A test of an item, system of
series of supotaNA TO) In artillery and naval materiel, or technique conducted under simu-

gunfire support, a number of targets and/or lated or actual operational conditions to de-
group(s) of targets planned to support ai- termine whether the specified military re-
neOuve phase. A series of targets ay be indi- quirements or characteristics are satisfied.
cated by a nickname. See also troop test.

seriously ili-(DOD, NATO) A patient is seni- service troops-(OD) Those units designed to
ously ill when his illness is of such severity render supply, maintenance, transportation,
that there is cause for immediate concern but evacuation, and hospitalization, and other
there is no imminent danger to life. Se services required by air and ground combat
very seriously Ill. units to carry out effectively their mission in

seriously wounded- OD) A stre r c . combat. See also combat service support ele-

See also wounded. mets troops.

service ammunition-(DOD) Ammunition in- servicing-See common servicing; cross-servic-

tended for combat, rather than for training ing;, joint servicing. See also inter-Service
purposes, support.

service component command-(DOD) A com- severe damage-See nuclear damage (land war.
mand consisting of the Service component fare).
commander and all those individuals, units,
detachments, organizations and installations severely threatened coastline-(NA TO) A coast-
under the command that have been assigned line already specified within the NATO area
to the unified command. which should be evacuated under threat of

nuclear attack.
service force-(DOD) A naval task organization

that performs missions for the logistic support shaded relief-(DOD, NATO) A cartographic
of operations, technique that provides an apparent three-di-

mensional configuration of the terrain on
service group-(DOD) A major naval adminis- maps and charts by the use of graded shadows

tration and/or tactical organization, consist- that would be cast by high ground if light
ing of the commander and the staff, designed were shining from the northwest. Shaded
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relief is usually used in combination with con- sheetlines-(DOD) Those lines defining the geo-
tours. See also hill shading. graphic limits of the map or chart detail.

shadow-See trailer aircraft. shelf life-(DOD, NATO) The length of time
during which an item of supply, subject to de-

shadower-(NATO) A maritime unit observing terioration or having a limited life which
and (not necessarily continuously) raintai- cannot be renewed, is considered serviceable
ing contact with an object; shadowing may be while stored. See also storage life.
carried out either overtly or covertly. See also
trailer aircraft; marker. shelling report-(DOD, NATO) Any report of

enemy shelling containing information on cal-
shadow factor-(NATO) A multiplication factor iber, direction, time, density and area shelled.

derived from the sun's declination, the lati-
tude of the target and the time of photogra- shell (specify)-(DOD, NATO) A command or
phy, used in determining the heights of ob- request indicating the type of projectile to be
jects from shadow length. Also called tangent used.

altitude (tan alt).
shielding-(DOD, NATO) 1. Material of suitable

shallow fording-(DOD) The ability of a self- thickness and physical characteristics used to
propelled gun or ground vehicle equipped protect personnel from radiation during the
with built-in waterproofing, with its wheels or manufacture, handling, and transportation of
tracks in contact with the ground, to negoti- fissionable and radioactive materials. 2. Ob-
ate a water obstacle without the use of a spe- structions which tend to protect personnel or

cial waterproofing kit. See also deep fording;, materials from the effects of a nuclear explo-

flotation. sion.

shlft--(DOD) In radar, the ability to move the
shallow fording capability-(NATO) The char- origin of a radial display away from the

acteristic of a self-propelled gun or ground ve- center of the cathode ray aube.

hicle equipped with built-in waterproofing,
with its wheels or tracks in contact with theground, to negotiate a water obstacle without shifting flre--(DOD) Fire delivered at constant
theound, tof apegiatea waterprobs e witht range at varying deflections; used to cover thetheuseofaspecialwaterproofingkit. width of a target that is too great to be cov-

ered by an open sheaf.
shaped charge-(DOD, NATO) A charge shaped

so as to concentrate its explosive force in a Shillelagh-(DOD) A missile system mounted
particular direction. on the main battle tank and assault recon-

naissance vehicle for employment against
sheaf-(DOD) In artillery and naval gunfire enemy armor, troops, and field fortifications.

support, planned planes (lines) of fire that Designated as MGM-51.
produce a desired pattern of bursts with
rounds fired by two or more weapons. ship combat readiness-See combat ready.

shear link assembly-(DOD, NATO) A device ship counter-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine
designed to break at a specified mechanical warfare, a device in a mine which prevents
load. the mine from detonating until a preset

number of actuations has taken place.
sheet explosive-(DOD, NATO) Plastic explosive

provided in a sheet form. ship haven-See moving havens.
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ship influence-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine from an explosion in air, under water or
warfare, the magnetic, acoustic and pressure under ground. See also blast wave.
effects of a ship, or a minesweep simulating a
ship, which is detectable by a mine or other shoran-(DOD) A precise short-range electronic
sensing devices, navigation system which uses the time of

travel of pulse-type transmission from two or
shipping control-See naval control of ship- more fixed stations to measure slant-range

ping. distance from the stations. Also, in conjunc-
tion with a suitable computer, used in preci-

shipping designator-(DOD) A code word as- sion bombing. (This term is derived from the
signed to a particular overseas base, port, or words "short-range navigation.")
area, for specific use as an address on ship-
ments to the overseas location concerned. The shore bombardment line--(NATO) A ground
code word is usually four letters and may be line establislid to delimit bombardment by
followed by a number to indicate a particular friendly surface ships.
addressee.

shore fire control party-M(DOD) A specially
shipping iane--(DOD, NATO) A term u trained unit for control of naval gunfire in

indicate the general flow of merchant ship- support of troops ashore, consisting of a spot-
ping between two departure/terminal areas ting team to adjust fire and a naval gunfire li-

aison team to perform liaison functions for
shipping movement poliey-(NATO) The policy the supported battalion commander.

for the movement of merchant ships in the
early days of war laid down in Military Com- shoreline effect-See coastal refraction.
mittee documents.

shipping tlme-_(DOD) The time elapsing be- shore party-(DOD, NATO) A task organization
tween the shipment of materiel by the supply- of the landing force, formed for the purpose of
ing activity and receipt of materiel by the re- facilitating the landing and movement off the
quiring activity. See also order and shipping beaches of troops, equipment, and supplies,
ame. for the evacuation from the beaches of casual-

ties and prisoners of war; and for facilitating

ship-to-shore movement-(DOD, NATO) That the beaching, retraction, and salvaging of
portion of the assault phase of an amphibious landing ships and craft. It comprises elements
operation which includes the deployment of of both the naval and landing forces. Also
the landing force from the assault shipping to called beach group. See also beachmaster
designated landing areas. unit; beach party; naval beach group.

ship will adjust-(DOD) In naval gunfire sup- shore-to-shore movement-(DOD) The assault
port, a method of control in which the ship movement of personnel and materiel directly
can see the target and, with the concurrence from a shore staging area to the objective, in-
of the spotter, will adjust. volving no further transfers between types of

craft or ships incident to the assault move-
shock front-(DOD, NATO) The boundary be- ment.

tween the pressure disturbance created by an
explosion (in air, water, or earth) and the am- short--(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval
bient atmosphere, water, or earth. gunfire support, a spotting, or an observation,

used by an observer to indicate that a burst(s)
shock wave-(DOD, NATO) The continuously occurred short of the target in relation to the

propagated pressure pulse formed by the blast spotting line.
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short distance navigational aid-(NATO) An of commencing take-off or in landing, to stop
equipment or system that provides naviga- within 1,500 feet (500 meters) after passing
tional assistance to a range not exceeding 200 over a 50-foot (15 meters) obstacle.
statute miles (320 kilometers).

short title-(DOD, NATO) A short, identifying
shortfall-(DOD) The lack of forces, equipment, combination of letters, and/or numbers as-

personnel, materiel, or capability, apportioned signed to a document or device for purposes of
to and identified as a plan requirement, that brevity and/or security.
would Mdversely affect the command's ability
to accomplish its mission. shot-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval gun-

fire support, a report that indicates a gun, or
short range air defense engagement zone--See guns, have been fired. See also rounds corn-

weapon engagement zone. plete.

short range attack missile-(DOD) An air-to- Shrike-(DOD) An air-launched antiradiation
surface missile, armed with a nuclear war missile designed to home on and destroy
head, launched from the B-52 and the FB-111 radar emitters. Designated as AGM-45.
aircraft. The missile range, speed, and accura-
cy allow the carrier aircraft to "standoff" shuttered fuze-(DOD, NATO) A fuze in which
from its intended targets and launch missiles inadvertent initiation of the detonator will
outside enemy defenses. Designated as AGM. not initiate either the booster or the burst
69. charge. See also fuze.

short-range ballistic missile-(DOD) A ballistic shuttle bombing-(DOD) Bombing of objectives,
missile with a range capability up to about utilizing two bases. By this method, a bomber600 nautical miles. tlzn w ae.B hsmtoabme

formation bombs its target, flies on to its
short-range transport aircraft-9see transport second base, reloads, and returns to its home

sabase, again bombing a target if required.

short round-(DOD) 1. The unintentional or in- sick-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning,
advertent delivery of ordnance on friendly "Equipment indicated is operating at reduced
troops, installations, or civilians by a friendly efficiency."
weapon system. 2. A defective cartridge in
which the projectile has been seated too sidelay-(DOD, NATO) Device on the feed board
deeply. of a printing machine for controlling the lat-

eral alignment of the printing paper.
short scope buoy-(DOD, NATO) A buoy used

as a navigational reference which remains side looking airborne radar-(DOD, NATO) An
nearly vertical over its sinker, airborne radar, viewing at right angles to the

axis of the vehicle, which produces a presen-
short supply-(DOD) An item is in short supply tation of terrain or moving targets. (DOD)

when the total of stock on hand and anticipat- Commonly referred to as SLAR.
ed receipts during a given period are less than
the total estimated demand during that side oblique air photograph-(DOD) An oblique
period, photograph taken with the camera axis at

right angles to the longitudinal axis of the
short take-off and landing-(DOD, NATO) The aircraft.

ability of an aircraft to clear a 50-foot (15
meters) obstacle within 1,500 feet (500 meters) side overlap-See overlap.
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Sidewinder-(DOD) A solid-propellant, air-to-air ed authority from the Director, National Se-
missile with non-nuclear warhead and infra- curity Agency/Chief, Central Security Serv-
red, heat-seeking homer. Designated as ice. See also signals intelligence.
AIM-9. The ground-to-air version is
designated as Chaparral (MIM-72). SIGINT operational control-(DOD) The au-

thoritative direction of signals intelligence
slghting-(DOD) Actual visual contact. Does not (SIGINT) activities, including tasking and al-

include other contacts, which must be report- location of effort, and the authoritative pre-
ed by type, eg., radar and sonar contacts. See scription of those uniform techniques and
also contact report. standards by which SIGINT information is

collected, processed, and reported. See also
sighting angle-.(NATO) In bombing, the angle signals intelligence.

between the line-of-sight to the aiming point
and the vertical. SIGINT operational tasking-(DOD) The au-

thoritative operational direction of and direct
SIGINT--See signals intelligence. levying of signals intelligence (SIGINT) re-

quirements by a military commander on des-
SIGINT direct service-(DOD) A reporting pro- ignated SIGINT resources. These require-

cedure to provide signals intelligence ments are directive, irrespective of other pri-
(SIGINT) to a military commander or other orities, and are conditioned only by the capa-
authorized recipient in response to SIGINT bility of those resources to produce such infor-
requirements. The product may vary from re- mation. Operational tasking includes author-
curring, serialized reports produced by the ity to deploy and redeploy all or part of the
National Security Agency/Central Security SIGINT resources for which SIGINT oper-
Service to instantaneous aperiodic reports ational tasking authority has been delegated.
provided to the command or other recipient, See also signals intelligence.
usually from a fixed SIGINT activity engaged
in collection and processing. See also signals SIGINT operational tasking authority-(DOD)
intelligence. A military commander's authority to oper-

ationally direct and levy signals intelligence
SIGINT direct service activity-(DOD) A sig- (SIGINT) requirements on designated SIGINT

nals intelligence (SIGINT) activity composed resources; includes authority to deploy and re-
of collection and associated resources that deploy all or part of the SIGINT resources for
normally performs in a direct service role which SIGINT operational tasking authority
under the SIGINT operational control of the has been delegated. Also called SOTA. See
Director, National Security Agency/Chief, also signals intelligence.
Central Security Service. See also signals in-
telligence. SIGINT resources--(DOD) Personnel and equip-

ment of any unit, activity, or organizational
SIGINT direct support-(DOD) The provision of element engaged in signals intelligence

signals intelligence (SIGINT) information to a (SIGINT) activities. See also signals intelli-
military commander by a SIGINT direct sup- gence.
port unit in response to SIGINT operational
tasking levied by that commander. See also SIGINT support plans-(DOD) Plans prepared
signals Intelligence. by the National Security Agency/Central Se-

curity Service, in coordination with concerned
SIGINT direct support unit-(DOD) A signals elements of the United States SIGINT system,

intelligence (SIGINT) unit, usually mobile, de- which specify how the resources of the system
signed to perform a SIGINT direct support will be aligned in crisis or war to support
role for a military commander under delegat- military operations covered by certain JCS
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and unified and specified command operation signal-to-noise ratio-(DOD) The ratio of the
plans. See also signals intelligence, amplitude of the desired signal to the ampli-

tude of noise signals at a given point in time.
signal-(DOD, NATO) 1. As applied to electron-

ics, any transmitted electrical impulse. signature equipment-(DOD, NATO) Any item
2. Operationally, a type of message, the text of equipment which reveals the type and
of which consists of one or more letters, nature of the unit or formation to which it be-
words, characters, signal flags, visual displays, longs.
or special sounds with prearranged meaning,
and which is conveyed or transmitted by signed route-(DOD) A route along which a
visual, acoustical, or electrical means. unit has placed directional signs bearing its

unit identification symbol. The signs are for
signal area,(NATO) An area on an airfield the unit's use only and must comply with

used for the display of ground signals. movement regulations.

signal center-(DOD) A combination of signal significant track-(DOD, NATO) In air defense,
communication facilities operated by the the track of an aircraft or missile which be-
Army in the field and consisting of a commu- haves in an unusual manner which warrants
nications center, telephone switching central attention and could pose a threat to a defend-
and appropriate means of signal communica- ed area.
tions. See also communications center.

simulative electronic deception-See electronic
signal letters-See international call sign. warfare.

signal operation instructions-(DOD) A series simultaneous engagement-(DOD) The concur-
of orders issued for technical control and co- rent engagement of hostile targets by combi-
ordination of the signal communication activi- nation of interceptor aircraft and surface-to-
ties. of a command. In Marine Corps usage, air missiles.
these instructions are designated communica-
tion operation instructions, single department purchase-(DOD) A method

of purchase whereby one department buys
signal security-(DOD) A generic term that in- particular commodities for another depart-

cludes both communications security and elec- ment or departments. See also purchase.
tronic security. See also security.

single flow route-(DOD, NATO) A route at
signals intelligence-(DOD) A category of intel- least one-and-a-half lanes wide allowing the

ligence information comprising either individ- passage of a column of vehicles, and permit-
ually or in combination all communications ting isolated vehicles to pass or travel in the
intelligence, electronics intelligence, and for- opposite direction at predetermined points.
eign instrumentation signals intelligence, See also limited access route; double flow
however transmitted. Also called SIGINT. See route.
also electronics intelligence; intelligence; for-
eign instrumentation signals intelligence. single manager-(DOD) A Military Department

or Agency designated by the Secretary of De-
signals support--(NATO) The provision of per- fense to be responsible for management of

sonnel and equipment from other forces for specified commodities or common service ac-
the establishment of a special or supplemen- tivities on a Department of Defense-wide
tary communications system. basis.
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sinker-(DOD, NATO) In raval mine warfare, a slant range-(DOD, NATO) The line of sight
heavy weight to which a buoyant mine is distance between two points, not at the same
moored. The sinker generally houses the level relative to a specific datum.
mooring rope drum and depth-setting mecha-
nism and for mines laid by ships, it also slated items-(DOD) Bulk petroleum and pack-
serves as a launching trolley, aged bulk petroleum items that are requisi-

tioned for overseas use by means of a consoli-

situation map-(DOD, NATO) A map showing dated requirement document, prepared and

the tactical or the administrative situation at submitted through joint petroleum office

a particular time. See also map. channels. Packaged petroleum items are re-
quisitioned in accordance with normal requisi-

situation report-(DOD, NATO) A report giving tioning procedures.

the situation in the area of a reporting unit slice-(DOD) An average logistic planning
or formation. factor used to obtain estimates of require-

ments for personnel and materiel. A person-
skim sweeplng.-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine nel slice, e.g., generally consists of the total

warfare, the technique of wire sweeping to a strength of the stated basic combatant ele-
fixed depth over deep-laid moored mines to ments, plus its proportionate share of all sup-
cut any shallow enough to endanger surface porting and higher headquarters personnel.
shipping.

slightly wounded-(DOD) A casualty that is a
skin palnt-(DOD) A radar indication caused by sitting or a walking case. See also wounded.

the reflected radar signal from an object.
slip indicator-(DOD, NATO) An instrument

skin tracklng-(DOD) The tracking of an object which displays a measure of the resultant of
by v-_zrs of a skin paint. the inertial and gravity forces in the lateral

and normal plane of aircraft.

skip bombing-(DOD) A method of aerial bomb- small ar.s-(OD) All arms, including auto-
ing in which a bomb is released from such a
low altitude that it slides or glances along the matec weaponsl
surface of the water or ground and strikes the
target at or above water level or ground level. small arms ammunltion-(OD) Ammunition
See also mnnimum-altitude bombing for small arms, i.e., all ammunition up to and

including 20 millimeters (.787 inches).
skip it-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning,

"'Do not attack"; "Cese attack"; "Ceme inter- small-lot storage-DOD) Generally considered
ception." to be a quantity of less than one pallet stack,

stacked to maximum storage height. Thus,
Skyhawk-(DOD) A single-ngine, turbojet the term refers to a lot consisting of from one

attack aircraft designed to operate from air- container to two or more pallet loads, but is
craft carriers, and capable of delivering nucle- not of sufficient quantity to form a complete
ar and/or non-nuclear weapons, providing pallet column. See also storage.
troop support, or conducting reconnaissance
missions. It can act as a tanker, and can itself small-scale map-(DOD) A map having a scale
be air refueledL It posseuses a limited all- smaller than 1:600,000. See also map.
weather attack capability, and can operate
from short, unprepared fields. Designated as small ship-(NATO) A ship of 450 feet (or 137
A-4. meters) or lesa in length. See also large ship.
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smoke screen-(DOD, NATO) Cloud of smoke sonic-(DOD) Of or pertaining to sound or the
used to mask either friendly or enemy instal- speed of sound. See also speed of sound.
lations or maneuvers.

sonobuoy-(DOD) A sonar device used to detect
snagline mine-(DOD, NATO) A contact mine submerged submarines which when activated

with a buoyant line attached to one of the relays information by radio. It may be active
horns or switches which may be caught up directional or nondirectional, or it may be
and pulled by the hull or propellers of a ship. passive directional or nondirectional.

snake mode-(NATO) A control mode in which sonobuoy-(NATO) An acoustic device, used
the pursuing aircraft flies a programmed mainly for the detection of submarines which,
weaving flight path to allow time to accom- when activated, transmits information by
plish identification functions. radio.

snap report-(DOD) Not to be used. See Joint sortie-(DOD, NATO) In air operations, an
Tactical Air Reconnaissance/Surveillance operational flight by one aircraft.
Minsion Report. sortie allotment message-(DOD) The means by

snow- OD) In air intercept, a term mewhich the joint force commander allots excesssweep jamming. sorties to meet requirements of his subordi-
nate commanders which are expressed in

sofar-(DOD) The technique of fixing an explo- their air employment/allocation plan.

sion at sea by time difference of arrival of sortie number-(DOD, NATO) A reference used
sound energy at several separate geographical to identify the images taken by all the sensors
locations. (The term is derived from the word during one air reconnaissance sortie.
".mund, Axing and ranging.")

sortie plot-(DOD) An overlay representing the
soft missile nm-(DOD, NATO) A launching area on a map covered by imagery taken

base that is not protected against a nuclear during one sortie. (NATO)-See master plot.
explosion.

sortie reference--See sortie number.
software-(DOD) A set of computer programs,

procedures and associated documentation con- sorting-See triage.
cerned with the operation of a data processing
system, e.g., compilers, library routines, source-(DOD) 1. A person, thing, or activity
manuals, circuit diagrams. from which intelligence information is ob-

tained. 2. In clandestine activities, a person
soil shear strength-(DOD) The maximum re- (agent), normally a foreign national, in the

sistance of a soil to shearing stresses. employ of an intelligence activity for intelli-
gence purposes. 3. In interrogation activities,

solenoid sweep-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine any person who furnishes intelligence infor-
warfare, a magnetic sweep consisting of a hor- mation, either with or without the knowledge
izontal axis coil wound on a floating iron that the information is being used for intelli-
tube. gence purposes. In this context, a controlled

source is in the employment or under the con-
sonar-(DOD) A sonic device used primarily for trol of the intelligence activity and knows

the detection and location of underwater ob- that the information is to be used for intelli-
jects. (This term is derived from the words gence purposes. An uncontrolled source is a
'#644Md navigation and ranging.") voluntary contributor of information and may
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or may not know that the information is to be and Tracking system. See also Spadats;
used for intelligence purposes. See also agent; Spasur.
collection agency.

Spadats-(DOD) A space detection and tracking
source--(NATO) In intelligence usage, a person system capable of detecting and tracking

from Whom or thing from which information space vehicles from the earth, and reporting
can be obtained. See also agency; agent. the orbital characteristics of these vehicles to

a central control facility. See also Spacetrack;
space assmgnment-(DOD) An assignment to the Spasur.

individual Departments/Services by the ap-
propriate transportation operating agency of span of detonation (atomic demolition muni-
movement capability which completely or par- tion employment)-(D OD) That total period
tially satisfies the stated requirements of the of time, resulting from a r:mer error, between
Departments/Services for the operating the earliest and the latest possible detonation
month and that has been accepted by them time. 1. early time-The earliest possible
without the necessity for referral to the Joint time that an atomic demolition munition can
Transportation Board for allocation, detonate; 2. fire time-That time the atomic

demolition munition will detonate should the
space control operatlons-(1DOD) Operations timers function precisely without error;,

that provide freedom of action in space for 3. late time-The latest possible time that an
friendly forces while, when directed, denying atomic demolition munition can detonate.
it to an enemy, and include the broad aspects
of protection of US and US allied space sys- spare-(NA TO) An individual part, subassembly
ters and negation of enemy space systems. or assembly supplied for the maintenance or
Space control operations encompass all ele- repair of systems or equipment.
ments of the space defense mission.

Sparrow-(DOD) An air-to-air solid-propellant
space defense-(DOD) All defensive measures missile with nonnuclear warhead and elec-

designed to destroy attacking enemy vehicles tronic-controlled homing. Designated as AIM-
(including missiles) while in space, or to nulli- 7. The ship-launched surface-to-air version is
fy or reduce the effectiveness of such attack. designated as Sea Sparrow (RIM-7).
See also aerospace defense.

Spartan-(DOD) A nuclear surface-to-air guided
space support operations--(DOD) Operations missile formerly deployed as part of the Safe-

required to ensure that space control and sup- guard ballistic missile defense weapon system.
port of terrestrial forces are maintained. They It is designed to intercept strategic ballistic
include activities such as launching and de- reentry vehicles in the exoatmosphere.
ploying space vehicles, maintaining and sus-
taining space vehicles while on orbit, and re- spasm war-(DOD) Not to be used. See general
covering space vehicles if required. war.

Spacetrack-(DMOD) A global system of radar, Spasur-(DOD) An operational space surveil-
optical and radiometric sensors linked to a lance system with the mission to detect and
computation and analysis center in the North determine the orbital elements of all man-
American Air Defense Command combat op- made objects in orbit of the earth. The mis-
erations center complex. The Spacetrack mis- sion is accomplished by means of a continuous
sion is detection, tracking, and cataloging of fan of continuous wave energy beamed verti-
all man-made objects in orbit of the earth. It cally across the continental United States and
is the Air Force portion of the North Ameri- an associated computational facility. It is the
can Air Defense Command Space Detection Navy portion of the North American Air De-
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fense Command Space Detection and Track- rials, components or situations that could in-
ing System. See also Spacetrack; Spadats. crease the risks normally associated with

military aircraft accidents and could require
special agent-(DOD) A person, either United special procedures, equipment or extinguish-

States military or civilian, who is a specialist ing agents.
in military security or the collection of intelli-
gence or counterintelligence information. specialist intelligence report-(DOD) A catego-

special air operatlon-(DOD, NATO) An oper- ry of specialized, technical reports used in the

ation, conducted at any level of conflict, in of intelligence. See also intelli-

support of unconventional warfare and clan gence reporting.

destine, covert and psychological activities. speeialization--(DOD) An arrangement within

special ammunition supply point-(DOD) A an alliance wherein a member or group of
mobile supply point where special ammuni- members most suited by virtue of technical
tion is stored and issued to delivery units. skills, location, or other qualifications

assume(s) greater responsibility for a specific
special assignment airlift requirements-(DOD) task or significant portion thereof for one or

Airlift requirements, including JCSdrcted/ more other members.
coordinated exercises, that require special
consideration due to the. number of passen- special job cover map-(NATO) A small scale
gers involved, weight or size of cargo, urgency map used to record progress on photographic
of movement, sensitivity, or other valid fac- reconnaisnce tasks covering very large
tors that preclude the use of channel airlift. areas. As each portion of the task is complet-

ed, the area covered is outlined on the map.special atomic demolition munition-.(DOD) A

very low-yield, man-portdble, atomic demoli-
tion munition that is detonated by a timer special operations-(DOD) Operations conduct-
device, ed by specially trained, equipped, and orga-

nized DOD forces against strategic or tactical
special cargo-(DOD) Cargo that requires spe targets in pursuit of national military, politi-

cial handling or protection, such as pyrotech- cal, economic, or psychological objectives.
nics, detonators, watches, and precision in- These operations may be conducted during pe-
struments. See also cargo. riods of peace or hostilities. They may support

conventional operations, or they may be pros-
special-equipment vehicle-(DOD) A vehicle ecuted independently when the use of conven-

consisting of a general-purpose chassis with tional forces is either inappropriate or infeasi-
special-purpose body and/or mounted equip- ble.
ments designed to meet a specialized require-
ment. See also vehicle. . special (or project) equipment-(DOD) Equip-

ment not authorized in standard equipment
special flight-(DOD, NATO) An air transport publications but determined as essential in

flight, other than a scheduled service, set up connection with a contemplated operation,
to move a specific load, function, or mission. See also equipment.

Special Forces--See United States Army Spe- special-purpose vehicle-(DOD) A vehicle incor-
cial Forces.

porating a special chassis and designed to
special hazard-(DOD, NATO) In aircraft crash meet a specialized requirement. See also vehi-

rescue and fire-fighting activities: fuels, mate- cle.
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special sheaf-(DOD) In artillery and naval speed-See airspeed; convoy speed; critical
gunfire support, any sheaf other than paral- speed; declared speed; endurance speed; max.
lel, converged, or open. imum sustained speed (transport vehicle);

scheduled speed; speed of advance; speed of

special staff-(DOD) All staff officers having sound.
duties at a headquarters and not included in
the general (coordinating) staff group or in speed of advance-(DOD, NATO) In naval
the personal staff group. The special staff in- usage, the speed expected to be made good
dudes certain technical specialists and heads over the ground. See also pace; rate of march.
of services, e.g., quartermaster officer, antiair-
craft officer, transportation officer, etc. See speed of sound-(DOD, NATO) The speed at
also staff. which sound travels in a given medium under

specified conditions. The speed of sound at sea
level in the International Standard Atmo.-

special weapons-.(DOD) A term sometimes phere is 1108 ft/second, 658 knots, 1215 km/
used to indicate weapons grouped for special hour. See also hypersonic; sonic; subsonic;,

procedures, for security, or other reasons. Spe- supersonic; transonic.

cific terminology, e.g., nuclear weapons,

guided missiles, is preferable. spigot sprag.

specific intelligence collection requirement- spin stabilization-(DOD) Directional stability
(DOD) An identified gap in intelligence hold- of a projectile obtained by the action of gyro-
ings that may be satisfied only by collection scopic forces that result from spinning of the
action, and that has been validated by the ap- body about its axis of symmetry.
propriate requirements control authority.
Commonly referred to as SICR. spitting-(DOD) In air antisubmarine warfare

operations, a code meaning, "I am about to
specific search-DOD) Reonnaissance of a lay, or am laying, sonobuoys. I may be out of

limited number of points for specific informa- radio contact for a few minutes." If transmit-
tion. ted from the submarine it indicates that the

submarine has launched a sonobuoy.

specified comuuand-(DOD) A command that splash--OD, NATO) 1. In artillery and naval
has a broad continuing mission and that is es- NATO) 1.pnort iledt an naa
tablished and so designated by the President gunfire support, word transmitted to an ob-
through the Secretary of Defense with the server or spotter five seconds before the esti-
advice and assistance of the Joint Chiefs of mated time of the impact of a salvo or round.
Staff. It normally is composed of forces from 2. In air interception, target destruction yer-
but one Service. fled by visual or radar means.

splashed-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean-
spectrozonal *photography-(DOD, NATO) A ing, "Enemy aircraft shot down," (followed by

photographic technique whereby the natural number and type).
spectral emissions of all objects are selectively
filtered in order to image only those Objects split cameras-(DOD, NATO) An assembly of
within a particular spectral band or zone and two cameras disposed at a fixed overlapping
eliminate the unwanted background. angle relative to each other.

spectrum of war-(DOD) A term which encom- split pair--See split vertical photography.
pases the full range of conflict; cold, limited,
and general war. split-up--see break-up.
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split vertical photography-(DOD, NATO) Pho- surveillance usage, spot report is not to be
tographs taken simultaneously by two cam- used. See Joint Tactical Air Reconnaissance/
eras mounted at an angle from the vertical, Surveillance Mission Report.)
one tilted to the left and one to the right, to
obtain a small side overlap, spot size-(DOD, NATO) The size of the elec-

tron spot on the face of the cathode ray tube.
spoiling attack-(DOD) A tactical maneuver

employed to seriously impair a hostile attack spotter-(DOD) An observer stationed for the
while the enemy is in the process of forming purpose of observing and reporting results of
or assembling for an attack. Usually em- naval gunfire to the firing agency and who
ployed by armored units in defense by an also may be employed in designating targets.
attack on enemy assembly positions in front See also field artillery observer, naval gun-
of a main line of resistance or battle position. fire spotting team.

spoiling attack-(NATO) A tactical maneuver spotting-(DOD, NATO) A process of determin-
employed to impair seriously a hostile attack ing by visual or electronic observation, devi-
while the enemy is in the process of forming ations of artillery or naval gunfire from the
up or assembling for an attack. target in relation to a spotting line for the

purpose of supplying necessary information
sponsor-(DOD) Military member or civilian for the adjustment or analysis of fire.

employee with dependents.
spotting line-(DOD, NATO) Either the gun-

spoofer-(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean- target line, the observer-target line, or a ref-
ing, "A contact employing electronic or tacti- erence line used by the spotter or observer in
cal deception measures." making spot corrections. See also gun target

line; observer-target line; reference line.
spot-(DOD, NATO) 1. To determine by obser-

vation, deviations of ordnance from the target sprag-(NATO) A projection preventing the
for the purpose of supplying necessary infor- movement of platforms or pallets in the side
mation for the adjustment of fire. 2. To place guidance rails in an aircraft cabin.
in a proper location. See also adjustment of
fire. spray dome-(DOD, NATO) The mound of

water spray thrown up into the air when the
spot elevation-(DOD, NATO) A point on a map shock wave from an underwater detonation of

or chart whose elevation is noted. a nuclear weapon reaches the surface.

spot jamming-(DOD, NATO) The jamming of a spreading fire-(DOD) A notification by the
specific channel or frequency. See also bar- spotter or the naval gunfire ship, depending
rage Jamming, electronic warfare; jamming. on who is controlling the fire, to indicate that

fire is about to be distributed over an area.
spot net-(DOD) Radio communication net used

by a spotter in calling fire. Sprint-(DOD) A high acceleration, nuclear sur-
face-to-air guided missile formerly deployed as

spot report-(DOD) A concise narrative report part of the Safeguard ballistic missile defense
of essential information covering events or weapon system. It is designed to intercept
conditions that may have an immediate and strategic ballistic reentry vehicles in the en-
significant effect on current planning and op- doatmosphere.
erations that is afforded the most expeditious
means of transmission consistent with requi- sprocket-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine warfare,
site security. (Note: In reconnaissance and an anti-sweep device included in a mine moor-
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ing to allow a sweep wire to pass through the receiver aircraft selecting afterburners, ff so
mooring without parting the mine from its equipped.
sinker.

SS-See submarine.
squadron-(DOD) 1. An organization consisting

of two or more divisions of ships, or two or SSBN-See fleet ballistic missile submarine.
more divisions (Navy) or flights of aircraft. It
is normally, but not necessarily, composed of SSG-See guided missile submarine.
ships or aircraft of the same type. 2. The
basic administrative aviation unit of the SSGN--See guided missile submarine.
Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force.

SSN-See submarine.
squawk-(DOD) A code meaning, "Switch Iden-

tification Friend or Foe master control to staballoy-(DOD) Designates metal alloys made
'normal' (Mode and Code as directed) posi- from high-density depleted uranium with
tion." other metals for use in kinetic energy pene-

trators for armor-piercing munitions. Several
squawk flash-(DOD) A code meaning, "Actu- different metals such as titanium or molybde-

ate Identification Friend or Foe I/P switch." num can be used for the purpose. The various
staballoy metals have low radioactivity that is

squawking-(DOD) A code meaning, "Showing not considered to be a significant health

Identification Friend or Foe in Mode (and hazard.

Coode) indicated." stability augmentation feature-(NATO) In a

squawk low-(DOD) A code meaning, "Switch flight control system, an automatic device
Identification Friend or Foe master control to which operates to augment the short termIWd position." stability characteristics of an aircraft.

stable base fllm-(DOD, NA TO) A particular
squawk may day-(DOD) A code meaning, type of film having a high stability in regard

"Switch Identification Friend or Foe master o f and sehig.

control to 'emergency' position." to shrinkage and stretching.

staff-See combined staff; general staff; inte-
squawk mike-(DOD) A code meaning, "Actu- grated staff; joint staff; parallel staff; special

ate Identification Friend or Foe MIC switch staff.
and key transmitter as directed."

staff supervision-(DOD) The process of advis-
squawk standby-(DOD) A code meaning, ing other staff officers and individuals subor-

"Switch Identification Friend or Foe master dinate to the commander of the commander's
control to 'standby' position." plans and policies, interpreting those plans

and policies, assisting such subordinates in
squib-(DOD) A small pyrotechnic device that carrying them out, determining the extent to

may be used to fire the igniter in a rocket or which they are being followed, and advising
for some similar purpose. Not to be confused the commander thereof.
with a detonator that explodes.

stage-(DOD, NATO) 1. An element of the mis-
squlrt-(DOD, NATO) In air-to-air refuelling, a sile or propulsion system that generally sepa-

means of providing visual detection of a rates from the missile at burnout or cut-off.
nearby aircraft. In practice this is achieved by Stages are numbered chronologically in order
the donor aircraft dumping fuel and/or the of burning. 2. To process, in a specified area,
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troops which are in transit from one locality or evaluating result. Xý xixvd quantity or
to another. See. also marshalling; staging quality.
area. 3. (NATO) The part of an air route from
one air staging unit to the next. standard advanced base units-(DOD) Person-

nel and materiel orgpri-d to function as ad-
staged crew-(NA TO) Aircrew prepositioned at vanced base units, including the functional

specific points along an air route to allow the components which are employed in the estab-
continuous operation of the aircraft. lishment of naval advanced bases. Such ad-

vanced base units may establish repair bases,
staged crews-(DOD) Aircrews specifically posi- supply bases, supply depots, airfields, air

tioned at intermediate airfields to take over bases, or other naval shore establishments at
aircraft operating on air routes, thus relieving overseas locations; e.g., Acorns, Cubs, Gro-
complementary crews of flying fatigue and pacs, and Lions.
speeding up the flow rate of the aircraft con- Standard Arm-DOD) An air-launched anti-a-ce: ied.Stnadrm-ODAnarauheat--

diation missile designed to home on and de-

staging area-(DOD, NATO) 1. Amphibious or stroy radar emitters. Designated as AGM-78.

airborne-A general locality between the stand day of supply-(NATO) The totalmountidar area aod the objectiveTh totala
mounting area and the objective of ar am- amount of supplies required for an average
phibious or airborne expedition, through day based on Standing Group NATO rates
which the expedition or parts thereof pass and/or on national rates as appropriate. See
after mounting, for refueling, regrouping of also one day's supply.
ships, and/or exercise, inspection, and redis-
tribution of troops. 2. Other movements-A
general locality established for the concentra- theDartmentiof-D efenTe pcess by ch
tion of troop units and transient personnel be- t partme ofefen achee the oe-overthe inesof cmmum est practicable cooperation among the Serv-
tween movements oices and Defense agencies for the most effi-
cation. See also mrshailing; stae, cient use of research, development, and pro-

duction resources, and agrees to adopt on the
staging base-(DOD) 1. An advanced naval broadest possible basis the use of: a. common

base for the anchoring, fueling, and refitting or compatible operational, administrative, and
of transports and cargo ships, and for replen- logistic procedures; b. common or compatible
ishing mobile service squadrons. 2. A landing technical procedures and criteria; c.
and takeoff area with minimum servicing, common, compatible, or interchangeable sup-
supply, and shelter provided for the tempo- plies, components, weapons, or equipment;
rary occupancy of military aircraft during the and d. common or compatible tactical doc-
course of movement from one location to an- trine with corresponding organizational com-
other. patibility.

STANAG-(NATO) The NATO term derived standardization--(NATO) Within NATO, the
from "standardization agreement." See also process of developing concepts, doctrines, pro-
NATO standardization agreement. cedures and designs to achieve and maintain

the most effective levels of compatibility,
standard-(OD, NATO) An exact value, a interoperability, interchangeability and com-

physical entity, or an abstract concept, estab- monality in the fields of operations, adminis-
lished and defined by authority, custom, or tration and materiel.
common consent to serve as a reference,
model, or rule in measuring quantities or standardized product-(NATO) A product that
qualities, establishing practices or procedures, conforms to specifications resulting from the
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same or equivalent technical requirements. serve) who are liable for active duty only as
NATO standardized products are identified by provided in 10 U.S.C. 273, 672 and 674.
a NATO code number. 1. active status, standby reserve-Reservists

who (a) are completing their statutory mili-
standard load-(NATO) A load which has been tary service obligation, or (b) are being re-

pre-planned as to dimensions, weight and bal- tained in an active status under 10 U.S.C.
ance, and designated by a number or some 1006, or (c) were screened from the Ready
classification. Reserv? as being key personnel and re-

quest assignment to the Active Status List,
Standard Missile-(DOD) A shipboard, surface- or (d) may be temporarily assigned to the

to-eurface/air missile with solid propellant Standby Reserve for hardship or other
rocket engine. It is equipped with non-nuclear cogent reason determined by the Secretary
warhead, semi-active or passive homing. Des- concerned, with the expectation of their
ignated RIM-66 Medium Range (Tartar re- being returned to the Ready Reserve.
placement) and RIM-67 Extended Range (Ter- 2. inactive status, standby reserve-Individ-
rier replacement). uals who are not required by law or regu-

lation to remain members of an active

standard NATO data message-(NATO) NATO status program but who (a) desire to retain

message formats and codes prescribed by a their Reserve affiliation in a non-partici-
Standardization Agreement and used to ex- pating status, and (b) have skills that may
change information between participating na- be of possible future use to the Military
tional and/or international units or facilities. Department concerned.

standard operating procedure--See standing stand fast--(DOD, NATO) In artillery, the order
operatin g procedure at which all action on the position ceases im-

oprtn poeue mediately.

standard paralli.-(DOD, NATO) A parallel on mdaey
standing operating procedure-(DOD, NATO) A

a map or chart along which the scale is as set of instructions covering those features of
stated for that map or chart. operations which lend themselves to a definite

or standardized procedure without loss of ef-
standard pattern-(DOD, NATO) In landmine fectiveness. The procedure is applicable unless

warfare, the agreed pattern to which mines ordered otherwise. Also called standard oper-
are normally laid. ating procedure.

standard route-(DOD, NATO) In naval control standing order-(DOD, NATO) A promulgated
of shipping, a pre-planned single track, as- order which remains in force until amended
signed a code name, connecting positions or cancelled.
within the main shipping lanes.

standing patrol-(NA TO) A patrol which will
Standard SSM (ARM)-(DOD) A surface-to-sur- be of a strength decided by the commander al-

face anti-radiation missile equipped with a lotting the task. Its task may be recce, listen-
conventional warhead. It is planned for anti- ing, fighting, or a combination of these. It dif-
ship missions and is carried by the FFG-1 fers from a recce, fighting, or listening patrol
class, 8 DDG-2 class units and the PG 98 and in that, having taken up its allotted position,
100. Designated as RGM-66D. it is not free to maneuver in the performance

of its task without permission. See also patrol.
standby reserve-(DOD) Those units and mem-

bers of the Reserve Components (other than Starlifter-(DOD) A large cargo transport pow-
those in the Ready Reserve or Retired Re- ered by four turbofan engines, capable of
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intercontinental range with heavy payloads which the demolition charges are in place, the
and airdrops. Designated as C-141. firing and priming circuits are installed and

complete, ready for immediate firing. See also
start line--See line of departure. state of readiness-state 1-safe.

start point-(NATO) A well defined point on a state tiger-(DOD) In air intercept, a code
route at which a movement of vehicles begins meaning, "I have sufficient fuel to complete
to be under the control of the commander of my mission as assigned."
this movement. It is at this point that the
column is formed by the successive passing, at
an appointed time, of each of the elements static air temperature-(DOD, NATO)The tem-
composing the column. In addition to the perature at a point at rest relative to the am-

principal start point of a column there may bient air.
be secondary start points for its different ele-
ments. static line (air transport)-(DOD) A line at-

tached to a parachute pack and to a strop or
state and regional defense alrllft-(DOD) The anchor cable in an aircraft so that when the

program for use during an emergency of civil load is dropped the parachute is deployed
aircraft other than air carrier aircrafL automatically.

state ehciken-(DOD) In air intercept, a code static line cable-See anchor cable.
meaning, "I am at a fuel state requiring re-
covery, tanker service, or diversion to an air- static marking-(DOD, NATO) Marks on photo-
field." graphic negatives and other imagery caused

state iamb--(DOD) In air intercept, a code by unwanted discharges of static electricity.
meaning, "I do not have enough fuel for an"I donothav enughfue fo an static test ioad-.(DOD, NATO) In sea oper-intercept plus reserve required for carrier re -sttcts od(ONT)I e l
covery." ations, twice the safe working load. See also

safe working load.
state of readiness-See defense readiness con-

ditions; weapons readiness state. station-(DOD) 1. A general term meaning any
military or naval activity at a fixed land loca-

state of readiness--state 1 (safe)-(DOD) The tion. 2. A particular kind of activity to which
state of a demolition target upon or within other activities or individuals may come for a
which the demolition charge hap been placed specific service, often of a technical nature,
and secured. The firing or initiating circuits e.g., aid station. 3. An assigned or prescribed
have been installed, but not connected to the position in a naval formation or cruising dis-
demolition charge. Detonators or initiators position; or an assigned area in an approach,
have not been connected nor installed. contact, or battle disposition. 4. Any place of

duty or post or position in the field to which
state of readiness-state 1--safe-(NATO) The an individual, or group of individuals, or a

state of a demolition target in which charges unit may be assigned. 5. One or more trans-
are in place. The firing circuit may be in mitters or receivers or a combination of trans-
place, but the detonators are not installed and mitters and receivers, including the accessory
the means of firing are not connected. See equipment necessary at one location, for car-
also state of readiness-state 2-armed. rying on radio communication service. Each

station will be classified by the service in
state of readiness--state 2-armed-(DOD, which it operates permanently or temporari-

NATO) The state of a demolition target in ly.
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station authentication-(DOD) A security meas- stereogram-(NA TO) A stereoscopic set of pho-
ure designed to establish the authenticity of a tographs or drawings correctly oriented and
transmitting or receiving station. mounted for stereoscopic viewing.

station time-(DOD, NATO) In air transport op- stereographic coverage-(DOD) Photographic
erations, the time at which crews, passengers, coverage with overlapping air photographs to
and cargo are to be on board and ready for provide a three-dimensional presentation of
the flight, the picture; 60 percent overlap is considered

normal and 53 percent is generally regarded
stay behind-(DOD) Agent or agent organiza- as the minimum.

tion established in a given country to be acti-
vated in the event of hostile overrun or other stereoscopic cover-(NA TO) Photographs taken
circumstances under which normal access with sufficient overlap to permit complete
would be denied. stereoscopic examinations.

stay behind force-(DOD, NATO) A force which stereoscopic model-(NATO) The mental im-
is left in position to conduct a specified mis- pression of an area or object seen as being in
sion when the remainder of the force with- three dimensions when viewed stereoscopical-
draws or retires from the area. ly on photographs.

steady-(DOD) In air intercept, a code meaning, stereoscopic pair-(NATO) Two photographs"SAm stronoi prescribe TO)ig, Two photogrhten
"timm on prescribed heading," or, "Straighten with sufficient overlap of detail to make possi-
out immediately on present heading or head- ble stereoscopic examination of an object or
ing indicated." an area common to both.

steer-(DOD) In air intercept, close air support
and air interdiction, a code meaning, "Set sterllize-(DOD, NATO) 1. In naval mine war-

, magnetic heading indicated to reach me (or fare, to permanently render a mine incapable
).,_ of firing by means of a device (e.g., sterilizer)

within the mine. (DOD) 2. To remove from
stellar guidance--(OD) A system wherein a material to be used in covert and clandestine

guided missile may follow a predetermined operations, marks or devices which can identi-

course with reference primarily to the rela- fy it as emanating from the sponsoring nation

tive position of the missile and certain prese- or organization.

lected celestial bodies. See also guidance.
sterilizer--(DOD. NA TO) In mine warfare, a

stepped-up separatlon--(DOD, NATO) The ver- device included in mines to render the minetica separation in a formation of vr permanently inoperative on expiration of a

measured from an aircraft ahead upward to pre-determined time after laying.
the next aircraft behind or in echelon.

stern attack-(DOD) In air intercept, an attack
step-up-(NATO) 1. In land operations, a proce- by an interceptor aircraft that terminates

dure by which control is passed from an orga- with a heading crossing angle of 45" or less.
nization to an element of that organization See also heading crossing angle.
which has been sent to a new location in
order to maintain continuity of control during stick (air transport)-(DOD) A number of para-
relocation(s) of that organization. 2. In land troopers who jump from one aperture or door
operations, the element of an organization of an aircraft during one run over a drop
which is sent to carry out a step-up procedure. zone.
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stick--(NATO) A number of paratroopers who stockpile to target sequence-(DOD) 1. The
jump from one aperture or door of an aircraft order of events involved in removing a nucle-
during one run over a drop zone. ar weapon from storage, and assembling, test-

ing, transporting, and delivering it on the

stick commander (air transport)-(DOD) A des- target. 2. A document that defines the logisti-
ignated individual who controls parachutists cal and employment concepts and related
from the time they enter the aircraft until physical environments involved in the deliv-
their exit. See also jumpmaster. ery of a nuclear weapon from the stockpile to

the target. It may also define the logistical

Stinger-(DOD) A lightweight, man-portable, flow involved in moving nuclear weapons to

shoulder-fired, air defense artillery missile and from the stockpile for quality assurance

weapon for low altitude air defense of forward testing, modification and retrofit, and the re-

area combat troops. Designated as FIM-92A. cycling of limited life components.

stockpile to target sequence-(NATO) The
stockage objective-(DOD) The maximum order and permutations of events involved in

quantities of materiel to be maintained on removing a nuclear weapon from storage, and
hand to sustain current operations. It will assembling, testing, transporting, and deliver-
consist of the sum of stocks represented by ing it on the target.
the operating level and the safety level. See
also level of supply. stock record account-(DOD) A basic record

showing by item the receipt and issuance of
stock control-(DOD, NATO) Process of main- property, the balances on hand and such

taining inventory data on the quantity, loca- other identifying or stock control data as may
tion, and condition of supplies and equipment be required by proper authority.
due-in, on-hand, and due-out, to determine
quantities of material and equipment avail- stocks-(NATO) The quantity of supplies and
able and/or required for issue and to facilitate material on hand ready for use. See also oper-
distribution and management of materiel. See ational stocks; theater operational stocks.
also Inventory control.

stop squawk-(DOD) A code meaning, "Turn

stock coordination-(DOD) A supply manage- identification friend or foe master control to
ment function exercised usually at depart- 'off."'

ment level that controls the assignment of
material cognizance for items or categories of stopway--DOD, NATO) A defined rectangular
material to inventory managers. area on the ground at the end of a runway in

the direction of take-off designated and pre-
stock fund-=OD) A revolving fund estab- pared by the competent authority as a suita-

stock to finan- e coble area in which an aircraft can be stopped
lished to finance costs of inventories of sup- in the case of an interrupted take-off. It must
plies. It is authorized by specific provision of be capable of supporting aircraft of approxi-

law to finance a continuing cycle of oper- bate of s i ngr a ft of l pp.).

ations. Reimbursements and collections de- mately 23,000 kilograms (50,000 lbs.).

rived from such operations are available for storage-(DOD) 1. The retention of data in any
use by the fund without further action by the form, usually for the purpose of orderly re-
Congress. trieval and documentation. 2. A device con-

sisting of electronic, electrostatic, electrical,
stock level-See level of supply. hardware or other elements into which data

may be entered, and from which data may be
Stock Number-See National Stock Number. obtained as desired. See also ammunition and
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toxic material open space; bin storage; bulk stranger (bearing, distance, altitude)-(DOD)
storage; igloo space; large-lot storage; In air intercept, a code meaning, "An uniden-
medium-lot storage; open improved storage tified aircraft, bearing, distance, and altitude
space; open unimproved wet space; small-lot as indicated relative to you."
storage.

strangle-(DOD) A code meaning, "Switch off
storage Ife-(DOD, NATO) The length of time equipment indicated."

for which an item of supply including explo-
sives, given specific storage conditions, may be strangle parrot-(DOD) A code meaning,
expected to remain serviceable and, if rele- "Switch off Identification Friend or Foe equip-
vant, safe. See also shelf life. ment."

stores-See naval stores; supplies. strapping-(DOD) 1. An operation by which
supply containers, such as cartons or boxes,

stowage diagram-DOD, NATO) A scaled draw- are reinforced by bands, metal straps, or wire,
ing included in the loading plan of a vessel for placed at specified intervals around them,
each deck or platform showing the exact loca- drawn taut, and then sealed or clamped by a
tion of all cargo. See also stowage plan. machine. 2. Measurement of storage tanks

and calculation of volume to provide tables
stowage factor-(DOD) The number which ex- for conversion of depth of product in linear

presses the space, in cubic feet, occupied by a units of measurement to volume of contents.
long ton of any commodity as prepared for
shipment, including all crating or packaging. strategic advantage-(DOD) The overall rela-

tive power relationship of opponents that en-
stowage plan-(DOD) A completed stowage dia- ables one nation or group of nations effective-

gram showing what materiel has been loaded ly to control the course of a military/political
and its stowage location in each hold, be- situation.
tween-deck compartment, or other space in a
ship, including deck space. Each port of dis- strategic air transport-(DOD) The movement
charge is indicated by colors or other appro- of personnel and materiel by air in accord-
priate means. Deck and between-deck cargo ance with a strategic plan.
normally is shown in perspective, while cargo
stowed in the lower hold is shown in profile, strategic air transport operations--(DOD,
except that vehicles usually are shown in per- NATO) The carriage of passengers and cargo
spective regardless of stowage. See also stow- between theaters by means of: a. scheduled
age diagram. services; b. special flights; c. air logistic sup-

port; d. aeromedical evacuation.
straflng-(DOD) The delivery of automatic

weapons fire by aircraft on ground targets. strategic air warfare-(DOD) Air combat and
supporting operations designed to effect,

straggler-(DOD, NATO) 1. Any personnel, ve- through the systematic application of force to
hicles, ships or aircraft which, without appar- a selected series of vital targets, the progres-
ent purpose or assigned mission, become sepa- sive destruction and disintegration of the
rated from their unit, column or formation. enemy's war-making capacity to a point
(NATO) 2. A ship separated from its convoy where the enemy no longer retains the ability
by more than 5 nautical miles, through inabil- or the will to wage war. Vital targets may in-
ity to keep up, and unable to rejoin before clude key manufacturing systems, sources of
dark, or over 10 nautical miles from its raw material, critical material, stockpiles,
convoy whether or not it can rejoin before power systems, transportation systems, corn-
dark. See also romper. munication facilities, concentration of uncom-
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mitted elements of enemy armed forces, key and provide armed forces and other capabili-
agricultural areas, and other such target sys- ties in accordance with the strategic plan. See
tems. also operational level of war;, tactical level of

war.
strategic air warfare--(NATO) Air operations

designed to effect the progressive destruction strategic map-(DOD) A map of medium scale,
and disintegration of the enemy's war-making or smaller, used for planning of operations,
capacity. including the movement, concentration, and

supply of troops. See also map.
Strategic Army Forces-See United States Stra-

tegic Army Forces. strategic material (critical)-(DOD) A material
required for essential uses in a war emergen-

strategic concentration-(DOD, NATO) The as- cy, the procurement of which in adequate
sembly of designated forces in areas from quantity, quality, or time, is sufficiently un-
which it is intended that operations of the as- certain, for any reason, to require prior provi-
sembled force shall begin so that they are best sion of the supply thereof.
disposed to initiate the plan of campaign.

strategic mining-(NATO) A long term mining
strategic concept-(DOD, NATO) The course of campaign designed to deny the enemy the use

action accepted as the result of the estimate of specific sea routes or sea areas.
of the strategic situation. It is a statement of
what is to be done in broad terms sufficiently strategic mission-(DOD) A mission directed
flexible to permit its use in framing the mili- against one or more of a selected series of
tary, diplomatic, economic, psychological and enemy targets-with the purpose of progressive
other measures which stem from it. See also destruction and disintegration of the enemy's
basic undertakings. war-making capacity and his will to make

war. Targets include key manufacturing sys-
strategic intelligence-(DOD) Intelligence that tems, sources of raw material, critical materi-

is required for the formation of policy and al, stockpiles, power systems, transportation
military plans at national and international systems, communication facilities, and other
levels. Strategic intelligence and tactical intel- such target systems. As opposed to tactical op-
ligence differ primarily in level of application erations, strategic operations are designed to
but may also vary in terms of scope and have a long-range, rather than immediate,
detail. effect on the enemy and its military forces.

strategic intelligence--(NATO) Intelligence strategic mobility-(DOD) The capability to
which is required for the formation of policy deploy and sustain military forces worldwide
and military plans at national and interna- in support of national strategy. See also mo-
tional levels. See also tactical intelligence. bility.

strategic level of war-(DOD) The level of war strategic plan-(DOD) A plan for the overall
at which a nation or group of nations deter- conduct of a war.
mines national or alliance security objectives
and develops And uses national resources to strategic psychological activities-(DOD,
accomplish those objectives. Activities at this NATO) Planned psychological activities in
level establish national and alliance military peace and war which normally pursue objec-
objectives; sequence initiatives; define limits tives to gain the support and cooperation of
and assepw -isks for the use of military and friendly and neutral countries and to reduce
other instruments of power, develop global or the will and the capacity of hostile or poten-
theater war plans to achieve those objectives; tially hostile countries to wage war.
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strategic reserve-(DOD, NATO) An external termination of the threat. It is that part of
reinforcing force which is not committed in strategic warning lead time available for exe-
advance to a specific Major Subordinate Com- cuting pre-hostility actions to strengthen the
mand, but which can be deployed to any national strategic posture; however, some pre-
region for a mission decided at the time by paratory actions may be initiated in the pre-
the Major NATO Commander. decision period. See also strategic warning;,

strategic warning lead time.
strategic transport aircraft-(DOD, NATO) Air-

craft designed primarily for the carriage of strategic warning pre-decision time-(DOD)
personnel and/or cargo over long distances. That time which begins upon receipt of strate-

gic warning and ends when a decision is or-
strategic vulnerability--OD) The susceptibili- dered executed. It is that part of strategic

ty of vital elements of national power to being warning lead time available to the highest
seriously decreased or adversely changed by levels of government(s) to determine that stra-
the application of actions within the capabil- tegic course of action to be executed. See also
ity of another nation to impose. Strategic vul- strategic warning;, strategic warning lead
nerability may pertain to political, geograph- time.
ic, economic, scientific, sociological, or mili-
tary factors. strategy-(DOD) The art and science of levelop-

ing and using political, economic, psychologi-
strategic warnlng-(DOD) A warning prior to cal, and military forces as necessary during

the initiation of a threatening act. See also peace and war, to afford the maximum sup-
strategic warning lead time; strategic warn- port to policies, in order to increase the prob-
lig post-decision time; strategic warning pre- abilities and favorable consequences of victory
decision time; tactical warning; warning; and to lessen the chances of defeat. See also
warning of war. military strategy; national strategy.

strategic warning-(NATO) A notification that Stratofortress-(DOD) An all-weather, intercon-
enemy-initiated hostilities may be imminent. tinental, strategic heavy bomber powered by
This notification may be received from min- eight turbojet engines. It is capable of deliver-
utes to hours, to days, or longer, prior to the ing nuclear and non-nuclear bombs, air-to-sur-
initiation of hostilities. See also attack asses face missiles and decoys. Its range is extended
ment; strategic. warning lead time; strategic by in-flight refueling. Designated as B-52.
warning. post-decision time; strategic warn-
ing pre-decision time;, tactical warning. stratoephere-(DOD) The layer of the atmos-

phere above the troposphere in which the
strategic warning lead time-(DOD) That time change of temperature with height is relative-

between the receipt of strategic warning and ly small. See also atmosphere.
the beginning of hostilities. This time may in-
clude two action periods: strategic warning Stratotanker-(DOD) A multipurpose aerial
pre-decision time and strategic warning post- tanker-transport powered by four turbojet en-
decision time. See also commander's estimate gines. It is equipped for high-speed, high-alti-
of the situation; strategic concept; strategic tude refueling of bombers and fighters. Desig-
warning. nated as KC-135.

strategic warning postdecision time-(DOD) sbvam-(DOD) Dispensing of chaff (solid/
That time which begins after the decision, random interval/bursts).
made at the highest levels of government(s) in
response to strategic warning, is ordered exe- stream takeoff-(DOD, NATO) Aircraft taking
cuted and ends with the start of hostilities or off in trail/column formation.
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strength--See economic potential; unit strong point-(DOD, NATO) A key point in a
strength. defensive position, usually strongly fortified

and heavily armed with automatic weapons,
strength group-.(DOD) A surface action group around which other positions are grouped for

(unit) (element) composed of the heaviest com- its protection.
batant ships available with their aircraft and
assigned screen. structured message text-(DOD, NATO) A mes-

sage text composed of paragraphs ordered in a
stretcher-See Utter. specified sequence, each paragraph character-

ized by an identifier and containing informa-
stretch out-(DOD) A reduction in the delivery tion in free form. It is designed to facilitate

rate specified for a program without a reduc- manual handling and processing. See also for-
tion in the total quantity to be delivered, matted message text; free form message text.

strike-(DOD, NATO) An attack which is in- subassembly-(DOD, NATO) A portion of an as-
tended to inflict damage on, seize, or destroy sembly, consisting of two or more parts, that
an objective, can be provisioned and replaced as an entity.

See also assembly; component; part.
strike cruluer-(DOD) A warship designed to

operate offensively with carrier strike forces sub-collection center-See nuclear, biological,
or surface action groups against surface, air chemical collection center.
and subsurface threats. Planned armaments
include the Aegis missile system, a major cali- subgravity-(DOD, NATO) A condition in which
ber gun, surface-to-surface missiles and ad- the resultant ambient acceleration is between
vanced antisubmarine warfare weapons and 0 and 1 G.
sensors. Capability to operate helicopters or
vertical takeoff and landing aircraft is subkiloton weapon-(DOD, NATO) A nuclear
planned. weapon producing a yield below one kiloton.

See also kiloton weapon; megaton weapon;
strike foree-(DOD) A force composed of appro- nominal weapon.

priate units necessary to conduct strikes,
attack or assault operations. See also task sublimited war-Not to be used. No substitute
force. recommended.

strike photography-(DOD, NATO) Air photo- submarine-(DOD) A warship designed for
graphs taken during an air strike, under-the-surface operations with primary

mission of locating and destroying ships, in-
strip marker-(DOD, NATO) In land mine war- cluding other submarines. It is capable of var-

fare, a marker, natural, artificial, or specially ious other naval missions. SSNs are nuclear
installed, located at the start and finish of a powered. Designated as SS and SSN. See also
mine strip. See also marker. fleet ballistic missile submarine.

strip plot-(DOD, NATO) A portion of a map or submarine base-(NA TO) A base providing lo-
overlay on which a number of photographs gistic support for submarines.
taken along a flight line is delineated without
defining the outlines of individual prints, submarine exercise area coordinator-(NA TO)

An authority who publishes permanently es-
strip search--(NATO) Reconnaissance along a tablished national submarine exercise areas

straight line between two given reference and lanes which have been agreed to by the
points. naticns concerned.
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submarine havens-(NATO) Specified sea areas nuclear depth charge or homing torpedo pay-
for submarine non-combat operations includ- load, primarily antisubmarine. Popular name
ing- a. Submarine sanctuaries announced by is SUBROC. Designated as UUM-44A.
the area, fleet, or equivalent commander.
b. Areas reserved for submarine operations submarine safety lanes-See safety lanes.
and training in noncombat zones. c. Moving
areas established by "Submarine Notices," submarine sanctuaries-(DOD) Restricted areas
surrounding submarines in transit, extending that are established for the conduct of non-
50 nautical miles ahead, 100 nautical miles combat submarine or antisubmarine exer-
behind, and 15 nautical miles on each side of cises. They may be either stationary or
the estimated position of the submarine along moving and are normally designated only in
the stated track. See also moving havens, rear areas. See also moving havens.

submarine launched missile-See sea-launched submarine striking forces-(DOD) Submarines
ballistic missile, having guided or ballistic missile launching

and/or guidance capabilities formed to launch
submarine locator acoustic beacon-(DOD, offensive nuclear strikes.

NATO) An electronic device, used by subma-
rines in distress, for emitting a repetitive submunition-(DOD, NATO) Any munition
sonic pulse underwater. that, to perform its task, separates from a

parent munition.
submarine movement advisory authority-

(NA TO) The authority who monitors move- Subordinate Area Commanders.-(NA TO) The
ments of submarines and ships operating vari- designation assigned to NATO commanders
able depth sonar or towed arrays within his operationally responsible to Allied Command-
area of responsibility and advises the subma- er-in-Chief Channel for an allocated geo-
rine operating authorities and, if necessary, graphical area. See also Major NATO Com-
units concerned, of possible mutual interfer- manders, Major Subordinate Commanders;
ence. Principal Subordinate Commanders.

submarine notlce-(NA TO) A message report subordinate command-(DOD) A command
originated by a submarine operating author- consisting of the commander and all those in-
ity providing operational and movement in- dividuals, units, detachments, organizations,
structions for submarines in peace and war, or installations that have been placed under
including transit and patrol area information. the command by the authority establishing

the subordinate command.
submarine operating authorlty-(NA TO) The

naval commander exercising operational con- SUBROC-See submarine rocket.
trol of submarines.

subsidiary ianding-(DOD, NATO) In an am-
submarine patrol area-(DOD, NATO) A re- phibious operation, a landing usually made

stricted area established to allow submarine outside the designated landing area, the pur-
operations: pose of which is to support the main landing.
a. unimpeded by the operation of, or possible

attack from, friendly forces in wartime; subsonic-(DOD) Of or pertaining to speeds less
b. without submerged mutual interference in than the speed of sound. See also speed of

peacetime. sound.

submarine rocket-(DOD) Submerged, subma- substitute transport-type vehicle-(DOD) A

rine-launched, surface-to-surface rocket with wheeled vehicle designed to perform, within
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certain limitations, the same military func- augmenting fire on a target and its fire may
tion as military transport vehicles, but not re- be lifted from that target by the authority im-
quiring all the special characteristics thereof. plicit in its fire support role.
They are developed from civilian designs by
addition of certain features, or from military supernumerary NATO civilian personnel-
designs by deletion of certain features. See (NATO) International civilian personnel, pre-
also vehicle. viously assigned to an international civilian

subversion--(DOD) Action designed to under- post who are on extended sick leave in accord-
thes militaryActionomic, d signedotogunde ance with article 45.65 of the NATO civilian

mine the military, economic, psychological, pesnlrguaisadwhcotueo

political strength or morale of a regime. See personnel regulations and who continue to

also unconventional warfare. enjoy NATO status.

subversion-(NATO) Action designed to weaken supersonic-(DOD) Of or pertaining to speed in
the military, economic or political strength of excess of the speed of sound. See also speed of
a nation by undermining the morale, loyalty sound.
or reliability of its citizens.

supervised route-(DOD, NATO) In road traffic,

subversion of DOD personnel-(DOD) Actions a roadway over which limited control is exer-
designed to undermine the loyalty, morale or cised by means of traffic control posts, traffic
discipline of Department of Defense military patrols or both. Movement authorization is re-
and civilian personnel. quired for its use by a column of vehicles or a

vehicle of exceptional size or weight. See also
subversive activity-(DOD) Anyone lending aid, route.

comfort, and moral support to individuals,
groups or organizations that advocate the
overthrow of incumbent governments by force supplement-(NATO) A supplement is a sepa-
and violence is subversive and is engaged in rate publication, related to a basic publication

and prepared for purposes of promulgatingsubversive activity. All willful acts that are

intended to be detrimental to the best inter- additional information or summaries, and
ests of the government and that do not fall may include extracts from the basic publica-
into the categories of treason, sedition, sabo- tion.
tage, or espionage will be placed in the cate-
gory of subversive activity, supplemental programmed interpretation

report-(NATO) A standardized imagery in-
subversive political action-(DOD) A planned terpretation report providing information,

series of activities designed to accomplish po- which has not previously been included in
litical objectives by influencing, dominating, other reports, on significant targets covered
or displacing individuals or groups who are so by the mission; or when supplemental infor-
placed as to affect the decisions and actions of mation is required.
another government.

summit-(DOD) The highest altitude above supplies-(DOD, NATO) All materiel and items

mean sea level that a projectile reaches in its used in the equipment, support and mainte-

flight from the gun to the target; the algebra- nance of military forces.

ic sum of the maximum ordinate and the alti-
tude of the gun. supply-(DOD) The procurement, distribution,

maintenance while in storage, and salvage of
superimposed-(NATO) A term used in fire supplies, including the determination of kind

planning to indicate that an artillery unit is and quantity of supplies.
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a. producer phase-That phase of military supporting aircraft-(DOD) All active aircraft
supply which extends from determination other than unit aircraft. See also aircraft.
of procurement schedules to acceptance of
finished supplies by the military Services. supporting arms-(DOD) Air, sea, and land

b. consumer phase-That phase of military weapons of all types employed to support
supply which extends from receipt of fin- ground units.
ished supplies by the military Services
through issue for use or consumption. supporting arms coordination center-(DOD) A

single location on board an amphibious com-
supply by air-.See airdrop; air movement. mand ship in which all communication facili-

ties incident to the coordination of fire sup-
supply control-(DOD) The process by which an port of the artillery, air, and naval gunfire

item of supply is controlled within the supply are centralized. This is the naval counterpart
system, including requisitioning, receipt, stor- to the fire support coordination center utilized
age, stock control, shipment, disposition, iden- by the landing force. See also fire support co-
tification, and accounting. ordination center.

supplying ship-(DOD, NATO) The ship in a re- supporting artillery-(DOD) Artillery which
plenishment unit that provides the personnel executes fire missions in support of a specific
and/or supplies to be transferred. unit, usually infantry, but remains under the

command of the next higher artillery com-
supply management-See inventory control. mander.

supply point-(DOD, NATO) Any point where supporting attack-(DOD, NATO) An offensive
supplies are issued in detail. operation carried out in conjunction with a

main attack and designed to achieve one or
supply transaction reporting-(DOD) Reporting more of the following:

on individual transactions affecting the stock a. deceive the enemy;
status of materiel to the appropriate supply b. destroy or pin down enemy forces which
accounting activity as they occur. could interfere with the main attack;

c. control ground whose occupation by the
support-(DOD) 1. The action of a force which enemy will hinder the main attack; or

aids, protects, complements, or sustains an- d. force the enemy to commit reserves prema-
other force in accordance with a directive re- turely or in an indecisive area.
quiring such action. 2. A unit which helps an-
other unit in battle. Aviation, artillery, or supporting fire-(DOD, NATO) Fire delivered
naval gunfire may be used as a support for in- by supporting units to assist or protect a unit
fantry. 3. A part of any unit held back at the in combat. See also close supporting fire;
beginning of an attack as a reserve. 4. An ele- deep supporting fire; direct supporting fire.
ment of a command which assists, protects, or
supplies other forces in combat. See also supporting forces-(DOD) Forces stationed in,
interdepartmental/agency support; interna- or to be deployed to, an area of operations to
tional logistic support; inter-Service support. provide support for the execution of an oper-

ation order. Operational command of support-
support-(NATO) The action of a force, or por- ing forces is not passed to the supported com-

tion thereof, which aids, protects, comple- mander.
ments, or sustains any other force.

supporting operations-(DOD, NATO) In am-
support helicopter-See assault aircraft; utility phibious operations, those operations conduct-

helicopter (maneuver); assault aircraft. ed by forces other than those assigned to the
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amphibious task force. They are ordered by surface code-See panel code.
higher authority at the request of the amphib-
ious task force commander and normally are surface striking forces (naval)-(DOD) Forces
conducted outside the area for which the am- that are organized primarily to do battle with
phibious task force commander is responsible enemy forces or to conduct shore bombard-
at the time of their execution. ment. Units comprising such a force are gen-

erally incorporated in and operate as part of
support items-(DOD) Items subordinate to, or another force, but with provisions for their

associated with an end item (i.e., spares, formation into a surface striking force should
repair parts, tools, test equipment and sundry such action appear likely and/or desirable.
materiels) and required to operate, service,
repair or overhaul an end item. surface-to-air guided missile-(DOD, NATO) A

surface-launched guided missile for use
support site-(DOD) In the Air Force, a facility against surface targets.

operated by an active, reserve, or Guard unit
that provides general support to the Air Force surface-to-air missile enveloipe-(DOD) That
mission and does not satisfy the criteria for a air space within the kill capabilities of a spe-
major or minor installation. Examples of sup- cific surface-to-air missile system.
port sites are missile tracking sites; rad*
bomb scoring sites; Air Force-owned, contrac- surface-to-air missile installation-(DOD) A
tor-operated plants; radio relay sites, etc. See surface-to-air missile site with the surface-to-
also installation complex; major installation; air missile system hardware installed.
minor installation; other activity. surface-to-air missile site-(DOD) A plot of

suppression-(DOD) Temporary or transient ground prepared in such a manner that it will

degradation of the performance of a weapons readily accept the hardware used in surface-

system, below the level needed to fulfill its to-air missile system.

mission objectives, by an opposing force. surface-to-surface guided missile-(DOD,

NATO) A surface-launched guided missile for
suppression mission-(DOD) A mission to sup- use against surface targets.

press an actual or suspected weapons system
for the purpose of degrading its performance surface zero-See ground zero.
below the level needed to fulfill its mission ob-
jectives at a specific time for a specified dura- surplus property-(DOD) Any excess property
tion. not required for the needs and for the dis-

charge of the responsibilities of all federal
suppression of enemy air defenses-(DOD, agencies, including the Department of De-

NATO) That activity which neutralizes, de- fense, as determined by the General Services
stroys or temporarily degrades enemy air de- Administration.
fenses in a .specific area by physical attack
and/or electronic warfare. surprise dosage attack-(DOD, NATO) A chemi-

cal operation which establishes on target a
suppressive flre-(DOD) Fires on or about a dosage sufficient to produce the desired casu-

weapons system to degrade its performance alties before the troops can mask or otherwise
below the level needed to fulfill its mission ob- protect themselves.
jectives, during the conduct of the fire mis-
sion. See also fire. surveillance-(DOD, NATO) The systematic ob-

servation of aerospace, surface or subsurface
surface burst-See nuclear surface burst. areas, places, persons, or things, by visual,
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aural, electronic, photographic, or other plans beyond the initial predetermined period
means. See also air surveillance; satellite and covered by basic stocks until resupply is avail-
missile surveillance; sea surveillance, able for support of continued operations.

surveillance approach--(DOD) An instrument sweep-(DOD) To employ technical means to
approach conducted in accordance with direc- uncover planted microphones or other surveil-
tions issued by a controller referring to the lance devices. See also technical survey.
surveillance radar display.

sweeper track--See hunter track.
survey control point-(DOD) A survey station

used to coordinate survey control. sweep jamming-(DOD, NATO) A narrow band
of jamming that is swept back and forth over

survey Information center-(DOD) A place a relatively wide operating band of frequen-
where survey data are collected, correlated, cies.
and made available to subordinate units.

swept path-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine war-
survey phomtography--See air cartographic pho- fare, the width of the lane swept by the me-

tography. chanical sweep at all depths less than the
sweep depth.

"suceptibilty-(DOD, NATO) The vulnerability
of a target audience to particala forms of switch horn-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine war-
psychological operations approach. fare, a switch in a mine operated by a project-

suspension equipment-(DOD, NATO) All air- ing spike. See also horn.

craft devices such as racks, adapters, missile sympathetic detonation-(DOD, NATO) Detona-
launchers and pylons used for carriage, em- tion of a charge by exploding another charge
ployment and jettison of aircraft stores. a cnt to it.

suspension srop-(DOD, NATO) A length ofwebbing or wire. rope between the helicopter synthesls--(DOD) In intelligence usage, the ex-
ang or wlirt, amining and combining of processed informa-a ction with other information and intelligence

sustal•abilty-(DOD) See military capability. for final interpretation.

suutalnabllity-(NATO) The ability of a force to synthetic exercise-(DOD, NATO) An exercise
maintain the necessary level of combat power in which enemy and/or friendly forces are
for the duration required to achieve its objec- generated, displayed and moved by electronic
tives, or other means on simulators, radar scopes or

other training devices.
sustained attrition minefleld-(DOD, NATO) In

naval mine warfare, a minefield which is re- system-(DOD) Any organized assembly of re-
plenished to maintain its danger to the enemy sources and procedures united and regulated
in the face of countermeasures. by interaction or interdependence to accom-

plish a set of specific functions.
sustained rate of fire-(DOD, NATO) Actual

rate of fire that a weapon can continue to de- system manager-(DOD) A general term of ref-
liver for an indefinite length of time without erence to those organizations directed by indi-
seriously overheating. vidual managers, exercising authority over

the planning, direction, and control of tasks
sustaining stocks-(DOD, NATO) Stocks to sup- and associated functions essential for support

port the execution of approved operational of designated weapons or equipment systems.
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The authority vested in this organization may weapon system manager, program manager,
include such functions as research, develop- and project manager when such organizations
ment, procurement, production, materiel dis- perform these functions.
tribution, and logistic support, when so as-
signed. When intended to relate to a specific systems design-(DOD, NATO) The preparation
system manager, this term will be preceded of an assembly of methods, procedures, or
by the appropriate designation (e.g., Chinook techniques united by regulated interaction to
System Manager, Sonar System Manager, F-4 form an organized whole.
System Manager). This term will normally be
used in lieu of system support manager, system support manager-See system manager.
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T
table of allov, ance-ý(DOD) An equipment al- one of the subordinate commands of the Air

lowance dricument which prescribes basic al- Force.
lowancep of organizational equipment, and
provides the control to develop, revise, or tactical air command center-(DOD) The prin-

4 change equipment authorization inventory cipal United States Marine Corps air oper-
data. ation installation from which aircraft and air

warning functions of tactical air operations
table of organization-See establishment, are directed. It is the senior agency of the

Marine Corps Air Command and Control
table of organization and equipment-See es- System from which the Marine Corps tactical

tablishment.. air commander can direct and control tactical
air operations and coordinate such air oper-

tacan-(DOD, NATO) An ultra-high frequency ations with other Services.
electronic air navigation system which pro-
vides a continuous indication of bearing and tactical air commander (ashore)-(DOD) The
distance (slant range) to the tacan station, officer (aviator) responsible to the landing
common components being used in distance force commander for control and coordination
and bearing determination. The term is de- of air operations within the landing force
rived from tactical air navigation, commander's area of responsibility when con-

trol of these operations is passed ashore.
tachometric or synchronous sights-See bomb

sighting systems. tactical air ctntrol center-(DOD, NATO) The
principal air operations installation (land or

tacit arms control agreement-(DOD) An arms ship based) from which all aircraft and air
control course of action in which two or more warning functions of tactical air operations
nations participate without any formal agree- are controlled.
ment having been made.

tactical air control group-(DOD) 1. land-
tac-log group-(DOD) Representatives designat- based-A flexible administrative and tactical

ed by troop commanders to assist Navy con- component of a tactical air organization
trol officers aboard control ships in the ship- which provides aircraft control and warning
to-shore movement of troops, equipment, and functions ashore for offensive and defensive
supplies, missions within the tactical air zone of re-

sponsibility. 2. ship-based-An administrative
TACON-See tactical control. and tactical component of an amphibious

force which provides aircraft control and
tactical aeromedical evacuation-(DOD, NATO) warning facilities afloat for offensive and de-

That phase of evacuation which provides air- fensive missions within the tactical air corn-
lift for patients from the combat zone to mand area of responsibility.
points outside the combat zone, and between
points within the communications zone. tactical air controller-(DOD) The officer in

charge of all operations of the tactical air con-
tactical air command-(DOD) 1. An Air Force trol center (afloat). This officer is responsible

organization designed to conduct offensive to the tactical air officer for the control of all
and defensive air operations in conjunction aircraft and air warning facilities within the
with land or sea forces. 2. A designation of area of responsibility. See also air controller.
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tactical air controller-M(NATO) The officer in tactical air direction center-(DOD) An air op-
charge of all operations of the tactical air con- erations installation under the overall control
trol center. He is responsible to the tactical of the tactical air control center (afloat)/tacti-
air commander for the control of all aircraft cal air command center, from which aircraft
and air warning facilities within his area of and air warning service functions of tactical
responsibility. See also air controller. air operations in an area of responsibility are

directed. See also tactical air director.
tactical air control operations team-(DOD) A

team of ground environment personnel as- tactical air director-(DOD) The officer in
signed to certain allied tactical air control charge of all operations of the tactical air di-
units/elements. rection center. This officer is responsible to

the tactical air controller for the direction of
tactical air control party-(DOD, NATO) A sub- all aircraft and air warning facilities assigned

ordinate operational component of a tactical to the area of responsibility. When operating
air control system designed to provide air li- independently of a tactical air control center
son to land forces and for the control of air- (afloat), the tactical air director assumes the
craft. functions of the tactical air controller. See

also tactical air direction center.
tactical air control party support team-(DOD)

An Army team organized to provide armored tactical air doctrine-(DOD, NATO) Fundamen-
combat and/or special purpose vehicles and tal principles designed to provide guidance for
crews to certain tactical air control parties. the employment of air power in tactical air

operations to attain established objectives.
tactical air control squadron-(DOD) 1. land-

based-A flexible administrative component tactical air force-(DOD, NATO) An air force
of a tactical air control group, known as charged with carrying out tactical air oper-
TACRON, which provides the control mecha- ations in coordination with ground or naval
nism for a land-based tactical air control forces.
center, a tactical air direction center, or tacti-
cal air control parties. 2. ship-based-An ad- tactical air observer-(DOD) An officer trained
ministrative and tactical component of the as an air observer whose function is to ob-
tactical air control group, known as TACRON, serve from airborne aircraft and report on
which provides the control mechanism for the movement and disposition of friendly and
ship-4msed tactical air direction center or the enemy forces, on terrain, weather, and hy-
ship-based tactical air control center. drography and to execute other missions as

directed.
tactical air control system--(DOD, NATO) The

organization and equipment necessary to tactical air officer (afloat)-(DOD) The officer
plan, direct, and control tactical air oper- (aviator) under the amphibious task force
ations and to coordinate air operations with commander who coordinates planning of all
other Services. It is composed of control agen- phases of air participation of the amphibious
cies and communications-electronics facilities operation and air operations of supporting
which provide the means for centralized con- forces en route to and in the objective area.
trol and decentralized execution of missions. Until control is passed ashore, this officer ex-

ercises control over all operations of the tacti-
tactical air coordinator (airborne)-(DOD) An cal air control center (afloat) and is charged

officer who coordinates, from an aircraft, the with: a. control of all aircraft in the objective
action of combat aircraft engaged in close sup- area assigned for tactical air operations, in-
port of ground or sea forces. See also forward cluding offensive and defensive air; b. control
observer, of all other aircraft entering or passing
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through the objective area; and c. control of face forces and which directly assist land or
all air warning facilities in the objective area. maritime operations. See also air support.

tactical air operation-(DOD) An air operation tactical air support element-(DOD) An ele-
involving the employment of air power in co- ment of a United States Army division, corps,
ordination with ground or naval forces to: or field army tactical operations center con-
a. gain and maintain air superiority; sisting of G-2 and G-3 air personnel who co-
b. prevent movement of enemy forces into ordinate and integrate tactical air support
and within the objective area and to seek out with current tactical ground operations.
and destroy these forces and their supporting
installations; c. join with ground or naval tactical air transport operations-(DOD,
forces in operations within the objective area, NATO) The carriage of passengers and cargo
in order to assist directly in attainment of within a theater by means of: a. Airborne op.
their immediate objective. erations: (1) Parachute assault, (2) Helicopter

borne assault, (3) Air landing; b. Air logistic

tactical air operation-(NATO) The employ- support; c. Special missions; d. Aeromedical
ment of air power in coordination with evacuation missions.

ground or naval forces to:
a. attain and maintain air superiority;, taticad area of responsdbility---(DOD) A de-b. prevent movement of enemy forces into fined area of land for which responsibility is

and within the combat zone and to seek specifically assigned to the commander of theoutand destroy these ftores and thr suk area as a measure for control of assignedout and destroy these forces and their sup-

porting installations; and forces and coordination of support. Commonly

c. assist in attaining ground or naval forces referred to as TAOR.

objectives by combined/joint operations. tactical call sign-(OD, NATO) A call sign

tactical air operations center-(DOD) A subor- which identifies a tactical command or tacti-

dinate operational component of the uarine cal communication facility. See also call sign.

Air Command and Control System designed tactical command-(NATO) The authority dele-
for direction and control of all en route air gated to a commander to assign tasks to
traffic and air defense operations, to include forces under his command for the accomplish-
manned interceptors and surface-to-air weap- ment of the mission assigned by higher au-
ons, in an assigned sector. It is under the thority.
operational control of the Tactical Air Com-
mand Center. tactical concept-(NA TO) A statement, in broad

outline, which provides a common basis for
tactical air reconnaissance-(DOD) The use of future development of tactical doctrine.

air vehicles to obtain information concerning
terrain, weather, and the disposition, composi- tactical control-(DOD, NATO) The detailed
tion, movement, installations, lines of commu- and, usually, local direction and control of
nications, electronic and communication emis- movements or maneuvers necessary to accom-
sions of enemy forces. Also included are artil- plish missions or tasks assigned. (DOD Note:
lery and naval gunfire adjustment, and sys- Also called TACON.)
tematic and random observation of ground
battle areas, targets, and/or sectors of air- tactical data information link-A-(DOD) A
space. netted link in which one unit acts as a net

control station and interrogates each unit by
tactical air support-(DOD, NATO) Air oper- roll call. Once interrogated, that unit trans-

ations carried out in coordination with sur- mits its data to the net. This means that each
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unit receives all the information transmitted. Activities at this level focus on the ordered
This is a direct transfer of data and no relay- arrangement and maneuver of combat ele-
ing is involved. Also called TADIL-A. ments in relation to each other and to the

enemy to achieve combat objectives. See also
tactical data Information link-B-(DOD) A operational level of war;, strategic level of

point-to-point data link between two units war.
which provides for simultaneous transmission
and reception of data (duplex). Also called tactical loading-See combat loading;, unit
TADIL-B. loading.

tactical diversion-See diversion, tactical locality-(DOD, NATO) An area of ter-
rain which, because of its location or features,

tactical information processing and interpreta- possesses a tactical significance in the particu-
tion system-(DOD) A tactical, mobile, land- lar circumstances existing at a particular
based, automated information-handling time.
system designed to store and retrieve intelli-
gence information and to process and inter- tactical map-(DOD) A large-scale map used for
pret imagery or nonimagery data. Also called tactical and administrative purposes. See also
TIPI. map.

tactical intelligence-(DOD, NATO) Intelligence tactical minefield-(DOD, NATO) A minefield
which is required for the planning and con- which is part of a formation obstacle plan and
duct of tactical operations. (DOD) Tactical in- is laid to delay, channel or break up an
telligence and strategic intelligence differ pri- enemy advance.
marily in level of application but may also
vary in terms of scope and detail. See also tactical mining-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine
combat intelligence; intelligence; strategic in- warfare, mining designed to influence a spe-
telligence. cific operation or to counter a known or pre-

sumed tactical aim of the enemy. Implicit in
tactical Intelligence and related activities- tactical mining is a limited period of effective-

(DOD) Those activities outside the National ness of the minefield.
Foreign Intelligence Program that: a. respond
to operational commanders' tasking for time- tactical nuclear weapon employment-(DOD)
sensitive information on foreign entities; b. re- The use of nuclear weapons by land, sea, or
spond to national intelligence community air forces against opposing forces, supporting
tasking of systems whose primary mission is installations or facilities, in support of oper-
support to operating forces; c. train personnel ations which contribute to the accomplish-
for intelligence duties; d. provide an intelli- ment of a military mission of limited scope, or
gence reserve; or e. are devoted to research in support of the military commander's
and development of intelligence or related ca- scheme of maneuver, usually limited to the
pabilities. Specifically excluded are programs area of military operations.
which are so closely integrated with a weapon
system that their primary function is to pro- tactical operations area-(DOD) That area be-
vide immediate-use targeting data. Also called tween the fire support coordination line and
TIARA. the rear operations area where maximum

flexibility in the use of airspace is needed to
tactical level of war-(DOD) The level of war at assure mission accomplishment. The rear

which battles and engagements are planned boundary of the tactical operations area
and executed to accomplish military objec- should normally be at or near the rear bound-
tives assigned to tactical units or task forces. ary of the frontline divisions.
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tactical operations center-(DOD) A physical Country of origin-country or countries initi-
groupment of those elements of an Army gen- ating hostilities.
eral and special staff concerned with the cur- Event type and size-identification of the
rent tactical operations and the tactical sup- type of event and determination of the size or
port thereof. number of weapons.

Country under attack-determined by observ-
tactical range-(DOD, NATO) A range in which ing trajectory of an object and predicting its

Srealistic targets are in use and a certain free- impact point.
dom of maneuver is allowed. Event time--time the hostile event occurred.

Also called integrated tactical warning. See
tactical reserve-(DOD, NATO) A part of a also attack assessment; strategic warning.

force, held under the control of the command-
er as a maneuvering force to influence future tactical warning--(NATO) A notification that
action. the enemy has initiated hostilities. Such

warning may be received any time from the
tactical sub-concept-(DOD, NATO) A state- launching of the attack until it reaches its

ment, in broad outline, for a specific field of target. See also strategic warning.
military capability within a tactical concept
which provides a common basis both for tactical warning and assessment-A composite
equipment and weapon system development term. See separate definitions for tactical
and for future development of tactical doc- warning and for attack assessment.
trine.

tactical warning and attack assessment-A
tactical transport aircraft-(DOD, NATO) Air- composite term. See separate definitions for

craft designed primarily for the carriage of tactical warning and for attack assessment.
personnel and/or cargo over short or medium
distances. tactical warning/attack assessment-A compos-

ite term. See separate definitions for tactical
tactical troops-(DOD) Combat troops, together warning and for attack assessment.

with any service troops required for their
direct support, who are organized under one tactics-(DOD) 1. The employment of units in
commander to operate as a unit and engage combat. 2. The ordered arrangement and ma-
the enemy in combat. See also troops. neuver of units in relation to each other and/

or to the enemy in order to utilize their full
tactical unit-(DOD) An organization of troops, potentialities.

aircraft, or ships which is intended to serve as
a single unit in combat. It may include serv- TAI--See International Atomic Time.
ice units required for its direct support.

tail hook--See aircraft arresting hook.
tactical vehicle-See military designed vehicle.

tally ho-(DOD) A code meaning, "Target visu-
tactical warning-(DOD) 1. A warning after ally sighted" (presumably the target I have

initiation of a threatening or hostile act based been ordered to intercept). This should be fol-
on an evaluation of information from all lowed by initial contact report as soon as pos-
available sources. 2. In satellite and missile sible. The sighting should be amplified if pos-
surveillance, a notificatiori to operational sible (e.g., "tally ho pounce," or "tally ho
command centers that a specific threat event heads up").
is occurring. The component elements that de-
scribe threat events are: tan alt--See shadow factor.
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tank, combat, full-tracked, 90-mm gun-(DOD) 3. An area designated and numbered for
A fully armored combat vehicle providing future firing.
mobile fire power and crew protection for of- 4. In artillery and naval gunfire support, an
fensive combat, armed with one 90-mm gun, impact burst which hits the target.
one 50-caliber machine gun, and one 7.62-mm 5. In radar,
machine gun. Designated as M48A3. (a) generally, any discrete object which re-

flects or retransmits energy back to the
tank, combat, full-tracked, 105-mm gun- radar equipment;

(DOD) A heavy, fully armored combat vehicle (b) specifically, an object of radar search or
providing mobile fire power and crew protec- surveillance.
tion for offensive combat, armed with one 105-
mm gun, one 7.62-mm gun and one 50-caliber target acquisition-M(DOD, NATO) The detec-
machine gun. Designated as M.60. tion, identification, and location of a target in

sufficient detail to permit the effective em-
tank, combat, full-tracked, 152-mm gun- ployment of weapons. See also target analysis.

(DOD) A heavily armored vehicle providing
mobile firepower and crew protection for of- target allocation--(NATO) In air defense, the
fenive combat armed with one 152-rm gun/ proces following weapon assignment, of allo-
launcher, capable of firing Shillelagh missiles cating a particular target or area to a specific
or conventional combustible ammunition, one surface-to-air missile unit or interceptor air-
50-caliber machine gun and one 7.62-mm ma- craft.
chine gun.

tank landing ship-(DOD) A naval ship de- target analysis-(DOD, NATO) An examinationtanklandng hip-(DOD A avalshipde- of potential targets to determine military ira-
signed to transport and land amphibious vehi- portan pirity o attakind weapon-
cles, tanks, combat vehicles, and equipment in portance, priority of attack, and weapons re-
ampitanks, combat vehiclates and e nt i quired to obtain a desired level of damage or
amphibious assault. Designated as LST. casualties. See also target acquisition.

tank, main battle-(DOD) A tracked vehicleproviding mobile firepower and crew protec- target approach polnt--(DOD, NATO) In air
tion for offensive combat. transport operations, a navigational checkpoint over which the final turn into the drop

target-(DOD) 1. A geographical area, complex, zone/landing zone is made. See also initial

or installation planned for capture or destruc-

tion by military forces. 2. In intelligence
usage, a country, area, installation, agency, or tare area furte lating NT A base
person against which intelligence operations line used for the locating of targets or other
are directed. 3. An area designated and num- points by the intersection of observations
bered for future firing. 4. In gunfire support from two stations located at opposite ends on
usage, an impact burst which hits the target.
See also objective area.

target array-(DOD) A graphic representation
target-(NA TO) of enemy forces, personnel, and facilities in a

1. A geographical area, complex, or installa- specific situation, accompanied by a target
tion planned for capture or destruction by analysis.
military forces. See also objective area.

2. In intelligence usage, a country, area, in- target audience-(DOD, NA TO) An individual
stallation, agency, or person against which or group selected for influence or attack by
intelligence activities are directed. means of psychological operations.
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target base line-(DOD) A line connecting target director post-(DOD) A special control
prime targets along the periphery of a geo- element of the tactical air control system. It
graphic area. performs no air warning service but is used to

position friendly aircraft over predetermined

target bearing-(DOD) 1. true-The true corn- target coordinates, or other geographical loca-
paw bearing of a target from a firing ship. tions, under all weather conditions.

0 2. relative-The bearing of a target measured
in the horizontal from the bow of one's own target discrimination-(DOD, NATO) The abili-
ship clockwise from 0' to 360, or from the ty of a surveillance or guidance system to
nose of one's own aircraft in hours of the identify or engage any one target when multi-
clock. ple targets are present.

target CAP-See target combat air patrol. target dossier-M(DOD, NATO) A file of assem-
bled target intelligence about a specific geo-

target chumiflcation-(DOD) A grouping of tar- graphic area.

gets in accordance with their threat to the
amphibious task force and its component ele- target folder--(DOD, NATO) A folder cntain-
ment. targets not to be fired upon prior to D- ing target intelligence and related materials
day and targets not to be destroyed except on prepared for planning and executing action

direct order against a specific target.

target combat air pstroi--(DOD) A patrol of target grid-(NA TO) Device for converting thetargt cmba ai parol- OD)A ptro of observer's target locations and corrections
fighters maintained over an enemy target with respect to the observer target line to
area to destroy enemy aircraft and to cover thret to the obrer ta retlectfriedlyshipingin he vcinty f th taget target locations and corrections with respectfriendly shipping in the vicinity of the target to the gun target line.
area in amphibious operations. See also
combat air patrol. target illustration print-(NA TO) A single con-

tact print or enlarged portion of a selected
integratedseriesoftarget conc. Narea from a single print, providing the best

ly integrated series of target concentrations. available illustration of a specific installation
See also •e or pin-point target.

target co..eentration-(DOD, NATO) A group- target information sheet-(NA TO) Brief de-
ing of gaographically proximate targets. See scription of the target, completing the "de-
also target; target complex. scriptive target data." It should include tech-

nical and physical characteristics, details on
target data inventory-(DOD) A basic targeting exact location, disposition, importance, and

program which provides a standardized target possible obstacles for an aircraft flying at low
data in support of the requirements of the altitudes.
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Military Departments,
and unified and specified commands for target targeting-(DOD, NA TO) The process of select-
planning coordination and weapons applica- ing targets and matching the appropriate re-
tion. sponse to them taking account of operational

requirements and capabilities.
target date-(DOD, NATO) The date on which it

is desired that an action be accomplished or target intelligence-(DOD, NATO) Intelligence
initiated, which portrays and locates the components of

a target or target complex and indicates its
target description-See description of target. vulnerability and relative importance.
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target list-(DOD) The listing of targets main- boundaries between maneuver elements, ob-
tained and promulgated by the senior echelon jectives and friendly forward dispositions.
of command; it contains those targets which
are to be engaged by supporting arms, as dis- target pattern-(DOD) The flight path of air-
tinguished from a "list of targets" which may craft during the attack phase. Also called
be maintained by any echelon as confirmed, attack pattern.
suspect, or possible targets for informational
and planning purposes. target priority-(DOD) A grouping of targets

with the indicated sequence of attack.
target list--(NATO) A tabulation of confirmed

or suspected targets maintained by any eche- target range-See range.
ion for information and fire support planning
purposes. Also called list of targets. target response (nuclear)-(DOD, NATO) The

effect on men, material, and equipment of

target materials-(DOD) Graphic, textual, tabu- blast, heat, light, and nuclear radiation result-

lar, or other presentations of target intelli- ing from the explosion of a nuclear weapon.

gence, primarily designed to support oper-
ations against designated targets by one or target signature-(DOD, NATO) 1. The charac-
more weapon systems. Target materials ae teristic pattern of a target displayed by detec-
suitable for training, planning, executing, and tion and identification equipment. 2. In naval
evaluating such operations. mine warfare, the variation in the influence

field produced by the passage of a ship or

target number-M(NATO) The reference number sweep.

given to the target by the fire control unit. tet status board-(A TO) A wall chart

maintained by the air intelligence division of
target of opportufilty-(DOD) 1. A target vi'i- the joint operations center. It includes target

ble to a surface or air sensor or observer, lists, locations, priority and status of action
which is within range of available weapons taken. It may also include recommended ar-
and against which fire has not been scheduled mament and fuzing for destruction.
or requested. 2. nuclear-A nuclear target ob-
served or detected after an operation begins target system-(DOD, NATO) 1. All the targets
that has not been previously considered, ana- situated in a particular geographic area and
lyzed or planned for a nuclear strike. General- functionally related. (DOD) 2. A group of tar-
ly fleeting in nature, it should be attacked as gets which are so related that their destruc-
soon as possible within the time limitations tion will produce some particular effect de-
imposed for coordination and warning of sired by the attacker. See also target complex.
friendly troops and aircraft.

target system component-(DOD) A set of tar-
target of opportunity-(NATO) A target which gets belonging to one or more groups of indus-

appears during combat and which can be tries and basic utilities required to produce
reached by ground fire, naval fire, or aircraft component parts of an end product such as
fire, and against which fire has not been periscopes, or one type of a series of interre-
scheduled. Also called opportunity target. lated commodities, such as aviation gasoline.

target overlay-(DOD, NA TO) A transparent task component-(DOD) A subdivision of a
sheet which, when superimposed on a particu- fleet, task force, task group, or task unit, or-
lar chart, map, drawing, tracing or other rep- ganized by the respective commander or by
resentation, depicts target locations and desig- higher authority for the accomplishment of
nations. The target overlay may also show specific tasks.
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task element-(DOD) A component of a naval technical analysis-(DOD, NA TO) In imagery
task unit organized by the commander of a interpretation, the precise description of de-
task unit or higher authority, tails appearing on imagery.

task fleet-(DOD) A mobile command consist- technical assistance-(DOD) The providing of
ing of ships and aircraft necessary for the ac- advice, assistance, and training pertaining to
complishment of a specific major task or tasks the installation, operation, and maintenance
which may be of a continuing nature. of equipment.

task force-(DOD, NATO) 1. A temporary technical characteristics-(DOD) Those charac-

grouping of units, under one commander, teristics of equipment which pertain primari-

formed for the purpose of carrying out a spe- ly to the engineering principles involved in
cific operation or mission. 2. Semi-permanent producing equipment possessing desired mili-
organization of units, under one commander, tary characteristics, e.g., for electronic equip-
formed for the purpose of carrying out a con- ment, technical characteristics include such
tinuing specific task. 3.. A component of a items as circuitry, and types and arrangement
fleet organized by the commander of a task of components.
fleet or higher authority for the accomplish-
ment of a specific task or tasks. See also technical documentation-(DOD) Visual infor-
force(s). mation documentation (with or without sound

as an integral documentation component) of
task group-(DOD) A component of a naval an actual event made for purposes of evalua-

task force organized by the commander of a tion. Typically, technical documentation con-
task force or higher authority, tributes to the study of human or mechanical

factors, procedures, and processes in the fields

tasking-(NATO) The process of translating the of medicine, science, logistics, research, devel-

allocation into orders, and passing the opment, test and evaluation, intelligence, in-

orders to the units involved. Each order nor- vestigations, and armament delivery. Alsocalled TECDOC. See also visual information
mally contains sufficient detailed instructions cumedtation.

to enable the executing agency to accomplish

the mission successfully. technical escort-(DOD) Individuals technically
qualified and properly equipped to accompany

task organization--(DOD) 1. In the Navy, an designated material requiring a high degreeorganization which assigns to responsible of safety and/or security during shipment.

commanders the means with which to accom-
plish their msigned tasks in any plannedaction. 2. An organization table peiing t technical evaluation-(DOD) The study and in-apcin. 2.Anvrganireation tablvestigations by a developing agency to deter-a specific naval directive, mine the technical suitability of material,

equipment, or a system, for use in the mili-
task unit-(DOD) A component of a naval task tary Services. See also operational evalua-

group organized by the commander of a task tion.
group or higher authority.

technical information-(DOD) Information, in-
taxiway-(DOD, NATO) A specially prepared or cluding scientific information, which relates

designated path on an airfield for the use of to research, development, engineering, test,
taxiing aircraft. evaluation, production, operation, use, and

maintenance of munitions and other military
TECDOC-See technical documentation, supplies and equipment.
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technical intelligence-(DOD) See scientific telecommunications center-(DOD) A facility,
and technical intelligence, normally serving more than one organization

or terminal, responsible for transmission, re-
technical intelligence-.(NATO) Intelligence ceipt, acceptance, processing and distribution

concerning foreign technological develop- of incoming and outgoing messages.
ments, and the performance and operational
capabilities of foreign material, which have or teleconference-(DOD, NA TO) A conference be-
may eventually have a practical application tween persons remote from one another but
for military purposes. linked by a telecommunications system.

technical review authority-(DOD) The organi- telemetry intelligence--(DOD) Technical infor-
zation tasked to provide specialized technical mation and intelligence information derived
or administrative expertise to the primary from the intercept, processing, and analysis of
review authority. or coordinating review au- foreign telemetry. Telemetry intelligence is a
thority for joint publications. See also coordi- category of foreign instrumentation signals
hating review authority; JCS publication; pri. intelligence. Also called TELINT. See also
mary review authority. electronics intelligence; intelligence; foreign

instrumentation signals intelligence.
technical speciflcation-(DOD, NATO) A de-

tailed description of technical requirements teleprocessing-(DOD) The combining of tele-
stated in terms suitable to form the basis for. communications and computer operations
the actual design development and production interacting in the automatic processing, recep-
processes of an item having the qualities spec- tion, and transmission of data and/or infor-
ified in the operational characteristics. See mation.
also operational characteristics.

teleran systemn-(DOD) A navigational system
technical supply operations-(DOD) Operations which: a. employs ground-based search radar

performed by supply units or technical supply equipment along an airway to locate aircraft
elemen of supply and maintenance units in flying near that airway;, b. transmits, by tele-
acquiring, accounting for, storing, and issuing vision means, information pertaining to these
Class II and IV items needed by supported aircraft and other information to the pilots of
units and maintenance activities, properly equipped aircraft; and c. provides in-

formation to the pilots appropriate for use in
technical survey-(DOD) A complete electronic the landing approach.

and physical inspection to ascertain that of-
fices, conference rooms, war rooms, and other television imagery-(DOD) Imagery acquired by
similar locations where classified information a television camera and recorded or transmit-
is discussed are free -of monitoring systems. ted electronically.
See also sweep.

TELINT--See telemetry intelligence.
telebrlef-(NATO) Direct telephone communica-

tions between an air controller and pilots in telling-See track telling.
their aircraft on the ground.

temperature gradient-(DOD) At sea, a temper-
telecommunication-(DOD, NATO) Any trans- ature gradient is the change of temperature

mission, emission, or reception of signs, sig- with depth; a positive gradient is a tempera-
nals, writings, images, sounds, or information ture increase with an increase in depth, and a
of any nature by wire, radio, visual, or other negative gradient is a temperature decrease
electro-magnetic systems. with an increase in depth.
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temporarily filled military post-(NATO) A na- cargo, the loading and unloading of ships or
tionality undetermined post which a nation aircraft, and the manifesting and forwarding
has agreed to fill for one tour of duty only. of cargo and passengers to destination.

temporary cemetery-(DOD, NATO) A ceme- terminal phase-(DOD) That portion of the tra-
tery for the purpose of: a. The initial burial of jectory of a ballistic missile between reentry
the remains if the circumstances permit or into the atmosphere or the end of the mid-
b. The reburial of remains exhumed from an course phase and impact or arrival in the vi-
emergency burial. cinity of the target. See also boost phase;

midcourse phase; reentry phase.
temporary civilian personnel-(NA TO) Civil-

ians engaged either to replace members of the terminal velocity-(DOD, NATO) 1. Hypotheti-
staff who are temporarily absent or to under- cal maximum speed a body could attain along
take tasks temporarily in excess of the nation- a specified flight path under given conditions
al or international manpower ceiling, of weight and thrust if diving through an un-

limited distance in air of specified uniform
terminal clearance capacity-(DOD) The density. 2. Remaining speed of a projectile at

amount of cargo or personnel that can be the point in its downward path where it is
moved through and out of a terminal on a level with the muzzle of the weapon.
daily basis

terrain avoidance system-(DOD, NATO) A
terminal control area-(DOD) A control area or system which provides the pilot or navigator

portion thereof normally situated at the con- of an aircraft with a situation display of the
fluence of air traffic service routes in the vi- ground or obstacles which project above
cinity of one or more major airfields. See also either a horizontal plane through the aircraft
airway; control area controlled airspace; or a plane parallel to it, so that the pilot can
control zone. maneuver the aircraft to avoid the obstruc-

tion.
terminal control area-(NATO) A control area

normally established at the confluence of Air terrain clearance system-(DOD, NATO) A
Traffic Service routes in the vicinity of one or system which provides the pilot, or autopilot,
more major airfields. See also airway; con- of an aircraft with climb or dive signals such
trolled airspace; control area; control zone. that the aircraft will maintain a selected

height over flat ground and clear the peaks of
terminal guidance-(DOD) 1. The guidance ap- undulating ground within the selected height

plied to a guided missile between midcourse in a vertical plane through the flight vector.
guidance and arrival in the vicinity of the This system differs from terrain following in
target. 2. Electronic, mechanical, visual, or that the aircraft need not descend into a
other assistance given an aircraft pilot to fa- valley to follow the ground contour.
cilitate arrival at, operation within or over,
landing upon, or departure from an air land- terrain exercise-(DOD) An exercise in which a
ing or airdrop facility. See also guidance. stated military situation is solved on the

ground, the troops being imaginary and the
terminal guidance-(NATO) The guidance ap- solution usually being in writing.

plied to a missile between midcourse guidance
and its arrival in the vicinity of the target. terrain flight-(DOD, NATO) Flight close to the

earth's surface during which airspeed, height
terminal operations-(DOD) The reception, and/or altitude are adapted to the contours

processing, and staging of pamengers, the re- and cover of the ground in order to avoid
ceipt, transit storage and marshalling of enemy detection and fire.
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terrain following system-(DOD, NATO) A theater of operations-See area of operations.
system which provides the pilot or autopilot
of an aircraft with climb or dive signals such theater of war-See area of war.
that the aircraft will maintain as closely as
possible, a selected height above a ground con- theater operational stocks-(NA TO) Operation-
tour in a vertical plane through the flight al stocks normally held in a theater to sup-
vector, port that theater. See also operational stocks;

war reserves.
terrain intelligence-(DOD) Processed informa-

tion on the military significance of natural thermal crossover-(DOD) The natural phe-
and man-made characteristics of an area. nomenon which normally occurs twice daily

when temperature conditions are such that
terrain study-(DOD) An analysis and interpre- there is a loss of contrast between two adja-

tation of natural and man-made features of cent objects on infrared imagery.
an area, their effects on military operations,
and the effect of weather and climate on thermal energy-(DOD) The energy emitted
these features. from the fireball as thermal radiation. The

total amount of thermal energy received per
terrestrial environment-(DOD) The earth's unit area at a specified distance from a nucle-

land area, including its man-made and natu- ar explosion is generally expressed in terms of
ral surface and sub-surface features, and its calories per square centimeter.
interfaces and interactions with the atmos-
phere and the oceans. thermal exposure-(DOD, NATO) The total

normal component of thermal radiation strik-
terrestrial reference guidance-(DOD) The ing a given surface throughout the course of a

technique of providing intelligence to a mis- detonation; expressed in calories per square
sile from certain characteristics of the surface centimeter and/or megajoules per square
over which the missile is flown, thereby meter.
achieving flight along a predetermined path.
See also guidance. thermal imagery-(DOD, NATO) Imagery pro-

duced by sensing and recording the thermal
terronsm-(DOD) The unlawful use or threat- energy emitted or reflected from the objects

ened use of force or violence against individ- which are imaged.
uals or property to coerce or intimidate gov-
ernments or societies, often to achieve politi- thermal pulse-(DOD) The radiant power
cal, religious, or ideological objectives. See versus time pulse from a nuclear weapon det-
also antiterrorism; combatting terrorism; onation.
counterterrorism.

thermal radiation-(DOD, NATO) 1. The heat
test depth-(DOD, NATO) The depth to which and light produced by a nuclear explosion.

the submarine is tested by actual or simulat- (DOD) 2. Electromagnetic radiations emitted
ed submergence. See also maximum operating from a heat or light source as a consequence
depth. of its temperature; it consists essentially of ul-

traviolet, visible, and infrared radiations.
tests-See service test; troop test.

thermal shadow-(DOD, NATO) The tone con-
theater-(DOD) The geographical area outside trast difference of infrared linescan imagery

the Continental United States for which a which is caused by a thermal gradient which
commander of a unified or specified command persists as a result of a shadow of an object
has been assigned military responsibility, which has been moved.
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thermal X-rays-(DOD, NATO) The electromag- tied on-M(DOD) In air intercept, a code mean-
netic radiation, mainly in the soft (low- ing, "The aircraft indicated is in formation
energy) X-ray region, emitted by the debris of with me."
a nuclear weapon by virtue of its extremely
high temperature. tie down-M(DOD, NATO) The fastening or secur-

ing of a load to its carrier by use of ropes,
thermonuclear-(DOD, NATO) An adjective re- cables or other means to prevent shifting

ferring to the process (or processes) in which during transport. Also used (as a noun) to de-
very high temperatures are used to bring scribe the material employed to secure a load.
about the fusion of light nuclei, with the ac-
companying liberation of energy. tie down diagram-(DOD, NATO) A drawing in-

dicating the prescribed method of securing a
thermonuclear weapon-(DOD, NATO) A particular item of cargo within a specific type

weapon in which very high temperatures are of vehicle.
used to bring about the fusion of light nuclei
such as those of hydrogen isotopes (e.g., deute- tie down point-(DOD, NATO) An attachment
rinum and tritium) with the accompanying re- point provided on or within a vehicle for se-
lease of energy. The high temperatures re- curing cargo.
quired are obtained by means of fission.

tie down point pattern-(DOD, NATO) The pat-
third area conflict-(DOD) Not to be used. See tern of tie down points within a vehicle.

cold war;, general war;, guerrilla warfare; lim-
ited war;, low intensity conflict. tilt-See roll.

threat-oriented munitions-(DOD, NATO) In tilt angle-(DOD, NATO) The angle between the
stockpile planning, munitions intended to optical axis of an air camera and the vertical
neutralize a finite assessed threat and for at the time of exposure. See also angle of de-
which the total requirement is determined by pression.
an agreed mathematical model. See also level-
of-effort munitions. time-(DOD) An epoch, i.e., the designation of

an instant on a selected time scale, astronomi-
threshold-(DOD, NATO) The beginning of that cal or atomic. It is used in the sense of time of

portion of the runway usable for landing. day.

Thunderbolt II-(DOD) A twin-engine, subson- time and frequency standard-(DOD) A refer-
ic, turbofan, tactical fighter/bomber. It is ca- ence value of time and time interval. Stand-
pable of employing a variety of air-to-surface- ards of time and frequency are determined by
launched weapons in the close air support astronomical observations and by the oper-
role. Short-field, unimproved surfaces are con- ation of atomic clocks and other advanced
sidered normal take-off/landing operating timekeeping instruments. They are dissemi-
areas. This aircraft is also capable of long en- nated by transport of clocks, radio transmis-
durance in the target area and is supplement- sions, satellite relay, and other means.
ed by air refueling. An internally mounted 30-
mm cannon is capable of destroying a wide time and material contract-(DOD) A contract
variety of armor-protected vehicles. Designat- providing for the procurement of supplies or
ed as A-10. services on the basis of: a. direct labor hours

at specified fixed hourly rates (which rates in-
TIARA--See tactical intelligence and related clude direct and indirect labor, overhead, and

activities, profit); and b. material at coat.
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time fuze-(DOD, NATO) A fuze which contains time on target (air)-See time on target-
a graduated time element to regulate the (DOD) Parts 1 and 2.
time interval after which the fuze will func-
tion. See also fuze. time over target conflict-(DOD) A situation

wherein two or more delivery vehicles are
time interval-(DOD) Duration of a segment of scheduled such that their proximity violates

time without reference to when the time in- the established separation criteria for yield,
terval begins or ends. Time intervals may be time, distance, or all three.
given in seconds of time or fractions thereof. time over target (nuclear)--See time on

time of attack-(DOD) The hour at which the target--DOD) Part 3.

attack is to be launched. If a line of departure time-phased force and deployment data-is prescribed, it is the hour at which. the 'line tm-pae foc an dply nt aa-
is to be crosed by the leading elements of the (DOD) The computer-supported data base por-
attack tion of an operation plan; it contains time-

phased force data, non-unit-related cargo and

personnel data, and movement data for the
time of delivery-(DOD) The time at which the operation plan, including:

addresse or responsible relay agency receipts a. In-place units.
for a message. b. Units to be deployed to support the oper-

ation plan with a priority indicating the
time of flight-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and desired sequence for their arrival at the

naval gunfire support, the time in seconds port of debarkation.
from the instant a weapon is fired, launched, c. Routing of forces to be deployed.
or released from the delivery vehicle or weap- d. Movement data associated with deploying
ons system to the instant it strikes or deto- forces.
nates. e. Estimates of non-unit-related cargo and

personnel movements to be conducted con-
time of origin-(DOD) The time at which a currently with the deployment of forces.

message is released for trnsmission. f. Estimate of transportation requirements
that must be fulfilled by common-user lift

time of receipt--(DOD) The time at which a re- resources as well as those requirementsthat can be fulfilled by assigned or at-
ceiving station completes reception of a mes- tac ansportation resour es.

sage.tached transportation resources.sage. Also called TPFDD.

time on target-(DOD) 1. Time at which air- time-phased force and deployment list-(DOD)
craft are scheduled to attack/photograph the Appendix 1 to Annex A of the operation plan.
target. 2. The actual time at which aircraft It identifies types and/or actual units re-
attack/photograph the target. 3. The time at quired to support the operation plan and indi-
which a nuclear detonation is planned at a cates origin and ports of debarkation or ocean
specified desired ground zero. area. It may also be generated as a computer

listing from the time-phased force and deploy-
time on target-(NATO) 1. Time at which air- ment data. Also called TPFDL.

craft are scheduled to attack or photograph a
target. 2. In other than air operations, the time-sensitive targets-(DOD) Those targets re-
time of the first weapons effec&' on the target quiring immediate response because they pose
or target groups. 3. In coordinated maritime (or will soon pose) a clear and present danger
operations, the time of arrival of the first to friendly forces or are highly lucrative,
warhead in a specified target area. fleeting targets of opportunity.
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time slot-(DOD, NATO) Period of time during tone down-(DOD, NATO) In camouflage and
which certain activities are governed by spe- concealment, the process of making an object
cific regulations. or surface less conspicuous by reducing its

contrast to the surroundings and/or back-
time-to-go-(DOD) During an air intercept, the ground.

time to fly to the offset point from any given
interceptor position; after passing the offset topographic base-See chart base.
point, the time to fly to the intercept point.

topographic map-(DOD) A map which pre-
tip-See pitch. sents the vertical position of features in meas-

urable form as well as their horizontal posi-
tips-(DOD) External fuel tanks. tions. See also map.

title block-See information box. top secret-See defense classification.

titling strip-(NATO) The information added to torpedo defense net-(DOD, NATO) A net em-
negatives and/or positives, in accordance with ployed to close an inner harbor to torpedoes
regulations to identify and provide reference fired from seaward or to protect an individual
information, ship at anchor or underway.

TNT equivalent-(DOD, NATO) A measure of toss bombing-(DOD) A method of bombing
the energy released from the detonation of a where an aircraft flies on a line towards the
nuclear weapon, or from the explosion of a target, pulls up in a vertical plane, releasing
given quantity of fissionable material, in the bomb at an angle that will compensate for
terms of the amount of TNT (Trinitrotoluene) the effect of gravity drop on the bomb. Simi-
which could release the same amount of lar to loft bombing; unrestricted as to alti-
energy when exploded. tude. See also loft bombing;, over-the-shoul-

der bombing.
tolerance dose-(DOD) The amount of radiation

which may be received by an individual total active aircraft authorization-(DOD) The
within a specified period with negligible re- sum of the primary and backup aircraft au-
sults. thorizations.

Tomahawk-(DOD) An air-, land-, ship-, or sub- total active aircraft inventory-(DOD) The sum
marine-launched cruise missile with three of the primary and backup aircraft assigned
variants: land attack with conventional or nu- to meet the total active aircraft authorization.
clear capability, and tactical anti-ship with
conventional warhead. total dosage attack-(DOD, NATO) A chemical

operation which does not involve a time limit
Tomcat-(DOD) A twin turbofan, dual-crew, su- within which to produce the required toxic

personic, all-weather, long-range interceptor level.
designed to operate from aircraft carriers. It
carries a wide assortment of air-to-air and air- total materiel assets-(DOD) The total quantity
to-ground missiles and conventional ordnance. of an item available in the military system
Primary mission is long-range fleet air de- world-wide and all funded procurement of the
fense with secondary close air support capa- item with adjustments to provide for transfers
4ility. Designated as F-14. out of or into the inventory through the ap-

propriation and procurement lead-time peri-
tone-(NATO) Each distinguishable shade vari- ods. It includes peacetime force materiel

ation from black to white on imagery. assets and war reserve stock.
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total materiel requirement-(DOD) The sum of and obtain guidance therefrom. 4. To keep a
the peacetime force material requirement and gun properly aimed, or to point continuously
the war reserve material requiremci, a target-locating instrument at a moving

target. 5. The actual path of an aircraft
total mobilization-See mobilization, above, or a ship on, the surface of the earth.

The course is the path that is planned; the
total nuclear war-(DOD) Not to be used. See track is the path that is actually taken.

general war. 6. One of the two endless belts on which a
full-track or half-track vehicle runs. 7. A

total overall aircraft inventory-(DOD) The metal part forming a path for a moving
sum of the total active aircraft inventory and object, e.g., the track around the inside of a
the inactive aircraft inventory, vehicle for moving a mounted machine gun.

total pressure-(DOD, NATO) The sum of dy- track-(NA TO) 1. To display or record the suc-
namic and static pressures. cessive positions of a moving object; also to

lock on to a point of radiation and obtain
total war.-(DOD) Not to be used See general guidance therefrom. 2. To keep a gun proper-

ly aimed, or to point continuously a target-lo-
touch-down-MOD, NATO) The contact, or cating instrument at a moving target. 3. The

moment of contact, of an aircraft or space- projection on the surface of the earth of the
craft with the landing surfacer path of a space vehicle, aircraft or ship, the

direction of which path at any point is usually

touch down zone-(DOD, NATO) 1. For fixed expressed in degrees from North (true, mag-
wing aircraft-The first 8,000 feet or 1,000 netic, or grid). 4. One of two endless belts on
meters of runway beginning at the threshold. which a full-track or half-track vehicle runs.
2. For rotary wings and vectored thrust air 5. A metal part forming a path for a moving
craft-That portion of the helicopter landing object. 6. A mark left on the ground by the

area or runway used for landing. passage or presence of a person or objecL

TOW (milile)-(DOD) A component of a tube- track correlation-(DOD) Correlating track in-
launched, optically tracked, wire-command formation for identification purposes using all
link guided missile weapon system which is available data.
crew-portable.

track crossing angle-(DOD) In air intercept,
toxic chemical, hiological, or radiological the angular difference between interceptor

attack-(DOD) An attack directed at man, track and target track at the time of inter-
animalp, or crops, using injurious agents of ra- cept.
diological, biological, or chemical origin.

:-exA'n agent-(OD) A poison formed as a spe- track handover-(NATO) In air defense, the

cific secretion prc'iuct in the metabolism of a process of transferring the responsibility for

vegetable or animal organism as distinguished production of a track from one track produc-
from inorganic eoisons. Such poisons can also tion area to another.

be manufactured oy synthetic processes.
tracking-(DOD, NATO) 1. Precise and continu-

track-(DOD) 1. A series of related contacts dis- ous position-finding of targets by radar, opti-
played on a plotting board. 2. To display or cal, or other means. (DOD) 2. In air inter.
record the successive positions of a moving cept, a code meaning, "By my evaluation,
object. 3. To lock onto a point of radiation target is steering true course indicated."
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track mode-(DOD) In a flight control system, 6. Relateral tell-The relay of information
a control mode in which the ground track of between facilities through the use of a
an aircraft is maintained automatically. third facility. This type of telling is appro-

priate between automated facilities in a de-
graded communications environment.

track production--(NATO) A function of a sur-

veillance organization in which the active and tractor group-(DOD) A group of landing ships
passive radar inputs are correlated into coher- in an amphibious operation which carries the
ent position reports, together with historical amphibious vehicles of the landing force.
positions, identity, height, strength and direc-
tion. trafficability-(DOD, NATO) Capability of ter-

rain to bear traffic. It refers to the extent to

-track production area- OD, NATO) An ara which the terrain will permit continued move-

in which tracs are produced by one rar ment of any and/or all types of traffic.

station. traffic circulation map-(DOD) A map showing

traffic routes and the measures for traffic rag-
track symbology-(DOD, NATO) Symbols used ulation. It indicates the roads for use of cer-

to display tracks on a data display console or tam icamses of traffic, the location of traffic
other display device, control stations, and the directions in which

traffic may move. Also called a circulation

track tellng-(DOD) The process of commu- p map-

cating air surveillance and tactical data infor- traffic control police-(DOD, NATO) Any per-
mation between command and control sys- sons ordered by a military commander and/or
tems or between facilities within the systems. by national authorities to facilitate the move-
Telling may be classified into the following ment of traffic and to prevent and/or report
types: back tell; cross tell; forward tell; lateral any breach of road traffic regulations.
tell; overlap tell and relateral tell.

traffic density-(DOD, NATO) The average

track telling--(NATO) The process of communi- number of vehicles that occupy one mile or
one kilometer of road space, expressed in ye-

cating air surveillance and tactical data infor- hiles er ml or per kioe er.

mation between command and control sys-

tems or between facilities within systems, traffic flow-(DOD, NATO) The total number of
Telling may be classified into the following vehicles passing a given point in a given time.
types: Traffic flow is expressed as vehicles per hour.
1. Back tell-The transfer of information

from a iugher to a lower echelon of com- traffic flow security-(DOD) The protection re-
mand. suiting from features, inherent in some cryp-

2. Cross tell-The transfer of information be- toequipment, which conceal the presence of
tween facilities at the same operational valid messages on a communications circuit,
level. Also called lateral telL normally achieved by causing the circuit to

3. Forward tell-The transfer of information appear busy at all times.
to a higher level of command.

4. Lateral tell-See cross tell. traffic information (radar)-(DOD) Informa-
5. Overlap tell-The transfer of information tion issued to alert an aircraft to any radar

to an adjacent facility concerning tracks targets observed on the radar display which
detected in the adjacent facility's area of may be in such proximity to its position or in-
responsibility. tended route of flight to warrant its attention.
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traffic management-(DOD) The direction, con- training aids-(DOD) Any item which is devel-
trol, and supervision of all functions incident oped and/or procured with the primary intent
to the procurement and use of freight and that it shall assist in training and the process
passenger transportation services, of learning.

traffic pattern-(DOD) The traffic flow that is training and retirement category-(DOD) The
prescribed for aircraft landing at, taxiing on, category identifying (by specific training and
and taking off from an airport. The usual retirement category designator) a reservist's
components of a traffic pattern are upwind training or retirement status in a reserve
leg, crosswind leg, downwind leg, base leg, component category and reserve component.
and final approach.

training-pay category-(DOD) A designation
trail-(DOD, NATO) 1. A term applied to the identifying the number of days of training

manner in which a bomb trails behind the and pay required for members of the Reserve
aircraft from which it has been released, as- Components.
muming the aircraft does not change its veloci-
ty after the release of the bomb. (DOD) 2. training period-(DOD) An authorized and
Track (or shadow). MTe words "landward" or scheduled regular inactive duty training
"seaward" may be used to indicate from period. A training period must be at least two
which side of enemy unit to shadow.) hours for retirement point credit and four

hours for pay. Previously used interchange-
trailer alrcrafn-(DOD, NATO) Aircraft which ably with other common terms such as drills,

are following and keeping under illance drill period, assemblies, periods of instruction,
a designated airborne contact. etc.

trail formation-(NA TO) A formation in which training pipeline-(OD) A reserve component
all aircraft are in single file, each diret category designation that identifies untrained
behind the other. See also cwolumn formation. officer and enlisted personnel who have not

completed initial active duty for training of 12
train-(OD) 1. A service force or group of weeks or its equivalent. See also nondeploya-

service elements which provides logistic sup- ble account.
port, eg., an organization of naval auxiliary
ships or merchant ships or merchant ships at-
tached to a fleet for this purpose; similarly, training unit-(DOD) A unit established to pro-
the vehicles and operating personnel which vide military training to individual reservists
furnish supply, evacuation, and maintenance or to reserve component units.

services to a land unit. 2. Bombs dropped in
short intervals or sequence. train path-(DOD, NATO) In railway terminolo-

gy, the timing of a possible movement of a
trained strength in units-(DOD) Those reerv- train along a given route. All the train paths

ists assigned to units who have completed ini- on a given route constitute a timetable.
tial active duty for training of 12 weeks or its
equivalent and are eligible for deployment trajectory--See ballistic trajectory.
oversm on land when mobilized under
proper authority. Excludes personnel in non- transattack period-(DOD) 1. In nuclear war-
deployable accounts or a training pipeline, fare, the period from the initiation of the

attack to its termination. 2. As applied to the
train headway-(DOD) The interval of time be- Single Integrated Operational Plan, the

tween two trains boarded by the same unit at period which extends from execution (or
the same point. enemy attack, whichever is sooner) to termi-
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nation of the Single Integrated Operational transition layer-(DOD, NATO) The airspace
Plan. See also postattack period, between the transition altitude and the tran-

sition level.

transfer area-(DOD) In an amphibious oper-
ation, the water area in which the transfer of transition level-(DOD, NATO) The lowest
troops and supplies from landing craft to am- flight level available for use above the transi-
phibious vehicles is effected. tion altitude. See also altitude; transition alti-

tude.

transfer loader-(DOD, NATO) A wheeled ortracked vehicle with a platform capable of transit route--(DOD, NATO) A sea route which
verticad vehic onwithapladjutforme c e of crosses open waters normally joining twovertical and horizontal adjustment used in cop-stl routes.
the loading and unloading of aircraft, ships,
or other vehicles. transmission factor (nuclear)-(DOD) The ratio

of the dose inside the shielding material to
transient-(DOD) 1. Personnel, ships, or craft the outside (ambient) dose. Transmission

stopping temporarily at a post, station or port factor is used to calculate the dose received
to which they are not assigned or attached, through the shielding material. See also half
and having destination elsewhere. 2. An inde- thickness; shielding.
pendent merchant ship calling at a port and
sailing within 12 hours, and for which routing transmission security-See communications se-
instructions to a further port have been pro- curity.
mnulgated. (DOD, NATO) 3. An individual
awaiting orders, transport, etc., at a post or transonic-(DOD, NATO) Of or pertaining to
station to which he is not attached or as- the speed of a body in a surrounding fluid
signed, when the relative speed of the fluid is subson-

ic in some places and supersonic in others.
transient forces-(DOD) Forces which pam or This is encountered when passing from sub-

stage through, or base temporarily within, the sonic to supersonic speeds and vice versa. See
area of responsibility of another command but also speed of sound.
are not under its operational control.

transparency-(DOD, NATO) An image fixed on
transit area-See staging area. a clear base by means of a photographic,

printing, chemical or other process, especially
transit bearlng.-(DOD, NATO) A bearing deter- adaptable for viewing by transmitted light.Ummi berin-(DO, NTO)A berin deer- See also diapositive.

mined by noting the time at which two fea-
tures on the earth's surface have the same transponder-(OD, NATO) A receiver-trans-
relative bearing. mitter which will generate a reply signal

upon proper interrogation. See also respon.
transition altitude-(DOD) The altitude at or sor.

below which the vertical position of an air-
craft is controlled by reference to true alti- transponder india-(DOD) International Civil
tude. Aviation Organization/secondary surveillance

radar.
transition altitude-(NATO) The altitude at or

below which the vertical position of an air- transponder sierra-(DOD) Identification
craft is controlled by reference to altitude. See Friend or Foe mark X (selective identification
also altitude-, transition level, feature).
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transponder tango-(DOD) Identification referred to as Federal Modal Agencies or Fed-
Friend or Foe mark X (basic). eral Transport Agencies.

transportability-(DOD) The capability of mate- transportation priorities-(DOD) Indicators as-
rial to be moved by towing, self-propulsion, or signed to eligible traffic which establish its
carrier via any means, such -as railways, high- movement precedence. Appropriate priority
ways, waterways, pipelines, oceans, and a.ir- systems apply to the movement of traffic by
ways. sea and air. In times of emergency, priorities

may be applicable to continental United
transport aircraft-(DOD, NATO) Aircraft de- States movements by land, water, or air.

signed primarily for the carriage of personnel
and/or cargo. Transport aircraft may be transport capacity-(NATO) The number of
classed according to range, as follows: persons, weight or volume of the load which
a. Short-range-Not to exceed 1200 nautical can be carried by means of transport under

miles at normal cruising conditions (2222 given conditions. See also payload.
KIn).

b. Medium-range-Between 1200 and 3500 transport control center (air transport)-
nautical miles at normal cruising condi- (DOD) The operations center through which
tions (2222 and 6482 Kin). the air transport force commander exercises

c. Long-range-Exceeds 3500 nautical miles control over the air transport system.
at normal cruising conditions (6482 Kin).
See also strategic transport arcraft; tacti, transport group (amphibious)-(DOD) A subdi-
cal transport aircraft. vision of an amphibious task force, composed

transport area-(DOD) In amphibious oper- primarily of transports.

ations, an area assigned to a transport organi-
zation for the purpose of debarking troops ad transport stream-(DOD, NATO) Transport ve-zatin fr te pupos ofdebrkin tropsand hicles proceeding in trail formation.
equipment. See also Inner transport area;
outer transport area. transport vehicle-(DOD) A motor vehicle de-

transportation emergency--(DOD) A situation signed and used without modification to the
created by a shortage of normal transporta- chassis, to provide general transport service
tion capability and of a magnitude sufficient in the movement of personnel and cargo. See
to frustrate military movement requirements, also vehicle.
and which requires extraordinary action by
the President or other designated authority to trans-shipment point-(DOD, NATO) A location
insure continued movement of essential De- where material is transferred between vehi-
partment of Defense Traffic. cles.

transportation operating agencies-(DOD) traverse-(DOD, NATO) 1. To turn a weapon to
1. military-These agencies are the Military the right or left on its mount. 2. A method of
Traffic Management Command, under the De- surveying in which lengths and directions of
partment of the Army, the Military Sealift lines between points on the earth are ob-
Command, under the Department of the tained by or from field measurements, and
Navy, and the Military Airlift Command, used in determining positions of the points.
under the Department of the Air Force.
2. civil-Those Federal agencies having re- traverse level-(DOD, NATO) That vertical dis-
sponsibilities under national emergency condi- placement above low-level air defense sys-
tions for the operational direction of one or temns, expressed both as a height and altitude,
more forms of transportation; they are also at which aircraft can cross the area.
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treason-(DOD) Violation of the allegiance deploy these warheads to separate targets. It
owed to one's sovereign or state; betrayal of is capable of carrying a full payload to 4000
one's country. nautical miles with greater ranges achievable

in reduced payload configurations. Designated
trench burlal--DOD) A method of burial re- as UGM-96A.

sorted to when casualties are heavy whereby
Sa trench is prepared and the individual re- Trident II-(DOD) A solid propellant ballistic

mains are laid in it side by side, thus obviat- missile capable of being launched from a Tri-
ing the necessity of digging and filling in indi- dent submarine. It is larger than the Trident
vidual graves. See also burial. I missile and will replace these missiles in

Ohio-class submarines. It will provide the
trends-(DOD) The straying of the fall of shot, option to deploy a higher throw weight, more

such as might be caused by incorrect speed accurate, submarine-launched ballistic mis-
settings of the fire support ship. siue.

trlage-(DOD, NATO) The evaluation and clas-
sification of casualties for purposes of treat- trig list-(DOD) A lis published by certain
ment and evacuation. It consists of the imme- Army units which includes essential informa-
diate sorting of patients according to type and tion of accurately located survey points.
mseriousness of injury, and likelihood of surviv-
al, and the establishment of priority for treat- trim for take-off feature-(DOD) A flight con-
ment and evacuation to assure medical care trol system feature in which the control sur-
of the greatest benefit to the largest number. faces of an aircraft are automatically

trimmed to a predetermined take-off position.
triangulation station-(DOD, NATO) A point on

the earth, the position of which is determined trim size-(DOD, NATO) The size of a map or
by triangulation. Also called trig point. chart sheet when the excess paper outside the

ta ao margin been trimmed off after printing.
raph phota d bpy--mOD, NAn O) Photogs
aphy obtained by sexposue of triple point-(DOD) The intersection of the inci-three cameras systematically disposed in the dent, reflected, and fused (or Mach) shock

air vehicle at fixed overlapping angles rela- fronts accompanying an air burst. The height
tive to each other in order to cover a wide of the triple point above the surface, i.e., the
field. See also fan camera photography. height of the Mach stem, increases with in-

Trident-(DOD) A general descriptive term for creasing distance from a given explosion.
the sea-based strategic weapon system consist-
ing of the highly survivable nuclear-powered troop basis-(DOD) An approved list of those
Trident submarine, long-range Trident ballis- military units and individuals (including civil-
tic missiles and the integrated refit facilities inns) required for the performance of a par-
required to support the submarine and missile ticular mission by numbers, organization and
subsystems as well as associated personnel. equipment, and, in the case of larger com-

mands, by deployment.
Trident -.(DOD) A threestage, solid propel-

lant ballistic missile capable of being troops-(DOD) A collective term for uniformed
launched from a Trident submarine either military personnel (usually nct applicable to
surfaced or submerged. It is sized to permit naval personnel afloat). See also airborne
backfit into Poseidon submarines and is troops; combat service support elements;
equipped with advanced guidance, nuclear combat support troops; combat troops; serv-
warheads and a maneuverable bus which can ice troops; tactical troops.
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troop safety (nuclear)-(DOD) An element true bearing-(DOD, NATO) The direction to an
which defines a distance from the proposed object from a point, expressed as a horizontal
burst location beyond which personnel meet- angle measured clockwise from true north.
ing the criteria described under degree of risk
will be safe to the degree prescribed, true convergence-(DOD) The angle at which

one meridian is inclined to another on the
troop space cargo--(DOD) Cargo such as sea or surface of the earth. See also convergence.

barracks bags, bedding rolls or hammocks,
locker trunks, and office equipment, which is true convergence-M(NATO) A change in the azi-
normally stowed in an accessible place. This muth of a great circle from one meridian to
cargo will also include normal hand-carried another. See also convergence.
combat equipment and weapons to be carried
ashore by the assault troops. See also cargo- true horizon-(DOD, NATO) 1. The boundary

of a horizontal plane passing through a point
troop test--(DOD) A test conducted in the field of vision. 2. In photogrammetry, the bounda-

for the purpose of evaluating operational or ry of a horizontal plane passing through the
organizational concepts, doctrine, tactics, and perspective center of a lens system.
techniques, or to gain further information on
material. See also service tes true north-(DOD, NATO) The direction from

tropical storm.-(DOD) A tropical cyclone in an observer's position to the geographic North

which the surface wind speed is at least 34, meridian.

but not more than 63 knots.

tropopause-(DOD, NATO) The transition zone trunk air route-(NATO) An established ar

between the stratosphere and the tropo- route along which strategic moves of military

sphere. The tropopause normally occurs at an forces can take place.

altitude of about 25,000 to 45,000 feet (8 to 15kilometers) in polar and temperate zones, and turbojet-.(DOD) A jet engine whose air is sup-
a 55,000 feet (20 kilometers) in the tropics. a plied by a turbine-driven compressor, the tur-aso 5tmosphere, bine being activated by exhaust gases.

troposphere-(DOD, NATO) The lower layers of turn and slip indicator-(DOD, NATO) An in-
atmosphere, in which the change of tempera- strument which combines the functions of a
ture with height is relatively large. It is the turn and a slip indicator.
region where clouds form, convection is
active, and mixing is continuous and more or turnaround-(DOD, NATO) The length of time
less complete. See also atmosphere. between arriving at a point and being ready

to depart from that point. It is used in this
tropospheric scatter-(DOD, NATO) The propa- sense for the loading, unloading, re-fueling

gation of electromagnetic waves by scattering and re-arming, where appropriate, of vehicles,
as a result of irregularities or discontinuities aircraft and ships. See also turnaround cycle.
in the physical properties of the troposphere.

turnaround cycle-(DOD, NATO) A term used
true airspeed indicator-(DOD, NATO) An in- in conjunction with vehicles, ships and air-

strument which displays the speed of the air- craft, and comprising the following: loading
craft relative to the ambient air. time at departure point; time to and from des-

tination; unloading and loading time at desti-
true aitltude-(DOD) The height of an aircraft nation; unloading time at returning point;

as measured from mean sea level, planned maintenance time, and where appli-
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cable, time awaiting facilities. See also turna- ons and certain designated components by re-
round. quiring the presence at all times of at least

two authorized persons each capable of detect-
turn indicator-(DOD, NATO) An instrument ing incorrect or unauthorized procedures with

which displays the aircraft's rate and direc- respect to the task to be performed. Also re-
tion of turn. ferred to as the two-man concept or two-man

S~policy.
turning movement-(DOD, NATO) A variation

of the envelopment in which the attacking two-up-(NATO) A formation with two ele-
force passes around or over the enemy's prin- ments disposed abreast; •Le remaining
cipal defensive positions to secure objectives element(s) in rear.
deep in the enemy's rear to force the enemy
to abandon his position or divert major forcesto meet the threat. type coimmand-(DOD) An administrative sub-

division of a fleet or force into ships or units

turning point-(DOD, NATO) In land mine war- of the same type, as differentiated from a tac-
fare, a point of the centerline of a mine strip tical subdivision. Any type command may

or row where strips or rows change direction. have a flagship, tende,, and aircraft assigned
toit.

turn-in point-M(DOD, NATO) The point at
which an aircraft starts to turn from the ap- type load-See standard load.
proach direction to the line of attack. See also
contact point; pull-up point. types of burst-See airburst; fallout safe height

of burst; height of burst; high airburst; high
turn-off guidance-(DOD, NATO) Information altitude burst; low airburst; nuclear airburst;

which enables the pilot of a landing aircraft nuclear exoatmospheric burst; nuclear sur-

to select and follow the correct taxiway fo face burst; nuclear underground burst; nucle-

the time the aircraft leaves the runway until ar underwater burst; otu hg o

it may safely be brought to a halt clear of the burst; safe burst height.

active runway.

twilight-(NATO) The periods of incomplete type unit-(DOD) A type of organizational
darkness following sunset and preceding sun- entity established within the Armed Forces
rise. Twilight is designated as civil, nautical and uniquely identified by a five-character, al-
or astronomical, as the darker limit occurs phanumeric code called a unit type code.

when the center of the sun is 6, 12" or 18,
respectively, below the celestial horizon, type unit data file-(DOD) A file that provides

standard planning data and movement char-
two-man rule-(DOD) A system designed to pro- acteristics for personnel, cargo, and accompa-

hibit access by an individual to nuclear weap- nying supplies associated with type units.
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U
UGM-27--See Polaris. singly or collectively by predominantly indige-

nous personnel, usually supported and direct-
UGM-73A-See Poseidon. ed in varying degrees by (an) external

source(s) during all conditions of war or peace.
UGM4MA-See Harpoon.

unconventional warfare-(NA TO) General term
UGM- -6A-See Trident I. used to describe operations conducted for mili-

tary, political or economic purposes within an
UH-1--See Iroquois. area occupied by the enemy and making use

of the local inhabitants and resources.
ultraviolet imagery-(DOD) That imagery pro-

duced as a result of sensing ultraviolet radi- unconventional warfare forces-(DOD) United
ations reflected from a given target surface. States forces having an existing unconven-

SUnified Action Armed Forces. tional warfare capability consisting of Army
U AF-- Ut dSpecial Forces and such Navy, Air Force, and

nc ddemolition target-DOD, NATO) A Marine units as are assigned for these oper-
dmolitin target which has been prepared to ations.
receive the demolition agent, the necessary
quantities of which have been calculated, underslung load-(NATO) In helicopter trans-

packaged, and stored in a safe place. Lstla- port operations, any external load hanging

tion instructions have been prepared. See also under the helicopter fuselage. See also hook

demolition. operation.

unelassified matter-(DOD, NATO) Official understowed cargo-See flatted cargo.

matter which does not require the application
of security safeguards, but the discosur of underwater demolition-(DOD, NATO) The de-

which may be subject to control for other tes- struction or neutralization of underwater ob-
sons. See also classified matter stacles; this is normally accomplished by un-

derwater demolition teams.
uncontrolled mosalc-(DOD, NATO) A mosaic

composed of uncorrected photographs, the de- underwater demolition team-(DOD) A group
tails of which have been matched from print of officers and men specially trained and
to print, without ground control or other on- equipped for making hydrographic reconnais-
entation. Accurate measurement and direc- sance of approaches to prospective landing
tion cannot be accomplished See also con- beaches; for effecting demolition of obstacles,
trolled mosaic. clearing mneb in certain areas; locating, im-

proving, and marking of useable channels;
unconventional warfare-(DOD) A broad spec- channel and harbor clearance; acquisition of

trum of military and paramilitary operations pertinent data during pre-assault operations,
conducted in enemy-held, enemy-controlled or including military information; and visual ob-
politically sensitive territory. Unconventional servation of the hinterland to gain informa-
"warfare includes, but is not limited to, the tion useful to the landing force; and for per-
interrelated fields of guerrilla warfare, eva- forming miscellaneous underwater and sur-
sion and escape, subversion, sabotage, and face tasks within their capabilities.
other operations of a low visibility, covert or
clandestine nature. These interrelated aspects underway replenishment--See replenishment at
of unconventional warfare may be prosecuted sea.
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underway replenishment force-M(DOD, NATO) uniformed services-(DOD) The Army, Navy,
A task force of fleet auxiliaries (consisting of Air Force, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Na-
oilers, ammunition ships, stores issue ships, tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
etc.) adequately protected by escorts furnished tion, and Public Health Service. See also Mili-
by the responsible operational commander. tary Department; Military Service.
The function of this force is to provide under-
way logistic support for naval forces. See also unilateral arms control measure-(DOD) An
foree(s). arms control course of action taken by a

nation without any compensating concession
underway replenishment group-(DOD) A task being required of other nations.

group configured to provide logistic replenish-
ment of ships underway by transfer-at-sea unintentional radiation exploitation-(DOD)
methods. Exploitation for operational purposes of non-

information-bearing elements of electromag-
unexploded explosive ordnance-(DOD, NATO) netic energy unintentionally emanated by tar-

Explosive ordnance which has been primed, gets of interest.
fused, armed or otherwise prepared for action,
and which has been fired, dropped, launched, uni-Service command-(DOD) A command
projected or placed in such a manner as to comprised of forces of a single Service.
constitute a hazard to operations, instaila-tions, personnel or material and remains un nit-(DOD, NATO) 1. Any military elementtion, prsonelor ateialandreminsun- whose structure is prescribed by competentexploded either by malfunction or design or woesrcuei rsrbdb optnfor any other cause, authority, such as a table of organization andequipment; specifically, part of an organiza-

tion. 2. An organization title of a subdivision
Unified Action Armed Fores.-(DOD) A ctrins, of a group in a task force. 3. A standard or

cation setting forth the principles, doctrines, basic quantity into which an item of supply is
and functions governing the activities and divided, issued, or used. In this meaning, alsoperformance of the Armed Forces of the called "unit of issue." 4. With regard to re-

United States when two or more Services or
serve components of the Armed Forces, de-elemuents thereof are acting together. Also notes a Selected Reserve unit organized,

called UNAAF. equipped and trained for mobilization to serve

on active duty as a unit or to augment or be
unified command-(DOD) A command with a augmented by another unit. Headquarters

broad continuing mission under a single com- and support functions without wartime mis-
mander and composed of significant assigned sions are not considered units.
components of two or more Services, and
which is established and so designated by the unit aircraft-(DOD) Those aircraft provided an
President, through the Secretary of Defense aircraft unit for the performance of a flying
with the advice and assistance of the Joint mission. See also aircraft.
Chiefs of Staff, or, when so authorized by the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, by a commander of an unit combat readiness-See combat readiness.
existing unified command established by the
President. unit commitment status-(DOD, NATO) The

degree of commitment of any unit designated
unified operation-(DOD) A broad generic term and categorized as a force allocated to NATO.

that describes the wide scope of actions taking
place within unified commands under the United States Armed Forces-(DOD) Used to
overall direction of the commanders of those denote collectively only the regular compo-
commands. nents of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine
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Corps, and Coast Guard. See also Armed United States Prisoner of War Information
Forces of the United States. Center-(DOD) The national center of infor-

mation in the United States for enemy and
United States Army Special Forces-(DOD) United States prisoners of war.

Military personnel with cross training in
basic and specialized military skills, organized United States Strategic Army Forces-(DOD)
into small, multiple-purpose detachments That part of the Army, normally located in
"with the mission to train, organize, supply, the Continental United States, which is
direct, and control indigenous forces in guer- trained, equipped, and maintained for employ-

ment at national level in accordance with cur-rilawarfare and counter-insurgency oper- tpas

ations, and to conduct unconventional war-

farmin operations. unit emplaning officer-(NATO) In air trans-
port, a representative of the transported unit

United States Civil Authorities--(DOD) Those responsible for organizing the movement of
elected and appointed public officials and em- that unit.
ployees who constitute the governments of the
50 States, District of Columbia, Common- unit equipment-(NATO) The equipment pre-
wealth of Puerto Rico, United States posses- scribed by the table of organization and equip-
sions and territories, and political subdivi- ment, or national equivalents pertaining to
sions thereof. that unit. See also establishment.

United States Civilian Internee Information unit identification code-(DOD) A six-charac-
Center-(DOD) The national center of infor- ter, alphanumeric code that uniquely identi-
mation in the United States for enemy and fies each Active, Reserve, and National Guard
United States civilian internees, unit of the Armed Forces. Also called UIC.

United States controlled shipping-(DOD) That unitized load-(DOD) A single item, or a
shipping under United States flag plus those number of items packaged, packed or ar-
selected ships under foreign flag which are ranged in a specified manner and capable of
considered to be under "effective United being handled as a unit. Unitization may be
States control," i.e., which can reasonably be accomplished by placing the item or items in
expected to be made available to the United a container or by banding them securely to-
States in time of national emergency. gether. See also palletized unit load.

unit loading-(DOD, NA TO) The loading of
United States country team-(DOD) The senior, troop units with their equipment and supplies

in-country, United States coordinating and su- in the same vessels, aircraft, or land vehicles.
pervising body, headed by the Chief of the See also loading.
United States diplomatic mission, usually an
ambassador, and composed of the senior unit of issue-(DOD) In its special storage
member of each represented United States de- meaning, refers to the quantity of an item; as
partment or agency. each number, dozen, gallon, pair, pound,

ream, set, yard. Usually termed unit of issue
United States Military Service Funded Foreign to distinguish from "unit price." See also unit.

Training-(DOD) Training which is provided
to foreign nationals in United States military unit of issue-(NA TO) See unit Part 3.
Service schools and installations under au-
thority other than the Foreign Assistance Act unit personnel and tonnage table-(DOD) A
of 1961. table included in the loading plan of a
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combat-loaded ship as a recapitulation of unknown-(DOD) 1. A code meaning informa-
totals of personnel and cargo by type, listing tion not available. 2. An unidentified target.
cubic measurements and weight.

unlimited war-Not to be used. See general
unit price-(DOD) The cost or price of an item war.

of supply based on the unit of issue.
unobserved fire-(DOD, NATO) Fire for which

unit reserves-(DOD) Prescribed quantities of the points of impact or burst are not observed.
supplies carried by a unit as a reserve to See also fire.
cover emergencies. See also reserve supplies.

unpremeditated expansion of a war-Not to be
unit strength-(NATO) As applied to a friendly used. See escalation.

or enemy unit, relates to the number of per-
sonnel, amount of supplies, armament equip- unpremeditated war-Not to be used. See acci-
ment and vehicles and the total logistic capa- dental attack.
bilities. See also strength.

unscheduled convoy phase-(DOD, NATO) The
unit training asmmbly-(DOD) An authorized period in the early days of war when convoys

and scheduled period of unit inactive duty are instituted on an ad hoc basis before the
training of a prescribed length of time. introduction of convoy schedules in the regu-. lar convoy phase.

unit type code-(DOD) A five-character, alpha-
numeric code that uniquely identifies each unsurveyed area-(NATO) An area on a map or
type unit of the Armed Forces. Also called chart where both relief and planimetric data
UTC. are unavailable. Such an area is usually la-

belled "unsurveyed." Or an area on a map or
universal polar stereographic grid-(DOD) A chart which shows little or no charted data

military grid prescribed for joint use in oper- because accurate information is limited or not
ations in limited areas and used for oper- available.
ations requiring precise position reporting. It
covers areas between the 80 degree parallels unwanted cargo-(DOD, NATO) A cargo loaded
and the poles. in peacetime which is not required by the con-

signee country in wartime. See also cargo.
Universal Time-(DOD) 1. The basis for coordi-

nated dissemination of time signals, counted unwarned exposed-(DOD, NATO) The vulner-
from 0000 at midnight. Also called Coordinat. ability of friendly forces to nuclear weapon ef-
ed Universal Time or UTC. 2. In celestial fects. In this condition, personnel are assumed
navigation applications, the time which gives to be standing in the open at burst time, but
the exact rotational orientation of the Earth have dropped to a prone position by the time
obtained from UTC by applying increments the blast wave arrives. They are expected to
determined by the US Naval Observatory. have areas of bare skin exposed to direct ther-
3. The official civil time of the United King- mal radiation, and some personnel may suffer
dom. Formerly called Greenwich Mean Time dazzle. See also warned exposed; warned pro-
(GMT). tected.

universal transverse mercator grid-(DOD, up-(DOD, NATO) In artillery and naval gun-
NATO) A grid coordinate system based on the fire support: 1. A term used in a call for fire
transverse mercator projection, applied to to indicate that the target is higher in alti-
maps of the earth's surface extending to 84"N tude than the point which has been used as a
and 80"S latitudes. Also called UTM Grid. reference point for the target location. 2. A
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correction used by an observer or a spotter in mission request; priority of immediate mis-
time fire to indicate that an increase in sion request.
height of burst is desired.

US Roland-(DOD) A short range, low-altitude,
urgent mlning--(DOD, NATO) In naval mine all-weather, Army air defense artillery sur-

warfare, the laying of mines with correct face-to-air missile system which is based upon
spacing but not in the ordered or planned po- the Franco-German Roland IT[ missile system.
sitions. The mines may be laid either inside or
outside the allowed area in such positions UTCSee Universal Time.
that they will hamper the movements of the
enemy more than those of our own forces. utility helicopter-(DOD, NATO) Multi-purpose

urgent priority-(DOD) A category of immedi- helicopter capable of lifting troops but may be
ate mission request which is lower than emer- used in a command and control, logistics, cas
gency priority but takes precedence over ordi- ualty evacuation or armed helicopter role.
nary priority, e.g., enemy artillery or mortar
fire which is falling on friendly troops and UTM-grid-See also universal transverse mer.
causing casualties or enemy troops or mecha- cator grid.
nized units moving up in such force as to
threaten a break-through. See also immediate UUM-44A--See submarine rocket.
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V
valuable cargo-(DOD, NATO) Cargo which vehicle-(DOD, NATO) A self-propelled, boosted,

may be of value during a later stage of the or towed conveyance for transporting a
war. See also cargo. burden on land, sea or through air or space.

See also amphibious vehicle; combat vehicle;
Svalue engineering-(DOD) An organized effort commercial vehicle; special-equipment vehi.

directed at analyzing the function of Depart- cle; special-purpose vehicle; substitute trans-
ment of Defense systems, equipment, facili- port-type vehicle; transport vehicle.
ties, procedures and supplies for the purpose
of achieving the required function at the vehicle cargo-(DOD) Wheeled or tracked
lowest total cost of effective ownership, con- equipment, including weapons, which require
sistent with requirements for performance, re- certain deck space, head room, and other defi-
liability, quality, and maintainability. nite clearance. See also cargo.

variability-(DOD, NATO) The manner in vehicle distance-(DOD, NATO) The clearance
which the probability of damage to a specific between vehicles in a column which is meas-
target decreases with the distance from ured from the rear of one vehicle to the front
ground zero; or, in damage assessment, a of the following vehicle.
mathematical factor introduced to average
the effects of orientation, minor shielding and vehicle summary and priority table-(DOD) A
uncertainty of target response to the effects table listing all vehicles by priority of debar-
considered. kation from a combat-loaded ship. It includes

the nomenclature, dimensions, square feet,
variable safety level--See safety level of cubic feet, weight, and stowage location of

supply. each vehicle, the cargo loaded in each vehicle,
and the name of the unit to which the vehicle

variant-(DOD) 1. One of two or more cipher or belongs.
code symbols which have the same plain text
equivalent. 2. One of several plain text mean- verification-(DOD) In arms control, any
ings that are represented by a single code action, including inspection, detection, and
group. Also called alternative, identification, taken to ascertain compliance

with agreed measures.
vector-(DOD) In air intercept, close air sup-

port and air interdiction usage, a code mean- verify-(DOD, NATO) 1. To ensure that the
ing, "Alter heading to magnetic heading indi- meaning and phraseology of the transmitted
cated." Heading ordered must be in three message conveys the exact intention of the
digits; e.g., "vector" zero six zero (for homing, originator. (DOD) 2. A request from an ob-
use "steer"). server, a spotter, or a fire-control agency to

reexamine firing data and report the results
vectored attack-(DOD, NATO) Attack in which of the reexamination.

a weapon carrier (air, surface, or subsurface)
not holding contact on the target, is vectored vertex height-See maximum ordinate.
to the weapon delivery point by a unit (air,
surface or subsurface) which holds contact on vertical air photograph-(DOD, NA TO) An air
the target. photograph ý,4ken with the optical axis of the

camera perpendicular to the surface of the
vector sights-See bomb sighting systems. earth.
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vertical and/or short takeoff and landing- vertical speed indicator-(NATO) An instru-
(DOD) Vertical and/or short takeoff and land- ment which displays rate of climb or descent.
ing capability for aircraft. a. Barometric. An instrument which displays

the apparent vertical speed of the aircraft
vertical envelopment-4DOD) A tactical maneu- as derived from the rate of change of static

ver in which troops, either air-dropped or air- pressure.
landed, attack the rear and flanks of a force, b. Instantaneous. An instrument which dis-
in effect cutting off or encircling the force. plays the vertical speed of the aircraft as

derived from a combination of acceleromet-
vertical interval-(DOD) Difference in altitude ric and barometric sources.

between two specified points or locations, e.g.'
the battery or firing ship and the target; ob. vertical strip-(DOD) A single flightline of over-
server location and the target; location of pre- lapping photos. Photography of this type is
viously fired target and new target; observer normally taken of long, narrow targets such
and a height of burst, battery or firing ship as beaches or roads.
and a height of burst, etc. vertical take-off and landing-(DOD, NATO)

vertical intervat-(NA TO) Difference in altitude The capability of an aircraft to take off and
or height between two specified points or loca- land vertically and to transfer to or from for-
tiona, ward motion at heights required to clear sur-

rounding obstacles.

vertical loading-(DOD, NATO) A type of load-
ing whereby items of like character are verti- laden draught of 13.75 meters (45 feet) or
cally tiered throughout the holds of a ship, so more.
that selected items are available at any stage more.
of the unloading. See also loading, very high-(DOD) A height above fifty thou-

vertical probable error-(DOD) The product of sand feet.

the range probable error and the slope of fall. very low-(DOD) A height below five hundred
feet.

vertical replenishment-(DOD, NATO) The use

of a helicopter for the transfer of materiel to very seriously ill-(OD, NATO) A patient is
or from a ship. very seriously ill when his illness is of such

severity that life is imminently endangered.
vertical scale instrument systems-(NATO) A See also seriously ill.

"system of vertical scale indicators which dis-
play flight and engine information. vesicant agent-See blister agent.

vertical separation-(DOD, NATO) Separation VIDOC--See visual information documenta-
between aircraft expressed in units of vertical tion.
distance.

vignetting-(DOD, NATO) A method of produc-
vertical situation display-(DOD, NATO) An ing a band of color or tone on a map or chart,

electronically generated display on which in- the density of which is reduced uniformly
formation on aircraft attitude and heading, from edge to edge.
flight director commands, weapon aiming and
terrain following can be presented, choice of Viking-(DOD) A twin turbofan engine, multi-
presentation being under the control of the crew antisubmarine aircraft capable of oper-
pilot, ating off aircraft carriers. It is designed to
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detect, locate, and destroy submarines utiliz- that the mine would have detonated had it
ing an integrated, computer-controlled attack been poised.
system and a variety of conventional and/or
nuclear ordnance. Designated as S-3. visual report-(DOD) Not to be used. See in-

flight report.
visibllity-(DOD) In air intercept usage, "Visi-

bility (in miles) is -" vital area-(DOD, NATO) A designated area or
installation to be defende. by air defense

visibility range-(DOD) The horizontal distance units. See also area.
(in kilometers or miles) at which a large dark
object can just be seen against the horizon sky vital ground-(DOD, NA TO) Ground of such im-
in daylight. portance that it must be retained or con-

trolled for the success of the mission. See also
visual call sign-(DOD, NATO) A call sign pro- key terrain.

vided primarily for visual signaling. See also
call sign. voice call sign-(DOD, NATO) A call sign pro-

vided primarily for voice communication. See
visual identiflcation-(DOD, NATO) In a flight also call sign.

control system, a control mode in which the
aircraft follows a radar target and is auto- voluntary tralning-(DOD) Training in a non-
matically positioned to allow visual identifica- pay status for Individual Ready Reservists
tion. and active status Standby Reservists. Partici-

pation in voluntary training is for retirement
visual information-(DOD) Use of one or more points only and may be achieved by training

of the various visual media with or without with Selected Reserve or voluntary training
sound. Generally, visual information includes units; by active duty for training;, by comple-
still photography, motion picture photogra- tion of authorized military correspondence
phy, video or audio recording, graphic arts, courses; by attendance at designated courses
visual aids, models, display, visual presenta- of instruction; by performing equivalent duty;
tion services, and the support process. by participation in special military and pro-

fessional events designated by the Military
visual information documentation--DOD) Departments; or by participation in author-

Motion media, still photography, and audio ized Civil Defense activities. Retirees may vol-
recording of technical and nontechnical untarily train with organizations to which
events while they occur, usually not con- they are properly preassigned by orders for
trolled by the recording crew. Visual informa- recall to active duty in a national emergency
tion documentation encompasses Combat or declaration of war. Such training shall be
Camera, operational documentation, and tech- limited to that training made available within
nical documentation. Also called VIDOC. See the resources authorized by the Secretary con-
also Combat Camera; operational documen- cerned.
tation; technical documentation.

voluntary training unit-(DOD) A unit formed
visual interceptor-(DOD, NATO) An intercep- by volunteers to provide reserve component

tor which has no special equipment to enable training in a nonpay status for Individual
it to intercept its target in dark or daylight Ready Reservists and active status Standby
conditions by other than visual means. Reservists attached under competent orders

and participating in such units for retirement
visual mine firing indicator-(DOD, NATO) A points. Also called reinforcement training

device used with exercise mines to indicate unit.
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VOR-(DOD, NATO) An air navigational radio nated mission) as a result of having been sub-
aid which uses phase comparison of a ground jected to a certain level of effects in an un-
transmitted signal to determine bearing. This natural (manmade) hostile environment.
term is derived from the words "very high fre-
quency omnidirectional radio range." vulnerability program-(DOD) A program to

determine the degree of, and to remedy ino-
Vulcan-(DOD) An Army air defense artillery far as possible, any existing susceptibility of

gun which provides low-altitude air defense nuclear weapon systems to enemy counter-
and has a direct fire capability against sur- measures, accidental fire, and accidental
face targets. The gun is a 6-barreled, air- shock.
cooled, 20-mm rotary-fired weapon.

vulnerability study-(DOD) An analysis of the
vulnerability-(DOD) 1. The susceptibility of a capabilities and limitations of a force in a spe-

nation or military force to any action by .any cific situation to determine vulnerabilities ca-
means through which its war potential or pable of exploitation by an opposing force.
combat effectiveness may be reduced or its
will to fight diminished. 2. The characteristics vulnerable area-See vital area.
of a system which cause it to suffer a definite
degradation (incapability to perform the desig- vulnerable point--See vital area.
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W
wading crossing-See deep fording; deep ford- which contains either the nuclear or thermo-

ing capability; shallow fording; shallow ford- nuclear system, high explosive system, chemi-
ing capability. cal or biological agents or inert materials in-

tended to inflict damage.
4 waiting position-(NATO) Any suitable position

in which naval units can be kept ready for op- warhead mating-(DOD) The act of attaching a
erations at immediate notice. See also laying- warhead section to a rocket or missile body,
up position, torpedo, airframe, motor or guidance section.

walking patient--(DOD, NATO) A patient not warhead section-(DOD, NATO) A completely
requiring a litter while in transit. assembled warhead including appropriate

skin sections and related components.
Walleye-(DOD) A guided air-te-surface glide

bomb for the stand-off destruction of large WARM-See wartime reserve modes.
semi-hard targets. It incorporates a contrast-
tracking television system for guidance. WARMAP S wartime manpower planning

system.
wanted cargo-(DOD, NATO) In naval control

of shipping, a cargo which is not immediately war materiel procurement capability-(DOD)
required by the consignee country but will be The quantity of an item which can be ac-
needed later. See also cargo. quired by orders placed on or after the day an

operation commences (D-day) from industry or
war air service program-(DOD) The program from any other available source during the

designed to provide for the maintenance of es- period prescribed for war materiel procure-
sential civil air routes and services, and to ment planning purposes.
provide for the distribution and re-distribu-
tion of air-carrier aircraft among civil air war materiel requirement-(DOD) The quantity
transportation carriers after withdrawal of of an item required to equip and support the
aircraft allocated to the Civil Reserve Air approved forces specified in the current Secre-
Fleet. tary of Defense guidance through the period

presibed for war materiel planning pur-
warble--(OD, NATO) In naval mine warfare, poses.

the process of varying the frequency of souwd
produced by a narrow band noisemaker to warned exposed-(DOD, NATO) The vulnerabil-
ensure that the frequency to which the mine ity of friendly forces to .uclear weapon ef-
will respond is covered. fects. In this condition, personnel are assumed

to be prone with all skin covered and with
warehouse chart-See planograph. thermal protection at least that provided by a

two-layer summer uniform. See also un-
war game-(DOD, NATO) A simulation, by warned exposed; warned protected.

whatever means, of a military operation in-
volving two or more opposing forces, using warned protected-(DOD, NA TO) The vulner-
rules, data, and procedures designed to depict ability of friendly forces to nuclear weapon ef-
an actual or assumed real life situation. fects. In this condition, personnel are assumed

to have some protection against heat, blast,
warhead-(DOD, NATO) That part of a missile, and radiation such as that afforded in closed

projectile, torpedo, rocket, or other munition armored vehicles or crouched in fox holes
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with improvised overhead shielding. See also quired to be on hand on D-day. This level con-
unwanted exposed; warned exposed. sists of the war materiel requirement less the

sum of the peacetime assets assumed to be
warning-(DOD) A communication and ac- available on D-day and the war materiel pro-

knowledgment of dangers implicit in a wide curement capability.
spectrum of activities by potential opponents
ranging from routine defense measures, to war reserve materiel requirement, balance-
substantial increases in readiness and force (DOD) That portion of the war reserve mate-
preparedness, to acts of terrorism or political, riel requirement which has not been acquired
economic, or military provocation. See also re eurmn hc a o enaqie
econoegic orw mlitaryin procategio in. lealo or funded. This level consists of the war re-
strategic warning; strategic waning le serve materiel requirement less the war re-
tine; strategic warning post-decision time; serve materiel requirement, protectable.
strategic warning pre-decision time; tactical

waning;, warning of attack; warning of war. war reserve materiel requirement, protects-

warning area-See danger area. ble-(DOD) That portion of the war reserve
materiel requirement that is either on hand

warning net-(DOD) A communication system and/or previously funded which shall be pro-
established for the purpose of dimminating tected; if issued for peacetime use, it shall be
warning information of enemy movement or promptly reconstituted. This level consists of
action to all interested commands. the pre-positioned war reserve materiel re-

quirement, protectable, and the other war re-
warning of attack--(DOD) A warning to nation- serve materiel requirement, protectable.

al policymakers that an adversary is not only
preparing its armed forces for war, but in- war reserve (nuclear)-(DOD) Nuclear weapons
tends to launch an attack in the near future. materiel stockpiled in the custody of the De-
See also tactical warning;, warning;, warning partment of Energy or transferred to the cus-
of war. tody of the Department of Defense and in-

warning of war--(DOD) A warning to national tended for employment in the event of war.

pohcymakeru that a state or alliance intends
war, or is on a course that substantially in- war reserves--(DOD, NATO) War reserves arecreases the risks of war and is taking steps to stocks of materiel amassed in peacetime t
crepasesrte frisksof war.e aniso strateic nin ; smeet the increase in military requirementspreparei war. See also strategic warning, consequent upon an outbreak of war. War re-

serves are intended to provide the interim
warning order--(DOD NATO) A preliminary support essential to sustain operations untilnotice of an order or action which is to follow, resupply can be effected. See also materiel in-ventory objective; M-day force materiel re-
warning red-See air defense warning condi- quirement; net inventory assets; other acqui-

tions. sition war reserve requirements; other acqui-
sition war reserve stock; peacetime force ma-

warning white-See air defense warning condi- teriel assets; peacetime force materiel re-
tions. quirement; peacetime materiel usage; pre-po-

sitioned war reserve requirement; pre-posi-
warning yellow-See air defense warning con- tioned war reserve stock; reserve supplies;

ditions. total materiel assets; total materiel require-
ment; war materiel procurement capability;

war reserve materiel requirement-(DOD) Ti at war materiel requirement; war reserve mate.
portion of the war materiel requirement re- riel requirement; war reserve stock(s).
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war reserve stock(s)-(DOD) That portion of approximating the required hydrostatic pres-
total materiel assets which is designated to sure-gradient under G forces. See also pres-
satisfy the war reserve materiel requirement. sure suit.

war reserve stocks for allies-(DOD) A Depart- water terminal-See alternate water terminal;
ment of Defense program to have the Services major water terminal; secondary water ter-
procure or retain in their inventories those minal; port.
minimum stockpiles of materiel such as muni-
tions, equipment, and combat essential consu- wave-(DOD, NATO) A formation of forces,
mables to ensure support for selected allied landing ships, craft, amphibious vehicles or
forces in time of war, until future in-country aircraft, required to beach or land about the
production and external resupply can meet same time. Can be classified as to type, func-
the estimated combat consumption. tion or order as shown: a. Assault wave;

b. Boat wave; c. Helicopter wave;
wartime load-(DOD, NATO) The maximum d. Numbered wave; e. On-call wave;

quantity of supplies of all kinds which a ship E Scheduled wave.
can carry. The composition of the load is pre-
scribed by proper authority. See also combat wave-off--See overshoot.
load.

wartime manpower planning system-(DOD) A way point-(DOD) In air operations, a point or

standardized DOD-wide procedure, structure, a series of points in space to which an aircraft
and data base for computing, compiling, pro may be vectored.
jecting, and portraying the time-phased war-time manpower requirements, demand, and weapon and payload identification.-(DOD)
supply of the DOD components, dand alled 1. The determination of the type of weaponWARMAPS. See also 8-day. (NATO: A lso being used in an attack. 2. The discriminationdesignation of days and hours.) of a re-entry vehicle from penetration aidsbeing utilized with the re-entry vehicle. See

wartime reserve modes-(DOD) Charscterics also attack assessment.
and operating procedures of sensor, communi-
cations navigation aids, threat recognition, weapon debris (nuclear)-(DOD, NATO) The
weapons, and countermeasures systems that residue of a nuclear weapon after it has ex-
(a) will contribute to military effectiveness if ploded; that is, materials used for the casing
unknown to or misunderstood by opposing and other components of the weapon, plus un-
commanders before they are used, but (b) expended plutonium or uranium, together
could be exploited or neutralized if known in with fission products.
advance. Wartime reserve modes are deliber-
ately held in reserve for wartime or emergen- weapon engagement zone-(DOD, NATO) In air
cy use and seldom, if ever, applied or inter- defense, airspace of defined dimensions within
cepted prior to such use. Also called WARM. which the responsibility for engagement nor-

mally rests with a particular weapon system.
watching mine-(DOD, NATO) In naval mine Also called fighter engagement zone; missile

warfare, a mine secured to its mooring but engagement zone; short range air defense en-
showing on the surface, possibly only in car- gagement zone.
tam tidal conditions. See also floating mine;
mine. weapons assignment-(DOD, NATO) In air de-

fense, the process by which weapons are as-
water suit-(DOD) A G-suit in which water is signed to individual air weapons controllers

used in the interlining thereby automatically for use in accomplishing an assigned mission.
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weapons free-(DOD, NA TO) In air defense, a nage, fuzing, spacing, desired mean points of
weapon control order imposing a status impact, and intervals of reattack.
whereby weapons systems may be fired at any
target not positively recognized as friendly, weapons state of readiness-See weapons read.
See also weapons hold; weapons tight. iness state.

weapons hold-(DOD, NATO) In air defense, a weapon(s) system-(DOD, NATO) A combina-
weapon control order imposing a status tion of one or more weapons with all related
whereby weapons systems may only be fired equipment, materials, services, personnel and
in self-defense or in response to a formal means of delivery and deployment (if applica-
order. See also weapons free; weapons tight. ble) required for self-sufficiency.

weapons of mass destruton- OD) In arm weapons tight-(DOD, NATO) In air defense, a

control usage, weapons that are capable of a weapon control order imposing a status

high order of destruction and/or of being used whereby weapons systems may be fired only

in such a manner as to destroy large numbers at targets recognized as hostile. See also

of people. Can be nuclear, chemical, biologi- weapons free; weapons hold.

cal, and radiological weapons, but excludes weapon system employment concept- OD,
the means of transporting or propelling the NATO) A description in broad terms, based on
weapon where such means is a separable and established outline characteristics, of the ap-
divisible part of the weapon. plication of a particular equipment or weapon

system within the framework of tactical con-
weapons readiness state-(DOD) The degree of cept and future doctrines.

readiness of air defense weapons which can
become airborne or be launched to carry out weapon system manager-See system manager.
an assigned task. Weapons readiness states
are expressed in numbers of weapons and weapon-target line-(DOD) An imaginary
numbers of minutes. Weapon readiness states straight line from a weapon to a target
are defined as follows
a. 2 minutes-Weapons can be launched weather central-(DOD) An organization which

within two minutes. collects, collates, evaluates, and disseminates
b. 5 minutes-Weapons can be launched meteorological information in such manner

within five minutes. that it becomes a principal source of such in-
c. 15 minutes-Weapons can be launched formation for a given area.

within fifteen minutes.
d. 30 minutes-Weapons can be launched weather forecast-(DOD) A prediction of weath-

within thirty minutes. er conditions at a point, along a route, or
e. 1 hour-Weapons can be launched within within an area, for a specified period of time.

one hour.
f. 3 hours-Weapons can be launched within weather map-(DOD) A map showing the

three hours, weather conditions prevailing, or predicted to
g. released-Weapons are released from de- prevail, over a considerable area. Usually, the

fense commitment for a specified period of map is based upon weather observations
time. taken at the same time at a number of sta-

tions. See also map.
weapons recommendation sheet-(DOD, NATO)

A sheet or chart which defines the intention weather minimum-(DOD) The worst weather
of the attack, and recommends the nature of conditions under which aviation operations
weapomns, and resulting damage expected, ton- may be conducted under either visual or in-
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strument flight rules. Usually prescribed by which transponder-((DOD) A code meaning
directives and standing operating procedures report type of transponder fitted-Identifica-
in terms of minimum ceiling, visibility, or spe- tion Friend or Foe, Air Traffic Control Radar
cific hazards to flight. Beacon System, or Secondary Surveillance

Radar.
weather (VAT B)-(DOD) Short form weather

report, giving. white forces-(DOD, NATO) A term used in re-
a. V-Viaibility in miles. porting of intelligence on Warsaw Pact exer-
b. A-Amount of clouds, in eights. cises, to denote those units representing op-
c. T-Height of cloud top, in thousands of posing forces during such exercises. See also

feet. force(s).
d. B-Height of cloud basw in thousands of

feet. whiteout-(DOD, NATO) Loss of orientation
(The reply is a series of four numbers preced- with respect to the horizon caused by sun re-
ed by the word "weather." An unknown item flecting on snow and overcast sky.
is reported as "unknown.") white propaganda-(DOD) Propaganda dissemi-

weight and balance sheet-(DOD, NATO) A nated and acknowledged by the sponsor or by
sheet which records the distribution of weight an accredited agency thereof. See also propa-
in an aircraft and shows the center of gravity ganda.
of an aircraft at takeoff and landing. width of sheaf-(DOD) Lateral interval be-

welil-(DOD) As used in air intercept, a code tween center of flank bursts or impacts. The

meaning, '7luipment indicated is operating comparable naval gunfire term is deflection
efficiently." pattern.

wild weasel-(DOD, NATO) An aircraft special-what luck--(OD) As used in air intercept, a ly modified to identify, locate, and physically
code meaning, "What are/were the results of lymdfetoiniyoceadpsclycodgned mea sion?" arsuppress or destroy ground based enemy air
assigned mission?" defense systems that employ sensors radiating

what state-(DOD) As used in air intercept, a electromagnetic energy.

code meaning, "Report amount of fuel, ammu- will not fire-(DOD) A term sent to the spotter
nition, and oxygen remaining." or other requesting agency to indicate that

the target will not be engaged by the fire sup-
what's up--(DOD) As used in air intercept, a port ship.

code meaning, "Is anything the matter?"
Wilson cloud--See condensation cloud.

wheelbase-(DOD, NATO) The distance between
the centers of two consecutive wheels. In the window-See chaff.
case of vehicles with more than two axles or
equivalent systems, the successive wheelbases wind shear-(DOD) A change of wind direction
are all given in the order front to rear of the and magnitude.
vehicle.

wind velocity-(DOD, NA TO) The horizontal di-
wheel load capacity--(DOD) The capacity of rection and speed of air motion.

airfield runways, taxiways, parking areas, or
roadways to bear the pressures exerted by air- wing-(DOD) 1. An Air Force unit composed
craft or vehicles in a gross weight static con- normally of one primary mission group and
figuration. the necessary supporting organizations, i.e.,
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organizations designed to render supply, side to coasters or lighters. See also emergen-
maintenance, hospitalization, and other serv- cy anchorage.
ices required by the primary mission groups.
Primary mission groups may be functional, working capital fund-(DOD) A revolving fund
such as combat, training, transport, or serv- established to finance inventories of supplies
ice. 2. A fleet air wing is the basic organiza- and other stores, or to provide working cap-
tional and administrative unit for naval-, ital for industrial-type activities.
land-, and tender-based aviation. Such wings
are mobile units to which are assigned air- work order-(DOD) A specific or blanket au-
craft squadrons and tenders for administra- thorization to perform certain work-usually
tive organization control. 3. A balanced broader in scope than a job order. It is some-
Marine Corps task organization of aircraft times used synonymously with job order.
groups/squadrons together with appropriate
command, air control, administrative, service,
and maintenance units. A standard Marine world geographic reference system-See georef.
Corps aircraft wing contains the aviation ele-
ments normally required for the air support wounded-See seriously wounded; slightly
of a Marine division. 4. A flank unit; that wounded. See also battle casualty.
part of a military force to the right or left of
the main body. wounded in action-(DOD, NATO) A battle cas-

ualty other than "killed in action" who has
wingman-(DOD) An aviator subordinate to incurred an injury due to an external agent

and in support of the designated section or cause. The term encompasses all kinds of
leader, also, the aircraft flown in this role. wounds and other injuries incurred in action,

whether there is a piercing of the body, as in
wingman-(NA TO) A pilot flying subordinate to a penetrating or perforated wound, or none,

and in support of his designated leader, also, as in the contused wound; all fractures, burns,
the aircraft flown in this role. blast concussions, all effects of biological and

chemical warfare agents, the effects of expo-withrawl opraton-DOD, NAT) A sure to ionizing radiation or any other de-
planned operation in which a force in contact structive weapon or agent.

disengages from an enemy force.

withhold (nuclear)-(DOD) The limiting of au- wreckage locator chart-(DOD) A chart indicat-
thority to employ nuclear weapons by denying ing the geographic location of all known air-

their use within specified geographical areas craft wreckage sites, and all known vessel
or certain countries. wrecks which show above low water or which

can be seen from the air. It consists of a
wooden bomb-(DOD) A concept which pictures visual plot of each wreckage, numbered in

a weapon as being completely reliable and chronological order, and cross referenced with
havi.g an infinite shelf life while at the same a wreckage locator file containing all perti-
time requiring no special handling, storage or nent data concerning the wreckage.
surveillance.

wrong-(DOD) A proword meaning, "Your last
working anchorage-(DOD, NATO) An anchor- transmission was incorrect, the correct ver-

age where ships lie to discharge cargoes over- sion is
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x
x-axis-(DOD) A horizontal axis in a system of X-scale-(DOD, NATO) On an oblique photo-

rectangular coordinates; that line on which graph, the scale along a line parallel to the
distances to the right or left (east or west) of true horizon.
the reference line are marked, especially on a
map, chart, or graph.
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Y
yaw-(DOD, NATO) 1. The rotation of an air- y-axis-(DOD) A vertical axis in a system of

craft, ship or missile about its vertical axis so rectangular coordinates; that line on whicn
as to cause the longitudinal axis of the air- distances above or below (north or south) the
craft, ship or missile to deviate from the flight reference line are marked, especially on a
line or heading in its horizontal plane. 2. The map, chart or graph.
rotation of a camera or a photograph coordi-
nate system about either the photograph z- yield-See nuclear yields.
axis or the exterior z-axis. 3. Angle between
the longitudinal axis of a projectile at any Y-scale-(DOD, NATO) On an C" lique photo-
moment and the tangent to the trajectory in graph, the scale along the line of the principal
the corresponding point of flight of the projec- vertical, or any other line inherent or plotted,
tile. which, on the ground, iL parallel to the princi-

pal vertical.
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Z
zero-length launching-(DOD, NATO) A tech- distance IE as the radius and the desired

nique in which the first motion of the missile ground zero as the center, in which all per-
or aircraft removes it from the launcher. sonnel require maximum protection. Maxi-

mum protection denotes that armed forces
zero point-(DOD) The location of the center of personnel are in "buttoned up" tanks or

a burst of a nuclear weapon at the instant of crouched in foxholes with improvised over-
detonation. The zero point may be in the air, head shielding.
or on or beneath the surface of land or water,
dependent upon the type of burst, and it is zone III (nuclear)-(DOD) A circular area (less
thus to be distinguished from ground zero. zones I and U), determined by using minimum

zippers--(DOD) Target dawn and dusk combat safe distance IfI as the radius and the desiredair patrol. ground zero as the center, in which all per-
sonnel require minimum protection. Mini-

Z marker beacon-(DOD, NATO) A type of mum protection denotes that armed forces
radio beacon, the emissions of which radiate personnel are prone on open ground with all
in a vertical cone shaped pattern, skin areas covered and with an overall ther-mal protection at least equal to that provided

zone-See air defense identification zone; air by a two-layer uniform.
surface zone; combat zone; communications
zone; control zone; dead zone; demilitarized zone of action-(DOD, NATO) A tactical subdi-
zone; drop zone; landing zone; rupture zone; vision of a larger area, the responsibility for
safety zone. See also area. which is assigned to a tactical unit; generally

applied to offensive action. See also sector.
zone fire--(DOD) Artillery or mortar fires that

are delivered in a constant direction at sever- zone of fire-(DOD) An area within which a
al quadrant elevations. See also fire. designated ground unit or fire support ship

delivers, or is prepared to deliver, fire sup-
zone I (nuclear)--(DOD)A circular area, deter- port. Fire may or may not be observed. See

mined by using minimum safe distance I as also contingent zone of fire.
the radius and the desired ground zero as the
center, from which all armed forces are evac-
uated. If evacuation is not possible or if a Z-scale-(DOD, NATO) On an oblique photo-
commander elects a higher degree of risk, graph, the scale used in calculating the height
maximum protective measures will be re- of an object. Also the name given to this
quired. method of height determination.

zone II (nuclear)-(DOD) A circular area (less zulu time--(NATO) Greenwich Mean Time.
zone I), determined by using minimum safe (DOD: See Universal Time.)
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